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CESSAR-DC. AMENDMENT F

INSTRUCTIONS FOR INSERTION

VOLUME 1 .

FRDNT MATTER

Remove:

Listing of Amendments, Amendment E

Insert:

New Listing of Amendments Amendment F

TAB 1,7

Remove:

Tab: 1.7 Electrical, Instrumentation and Control Drawings

Insert:

New Tab: 1.7 Drawings and Diagrams

TAB 1.8 i
,

4

Remove:

N/A

Insert:
a.

i

New Tab: 1.9 System 80+ Standard Design Interfaces, in front of
page 1,9-1
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VOLUME 4

TAB 4.0 *

.

Remove: ;

i

Effective Page Listing (9 sheets) ;

Table of Contents, List of Tables, List of Figures .(pages i through ;

xxii)
i ;

Insert:

!
'New Effective Page Listing (Sheets I through 9)

New Table of Contents, List of Tables, List of Figures (pages i
Ithrough xxii)

TAB 4.1
| ,

Remove:
i

'

.{
| Section 4.1 in its entirety -

Insert:

New Section 4.1 ;

TAB 4.2

'

Remove:
.

Pages 4.2-1 through 4.2-89
.

Tables 4.2-1 through 4.2-3
Figures 4.2 3, 4.2-5, 4.2-7 through 4.2-10

,

Insert:
New pages 4.2-1 through 4.2-88
New Tables 4.2-1 through 4.2-3

.

New Figures 4.2-3, 4.2-5, 4.2-7 through 4.2-10
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Page 3 of 10

TAB 4.3

Remove:

Pages 4.3-1 and 4.3-2

Pages 4.3-5 through 4.3-8
Pages 4.3-19 through 4.3 22'
Pages 4.3-41 and 4.3-42

Figures 4.3-24 through 4.3-35

Insert:

New pages 4.3-1 and 4.3-2

New pages 4.3-5 through 4.3-8
New pages 4.3-19 through 4.3-22
New pages 4.3 41 and 4.3 42

New Figures 4.3-24 through 4.3-35

TAB 4.4

Remove:

i

Pages 4.4-1 through 4.4-6
Pages 4.4-9 and 4.4-10

Pages 4.4-15 through 4.4-20
Pages 4.4-23 and 4.4-24
Pages 4.4-33 and 4.4-34

Tables 4.4-1, 4.4-2, 4.4-4, 4.4-6, 4.4-8, 4.4-9
Figure 4.4-6

)

I
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Page 4 of 10
,

.

!

Insert: .

i
t

New pages 4.4-1 through 4.4-6 -

iNew pages 4.4-9 and 4.4-10
New pages 4.4-15 through 4.4-20 :

New pages 4.4-23 and 4.4-24 j
New pages 4.4-33 and 4.4-34 |
New Tables 4.4-1, 4.4-2, 4.4-4, 4.4-6, 4.4 8, 4.4-9

|
New Figure 4.4-6

|;

TAB 4.5 i

Remove: .

r

Pages 4.5-1 and 4.5-2

Pages 4.5-5 through 4.5 8
7

Insert:

New pages 4.5-1 and 4.5-2 ,

New pages 4.5-5 through 4.5-8

TAB 4.6
,

;

Remove:

| Pages 4.6-1 through 4.6-3
|

Insert:

New pages 4.6 1 through 4.6-3

.

_ . . , . - . , - . . , _ - _ _ _ , . . . _ . .
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VOLUME 6

TAB 6.3

BRELu

Tab: 6.3 Emergency Core Cooling System

Insert:

New Tab: 6.3 Safety Injection System

VOLUME 7

TAB 6.5

Remove:

Tab: 6.5 Fission Product Removal and Control Systems
i

Insert:

New Tab: 6.5 Containment Spray System

y0LUME 8

TAB 7.2

Remove:

Tab: 7.2 Reactor Trip System

Insert:
4

New Tab: 7.2 Reactor Protective System l
'

< ,

-
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Page 6 of 10 .
1.

,

fil22YR:
,

Tab: 7.3 Engineered Safety Feature Systems ;

|
'

Intact: i
:

New Tab: 7.3 Engineered Safety Features Actuation System
,

.- ;

TAB 8.0- |
f

Remove: :

Chapter 8 in its entirety !

,

Insert: -

:

N/A ,

P

VOLUME 9

TAB 10.0

l Insert:
,

;

1

| New Tab: Appendix 10A (in a front of Appendix 10A) '

1
l

.

Remove: ?

i

Chapter 10 and Appendix 10A in its entirety

Insert: '

. ,

Chapter 8 (which was removed from Volume 8) in a front of Chapter 9. >

|

|
t ,

i

_
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VOLUME 10

TAB 12.4

Insert:

Tab: 12.5 Health Physics Program

TAB 13.0

Insert:

Tab: 13.1 Organizational Structure of Site Operator, in a front of
page 13.1-1

Tab: 13.2 Training, in a front of page 13.2-1
Tab: 13.3 Emergency Planning, in a front of page 13.3-1
Tab: 13.4 Review and Audit, in a front of page 13.4 1
Tab: 13.5 Plant Procedures, in a front of page 13.5-1
Tab: 13.6 Industrial Security, in a front of page 13.6
Tab: Appendix 13A, in a front of Appendix 13A

TAB 14.0

;

Insert:

Tab: 14.1 Specific Information to be Included in PSAR, in a front of
page 14.1-1

Tab: 14.2 Specific Information to be included in FSAR, in a front of
page 14.2-1

Eg!!Loxt:

.

Chapters 12, 13, Appendix 13A and Chapter 14 in their entirety

|

.

.. .. .. .
.. . _ _ -
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Page 8 of-10 :

i

!
!

Inscri:

1

Chapter 10 and Appendix 10A (which were removed from Volume 9) in a i

front of Chapter 11

VOLUME 11

1

Remove: !

i
.

CESSAR-F Sections 15.1 through 15.4 (See Note *)
,

Insert:
,

,

Chapters 12, 13 Appendix 13A and Chapter 14 (which were removed !
from Volume 10) ,

l
VOLUME 12

i

Remove: |

|

CESSAR F Sections 15.5 15.7, Appendices Ibn, 150, 150 (See
"

,

Note *) t

. Insert: I

{
i

Sections 15.1 through 15.4 (which were removed from Volume 11)

VOLUME 13

Remove: !

CESSAR-F Chapter 16 (See Note *) and Chapter 17 ;
*

Insert:

Sections 15.5 through 15.7, Appendices 15A, ISB, 150, ISD (which

were removed from Volume 12)

|

._
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Page 9 of 10
i

VOLUME 14

TAB 18.4

Insert:

New Tab: 18.5 Functional Task Analysis, in a front of page 18.51
New Tab: 18.6 Control Room Configuration, in a front of page 18.6-1
New Tab: 18.7 Information Presentation and Panel Layout Evaluation,

in a front of page 18.7-1
New Tab: 18.8 Control and Monitoring Outside the Main Control Room,

in a front of page 18.8
New Tab: 18.9 Verification and Validation, in a front of page 18.91

Remove:

Chapter 18 in its entirety

Insert:

Chapter 16 (which was removed from Volume 13)

VOLUME 15

i

Remove:

CESSAR-F Appendix A, CESSAR-F Appendices 3.11A and 3.118 (See
Note *)

Insert:

Chapter 17 (which was removed from Volume 13)

l

---
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Page 10 of 10
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.i
I
!

VOLUME 16 i

|

Remove: I

|

CESSAR-F Appendix B (SeeNote*) :

)
Insert:

.

Chapter 18 (which was removed from Volume 14) !O

t
'

VOLUME 11

:

Remove: !

CESSAR-F Appendix C (this includes Appendix CA) (SeeNote*)

Insert:

New Appendix A and Appendix B

|

l

|

* Some CESSAR-DC sets include CESSAR-F material. (CESSAR-F material is easily
identified: amendments are numbered; for CESSAR-DC, amendments are

lettered.] If_ you do not have CESSAR-F material, just skip this instruction
step.
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CESSARtiinh (Shoot 1 of 9)

O
EFFECTIVE P&GE LISTING

CBAPTER 4

Table of contents |

2 Age Raendment

i

11 B
iii
iv
v
vi
vil
viii a
ix
x F
xi
xii
xiii B
xiv B

O-
xv B
xvi B
xvii B
xviii F
xix F
xx B
xxi 3
xxii

IAEA

EREA Amendment

4.1-1 B
4.1-2 F
4.2-1 F
4.2-2 B
4.2-3 F
4.2-4
4.2-5
4.2-6
4.2-7 B
4.2-8 B
4.2-9
4.2-10
4.2-11

O-
g

4.2-12
4.2-13 B
4.2-14 F

Amendment F
December 15, 1989

_ _ _ _ _ _ . . . . . . . . ,,
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CESSARSIN.m (Sh00t.2 of 9)
i

OJ
EFFECTIVE PAGE LISTING (Cont'd)

6Chapter.4
|

| Text (Cont'd) .;
i

Page haandment ;

'

4.2-15 'F
'

4.2-16 :

f4.2.17
4.2-18
4.2-19
4.2-20

.i

4.2-21 B |
4.2-22 F
4.2-23
4.2-24

!.4.2-25
|4.2-26 B

4.2-27 F i

4.2-28 F |

4.2-29 F - !

4.2-30 F t
,

4.2-31 ;

4.2-32 :
;

| 4.2-33 1

I
4.2-34 F
4.2-35 F !

4.2-36 F |

4.2-37 B ;

4.2-38 B ;

4.2-39 B
4.2-40 ;

4.2-41 B ;
'

4.2-42 F
4.2-43 F
4.2-44 F
4.2-45 F -

4.2-46 F f

4.2-47 F
4.2-48 B ;

4.2-49i

4.2-50 F
I4.2-51 F

4.2-52 B |
4.2-53 F -;

!4.2-54 '

4.2-55 F '

4.2-56 B
|4.2-57

4.2-58 F !

i- Amendment F I

|
December 15, 1989: .

| |
. -- . . . _ . . . . _ . _ _ _ . - . . _ _ . _ . _ . . _ . . _ . _ _ . _ . . _ _ _ . _ . ._ _ _



CESSAR W% (shzat 3 or 9)

O
SFFECTIVE PAGE LISTING (Cont'd)

Chapter 4

Text (Cont'd)

Page Amendment

4.2-59
4.2-60
4.2-61
4.2-62 B
4.2-63 B
4.2-64 B
4.2-65
4.2-66
4.2-67
4.2-68 F
4.2-69 F
4.2-70 F
4.2-71
4.2-72 F

O-
4.2-73 B
4.2-74
4.2-75
4.2-76 B
4.2-77 B
4.2-78 F
4.2-79 F
4.2-80 F
4.2-81 F
4.2-82
4.2-83 B
4.2-84 F
4.2-85
4.2-86 F
4.2-87 F
4.2-88 B
4.3-1 F
4.3-2
4.3-3
4.3-4 B
4.3-5 F
4.3-6 F
4.3-7 F
4.3-8 B |
4.3-9 B
4.3-10

O. 4.3-11 B
4.3-12 B

Amendment F |

December 15, 1989' .]
|

- - _ _ _ - - - _ - - - _ - - _ - - - - - - - _ - - - - - - - - _ _ . - - - - .._
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i
,

G!
!

EFFECTIVE PAGE LISTING (Conted) i

:

Chapter 4 }
)

Text (Conted) |

Page Amendment |

!

4.3-13 |
4.3-14

. B !

,

4.3-15
4.3-16 B !

4.3-17 B !
4.3-18 B j

4.3-19 F j
14.3-20

4.3-21 !

4.3-22 F
4.3-23 B :

4.3-24 B 1

j|4.3-25 B
4.3-26
4.3-27 B '

4.3-28' B !
4.3-29 B ;

4.3-30 B +

4.3-31 B !

4.3-32 B i
4.3-33 ;

4.3-34 B
'

i4.3-35
4.3-36 B
4.3-37 B i

i

4.3-38 B-t ,

i

4.3-39 B
4.3-40 ;

4.3-41 B ;
t '
' - 4.3-42 F ,

4.3-43 B i

4.4-1 F {
4.4-2 :

l 4.4-3 F ,

4.4-4 B
4.4-5 F |
4.4-6 B
4.4-7 B- i

l 4.4-8 B i

4.4-9 B 'i
4.4-10 F !

4.4-11 -

4.4-12 .

-

Amendment F I

December 15, 1989

. ,. . . . - . - . ..- -- . - -
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O
EFFECTIYB P&GE LISTING (Cont'd)

Chapter 4

Text (cont'd)

Page pendment

4.4-13 B
4.4-14 B
4.4-15
4.4-16 F
4.4-17 B
4.4-18 F
4.4-19 F
4.4-20 -B
4.4-21 B
4.4-22
4.4-23 F
4.4-24 B
4.4-25
4.4-26

O-
4.4-27

- 4.4-28
4.4-29 B
4.4-30 B
4.4-31
4.4-32 B
4.4-33 B
4.4-34 F
4.4-35
4.4-36
4.4-37 B
4.4-38
4.4-39
4.5-1 F
4.5-2 F
4.5-3 D
4.5-4
4.5-5 F
4.5-6 F
4.5-7 D
4.5-8 F
4.5-9
4.5-10 D )
4.5-11
4.5-12
4.6-1 B 1

O- I4.6-2 F j
4.6-3 F

Amendment F
December 15, 1989

.i
'

..

.. ..
.
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CESSAREll& ma (Shat 5 ot'b

O
EFFECTIVE PAGE LISTING (Cont'd) '

chapter..4

Tables Amendment

4.2-1-(Sheet 1): B

4.2-1 (Sheet 2) F

4.2-1.(Sheet 3) -F
4.2-1-(Sheet 4) F

4.2-l' (Sheet-5)
4.2-1 (Sheet 6) B
4.2-2

~

.F4.2-3 (Sheet 1)
4.2-3 (Sheet 2) F
4.3-1 (Sheets 1 and 2) B
4.3-2 B.
4.3-3 B-

-.4.3-4 B '

.

4.3-5 B. .

4.3-6 B
4.3-7 B
4.3-8 B =

.

4.3-9
'

4.3-10 B
~

4.3-11
4.3-12
4.3-13
4.3-14 'B

4.3-15 B
4.3-16
4.3-17 '

4.3-18
4.3-19
4.4-1 (Sheet 1) F.
4.4-1 (Sheet.2) F
4.4-2 F
4.4-3
4.4-4 F
4.4-5
4.4-6 F
4.4-7
4.4-8 F
4.4-9 (Sheet 1) F

4.4-9 (Sheet 2) B
4.6-1 B

O
Amendment F
December 15, 1989
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SFFECTIVE PAGE LISTING (Cont'd)

Chapter 4

Figures Amendment

4.1-1 F-
4.1-2 F
4.2-1 -1

4.2-2
4.2-3 F
4.2-4 B.
4.2-5 'F i

'

'I4.2-6 B >

4.2-7 B
4.2-8 F'
4.2-9 F ,

4.2-10 F
4.2-11 B
4.3-1 B
4.3-2 B
4'.3-3 B. . t
4.3-4 B !
4.3-8 B j:

4.3-8a B I
4.3-6 B
4.3-6a B- !
4.3-7 B - i

4.3-7a 'B
4.3-8 B :.

4.3-8 B ,

4.3-9a B
4.3-10 B
4.3-10a B
4.3-11 B
4.3-11a B

,

4.3-12' B
4.3-13 B
4.3-14 B i

4.3-15 B j

4.3-16 B
4.3-17 B
4.3-18 B
4.3-19 B .i
4.3-20 B

'

4.3-21 B
4.3-22 B

- 4.3-23 B

O- 4.3-24 F
4.3-25 F

Amendment F
December 15, 1989
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EFFBCTIVE PAGE_ LISTING (Cont'd)

Chapter 4

Fiqrures (Cont'd) Amendment

4.3-26 F
4.3-27 F
4.3-28 F
4.3-29 -F-
4.3-30' F
4.3-31 F
4.3-32 F.
4.3-33 F
4.3-34 F
4.3-35 F
4.3-36 -E
4.3-36a E i

4.3-37 E
4.3-37a E
4.3-38 B
4.3-39 B.
4.3-40 .B -

4.3-41 B
4.3-42 B -

4.3-43 B ;

4.3-44 B. j
4.3-45 .B '|
4.3-46 B.
4.3-47 B
4.3-48 B j

4.3-49 E
4.3-50 B

>!4.3-51 B.
4.3-52 B
4.3-53 B
4.3-54 B ;

.4.3-55 B -!

4.3-56 B
-

-

4.3-57 B ,

4.3-58 B
4.3-59 B ,

4.3-60 B '

4.3-61 B <

4.3-62 B
4.3-63 B
4.4-1 B ,

'
-4.4-2 B

Amendment F
December 15,-1989
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O
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Chapter 4

Ficures (Cont'd) Amendment

4.4-3 B
4.4-4 B
4.4-5 B
4.4-6 F
4.4-7 B
4.4-8 B

6

i

O
1

Amendment F i

December 15, 1989
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CHAPTER 4

-pistion Subiect Page No.

-4.O REACTOR -4.1-1

4.1 SUMMARY DESCRIPTION 4 .1-l '

'

4.2 FUEL SYSTEM DESIGN 4.2-1

4.2.1 DESIGN BASES 4.2-1

4.2.1.1 Fuel' Assembly 4. 2-2 "

4.2.1.1.1 Fuel Assembly. Structural 4.2-3>
Integrity Criteria

.

4.2.1.1.2 Material Selection 4.2-6
4.2.1.1.3 Control. Element Assembly 4.2-6 i

Guide Tubes i

4.2.1.1.4 Zircaloy-4 Bar Stock 4.2-7 ,

4.2.1.1.5 Zircaloy-4 Strip-Stook 4.2-7- i
O- 4.2.1.1.6 Stainless Steel Castings 4.2-8

4.2.1.1.7 Stainless Steel Tubing. 4.2-8
'
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Springs

.
.
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Amendment B

11 March 31, 1988
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4.0. REACTOR 1

4.1 SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The' reactor is of. the pressurized water type using .two. reactor I
coolant loops. A vertical cross section of the reactor is shown1

'

Iin Figure 4.1-1. The. reactor core is - composed - of ~ 241 - fuel-
assemblies and 93 or: more ' control element assemblies (CEAs) . 1The B -- 5

fuel assemblies are arranged to approximate a right circular- .i
cylinder with an equivalent diameter of 14 3. 6 ~ - inches and an;

'

active ' length of 150 inches.- The fuel assembly, which' provides -
for 236 fuel ~ rod positions (16 x 16 . array) , ' includes 5 . guide
tubes welded.to spacer grids and is' closed;at the top:and bottom
by end fittings. The guide tubes-each displace four, -fuel rod
positions and provide channels which guide the ' CEAs -over their
entire length of travel. In-core instrumentation isDinstalled in
the central guide tube of selected fuel assemblies. .The in-core r

instrumentation is routed into-the bottom of the fuel ~ assemblies i

through the bottom head of the reactor vessel. Figure ' 4.1-2 'I
shows the reactor core cross section and dimensional relations
between fuel assemblies, fuel rods and CEA. guide tubes.

; The fuel is low enrichment UO in the' form of ceramic pellets and
is encapsulated in prepresst rized Zircaloy tubes which form a
hermetic enclosure.

:

The reactor coolant enters the inlet nozzles of the reactor
vessel, flows downward between the reactor vessel wall and'the-

>

core barrel, and passes through'the-flow skirt section where the '

,

flow distribution is equalized, and into the lower plenum. The|

j coolant then flows upward through. the core,-removing' heat from
the fuel rods. The heated coolant enters the core outlet region
where the coolant flows around the outside of control element -)assembly shroud tubes to the reactor vessel outlet' nozzles. The :|

control element assembly shroud tubes protect the individual |
neutron absorber elements of the CEAs from the effects of coolant
cross flow above the core.

The reactor internals support and orient the fuel assemblies,
L control element assemblies, and in-core instrumentation, and
i guide the reactor coolant through the reactor vessel. They also
l absorb static and dynamic loads and transmit the loads to - the

reactor vessel flange. They will safely perform-their functions-
during normal operating, upset, and ' faulted conditions. The
internals are designed to safely withstand forces due to dead
weight, handling, temperature and pressure differentials, flow
impingement, vibration, and seismic acceleration. All reactor-
components are considered Category I for seismic design. The

g design of the reactor internals limits deflection where required

Amendment B,.
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by- function. The stress values of all structural members under,

normal operating and. expected transient conditions ~ are' not'

greater than those established.by Section III'of the::ASME. Code. ;

The effect'of neutron irradiation on.the materials concerned.is- -l

included in the design. evaluation. The effect' of-' accident .i
'

loadings on the i'nternals.is includes in the design analysis.,

During normal operation,. reactivity - control' is provided by two F-

. independent - systems: - the Control: Element Drive System and; the. ,

Chemical and Volume Control System. - The Control' Element ~ Drive'

: System controls short term reactivity changes and is used for
: rapid shutdown.. The Chemical and Volume control System is used: ,

to compensate' for long-term reactivity changes and .can make the. a"

: reactor subcritical without the benefit . of the Control Element |
4

Drive System. The design of the core and the Reactor Protective-
System prevents fuel. damage limits from being exceeded; for . any.- -i

'

single malfunction in either 'of the reactivity control; systems.-i

During accidents, the safety Injection - System also provides a .

safety-grade method of boron injection.
'

F t
,

1

{
'

i

j h

I :
4!

!

!

!

!

|

s

1
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4.2 FUIL SYSTEM DESIGN

4.2.1 DESIGN BASES

4.2.1.1 Fuel Assembly

The fuel assemblies are required to meet design criteria for each
design condition listed below to assure that the functional
requirements are met. T.xcept where specifically noted, the
design uses presented in this section are consistent with those
used for previous designs.

A. Nonoperation and Normal Operation (Condition I)
Condition I situations are those which are planned or
expected to occur in the course of handling, initial
shipping, storage, reactor servicing and power operation
(including maneuvering of the plant). Condition I
situations nust be accommodated without fuel assembly
failure and without any effect which would lead to a
restriction on subsequent operation of the fuel assembly.
The guidelines stated below are used to determine loads
during Condition I situations:

1. Handling and T: esh Fuel Shipping

Loads correspond to the maximum possible axial and
lateral loads and accalerations imposed on the fuel
assembly by shipping and handling equipment during !
these periods, assuming that there is no abnormal
contact between the fuel assembly and any surface, nor
any equipment malfunction. Irradiation effects on
material properties are considered when analyzing the
effects of handling loads which occur during refueling.
Additional information regarding shipping and handling

,loads is contained in Section 4.2.3.1.5.
,

,

2. Storage

Loads on both new and irradiated fuel assemblies
reflect storage conditions of temperar.ure, chemistry,
means of support and duration of storage.

3. Reactor Servicing

Loads on the fuel assembly reflect those encountered
during refueling, inspection, and reconstitution. F

O
Amendment F
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4. Power Operation

|' Loads'.are derived from conditions encountered during
transient and steady-state operation 1 in the design
power range. (Hot oper: tional- testing, system startup,
hot standby, operator-controlled- transients within
specified rate limits and system shutdown are included
in this cdtegory.)

1

5. Reactor Trip

Loads correspond to those produced in the' fuel assembly
by control element assembly (CEA). notion ,and

deceleration.

B. Upset Condition (Condition II)
Condition II situations are unplanned events and operating
basis earthquakes (OBEs) which may occur with moderate
frequency during the life of the plant. The fuel assembly
design should have the capability to withstand any upset
condition with ' margin to mechanical failure and with no
permanent effects which would prevent- continued normal -

operation. Events classified as Upset Conditions are listed !

below:

1. Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE)
2. Uncontrolled CEA Withdrawal
3. Uncontrolled Boron Dilution

t 4. Partial Loss-of-Coolant Flow
5. Idle Loop Startup (in violation of established'

operating procedures)
6. Loss of Load (reactor-turbine load mismatch)
7. Loss of Normal Feedwater B;

8. Loss of Offsite Power
9. Excessive Heat Removal (feedwater system-malfunction)-
10. CEA Drop
11. Accidental Depressurization of the Reactor Coolant

System (RCS)
i

C. Emergency Conditions (Condition III)

From Chanter 15 and Minor Fuel Handlina Accidents

Condition III events are unplanned incidents and minor fuel
handling accidents which might occur infrequently during
plant life. Rod mechanical failure must be prevented for

|
any Condition III event in any area not subject to extreme

O

L Amendment B
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local conditions (e.g. , in any rod not immediately adjacent
to the impact surface during a fuel handling accident).
Incidents classif.ied as Emergency Conditions are listed
below:

1. Complete loss or interruption of ' primary coolant flow
at 100% power, excluding the occurrence of a . reactor
coolant pump locked rotor

2. Steam bypass malfunction B

3. Minor fuel handling accident (fuel assembly and grapple
remain connected)

4. Inadvertent loading of a fuel assembly into improper
position.

D. Faulted Conditions (Condition IV)
Condition IV incidents are postulated- events (as discussed
in Chapter 15) and the Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE), LOCA
(Mechanical Excitation only), combined SSE and lOCA, and

0.-
major fuel handling accidents whose consequences are such
that integrity and operability of the nuclear energy system
may be impaired. Mechanical fuel failures are permitted,
but they must not impair the operation of the Engineered
Safety Features (ESP) systems to mitigate the consequences
of the postulated event. Events classified as Faulted
Conditions are listed below:

F
1. Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE)
2. Loss-of-Coolant Accident (LOCA) 13. Locked Reactor Coolant Pump Rotor !
4. Major Secondary System Pipe Rupture B
5. CEA Ejection
6. Major Fuel Handling Accident (fuel assembly and grapple

are disengaged).
,

4.2.1.1.1 Fuel Assembly 8tructural Integrity criteria

For each of the design conditions, there are structural criteria
which apply to the fuel assembly and its components, but not to
individual fuel rods. These criteria are listed below and give
the allowable stresses and functional requirements for each
design condition. Criteria for individual fuel rods are
discussed separately in Section 4.2.1.2.

O

Amendment F
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A. Design Conditions I and II

P, S S,

P, + Pb 5 F,S,
Under cyclic loading conditions, stresses _must be such that
the cumulative fatigue damage factor does not exceed 0.8.
The ' cumulative fatigue damage factor is defined as the sum
of the ratios of the number of cycles at a given cyclic
stress (or strain) condition to the maximum number permitted
for that condition. The selected limit of 0.8 is-used in
place of 1.0 (which would correspond to the absolute maximum
fatigue damage factor permitted) to provide additional
margin in the design.

During the OBE, fuel assembly deflections must be such that
permanent deformations are limited to a value allowing the
CEAs to scram.

B. Dcsign Condition III

P,$ 1.5 S ,
P, + Pb 5 1.5 F,S ,

C. Design Condition IV

P, S Syg-

P, + Pb S F,Sg

where Sy = smaller value of 2.4 S,or 0.7 Su'
l. If the equivalent diameter pipe break in the LOCA does

not exceed 0.5 square feet, the fuel assembly
deformation shall be limited to a value not exceeding
the deformation which would preclude satisfactory
insertion of the CEAs,

2. For pipe break sizes greater than 0.5 square feet,
deformation of structural components is limited to
maintain the fuel in a coolable array. CEA insertion
is not required for these events as the appropriate
safety analyses do not take credit for CEA insertion.

O
,

4.2-4

;
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3. For the upper and fitting holddown springs, calculated

shear stress must not exceed the minimum yield stress
in shear.

4. For the spacer grids, the predicted impact loads.must
be less than the tested grid capability, as defined in
Reference 50. :

i

8. During the SSE, fuel assembly deflections must be such - 1

'

that permanent deformations are limited to a value
allowing'the CEAs to scram.

D. Nomenclature |

The symbols used in defining the allowable stress levels are ,

as follows: *

P, = Calculated general primary membrane stress ("I

Pb = calculated primary bending stress
'

defin g by SectionS" = Design stress intensity value as
III, ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code

S = Minimum unirradiated ultimate tensile strength -

u

factor corresp to the particular cross
F, = Shapesection being analyzedging

!S; = Design stress intensity value for faulted conditions
ThedefinitionofSyasthelesservalueof2.4S" and 0.7 S is
contained in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel C8de,
Section III. .

(a) P and P are defined by Section III, ASME Boiler and
PEessure kessel Code.

(b) With the exception of zirconium base alloys, the design
stress intensity values, S of materials not tabulated by

I the Code are determined in T,he same-manner as the Code. The
*

l design stress intensity of zirconium base alloys shall not
! exceed two-thirds of the unirradiated minimum yie1.d strength

at temperature. Basing the design stress intensity on the
unirradiated yield strength is conservative- because the *

yield strength of zircaloy increases with irradiation. The
use of the two-thirds factor ensures 50% margin to component
yielding in response to primary stresses. This 50% margin

(O ,

.

4.2-5
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together with its application to the minimum unirradiated |

properties and the general conservatism applied in the j

establishment of design conditions is sufficient to ensure i
an adequate design. j

'!

(c) The shape factor, F is defined as 'the ratio of the l

" plastic" moment (all", fibers just at the yield stress) to i
Ithe initial yield amount (extreme fiber at the yield stress

and- all other fibers stressed in proportion to their
'

distance ' from the neutral . axis) . The capability of cross
sections loaded in bending to sustain momer.ts considerably :
in excess of that required to yield the outermost fibers is

;idiscussed in Timoshenko (see Reference 1).

4.2.1.1.2 Material' selection

The fuel assembly grid cage structure consists of 10 Zircaloy-4
spacer grids, 1 Inconel 625 spacer grid (at the lower end) , 5 |
Zircaloy-4 guide tubes, 2 stainless steel and fittings, and 4 |
Inconel X-750 coil springs. Zircaloy-4, selected for fuel rod J

cladding, guide tubes and spacer grids, has a low neutron i

absorption cross section, and high corrosion resistance to the ,

reactor water environment. Also there is little reaction between i

the cladding and fuel or fission products. As described in
Section 4.2.3, Zircaloy-4 has demonstrated its ability .as a )
cladding, CEA guide tube, and spacer grid material. !

'

The bottom spacer grid is of Inconel 625 and is welded to the i

lower end fitting. In this region of local inlet turbulence,
Inconel 625 was selected rather than Zircaloy-4 to provide !

I additional strength and relaxation resistance. Inconel 625 is a
very strong material with good ductility, corrosion resistance ;

and stability under irradiation'at temperatures below 1000*F. ;

The fuel assembly upper and lower end fitting are of cast 304
stainless steel and the upper and lower end fitting posts . are ,,

l Type 304 stainless steel machined components. This material was ;

L selected based on considerations of adequate strength and high 5

| corrosion resistance. Also, Type 304 stainless steel has been !

j used successfully in almost all pressurized water reactor !

| environments, including all currently operating C-E reactors. !

|

4.2.1.1.3 Control Element Assembly Guide Tubes

All CEA guide tubes are manufactured in accordance with ASTM >

B353, Wrought Zirconium and Zirconium Alloy Seamless and Welded
,

Tubes for Nuclear Service, with the following exceptions and/or }

additions:
,

.

4.2-6
*

.!
!
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A. Chemical Properties

Additional limits are placed on oxygen, carbon and silicon.

B. Mechanical Properties

Minimum values are specified for the tensile strer.gth, yield
Bstrength and total elongation at room temperature and high

temperature.

C. Dimensional Requirements

Permissible Tolerance
Dimension (in.)

OD 10.003-

ID 10.005

4.2.1.1.4 Bircaloy-4 Bar stock

Zircaloy-4 bar stock is fabricated in accordance with Grade B
R60804, ASTM B351, Hot-Rolled and Cold-Finished Zirconium and i

1

O the following exceptions and/or additions: Rod and Wire for Nuclear Application, with
Zirconium Alloy Bars,

A. Chemical Properties

Additional limits are placed on oxygen, carbon and silicon B
content.

B. Metallurgical Properties

The maximum average grain size is restricted.

4.2.1.1.5 Bircaloy-4 strip stock

All Zircaloy-4 strip stock is fabricated in accordance with Grade
B

R60804, ASTM B352, Zirconium and Zirconium Alloy Sheet, Strip and
Plate for Nuclear Application, with the following exceptions
and/or additions:
A. Chemical Properties I

Additional limits are placed on oxygen, carbon and silicon B

content.

B. Metallurgical Properties

() The maximum average grain size is restricted.

Amendment B
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C. Mechanical Properties t

Each sample shall be tested for hardness in accordance with !
the procedure described in ASTM E18 (Standard Test Method i

for Rockwell Superficial Hardness- of Metallic Materials). B
''

The Rockwell hardness is limited to a value to ensure ;

adequate material ductilit','. _j

|

D. Coefficient of Tharmal Expansion !

'

Axial direction - see Reference 2 ;

!

E. Irradiation Propertins ,

,

The yield and tensile strengths are enhanced by irradiation. .i:

?The stress relaxation with irradiation at operating
temperatures proceeds at a rapid rate until nearly complete.
The irradiation induced growth is documented in References 3 ;

and 4. j

4.2.1.1.6 stainless steel castings !
i

All stainless steel castings are fabricated in accordance .with !

Grade CF-8, ASTM A744, with the following addition: :

B !

Heat treatment is specified to meet designated cooling rate !

and the acceptable level delta ferrite. {
!

4.2.1.1.7 Stainless Steel Tubing [

All stainless steel tubing is fabricated in accordance with ASTM

|
A269, with the following addition:

!

Carbon content is limite.9 on tubing to be welded. ;
;

4.2.1.1.8 Inconal X-750 compression springs

B
All Iticonel springs are fabricated in accordance with AMS 5699C. |

' 4.2.1.1.9 Inoonel 625 Bottom spacer Grid Strip Material

| Inconel spacer grid strip material is procured in accordance with
'

the specification for nickel-chromium-molybdenum-columbium alloy , !

plate, sheet, and strip, specification ASTM B433, with the |
following additions: ,

'

| A. Check analysis is required, and
l B -

B. Material is required to pass a specified bend test and |
hardness requirement. i

-
,

Amendment B
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4.2.1.2 Fuel ... Rod

4.2.1.2.1 Fuel Cladding Design Limits

The fuel cladding is designed to sustain the effects of
steady-state and expected transient operating conditions.without
exceeding acceptable levels of stress and strain. Except where
specifically noted, the design bases presented . in this section
are consistent with those used for previous core designs. The
fuel rod design accounts for cladding- irradiation growth,
external pressure, differential expansion of fuel and clad,; fuel
swelling, densification, clad creep, fission and other gas
releases, initial internal helium pressure, thermal stress,
pressure and temperature cycling, and flow induced vibrations.
The structural criteria discussed below are based on the
following for the normal, upset, and emergency loading
combinations identified in Section ;.2.1.1. For a discussion of
the thermal / hydraulic criteria, see Section 4.4.1.

A. During normal operating and upset conditions, the maximum
primary tensile strerts in'the Zircaloy clad shall not exceed
two-thirds of the minimum unirradiated yield strength of the

O.-
material at the applicable temperature. The corresponding
limit under emergency conditions is the unterial yield
strength. The use of the unirradiated material yield
strength as the basis for allowable stress is conservative

I because the yield- strength of Zircaloy increases with
irradiation. The use of the two-thirds factor ensures 50%
margin to component yielding in response to primarv
stresses. This 50% margin, together with its application to
the minimum unirradiated properties and the -general
conservatism applied in the establishment of design >

conditions, is sufficient to ensure an adequate design.
B. Net unrecoverable circumferential strain shall not exceed 1%

as predicted by computatieas considering clad creep and !
fuel-clad interaction effects, i

Data from O'Donnell (Reference 5) and Weber (Reference 6)
were used to determine the present 1% strain limit.

<

O'Donnell developed an analytical failure curve for Zircaloy
cladding based upon the maximum strain of the material at "

its point of plastic instability. O'Donnell compared his
analytical curve to circumferential strain data obtained on
irradiated coextruded Zr-U n eal fuel rods tested by Weber.
The correlation was good, thus substantiating o'Donnell's
instability theory. Since o'Donnell performed his analysis,
additional data have been derived at Bettis (Referencea 7-9)O and AECL (References 10 and 11).

4.2-9
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These new data are shown in Figure 4.2-1, along -with
O'Donnell's curve and Weber's data. This curve was then
adjusted because of differences in anisotropy, stress states
and strain ratest and the design limit was set at 14.

The conservatism of the clad strain calculations is~provided
by the selection of adverse initial conditions era material
behavior assumptions, and by the assumed operating history.
The acceptability of the 1% . unrecoverable circumferential
strain limit is demonstrated by data from irradiated
Zircaloy-clad fuel rods which show no cladding failures (due
to strain) at or'below this level, as illustrated in Figure
4.2-1.

c. The clad will be initially pressurized with helium to an
amount sufficient to p: event gross clad deformation under
the combined effects of external pressure and long-term
creep. The clad design will not rely.on the support of fuel
pellets or the holddown spring to prevent gross deformation.

D. Cumulative strain cycling usage, defined as the sum of the
ratios of the number of cycles in a given effective strain
range (Ac) to the permitted number (N) at: thst range, as
taken from Figure 4.2-2, will not exceed 0.8.

'

The cyclic strain limit design curve shown on Figure 4.2-2
is based upon the Method of Universal Slopes developed by
S. S. Manson (Reference 12) and has been adjusted to provide
a strain cycle margin for the effects of uncert.ainty and
irradiation. The resulting curve has been - compared with'

| known data on the cyclic loading of Zircaloy and has been

| shown to be conservative. Specifically, it encompasses al'
the data of O'Donnell and Langer (Reference 13).

As discussed in Section 4.2.1. 2.5, the' fatigue calculation
method includes the effect of clad creep - to reduce the
pellet-to-clad diametral gap during that portion of

L operation when the pellet and clad are not in contact. The
same model is used for predicting clad fatigue as is used
for predicting clad strain. Therefore, the effects-of creep
and fatigue loadings are considered together in determining
end-of-life clad strain. Moreover, -the . current fatigue
damage calculation method includes a factor of 2 which is
applied to the calculated strain before determining the
allowable number of cycles associated with that strain.
This, in combination with the allowable fatigue usage factor
0.8, ensures a considerable degree of conservatism (see
Figure 4.2-2).

O
I
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E. There 1.s no specific limit on lateral fuel rod deflection

for structural integrity considerations except that which is
brought about through application of cladding stress
criteria. The absence.of a specific limit on rod deflection
is justified because it is the fuel-assembly structure, not
the individual fuel rod, that is the limiting factor for
fuel assenbly lateral deflection.

F. Fuel rod internal pressure increases with increasing burnup;
toward end-of-life, the total internal pressure, due to tua
combined effects of the _ initial helium fill gas and the
released fission gas, can approach values comparable to_ the
external coolant pressure. The maximum predicted fuel rod
internal pressure will be consistent with the following
criteria.

1. The primary stress in the cladding resulting from
diffeiential pressure will not exceed _the stress limits
specified earlier in this section.

2. The internal pressure will not cause the clad to creep
outward from the fuel pellet surface while operating at

O_
the design peak linear heat rate for normal. operation.

-

In determining compliance with this criterion, internal
pressure is calculated for the peak power rod la the
reactor, including accounting for the maximum computed
fission gas release. In addition, the pellet swelling
rate (to which the calculated clad creep rate is
compared) is based on the observed swelling rate of
" restrained" pellets (i.e., pellets in contact with
clad), rather than on the greater observed swelling
behavior of pellets which are free .i expand.

The criteria discussed ebove do not limit fuel rod 3

internal pressure to values less than the primary '

coolant pressure, and the occurrence of positive
differential pressures would not adversely affect
normal operation if appropriate criteria for cladding
stress, strain, and strain rate were satisfied.

G. The design limits of the fuel rod cladding, with respect to
vibration considerations, are incorporated within the fuel
assembly design. It is a requirement that the spacer grid
intervals, in conjunction with the fuel rod stiffness, be
such that fuel rod vibration, as a result of mechanical or
flow induced excitation, does not result in excessive wear
of the fuel rod cladding at the spacer grid contact areas.

O
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4.2.1.2.2 ruel Rod cladding Properties

4.2.1.2.2.1 Mechanical PJoperties

A. Modulus of Elasticity

Young's Modulus is as specified in Reference 14.

B. Poisson's Ratio
Poisson's Ratio is as specified in Reference 14.

C. Thermal Coefficient of Expansion

Diametral direction Thermal coefficient of Expansion is

specified in Reference 14.

D. Yield Strength

Yield strength is as specified in Reference 14.

The cladding stress limits identified in Section 4.2.1.2.1
are based on values taken from the minimum yield strength

( curve at the appropriate temperatures. The limits ~are
applied over the entire fuel lifetime, during conditions of
reactor heatup and cooldown, steady state operatioa, and
normal power cycling. Under these conditions, cladding

fluences can range from 70 to 750*Ftemperatures and fagty
and from 0 to 1 x 10 nyt, respectively.

E. Ultimate Strength

Ultimate tensile strength is as specified in Reference 14.

F. Uniform Tensile Strain

Uniform tensile strain is as specified in Reference 14.

Uniform tensile strain g the irradiated condition
approaches 1% at 6 x 10 nyt and remains relatively

constant (Section 4.2.1.2.1).
G. Hydrostatic Burst Test

The cladding specification requires that two samples from
each lot of cladding be subjected to room temperature
hydrostatic burst tests. To be acceptable, the burst
pressure must exceed a minimum value, based on the cladding g,geometry and specified tensile properties, and the
circumferential elongation must exceed a prescribed minimum ;

value. ,

|
1
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4<2.1.2.2.2 Dimensional Requirements !
!
i

: A. Tube straightness is limited to 0.010 in./ft, and inside
diameter and wall thickness are tightly controlled.,

'

. B. Ovality is measured as the difference between maximum and
' dnimum inside diameters and is acceptable if within the

diameter tolarances.

C. Outside diameter is specified as 0.382 i 0.002 inches..
-

R

D. Inside diameter is specified as 0.332 i 0.0015' inches. I

E. Eccentricity is defined as the difference between maximum
and minimum wall thickness at a cross-section, and is-
specified as 0.004 inches maximum. .

F. Wall thickness is specified am 0.023- inchas minimum (the
nominal value reported elsewhere is based on the nominal CD
and ID) .

4.2.1.2.2.3 Metallurgical Properties

A. Hydride Orientation
,

A restriction is placed on the hydride orientation factor
'

cross-sectionhfor any third wall thickness of the tube
(inside, middle, or outside). The hydride orientation
factor, defined as the ratio of the number of radially
oriented hydride platelets to the-total number of hydride!

platelets, shall not exceed 0.3. The independent evaluation
of three portions of the cross-section is included to allow
for the possibility that hydride orientation may not be
uniform across the entire cross-section.

4.2.1.2.2.4 Chemical Properties ,

All fuel rod cladding is manufactured in accordance with ASTM
B353, Wrought Zirconium and Zirconium Alloy Seamless and Welded
Tubes for Nuclear Service, except additional limits are placed on
oxygen, silicon, and carbon content. B

'

4.2.1.2.3 Fuel Rod Component Properties,

4.2.1.2.3.1 Sircaloy-4 Bar Stock

All Zircaloy-4 bar stock is fabricated in accordance with ASTM
B351, Hot-Rolled and Cold-Finished Zirconium and Zirconium Alloy.

O Bars, Rod and Wire for Nuclear Application, with the following
exceptions and/or additions:

Amendment B
4.2-13 March 31, 1988
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A. Chemical Properties
,
,

Additional limits are placed on oxygen, carbon and - silicon
content. ;

j

!B. Metallurgical' Properties
)

The maximum average grain size is restricted. j

.C. Non-Destructive Testing |

:t
Ultrasonic inspection is requirea. ;

I

4.2.1.2.3.2 stainless steel compression springs

All stainless steel springs are fabricated in accordance with AMS -!
5688, Revision G. p

1 +

4.2.1.2.4 00, Fuel Tellet Properties
'

.

4.2.1.2.4.1 chemical composition :

Salient points regarding the structure, composition, and
properties of the Uo, fuel pellets are discussed in the following
subsections. Where the effect of irradiation on a specific item
is considered to be of sufficient importance- to -warrant
reflection in the design or analyses, that effect is also
discussed.

A. Chemical analyses are performed for the following
constituents:

1. Total Uranium
2. Carbon
3. Nitrogen
4. Fluorine
S. Chlorine and Fluorine
6. Iron
7. Thorium
8. Nickel
9. Calcium and Magnesium
10. Chromium B

11. Aluminum
12. Silicon

O
L

Amendment F
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B. The oxygen-tt t'i nium ratio is maintained between 1.99 and g

2.02.

C. The sum of the cross-sections of - the following impurities
shall not exceed a specified equivalent thermal-neutron
capture cross-section of natural boront

1. Doron
2. Silver
3. Cadmium
4. Gadolinium
5. Europium
6. Samarium
7. Dysprosium

D. The total hydrcgen content of finished ground pellets is
restricted.

E. The nominal enrichment of the fuel pellets will be specified
and shall be held within 0.05 wt% U-235.

4.2.1.2.4.2 Micrcstructure

A. The pellet fabrication process will maximize the -pore
; content of pellets in a specified range. Acceptable

porosity distribution will be determined by comparison of
approved visual standards with photo-micrographs from each
pellet lot.

B. The average grain size chall exceed a specified minimum
size.

4.2.1.2.4.3 Density

A. The density of the sintered pellet after grinding shall be
between 93.5 and 96.0% of theoretical d sity (TD), based on
a UO theoretical density of 10.96 g/cm2

B. The in-pile stability of the fuel is ensured by the use of
an NRC-approved out-of-pile test - during production. The i

details of this test, and the associated rationale, are '

presented in Reference 14.

C. The effects of irradiation on the density of sintered UO
o$ p

pellets are treated in compliance with the intent
Regulatory Guide' 1.126, through use of the NRC-approved
model for fuel evaluation presented in References 15-17.

|

Amendment F
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4.2.1.2.4.4 Thermal Properties

A. Thermal Expansion

The thermal expansion of UO., is described by the following
temperature dependent equatibns (References 18 and 19):

~4% Linear Expansion = (-1.723 x 10-2) + (6.797 x 10 T)
~

+ (2.896 x 10 T)

from 25'C to 2200*C; and,

2~4 ~

% Linear Expansion = 0.204 + (3 x 10 T) + (2 x 10 T)

+ (10-10 3)T

above 2200'C,

where T is the temperature in degrees Celsius.

B. Thermal Emissivity

A value of 0.85 is used for the thermal emissivity of UO
pellets over the tewperature range 800 to 2600*K (Reference $
20-22).

C. Melting Point and Thermal conductivity

The variation of melting point and thermal conductivity with
burnup is discussed in References 15-17.

D. Specific Heat of UO
2

The specific heat of UO is described by the following
temperature dependent equakions (Reference 23):

For T < 2240'F

6
~3T 3.2432 x 10 ; and,C = 49.67 + 2.2784 x 10

P (T + 460)2

For T h 2240 F:

~4 2 + 3.1736 x 10-8 3T TC = -126.07 + 0.2621T - 1.399 x 10p
-12 4

- 2.483 x 10 T,

|

|

|
| 4.2-16
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where

3
C = specific heat, BTU /ft *F; and,p ,

T = temperature, 'F.

4.2.1.2.4.5 Mechanical Properties

A. Young's Modulus of Elasticity

The static modulus of elasticity of unirradiated _fpel of 97%
TD and deformed under a strain rate of 0.097 hr is given
by Reference 24:

6E = 14.32 (1.6715 x 10 - 924.4T),

where:

E = modulus of elasticity in psi; and,
T = temperature in 'c in the range of 1000 to 1700*C.

,

B. Poisson's Ratio

The Poisson's Ratio of polycrystalline UO has a value of
0.32 at 25*C based on Reference 66. Thib same reference
notes a 10% decrease in value over the range of 25 to
1800*C. Assuming the decrease is linear, the temperature
dependence of the Poisson's Ratio is given by: j

-5v = 0.32 - 1.8 x 10 (T-25),

where:

v = Poisson's Ratio
T = temperature in *C in the range-of 25 to 1800'C.

At temperatures above 1800'C, a constant value of _ 0.29 is
used for Poisson's Ratio.

4.2.1.2.5 Fuel Rod Pressurisation

Fuel rods are initially pressurized with helium for two reasons:

A. To preclude clad collapse during the denign life of the
fuel. The internal pressurization, by reducing- stresses
from differential pressure, extends the time required to

,

produce creep collapse beyond the required service life of
the fuel; and, -

|
4.2-17 '
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B. To improve the thermal conductivity of the pellet-to-clad

gap within the fuel rod. Helium has a higher coefficient of
thermal conductivity than the gaseous fission products.

In unpressurized fuel, the initially good helium conductivity is
eventually degraded through the addition of the fission product
gases released from the pellets. The. initial helium
pressurization results in~a high helium to fission products ratio
over the design life of the fuel with a corresponding increase in
the gap conductivity and heat transfer. The effect of fuel rod
power level and pin burnup on fuel rod internal pressure has-been
studied parametrically.

The initial helium fill pressure will be 380 psig. This initial
fill pressure will be sufficient to prevent clad collapse
discussed in Section 4. 2.3.2.7 and will produce a maximum EOL
internal pressure consistent with the criteria of Section
4.2.1.2.1. The calculational methods employed to generate-
internal pressure histories are discussed in References 15-17.

4.2.1.2.5.1 capacity for Fission Gas Inventory

The greater portion of the gaseous fission produ:ta remain either
within the lattice or the microporosity of the Tso fuel pellats
and do not contribute to the fuel rod intedal pressure.
However, a fraction of the fission gas is released from the
pellets by diffusion and pore migration and thereafter
contributes to the internal pressure.

The determination of the effect of fission gas geneyf ted in and
released from the pellet column is discussed in Section
4.2.3.2.2. The rod pressure increase which results from the
release of a given quantity of gas from the fuel pellets depends
upon the amount of open void volume available within the fuel rod
and the temperatures associated with the various void volumes.
In the fuel rod design, the void volumes considered in computing
internal pressure aret

o Fuel rod upper end plenum;
o Fuel-clad annulus;
o Fuel pellet-end dishes and chamfers; and,
o Fuel pellet open porosity.

These volumes are not constant during the life of the fuel. The
model used for computing the available volume as a function of
burnup and power level accounts for the effects of fuel and clad
thermal expansion, fuel pellet densification, clad creep, clad
growth, and irradiation induced swelling of the fuel pellets.

O

4.2-18
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4.2.1.2.5.2 Fuel Rod Plenum Design

The fuel rod upper end plenum is required to serve the following '|
functions

,

i

A. Provide space for axial thermal expansion and burnup |
swelling of the pellet column; |

fB. Contain the pellet column holddown spring; and,

C. Act as a plenum region to ensure an acceptable range of fuel
rod internal pressure.

Of these functions, item C is expected to be the most limiting
constraint on plenum length selection, since the range of4

temperatures in the fuel rod, together with the effects of
swelling, thermal expansion, and fission gas release, produce a
wide range of internal pressure during the life of the fuel. The
fuel rod plenum pressure will be consistent with the
pressurization and clad collapse criteria specified in Section
4.2.1.2.1.

.

4.2.1.2.5.3 Outline of Procedure Used to Bise the Fuel RodO *

Plenum

A. A parametric study of the effects of plenum length on i
i maximum and minimum rod internal pressure is performed.
| Because the criteria pertaining to maximum and minimum rod

t
i internal pressure differ, the study is divided into two :

sections:

'

1. Maximum Internal Pressure Calculation

Maximum rod pressure is limited by the criteria as specified
in Section 4.2.1.2.1.F. Maximum end-of-life pressure is
determined for each plenum length by including the fission
gas released, selecting consex Mtive values for component

.

dimensions and properties, and sccounting for burnup effects '

on component dimensions. The primary. cladding stress
produced by each maximum pressure is then compared to the
stress limits to find the margin available with.each plenum
length. Stress limits are listed in Section 4.2.1.2.1.

2. Minimum Internal Pressure / Collapse Calculation .

Minimum rod pressure is limited by the criterion that no rod
will be subject to collapse during the design lifetime. The
minimum pressure history for each plenum lengtn is
determined by neglecting fission gas release, selecting a
conservative combination of component dimensions and
properties, and accounting for dimensional changes during

4.2-19
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irradiation, including the effects of cladding creep, j

cladding growth, pellet densification, pellet swelling, and i

; thernal expansion. Each minimum . pressure history is input !

to the cladding collapse model (Reference 25) to establish ;'

the acceptability of the associated plenum length.
' i

'

B. For each plenum length, there is a resultant range of

acceptable initial fill pressures. The optimum plenum 1

length is generally considered to be the shortest which
satisfies all criteria related to maximum and minimum rod .|

internal pressure including- a range sufficient- to !

accommodate a reasonable manufacturing tolerance on initial |
fill pressure.

.

C. Additional information on those factors which have a bearing |
fon determination of the plenum-length:are discussed below:

1. Creep and dimensional stability of the fuel rod ,

assembly influence the fission gas release model. and !
internal pressure calculations, and are accounted .for !

in the procedure of sizing the fuel rod plenum length. !

Creep in the cladding is accounted for in a change in j
clad inside diameter, which in turn influences the

'

fuel / clad gap. The gap change ~ varies- the gap f

conductance in the FATES computer code (References .I

15-17) with resulting change in annulus temperature, |

internal- pressure,- and fission gas release. In ,

addition, the change in clad inside diameter causes a
-

change in the internal volume,. with its resulting !
effect on temperature and pressure. Dimensional ,

'

stability considerations affect the internal volume of
the fuel rod, causing changes in internal pressure and :
temperature. Fuel pellet densification reduces the !
stack height and pellet diameter. Irradiation-induced ,

radial and axial swelling of the fuel pellets decreases
the internal volume within the. fuel rod. In-pile
growth of the fuel rod cladding contributes to the .

internal volume. Axial and radial elastic deformation |-

calculations for the cladding. are= based on the !

differential pressure the- cladding is exposed to,

resulting in internal volume changes. Thermal !
relocation, as well - as dif ferential thermal expansion i

of the fuel rod materials also affect the internal |
volume of the fuel rods, ;

i

2. The maximum expected fission. gas release in the peak i
:power rod is calculated using the FATES computer code.

Rod power history input-to the code is consistent with |

the design limit peak linear heat rate set by LOCA

.

.
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considerations, and therefore the gas. release used to
size the plenum represents an upper limit. Because of
time-varying. gap conductance, fuel temperature and
depletion, and expected fuel management, the release
rate varies as a function of burnup.

4.2.1 2.5 Fuel Rod Performance.

Steady state fuel temperatures are determined by the FATES
computer program. The calculations procedure considers the
effect of linear heat rate, fuel relocation, fuel swelling,
denn t|mtion, thermal expansion, fission gas release, and clad
deforra . ion. The model for predicting fuel thermal performance,
including the specific effects of fuel densification on increasea
LHGR and stored energy, is discussed in References 15-17.

Significant parameters such as cold pellet and clad diameters,
gas pressure and composition, burnup and void volumes are
calculated and used as initial conditions for subsequent
calculations of stored energy during the SIS analysis. The
coupling mechanism between FATES calculations and the SIS
analysis is described in detail in Reference 26.

Discussions of uncertainties associated with the model, and of
comparative analytical and experimental results, are included in
Reference 14.

4.2.1.3 Burnab.le Poison Rod

Two alternative burnable poison rod designs, one using A10 -B C
poison pellets and the other using Gd,0 -UC, poison pelle$s,3 ake
provided for the System 80 fuel desi@.3 B&h types of burnable
poison rods have been used previously in C-E-designed reactors
and have been approved by the NRC. From the standpoint of fuel- B

assembly design, the two alternative burnable poison rod designs
are identical in the cladding material specifications and
dimensional properties, and in the mechanical positioning within
the fuel assembly. The two burnable poison rod designs are
described in Section 4.2.2.3. The cladding and burnable poison
pellet design properties are described below.

4.2.1.3.1 Burnable Poison Rod Cladding Design Limits

The burnable poison rod f asign, similar to the fuel rod design,
accounts for external pressure, differential expansion of pellets
and clad, pellet swell ing, clad creep, helium gas release,
initial internal hel.1um pressure, thermal stress, and
flow-induced vibrations. Except where specifically noted, the

O.i
-

.

design base = presented in this section are consistent with those
- used for the fuel rod design. The structural criteria for the-

Amendment B
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normal, upset and emergency loading combinations identified in 'i
Sections 4.2.1.1 and 4.2.1.2 are highlighted as follows: ;

. !

A. During normal operating and upset conditions, the maximum !

primary tensile stress in the zircaloy clad shall not exceed :

two-thirds of the minimum unirradiated yield strength of the- |
material at the applicable temperature. The corresponding '

limit under emergency conditions is the material yield ;;strength.
,

B. Het unrecoverable circumferential clad strain shall no
exceed 1% as predicted by computations considering clad ,

creep and poison pellet swelling effects. ;
,

C. The clad will be initially pressurized with helium to an |
amount sufficient to prevent gross . clad deformation under '

the combined effects of external pressure and long-term ;

creep. The clad design will not rely on the support of i

pellets or the holddown spring to prevent gross deformation. |
!

4.2.1.3.2 Burnable Poison Rod Cladding Properties -

r

Cladding tubes for burnable poison rods are purchased under the }
specification for fuel rod cladding tubes. Therefore, the !

mechanical, metallurgical, chemical, and dimensional properties i
!of the cladding are as discussed in Section 4.2.1.2.2.

4.2.1.3.3 A1 0 -B C Burnable Poison Pellet Properties
23 4

The A1 0 -B C burnable poison pellets used in C-E designed i
9 3 4reactorB consist of a relatively small volume fraction of fine i

B C particles dispersed in a continuous Al O matrix. The boron ;

| 18ading is varied by adjusting the B,C condnkration in the range 5

| from 0.7 to 4.0 wt% (1.0 to 6.0 vol%). The bulk density. of the }
Al 0 -B C pellets is specified to be greater than 93% of the !-

! ca$ctllaked theoretical density. Typical pellets have a bulk |
j density of about 95% of theoretical. Many - properties of the :i-

two-phase Al 0 -B C mixture, such as thermal expansion, thermal :

| conductivity,2 3an8 specific heat are very similar to the !
'

properties of the Al O constituent. In contrast,
properties such as swelfitlg, major

"

helium release, melting point, and |'

f corrosion are dependent on the presence of BC The operating r

centerline temperature of burnable poison pelke.ts is less than i'

F1150'F, with a maximum surface temperature of 1090'F.
i

4.2.1.3.3.1 Thermal-Physical Properties |
| ?

| A. Thermal Expansion
'

The mean thermal expansion coefficients of Al 0, (Reference2 '

27) and B C (Reference 28) from 0 to 1850'F are 1.9 and 2.54
.

Amendment F
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in./in. 'F x 10 respectively. The thermal expansion of,

the Al 0 -B C two-phase mixture can be considered to be
essentikiky khe same as the value for the continuous Al
matrix since the dispersed B C phase has a lower expans$ood

0coefficient and occupies on1f 5% of the available volume.
The low temperature (80 to 250*F) thermal expansion-
coefficient of Al O irradiated at'480, 900, and 1300*F does
not change as a hedult of irradiation (Reference 29) . The
expansion of a similar material, beryllium oxide, up to
1900*F, has also been reported to be relatively unchanged by
irradiation (Reference 30). It is, therefore,-appropriate to
use the values of thermal expansion measured for A1 023(Reference 27) for the burnable poison pellets:

Temperature Range Linear Expansion
('F from 70 to) (%)- '

400 0.12
600 0.23
800 0.30

1000 0.40

B. Melting Point

The melting points of A1,d higher than -the melting point 8f
0 (3710*F) (Reference 31) and'B C

(4400*F) (Reference 32) a
the Zircaloy-4 cladding. No reactions have been reported
between the components which would lower the melting point
of the pellets to any significant extent. As the BfC burnsup, the lithium atoms formed occupy interstitial sites
randomly disrupted within the Bc lattice, rather- thanr
forming a lithium-rich phase (ReTerence 33). The solid
solution of lithium in B C should not appreciably-influence4the melting point of the Al 0 -B C pellets, as only a small
quantity of lithium comp $uflds4 (0.5 -wt%) forms during
irradiation. It is concluded that the ' melting point of
Al 0 -B C will remain considerably above the maximum 1150* F
op$r$ ting temperature.4

C. Thermal Conductivity

The thermal conductivity of Al 0 -B C was calculated from
the measured values for Af O 43

and BC using the
Maxwell-Eucken relationship (Refdrdnce 34) f8r a continuous
matrix phase (A1 0 ) with spherical dispersed phase (B C

thkse)7 3
particles. Because of the high Al O content of
mixtures and the similarfty in therkad conductivity, the

- resultant values for A1,0 -B,C were essentially the same as !3
- the values for Al O . The measured, unirradiated values of

thermal conductiv$th at 750'F are 0.06 cal /s-cm 'K for B C4and 0.05 cal /s-cm *K for Al 023
|
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decreases rapidly as a function of bdr$up to values of about j|The thermal conductivity of Al o after irradiation

one-third - the unirradiated values (Reference 29). The- :

irradiated values of A1 0 -B C calculated from the above -

relationships - are given below as a function of temperature j4

(References 29 and 35). ;

Temperature Thermal conductivity I

(*F) (cal /s-en *El

400 0.015
.

600 0.013 !
800 0.010 !

1000 0.008- ;

:

D. Specific Heat |

The specific heat of the Al 0 -B C mixture can be taken : to ;

2 3 4
be essentially the same as- pure A1 0 since the |concentrationofBCislow(6.0v/omaximum3.3 In addition,
the effect of irrakiation on specific heat is expected to be !

small based on experimental evidence from similar materials ;

which do not sustain transmutations.as a function of neutron ,

exposure.

The values for A1 0 measured on unirradiated- samples ,

(References 35 and 36)3are given below: i
3

.

Temperature [
('F) cal /an 'F j

i

250 0.12 :

450 0.13 !
800 0.14 5

1000 and above 0.15 I

!

4.2.1.3.3.2 Irradiation Properties
i

A. Swelling
,

A1,0 -B,C consists of B,C particles dispersed in a~ !
3

continuous Al 0 matrix, whfch occupies more than 95% of the
23

poison pellet. The swelling of A1,0 B C depends primarily i

upon the neutron flueng on the conti, uo,us A1 0h 3 matrix and, t

secondarily, on the B burnup of the dispeded B C phase. i

Recentmeasurementsperformedonmaterialcongininkabout2
'

wt% BC irradiated p a C-E PWR to 100% B burnup at a
4

fluence of 2.4 x 10 nyt (E>0.8 MeV) revealed a diametral - ;.

swelling of about 1%. Pellets similar to the burnable - ;

| poison used in C-E reactgs with up to 3 wt% B,C also j
sustained about 100% B burnup. Experimental'- data ,

i
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(Reference 37) on A1 revea3 p diametral swelling of about0.7% at a fluence or,0 3 2

T. 4 x 10 nyt (E>0.8 MeV). Diametral
after an exposuke of 6 x 10increasegy linearly with fluence to 1.8%
swelling of Al 0

3
nyt E>0.8 MeV).

These data show that A1.,0 -B C swells - somewhg more . than3

Mek) 3. up to a burnup of 904 B ling rate design value forAl 0 (about 2 x 10 nyt, E>0.8
The C-E Al O.,-B C sw

fluence values lead thab this is, therefore, greater ,than
the swelling rate of A1 O , while beyond this threshold the
swelling rate for Al 0 -g C is considered equal to that of2

23 4
Al 0 *23

These data and considerations result in best-egtimate
diametral swelling values at end-of-life (7- x 10 nyt,
E>0. 8 - MeV) of about 2% for Al 0 and fr m 2 to 3% for23Al O -B C.23 4

B. Helium Release

Experimental measurements reveal that less than 5% of the
helium formed during irradiation will be released (Reference
38). These measurements were performed on Al 0 -B C pellets

and,2 dubkequently,irradiated at temperatures to 500*F
-

!

annealed at 1000*F for 5 days. The helium ' release in a
burnable poison rod which operated for one cycle in a C-E
PWR was calculated from internal pressure measurements to be
less than 5%.

4.2.1.3.3.3 Chemical Properties

A. Al 0 -B C Coolad Reacdon23 4

Should irradiated BC particles be exposed to reactorcoolant, the primary 8orrosion products that would be formed
are boric acid (which is solub)e in water) , hydrogen, free
carbon and a small amount of lithium compounds. The
presence of these products in the reactor coolant would not
be detrimental to the operation of the plant.

Observations of Al 0,-B C poison shims have revealed that
2 3

long term exposure of this material to reactor coolant can -jresult in gradual leaking out of boron and eventual eroding -

away of the Al O matrix. However, the rate of reaction is
2 desultant changes in reactivity are verysuch that any

gradual.

O
,
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B. Chemical Compatibility

C pellets-and the
Chemical compatibility. between the Al 0 -B'long-term3
burnable poison rod cladding dudnD normal'
operation has been demonstrated by examination of a burnable ,

poison rod from the Maine Yankee reactor. The rod had beg i

exposed to an axially averaged fluence in excess of 2 x 10 ;

nyt (E>0. 821 MeV) . No evidence of a chemical reaction was ,

!observed on the cladding ID.

Short-term chemical compatibility during upsct and emergency
conditions is demonstrated by the fact that conditions i'

favorable to a chemical reaction between Zircalny-4 and. i

Al O are not present- at temperatures below 1300'F- t

(R$f$rence 39). This temperature is higher than that which |
will occur at burnable poison pellet surfaces during ;

Condition II and III occurrences (Section. 4. 2.1.1) . The |
reaction between Zircaloy-4 and Al O described by Idaho j
Nuclear (Reference 40) was observed do~., occur rapidly only at L

temperatures in excess of 2500*F, well above the peak i
'

Zircaloy-4 temperatures in the higher-energy fuel rods
described in chapter 15.

4.2.1.3.4 Gd 0 -UO Burnable Poison Pellet Properties .f2 3 2
i

This section references evaluations of _ gadolinia-urania .

properties and of thermal conductivity and melting temperature !

correlations appropriate -for gadolinia-urania compositions -of
B- '

interest in PWR applications of Gd O -UO burnable absorbers.3y 2
5

The material properties that influence the thermal performance of
gadolinia-urania fuel have been reviewed to ascertain how UO e

properties are influenced by the addition of gadolinia. Thes$ ,

include the thermal conductivity, solidus temperature, specific ;
'

heat, and the coefficient of thermal expansion. The effects of
gadolinia addition on these properties are discussed in detail in
Reference 41.

4.2.1.4 Control Element Assemblies (CEAs) [
-!

| Except where specifically noted, the design bases presented in .;
I this section are consistent with those used for previous designs, j
| ;

The mechanical design of the control element assemblies is based ;

on compliance with the following functional requirements and !
*

criteria:
;

A. CEAs will provide for or initiate short-term reactivity .|
control under all normal and adverse conditions experienced :j
during reactor startup, operation, shutdown, and accidents. '

l
!

Amendment B
4.2-26 March 31, 1988 .i
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B. Mechanical clearances'of the CEA within the fuel.and reactor
internals are such that the rsquirements for CEA positioning- ,

and reactor trip- are- attained under the most- adverse-
accumulation of tolerances.

C. Structural' material characteristics are such that-~ |

radiation-induced changes to the CEA materials ~ will:: not
impair the functions-of the reactivity control system.

L

4.2.1.4.1 Thermal-Physical Properties of Absorber Material-

The absorber materials used for. full-strength control ~ : rods are
boron carbide. pellets (B C) and silver-indium-cadmium bars F

(Ag-In-Cd). Inconel Alloy.825 is used:as=the. absorber material-
for . the part-strength control rods. Refer to Figures 4.2-3,
4.2-4, and.4.2-5 for the specific application and orientation of. ,

the absorber materials. . The . significant- thermal and physical '

properties used in mechanical analysis of the absorber-materials
are listed below:

*A. Boron Carbide (B C)4,

Configuration Right cylinder'

Outside Diameter, (a) 0.737 10.001
inches (b) 0.664 10.001 (reduced diam.-). *

Pellet Length, (a)'2.00
inches (nominal) (b) 1.79 (reduced diam.)

'

End Chamfer 0.007 to 0.020'
'

Radius, inches !

3
L Density, lb/in 0.066

Weight % Boron, 77.5 I

minimum

% Open Porosity in 27
,

Pellet
.

Ultimate Tensile N/AStrength, lb/in.2

Yield gtrength,
lb/in. N/A

.b, E3ongation, % N/Ag .->
,

~'Young's Modulus, ps3 N/A
,

'
' Amendment F

4.2-27 December 15, 19892
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Thermal Conductivity Jrradiated Unirradiated
(Btu /hr-ft 'F):

800'F 2.0 6.8
1000*F 1.9 5.8

~

Melting Point, 'F 4,440

% Linear Thermal
.

Expansion 0.23% 9 1000'F

D. Type 347 Stainless Steel
(Felt Metal)

|
--

Configuration cylindrical sleeves
formed from sheets

Thickness, inches 0.032 1 0.002
B' Length of Sheet, 12.34

- - . inches (nominel)

Density, lb/in. 0.059-"

: Ultimate Tensile N/AStrength, lb/in.2

Elongation, % N/A

Young'g Modulus,
lb/in. N/A

Thermal Conductivity=

[ (Btu /hr-ft *F)
5- 500*F 0.30
"

1000*F 0.34
=-
EP C. Silver-Indium-Cadmium (Ag-In-Cd)

-- Configue'ation Cylindrical bars with central
hole f

,

Outside Diameter, in. 0.734 0.003
r

Inside Diameter, inches 0.25-

L Length of Bar, inches 2

y nominal
-

-

t
F Amendment F
F- 4.2-28 December 15, 1983
V
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Density,.1b/in.3 'O.367

Ultimate Tensile N/A.Strength, lb/in.2
,

Yield Strength, lb/in.2 gjg_

Elongation, % N/A

Young's Modulus, lb/in.2 N/A

Thermal conductiv.ity- -Irradiated- Unirradiated.
(Btu /hr-ft *F):

f
i

572'F 34. '44. F-

752*F .36. 47.

Melting Point, *F 1,470'

-6Linear Thermal Expansion 12.5 x 10
(ine/in. *F)

D. Inconel 625 (Ni'-Cr-Fe Alloy)
Configuration Solld cylindrical bars.-
(as absorbor)

Diateter, inches 0.737 1 0.001
Length of ca.;, inches 2
nominal

Density, 1b/in.3 0.305

Ultimate Tensile 120-150'Strength, lb/in.3
Specified Minimum Yield 65
Strength 9 650'F, ksi

Elongation in 2 inches, % 30

Young's Modelus, lb/in.2
670'F 29.7 x-106650*F 27.0 x 10

O

Amendment F
4.2-29 December. 15, 1989
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Thermal conductivity
(Btu /hr-ft *F):

70'F 5.7
600*F 8.2-

-6
Linear Thermal Expansion 7.4--x 10

(in./in. *F) (70'to 600*F)_
p _--

4.2.1.4.2 Compatibility of Absorber and cladding Materials ~
{l_

The cladding material' used; for theLeontrol ' elements is T .Inconel '
Alloy-525. The selection of this material for..use as cladding is:
based on - consideration of strength, . creep resistance, corrosion-
resistance, and dimensional stability under irradiation, and upon4
the acceptable performance of this: material .for this: application:
in other C-E reactors currently in. operation.

A. B C/Inconel 625 Compatibility
4

Studies have ' been conducted by HEDL ' (Reference '42)J on the
"

--

compatibility of Type 316 stainless steel: with B C ' under :

4irradiation for thousands' of hours at temperatures between-
- '

~

1300 and 1600'F. Carbide formation.to a depth of:about 0.00_4
~

inches in the steel was measured after-4400 hours at 1300*F.
Similar compound formation depths .were --observed; after
ex-reactor bench testing. After testing at' 1000 * F, only
0.001 in./yr of penetration was measured. Since Inconel.625
is more resistant to carbide formation than- Type 316
stainless steel, and the expected pellet / clad - interf acial
temperature in the standard design is below : 800'F, it is ;

concluded that BfC is compatible with Inconel 625.
'

F

.
4.2.1.4.3 Cladding Stress-Strain Limits

The stress limits for the Inconel Alloy. 625 cladding are as
follows:

,

Amendment F :
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Design for Non-Operation, Normal Operation,.and Upset Conditions:

P, 5 S,

P, + Pb 5 F,S,
The not unrecoverable circunferential strain-shall act exceed 1%-
on the cladding diameter, considering the effects of pellet, .q
swelling and cladding creep. >

Design for Emergency Conditions:

'P,S 1.5 S ,- i

P, + Pb 5 1.5 F,S,
Design for. Faulted Conditions:-

P,5 S', f

P, + Pb 5 F,Sg

. here Sg is the smaller of 2.4 S ,or 0.7 Su'
j

W

For definition of P P S S' S -a F ,- see Section
For the IEc, ond, 62E,CEA E,laddng,nd 84.2.1.1.1. the value of S,iatistwo-thirds of the minimum specified yield strength-

temperature. :

:

For Inponel 625, the specified minimum yield strength'is 65,000 j
lb/in, at-650*F. 1

!
'F = Mp/My where Mp is the bending moment required'to produce a-

f611y plastic section and My is the bending moment: which first
produces yielding at the extreme fibers of the cross-section.
The capability of cross-sections loaded in bending to sustain
moments considerably in excess of that required - to yield the
outermost fiber is discussed in Reference 1. For the CEA
cladding dimensions, F, = 1.33.
The values of uniform and total elongation of Inconel Alloy 625.

cladding are estimated to be as follows:

Fluence.(E >1 MeV). nyt
1 x 10" 3 x 10"

Uniform elongation, % 3 1
Total elongation, % 6 3

4.2-31
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4.2.1.4.4 Irradiation Behavior of Absorber Materials

A. Boron Carbide

1. Swelling

The . linear swelling of --B increases- with burnup
according to the relat:.onship,C1:

10%AL = (0.1) B Burnup, at %

This relationship- was _obtained from experimental'-
irradiations on -high. -density - (a:90 % TD) .' wafers-
(Reference 43) and pellets- with- densities- ranging.
between 71- and 98% TD (References- .42 and 45).
Dimensional changes |were : measured as a function of
burnup, after irradiating at temperatures expected in --

the' design'.

2. Thermal Conductivity

The thermal conductivity of' unirradiated 73% - dense B C
decreases- linearly- -with- temperatures from 300 ko
1600*F, according to the-relationship:

1 cal /s-cm *K
"

2.17 (6.87-+ 0.017 T)-
This relationship was obtained from measurements
performed on pellets ranging- from 70 to 98% TD
(Reference 45).

The relationship between the thermal conductivity. of
irradiated 73% TD BC pellets and temperature _ given
below was derived fr,om measured values- (Reference 45)
on higg r density pellets irradiated to fluences out to
3 x 10 nyt (E>1 MeV):

1 cal /s-cm *K
"

2.17'(38 + 0.025 T)
where T - temperature, *K.

Thermal conductivity measurements of 17 B,C specimens
with densities ranging from 83 to 98% TD, irradiated at
temperatures from 930 to 1600'F showed that thermal
conductivity decreased significantly after irradiation.
The rate of decrease is high at the lower irradiation
temperatures, but saturates rapidly with exposure.

4.2-32 ,
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3. Helium Release '

10Helium is formed in B C as B burnup progresses'. The
4fraction of helium released. from ~ the pellets is-

important for' determining- rod. internal gas pressure.-

The relationship between helium release and irradiation:
temperature' given below- was- developed at ORNL-
(Reference 46) to -fit experimental' data obtained .from-
thermal reactor irradiations:

_Q
% He release = e(C-1.85D) ,RT-

where

C = Constant,~6.69 for pellets
D =-Fractional density,-0.73_-for.C-E pellets
.Q = Activation energy content, 3600 cal / mole
R = Gas constant, 1.98 cal / mole *K
T = Pellet _ temperature, *K

This expression-becomes

% He release = 208 ez T +5

when the above parameters are - substituted. In this
form, design values for helium release as a function:of
temperature are generated. The- 5% helium release
allowance (the last term in the expression) was added
to ensure that design values lie above- all_ reported
helium release data.. Calculated. values' of helium
release obtained from the recommended' design expression
lie above all experimental data points (Reference 42,
47, 48) obtained on B C pellet specimens irradiated in

4thermal reactorst

4. Pellet Porosity

Experimental evidence is available (Reference 49) which
shows that for pellet densities:below 90%, essentially
all porosity is open at beginning-of-life.
Irradiation-induced swelling does not change the
characteristics ot' the porosity, but only changes the
bulk volume of the specimens. Therefore, the amount of
porosity available at ond-of-life is the same as that
present a begirc -o-

O

4.2-33
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B.. Silver-Indium-CadNium

1. Swelling-

Measurements' performed gn Ag-In-Cd rods -irradiated at2
fluences'up to 6.2 x 10 nyt (E >0.6 eV) were employed
to develop the following: expression | to ' predict the
volumetric swelling for silver-indium-cadmium ~ alloy:

i

'%AV =
210

where d = fluence, nyt (E >0.6 eV).
-- j

Linear swelling is -approximately one-third of: the
volumetric swelling.

2. Thermal Conductivity

The increase in - cadmium content from 5 ,to perhaps _10
wt%, and the formation of 2 to 3 wt% tin as a result of
long-term exposures, is expected to decrease the i

thermal conductivity from the expected to. decrease the i

thermal conductivity from the ' accepted - (Reference _50) . F

unirradiated values. Published data 'for- unirradiated
Ag-cd binary alloys-shows that thermal conductivity was :

decreased by about 20% by increasing- the _ cadmium- |
content from 5.0 to - 10. 0 wt% (Reference 50) . . Since t

irradiated Ag-In-Cd-is expected to perform-in much the !

same fashion, similarly, the unirradiate values- of
thermal conductivity are decreased- by 25% to account t

for irradiation.

3. Linear Thermal Expansion
'

The coefficient of lienar thermal exp_psion for i
unirradiated Ag-In-Cd material'is 12.5 x 10 in/in. *F !

over the temperature range of 70 to 930*F (Reference i
'

51). Published data on unirradiated (Reference 50)
Ag-Cd binary alloys reveal that a cadmium increase of $

5% will result in about a 5% increase in thermal
expansion coefficient. The small changes in~ indium and
tin content do not influence the thermal expansion
cu ficient appreciply. For simplicity, ' irradiated
values of 13.1 x 10 in./in. *F are used in all design
calculations.

!*

0;

Amendment F.
4.2-34 December 15, 1989
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4. Melting Point

The melting point: of unirradiated - Ag-In-Cd has been' 1
measured as- '1470'F t' 30'F- :(Reference 50) . - _ The
formation -of- 3 wt% ' tin- 'due to the transmutation of-

-indium-and the increase in cadmium content =to about.10
wt% due to the: transmutation of silver may re~sult in 'a.
small decrease in the-melting-point.

'

|-

- .

,

C. Inconel 625

1. Swelling ~ '

'Available information indicates that= Inconel 625- is
highly resistant to radiation swgling. Exposure; of- I

Incoul 625 to a fluence of 3 x-10 nyt (E>0.1 MeV)1at
a temperature Lof 1400*C (725'F) showed no visible.
cavities in .metallographic examinations L(Reference 52)
so_that swelling,-if any,,would:be very minor. Direct
measurements mag after exposure of Inconel 625 to a
fluence 5 x 10 nyt (E>0.1 MeV) at:IMFBR conditions ;

showed no evidence g _ nyt . (E>0.1 - MeV): at 500 *C - (932 * F)
swelling-(Reference 153). Further / !

exposure to 6 x-10O showed essentially no swelling as measured by-immersior:
density, but did show small cavities.. Thus,' Inconel ?62h2 is not expected to swell beyond fluences of'3 x }10 nyt (E>l MeV) . ;

2. Ductility
|

The ductility of Inconel 625 decreases after
irradiation. Extrapolation of lower- fluence data on -!

,

Inconel 625 and 500 indicates that the. values- of
'

unform and total elongation of Inconel- 625 after 1 x
10 nyt (E>l MeV) are 3 and 6%, respectively.

3. Strength '

,

The value of yield strength for Inconel 625 increases
after irradiation in the manner typical of metals.-
However, no credit is taken for increases in yield

.

:
strength in the design analyses above the' value

iinitially specified. '

4.2.1.5 Burveillance Procram

4.2.1.5.1 Requirements for Surveillance and Testing of
Irradiated Fuel Rodse Section +High burnup performance experience, as described in

4.2.3, has provided evidence that the fuel will -perform F

Amendment F
4.2-35 December 15, 1989
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satisfactorily | under the design conditions.' Two: irradiated
'

programs were developed for fuel- performance surveillance in

Arkansas Nuclear one-Unit 2 - ( ANO-2) . The fuel rods in ; these
16x16 fuel assemblies- are similar to those : : in the 1 System 80
desigri.

The . first fuel performance program in ANO-2' has ' been completed.
This program followed six standard assemblies; through three
irradiation cycles.. Each asser.bly contained - pre-characterized
fuel rods which were samined c during_ refueling shutdowns. , The
results of the program demonstrated: that _ the : fuel-- = assemblies
performed reliably through averaged burnups . of L 37.2 - GWd/MTU;
Zircaloy oxide thicknesses,- fuel rod growth and bowing,. _and-

asserably dimensional stability were consistent withi initial.
predictions (Reference 54)'.

The second program, which =is nearing completion = at; ANO-2 has- -

irradiated two fuel assemblies- containing both : standard and f|
advanced design fuel rods to extsnded burnups. Both| assemblies '

were extensively pre-characterized. One ' assembly was irradiated
for three reactor' cycles and reached an assembly-averaged burnup
of 33 GWd/MTU. _A second assembly was exposed ' to 5 cycles - and
reached an assembly-averaged burnup.of 52 GWd/MTU (Reference 55).
Both assemblies were examined 1after each reactor : cycle. Visual
examinations, oxide' thickness measurements,.and other_ dimensional -j
measurements results in the conclusion that the ~ performance of !

the fuel has been satisfactory. Destructive ihot cell
examinations are scheduled to complete the characterization of
fuel behavior.

A surveillance program to follow the- fuel performance of the
System 80 design is being carried out in Palo . Verde-1. The
program includes poolside examinations after each of the first
three operational cycles. The examinations include visual
inspections for overall performance, dimensional measurements to
characterize growth behavior, and cladding oxide measuro.ments to
track corrosion behavior of the fuel rod cladding. Results after
the first and second cycles indicate that the fuel is behaving
as expected with no indication.that would alter the planned, fuel
management scheme for the System 80 fuel. The final poolside
examination of these standard assemblies is scheduled for 1991
when they will be discharged.

4.2.2 DESCRIPTION AND DESIGN DRAWINGS

This subsection summarizes the mechanical design characteristics
of the fuel system and discusses the' design parameters which are
of significance to the performance of the reactor. A summary of
mechanical design parameters is presented in Table 4.2-1. These -

data are intended to be descriptive of the design; limiting

Amendment F
4.2-36 December 15, 1989
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values of these and other parameters will- be . discussed in' the i

appropriate sections.-

4.2.2.1 Fuel Assembly

The fuel assembly (Figure 4.2-6) consists of 236 fuel and poison, |
tods,.5 guide tubes, 11 fuel rod spacer grids, uppar and lower- ;

'

end fittings, and- a holddown device. The outer guide itubes, - j

spacer grids, and end fittings ' form the- structural frame of the~
assemMy.

.,

tl
The fuel spacer grids (Figure-4.2-7). maintain the fuel rod-array '

by providing positive lateral-restraint to the fuel rod-but:only
frictional restraint to axial fuel rod motion. The Lgrids are i

fabricated from preformed. Zircaloy or Inconel' strips: (the bottom- 1

spacer grid . material is Inconel) interlocked in an' egg crate
fashion and welded together. Each cell of the- spacer grid
contains two leaf springs - and four arches. The leaf springs
press the rod against the arches to restrict ; relativo motion
between the grids and the fuel rods. The perimeter -strips 1
contain features designed to prevor.t hangup of grids during a !
refueling operation, j

The ten Zircaloy-4 spacer grids are fastened to the Zircaloy-4
'guide tubes by welding, and each grid is welded-- to . each guide

tube at eight locations, four on the upper face of the grid.and
,

fnur on the lower face of the grid, where- the spacer strips
contact the guide tube surface. The-lowest' spacer grid (Inconel) |
is not welded to the guide tubes due to material differences.'It 1

is supported by an Inconel 625 skirt which is - welded to - the . ispacer grid and to the perimeter of the' lower end fitting. '

The upper end fitting is an assembly consisting of..two cast Type
304 stainless steel plater, five machined posts and four helical
Inconel X-750 springs. The upper end fitting attaches to the
guide tubes to serve as an alignment and locating device for each
fuel assembly and has features to permit lifting of the . fuel
assembly. The lower cast plate locates the, top ends of the guide
tubes and is designed to prevent excessive axial motion of'the
fuel rods.

The Inconel X-750 springs are of conventional coil design having B
a mean diameter of 1.859 in., a wire diameter of 0.319 in., and
approximately 16 active coils. IncoN1 X-750 was selected for
this application because of its previous use for coil springs and
good resistance to relaxation during operation.

The upper cast plate of the assembly, called the holddown plate,.9 together with the helical compression springs, comprise the :
holddown device. The holddown plate is 7ovable, acts on the

B
'

underside of the extended tubes of the ur guide structure and
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is loaded by _the - compression springs. . Since the = springs- are
located at the' upper end of the assembly, the : spring load
combines with the fuel- assembly. weight to ' counteract upward
hydraulic forces. The determination of upward hydraulic ? forces
includes factors' accounting for flow- maldistribution,1-fuel
assembly coaponent tolerances, crud buildup, drag 1 coef ficient,
and bypass I. Low. , The : springs are- sized- and the spring. preload is
selected such that a net downward force : will be' maintained for -
all ' normal and anticipated transient flow and. temperature

1 conditions. The design criteria limit L the maximum stress _ under.
the most adverse tolerance conditions to below the yield strength!
of-the spring : material . < The maximum stress' occurs 'during- cold;
conditions and decreases as the reactor heats up.- The reduction-
in stress -is due-to a decrease in spring deflection resulting-
from differential thermal expansion between the Zircaloy'. fuel
assemblies and the stainless steel internals.

During normal operation, a spring will never'be compressed-tolits-
solid height. However,1 if the fuel assembly were .. loaded in ..an
abnormal-manner such that a spring were compressed to its solid
height, the spring would continue to serve its function then-the
loading condition returned to normal.

The lower end fitting assembly is a simple' stainless. steel
casting consieting of a plate with flow holes and na support leg
at each corner (total of four legs) that aligns the lower end-of
the fuel assembly with the core support structures alignment
pins. Each alignment pin is required to position the corners of
four lower end fittings. A center post is threaded into the
central portion of the flow plate and welded into position.

The four outer guide tubes have a widened region at .the upper --3
which cortsins an internal thread. Connection with the uppe.1
fitting w made by passing the externally threaded end cf tc .
guide pcsts through holes in the lower cast ficw plate and into
the guide tubes. When assembled, the flow plate is secured
between flanges on the guide tubes and on the guide posts. The
connection with the upper end fitting is. locked with a mechanical
crimp. Each outer guide tube has, at its lower end, a welded
Zircaloy-4 fitting. This fitting has a threaded portion which
passes through a hole in the fuel assembly lower end fitting'and
is secured by a Zircaloy-4 nut. This joint in secured with a
stainless steel locking disc tack welded to the lower end' fitting

Bin four places.

The center instrumentation guide tube inserts into a socket and a
sleeve'in the upper and lower end fittings, respectively, and is
thus retained laterally- by the relatively small clearance at
these locations.- The upper end fitting socket is created by the -

center guide tube post which is threaded into the lower cast flow
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plate and tack welded in four places. The lower end fitting B

sleeve is an extension from the center post.of the lower end
fitting assembly. There is no positive-axial connection between
the center guide tube and the~end fittings. ;

1

The five guide tubes have. the' effect of ensuring that bowing or |
4 excessive swelling of the adjacent - fuel rods cannot result -in

obstruction of the control element pathway. This is so because:
.

|

A. ~There is sufficient clearance between the fuel rods and'the l

guide tube surface to allow . an adjacent fuel-rod to reach
rupture strain due to excessive swelling without contacting B

the guide tube surface.

B. The guMe tube, having considerably greater diameter and-

:
wall t!!ickness (and being at. a lower temperature) than the i

fuel rods, is considerably stiffer than the fuel rods:and-
would, therefore, remain straight, rather than be deflected 1

B
by contact with the surface of an adjacent-bowed fuel rod.

Therefore, the bowing or swelling of fuel rods ' would not result
in obstruction of the control element channels
hinder CEA movement.

- such as could i

|

The fuel assembly design enables recontatitution, i.e., removal
and replacement of fuel and poison rods, of an irradiated fuel

'

assembly. The fuel and poison rod lower end caps are conically |
shaped to ensure proper insertion within the fuel assembly grid
cage structure; the upper end caps are designed to- enable
grappling of the fuel and poison rod for purposes of removal and
handling. Threaded joints which mechanically attach .the . upper '

end fitting to the control element guide tubes will be properly
torqued and locked during service, but may be removed to provide.
access to the fuel and poison rods.

1

Loading and movement of the fuel assemblies is condu:ted in
accordance with ctrictly monitored administrative procedures and,
at the completion of fuel loading, an independent check.as to the
location and orientation of each fuel assembly in the core is
required.

The serial number provided on the fuel assembly upper end fitting
enables verification cf fuel enrichment and orientation of the
fuel assembly. The serial number is also provided on the lower

lend fitting to ensure preservation of fuel assembly identity in
the event of upper end fitting removal. Additional markings are
provided on the fuel rod upper end caps as a secondary check to
distinguish between fuel enrichments and burnable poison rods, ife present.
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During the manufacturing. process, the lower:and cap of-each rod-- -

is parked to. provide a- means of identifying the , pellet
enrichment, pellet lot and fuel stack weight. --In addition, a

quality control program specification requires that; measures be
established for the identification and control of . materials,

components, and partially fabricated subassemblies.. These meansi
provide assurance that only acceptable items are used anct : also -
provide a method of relating . an item or er.sembly from initial.
receipt through fabrication, installation,_ repair,- or-
modification to an applicable drawing, specification; or other ,

'

pertinent technical document.

4.2.2.2 Fuel Rod

The fuel rods consist of slightly-enriched UO cylindrical
ceramic pellets, a round wire Typa 302: stdinless~ steel-
compression spring, and an aluminal spacer disc located at each-
end of the fuel column, all encapsulated within a Zircaloy-4 cube
seal welded with Zircaloy-4 end . caps. The fuel rods are
internally pressurized with helium during assembly. Figure 4.b8
depicts the fuel rod design.

Each fuel rod assembly includes both a serial number-and a visual
identification mark. The serial number ensures traceability of
the fabrication history of each fuel rod component. The
iCentification mark provides a visual check on pellet enrichment
batch during fuel assembly fabrication.

The fuel cladding is cold worked and stress relief annealed
Zircaloy-4 tubing 0.025 inches thick. The actual tube forming
process consists of a series of cold working and annealing
operations, the details of which are ' sele.cted- to provide the-
combination of properties discussed in Section'4.2.1.2.2.

The UO., pellets are dished at both ends in order to - better
accommddate thermal expansion and fuel syelling. The density of
the UO in the pellets ig 10.38 g/cm , which corresponds to294.75% of the 10.96 g/cm theoretical density (TD) of UO .

However, because the pellet dirhes and chamfers constitute- abobt
3% of the volume of the pellet stack'3the average density of the
pellet stack is reduced to 10.06 g/cm . This number is referred
to as the " stack density".

The compression spring located at the top of the fuel pellet
column maintains the column in its proper position during
handling and shipping. The alumina spacer disc at the lower end
of the fuel rod reduces the lower end cap temperature, while the
upper spacer disc prevents UO chips, if present, from entering
the plenum region. The fuel od plenum, which is located above

.
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the pellet column, provides space for axial theriaal differential i
expansion of the fuel column and accommodates .the initial helium: '

loading and evolved fission gases.. (See Sections- 4.2.1.2.5.1 and.
4.2.1.2.5.2.) The specific manner ,in -.which these factors 1 are-
taken into account, including the calculation of-temperatures _-for
the gas contained-within- the various types of rod internal void-

.

volume,-is discussed in References-15-17.

4.2.2.3 Burnable Poison Rod-

Fixed burnable neutron absorber-.(poison) rods.'will be included in ,

selected fuel- assemblies .to reduce the beginning-of-life |
moderator coefficient. They willJ replace fuel rods at selected i

Jlocations. The two alternative burnable poison rod designs are
Bdescrioed below. !

urnaMe Poison - RodA. Al 0 ~

2 3 4
,

The poison rods shown in. Figure - 4.2-9 will be mechanically !

similar to fuel rods, but will contain a column of burnable j
poison pellets instead of fuel pellets. The poison material ;
will be alumina with uniformly-dispersed _ boron carbide- '

G particles. The balance of the column -will ' consist' of ;
Zircaloy-4 spacers, with the total column length the same as |..

'the column length in fuel rods. The burnab)e poison rod
plenum spring is designed to produce.a smaller -preload. on
the pellst column than that in a - fuel rod because | of the= 'j
lighter material in the poison pellets. ;

i

B. Cd 0 - UO Burnable Poison Rod23 2
8 ,

The poison rods shown in Figure 4.2-10 will be mechanically I

similar to fuel rods, but will consist of Gd 0 admixed in
natural UO in the central rod portion (axiall )3 and natural

2UO at the top and bottom. The total colurn length is the
sa$e as the column length in fuel rods.

Each burnable poison rod assembly includes a serial number and
visual identification mark. The serial number is used to record
fabrication information for each component in the rod assembly.
The identification mark is unique to poison rods and provides ' a
visual check on the pellet poison content during fuel. bundle B
fabrication.

e :
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4.2.2.4 Control Elamant Ass *=hly Descrintion and Desian-

~

The control element assemblies consist of-~either four or: twelve F-
neutron absorber elements arranged to engage 1the peripheral guide
tubes of fuel - assemblies. The neutron absorber ' elements are-
connected by a spider structure which couples t o t h e .- c o n t r o l L
element drive mechanism. (CEDM) drive. shaft extension. The-
neutron absorber elements - of a ' four-element CEA engage the four
corner _ guide tubes- in a single fuel assembly. The four-element B

CEAs-'are used- for control:-of power distribution.' and- core
reactivity in the-power operating range.- The twelve-element CEAs
engage the four corner guide tubes.. in one fuel ' assembly and the
two nearest. corner-guida. tubes in' adjacent fuel assemblies. The
twelve-element CEAs<make up the balance'of the' control groups and-

provide a bank of strong shutdown rods.- The control' element
- The patterniassemblies are shown in Figures 4.2-? through 4.2-5.

of CEAs-(total-of 93) is'shown:in' Figure 4.2-11.. Note that up to |B'
eight adclitional CEAs may be installed if desired for addW.onal-

flexibility or future -use. Twenty-five of the 93 CE'c are p

part-strength CEAs (PSCEAs).

Part-strength CEAs are differentiated from full-strength CEAs by'
using alphanumeric serialization instead of the numerical system -

Bused on the full-strength CEAs.

All control elements are sealed by welds which join the tube to
an Inconel 625 nose cap at the bottom, and an Inconel 625
connector at the top which makes up part of the end fitting. The
end fittings, in turn, are threaded and crimped in place by a
locking nut to the spider structure which provides rigid lateral
and axial support for the control elements. The spider hub bore
.is specially machined to provide a point of attachment for the
CEA extension shaft.

The control elements of a twelve-element full-strength CEA
consist of an Inconel 625 tube loaded with-a stack of cylindrical
absorber pellets. The absorber material consists of 73% TD boron

the elemenks, pellets, with the exception of the lower portion ofcarbide (B C)
which contain reduced diameter B C pellets wrapped

in a sleeve of Type 34'i stainless steel (felt aktal) .

The design objective realized by the use of felt metal and
raduced B C pellets in the element tip zones is that as the B C
pellets kwell due to irradiation, the felt metal sleehe
compresses as a result of 9.he applied loading. This compression
limits the amount of induced strain in the cladding. Therefore,
buffering of the CEA following scram, which occurs when' the
element tips enter a reduced diameter portion of the- fuel x

assembly guide tubes, is not affected with long term exposure of
the CEA to reactor operating conditions. ,
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During norma) powered operation, all of the , twelve-element CEAs
are expected 9o be-in the fully ' withdrawn position. Thus, _the ;

local B-10 in tnup progresses at a lower rate, and CEA life is'
prolonged. Above - the - poison column .is a pienum which provides ;
expansion. volume for helium released from the B C. The plenum
volume contains a Type 302 stainless steel holddow,n spring, which j

restrains the absorber material against longitudinal shifting- i

with respect to the clad while allowing for differential R

expansion between the absorber'and the clad. The. spring develops. j

a load sufficient to maintain the position of the absorber.
material.during shipping and handling.

The control elements of a four-element full-strength CEA consist =
,

of an' Inconel 625 tube' loaded with a stuck of cylindrical J

Ag-In-Cd absorber bars. This CEA design is' used .for the
regulating banks. Two design objectives are ' realized by use of a
Ag-In-Cd. absorber over_the full active length:

v |

A. CEA Cladding Dimensional Stability

Because of its high ductility and low strength, the Ag-In-cd
will- not deform the CEA cladding. Buffering of the CEA

/' following scram, which occurs when-the-corner element tips
; enter a reduced diameter portion of the fuel assembly guide

tubes, is not degraded with long-term exposure of the CEA to
reactor operating conditions.

B. Adequate CEA Worth

Although some reduction in CEA worth arises because of - the
substitution of B C with Ag-In-Cd, the effect is small and

4
is accounted for

The control elements of the four-element PSCEA consist of an
Inconel 625 tube loaded with Inconel 625 bars over the full
active length. The PSCEA, which have lower worth in comparison
to the full-length CEAs, are provided for reactivity and axial
power shape control during power operations. Because of the use ;

of Inconel 625 absorber, the cladding dimensional stability is !
not degrided with long-term exposure of the PSCEA _to reactor i

operating conditions. |

Each full-strength or part-strength CEA is positioned by a
magnetic jack control element drive mechanism (CEDM) mounted on ;

the reactor vessel closure head. The extension shaft joins with
the CEA spider and connects - the CEA to the CEDM. Full- and |g
part-strength CEAs may be connected to any extension shaft

p depending on control requirements. Mechanical: reactivity control

Q is achieved by positioning groups of CEAs by the CEDMs. |

|
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In the outlet plenum region, all CEAs/PSCEAs are enclosed' in CEA I ;

shrouds which provide guidance and protect the CEA/PSCEA and
extension shaf t from coolant cross flow. Within the core,Jeach

I element travels in a-Zircaloy guide tube.-- The guide tubes; are

i part of-the fuel assembly structure and ensure proper orientation- 1
of the control elements with. respect-to the' fuel rods.- ;

e

When the extension shaft is released by the CEDM, .- the combined .

weight of the shaft and CEA causes' the CEA to ; insert into the ;

fuel assembly. 4
~ The lower ends of L the four outer' fuel assembly guide tubes are i

taputed- gradually to form -a region of reduced' diameter which,- in
conjunction with the control element- on the ~CEA, 06nstitutes an-
effective hydraulic buffer for reducing the-deceleration-loads-at7 -

the end of a - trip stroke. This purely: hydraulic damping action, !

is augmented by a spring and plunger arrangement on ' the CEA
spider. When fully inserted, the CEAs and 'PSCEAs rest - on the.

,

upper guide structure support plate.l

,

. >

The capability of the B C CEAs to scram within the allowable time
was initially demonstraked as part ofrthe flow testing discussed
in Section 4.2.'4.4. The increased weight of- the Ag-In-Cd y
four-element CSA design also ensures that scram time. limits will
be met. Scram time has been verified through surveillance

-

testing at the operating Palo' Verde units. |.

4.2.3 DESIGN EVALUATION

4.2.3.1 Fuel Asse*@bt
|

4.2.3.1.1 Vibration Analyses

Four sources of external excitation are recognized in evaluating I

the fuel assembly susceptibility to vibration damage. These (
sources are as follows:

A. Reactor Coolant Pump Blade Passing Frequency -|

Precritical vibration monitoring on previous C-E reactors
indicates that peak pressure pulses are expected at the pump
blade passing frequency (120 Hz), and a lesser but still i

pronounced peak at twice this frequency. |
.

B. Lower Support Structure Motion

Random lateral notion between the fuel assembly and- the
lower support structure is expected to occur with an
amplitude similar to that of other C-E reactors in the
frequency range between 2 and 10 Hz.
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C. Flow-induced fuel rod vibration -results from coolant fic,w

through the fuel assembly.- The expected amplitude of such
vibration is 0.004 inches or less.

.i

D. Flow Induced Control Element Vibration l

0System 80 incorporates design- features that minimize CEA
vibration and . produce no significant wear in the guide
tubes.

These sources of external excitation are not expected to 'havet an I-

adverse effect on the performance ; of the fuel assembly. The pcapability of the fuel assembly to sustain the effects of
flow-induced vibration without adverse effects has been
demonstrated in the' dynamic flow tests reported in Appendix 4B.

4.2.3.1.2 CEA Guide Tube

The CEA guide tubes were evaluated for structural adequacy using 0

the criteria given in Section 4.2.1.1 in the following areas:

A. Steady axial load due to the combined effects of _ axial
- hydraulic forces and upper end fitting holddown-forces.

For normal operating conditions, the resultant guide tube I
stress levels-are significantly.less than the design-limits. |

B. Short-term axial load due to the impact of the_ spring loaded
CEA spider against the upper guide structure support plates -!
at the end of a CEA trip. ,

For trips occurring during normal power operation, solid
impact is not predicted to occur due to the kinetic energy

3

of the CEA being dissipated in the hydraulic buffer and by '

the CEA spring,

i
C. Short-term differential pressure load occurring in the i

hydraulic buffer regions of the-outer guide tubes at the end '

of each trip stroke.
.

Thr. F.ffer region slows the CEA during the last few inches
of %e trip stroke. The resultant differential pressure
across the guide tube in this- region gives rise to
circumferential stresses which are significantly less than
the design limits. The trip is assumed to be repeated'
daily. However the resultant stress is too small to have a
significant effect on fatigue usage.

O
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For conditions other. than normal- operation,. the additional
mechanical-loads imposed on the-fuel assembly'by.'an OBE, SSE,-and B

large break LOCA and their -resultant offact-. on the._ control
element guide tubes are discussed in the following sections:

4.2.3.1.2.1 Operating Basis Earthquake-(OBE)

During the postulated OBE) the fuel assembly is 1 subjected to
lateral and axial accelerations which, in turn,:cause-the fuel
assembly to daflect- from its. normal shape.- The : method of
calculating these deflections is described - in - Section 3.7. 3.14.
The magnitude of the lateral dcflections and resultant stresses
are = evaluated for _ acceptability. =The method ' for _. calculating-
stresses from deflected shapes-is described in' Reference 56. . The-
fuel assembly _is designed to be capable of withstanding the axial
loads without buckling and without sustaining excessive stresses.

4.2.3.1.2.2 Safe Shutdown Earthquake-(88E)

The axial and lateral. loads and deformation sustained by the fuel
assembly during a postulated SSE have the same origin as those
discussed above for the OBE, but _ they arise from SSE initial' F
ground accelerations. The analytical methods used 'for the SSE
are identical to those used for the OBE.

4.2.3.1.2.3 Loss-of-Coolant Accident (LOCA)

In the event of a large break LOCA, there will occur rapid
changes in pressure and flow within.. the reactor vessel.
Associated with the transient are relatively large axial and 1
lateral loads on the fuel assemblies. The response of a fuel
assembly to the mechanical loads produced by a LOCA.is considered
acceptable if the fuel rods are maintained in a coolable array,
i.e., acceptably low grid crushing.

4.2.3.1.2.4 Combined SSE and LOCA

It is not connidered appropriate to combine the stresses
resulting from the SSE and LOCA events. Nevertheless, for
purposes of demonstrating margin in the design, the maximum
stress intensities for each individual event are combined by a
square root of the sum of the squares (SRSS)- method. This is
performed as a function of fuel assembly elevation and position,
e.g., the maximum stress intensities for the center guide tube at
the upper grid elevation (as datermined in the analysis discussed
in the above paragraphs for SSE and LOCA) are combined by. the
SRSS method. Additional details regarding the analysis of

3 9|combined seismic and LOCA loads are described in Reference 56.

i
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The results demonstrate that the allowable stresses described:in- |
Sectic,n 4. 2.1.1 are not exceeded- for any posit!cn - along the fuel-

assembly even under the added conservatism provided by this- load
combination.

To qualify the complete- fuel assembly, full-scale hot loop'
testing was conducted prior to the initial opet tion of System 80 F.
fuel. These tests evaluated fretting and wear of components,
refueling procedures, fuel. assembly-~ uplift forces, holddown.
performance and compatibility- of the fuel assembly ,with.
interfacing reactor internals, CEAs and CEDMs under conditions-of-
reactor water chemistry, flow 1 velocity, temperature, -and 1
pressure. The details of System 80 het loop testing'are reported

B I
in Appendix 4B. 1

j
4.2.3.1.3 Spacer Grid Evaluation |

l

The function of the spacer gridsfis to provide lateral support to j
fuel and burnable poison rods in such a manner that the ~ axial {forces are not sufficient to buckle or bow the order and that the j
wear resulting at the grid-to-clad contact points will- be limited
to acceptably small amounts. It is also a criterion that the.

grid be capable of withstanding the lateral loads imposed during |

.. the postulated seismic and LOCA events. i

-

Fuel assemblies are designed such that the combination of fuel
i

rod rigidity, grid spacing, and grid preload will . not result in ;

significant fuel rod deformation under-axial loads. In addition, j
the long-term effects of clad creep (reduction in clad 'OD) , - the '

reduction of grid stiffness with temperature and the partial
relaxation of the grid material- during operation must be taken
into account to ensure that- this criterion is also satisfie'd
during all operating conditions. Inspections of irradiated fuel
assemblies from the Maine Yankee (14 x 14), Calvert Cliffs.(14 x p ;14), Palisades (15 x 15) , Omaha (14 x 14), ANO-2 (16 ' x 16 ) , and '

Palo Verde (System 80) reactors has not shown significant bowing
of the fuel rods. In view of these factors, it is concluded.that
the axial forces applied by the grids on the cladding will not i

result in a significant degree of fuel rod bow. The influence of :

fuel rod lateral deflection is discussed furthnr in Section !

4.2.3.2.6. Additional discussion of the causes fur and effects 1
of fuel rod bowing are contained in Section 4.2.3.2.5 and in :

Reference 57. <

The capability of the grids to support the clad without-excessive i
clad wear is demonstrated by out-of-pile flow testing on the |Standard System 80 assembly design and by the results of J

post-irradiation examination of grid-to-clad contact points in,

extended burnup fuel assemblies in Calvert Cliffs, Omaha, and
ANO-2, as well as after two cycles of operation in Palo Verde p

-

(System 80).
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The . capability of the grid .to withs'tand .the -lateral 'oads.

produced during the postulated seismic and LOCA events is i

demonstrated by: impact testing the reference grid design, .and
comparing.the test results with the analytical' predictions of the

1

seismic and LOCA loads.

The Zircaloy-4 spacer grid material-is of the same co.:iposition as
the fuel rods and guide tubes with - which . it is in contact,
thereby eliminating any problem of chemical incompatibility with B

those components. For the same reason, adequate resistance; to
.'

corrosion from - the coolant is, assured - (see Section .4. 2. 3. 2. 3. ,
Item A ,- for additional ~ information relative to the corrosion
resistance of Zircaloy-4 in the primary coolant environment).
The Inconel 625 material used for the lowest spacer gridLis in
contact with the coolant, the' Type.304' stainless steel lower end
fitting (to - which it is welded) , ' the Zircaloy-4 fuel rods, the
poison rods, and-the Zircaloy-4 guide tubes.: The mutual chemical 1 ,

'

compatibility of these materials in a. . reactor environment 1 has .
been demonstrated by C-E's use- of these- materials in fuel
assemblies'that have been operated in other C-E reactors and-for
which post-irradiation examination has -yielded .no evidence- of
chemical reaction between these- components. In addition,
experiments have been performed at C-E on Inconel-type alloys and
Zircaloy-4 which showed that eutectic reactions did not occur
below:2200*F, a temperature far in excess of that anticipated at
the. lower grid location in the event of a LOCA.

4.2.3.1.4 Dimensional stability of Bircaloy

Zircaloy components are designed to allow-for dimensional changes
resulting from irradiation-induced growth. Extensive analyses of
in-pile growth data have been performed to ' formulate a

| comprehensive model of in-pile growth (References 3 and 4). The
| in-pile growth equations are used to determine the minimum axial i

differential growth allowance which must be included in the axial |

gap between the fuel rods and the upper end fitting. For l

determining the gap between the fuel rods and the upper end i
fitting, the - growth correlations for fuel rod and guide tube- i

growth are combined statistically such that the minimum initial |gap is adequate to accommodate the upper 95% probability level.of
differential growth between fuel rods and guide tubes in the peak
burnup fuel assembly. For the purpose of predicting axial and
lateral growth of the fuel assembly structure (thereby
establishing the minimum initial clearance with interfacing- j
components), the equations are used in a conservative manner to '

ensure adequate margins to interference are maintained. The
manner in which the in-pile growth equations are used in design
is described in References 4 and 58. O

l-
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4.2.3.1.5 Fuel Handling and Shipping Design Loads

]
l

Three specific design bases have been established for shipping !

and handling loads. These are as follows:

| A. The fuel assembly, when supported in the new fuel shipping ,

container, shall be capable of sustaining the effect of Sg {axial, lateral or vertical acceleration without sustaining j
' stress levels in excess of those allowed for normal

operation. The Sg criterion was originally established
experimentally, and its adequacy is continually confirmed by
the presence of impact recorders, as discussed in the
following paragraph.

Impact recorders are included with each shipment which j
indicate if loadings in excess of Sg are sustained. A i
record of shipping loads in excess of Sg indicates an
unusual shapping occurrence in which case the fuel assembly
is inspect,d for damage prior to releasing it for use.

|
The axial shipping load path is through either end fitting |
to the guide tubes. A Sg axial load produces a compressive

e stress level in the guide tubes less than the two-thirds
yield stress limit that is allowed for normal condition
events. The fuel assembly is p"evented from buckling by
being clamped at grid locations. For lateral or vertical
shipping loads, the grid spring tabs have an initial preload
which exceeds five times the fuel rod weight. Therefore,
the spring tabs see no additional deflection as a result of
Sg lateral or vertical acceleration of the shipping
container. In addition, the side load on the grid faces
produced by a Sg lateral or vertical acceleration is less
than the measured impact strength of the grids.

B. The fuel assembly shall be capable of sustaining a
5000-pound axial load applied at the upper end fitting by
the refueling grapple (and resisted by an equal load at the
lower end fitting) without sustaining stress levels in ;

excess of those allowed for normal operation. The |

SOOO-pound load was chosen in order to provide adequate lift |
capability should an assembly become lodged. This load |
criterion is greater than any lift load that has been
encountered in service.

C. The fuel assembly shall be capable of withstanding a
0.125-inch deflection in anv direction whenever the fuel
assembly is raised or lcwered f-or or to a horizontal
position without sustaintag a permanent deformation beyonde the fuel assembly inspection envelope.

4.2-49
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Fuel handling procedures required the use.of aLstrongback to. ,

L limit the fuel assembly . deflection to a maximum 'of- |

| 0.125-inch in ; any _ direction whenever: the fuel assembly- :is
raised or lowered:to a horizontal position. This limits:the-i

stress and strain imposed upon the' fuel. assembly to values ,

e
well below - the limits set for normal' operating conditions. |

The adequacy, of the _ 0.125-inch criterion = . is based on the
inclusion of this limitation in . specifications- and
procedures for- fuel' handling equipment, which -is - thereby -

constrained to provide support such that~ lateral deflection
is limited.to'O.125 inches.

4.2.3.1.6 Fuel-Assembly' Analysis Results

The results of the fuel assembly analyses confirm that-the design--
criteria _of Section- 4.2.1.1, regarding stress, strain .and
fatigue, are satisfied. F:

4.2.3.1.7 Fuel Assembly Liftoff Analysis

The results of the analysis confirm that the fuel assembly will
not experience liftoff during reactor operation. This analysis

'

considers the appropriate combination of forces as described in
j

Section 4.2.2.1.

4.2.3.2 Fuel Rod Desian Evaluation

The evaluations discussed in this section are based on assumed
fuel rod operation within certain linear heat rate limits related
to avoiding excessive fuel and clad temperatures. Information. ,

concerning the bases for these limits is contained in Section
4.4.

4.2.3.2.1 Results of Vibration Analyses
B

Three sources of external excitation are recognized in evaluating
the fuel rod susceptibility to vibration damage. These sources
are as described in Section 4.2.3.1.1.

These sources of periodic motion are not expected to have an
adverse effect on the performance of the fuel rod. Section
4.2.3.2.4 includes additional information on fuel rod response-to
the sources.

4.2.3.2.2 Fuel Rod Internal Pressure'and Stress Analysis

A fuel rod cladding stress analysis is conducted to determine the
circumferential stress and strain resulting from-normal, upset,
and emergency conditions. The analysis includes the calculation
of cladding temperatures and rod internal pressures during each

-

of the occurrences listed in Section 4.2.1.1. The design-
'
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criteria to be used to evaluate the analytical results are ,

specified in Section 4.2.1.2.1. Fuel rod stresses resulting from ;

seismic events are calculated, using the methodology described in- |
Reference 56. '

'

The results' of the fuel rod analyses confirm that the design-
'

criteria of Section 4.2.l'.2.1, regarding stress, strain and p
strain fatigue, are satisfied. ,

'l
4.2.3.2.3 Potential for Chemical Reaction

'

A. Corrosion

Zircaloy-4 fuel red tubing has been visually examined in the ;

spent fuel pool after four reactor cycles at Ft. Calhoun,. ;

four reactor cycles at- Calvert Cliffs, and others at- |

-Millstone 2, St. Lucie-1,. and Maine Yankee. In addition,-
oxide thicknesses were measured in the hot cell after one

!cycle at Maine Yankee. The oxide appearance and thickness
measured were similar to that from autoclave' behavior for :

ithat time and temperature,

A Coolant chemistry parameters have been .specified that I
| minimize corrosion product release rates and their mobility

'

in the' primary system. Specifically, the pre-core hot
functional environment is pH and oxygen- controlled to '

provide a thin, tenacious, adherent, protective oxide film.
This approach minimizes corrosion product release and
associated inventory on initial startup and subsequent-
operation. During operation, the recommended lithium
concentration range (1.0-2.0 ppm) effects a chemical
potential gradient or driving force between hotter and
cooler surfaces - (fuel cladding and steam generator tubing, i

respectively) such that soluble iron and nickel species will
preferentially deposit'on the steam generator surfaces. The
associated pH- also minimizes general corrosion product ,

release rates from primary . system surfaces. 'Moreover, the
specified hydrogen concentration range ensures- reducing :

'

cogitions in the core, thereby avoiding low solubility
Fe Additionally, dissolved hydrogen promotes rapid.

recombination of oxidizing species. (Recall, oxidizing'
,

species and a fast neutron flux are synergistic i

prerequisites to accelerated Zircaloy-4 corrosion).. ,

During operation, lithium, dissolved oxygen, and dissolved
hydrogen will be monitored at a frequency consistent with
maintaining these parameters within their specifications,,as
identified in Table 9.3.4-1. F

,
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Post-operational examinations of fuel cladding- that has
operated within these specifications have shown no- :

significant chemical 'or corrosive attack of the Zircaloy
-

cladding, j
B. External Hydriding

During ~ operation of the reactor, with exposure to~ high
~

temperature, high pressure water, . Zircaloy-4 - cladding ' will
react to-form a protective oxide film in accordance with the *

following equation
.

Zr02 + 2H 'Zr + 2H O *-
22

Approximately 20% of the. hydrogen is- absorbed by ithe'
Zircaloy. Based on data described in WAPD-MRP-107,- the
cladding would be expected to contain up to 250 ppm of;
hydrogen following 3 years of exposure.

'
,

A series of burst tests were performed on - Zircaloy-2 tubes ;

containing 340- ppm and .460 ' ppm of hydrogen precipitated as f

hydride platelets in a circumferential manner (Reference
59). Burst tests at 660*F- showed- that the burst' test
specimens with 340 ppm . had normal burst ductility of 12%. i
Therefore, hydrogen normally absorbed in Zircaloy-4 - tubing. i

will not compromise cladding integrity.

C. Internal Hydriding ;
,

| A number of reported fuel rod failures have resulted' from
excessive moisture available in the fuel. 'Under operation,
this moisture oxidizes the Zircaloy. A fraction of the B ,

hydrogen, which is generated during normal oxidation,.would
be absorbed into. the Zircaloy. This localized' hydrogen
absorption by the cladding would shortly. result in localized
fuel rod failure.

Work performed at the OECD Reactor Project, Halden, Norway, i
of which C-E is a member, demonstrated that a threshold-
value of water moisture.is required for hydride sunbursts.to
occur (Reference 60). Through a series- of- in-pile
experiments, the level of this threshold value was
established. The allowable hydrogen limit in the fuel
complies with this requirement, ensuring that hydride '

sunbursts will not occur.

D. Crud

Crud layers on zirconium oxide films are usually porous and
' '

non-insulating. As an example, heavy, but non-insulating
crud layers have been found in Yankee Rowe (WCAP-3317-6094, ,
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Yankee Core ^ Evaluation Program, ' Final Report, 1971). With r

porous crud, water is free to flow through the crud and 1
provide heat transfer ^ by . convection.. Under these ;

conditions, crud enhanced' corrosion should not. occur.

Because of- rigorous water chemistry- monitoring, -heavy ,
*

buildup of- crud - has not occurred . in C-E . reactors. Water-
chemistry monitoring is a . continuous process and should t

ensure no dense crud buildup ~ [.

!

E. Fuel-Cladding Chemical Reaction^

;

An in-depth post-irradiation examination has been-conducted 3

wherein fuel-cladding chemical reactions - were |among those .

'
1 items studied (Reference 26). This study concluded that

early unpressurized_ elements containing unstable fuel - weref i-

more susceptible to stress corrosion attack than are- the :

c u r r e n t ' d e s i g n'. t h a t utilizes stable fuel . and pressurized y
cladding. Since stress corrosion attack is the result.of a ,

combination of stress imposed ' by the fuel on the cladding-
and the corrosive chemical species available to the
cladding, irradiation programs have been pursued - to' define

O the conditions .under which pellet-clad -interaction will B'-

(.,/ damage the cladding. These programs havelbeen conducted at
Halden, at Petten in the Netherlands, and?at Studsvik in ,

Sweden, and have confirmed.that. current fuel designs are not .

"

susceptible to failure by^ stress corrosion cracking during
normal plant operation,

i 4.2.3.2.4 Fretting Corrosion

The phenomenon of fretting corrosion, particularly in Zircaloy ,

i clad fuel rods supported by Zircaloy spacer grids, has been ;

extensively investigated. Since irradiation-induced stress ,

,

relaxation causes a reduction in grid spring load,. spacer grids
must be designed for end-of-life conditions as well as !

beginning-of-life conditions to prevent fretting caused by flow'

induced tube vibrations. i

Examination of Zircaloy clad fuel rods after six cycles of B

exposure at Ft. Calhoun, five cycles at Calvert Cliffs-1, and
five cycles at ANO-2 indicate fuel rod fretting between the fuel F

-

rod and spacer grid is rare. The usual result of the contact
between grid components and fuel rods is a small cladding' surface B,

mark with no appreciable depth.

4.2.3.2.5 Fuel Rod Bowing-

.. O
'Q Experience has proven that any specific criterion on allowable

deflections (bowing), with respect to the effects which such'

! deflections might have on thermal-hydraulic performance, is not
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necessary beyond the initial fuel J rod positioning requirements !

required of the grids. This variation in: spacing is1 accounted- -

for in thermal-hydraulic analysis through the introduction ~of-. hot ;
'

-channel ~ factors in calculating the maximum enthalpy rise in
icalculating DNBR. This adjustment is . called the Pitch,- Bowing,

and Clad Diameter Enthalpy Rise Factor, which is -' conservatively: |

applied to simulate a, reduced flow area along the entire channel- ..

length. The value of.this factor is given in Table'4.4-1 and its |!
*

application is discussed in Section 4.4.

The subject of fuel rod bowing is discussed in Reference 57.-

4.2.3.2.6 . Irradiation Stability of:FuelLRod Cladding

The combined effects of fast flux and ~ cladding temperature are ,

considered in three ways as discussed below: }

A. Cladding Creep Rate .

#

The in-pile creep performance of Zircaloy-4 is dependent
upon both the local material temperature -and the~ local - fast

.

neutron flux. The functional form of the dependencies is '

presented- in References 15-17 for gap conductance ,

1 !calculations, and in Reference 25 for' cladding collapse time
predictions. :

B. Cladding Mechanical Properties

The yield strength, ultimate strength, and ductility of i

Zircaloy-4 are dependent upon temperature and accumulated
fast neutron fluence. The temperature and fluence
dependence are discussed in Section 4.2.1.2.2.1. .

Unirradiated properties were used depending upon which is-
more restrictive for the phenomenon evaluated.

C. Irradiation Induced Dimensional Changes

Zircaloy-4 has been shown to sustain dimensional changes (in .;
the unstressed condition) as a function of the accumulated ;

fast fluence. .These changes are considered in the_ ,

appropriate clearances between the various core components. F

! The irradiation induced growth- correlation method is
discussed in Reference 3.

Zircaloy-4 fuel cladding has been utilized'in pressurized water'
reactors at temperatures and burnups anticipated in current

! designs with no failures attributable to- radiation damage. ,

| Mechanical property tests on yrcaloy-4 cladding exposed to -;

| neutron irradiation of 4.7 x 10 nyt (E>l MeV) (estimated) have *

| 4.2-54
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revealed that the' cladding retains a significant amount of
ductility (in excess of 4% elongation). Typical results are

It is believed that the fluence of 4.7 xshgn in Table 4.2-2.
10 nyt (E>l MeV) is at saturation-so-that continued exposure to !

~

irradiation will not change these properties -(Reference 61) .

4.2.3.2.7 Cladding Collapse Analysis
i

.
A cladding collapse analysis is performed to ensure that no fuel >

rod in the core will collapse during its' design- lifetime.' The'

clad collapse calculation method (Reference 24) itself does not.-

include arbitrary safety factors.- However, .the calculation p
inputs are -selected to produce _ a- conservative result.. For
example, the clad dimensional data'are chosen to be worst 1 case - .

'

combinations based either upon = drawing tolerances ~ or 95%
confidence limits on as-built dimensions; the-internal pressure
history is based on minimum fill pressure with no assistance from
released fission gas; and the flux and temperature histories are ;

based on conservative assumptions.

4.2.3.2.8 Fuel Dimensional Stability

p Fuel swelling due to irradiation (accumulation of- solid and
d gaseous fission products) and- thermal expansion - results in an

increase in the fuel pellet. diameter. The design makes provision
for accommodating both forms of pellet growth. The fuel-clad

! diametral gap is more than sufficient to accommodate the thermal;
"

| expansion of the fuel. To accommodate irradiation-induced
swelling, it is conservatively assumed that the fuel-clad gap is
used up by the thermal expansion and that only-the fuel porosity
and the dishes on each end of the pellets are available. Thermal
and irradiation induced creep of the restrained fuel results in
redistribution of fuel so that the swelling due'to irradiation is
accommodated by the free volume (8.2% of the fuel volume).!

For such restrained pellets, and at a yotal figsion-product-|Binduced swelling rate of 0.4% AV/V per 10 'fiss/cm , 0.24% would
be accommodated by the fuel porosity and: dishes through fuel -
creep, and 0.16% would increase the fuel diameter. Assuming peak
burnup, this would correspond to using up a void volume equal'to
3.3% of the fuel volume and increasing the fuel rod diameter.by a B

3
maximum of <0.0025 inch (<0.7% clad strain). When these numbers-

'

were compared to the minimum - available volume and the maximum
allowable strain, it was concluded that sufficient accommodation
volume has been provided even under the most adverse burnup and
tolerance conditions.

(-
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i Early work on the swelling ratio for UO is described. in

References 8 and 62 through 65. These experidents were conducted
using fuel materials made prior _to the discovery of densification
and would be appropriate for some of C-E's early production. The,

L

L incorporation of pore - formers that provide more representative
I fuel microstructures makes a more recent set of data from a C-E
L conducted program more appropriate for' swelling values.
|-

Fuel pellets were fabricated by C-E and ~ irradiated in .Calvert-
Cliffs for four cycles to burnup levels up to . 50,000- mwd /MTU '

B

(Reference 66). Immersion density measurements taken from !
pellets of various burnups were plotted to determine the rate of 1

i

volume increase with burnup. The rate derived from these
measurements is 1.0% AV/V per 10,000 mwd /MTU. Since<the levels
of burnup were after cladding contact, the swelling: . value
obtained is a-restrained swelling rate. The 0.4% value.per 4,0 g ]
mwd /MTU is approximately equal to the 0.4% AV/V per 10 j

3fissions /cm used for the calculations described above. !
i

4.2.3.2.9 Potential.for Waterlogging' Rupture.and. Chemical '!
Interaction '!

The potential for waterlogging rupture is ' considered , remote. q

Basically, the necessary factors, or combination of factors, j

include the presence of a small opening.in the cladding, time to ,

permit filling of the fuel-rod with water, and finally, a rapid
!

power transient. The size of the opening necessary to cause-a

| problem falls within a fairly narrow band. Above a- certain
| defect size, the rod can fill rapidly, but during a power

increase it also expels water or steam readily without a large
pressure buildup. Defects which could result in an opening in
cladding are scrupulously checked for during the fuel rod
manufacturing process by both ultrasonic and helium leak testing.-
Clad defects which could develop during reactor operation due to
hydriding are also controlled by limiting those factors; e.g.,
hydrogen content of fuel pellets, which contributes to hydriding.
The most likely time for a waterlogging rupture incident would be
after an abnormally long shutdown period. After this time,
however, the startup rate is controlled so that even if a fuel
rod were filled with coolant, it would " bake out", thus
minimizing the possibility of additional cladding rupture. The
combination of control and inspection during the manufacturing
process and the limits on the rate of power change restrict the
potential for waterlogging rupture to a very small number of fuel
rods.

O
|
,
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L The UO, fuel pellets are highly resistant to attack by reactor =
, _

coolant in the event cladding defects should_ occur. Extensive
i experimental work and operating experience have shown that the- 1

design parameters chosen conservatively account for changes in
! -thermal performance during operation and that coolant activity.-

buildup resulting from cladding rupture is limited by the ability; :'

of uranium dioxide to retain solid L " gaseous fission products. l
)1

4.2.3.2.10 Fuel Burnup Experietoe 1

The C-E fuel' rod design is based on an . extensive; experimental
data base and by an extension of experimental-knowledge through
design application of C-E fuel rod evaluation codes.- The
experimental data base includes data from C-E or C-E/Kraftwerk
Union (KWU) -j oint irradiation experiments, from C-E and KWU
operating commercial plant performance and from many basic
experiments conducted in various research reactors which are
available in the open literature. Some of these sources are=-

discussed below. Evidence'. currently available indicates that
Zircaloy and UO., fue' performance is satisfactory to exposures in
excess of 55,000 mwd /MTU.

A. Public Information i

General fuel performance information available in_the open
literature has provided part of the C-E fuel rod design data-
base. Particular experiments that have been cited in the i

past as key references are:

1. Determination of the effect of fuel-cladding gap on the- |
linear heat rating to melting -for- UO rods,
conducted in the Westinghouse test reacto$. fuel'

2. Shippingport Irradiation Experience.

3. Saxton Irradiation Experience.
3

4. Combined Vallecitos Boiling Water Reactor' !

(VBWR)/Dresden irradiation.

5. Large Seed Blanket Reactor (LSBR) Rod Experience.

6. Joint U.S.-Euratom Research and- Development. Program to
evaluate central fuel melting in the Consumers Power
Co. Big Rock Point Reactor.

Since the information from these programs is available in
p the open literature, they will not be described here.

d However, details as to the significance of the results to
C-E fuel burnup experience are presented in Reference 67.

4.2-57
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B. C-E/KWU Technical Exchange ,

C-E entered.into a technical agreement with KWU beginning in ;

1972 for the complete exchange of information and technology i

relating to prossurized water . reactor systems,. including
fuel. This agreement made available to C-E the total ,

experience of 10 years successful operation of commercial ;
'

PWR fuel in systems designed and fabricated by KWU. and is-
the most advanced of its type in the - world. An essential- i.

part of this broad-based exchange ~ involved joints

spons,orship of numerous fuel 1 testing programs.

C. Operating Fuel Experience

C-E has fabricated more ' than 1,500,000 Zircaloy-clad fuel ,

rods both internally pressurized and unpressurized. of this
total, 545,000 rods remain-in operation, some with average F

'

-burnups in excess of 50,000 mwd /MTU.. Overall performance of
this fuel has been excellent. The fuel rod reliability
level, estimated from coolant activities, is- >99.99%.-
Reliability levels are - continually validated by extensive
poolside fuel inspection programs, conducted by C-E at g
reactor sites during refueling shutdowns.

-

D. Fuel Irradiation Programs

C-E is involved in diversified fuel . irradiation test
programs to confirm the. adequacy of the C-E-. fuel rod design
bases and models by experimental means. Some of these
programs involve safety-related- research -while other i

programs provide confirmatory data on performance capability '

or evaluate design 'and fabrication- variables or methods
which may improve and extend our current knowledge of fuel
rod performance. B

Some of the key fuel performance evaluation programs. that
are summarized below include: B

i

Fuel densification experiments at the Battelle Research !

Reactor (BRR),

Joint C-E/KWU fuel densification experiments including tests )
in the MZFR at Karlsruhe, West Germany, .and the ~ EEI !

experiments in the General Electric Test Reactor (GETR);

Direct participation in the Halden Project in Norway with
access to all Halden base program fuel test data; 'j

O
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Irradiation of special instrumented fuel rods . to obtain 1
dynamic in-reactor measurements'in Halden experimental. rigs; !

Ramp test programs on fuel rods to evaluate fuel load-follow ~
'l

capabilities and the pellet-clad- interaction / stress-
corrosion phenomenon in both the Studsvik and Petten test j

-

reactors, and other in-reactor experiments conducted in the
Obrigheim pressurized water reactor; and,

"
Irradiation of special test and surveillance assemblies in-
operating C-E reactors.

E. C-E Fuel Densification Experiments ;

C-E has conducted several experiments which provided data on
the in-reactor densification behavior of various Uo, fuel
types. These include the BRR, MZFR, and EEI densifitation
experiments, which are described below.

F. BRR Fuel Densification Experiment

. The object of this program was- to examine the in-pile
' ( densification behavior of various fuel types and

! microstructures fabricated with and - without pore formers. -',

The non-pore former fuel types had initial densities of 93%
to 94% theoretical with a-grain size of less than 6 micrces,
with a large fraction of pores less than 4 microns in

,

'

diameter. The pore former fuel' types had. initial.-densities
of 93% to 95% and were characterized- by a combination of-

large grain size and/or large pore size. Fuel pellets of
each experimental type were irradiated in six BRR capsules
at linear heat ratings between 2.8 and 4.6 kw/ft for periods
of up to 1500 hours. Post-irradiation examination of the
BRR results showed significant differences in the
densification- behavior between pore formerp and- non-pore
former fuel. The pore former fuel showed little change.in !

density (high stability) while the non-pore former fuel-
densified rapidly. A trend towards increased densification
with lower initial density was apparent in the non-pore
former fuel. It was concluded that the UO microstructure

2played a dominant role in the kinetics and extent of
hi-reactor densification. Consequently, fuel exhibiting the .

!desirable microstructural features to reduce in-reactor
densification (i.e., large fraction of the pore volume in: <

the large pore size range) became part of the standard C-E
fuel design. ;

| G. C-E/KWU Fuel Densification Experiment (MZFR)

b' As a follow-on to the C-E experiment in the BRR, a joint
C-E/KWU program has been conducted in the German MZFR to

; 4.2-59
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evaluate the performance of several non-densifying- fuel-
types at higher power levels for longer-times and to higher
burnups.,

Sixteen full-length- fuel rods- each ~ containing a different-
fuel ' type were irradiated at- powers up tot 11 kW/f t for
burnups up to 4000 mwd /MTU. Included in these rods are UO
and fuels most of- which were fabricated usinij
techniq$1esUO -Puo$ntendedto minimize densification. Six rods
employed C-E fabricated UO fuels, five- of which.. included

2pore former additives' and one fabricated' without a pore-
former to serve as a referenceable control sample. Eight
rods were fabricated using- 'KWU experimental. fuel:

representing a wide range of. sintering times and
temperatures, initial- densitiesL and enrichments. .The
remaining two rods were fabricated'using UO -Puo, fuels of-

2two different densities, -with and without a p6re former
additive. Each of the fuel pellet types and fuel rods _was
extensively characterized prior to testing to permit
comparison with similar post-irradiation measurements.

The results of the post-irradiation examination showed that.
fuel types fabricated with pore formers (similar to current -

t

production . fuel) experienced significantly less-.in-pile
densification compared to those . fabricated without pore
formers. - The data also support use of a- standardized
out-of-pile resintering test developed by. C-E to_
characterize expected in-pile densification at the time of !

fabrication. -This simulation test has been submitted to the
NRC and approved for use by C-E in LOCA calculations.

H. EEI Fuel Densification Experiment

The prime objective of the EEI Fuel Irradiation M t Program
conducted in the General Electric Test Reactor (GETR). was to
isolate and characterize the in-reactor densification
behavior of pore former (or stable) fuel types. C-E.and KWU-
were among eleven participants in the program.

1

i
This program entitled C-E to obtain densification data on

L nine base program fuel pellet- types with varying
microstructures. An addicional -four fuel types were
fabricated by C-E and KWU. These included C-E fuel types,
two with and one without a pore former additive and a KWU
standard production fuel. The pellets in the program were
well characterized prior to irradiation. Four of the fuel
types were irradiated in one pressurized (53 atmospheres)
capsule. Two of the fuel types were also irradiated in a
separate non-pressurized capsule (one atmosphere) . Each of -.

'!the capsules contained thermocouples to continuously monitor

4.2-60 ,
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capsule power generation during irradiation . to assure that
the desired operating conditions. were maintained. Post-
irradiation examination of these test capsules confirmed
that UO fuel with specific microstructural characteristics,

2such as produced oy pore former additives, are stable with
respect to densification. The largest in reactor density
changes occurred for those types having a combination of the
smallest pore size, theclargest volume-percent of porosity
(p. less than 4 microns) in the smallest initial grain size
and the lowest initial density-(Reference 68).

I. Halden Program Participation' ||

The experimental facilities and programs of the OECD Reactor
Project in Halden, Norway represent one of the most advanced-
efforts in quantifying the effects and interaction of the <

various-design parameters of Zircaloy-clad' fuel rods through
measurements inade in reactor. C-E has been a member of^the
. Project since 1973. C-E reviews the data . generated by the ,

project in considerable detail and utilizes the results - in '

various fuel development-programs.- ;

O The Halden test reactor has unique capability for-measuring ~ i

Q fuel rod operation during irradiation. This-capability has|
;

been utilized by C-E with specific experiments to provide,

! information in the.following areas: j
l'

Puel densification phenomena including. measurements . of the
rate of fuel column shortening as a function of the initial
fuel density, power level and fuel. fabrication process. 1

t

Fuel clad mechanical interaction involving studies of the
'

effects of pellet design (shape and density) and operating ;

I parameters on cladding deformation. |

Modeling of fuel rod behavior with emphasis on heat transfer i

characteristics.
;

The first three test assemblies sponsored jointly by C-E and !

KWU contained. 24 well-characterized fuel' rods. These
assemblies included the following range of design -and
operating parameters:

;

Helium fill pressures from 22 to 35 atmospheres;
.

Initial fuel densities from 91-96% TD;

m Linear heat ratings to 15 kW/ft; and,

.

i

4
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U -enrichments from 6 - to .12wt% : (9 rods [ fabricated ' with j

m$Nd-oxide. fuel).
The objectives'of these tests were=to' determine the' dynamic-

.

changes in fuelL rod internal- pressure, fuel -centerline
stack length - during operation as: atemperature 'and fuel -

function of burnup. Two of these assemblies (6 test rods
each) were discharged from - the reactor after' receiving a~-

peak,burnup of 24,000 mwd /MTU.. The~ third- rig - (12- rods) was
irradiated to a . peak burnup of 4 0,000 ' mwd /MTU n so ' that fuel ;

Bswelling'and gas release: behavior could be evaluated to high .

burnups. The objectives E of a fourth . six-rod ' test . assembly
were to evaluate the effects of such ' design ~ variables _ as- '!
pellet-clad gap,- fill-gas composition, and linear .heatl ,

rating (to 15-kw/ft)-on. heat transfer' characteristics. _This ;

data ~on D UO - i
provided gap conductanceThis test was discharged.from the rd.and

experiment also
ctor 3mixed-oxide fuel.

after reaching,'a peak burnup of?4000 mwd /MTU.

Instrumentation used to measure' fuel behavior during
irradiation includes centerline- thermocouples,- internal. '

pressure transducers, linear . variable differential
transformers (LVDTs) for fuel. column. length: changes and' flux-
monitors for axial and radial power profiles.

O
Fuel column length- change data- obtained support.: data-
generated by the EEI, BRR, and MZFR. experiments and confirm
the in-reactor stability of C-E: pore former fuel types. -In- |

addition, the internal pressure monitors and centerline c

thermocouple data have confirmed the - adequacy ' of the C-E
thermal performance design models.

In addition to these C-E/KWU test assemblies, .C-E has
! designed and irradiated three rods .ini the Halden high
' temperature, high pressure loop to simulate PWR coolant-

temperature and pressure conditions. The~ purpose 'of these
Bexperiments was to distinguish the effects of- pellet

configuration on the . formation of circumferential- ridging
and on the elongation of the rods. Each rod contained three
pellet types with one type as a standard.- This program - in -
combination with the results of other experiments gives C-E
a firm basis upon which to optimize fuel -rod design with
respect to dimensional changes and to improve fuel
performance models developed to predict _ rod dimensional
stability.

;

b .

|'
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1'J. Power Ramp Programs

C-E and KWU participated in the Studsvik and
Pathfinder /Petten programs to. evaluate : fuel . rod performance
under ramp conditions to power levels not-recently attained.
These can occur either after refueling or after extended. .

periods of low power operation or -during. control _ rod |
maneuvers. The effects of various fuel rod design variables H
on power ramp limits- are also investigated as a -means to
further optimize- design. .The Petten/ Pathfinder program-
which began in 1973 is being conducted jointly-by C-E7and

'

KWU in the - Obrigheim PWR reactor and Petten ~ test ; reactor
facilities (Reference 69). One . special test assembly - - has

B-
been irradiated each year from 1973 to 1980 in_the Obrigheim
reactor. Included in this assembly,- which -is ~ designed to
facilitate fuel rod removal ,and -replacement, 'are-
well-characterized segmented: rods or ' "rodlets" which are
axially connected to form a complete- fuel rod. These
rodlets were " pre-irradiated" in' the obrigheim - reactor for
one to four operating- cycles, and 'then separated and >

irradiated in a test reactor to evaluate' performance under ^

ramp conditions. Ninety-nine of these rodlets irradiated in

(V3
Obrigheim have been discharged and- ramped in Petten. An B

additional 40 ofLthese rodlets have been tested at the R-2
reactor at Studsvik. Post-irradiation, hot-cell' examination
programs form an integral part of both-the'Petten/ Pathfinder
and Studsvik experiments to characterize fuel' rod behavior,-
particularly with respect to dimensional- stability ;and

! fission product release. These. test: programs are designed i

; to distinguish between fuel rod power ramps which occur on
'

start-up and those which might occur during reactor - power
maneuvering operations.

Plant operating flexibility requires that the fuel rods
maintain integrity during periodic ~ changes-in' power. Power
cycling tests of this type have. been jointly conducted by
C-E/KWU in' ' Obrigheim and' Petten.. In the Petten test, a
single unpressurized fuel rod was power cycled between - 9

! kW/ft and 17 kW/ft at a power change rate of about 3

kW/ft/ min. The fuel rod successfully completed 400. cycles
and achieved a burnup of 8000 mwd /MTU. ' Power cycling tests
were then conducted in Obrigheim on eight short pressurized ,,

| and unpressurized fuel rods. The test fuel rods were
~

| attached to a control rod drive mechanism and driven from
the low power to a high power position on a nominal cycle.

.

#! Power changes from 50% to 100% at rates of 20% per minute
| for 880 cycles were included. After successfully completing
| the experiment, the test rods achieved a peak burnup of
| ( 30,000 mwd /MTU without substantial cladding deformation or
'

fuel rod perforation.
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K.. Fuel Surveillance Programs
s

C-E has. conducted a number of_ fuel surveillance programs.on'
fuel in_ operating plants. .Thus .far, a. total of- thirty-eight | B
poolside fuel inspection programs of varying detail have-
been performed by C-E (see Table-4.2-3). . A large number of |B'
assemblies. have been visually examined, .and dimensional
measurements have' been obtained : on a; large number - of:.- these.--

n

|
assemblies. . Fuel . bundle disassembly ~ ~ operations. have. been

_

-conducted either to _obtain information - on :particular-'
- r

performance aspects or as part of test. assembly surveillance-
programs. A listing of these- programs' and a: summary of the | B

'

results is provided in Reference 70.' The: results fof: the L C-E |
poolside ' inspection program . have .' been _ used - to; verify _ fuel

"assembly operation and provide data in support of-design.- A
poolside fuel surveillance program is : being conducted E at B b
Palo Verde-1 for C-E's . System 80 fuel (see Section
4.2.1.5.1).

4.2.3.2.11 Temperature-Transient Effects Analysis
'

4.2.3.2.11.1 Waterlogged Fuel-

The potential for a fuel rod to become waterlogged during_' normal- ,

operation is discussed in Section 4.2.3.2.9. In the event that-a
fuel rod does become waterlogged at low or n zero power, t it is
possible that a subsequent power. increase..could causeia-buildup
of hydrostatic pressure. It is unlikely that the: pressure.would.
build up to a level that=could cause cladding' rupture becailse a-
fuel pin with the potential for rupture requires the combination

! of a very small defect together with a long. period'of operation
at low or zero power.

Tests which have been conducted using intentionally waterlogged 1

fuel pins (capsule drive core at SPERT) (References ' _71 - and 72)
showed that the resulting failures did eject some fuel material

,

from the rod and greatly deformed the test specimens. However,
,

these test rods were completely sealed, and the transient rates :
used were several orders of magnitude greater than-those allowed
in normal operation.

f In those instances where waterlogged fuel rods have been observed
| in commercial reactors, it has not been clear that waterlogging

was the cause, and not just the result, of associated cladding
i failures; and C-E has not observed and is not aware of any case
; in which material was expelled from waterlogged fuel rods or in
! which the fuel cladding was significantly deformed in a normal
I power reactor.

O
:
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It is therefore concluded that the effect of normal power
transients on waterlogged fuel' rods is not likely to result- in ,

'cladding rupture ~ and even if- rupture ' does occur it will: not-
produce the sort of. postulated burst failures' which would expel-
fuel material _ or damage' adjacent fuel rods or fuel assembly;
structural components.

4.2.3.2.11.2 Intact Fuel

The thermal effects of. anticipated' operational occurrences on.
fuel rod. integrity are discussed in-the following paragraphs.. j

t
,

'A. Fuel rod thermal' transient effects are basically manifested. ' i'

as the change' in internal ~ pressure; .the changes -in clad' r

thermal gradient and thermal stresses, and- the . dif ferential - *

thermal expansion between pellets and clad. These h ef fects
ifare discussed in Sections 4.2.3.2.2 and 4.2.3.2.11.

B. Another possible effect of transients would be to cause ' an
axial expansion of the pellet column:- against a. flattened ,

(collapsed) section of ~ the clad. However, the fuel ' rod
design ' includes specific _ provisions. to prevent' clad
flattening, and, therefore, such_ interactions will notO '

,

occur.

4.2.3.2.12 Energy Release During Fuel ElementLBurnout.'

The reactor protective system provides- fuel: clad protection so f
that the probability of fuel element burnout during normal '

operation and anticipated operational occurrences: is extremely
low. Thus, the potential for fuel element burnout _is restricted
to faulted conditions. The LOCA is the limiting event since it
results in the larger number of fuel rods' experiencing burnout;
thus, the LOCA analysis, which is very-conservative.in predicting
fuel element burnout, provides an upper limit for evaluating the i
consequences of burnout. The LOCA - analysis explicity accounts
for the additional heat release due to the chemical reaction
between the Zircaloy clad and the coolant following fuel element 1

burnout in . evaluating the consequences of this accident. _LOCA
analysis results are discussed in Section 15.6.5.

4.2.3.2.13 Energy Release on Rupture of Waterlogged Fuel
,

'

Elements

A discussion of the potential for waterlogging of fuel rods and
for subsequent energy release is presented in Section 4.2.3.2.10.

O
>
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1L , j4.2.3.2.14 Fuel. Rod Behavior'Effacts from Coolant Flow

Blockage j
! .

| An experimental and analytical program was conducted to determine- |
the effects of fuel assembly coolant flow maldistribution during.,

| normal reactor . operation. In the experimental phase, velocity. '1

| and static pressure measurements were made in cold, flowing ~ water
in an oversize model-of a C-E 14 x 14 fuel assembly-.in order to
determine' the three-dimensional flow distributions. in the. =

vicinity of several types of flow - obstruction. .The effects - of -
the- distributions on thermal -behavior .were evaluated, where

_

necessary, with t h e '' u s e of-a preliminary version - of the TORC:
thermal and hydraulic code (Reference 73).

Subjects investigated-included: ;

A. The assembly inlet flow maldistribution caused by . blockage '
'

of a core support plate flow hole.. Evaluation of the : flow.
recovery data indicated that even the complete blockage of a
core support plate flow' hole would not. produce a W-3 DNBR of
less than 1.0 even though the reactor might be operating'at
a power sufficient to produce a DNBR of 1.3 without the
blockage. -

B. The flow maldistribution within the assembly caused by
complete blockage of one to nine channels, Flow
distributions were measured at positions upstream -and

'

downstream of- a blockage of one to. nine channels. The
! influence of the . blockage diminished very rapidly in the

upstream direction. Analysis of the -- data for a single-
channel blockage indicated that such a blockage would not
produce .a W-3 DNBR of less than l'.'0 - downstream of the
blockage even though the reactor might be = operating at a
power sufficient to produce a - DN8R of 1.3 without .the
blockage.

,

The results presented above were obtained through flow-testing an
oversized model of a standard 14 x 14 fuel assembly. Because.of
the great similarity in design.between the Standard System 80 16-
x 16 assembly, and the earlier 14 x 14 array, these test results '

|
-also constitute an adequate demonstration of the effects- that
flow blockage would have on the 16 x 16 assembly. This
conclusion is also supported by the fact that the 16 x 16

.

I assembly has' been demonstrated to have a greater resistance to
~

l axial flow than would occur with the 14 x 14 array. The effect
of the higher flow resistance, to produce more rapid flow
recovery, i.e., more nearly uniform flow, is analogous ' to the
common use of flow resistance devices (screens or perforated
plates) to smooth non-uniform velocity profiles in ducts or
process equipment.

.
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4.2.3.2.15 Fuel Temperatures j

Steady state fuel temperatures are- determined by the FATES
computer program. The calculational ' procedure considers the i

effects of linear heat rate, -fuel . relocation, . fuel swelling,
densification, thermal expansion, fission gas release,,and clad
deformation.- The model for predicting fuel thermal performance
is discussed in detail in References 15-17. ]

>

Two sets of burnup and -axially dependent- linear heat rate i
'

distributions are considered in the calculation. One is the hot 'i
rod, time averaged,. distribution. expected to. persist. during

,

-long-term operation, and the other-is the envelope of the. maximum:
'

linear heat rate at each axial location.- The long-term.
distributions are integrated over selected time periods- to
determine _ burnup, which are in turn used for the various burnup_
dependent behavioral models in the FATES' computer . program.- The i

envelope accounts for possible variations in.the peak linear heat
rate at any elevation which may occur for short periods of_ time

_

and is used exclusively for fission gas release calculations.

The power history used assumes continuous 100% reactor power from
beginning-of-life. Using this history, the. highest fuelhp temperatures occur at that time. It has been shown that fuel
temperatures for a given power level at any burnup are
insensitive to the previous history used to arrive at the given
power level.

.

Fuel thermal performance parameters are calculated for the hot
rod. These parameters for any other rod 'in the core : can- be
obtained by using the axial location in the hot ~ rod, whose local c

power and burnup corresponds to the local power and burnup in the
rod being examined. This procedure will yield conservatively
high stored energy in the fuel rod under consideration.;

The maximum power density,- including the local peaking -as
affected by anticipated operational occurrences, is' discussed in
Sections 4.3, 4.4, and Chapter 15.

4.2.3.3 Burnable Poison Rod

4.2.3.3.1 Burnable Poison Rod Internal Pressure and
Cladding Stress i

The poison rod cladding will be analyzed to determine the stress
and strain resulting from the various normal, upset, and
emergency conditions discussed in Section 4.2.1.1. Specific
accounting is made for differential pressure, differentialn
thermal expansion, cladding creep, and irradiation induced
swelling of the burnable poison material.

4.2-67
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In the case of A1 0 -B C burnable poison rods,- the linear, heat
generation rates afe ve$y low in comparison to fuel rods (maximum3

local rate' is less than 1.5 kW/ft). Therefore,. the stress
B

analysis 'can be accomplished using conventional- strength of
I

materials formulae.

In the case of Gd 0 -UO burnable poison - rods, the peak poison
rods will be operaki$g ak' power levels lower than the-peak power t

UO rods, such that all analyses ~ for' fuel rods conservatively-

t

boind that of the poison rods (Reference 41).- !

The results of the burnable poison rod analyses confirm that the~ -(

design criteria of Section 4.2.1.3.1, regarding. stress, . strain
'

F.
and strain fatigue, are satisfied.

4.2.3.3.2 Potential for Chemical Reaction:

A discussion of possible chemical reaction between Al 04-B C B .

poison material and the. coolant was- presented in lecti8n i

4.2.1.3.3.3, along with information on chemical compatibility
'

between poison material and cladding. Since the cladding ,

material is identical to- that of the fuel rod (Section ;

4.2.1.3.2), the description of. potential. chemical reactions -

"

between- cladding and coolant in- Section 4.2. 3. 2. 3 is' applicable :

to both fuel and poison rods. )

The potential for waterlogging rupture in Al O -B C poison rods B 3

is much lower than that in fuel rods becads2 ok the smaller
thermal and dimensional changes that occur in a poison rod during;

reactor power increases. Refer to Section 4.2.3.2.10 for a
discussion of the potential for ' waterlogging rupture in fuel
rods.

4.2.3.4 Control' Element Assembly

The CEAs are designed for a 15 effective full power year lifetime
Ibased on estimates for each CEA type of neutron absorber burnup,

allowable plastic strain of the Inconel 625 cladding . and the
resultant dimensional clearances _of the elements within.the fuel
assembly guide tubes.

A. Internal Pressure

For the Ag-In-Cd full-strength CEAs, no gas is released to *

Ithe control rod void to contribute to internal gas pressure.
i

O'
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0For the twelve-element full strength CEAs, containing BC
pellets, the value of internal pressure . in the contr81
elements 10 dependent on the following parameters: -t

1. Initial fill gas pressure !
2. Gas temperature

'

3. Helium generated and released |

4. Available volume' including B C porosity
4

j i

L of the absorber materials utilized in the,CEA design, only-
the B C contributes to the total quantity of gas which must.
be ac,commodated within- the control .plemeng' The pelium {s- .

1

Li + He ,
produced by the nuclear reactionand the fraction of the quantfty gSner+tdd which is|actbally-.

_ ,

'n B
- -+ : 3

a
released to the plenum is temperature dependent and is
predicted by the empirical equation discussed in Section:
4.2.1.4.4.A.3. Temperatures used. for release- fraction
calculations are the maximum predicted to occur.'during
normal operation.

| The results of the CEA analyses confirm that the design
criteria of Section 4.2.1.4, regarding stress, strain and p

I strain fatigue, are satisfied.

B. Thermal Stability of Absorber Materials 3

None of the materials selected for the control elements are
susceptible to thermally induced phase- changes at reactor |
operating conditions. Linear thermal expansion,- thermal
conductivity, and melting points are given .in Section ,

4.2.1.4.

C. Irradiation Stability of Absorber Materials j

| Irradiated properties of the absorber 1 materials .are
discussed in Section 4.2.1.4. Irradiation-induced chemical

| transmutations are produced in 'both- the BC and the F
Ag-In-Cd. Neutron bombardment-of B-10 atoms re,sults'in the'

production of lithium and helium. The percent . of helium
released is given by the expression in Section 4'.2.1.4. - ;

Ag-In-Cd alloy, which has an initial chemical composition of
79 wt% minimum Ag, 15 0.35 wt% In, 5 i wt% Cd and 0.2 wt%
maximum impurities, is expected to undergo small changes in
composition. Formation of 3 wt% tin due to' the
transmutation of indium and an increase in cadmium content
to about 10 wt% due to the transmutation of silver is
expected. These affect the thermal conductivity and linear:

i expansion characteristics of the alloy and are accounted for
in the design of the control elements.
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Irradiation-enhanced- swelling- characterist'ics of the
absorber materials are . given in Section 4.2.1.4. 7'
Accommodations for. swelling of .the: absorbers-have been

| incorporated in :the design of the control elements and
include the following measures:

I

! 1. All B C pellets have rounded edges to promote sliding
L of thk . pellets in the cladding due to differential-

thermal expansion and irradiation enhanced swelling.

2. Dimensionally stable _ Type = 304 stainless steel spacers
are located at- the bottom of -all absorber stacks
adjacent to the nose' cap-to minimize strain at.the-weld j
joint.

'

felt metal sleeve contain'ing reduced diameter B 'C .A3.
pellets is located in the bottom length of-the absorbkr
stacks in full length control elements.- The felt' metal.-

sleeve laterally positions the reduced : diameter B;C'
pellets uniformly with respect to the clad and absorbs
the differential thermal expansion and irradiation
induced swelling of the B,C pellets, thereby limiting-

~

-

the amount of. induced strain the-clad.

4. A hole is- provided in the center of the Ag-In-cd
cylinder to accommodate swelling in excess of the p-
amount expected over the life of the control element.

D. Potential for and Consequences of CEA Functional Failure

The probability for a functional - failure of the _CEA is
considered to be very small. This conclusioneis based on
the conservatism used in the design, the quality control
procedures used during manufacturing and on testing of
similar full-size CEA/CEDM combinations .under simulated
reactor conditions- for lengths of travel and _ numbers of
trips greater than those expected to occur during the design
life. The consequences of CEA/CEDM functional failure are
discussed in Chapter 15.

A postulated CEA failure mode is cladding failure. 'In the
event that an element is assumed - to partially fill with
water under low or zero power conditions, the possibility
exists that upon returning to power, the path of_the water
to the outside could be blocked. The expansion . of the
entrapped water could cause the element to swell.- In tests,
specimens of CEA cladding were filled with a spacer
representing the poison material. :All but 9% of the
remaining volume was filled with water. The sealed assembly ,

was then subjected to a temperature of 650*F and an external

. ,
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pressure of 2250 lb/in.2 followed by a rapid removal of the I

external pressure. The resulting diametral increases of the
cladding were on the order of 15 to 25 mils and were not

,

sufficient to impair axial motion - of the CEA, which has a J
0.084 diametral clearance with the fuel assembly , guide _ i

tubes. This test result, coupled with the' low probability 1-

of a cladding failure leading to a waterlogged rod,_ j
'demonstrates that the probability for a CEA functional

failure from this cause is low. #
j

+

:

Another possible consequence of failed cladding is' the-
,

i release of small quantities of CEA - filler materials, and
*

helium and lithium (from- the_ neutron-boron reactions).-
| However, the amounts which would be released are.too small

to have significant effects on coolant chemistry.

E. CEA Axial Growth Analysis

Analysis has shown that adequate axial clearance . exists - l
between the bottom of the CEA finger and''the fuel assembly
guide tube. This clearance, representative of the limiting,,

l design condition, has been calculated on the basis of ,

| worst-case dimensional tolerances and considers the relative
| ( thermal growth between the fuel ~ assembly and the fully

inserted CEA.

- 4.2.4 TESTING AND INSPECTION PLAN

Fuel bundle assembly and control - element assembly quality
assurance is attained by adherence to the procedures described in
Chapter 17.

Vendor product certifications, process surveillance, inspections,
tests, and material check analyses are performed to ensure i

conformity of all fuel assembly and control element assembly
components to the design requirements from material procurement

I through receiving inspection at the plant site. The following i

are basic quality assurance measures which are performed:
.

4.2.4.1 Fuel Assembly

A comprehensive quality control plan is established to ensure
that dimensional requirements of the drawings are met. In those
cases where a large number of measurements-are required and 100%
inspection is impractical, the plan provides a high statistical
confidence that dimensions are within tolerance. Sensitivity and
accuracy of all measuring devices are within 10%. of the

n dimensioned tolerance. The basic quality assurance measures
; which are performed in addition to dimensional inspections and

material verifications are described in the following sections.
i
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4.2.4.1.1- Wald Quality Assurance Measures

| The welded joints used in the fuel assembly design . are listed ,

| below in a series of paragraphs which describe the type and
function of each weld and include 'a brief description of the - |

'

| testing (both destructive and non-destructive) performed to
~

ensure the structural integrity of the joints.- The welds are .

t

listed-from top to bottom in the fuel assembly.'

The CEA guide tube joints (between the tube and threaded upper
and lower ends) are butt welds between the two' Zircaloy
subcomponents. The welds are required to be full penetration
welds and must not cause violation of dimensional or : corrosion
resistance standards.

,

The upper end fitting center guide post to lower cast flow plate ,

joint has a threaded connection which .is prevented ~-from
unthreading by tack welding the center guide post to the bottom i

of the lower cast plate using the gas tungsten arc (GTA) process.
Each weld is inspected for compliance with a visual standard.

welds at the intersection Lof perpendicularThe spacer grid _
Zircaloy-4 grid strips are made by the GTA process. Each
intersection is welded top and bottom, and each weld is inspected

~

.,

by comparison with a visual standard.

For the spacer grid to CEA guide. tube weld (both components
Zircaloy-4), each grid is welded to each guide tube'with eight
small welds, evenly divided between the- upper and lower faces of
the grid. Each weld is required to be free of cracks and
burnthrough and each weld is inspected by comparison to a visual
standard. Also, sufficient testing of sample welds is required-
to establish acceptable corrosion resistance -of the weld region.
Each guide tube is inspected -after welding to show that welding
has not affected clearance for CEA motion.I

|
| The lower spacer grid welds at spacer strip intersections and

between spacer and perimeter strips (all components Inconel 625)
Ihave the same configuration as for the Zircaloy spacer-grids and

are all inspected for compliance with appropriate visual
standards.

The lower spacer grid (Inconel) to Inconel skirt weld is made |

I using the GTA process. Each weld is inspected to ensure
comp 1.iance with a visual standard, i

The Inconel skirt to lower end fitting (Type 304 stainless steel) ,

'

weld is made using the GTA process and each weld is inspected to
ensure compliance with a visual standard.

'
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The. lower end fitting is fastened to the Zircaloy guide tubes
using threaded connections.. The connections are prevented from' ;

| unthreading by. stainless steel locking discs-which are welded t B l
the lower end fitting. Each disc is tack welded to the end 1'

fitting in four-places using_the GTA process, and each weld is
inspected for compliance with a visual standard. j

l

The inspection requirements and-acceptance standards for_each of I
the welds are established on the basis _of providing adequate
assurance that the connections will perform their required .

functions.
'

4.2.4.1.2 Other Quality Assurance Measures
.

All guide tubes are internally gaged, ensuring free passage
within the tubes, including the reduced diameter buffer region.

Each upper end fitting post to guide tube joint is inspected - for
compliance with a visual standard.

-

The spacer grid to fuel rod relationship is carefully examined at
each grid location.

An alpha smear test is performed on the exterior surface of the
fuel rods.

Each completed fuel assembly is inspected for cleanliness,
l wrapped to preserve its cleanliness and loaded _in shipping

containers which are later purged and filled with~ dry air.

Visual inspection of the conveyance vehicle, shipping container,
and fuel assembly are performed at the reactor site. - Approved
procedures are provided for unloading the fuel assemblies.
Following unloading, exterior portions of the fuel _ assembly ,

components are inspected for shipping damage and cleanliness. If
'

i

' damage is detected, the assembly may be repaired onsite or
returned to the manufacturing facility for repair. In the event
the repair process is other than one normally used' by the 5

manufacturing facility, or that the - repaired assembly does not
meet the standard requirements for new fuel, the specific process
or assembly is reviewed before it is. accepted. Each spacer grid-
is checked to verify compliance with outside dimension, grid cell
pitch, and spring tab preset requirements.

!
'

4.2.4.2 Fuel Rod

4.2.4.2.1 Fuel Pellets

1 During the conversion of UF to ceramic grade uranium dioxide
6

| powder, the UO p wder is divided into lots blended to form
2

| .
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L uniform isotopic, chemical, and physical _ characteristics.- Two-
! containers are selected from; the total number' of containers in--

l' each - lot' for certification sampling. - Samples are! removed; from
| each.'of the two selected . containers and subdivided to . verify -

| specification limits-(Section 4.2.l'.2.4).
)

i
' Pellets are divided into lots during fabrication with all pellets q
! within- the lot being processed under the same ; conditions.

'

Representative samples .are ' obtained . from each lot for ' product- H
2

acceptance tests. Total hydrogen content of finished ground.
pellets is restricted (Section 4.2.1.2.4.1).

,

The pellet diameters are 100% inspected;. all' -other- pellet I

dimensions meet a 90/90 confidence lvel. Density requirements
of the sintered pellet (Section 4.2.1.2.4.3)- must-. meet a 95/95- '

confidence level. Longitudinal sections of. two . sample pellets-
from each pellet lot are prepared for metallographic. examination
to ensure conformance to microstructure requirements- (Section!
4.2.1.2.4.2). Pellet surfaces - are inspected for chips, cracks,

'

and fissures in accordance with approved standards.

4.2.4.2.2 Cladding

Lots are formed from tubing produced from the -same- ingot,
annealed in the'same final vacuum annealing. charge and fabricated
using the same procedures. Samples randomly selected from each
lot of finished _ tubing are chemically. analyzed''to ensure
conformance to specified chemical requirements,. and to . verify
tensile properties and hydride orientation. : Samples from each

L lot are also used for metallographic and - burst tests. Each
| finished tube is ultrasonically tested over its entire-length for
I. internal soundness; visually inspected for cleanliness: and the

absence of acid stains, surface defects, and deformati'on; and,
inspected for inside dimension and wall thickness. The following
summarizes the test requirements:

A. Test (refer to Section 4.2.1.2.2)
1. Chemical Analysis

Ingot analysis is required for top, middle, and bottom of
each ingot. Finished product is tested for hydrogen,
nitrogen, carbon, and oxygen per ASTM E146-68.

2 Tensile Test at Room Temperature (ASTM E8-69)

3. Corrosion Resistance Test (ASTM G2-67)

4. Grain Size (ASTM E112-63)

4.2-74
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5; Hydrostatic Burst Test (Section:4.2.1.2.2.1);

6 Surface Roughness

7. Visual Examination ;

8. Ultrasonic Test
'

9. Wall Thickness

10. Straightness- |

11. Inside Diameter'

4.2.4.2.3 Fuel Rod Assembly'

Immediately prior to loading, pellets must be capable ~of_ passing
approved visual standards. Each fuel pellet stack is weighed to- t

'

within 0.1% accuracy. The loading process .is such .that-
cleanliness and dryness of allJinternal fuel rod components : are t

maintained until after the final- end- cap weld is completed.
'

Loading and handling' of- pellets- is carefully! controlled to "

minimize chipping of pellets.-

The following procedures are = used during - fabrication - to assure' ,

that there are no axial gaps in fuel rods: i

|
! 4.2.4.2.3.1 Stack Length Gage i

~

The operator stacks pellets onto V troughs that are gage marked
to the proper fuel column height. When pellet stackingi is-
completed, all column heights are checked by - Quality control..
The pellets are subsequently loaded into tubes.- After loading,
the distance from the end of the tube to the end of the pellet
column is checked with a gage.

4.2.4.2.3.2 Fluoroscopy
,

Finished fuel rods, prior to being loaded into assemblies, are '

fluoroscoped to ensure that no significant gaps exist in the fuel-~
column.

;

Loaded fuel rods are evacuated - and backfilled with helium to a
prescribed level as determined for the fuel batch. Impurity
content of the fill gas shall not exceed 0.5%.

The fuel rod end cap-to-fuel rod cladding tube welds will be butt-

n welds between the Zircaloy-4 cladding tube and the Zircaloy-4 end
,Q cap machined from bar stock. The weld process will be magnetic'

force welding (MFW). Quality assurance on the end cap weld will
include:

I
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A. Destructive examinationT of a ' sufficient -number of': weld '

samples to' establish that the maximum allowable percent of- !

unbonded wall -thickness (15%) and the maximum - allowable- !
'continuous unbonded region (10%)_are not exceeded.-

_

B. Visual examination of-all and cap welds =to establish freedom
from cracks,~ seams, inclusions and foreign particles after. .)

'
final machining of the weld region.

-Helium leak. checking of all _egid cfp welds;to-establish:that-C.
no leak rate greater than 10 cm /s is present.

D. Corrosion testing of a sufficient ~ number of . samples ' to
establish that weld-zones do not-exhibit excessive corrosion

'
,

compared to a- visual ~ standard. Welds .must ' be capable of. '

prefereptial:passing a corrosion test (ASTM G2) with no
'

oxidation at the weld:in water at 650'F, :2200 lb/in, for=

3-1/2 days.

IAll finished fuel. rods are visually inspected to. ensure a proper
surface finish (scratches greater than 0.001 inch :in . depth, {
cracks, slivers, and other similar defects are not acceptable). ;

'

Each fuel rod is marked to provide a means of identification.-

4.2.4.3 Burnable Poison Rod

4.2.4.3.1 Burnable Poison Pellets

For the fabrication of A1,0 -B,C pellets, B C-powder is sampled
3 4to verify particle size and wt% boron requirements' prior to its :

~!
; use in pellet production. Finished pellets ; are :100% inspected
I for diameter and must satisfy a. 90/90 confidence level on other

dimensions. Samples are taken from each of the pellet lots and

examined for uniform dispersion of the B C in Al'Odkmonstrakeh.- Conformancewith density range requirements is - at a 95/95
confidepce level and with BC requirements at a 90/90 level .- ,

4Samples Odre drawn from each lot to verify acceptable impurity |

| levels. Finally, all pellets are inspected for conformance with ;

l surface ^ chip and crack standards.
>

,

The fabrication of Gd 0 -UO pellets is essentially _the same as
fuel pellets e$ckpt kor tighter restrictions on the Gd Ofor UO

khd B
L and Ud particle size. Restrictions are introduced on

particlfh size to promote homogeneity of the Gd,30,-UO mixture.- :

! For this poison application, natural UO wilr be bsed,

as a
carrier for the gadolinium. The fabricatid of Gd,30 -UO pellets
employs dry blending and mixing of the necessarf quandities of3 '

00 and Gd O powders. As with UO2 pellets, these powders are
2 23
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then pelletized by blending- and sintering processes similar to

-

those employed in the manufacture-of UO, pellets. The sintering
process-promotes-formation:of a solid s81ution of UO and Gd 0 .
As with UO pellets,- the Gd 0 -UO pellets are tes ed for,2 $da _!must meet,2 stringent . specifibakionk on density, grain size, and B_ !

homogeneity. In particular,- the density and- densification <

specifications (4 T.D.), grain size requirements and blending j
requirements are essentially the same as for'a UO mixture. |2

;\
4.2.4.3.2 cladding

|
The testing and inspection plan for burnable poison rod cladding _
is identical to-that for fuel rod cladding (Section 4.2.4.2.2).
The moisture content of poison pellets prior to loading is
limited to values below that which would be required t.o produce |

,

primary hydride penetration of the cladding. Total moisture !
inventory is comparable to that which has been shown to be

!acceptable in fuel rods (Reference 60). The fabrication process
is such that all steps from component drying through final
welding are carefully controlled so as to minimize. the
possibilities for excessive moisture pickup. For Al O -B C
poison rods, final verification of pellet dryness is mNe by

~ ;

. destructive examination of one poison rod for each group of rods ;
from the same drying lot. For Gd,0,-UO poison rods, final 13
verification of pellet dryness is fddntical to that for fuel B~ !

rods.

The following procedure is used during fabrication to assure that !there are no axial gaps in poison rods, j

The operator stacks pellets onto V troughs that are gage marked-
to the proper column. height. When pellet stacking is completed,
all column heights are checked by Quality control. The pellets '

are subsequently loaded into tubes. After loading, the' distance
from the end of the tube to the end of the pellet column is

. checked with a gage.
<

Loaded poison rods are evacuated and backfilled with helium to a
prescribed level. Impurity content of the fill gas must not
exceed 0.5%.

End cap weld integrity and corrosion resistance is ensured by a
7t'ality Control plan identical to that used in fuel rod i

tabrication (Section 4.2.4.2.3).
Each poison rod is marked to provide a means of identification.

O
,
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4.2.4.4 Control Element Assemblies

!

The CEAsiare subjected ^ to ' numerous inspections and - tests : during : |

manufacturing and after -installation in thex reactor. A general.- ,

product ~ specification-~ controls the fabrication,- inspection,
assembly,! cleaning, packaging, . and -- shipping of CEAs. All j

materials are procured to AMS,. ASTM or. . C-E specifications. In
addition, various CEA hardware tests have been conducted or are i

in progress. ;

During manufacturing, the following inspections and tests 'are '

performed:
:

A. The loading of each control element is carefully controlled
-

to obtain the proper amounts and types of filler materials t

for each type of CEA' application (e.g., full-strength.B C or p- 4

4
Ag-In-Cd),

,

,

'

B. All end cap welds are liquid penetrant examined ' and helium
leak tested. A sampling plan is.used to section and examine j
end cap welds.

C. Each type of control element has unique ' external features 'l-

which distinguish it from other types. .

-

'

D. Each CEA is serialized to distinguish it f rom - the others.
See Figures 4.2-3 through 4.2-5.

1
E. Fully assembled CEAs are checked for proper alignment of-the

neutron absorber elements using a special - fixture. The
alignment check ensures that the frictional force that could
result from adverse tolerances is below- the force which

| could significantly increase scram time. B

In addition to the basic measures discussed above, the )
I manufacturing process includes numerous other quality control

steps for ensuring that the individual CEA components satisfy ,

design requirements for material quality, detail dimensions, and
process control. 4

1 After installation in the reactor, but prior to criticality, each 1

i CEA is traversed through its full stroke and tripped. A similar
! procedure will also be conducted at refueling intervals.

*

.

| The required 90% insertion scram time for CEAs is 4.0 seconds
. under worst case conditions. Verification of adequacy was ;

y
f initially determined by testing in the C-E TF-2 flow test
'

facility as reported in Appendix 4B. This test facility
contained prototypical (System 80) reactor components ;

consisting of fuel assemblies, CEA shroud, control element drive '

|
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mechanism, and a simulation of surrounding core internal support !
components. The test conditions simulated the range of i

temperatures and flow rates predicted for System 80 normal plant ,

operation. The required scram time has been subsequently
verified to be conservative by testing at the Palo Verde (System ,

80) operating units.
,

4.2.5 REACTOR INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS y

(The interface requirements are retained from CESSAR-F for ,

continuity. In the completed CESSAR-DC they will be superseded.) ,

!

Below are detailed the interface requirements that the reactor
places on certain aspects of the BOP, listed by categories. In

.

addition, applicable GDC and Regulatory Guides which C-E utilizes |
in its . design of the reactor are presented. The GDC and
Regulatory Guides are listed only to show what C-E considers to
be relevant, and are not imposed as interface requirements unless
specifically called out as such in a particular inte'rface
requirement.

Relevant GDC - 1, 2, 3, 4, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 26, 27, 28, 29,
,

30, 31, 32, 61, 62, 63

Relevant - 1.2, 1.13, 1.20, 1.25, 1.28, 1.29, 1.31, 1.34, '

Reg. Guides 1.36, 1.37, 1.38, 1.43, 1.44, 1.50, 1.54, 1.60, B

1.61, 1.64, 1.65, 1.68, 1.71, 1.74, 1.64, 1.85
,

A. Protection from Natural Phenomena

1. High winds, tornado, tornado missile and flooding
requirements relating to the reactor are in accordance
with Criterion 2 of 10 CFR 50 Appendix A.

2. The spent fuel pool shall be a seismic Category I
structure.

,

3. The load bearing members of the spent fuel storage
racks shall withstand the forces induced by the SSE
vertical and horizontal seismic loadings. These forces
shall be assumed as acting simultaneously in

,

conjunction with the combined deadweight and live loads >

without exceeding minimum material yield stresses as
specified by ASME Section III Subsection NF. B

| 4. The spent fuel storage racks shall be seismic
Category I.

'
0\

V
.
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B. Protection from Pipe Failure

1. The fuel shall be protected from the effects of pipe
whip while in storage.

2. Refer to Section 5.1.4 for protective measure-
requirements for the reactor.

3. Spent fuel shall be protected from the effects of pipe
rupture.

C. Missiles

1. A removable structure shall be located above the
reactor vessel to block any missile that - could be'
generated by a control element drive mechanism.

2. The fuel shall be protected from the- effects of
micsiles while in storage.

D. Separation

1. New Fuel Storage Racks

a. The new fuel storage racks shall be designed such
that fuel assemblies will not be inserted in other
than prescribed locations,

b. Adequate margin to criticality shall be provided
| for full rack loadings of fuel assemblies having a

mechanical design similar to that described in
this Chapter and enrichments up to 5.0 w/o U-235. F

c. The degree of subcriticality provided shall be
consistent with the requirements of ANSI Standard
N18.2 (Section 5.7.4.1).

E. Thermal Limitations

1. Cooling air shall be provided to the CEDMs at a minimum
flow rate of 700 SCFM per CEDM at a temperature in the
range of 80-120*F.

2. Drains, permanently connected systems, and other
features of the spent fuel pool shall be designed so
that neither maloperation nor failure can result in
loss of coolant that would uncover the stored fuel.

O
|
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3. Spent fuel pool cooling capacity shall be consistent

with the design basis in Section 9.1.3.1. F

F. Monitoring

1. Low water level alarms shall be provided for the
refueling pool and the spent fuel pool.

2. A system shall be provided to monitor the Reactor
Coolant System for internal loose parts. The system
shall have the ability to detect a loose part striking
the internal surface. of Reactor Coolant System
components with an energy level of one-half foot pound
or more. The system shall have alarm and recording
capability. The system design shall be suitable for
the temperature and humidity environment experienced in
the area where the equipment normally operates.

G. Inspection and Testing

1. In-Service Inspection (ISI) shall be performed in
accordance with Section XI of the ASME Code.

H. Materials

1. See Section 5.1.4.L.3.

I. Related Services

1. For' refueling operations, the containment building
crane shall have a minimum capacity of 225 tons.

a. A hoisting speed of. 6 inches per minute or.less
shall be utilized during refueling operations,

b. A load measuring device shall be provided for use
during heavy lifts.

c. A low inching speed is required during those
portions of the lift when close tolerance surfaces
are engaging each other.

2. An overhead crane shall be provided in the new fuel
storage area to facilitate handling of new fuel,

a. The crane capacity shall be at least 1 ton to
accommodate the weight of a fuel assembly.

O
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b. A vertical hoisting speed of 6 feet / minute or less !
shall be provided,

c. The crane load shall be capable of being limited !

to ' prevent the hoist load from exceeding 5000 i
pounds when handling fuel assemblies. ;

!

3. See Section 5.1.4.P.3. |
t
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TABLE 4.2-1 ,"
'

($heet1of6)
MECHANICAL DESIGN PARAMETERS :

!
.;

Core Arrangement '

Number of fuel assemblies in core, total 241
Number of CEAr 93 B

Number of fuel rod locations 56,876
Spacing between fuel assemblies, fuel' rod surface to

surface inches 0.208
Spacing, outer fuel rod surface to core shroud, inches 0.214
Hydraulic diameter, nominal channel, feet 0.0393

2
Total flow area (exgluding guide tubes), ft 60.9-
Total core area, ft 112.3
Core equivalent diameter, inches 143.6
Core circumscribed diameter, inches 152.46
Total fuel loading, kg U (assuming all rod locations are

3
fuel rods) 102.7 x 10

Total fuel weight, lb UO2 (assuming all rod locations are 3O fuel rods) 257.1 x 10
Total weight of Zircaloy, Ib 71,758

3fuel volume (including dishes), ft 409.6

Fuel Assemblies

No. of Enrichment No. of Poison Rods
ht_th Assemblies (wtO U-215 ner Assembiv

A0 69 1.92 0
B1 44 12 rods with 1.92 16

208 rods with 2.78
B2 64 12 rods with 1.92 16

208 rods with 2.78
CO 40 12 rods with 2.78 0

224 rods with 3.30
C1 24 12 rods with 2.78 16

208 rods with.3.30
T4T

fuel Rod Array square, 16 x 16

Fuel Rod Pitch, inches 0.506

O
Amendment B
March 31, 1988
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TABLE 4.2-1 (Cont'd)

(Sheet-2of.6)

MECHANICAL DESIGN PARAMETERS

,

Fuel Assemblies (Cont'd)

Spacer Grid

Type Leaf spring
Material Zircaloy-4
Number per assembly 10
Weight each, 1b 1.8

Bottom Spacer Grid

Type Leaf spring
Material Inconel 625
Number per assembly 1

Weight each, 1b (with skirt) 3.2

Weight of fuel assembly, Ib 1436

Outside dimensions

Fuel rod to fuel rod, inches 7.972 x 7.972

Fuel Rod

fuel rod material (sintered pellet) UO
Pellet diameter, inches 0.325
Pellet length, inche) 0.390
Pellet density, g/cm 10.38

3Pellet theoretical density, g/cm 10.96
Pelletdensity(%theoretigal) 94.75
Stack height density, g/cm 10.061
Clad material Zircaloy-4

I Clad ID, inches 0.332
.

Clad 00, (nominal), inches 0.382
l Clad thickness, (nominal), inches 0.025
i Dianetral gap, (cold, nominal), inches 0.007

Active length, inches 150
Plenum length, inches 7.918 p

i

.

Amendment F
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TABLE 4.2-1 (Cont'd). y

(Sheet 3 of 6)- ,

;

MEdANICALDESIM_PARAREIERS

Control Element Assemblies (CEAs)

Twelve-Element Four-Element |

Full Strenath CEA B

-fNumber 48 20

Absorber elements, No. per assy. 12 4

Type Cylindrical Cylindrical
rods- rods

Clad material Inconel 625 Inconel 625

Clad thickness, inches 0.035 0.035 .

'

Clad 00, inches 0.816 0.816 ,

Diametral gap, inches 0.009 0.012

Elements F j

Poison material B C/ Felt metal Ag-In-Cd !
a$dreduceddia. !

BC
4

Poison length, inches 135.5/12.5 148
l

B C Pellet
4

Diameter, inches 0.737/0.674 N/A B

.1

Density,%ojtheoreticaldensity 73 N/A
of 2.52 g/cm

Weight % boron, minimum 77.5 N/A |

| Ag-In-Cd Cylindrical Bar with
Central Hole'

F
'

Outside diameter, inches N/A 0.734 !

Os Inside diameter, inches N/A 0.25 |
Length of bar, inches N/A 2 )

Amendment F 1

December 15, 1989
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TABLLL2-1 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 4 of 6)

MECHANICAL DESIGN PARANETERS

| Control Element Assemblies (CEAs) (Cont'd)

Four-Element

Part Strenoth CEA

Number 25

Absorber elements, No. per assy. 4

Type Cylindrical rods

Clad material Inconel 625
F

Clad thickness, inches 0.035

Clad OD, inches 0.816 i
;

Diametral gap, inches 0.009 !
!

Elements :
,

Poison material Inconel 625 *

.t

Poison length, inches 148 >

Inconel 625 Cylindrical Bar [;

!'

Diameter, inches 0.737 |
Length of bar, inches 2

:
;

Burnable Poison Rod ,

i,

f: Alumina - Boron Carbide Poison Rod Desian
3

!j
Absorber material Al 0 -8 C23 4|

| Pellet diameter, inches 0.307
, .

Pellet length, inches, min 0.500 i

9!
I
t

Amendment F >

December 15, 1989 i,
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TABLE 4.2-1 (Cont'd) ;

(Sheet 5of6) f
; NECHANICAL DESIGN PARAMETER 5

f;
,

Burnable Poison Rod (Cont'd)'

i

Pellet density (% theoretical), min 93 |
3Theoretical density, A1 0 , g/cm 3,94

23
3Theoretical density, B C, g/cm 2.52 |4

Clad material- Zircaloy-4

Clad ID, inches 0.332

Clad 00, inches 0.382 ,

Cladthickness,(nominal), inches 0.025i

Diametral gap, (cold, nominal), inches 0.025 -:

Active length, inches 136.0

i Plenum length, inches 11.090

,

f

|-
.

;

l

'

O '

a
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| TABLE 4.2-1 (Cont'd)

| (Sheet 6 of 6) j
, .

NECHANICAL DESIGN PARANETERS
:

| Burnable Poison Rod (Cont'd)

Gadolinia - Urania Poison Rod Desian q

Absorber material UO -Gd 0
2 23

Pellet diameter, inches 0.325 |

Pellet length, inches, min 0.390 j

Pellet density (% theoretical), min 94.75

3Theoretical density, U0 , g/cm 10.96
2 B

3Theoretical density, Gd 0 , g/cm 7.41 ;23

Clad material Zircaloy-4. h,
Clad ID, inches 0.332

Clad OD, inches 0.382

Clad thickness, (nominal), inches 0.025

Diametral gap, (cold, nominal), inches 0.007

Active length, inches 135

Plenum length, inches 9.527

.

;

!

|
'

.

Amendment B.
March 31, 1988
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ITABLE 4.2-2
t

'

TENSILE TEST RESULTS ON IRRADIATED
SAKTON CORE III CLADDING (REFERENCE 61) i

i
,

Fluence (>l MeV) 4.7 x 10 n/cmI(estimated)
II'

i
1

Uniform |
Strain Total' i

Location Ultimate In 2-in. Strain- .

from Testing 0.2% Yield Tensile Sage In 2-in. :

(1b/in.ggthStre Length Gage |Rod Botton Tem Str
(1blin.gssx 10 )3 3-x 10 ) (%) Lenath'

10 (in.) ('F

B0 11-17 650 61.4 65.6 2.2 6.8
B0 26-32 650 58.1 68.9 2.4 11.3 i

RD 3-9 650 62.2 70.0 2.0 4.2 i'

RD 12-18 650 60.5 65.4 1.7 5.8 i

MQ- 12-18 675 70.4 77.4 1.9 6.1
MQ 28-34 675 66.0 75.1 1.6 6.2 ;

,

FS 28-34 675 57.2 71.4 3.9 12.9 |
'

GL 12-18 675 60.5 71.5 2.4 9.3 !

,

2

|

|
'

O
.

?
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TABLE 4.2-3

($heet1of2)

C-E P00L51DE FUEL INSPECTION PROGRAN SUMARY (REFERENCE 70) |

Shutdown
Reactor- Date/ Cycle InsnectionPronramScone(,)

;
7

Palisades 1973/lA VE, GS, CS

. Maine Yankee 1974/1 VE, S, SRE, CS i
'

1975/lA VE, S ;

1977/2 VE, SRE
'

,

i 1980/4 VE, S, SRE i

1987/9 VE, UT, SRE
'

l Ft. Calhoun 1975/1 VE

1975/2 VE, CS,

1977/3 VE
'

1978/4 VE, DM on DOE Test Bundles
. 1980/5 VE, DM on DOE Test Bundles
! 1981/6 VE, DM and SRE on DOE Test Bundles-

1982/7 VE, DM and SRE on DOE Test Bundles F

St. Lucie-1 1976/1 VE, SRE
1978/lA VE

1985/6 VE, UT, SRE
1987/7 VE, UT, SRE

Calvert Cliffs-1 1976/1 VE, SRE on C-E/EPRI Test Bundles
1978/2 VE, SRE on C-E/EPRI Test Bundles
1979/3 VE, DM SRE on C-E/EPRI Test Bundles
1980/4 VE, DM SRE on C-E/EPRI Test Bundles
1982/5 VE, SRE on C-E/EPRI and C-E/BG&E Test Bundles
1983/6 VE, DM
1985/7 VE, DM, SRE on C-E/BG&E Test Bundles
1986/8 VE, DM, UT, SRE on C-E/GB&E Test Bundles
1988/9 VE, UT, SRE

Calvert Cliffs-2 1984/5 VE, DM, S, SRE
1987/7 VE, UT, SRE
1989/8 VE, UT, SRE

Yankee Rowe 1987/18 VE, UT, SRE

O
Amendment F
December 15, 1989
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!TABLE 4.23(Cont'd)

($heettof2)
,

C-E P0OLSIDE FUEL INSPECTION PROGRAN SUMARY (REFERENCE 70) |

|
,'Shutdown ;

Reactor Date/ Cycle Insnection Pronram Scone (a)

Millstone 2 1977/1 VE

1982/4 VE i

St. Lucie 2 1987/3 VE, UT
1989/4 YE, UT, SRE

ANO 2 1981/1 VE, DM, SRE on C E/EPRI Test Bundles
1982/2 VE, DM

1983/3 VE, DM, SRE on C E/EPRI Test Bundles
1985/4 VE, DM, SRE on C E/EPRI Test Bundles

'

1986/5 VE, DM, UT
1989/

hSan Onofre 2 1984/1 VE, DM
1985/2 VE, DM

1987/3 VE, UT, GS, SRE '

1989/4 VE, UT, SRE, DM
F !

San Onofre-3 1985/1 VE, UT
1988/3 VE, UT, SRE

i
Palo Verde-1 1987/1 VE, DM

1989/2 VE, DM ,

Palo Verde 2 1988/l VE, DM

Waterford 3 1988/1 2 VE, UT, SRE .

(a) VE Visual Examination
GS Gamma-Scanning
CS Crud Sampling
S Sipping s

UT Ultrasonic Testing
SRE Disassembly and Single Rod Examinations'

DM Dimensional Measurements

G:
,

Amendment F ;

December 15, 1989'
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|4.3 MUCLEAR DESIGN '

4.3.1 DESIGN BASES

The bases for the nuclear design of the fuel and reactivity
control systems are discussed in the following paragraphs.

4.3.1.1 Excess Reactivity and Fuel Burnun

The excess reactivity provided for each cycle is based on the
depletion characteristics of the fuel and burnable poison _ and on
the desired burnup for each cycle. The desired burnup is.br. sed
on an economic analysis of the fuel cost and the projrctede

operating load cycle for System 80. The average burnup is chosen

to ensure that the peak burnup is within the limits discussed in .FParagraph 4.2.3.2.10. This design basis, alongwiththadesign|
basis in Paragraph 4.3.1.8, satisfies General Design Criterion
10.

4.3.1.2 core Desian Lifetime and Fuel Reelacement_Procram

The core design lifetime and fuel replacement program presented
are based on a refueling interval of approximately 18 months with p

- more than one-third of the fuel assemblies replaced at each
refueling in later cycles. The typical 18-month refueling
program presented replaces 308 fuel assemblies in the second
cycle and 96 fuel assemblies in subsequent cycles.
4.3.1.3 Necative Reactivity Feedback

In the power operating range, the net effect of the prompt
inherent nuclear feedback characteristics (fuel temperature
coefficient, moderator temperature coefficient, and moderator
pressure coefficient) tends to compensate-for a rapid increase in
reactivity. The negative reactivity feedback provided by the
design satisfies General Design Criterion 11.

4.3.1.4 Reactivity Coefficients

The values of each coefficient of reactivity are consistent with
the design basis for net reactivity feedback (Paragraph 4.3.1.3),
and analyses that predict acceptable consequences of postulated
accidents and anticipated operational occurrences (AOOs), where
such analyses include the response of the reactor protective
system (RPS).

O
,

Amendment F
4.3-1 December 15, 1989
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4.3.1.5 Burnable Poison Reauirements

The burnable poison reactivity. worth provided in the design is
sufficient to ensure that the moderator coefficients of
reactivity are consistent with the design bases in Paragraph
4.3.1.4.

4.3.1.6 Stability criteria

The reactor and the instrumentation and control systems are
designed to detect and suppress xenon-induced power distribution
oscillations that could, if not suppressed, result in conditions
that exceed the specified acceptable fuel design limits (SAFDLs).
The design of the reactor and associated systems precludes the
possibility of power level oscillations. This basis satisfies
General Design Criterion 12.

4.3.1.7 unwinum controlled Reactivity Insertion Rate

The core, control element assemblies (CEAs), reactor regulating
system, and boron charging portion of the chemical and volume -

control system (CVCS) are designed so that the potential amount
and rate of reactivity insertion due to normal operation and
postulated reactivity accidents do not result in:

A. Violation of the specified acceptable fuel design limits
(SAFDLs)

B. Damage to the reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB)

C. Disruption of the core or other reactor internals sufficient
to impair the effectiveness of safety injection.

This design basis, along with Paragraph 4.3.1.11, satisfies
General Design Criteria 25 and 28.

4.3.1.8 Power Distribution control

The core power distribution is controlled such that, in
conjunction with other core operating parameters, the power
distribution does not result in violation of. the limiting
conditions for operation (LCOs). Limiting conditions for
operation and limiting safety system settings (LSSSs) are based
on the accident analyses described in Chapters 6 and 15 such that
specified acceptable fuel design limits and other criteria .are
not exceeded for accidents. This basis, along with Paragraph
4.3.1.2, satisfies General Design Criterion 10.

O:
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0The COLSS, described in Section 7.7 and Reference 1, continually

generates an assessment of the margin to linear heat rate and
DNBR operating limits. The data required for these assessments
include measured in-core neutron flux data, CEA positions, and
coolant inlet temperature, pressure, and flow. In the event of
an alarm indicating that an operating limit has been exceeded,
power must be reduced unless the alarm can be cleared by
improving either the power distribution or another process

The accuracy of the COLSS ' calculations are verified [F
parameter.
periodically.

In addition to the monitoring performed by COLSS, the RPS Core g
Protection Calculators (CPC, see Section 7.2) continually infer
the core power distribution and DNBR by processing reactor

,

coolant data, signals from ex-core neutron flux detectors, each
containing three axially stacked elements, and input from
redundant reed switch assemblies to indicate CEA position. In
the event the power distributions or other parameters are'

perturbed as the result of an anticipated operational occurrence
that would violate fuel design limits, the high local power
density or low DNBR trips in the RPS will initiate a reactor
trip.

|
4.3.2.2.2 Nuclear besign Limits on the Power Distribution

t The design limits on the power distribution stated here were
| employed during the design process both as design input and as

initial conditions for accident analyses described in Chapters 6
and 15. However, for the monitoring system, it is the final
operating limit determination that is used to assure that the
consequences of an anticipated operational occurrence or
postulated accident will not be any more severe than the
consequences shown in Chapters 6 and 15. The initial conditions
used in this operating limit determination are actually stated in
terms of peak linear heat generation rate and required power
margin for minimum DNBR.

The design limits on power distribution are as follows:

A. Tge limiting three-dimensional heat flux peaking factog p
F q, was established for full power conditions at 2.28. Fq
is defined in Section 4.4.2.2.2.1.C and is termed the
nuclear power factor or the total nuclear peaking factor.'

An F"q of 2.28 in combination with uncertainties and
allowances on heat flux which give the initial peak linear
heat rate assumed in the safety analyses constitute one
limiting combination of parameters for full power operation

Os in the first cycle. Other combinations of parameters which
will result in acceptable consequgnces for the safety

|
- analysis do exist, e.g., a higher F q is acceptable at a
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reduced- power level. Implementation -in- the technical
specification is via an- operating limit on the . monitored '

| peak linear heat generation rate.

B.- The' thermal' margin ' to a minimum- DNBR of 1.24 (using. the' F'
'

C-E-1 CHF correlation as discussed in Sections.4.4.2'.2. and
4.4.4.1), which. is- available to accommodate anticipated 1

L operational occurrences, is a function, of several H

parameters, including

i) the coolant conditions

11) the axial power distribution

lii) the axiglly integrated radial peaking factor, F."r;
where'F r is the rod radial nuclear-. factor or the
rod radial- peaking factor. and is -defined -in.

Section 4.4.2.2.2.1.A (referred to as Fr in thatsection).
n

The ' coolant conditions assumed in the safety ' analyses, an F r of
1.55, and the set of axial shapes displayed in Figure 4.4-3
constitute a set of limiting combinations of parameters for full

~

power operation. Other combinations giving acceptable accident
analysis consequences are equally appropriate. Implementation of
these limits in the technical specifications -is viaE a power
operating limit based on DNBR which maintains -an' appropriate B

-

amount of thermal margin to the DNBRLlimit. It.will be shown in
the following paragraphs that operation within .these- design
limits is achievable. <

4.3.2.2.3 Expected Power Distributions-

Figures 4.3-3 through 4.3-17 and 4.3-18 through 4.3-23- show
typical first cycle planar radial and unrodded core average axial
power distributions, respectively. They' illustrate conditions-

expected at full power for various times in the fuel cycle ' as
specified on the figures. It is expected that.for normal, base
load operation of the plant, the operation of the reactor will be
with limited CEA insertion- so- that the unrodded . power
distributions in Figures 4.3-3 through 4.3-23 represent the B

expected power distribution during most of the cycle.. If the
plant is required to perform load follow operations, such as
planned power level changes, the normal operation of the reactor
may include full insertion of the lead part-strength CEA group.
Therefore, Figures 4.3-3 through 4.3-17 show radial power
distributions for both unrodded operation and' for steady-state

L operation with the lead part-strength- CEA group fully inserted.
It can be seen by these figures that the part-strength CEA group

tge radial powerinsertion has- only a small effect on
distributions and the radial peaking factors (F r) for different
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times in - cycle. Also, the effect of . full insertion of the
part-strength CEA group on the axial peaking. factor is negligible

B
for steagy state operation. :The _three-dimensional- peaking
factor, F q, expected during steady-state-operation g .then=just ;

the product of the ' planar radial peaking. factor. (F ry - and- the
.-axial peaking factor. The maximum expected value.of:F.q isgl'.88-.

during the first cycle and, as can be seen frem.- the above
figures, occurs near the beginning-of-cycle for steady-state,
baseloadedoperationwithnofull-strength-orpartstrength,CEA|B
insertion. I

Figures 4.3-24 through 4.3-35 show typical . fuel cycle loading
patterns, initial burnup distributions, and planar radial . power
distributions for the second and third cycles _ based _on a
refueling interval of approximately 18-months. _ _ ~ expectedThe
power distributions for these cycles-are similar to those.of the F

first cycle except for reduced-power in fuel assemblies located
on the periphery of the core . and consequently, higher radial
peaking factors in the. interior region of the core.- The expected
power distributions are well within the nuclear design limits
described in Section 4.3.2.2.2. The uncertainty associat'ed with
these calculated power distributions is discussed in Section
4.3.3.1.2.2.6.

The capability of the core to follow load transients without
exceeding power distribution limitations depends on the margin to
operating limits compared to the margin required for base loaded,
unrodded operation. In order to illustrate the; core maneuvering F

capability, the results of calculations of the power
distributions and power peaking factors during load following
transients are discussed below. The axial power distributions
are calculated by VISIONS (Reference 2), a. three-dimensional
neutron diffusion code that considers the effects of the temporal
and spatial variations of xenon and iodine concentration, .CEA i
positions, fuel temperature and moderator temperature
distributions, soluble bgron congentration, and burnup. The
nuclear peaking factors F q and F r are. synthesized in VISIONS
using the calculated three-dimensional coarse-mesh . power B

distribution and input pin-to-box factors from MC (see' Section :'
4.3.3.1.1.3). Figures 4.3-36 through 4.3-39 show the calculated
axial power distributions and associated nuclear peaking factors
during a typical day of a maneuvering transient to 50 percent. of

|
the full power conditions. Figures 4.3-36 and 4.3-37, .which

l represent maneuvering transients near beginning-of-cycle and
.

end-of-cycle, respectively, also show the locations of J
full-strength and part-strength CEA groups during the transients.
The transients begin with the lead part-strength -CEA group
fully inserted. Throughout the calculation of the

,O
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power distribution during these transients it is; assumed that the
part-strength CEA groups ne available for control of the _ axial--

power distributton. The two part-strength CEA groups are-moved
to positOM that minimize the differencerbetween -the current Bshape Net cnd the reference value of shape index that existed
prior tv the initiation of the maneuver.- In addition,. the
possitionic of the part-nc;ength CEA groups supplement reactivity
control provided by full-stmngth regulating rods, so that the
calculated maneuvering transients can be accomplished w.ithout
changing soluble boron concentration to compensate for-reactivity
changes due to power level and xenon.

The detailed radial power distribution within any assembly is
'

a
function of the location of that assembly within the core as well
as the time in - life, CEA ' insertion, and other considerations.
The normalized assembly power distribution used for the sample
DNB calculation-discussed in Section 4.4.2.2. is shown on' Figure

4.3-40. In Section 4. 3. 3.1. 2, the accuracy of calculations of.
the power distribution within a fuel' assembly is discussed.-

4.3.2.2.4 Allowances and Uncertainties on Power
Distributions

In comparing the expected power distributions and implied peak
linear heat generation rate (PLHGR) produced by analysis with the
design limits stated in Section'4.3.2.2.2, consideration must be
given to the uncertainty and - allowances associated with on-line
monitoring by COLSS.

The COLSS uncertainty analysis, as applied to System 80, is

described in Section 7.7 and in Reference 1. For - monitoring
linear heat rate, COLSS applies an overall uncertainty factor for

Blinear heat rate measurement, in addition to a power level
uncertainty factor og 1. 02. These factors are appiged to the
COLSS monitoring of F q, such that a COLSS-measured F q of ' 2.28,

n
the chosen design limit for F q given in Section 4.3.2.2.2, will
not result in exceeding the design limit for PLHGR. The
allowances and uncertainties applied for the ' COLSS monitoring of
thermal margin to the DNBR limit are also described in Section
7.7 and Reference 1.

4.3.2.2.5 Comparisons Between Limiting and Expected Power
Distributions

Ag discussed in Section 4.3.2.2.3, the maximum expected unrodded
F q that occurs during the first cycle at full power is 1.88.
Augmenting this value by the required calcuf ational uncertainty B(Reference 3) provides an upper limit on F q of 1.98 which is
well below the design target of 2.28. Additionally, the
calculations described in Section 4.3.2.2.3 show that, with
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safety analysis is' conservative since the' lead _ regulating bank is
not expected to be fully inserted at full power. Similar CEA

0ejection event analyses are performed for zero power and several j

intermediate powers. The ~ ~ initial rod configuration assumed is j

the maximum transient insertion- limit allowed' by the Power
Dependent Insertion Limit _of the CEA groups at that power. -[F
The ;CEA. withdrawal ' incident from low power -is analyzed with the .,

maximum calculated- differential reactivity insertion. rate
resulting from_a sequential CEA bank-withdrawal-with 40% overlap. i

The-CEA withdrawal incident from full-power'is-analyzed from the'
hich maximizes the- reactivityinsertion of- the lead bank w

insertion and the power shape change during the CEA : withdrawal.
Reactivity insertion rates are calculated by a static axial model.

!

of the System 80 core. The calculated reactivity insertion rate
resulting from a sequential _ withdrawal of full-strength and
part-strength-regulating CEA groups is shown Figure 4.3-49. The B
calculated reactivity insertion rate for. withdrawal of the lead'
full-strength regulating group is shown in Figure 4.3-50.

!The full-strength CEA drop incident is analyzed by selecting'the
dropped CEA that maximizes the increase in the radial peaking
factor. The radial peaking factors include an allowance for 15
minutes of xenon redistribution. A conservatively small negative
reactivity insertion is used in the accident analysis.-

The typical reactivity insertion during a reactor ' scram is *

presented in Section 15.1. This reactivity insertion is computed
using axial models at various ' scram configurations, and it is
used for all accidents which are terminated by a scram, unless-
otherwise indicated. The reactivity insertion is conservative
since only the minimum shutdown worth of 10.0%Ap-is assumed to be

,

| available at hot full power. The scram reactivity insertion for
! the loss of flow event is implicit in the kinetic axial analysis.

4.3.2.6 Criticality of Reactor Durina Refuelina

The soluble boron concentrations; during refueling are shown in
Table 4.3-1. These concentrations ensure :that the k*ff of-the
core during refueling does not exceed 0.95.

4.3.2.7 Stability

4.3.2.7.1 General

Pressurized water reactors (PWRs) with negative overall . power
coefficients are inherently stable with respect to power "

p oscillations. Therefore, this discussion will be limited to

|
i
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xenon induced power distribution oscillations. Xenon induced
oscillations occur as a result of rapid perturbations .to the
pover. distribution which cause the xenon and iodine distributions
to be out of phase with the perturbed power distribution. Thi~s
results in a shift "in the iodine and xenon distribution that
causes the power distribution to_ change.in an opposite direction
from the initial perturbation and thus an oscillatory condition
'is established. The magnitude- of the power distribution
oscillation can either increase or decrease with time. Thus, the
core can be considered to be either _ unstable or stable' -with-

respect to these oscillations._ Discussed below are.the methods-
.

of analyzing the stability of the core with respect to lxenon .
oscillations. The tendency ofE certain types- of oscillations- to j

increase. or to decrease is calculated, and the method .of.
controlling unstable-oscillations is presented.

_

4.3.2.7.2 Methods of Analysis
. !

Xencn oscillations may- be analyzed by . two methods. .The first i
method consists of an explicit analysis of the spatial flux i

distribution accounting for the space-time solution of the xenon-
concentration. Such a method- is useful for testing various
control strategies and evaluating. transitional effects (such as
power maneuvers). The 'second method consists of - modal '

perturbation theory analysis, which is useful for the evaluation
of the sensitivity of the stability to changen in the reactor
design characteristics, and for the-determination of the degree ,

of stability for a particular oscillatory mode, j

The stability of a reactor can be characterized by a stability
index or a damping factor which is- defined as the natural
exponent which describes the growing or decaying-amplitude of the
oscillation. A xenon oscillation may. be described by. the

,

following equation: i

bt&(E,t) = &g(E) + Af (E)e sin (wt + 6 )g

where

4(r,t) is the space-time solution of the neutron
flux,

p (E) is the initial fundamental flux,g

a (E) is the perturbed flux mode,g

b is the stability index,

is the frequency of the oscillation, andw

6 is a phase shift.

4.3-20
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Modal analysis consists of an explicit solution of the stability I

index b using known fundamental and perturbed flux distributions. i
|

J

A' positive stability index b= indicates an unstable core, and a
|- negative value indicates stability for the oscillatory mode being-

investigated. The stability index is generally expressed in!

units of inverse hours, so that a value of -0.01/h would mean -
,

| that the amplitude of each subsequent oscillation cycle. decreases
! by about 25% (for a period of about 30 hours for each cycle). i

Xenon oscillation modes in PWRs can be classified into - three - !
general types: radial; azimuthal; and,- axial. To analyze the i

stability for each oscillation ' mode, only the first - overtone
needs to be considered ' since higher - harmonic modes decay more i

rapidly than the first overtone.

4'.3.2.7.3 Expected Stability Indices

| 4.3.2.7.3.1 Radial 8tability-
t

'

A radial xenon oscillation consists of a power shift inward and-
outward from the center of the core to the _ periphery. This
oscillatory mode is generally more stable than an azimuthal mode.

A This effect is illustrated in Figure 4.3-51, which shows-that for
1 a bare cylinder the radial mode is more stable than the azimuthal

mode. Discussion of the stability for radial oscillatory modes .
is therefore deferred to that for the azimuthal mode.

4.3.2.7.3.2 Azimuthal 8tability

An azimuthal oscillation consists of an X-Y power. shift-from one *

side of the reactor to the other. Modal analysis for this type
of oscillation is performed for a range of expected reactor
operating conditions.

The expected variation of the stability index during the first
cycle is shown in Figure 4.3-52. These results are obtained from
analyses which consider the spatial flux shape changes during the ,

cycle, the changes in the moderator and Doppler coefficient
during the cycle, and the change .in xenon and ' iodine fission
yield due to plutonium buildup during the cycle. As is shown on
the figure, the expected stability index is no greater than
-0.04/h at any time during the cycle for the expected. mode of
reactor operation. Comparison of predicted stability'index with

,

those actually measured on operating cores, as discussed in
Section 4.3.3.2.3, provide a high confidence level in the
prediction of azimuthal stability. Measurements of xenon spatial
stability in large cores have been made -(Reference 6) -which
provide confidence in the methods that are used to predict the
azimuthal stability of this core.

4.3-21
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4.3.2.7.3.3 Axial Stability

~

An axial xenon oscillation consists of a power shift toward the
top and bottom of the reactor core. This type of oscillation may1
be unstable during the first cycle. Table - 4. 3-9. shows_ the
calculated - variation of the axial stability index during the
first cycle. It is anticipated that- control action with

part-strength rods and/or full-strength.-rods may be requiredAsdiscussedin-Section|B-to
limit the magnitude of the oscillation.
4.3.2.2, the axial power ' distribution _is monitored , by COLSS and:
the RPS. Based on the COLSS measurement of ' the axial power
distribution, the operator may nove either the full-strength or-
the part-strength CEAs so as to control any' axial-oscillations. |B
4.3.2.7.4 Control of Axial Instabilities

The control of axial oscillations during a power maneuver is
illustrated in Figures 4.3-36 through-4.3-39. Part-strength:CEAs B j
(PSCEAs) are used throughout these maneuvers to limit the change '

in the power distribution. The difference between an-
uncontrolled and a controlled xenon oscillation is illustrated in
Figure 4.3-53. It was assumed in the calculation of the
controlled oscillation that the PSCEAs were moved in such a way |0
as to preserve the initial shape in the core prior to. the
initiating perturbation. The calculations are performed at the

iend of the first cycle, which corresponds to the expected least
stable condition for axial xenon oscillations.

4.3.2.7.5 Summary of Special Features Required by Xenon
Instability

The RPS described in Section 7.2.2 is designed to prevent
exceeding acceptable fuel design limits and. to limit the
consequences of postulated accidents. In addition, a means is
provided to assure that under all allowed' operating modes, the
state of the reactor is confined to conditions - not more severe
than the initial conditions assumed in the design and analysis of
the protective system.

Since the reactor is predicted to be stable with respect to
radial and azimuthal xenon oscillations, no special protective
system features are needed to accommodate radial or azimuthal
mode oscillations. Nevertheless, a maximum quadrant tilt is
prescribed along with prescribed operating restrictions in the F

event that the tilt is exceeded. The azimuthal power tilt is
determined by COLSS and included in the COLSS determination of
core margin. The azimuthal power tilt limit is accounted for in
the RPS.

O '
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4.3.3.2.4 Axial Xenon Oscillations

To check and confirm the predictions of the-linear modal analysis
approach, numerical space-time calculations were performed for
both - beginning and end-of-cycle. The fuel- and : poison burnup -
distributions were obtained by -- depletion with soluble boron:
control, so that the power distributions was 'stronglyL flattened.-
Spatial Doppler feedback was included in these calculations. In
Figure 4.3-62, the time variation of the power distribution along
the core axis is shown - near end-of-cycle with reduced Doppler !
feedback.

'

]i
The initial perturbation used to excite the oscillations was,a j

-

50% insertion into the top of the core of a 1.5% reactivity-CEA l
bank for 1 hour. The damping factor for.this case was calculated- ;

to be about 0.02 per : hour; however, when corrected for- !
finite-time step intervals by the methods : of Reference -- 23, the: I
damping factor is- increased to approximately +0. 04.- LWhen - this'

'

damping factor is plotted on Figure 4.3-63 at the appropriate .|
eigenvalue separation for this mode at end-of-cycle, it is' j'
apparent that good agreement is -obtained- with the modified-
Randall-St. John distribution of the moderator coefficient about
the core midplane, and its consequent flux and adjoint weightedO integrals of approximately zero.

.

Axial xenon oscillation experiments performed at Omaha at a core !
exposure of 7000 mwd /MTU and at Stade at beginning of - cycle and
at 12000 mwd /MTU (Reference 24) were analyzed with a space-time

-

one-dimensional axial model. The results are given in Table ;

4.3-19 and show no systematic error between the experimental and
analytical results.

~;

<

4.3.3.3 Reactor Vessel Fluence Calculation Model

The method for calculation of the maximum expected neutron i

fluence (E>l MeV) to the reactor vessel over its design lifetime
uses results obtained from two-dimensional transport theory

Bcalculations with the DOT code (Reference 16). The DOT model j

uses the R-0 coordinate system to represent the geometry of the i

core, surrounding water, internals, and vessel. The transport 1
theory calculation of maximum local fluence to the vessel .is '

based upon expected power history over the plant life. The
,

calculated vessel fluence includes an adjustment for observed
'

differences between calculation and measurement based on analysis
of surveillance capsule data for operating C-E plants (References
25-27), and additionally includes a +30% uncertainty factor. |
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4.4 THERMAL AND. HYDRAULIC DESIGN

This section presents: the steady-state thermal and hydraulic ;

analysis of the reactor core, the analytical methods, and the. j

experimental work done to support the . analytical techniques. I

Discussions of .the analyses of anticipated operational'

occurrences and-accidents are presented in Chapter 15. The prime ''

objective of the thermal- and hydraulic design of the reactor is. I
to ensure that the core can meet steady-state and transient'
performance requirements without violating the design' bases..

4.4.1 DESIGN BASES

Avoidance of thermally or hydraulically induced fuel damage-
during normal steady-state operation and during anticipated'

operational occurrences is the principal thermal hydraulic design
basis. The design bases for accidents are specified in Chapter
15. In order to satisfy .the design basis for steady-state.
operation and anticipated operational occurrences, the following
design limits are established, but violation of these will not
necessarily result in fuel damage. .The reactor protective system

i (RPS) provides for automatic reactor trip or other corrective
' action before these design limits are violated.

4.4.1.1 Minimum DoDarture from Nucleate Boilina Ratic
(DNBR)

|

| The minimum DNBR shall be such as to provide at least ' a 95%
probability witi? 95% confidence that departure- from' nucleate
boiling (DNB) docs not occur on a fuel- rod having that minimum
DNBR during stbady-state operation and anticipated operational
occurrences. A value of 1.24 using the CE-1 correlation coupled F
with the CETOP code provides at least this probability and
confidence.

4.4.1.2 Hydraulic Stability

Operating conditions shall not lead to flow instability during
steady-state operation or anticipated operational. occurrences.

4.4.1.3 Fuel Desian Bases

A. The peak temperature of the fuel shall be less than the
melting point (refer to Sections 4.2.1.2.4.4 and 4.2.1.3.4)
during steady-state operation and anticipated operational

Boccurrences.

.

.C
\
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B. The fuel design bases for fuel clad integrity and ^ fuel

assembly integrity are_given in Section 4.2.1. Thermal and
hydraulic parameters _that influence the fuel. integrity
include -maximum linear . heat rate, _ core coolanti velocity,
coolant temperature, clad temperature, fuel-to-clad gap
conductance,. fuel burnup,-and-UOi temperature. Other. than
the design limits alreadyrspecifled,'no_ limits need-to be
applied to these parameters directly.- Conformance with the
. design limits specified here, and conformance with -the

~

design bases specified - in Section _4.2.1'. , are 'suf ficient' to
ensure fuel clad integrity, fuel assembly integrity, and-the
avoidance-of thermally or hydraulically induced fuel damage
for steady-state ' operation: and- anticipated occurrences .of
moderate frequency.

'

'

4.4.1.4 Coolant Flow, Velocity, and Void Fraction

The primary coolant flow with all four pumps in' operation shall
be neither less than the . design minimum nor' greater than - the
design maximum. A percentage of ~ the flow - entering - the reactor
vessel is not effective for cooling the-core. .This-percentage is
called the core bypass flow. The design ~ minimum; value for the
calculated core flow is obtained by-. subtracting -the design
maximum value for the calculated core bypass-flow from the design
minimum primary coolant flow.- For. thermal margin analyses, the
design minimum value. for the calculated core flow- is . used. The-
design minimum primary coolant flow -is listed in Table -4. 4-1.
The design pre-core and post-core maximum primary coolant flows
are equal to 1.22 and 1.16 times.the. design minimum. The design
maximum primary coolant flow is used . in ' the determination of
design hydraulic loads in the manner described in Section
4.4.2.6.3.

Design of the reactor internals provides that the coolant flow is
distributed to the core such that the core is . adequately cooled
during steady-state operation and anticipated ' operational
occurrences. Therefore, no specific orificing configuration. is-
used.

Although the coolant velocity, its distribution, and the coolant
voids affect the thermal margin, design' limits need not be
applied to these parameters because they are not in themselves
limiting. These parameters _are included in the thermal margin
analyses and thus affect the thermal margin to the design limits.

Ou

4.4-2 |

l.
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4.4.2 DESCRIPTION OF THERMAL AND HYDRAULIC DESIGN OF THE J

REACTOR-CORE j
4.4.2.1 Su==ary Comparison

'

The thermal and hydraulic- parameters - for -- the reactor are: listed- -

in Table 4.4-1. A comparison of-these parameters with'those'for
System 80 - (Docket No. STN-50-470F). and the .Waterford Steam B

Electric Station Unit 3 (Docket No. 50-382) are included in this ,

''

table.
i

The only significant difference between System 80+ and System 80'
thermal and hydraulic design is the reactor inlet- coolant a
temperature. The principal differences between the System 80 and-

Waterford designs are the total core heat output and' reactor-
coolant inlet temperature.

i

4.4.2.2 Critical Heat Flux Ratios
,

4.4.2.2.1 Departure from Nucleate Boiling' Ratio

| The margin - to DNB in the core is expressed in terms of the

(Q
departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR). The DNBR is

/ defined as the ratio of the . heat flux required to produce
departure from nucleate boiling at the calculated local coolant
conditions to the actual local heat flux.

The DNB correlation used for design of the core is the CE-1
correlation (1) (2_) . Based on statistical evaluation of the CE-1
correlation and relevant data, it is concluded that the J

appropriate minimum DNBR is 1.20 (.3_) .- The design minimum DNBR
has increased with the application of Statistical Combination of B
Uncertainties (SCU) methods. Engineering' factors, rod pitch,
bowing and clad diameter factors will be combined with other ;

uncertainty factors at the 95/95 confidence / probability level'and
it is expected to yield a higher design limit of 1.24 on CE-1 I

minimum DNBR. This limit is then used in ' conjunction with a
CETOP model based on nominal dimensions (See Section 4.4.2.9.5).
Table 4.4-1 gives the value of minimum DNBR for the coolant

,

conditions and engineering factors in the table, for the radial
power distributions in Figures 4.4-1 and 4.4-2, and for the 1.26
peaked axial power distribution in Figure 4.4-3. Values of
minimum DNBR or maximum fuel-temperature at the design overpower
cannot be provided with any meaning. The concept of a design !

since the |foverpower is not applicable for the System 80+ cores
reactor protective system prevents the design basis limits from
being exceeded.

O
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A comparison of the minimum DNBRs- computed using different
correlations. for the same power, flow, coolant temperature and
pressure, and power distribution is presented in Table - 4. 4-2. '
The minimum DNBR values in both the limiting matrix subchannel
and the-limiting subchannel next to the guide tube are presented.
The correlations compared are the CE-1 correlation, the original
W-3 correlation (4), and the revised W-3 correlation (5). The i

differences between the original and revised W-3 correlations as
used here are in the C-factor and the cold wall correction-
factor.

Additional comparisons are contained in CENPD-162-A (1). In
general, the CE-1 correlation tends to predict lower. values of
CHF with high inlet subcooling and higher values of CHF with low
inlet subcooling, y

The TORC and the CETOP computer codes (6) (7) are used to compute
the local coolant conditions in the core and thereby the minimum
DNBR. A discussion of the CE-1 DNB correlation and the
analytical methods is presented in Sections 4.4.4.1 and
4.4.4.5.2, respectively.

4.4.2.2.2 Application of Power Distribution and Engineering -

Factors

Distribution of power in the core is expressed in terms of
factors that define the local power per unit length produced by' :

the fuel relative to the core average power- per unit length
'

produced by the fuel. The method used to compute these factors,
which describe the core power distribution, is discussed in
Section 4.3. The energy produced in the fuel deposits in the
fuel pellets, fuel cladding, and the moderator and results in the
generation of heat in those places. The fraction of energy
deposited in the fuel pellet and cladding is called the fuel rod
energy deposition fraction. Accordingly, the core average heat
flux from the fuel rods is determined -by multiplying the core
power by the average fuel rod energy deposition fraction and then
dividing by the total heat transfer area. The energy deposition
fractions used for DNB analyses for the average and the hot. fuel
rods are given in Table 4.4-1.

The effects on local heat flux and subchannel enthalpy rise of
deviations from nominal dimensions and specifications within
tolerance are included in thermal margin analyses by certain
factors called engineering factors. These factors are applied to-
increase the local heat flux at the location of minimum DNBR and
to increase the enthalpy rise in the sub-channel adjacent to the

O
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rod with the minimum ' DNBR. Diversion ' crossflow and - turbulent
interchannel' mixing are not input as' factors. on subchannel i

enthalpy rise but are explicitly treated in the TORC and CETOP 7

B
~

analytical models. e

Uncertainties in the power distribution factors are discussed in
*

Section 4.4.2.9.4.

Statistical Combination of Uncertainties .(SCU) methods,- as
described in Reference 8, were used to statistically combine-the B

uncertainties- of the thermal hydraulic code input parameters ,

(system parameters). .This SCO methodology with plant-specific |

data is statistically' combined with CE-1 CHF_ correlation j
fstatistics at the 95/95 confidence / probability level ~ to yield. an

increased DNBR limit. This limit is approximately 1.24 when._the|
following uncertainties are combined:

!

a) uncertainty in the inlet flow distribution;-
b) systematic variation'on fuel rod pitch; ,

c) systematic variation on. fuel clad OD; i
'

d) engineering enthalpy rise factor;
e) engineering heat flux factor;
f) penalty on DNBR (minimum)-due to fuel rod bowing; and,O,

.;

g) statistics associated . with the .NRC-approved 1.19 DNBR
'

limit (2). 8 -j
-;

Also included in the MDNBR limit is the penalty-_due to the CHF |
correlation uncertainty and a 0.01 penalty for the HID grids, as |

forCHFcorrelation|I
Well as penalties imposed by NRC to: account

uncertainty. The 1.24 |" prediction uncertainty" and TORC code
DNBR limit is used in safety analysis, CPC trip setpoints and j
COLSS power operating limit calculations- in conjunction- with a B |
CETOP model based on a nominal geometry. _

t

4.4.2.2.2.1 Power Distribution Factors !

A. Rod Radial Power Factor .

The rod radial power factor is the ratio of the average I

power per unit length produced by_a particular fuel rod to
the average power per unit length produced by - the average
powered fuel rod in the core. The maximum rod radial power
factor is the ratio of the average power per unit length
produced by the highest powered rod in the core to the
average power per unit length produced by the average
powered fuel rod in the core. Radial power distributions
are dependent upon a variety of parameters (e.g., control

,

- - rod insertion, power level, fuel exposure). The core wide
and hot assembly radial power distributions used for a

\ typical DNB analysis are shown in Figures t 4-1 and 4.4-2.
I

|
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The maximum rod radial power factor for those - figures is

Theactualmaximumrodradial|B
for better comparison with System 80 -. andselected as 1.55 -

the Waterford Station Unit 3.-
power factor.in the. core will normally be.' lower; but, it is

'

not limited to a maximum value of 1.55. The only-limits.are,
those specified in Section-4.4.1. 'The protective system-in
conjunction with the reactor operator utilizing the core, .i
operating limit supervisory system (COLSS) ensures that: 1

those design limits are not violated. -

r

B. Axial Power Factor
.

The axial. power factor is_the ratio - of the local power .per: 1

unit' length produced by a fuel rod to the. average power per
unit length produced by the . same fuel rod. The maximum
axial power factor is~ the ratio of the- maximum ' local power
per unit length produced by.a rod to;the average power per
unit. length produced by-the same fuel rod. 'The. axial power |
distribution directly affects DNBR.

Typically, the farther the location of the peak heat flux is
from the core inlet, the lower the.value-of-the peak heat

,

flux needed to reach the DNBR limit. On. the - other hand, - J

fuel temperature is almost independent of ^ the . location of- . ,

the peak heat flux and is principally dependent on the.value -

L of the peak heat flux or linear heat rate. The axial 1 power
distribution and the maximum - . rod radial' power factor are
continuously determined and processed through' the COLSS and-,

! the RPS such that the design basis limits are'not exceeded. '

l Section 4.3 describes the power distribution and; its-
control. Figure 4.4-3 shows several- axial power
distributions used for this analysis. The; minimum DNBR in
Table 4.4-1 is determined using the 1.26 peaked axial power
distribution, whereas the maximum heat fluxes.are determined

Iusing the 1.47 peaked-axial power distribution.
|

| C. Nuclear Power Factor

The nuclear power factor is the . ratio of the maximum local
,

power per unit length produced in the core to the . average ;

I power per unit length produced by the average powered fuel'
~

rod in the core. It is conservatively calculated as the
product of the maximum axial and radial power. factors. For
better comparisons with System 80 and Waterford Station Unit B

3, a value of 2.28 is selected for computing maximum heat :

fluxes. The actual value of the nuclear power factor will
normally be lower throughout the cycle; but, it . is ' .not

limited to a maximum value of 2.28. The design limits are
those specitled in Section 4.4.1. The protective and
supervisory systems assure that those design limits are not
violated.
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4.4.2.2.3 Fuel Densification Effect on DNBR
,

The perturbation in local heat flux due to fuel densification is
given in Table 4.4-1. . As shown in CENPD-207(2) .(see Section
4.4.4.1), much larger local- heat. flux variations have no .

'!significant ' adverse effect on -DNB.. Therefore, .no specific
allowance is made or required for - the effect on DNBR of local
heat flux variations due to fuel densification. ;

j. 4.4.2.3 Linear Heat Generation Rate
a

! The core average and maximum fuel rod linear heat generation ;
'

. rates are given in Table:4.4-1. The maximum fuel rod linear heat
generation rate is determined by multiplying the core average
fuel rod linear heat generation rate by the product of the
nuclear power factor, the engineering factor on linear heat rate, j
and the ratio of the hot to the average fuel- rod energy -i
deposition fractions. The effects of fuel densification are not ,

included in the maximum fuel rod linear heat generation rate
presented in Table 4.4-1; although, to determine the ' maximum -
local linear heat generation rate . including the effect of gaps 3
occurring between the fuel pellets, the augmentation factor is
applied.

4.4.2.4 Void Fraction Distribution;
,

The core average void fraction and the maximum void-fraction are
calculated using the Maurer method (M) . The ' void fractions
discussed below are values for the reactor operating conditions

..

!

and engineering factors given in Table 4.4-1, for the radial
power distribution in Figure 4.4-1 and 4.4-2, and for the 1.26
peaked axial power distribution in Figure 4.4-3. For these
conditions, only stibcooled boiling occurs in the core. '

The core average void fraction is essentially zero. The local B
'

maximum void fraction is 0.4% and occurs at the exit of the '

subchannel adjacent to the rod with the minimum DNBR. The 1

average exit void fractions and qualities in.different regions of.
'

j

the core are shown in Figure 4. 4-4 ' for the core - radial' power
distribution shown in Figure 4.4-1. The axial distribution of
void fraction and quality in the subchannel adjacent to the rod
with the minimum DNBR is shown in Figure 4.4-5. The average void
fraction in that subchannel'is less than 0.1%. B

4.4.2.5 Core Coolant Flow Distribution

The core inlet flow distribution is required as input to the TORC '

thermal margin code (refer to Section 4.4.4.5.2). The inlet flowO distribution for 4-loop operation.was determined from a System'80
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reactor flow model test. Descriptions of the model test and the
resulting core inlet flow distribution are given in

Section 4.4.4.2.1.
)

4.4.2.6 Core Pressure Drons and Evdraulio Loads >

1

4 4.2.6.1 Reactor Vessel Flow Distribution

The design minimum coolant flow entering the four reactor vessel {
inlet nozzles is given in Table 4.4-1. The main coolant flow ,

path in the reactor vessel is down the annulus between the
reactor vecsel and the core support barrel, through the flow
skirt, up through the core support region and the reactor core, -

through the fuel alignment plate, and out through the two reactor
vessel outlet nozzles. A portion of this flow leaves the main ;

flow path as shown schematically in Figure 4.4-6. Part of the
'

bypass flow is used to cool the ranctor internals in the areas
not in the main coolant flow path and to cool the CEAs. Table >

4.4-3 lists the bypass flow paths and the percent of the total
vessel flow that enters and leaves these paths.

|

The thermal margin calculations conservatively use the design
maximum bypass flow of 3.0% of the total vessel flow as compared
to the calculated bypass flow of 2.3% shown in Table 4.4-3. ;

4.4.2.6.2 Reactor Vessel and Core Pressure Drops -

The irrecoverable pressure losses from the inlet to the outlet
nozzles are calculated using standard loss coefficient methods
and information from System 80 flow model tests. These pressure
losses have been verified by results from the final flow test on
the complete System 80 reactor flow model, and are further p

j confirmed by operational data from Palo Verde Unit 1.

! Pressure losses at 100% power, the design minimug primary coolant
i flow, and an operating pressure of 2250 lb/in. are listed in I,

Table 4.4-4 together with the coolant temperature used to i
,

calculate each pressure loss. The calculated pressure losses )'

include both geometric and Reynolds number dependent effects. |

4.4.2.6.3 Hydraulic Loads on Internal Components

The significant steady state - hydraulic loads which act on the
reactor internals during post-core steady state operation are

'

listed in Table 4.4-5. These loads are determined from i

analytical methods and from results of reactor flow model and |
component test programs (refer to Certions 4.4.4.2.1 and l

4.4.4.2.2, respectively). The design hydrnulic loads consist of ;

steady state drag and impingement loads, and the fluctuating -I
loads induced by pump-induced pressuro pulsations, vortex 1

shedding, and turbulence, i

i
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coefficients, diversion crossflow resistance and >

momentum parameters, turbulent interchango constants,
and hot fuel rod energy deposition fraction.

,

2. The uncertainty in the analytical model to compute the.
actual distribution of flow and the local subchannel
coolant conditions.

3. The uncertainty in the CE-1 correlation to predict DNB.

B. The following paragraphs discuss the above uncertainties and
the allowances for them, if needed, in tho' thermal margin
analysis of the cores;

q

1. Uncertainty in the input to the core analytical model: ,

a. Uncertainty in core geometry, as manifested by ,

manufacturing variations within. tolerances, is
considered by the inclusion of engineering factors in '

; the DNBR analyses; see Section 4.4.2.2.2 for discussion '

of the method used to compute conservative values,

b. Uncertainties on the power distribution factors are
j (. applied in the COLSS and RPS (see Section 7.7).

c. The core inlet flow distribution is obtained from flow ,

model testing discussed in Section 4.4.4.2.
Uncertainties in the core flow distribution are
included in the design method for TORC analyses. '

d. Uncertainties in the core inlet temperature
distribution and core exit pressure distribution are
included in the design method for TORC analyses.

e. The Blasius single-phase friction factor equation for
smooth rods is given and shown to be valid in Section
4.4.4.2.3. The spacer grid loss coefficient for the
high impact grid is obtained from pressure drop data
discussed in Section 4.4.4.2.3.

f

f. The value of minimum DNBR is relatively insensitive to
crossflow resistance and momentum parameters (p) .

g. Section 4.4.4.1 describes the testing to determine the
inverse Peclet number which is indicative of the
turbulent flow interchange between subchannels. The
inverse Peclet number is input to the TORC code and is -

m used to determine the effect of turbulent interchange
I on the enthalpy rise in adjacent subchannels. From the
| testing, a value of 0.0035 is justified.

4.4-15
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h. The same fuel rod energy deposition fraction is used
for the hot rod as for the average rod. The hotter the
rod, the lower is the actual value of energy deposition
fracticn with respect to that for the average rod. A

lower energy deposition fraction reduces the hot rod
heat flux and thereby increases its DNBR. The use of
the average rod energy deposition fraction for the hot
rod is therefore conservative. See Section 4.3 for a
discussion of the calculation of the energy deposition
fractions.

2. Uncertainty in the analytical model

The ability of the TORC code to predict accurately

subchannel local conditions in rod bundles is described in
CENPD-161 (6). The ability of the code to predict
accurately the core wide coolant conditions is described in
CENPD-206 (13 However, an allowance for TORC code
uncertainty Tis) . included in the Statistical Combination of B i

Uncertainties analysis as discussed in Section 4.4.2.9.5. i

!
3. Uncertainty in the DNB correlation

The uncertainty in the DNB correlation is determined by a :

statistical analysis of DNB test data. A value of 1.20 has B .!
!been shown to provide a 95% probability with 95% confidence

that DNB will not occur on a fuel rod having that minimum i

DNBR (3).

4.4.2.9.5 Statistical combination of Uncertainties (SCU)
'

i

Use of a 1.24 MDNBR limit with a best-estimate design CETOP model
t will ensure, with at least 95% probability and 95% confidence, p ,

i
that the hot pin will not experience a departure from nucleate ,

'

boiling. The 1.24 MDNBR limit includes explicit allowances for
system parameter uncertainties, CHF correlation uncertainty, rod [

bow, the NRC penalties for the TORC code uncertainty and CHF ,

correlation " prediction uncertainty," and.a 0.01 penalty for the i

HID grids. ,

i

Several conservatisms are included in the SCO methodology ( 8_) . B j
The significant conservatisms include.

I

1. Combination of system parameter probability !
distribution functions at the 95% confidence level to !

yield a resultant MDNBR at >95% confidence.
:

2. Use of pessimistic system parameter probability
,

distribution functions. .

'

f
i. t

*

'
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3. Derivation of the new MDNBR' limit such that it applies
to both 4-pump and 3-pump operation.

.

4 Use of the single most adverse set of state parameters i

to generate the response surface. i

!
5. Application of the CE-1 critical heat flux (CHF) ,

correlation uncertainty based on the worst 16 x 16 ;

assembly test section.
;

6. Application of the additional ~ NRC CHF correlation '

uncertainty penalty (" prediction uncertainty").- g

7. Application of the NRC-imposed code uncurtainty
penalty.

8. Application of the 0.01 DNBR HID grid penalty imposed
by NRC on the CE-1 CHF correlation.

4.4.2.10 Flux Tilt Considerations :

An allowance for degradation in the power distribution in the X-Y,

O plane (commonly referred to as flux tilt) is provided in the ,

protection limit setpoints even though little, if any, tilt in i

the X-Y plane is expected.

'

The tilt, along with other pertinent core parameters, is
continually monitored during operation by the COLSS (described in
Section 7.7). If the core margins are not maintained, the COLSS
actuates an alarm, requiring the operator to take corrective
action. The CPCs actuate a trip if limiting _ safety system
settings are reached.

.

The thermal margin calculations used in designing the reactor
core are performed using the TORC and CETOP codes. The TORC and g
CETOP codes, which are described in Section 4.4.4.5.2, are based
on an open core analytical method- for performing such
calculations and treats the entire core on a three-dimensional ,basis. Thus, any asymmetry or tilt in the power distribution is

'

analyzed by providing the corresponding power distribution in the | B
,

TORC and CETOP input.

4.4.3 DESCRIPTION OF THERNAL AND HYDRAULIC DESIGN OF THE
REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEN (RC8)

A summary description of the RCS is given in Section 5.1. !

O
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4.4.3.1 Plant Conficturation Data

An isometric view of the RCS -is given in Figure 4.4-8. !

Dimensions are shown on the general arrangement drawings, Figures i

5.1.3-1 and 5.1.3-2. Table 4.4-6 lists the valves and pipe
'

fittings which form part of the RCS. ,

Table 4.4-7 lists the design minimum flow through each flow path :

in the RCS.

Table 4.4-8 provides the volume, minimum flow area, flow path !

length, height and liquid level of each volume, and bottom' ,

elevation for each component within the RCS. i

Components of the Safety Injection System (SIS) are located so as
to meet the criteria for net positive suction head discussed in B

Section 6.3. Line lengths and sizes for the SIE are determined :

so as not to violate the fluid delivery rates assumed in the. :

safety analyses described in Chapter 15. The total head losses
throughout the injection lines are determined so as not to exceed !

the head losses deduced from the fluid delivery rate, j
!

Table 5.1.1-1 provides a steady-state pressure, temperature, and :

flow distribution throughout the RCS. >

4.4.3.2 Operatina Restrictions on Pumas

The minimum RCS pressure at any given temperature is limited by
the required net positive suction head (NPSH) for the reactor '

coolant pumps during portions of plant heatup and cooldown. To
ensure that the pump NPSH requirements are met under all possible ;

operating conditions, an operating curve is used which gives
permissible RCS pressure as a function of temperature.

The reactor coolant pump NPSH restriction on this curve is
determined by using the NPSH requirement for one pump operation .

(maximum flow, hence, maximum required NPSH) and correcting it [

for pressure and temperature instrument errors and pressure !

measurement location. The NPSH required .versus pump flow is j

supplied by the pump vendor. Plant operation below this curve is |
prohibited. At low reactor coolant temperature and pressure,

,

other considerations require that the minimum pressure versus }

temperature curve be above the NPSH curve. !
B !

.

!

.

e i.
i

!
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4.4.3.3 Tennerature-Power Operatina Man

A temperature-power operating map (temperature control program)
is provided in Section 5.4.10.

The adequacy of natural circulation for decay heat removal after
i reactor shutdown has been verified analytically and by tests on
i the Palisades reactor (Docket No. 50-255) and Calvert Cliffs Unit
| 1 (Docket No. 50-317). The core AT in the analysis has been
; shown to be lower than the normal full power AT; thus the thermal
: and mechanical loads on the core structure are less severe than

normal design conditions. In addition, St. Lucie Unit 1 (Docket p
No. 50-335) and Palo Verde Unit 1 (Docket 50-528) successfully
performed cooldowns from full power conditions using only natural
circulation following reactor trip.

, Heat removed from the core during natural circulation may be
| rejected by dumping steam to either the main condenser or the

atmosphere; the rate of heat removal may be controlled to
'

maintain core T within allowable limits.

4.4.3.4 Load Followina Characteristics

'1he design features of the RCS influence its load following and
transient response. The RCS is capable of following the normal

| transients identified in Section 3.9.1.1. These requirements are
' considered when designing the pressurizer spray and heater

systeins , charging / letdown system, reactor regulating system
(RRS), and feedwater regulating system. Finally, these ;

transients are included in the equipment specification for each '

RCS component to ensure the structural integrity of the system. j

When load changes are initiated, the RRS senses a change in the
turbine power and positions CEAs to attain the programmed average !

coolant temperature. RCS boron concentration can also be
adjusted to attain the appropriate coolant temperature. The
feedwater system employs a controller which senses changes in
steam flow, feedwater flow, and water level and acts to maintain
steam generator level at the desired point. The pressurizer
pressure and level control systems respond to deviations from
preselected setpoints caused by the expansion or contraction of
the reactor coolant and actuate the spray or heaters and the i

charging or letdown systems as necessary to maintain pressurizer
pressure and level.

4.4.3.5 Thermal and Hydraulic Characteristics Table

Principal thermal and hydraulic characteristics of the RCSO components are listed in Table 4.4-9.
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4.4.4 EVALUATION ,

4.4.4.1 critical peat Flux
!

The margin to critical heat flux (CHF) or DNB is expressed in 4

'

terms of the DNBR. The DNBR is defined as the ratio of the heat
flux required to produce DNB at the calculated local coolant ,

conditions to the actual heat flux.
was used with the TORC and CETOPcorrelation (1)(2) ine DNBR values for normal operationThe CE-1 g

to determ scomputer codes (6)
and anticipated operational occurrences. The CE-1 correlation *

was developed in conjunction with the TORC code specifically for'

DNB margin predictions for fuel assemblies with standard spacer
grids similar to those in System 80. Topical Reports
CENPD-162(1) and CENPD-207(2) provide detailed information on the
CE-1 correlation and source data, and comparisons with other data
and correlations. In brief, the correlation is based on data
from tests conducted for C-E at the chemical Engineering Research

,

Laboratories of Columbia University. Those tests used
,

electrically-heated 5 x 5 array rod bundler corresponding
dimensionally to a portion of a 16 x 16 or 14 x 14 fuel assembly

'

with standard spacer grids. The test programs conducted for the
16 x 16 and 14 x 14 geometries each included tests to determine
the ef fects on DNB of the CEA guide tube, heated length, axial
grid spacing, and lateral and axial power distributions.
The uniform axial power CE-1 correlation (1) was developed from
DNB data for six test sections with the following
characteristics:

,

Heated Axial Grid
| Fuel Assembly No. Heated Later61 Power Length Spacing

'

|
Geometry Rods Distribution- (ft) (in.)

:

16 x 16 25 Uniform 7 16.0'

,

'

16 x 16 21 Nonuniform 7 18.3
16 x 16 21 Nonuniform 12.5 17.4 )
14 x 14 25 Uniform 7 14.3

| 14 x 14 21 Nonuniform 7 14.3
| 14 x 14 21 Nonuniform 12.5 14.3
l

,

|

,

!
9

O
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reactor fuel assembly (15 x 15) . The validity of the inverse
Peclat number of 0.0035 for the 16 x 16 assembly with standard :'
grids was verified with data obtained in the tests conducted at

'

Columbia University (1).

The design basis requires that the minimum DNBR for normal
operation and anticipated operational occurrences be chosen to i

provide a 95% . probability at the 95% confidence level that'DNB
will not occur on a fuel rod having that minimum DNBR. :

'

Statistical evaluation of the CE-1 correlation and relevant data
shows that the appropriate minimum DNBR is 1.13 (1) (2) . Based on
review of CENPD-162 (1) and CENPD-207 (2) , the NRC requires use of g
a minimum DNBR of 1.19. Therefore, the minimum DNBR used for
design is 1.19 for fuel with standard grids and 1.20 for fuel 3

as a result of the Statistical combination of Uncertainties (SCU) |F
with HID grids. This limit was increased to 1.24 for System 80

analysis (see Section 4.4.2.9.5).

4.4.4.2 Reactor Hydraulics ,

4.4.4.2.1 Reactor Flow Model Tests

(~T The hydraulic design of the System 80 reactor vessel and
V internals is supported by a three-phase flow test program with ;

geometrically scaled models. In the first phase, 1/8 scale
air-flow model tests were conducted at Kraftwerk Union AG (KWU)
to refine the geometry of the lower plenum and core support
structure to attain an acceptable core inlet flow distribution.
In these tests, geometric scaling was maintained up to the core i

inlet. The reactor core was represented by a single orifice
| plate matching the flow resistance through the lower end fitting ;

and lower-most spacer grid, housed in a core shroud envelope.'

| The core inlet flow distribution was mapped by velocity probe
measurements downstream of the orifice plate. Because of the *

simplified core modeling and ncasurement technique, the KWU test
| results are considered to be preliminary.
I
; In the second phase, 3/16 scale water-flow tests were condu ed

in the C-E Nuclear Laboratories to refine the hydras ic -

I performance of the upper plenum region, with respect to prest are
. drop and structural hydraulic loading. In these tests there was

| no representation of the reactor core.
I

I In the third phase, a 3/16 scale water-flow model of the entire
'

reactor and internals was tested to verify the design hydraulic
parameters based on analysis and results of earlier tests. This
reactor flow model incorporates the minor design changes made

O after completion of the earlier model tests. Model components
are geometrically similar to reactor components, except for the
core. Individual fuel assemblies are represented in the third
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test model by an array of square tubes. An axial distribution of [
orifice plates and of cross-flow holes in the double-wall !

;
boundaries between adjoining core tubes are sized to provide the
axial and lateral flow hydraulic resistance of the reactor core. i

This "open-core" flow modeling technique is a continuation of [
testing methods applied for the C-E 3410 MWt Series reactors (San
Onofre Units 2 and 3, Forked River Unit 1, Waterford Unit 3, ,

Pilgrim Unit 2), as described in CENPD-206(13) . Details of the
,

System 80 reactor flow model test and portions of the test a
results are presented in Appendix 4A. |B
Hydraulic design parameters derived from reactor flow model test!
results include |

o The core inlet flow distribution and core-exit pressure
distribution. ,

|o Pressure drops in the reactor vessel.
!

o Hydraulic loads on reactor internal components.

A. Core Inlet Flow and Core Exit Pressure Distributions

The core inlet flow and core exit pressure distributions are
required as input to the TORC code for core thermal margin
analysis (Refer to Section 4.4.4.5.2). ;

!

The 4-loop core inlet flow distribution used in the TORC 1

analysis :.s based in part on the results from the 1/8 scale .

lower plenum tests conducted at KWU. The flow distribution ,

is characterized as having average or higher fuel assembly
flow rates for the central assembly locations in the core, i

and lower than average assembly flow rates for the
'

peripheral assembly locations. The core exit pressure
,

distribution is based on an extrapolation of the pressure :

distribution measured in the 3410 MWt Class reactor flow :
model test program described in CENPD-206 (Reference 13). !

The core exit pressure distribution is characterized as
having lower than average exit pressures in the centrally
located fuel assemblies and higher than average exit
pressures in the peripheral fuel assemblies. !

!

These core hydraulic boundary conditions were verified by e

'

the results from the 3/16 scale System 80 reactor flow model
'

test. Flow model test information is used to define the
core inlet flow distribution conditions for transients
involving the shutdown of one or more loops. The test >

information was obtained from the 1/8 scale System 80 lower [
plenum model test and from model tests on earlier C-E r

reactor designs.
>
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B. Addition of the capability for handling non-zero lateral

boundary conditions on the periphery of a collection of
parallel flow channels. This capability is particularly
important when analyzing a group of subchannels within the
hot fuel assembly.

C. Addition of the capability to handle non-uniform core exit
pressure distributions.

D. Insertion of standard C-E empirical correlations and the
ASME fluid property relationships.

Details of ths lateral momentum equations and the empir'ical
correlations used in the TORC code are given in CENPD-161 (6).

TheapplicationoftheTORCcodefordetailedcorethermalmargin|Bcalculations typically involves two or three stages. The first
stage consists of calculating coolant conditions throughout the
core on a coarse mesh basis. The core is modelled such that the
smallest unit represented by a flow channel is a single. fuel
assembly. The three-dimensional power distribution in the core
is superimposed on the core coolant inlet flow and temperature
distributions.

'

The core inlet flow and core exit static pressure distributions
are obtained from flow model tests discussed in Section 4.4.4.2,
and the inlet temperature for normal four-loop operation is
assumed uniform. The axial distributions of flow and enthalpy in
each fuel assembly are then calculated on the basis that the fuel
assemblies are hydraulically open to each other. Also determined
during this stage are the transport quantities of mass, momentum
and energy which cross the lateral boundaries of each flow
channel.

In the second stage, typically the hot assembly and adjoining
fuel assemblies are modelled with a coarse mesh. The hot
assembly is typically divided into four to five partial assembly
regions, one of these regions is centered on the subchannels
adjacent to the rod having the minimum DNBR. The
three-dimensional power distribution is euperimposed on the core
coolant inlet flow and temperature distributions. The lateral
transport of mass, momentum, and energy from the stage one
calculations is imposed on the peripheral boundary enclosing the
hot assembly and its neighbors. The axial distributions of flow
and enthalpy in each channel are calculated as well as the
transport quantities of mass, momentum, and energy which cross
the lateral boundary of each flow channel. In some cases, the
hot assembly detail normally included in the second stage is B

O included in the first stage, thereby eliminating the need for the
intermediate stage. In these cases, the second stage is the
subchannel model discussed below.

Amendment 'B
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The third stage involves a fine mesh modelling of the
partial-assembly region which centers on the subchannels adjacent
to the rod having the minimum DNBR. All of the flow channels
used in this stage are hydraulically open to their neighbors.
The output from the stage two calculations, in terms of the
lateral transport of mass, momentum, and energy is imposed on the
lateral boundaries of the stage three partial assembly region.
Engineering factors are applied to the minimum DNBR rod and
subchannel to account for uncertainties on the enthalpy rise and
heat flux due to manufacturing tolerances. The local coolant
conditions are calculated for each flow channel. These coolant
conditions are then input to the DNB correlation and the minimum
value of DNBR in the core is determined.
A more detailed description of thic procedure with example is
contained in CENPD-161(1) . This procedure is used to analyze in
detail any specific three-dimensional power distribution
superimposed on an explicit core inlet flow distribution. The
detailed core thermal margin calculations are used primarily to
develop and to support the simplified design core thermal margin
calculational scheme discussed below.

The method used for design calculations is discussed in. detail in -

CENPD-206(M). In summary, the method is to use one limiting hot
assembly radial power distribution for all analyses, to raise or
lower the hot assembly power to provide the proper maximum rod
radial power factor, and to use the core average mass velocity in;

all fuel assemblies except the hot assembly. The appropriate'

reduction for the hot assembly mass velocity was determined by p
the System 80 flow model tests (see Section 4.4.4.2.1). This
methodology is used in the thermal margin analyses of the System
80 reactors.

The CETOP code (2), a variant of the TORC code, is used as a
design code for System 80 the?. mal margin analyses. CETOP has the
same theoretical bases as TORC, but has been improved to reduce g
execution time. The CETOP code uses the transport coefficients
to obtain accurate determination of diversion crossflow and
turbulent mixing between adjoining channels with a less detailed
calculational model. Furthermore, a predictor-corrector method
is used to solve the conservation equations, replacing the
iterative method used in the TORC code, and thereby reduce
execution time. The conservatism of CETOP relative to TORC is
assured by benchmarking analyses which demonstrate that CETOP
yields accurate or conservative DNBR results relative to TORC..

1 O
Amendment F
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TABLE 4.4 1
($heet 1 of 2) .

THERMAL AND HYDRAULIC PARAMETER $

Reactor Parameters System 80+ System 80 Waterford-3 i
,

Core Average Characteristics at Full Power:

Total core heat output, MWt 3,800 3,800 3,390

Totalcoreheatoutput,millionBtu/h 12,970 12,970 11,570

Average fuel rod energy deposition 0.975 0.975 0.975
fraction

Hot fuel rod energy deposition fraction 0.975 0.975 0.975

Primary system pressure, psia 2,250 2,250 2,250

Reactor inlet coolant temperature, 'F 558 565 553

Reactor outlet coolant temperature, 'F 615 621 611-

Core exit average coolant temperature, 'F 617 624 613

Average core enthalpy rise, Btu /lbm 81 82 81

Design minimum primary coolant flow 445,600 445,600 396,000
rate, gpm

Design maximum core bypass flow, % of 3.0 3.0 3.5
primary

Design minimum core flow rate, gpm 432,200 432,200 382,000i

'

Hydraulic diameter of nominal subchannel, 0.471 0.471 0.471
in. p

2Core flow area, ft 60.8 60.8 54.7

Coreavgmgssvelocity,million 2.64 2.62 2.61
lbm/h-ft

Core avg coolant velocity, ft/s 16.6 16.7 16.3

Core avg fuel rod heat flux, Btu /h ft 185,100 185,100) 182,4002 a

'

Total heat transfer area, ft 68,320 68,320) 62,0002 a

a) Corrected values for System 80 design

Amendment F
December 15, 1989
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TABLE 4.4-1(Cont'd) |
(Sheet 2 of 2) -|

THERMAL AND HYDRAULIC PARAMETERS j

|
Reactor Parameters System 80+ System 80 Waterford 3 j

Average fuel rod linear heat rate kW/ft 5.42 5.42 5.34- I
F j

Powerdensity,kW/ liter 95.5 95.5 94.9- )

No of active fuel rods 54,764 54,764 49,580
i

Power Distribution Factors: |
Rod radial power factor 1.55 1.55 1.55 :

B ,

Nuclear power factor 2.28 2.28 2.28
,

Total heat flux factor 2.35 2.35 2.35

Maximum augmentation factor 1.059 1.059- 1.041

Maximum gap length, in. 0.761 0.761 1.20

Engineering Factors:
Engineering heat flux factor 1.03 1.03 1.03

,

Engineering enthalpy rise factor 1.03 1.03 1.03

Pitch, Bowing, and Clad Diameter Enthalpy 1.05 1.05 1.05
Rise

f

Engineering factor on linear heat rate 1.03 1.03 1.03

Characteristics of Rod and Channel with
Minimum DNBR:

Maximum fuel rod heat flux, Btu /h-ft2 434,900 434,900) 428,000a

Maximum fuel rod linear heat rate, kW/ft 12.7 12.7 12.5 F

00 maximum steady state temperature, 'F 3,200 3,205) 3,180a
2

Outlet temperature, 'F 640.1 645.7 ) 642|0
a

,

Outlet enthalpy, Btu /lbm 676.6 687 l ) 680|F
a

Minimum DNBR at nominal conditions 2.10 1.98 ) 2,07 ga

(CE-1 correlation) B W
a) Based on updated System 80 flow distribution

Amendment F.
December 15,.1989
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TA8LE 4.4-2 )
;COMPARISON OF THE DEPARTURE FRON NUCLEATE B0ILING '

RATI0S COMPUTED WITH DIFFEarNT CAD _DFLATIONS

IDNBRs for Reactor
Conditions Giving a

1.24 CE-1
DNBRs for Nominal Minimum DNBR in ,

Reactor Conditions Natrix Subchannel _,

Subchannel Subchannel |

Natrix Next to Natrix Next to i

Correlation - Subchannel Guide Tube Subchannel Guide Tube; y

CE-1 2.26 2.10 1.24 1.12

Original W-3(4) 2.60 2.80 1.20 1.26 ;

P,evised W-3(5) 2.60 2.28 1.20 1.19

O !
.

|

,

1

.

I

O .

Amendment F
December 15, 1989
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TABLE 4.4-4

REACTOR VE$SEL BEST ESTIMATE
PRES $URE LOSSES AB COOLANT TEMPERATURES

Pressuregoss Temperature
Connonent (1b/in. ) ('F)

Inlet nozzle and 90* turn 7.7 558

Downcomer, lower plenum, and support
structure 16.6 558

F
Fuel assembly 16.8 589

Fuel assembly outlet to outlet
nozzle 16a 617

Total pressure loss 57.9

O

I

|

O
Amendment F-
December 15, 1989-
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TABLE 4.4-6

RCS VALVES AE PIPE FITTIM S

- Pressure Boundary Valves -

Valve Valve No. Sire fin.)' -Ryantity

Pressurizer Safety Valves RC-200, RC-201 6X8 4
RC-202, RC-203

Pressurizer Spray Control Valves RC-100E, RC-100F 3 2-

Spray Bypass Needle Valves RC-236,.RC-237 3/4 2

Refueling Level Indicator RC-214 3/4 1
Connection Isolation Valve

Reactor Vessel Head Vent Isolation RC-212 3/4 1
Valve

..... ..... . . ... . . ..

All other RCS valves are identified in Section 5.4. The Safety Depressurization
System valves are identified in Section 6.7. F

i

- RCS Pipe Fittings -

Elbows Sire (in.) Radius (in.) Quantity

35' 42 63 2 I

45' 30 45 4 l

90' 30 45 8

44'9' 30 45 4

)

O

Amendment F
December 15, 1989
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TA8LE 4.4-8

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM GE0 METRY

Flow Path Top Elevation Botton Elevation Minimus Flow Volume
2 3

ConDonent Lenoth (ft) fdi fft) fdi fft) Area fft ) fft )

Hot Leg 14.06 2.38 - 1.75 9.62 135.27
Suction Leg 24.32 0.58 - 9.97 4.91 119.38-
Discharge Leg 19.30 1.25 - 1.25 4.91 94.74
Pressurizer (e) 2400

ILiquid Level (full power) (e) (e) 50.07 ,I 1200 p
Surge Line 77.99 (e) 1.75 0.56 43.62
Steam Generator

Inlet Nozzle 3.07 3.90 - 0.48 9.62 25.55
Outlet Nozzle 2.79 2.41 - 1.19 4.91 12.67
Inlet Plenum 4.74(b) 6.48 - 0.10 19.07 410.98 8

Outlet Plenum 4.74(b) 6.48 - 0.10 9.74 410.98
Tubes (Active & Inactive) 61.15 40.94 6.48 0.002(C) 1939.60

Rezctor Vessel
Inlet Nozzle (ea) 3.7 1.4 - 1.5 4.9 21.7
Downcomer 21.4 11.7 -22.6 33.8 1157.1
Lower Plenum 3.2 -20.5 -25.9 32.5 430.2
Lower Support Structure & 2.8 -17.7 -20.5 44.4 239.2

. Inactive Core
Active Core 12.5 - 5.3 -17.8 60.8 888.2
Upper Inactive Core- 2.8 - 2.5 - 5.3 46.3 262.9
Outlet Plenum 5.7 2.1 - 2.4 26.6 459.4
Core Shroud Bypass 15.9 - 2.7 -19.6 0.1 240.6
CEA Shroud Assembly & Tie 17.9 15.6 - 3.5 0.4 1352.5

Tubes

UGS, CEA Shroud Annulus 10.6 12.7 2.1 1.6 226.0
Top Head 3.2 19.9 12.7 7.8 422.6
Outlet Nozzle 4.0 1.7 - 1.8 9.6 32.2

a. For the cylinder. d. Reactor Vessel nozzle centerline is the reference
b. Represents a geometrical rather than an elevation. It has an elevation of 0.0 ft. F

actual flow path length. e. See Section 5.4.
c. Flow path area per tube.

Amendment F
December 15, 1989
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TABLE 4.4-9 i

(Sheet 1of2) !

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM COMP 0NENT
THERMAL Ale HYDRAULIC DATA ,

| Cou,ecnsnt Data
: !

Reactor Vessel
. !' Rated core thermal power, MWt 3,800 i

Design pressure, psia 2,500 6

Operating pressure, psia 2,250
_

Coolant outlet temperatura, *F 615 B
'

: Coolant inlet temperature, 'F 558
' Coolant outlet state Subcooled6Total coolant flow,10 lb/h 165.6 -

Average coolant enthalpy'

Inlet, Btu /lb 557 B
<

i Outlet, Btu /lb 635 ;

Averagecoolan} density !,

Inlet,lb/ft 46.3<

3"
Outlet, lb/ft 41.8-

.

Steam Generators;

Number of units 2
'

Primary Side (or tube side) '

Design pressure / temperature, psia /'F 2,500/650
| Operating pressure, psia 2,250

Inlet temperature, 'F 615
Outlet temperature, 'F 558

Secondary Side (or shell side)
Designpressure/ temperature, psia /'F 1,200/570 B

'

Full load steam pressure / temperature, psia /'F 1,000/545
Zero load steam pressure, psia 1,100

.

6
|- Total steam flow per gen., lb/h _8.56 x 10 <

Full load steam quality, % (minimum) 99.75 F
'

Feedwater temperature, full power, 'F 450 <

Pressurizer

Design pressure, psia 2,500
Design temperature, 'F 700 :
Operating pressure, psia 2,500
Operatingtemperatuge,'F 647 B !

q Internal volume (ft ) 2,400

V- Heaters
Type and rating of heaters, kW Immersion /50
Installed heater capacity, kW 1,800

-

Amendment F
December 15, 1989
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TABLE 4.4-9 (Cont'd)

($heet2of2)
REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM COMP 0NENT

THERRAL Ale NYDRAULIC DATA

component Data

Reactor Coolant Pumps

Number of units 4

Type Vert.-Centrifigual
Designcapacity,(gpm) 111,400
Design pressure / temperature, psia /'F 2,500/650
Operating pressure, psia 2,250
Type drive Squirrel cage

induction motor
Total dynamic head, ft 365
Rating and power requirements, hp, hot 8,850-
Pump speed, rpm 1,190
Total heat input to RCS, MWt 17

Reactor Coolant Piping
6Flow per loop (10 lb/h)

Hot leg 82
Cold leg 41

Pipe size (inside dia.), in.
Hot leg 42
Cold leg

Suction leg 30
Discharge leg 30

Pipedesignpress./ temp., psia /*F 2,500/650
Pipe operating press./ temp., psia /'F

Hot leg 2,250/615 g
Cold leg 2,250/558

,

9
Amendment B
' March 31, 1988
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4.5 REACTOR MATERIALS

4.5.1 CONTROL ELEMENT DRIVE STRUCTURAL MATERIALS

4.5.1.1 Material Specifications

A. The materials used in the control element drive mechanism
(CEDM) reactor coelant prese.ure boundary components are as
follows:

1. Motor housing assembly

SA 182, Type 347 (austenitic stainless steel)

ASME Code Case N-4-11 (modified Type 403 - martensitic
stainless steel), and additional requirements of ASME F

SA-182

SB 166 (nickel-chromium alloy)
2. Upper pressure housing

SA 213, Type 316 (austenitic stainless steel)O SA 479, Type 316 (austenitic stainless steel) D

The above listed materials are also listed in Section III of
the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. In addition, the ymaterials comply with Sections II and IX of the ASME Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Code. Code Case N-4-11 is acceptable
per Regulatory Guide 1.85.

The functions of the above listed components are described
in Section 3.9.4.1.

B. The materials in contact with the reactor coolant used inthe CEDM motor assembly components are as follows:

1. Latch guide tubes

ASTM A269, Type 316 (austenitic stainless steel)

Chrome oxide (plasma spray treatment)

2. Magnet and spacer

ASTM A276, Type 410 (martensitic stainless steel)
.

O
Amendment F
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3. Latch and magnet housing

ASTM A276, Type 316 '(austenitic stainless steel)

QQ-C-320, Class 2B (chrome plating) D

ASTM A276, Type 440C (martensitic stainless steel)

4. Spacer

ASTM A240, Type 304 (austenitic stainless steel)

5. Alignment Tab

ASTM A276, Type 410 (martensitic stainless steel)

6. Spring

AMS 5690B, Inconel X-750 (nickel base alloy)

7. Pin

Haynes Stellite No. 6B (cobalt base alloy)

8. Dowel pin

ASTM A314, Type 410 (martensitic-stainless steel)

9. Spacer and screw

ASTM A276, Type 321 (austenitic stainless steel)
|

| 10. Stop

ASTM A276, Type 304 (austenitic stainless steel)

11. Latch and pin

Haynes Stellite No. 36 (cobalt base alloy)

12. Locking cup and screws

Type 300 Series austenitic stainless steel

13. Steel Ball

F
| ASTM A276, Type 440C

| The functions of tlit CEDM motor assembly components are
j described 'in Section L.9.4.1.

Amendment F
4.5-2 December 15, 1989
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Weld heat affected zone sensitized austenitic stainless steel ,

(which will fail in the Strauss Test, ASTM A708) is avoided in :

control element drive mechanism structura3 components by careful
,

control of j
s

A. Weld heat input to less than 60 kJ/in

'
B. Interpass temperature to 350'F maximum

C. Carbon content to s 0.065 D

4.5.1.4 gontrol of Delta Ferrite in Austenitic Stainlest (
steel Welds i

The austenitic stainless steel, primary pressure retaining welds
in the control element drive mechanism structural components are
consistent with the recommendations of Regulatory Guj.de 1.31 as
follows:

The delta ferrite content of A-No.8 (Table 2W-442 of the ASMEi

Code, Section IX) austenitic stainless steel welding materials is
controlled to 5FN-20FN. D

The delta ferrite determination is carried out using methods
specified in the ASME Code, Section III, for each heat, lot or
heat / lot combination of weld filler material. For the submerged

j arc process, the delta ferrite determination for each wire / flux
combination may be made on a production or simulated
(qualification) production weld.

4.5.1.5 Cleanina and Contamination Protection Procedures
,

The procedure and practices followed for cleaning and
contamination protection of the control element drive mechanism

| structural components are in compliance with the recommendations
of Regulatory Guide 1.37 (including ANSI /ASME NQA-2-1983) and are
described belows f

Specific requirements for cleanliness and contamination
protection are included in the equipment specifications for
components fabricated with austenitic stainless steel. The
provisions described below indicate the type of procedures
utilized for components to provide contamination control during
fabrication, shipment, and storage.

Contamination of austenitic stainless steels of the Type 300
series by compounds that can alter the physical or metallurgical

p structure and/or properties of the material is avoided during all

V stages of fabrication. Painting of Type 300 series stainless
steels is prohibited. Grinding is accomplished with resin or

Amendment F
4.5-5 December 15, 1989
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rubber-bonded aluminum oxide or silicon carbide wheels that have !

not previously been used on materials other than Type 300 series |
stainless steel alloys, '

IInternal surfaces of completed components are cleaned to the
extent that grit, scale, corrosion products, grease, oil, wax

,

gum, adhered or embedded dirt, or extraneous material are notL ;,
visible to the unaided eye. .

Cleaning is effected by either solvents (acetone or isopropyl
alcohol) or inhibited water (300-200 ppm hydrazine). Water will
conform to the following requirements:

Halides

Chloride, ppm < 0.60
Fluoride, ppm < 0.40

Conductivity, ymhos/cm < 5.0

pH 6.0 - 8.0

Visual clarity No turbidity, oil or sediment

To prevent halide-induced integranular corrosion that could occur
in an aqueous environment with significant quantities of
dissolved oxygen, flushing water is inhibited via additions of
hydrazine. Experiments have proven these inhibitors to be '

effective, operational chemistry specifications preclude halides
and oxygen (both prerequisites for intergranular attacks) and are ;shown in Section 9.3.4.

4.5.2 REACTOR INTERNALS MATERIAL 8

4.5.2.1 Material Specifications

For reactor internals, the material specifications satisfy the'

l requirements of Article NG-2000 in Section III of the ASME Code. p
' The materials used in fabrication of the reactor internal

structures are primarily Type 304 tttainless steel. The flow
skirt is fabricated from Inconel. Welded connections are used
where feasible; however, in locations where mechanical
connections are required, structural fasteners are used which are
designed to remain captured in the event of a single failure.
Structural fastener material is typically a high strength
austenitic stainless steelt however, in less critical
applications Type 316 stainless steel is employed. Hardfacing of
Stellite material is used at wear points. The effect of ,

irradiation on the properties of the materials is considered in '

the design of the reactor internal structures. Work hardening
properties of austenitic stainless steels are not used.

Amendment F,
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The_following is a list of the major components of the reactor
internals together with their material specifications:

A. Core support barrel assembly

1. Type 304 austenitic stainless steel to the following-
specifications:

a. ASTM-A-182
b. ASTM-A-213
c. ASTM-A-240
d. ASTM-A-479

2. Precipitation hardened stainless steel to the following
specifications:

a. ASTM-A-453, Grade 660
b. ASTM-A-638, Grade 660

B. Upper guide structure assembly

1. Type 304_ austenitic stainless steel to the following
specifications:

a. ASTM-A-182
b. ASTM-A-240
c. ASTM-A-213
d. ASTM-A-479

D

2. Precipitation hardened stainless steel to the following
i specification:

a. ASTM-A-638, Grade 660

C. Core shroud assembly

1. Type 304 austenitic stainless steel to the following
specifications:,

a. ASTM-A-182
b. ASTM-A-240

D. Holddown ring

ASTM-A-182, modified to ASME Code Case N-124. This alloy is
Dtempered at 1040 to 1120'F in accordance with Code Case

N-124 requirements.

O
Amendment D
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E. Bolt and pin material

ASTM-A-453 and ASTM-A-638, Grade 660 material (trade name ,

A-286) is used for bolting and pin applications. This alloy I
is heat treated in accordance with the ASTM specifications D '
by precipitation hardening at 1300-1400*F for 16 hours to a

Its corrosionminimum yield strength of 85,000 psi. . Type 300 series ;properties are similar to those of the
austenitic stainless steels. It is austenitic in all
conditions of fabrication and heat treatment. This alloy
was used for bolting in previous reactor systems and test
facilities in contact with primary coolant and has proven ;

completely satisfactory.
,.

F. Chrome plating and hardfacing

Chrome plating or hardfacing are employed on reactor
'

internals components or portions thereof where required by
function. Chrome plating complies with Federal
Specification No. QQ-C-320. The- hardfacing material | Demployed is Stellite 25.

All of the materials employed in the reactor internals and
in-core instrument support system have performed satisfactorily
in operating reactors such as Palisades (Docket-50-255), Fort *

Calhoun (Docket-50-285) and Maine Yankee (Docket-50-309).

4.5.2.2 Weldina Acceptance standards

Welds employed on roactor internals and core support structures
are fabricated in accordance with Article NG-4000 in Section III, p
and meet the acceptance standards delineated in article NG-5000,
Section III, Division I, and control of welding is performed in
accordance with Section III, Division I, and Section IX of the

.

'

ASME Code. In addition, consistency with the recommendations of
Regulatory Guides 1.31 and 1.44 is described in Section 4.5.c.3. .

4.5.2.3 Fabrication and Processina of Austenitic Stainless- '

steel

The following information applies to unstabilized austenitic
stainless steel as used in the reactor internals.

4.5.2.3.1 Control of the Use of Sensitised hustenitic
stainless Steel

The recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.44, as described in
i Sections 4.5.2.3.1.1 through 4.5.2.3.2.5, are followed except for
, the criterion used to demonstrate freedom from sensitization. .

| The ASTM A708 Strauss Test is used in lieu of the ASTM A262
Method E, Modified Strauss Test, to demonstrate freedom from +

! Amendment F
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4.6 FUNCTIONAL DESIGN OF REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEM 8
0The System 80+ Standard Design includes the following reactivity )

control systems: the control element drive mechanisms (CEDMs), '

the safety injection system (SIS), and the chemical and volume
control system (CVCS). The CEDMs are referred to collectively.as ;i

the control rod drive system (CRDS). The. pertinent information, j
evaluations, and testing of the CRDS are treated in Section i

4.6.1, 4.6.2, and '4. 6. 3 respectively. The combined performance
of the CRDS and other reactivity control system is discussed in ,

Sections 4.6.4 and 4.6.5.

4.6.1 INFORMATION FOR THE CONTROL ROD DRIVE SYSTEM (CRD8)

The CRDS consists of the CEDMs. Component diagrams, description,
and characteristics of the CdDMs are presented in Section 3.9.4.

4.6.2 EVALUATION OF THE CRD5

The safety function of the CRDS is to drop CEAs into the reactor
core when the motive power is removed from the CEDM power bus.
The active interface between the RPS and.the CRDS is at the trip
circuit breakers located in the reactor trip switchgear (RTSG).

4.6.2.1 Sincie Failure

A failure mode and effects analysis of the RPS (including the
'

RTSG) is presented in Section 7.2, which demonstrates compliance
with IEEE Standard 279-1971, and shows that no-single failure in
the RPS can prevent the removal of electrical motive power from
the CEDMs. For the trip function, the CEDMs are essentially
passive devices. When power is removed from the CEDM coils, the
armature springs automatically cause the latches to be disengaged
from the CEDM drive shafts, allowing insertion of the CEAs by
gravity. For the execution of the trip function, all the CEDMs
are independent of one another. In other words, the failure of
one CEDM to trip does not affect the operability of any other
CEDM. Sufficient shutdown margin is always maintained to assure
that the shutdown capability can be retained in the event of a '

failure of any CEDM. Therefore, no single failure can prevent
the CRDS from providing sufficient scram reactivity to achieve a
shutdown.

4.6.2.2 Isolation of the CRDS from Other EauiDment
.

The interface between the CEDMs and the CEDM Control System is at
the CEDMCS power switches, which provide the isolation of the
motive power from the low voltage logic control signal. Theg
interface between the CEDMs and the CEAs involves noa

non-essential elements. Therefore, no isolation is required.

| Amendment B
4.6-1 March 31, 1988
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4.6.2.3 Protection fMa C-- Sn Mode Pailure-

4.6.2.3.1 Pipe Breaks
;

Protection of essential mystems from the consequences of a -t

postulated pipe rupture is described in Section 3.6.
F

!
,

;

,

4

,

I

w

O

:

,

t

|

| '

i
,

|
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4.6.3 TESTING AND VERIFICATION OF THE CRDS-
l

i The pre-core and post-core-CEDM performance' test is described in
1Chapter 14, which verifies the proper operation and sequencing of .|

the CEDMs.

4.6.4 INFORMATION FOR COMBINED PERFORMANCE OF THE
REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

Plan and elevation layout drawings of the reactivity ' control 4

systems are presented in the site-specific SAR. l

Table. 4.6-1 lists all the postulated accidents analyzed . in - I

Chapter 15 that take credit for two or more reactivity control
systems for preventing or mitigating each accident. The.related ,

reactivity systems are also tabulated.

4.6.5 EVALUATION OF COMBINED PERFORMANCE

The CRDS and SIS are-separated and totally diverse in design and
operation. In addition, since the CRDS and the SIS are protected
from missiles, pipe breaks and their effects, (as delineated in
Section 6.3) there are no credible potential common mode failures

( that could cause the combinatioc of the CRDS and SIS to fail''to F
,

provide . sufficient reactivity _nsertion to ' achieve a . reactor '

shutdown.
.

| As described in Section 9.3.4.1, the CVCS is a non-safety-grade
system and is not required to perform.any accident mitigation.or
safe shutdown function. .The CVCS is, however, designed for a
high degree of redundancy and relicbility,

i

:

O

Amendment F
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QE.

UNRESOLVED AND GENERIC 8AFETY. ISSUE 8

OVERVIEW

The objective of this. Appendix is to provide documentationfof the '

technical resolutions for all Unresolved; Safety Issues 'and
Medium- and High-Priority Generic Safety Issues (USIs , and GSIs) _
which are technically relevart to the System' 80+. Standard Design
as required by 10 CFR Part 52.47 for-Design' Certification.- This
Appendix is divided into Sections 1.0 through. 4.0 which.- present '
listings of the various issues'and those-applicable to the. System
80+ Standard Design..

For this Appendix, 734 USIs and GSIs were evaluated _ for - their j-

applicability to the System 80+ Standard Design based on - the l

review of NRC and industry documentation (e. g . , NUREG-0933 "A j
Prioritization Of Unresolved and' Generic Safety. Issues" -and. .

NUREG-1197, " Advanced Light Water Reactor Program, Management
Review Methodology") . These 734 issues are . listed ino Section
1.0. Section 2.0- identifies- the USIs and GSIs = technically.
applicable to the System 80+ Standard ~ Design and Section 3.0
contains a-cross-reference, among applicable issues,-based upon 1

NUREG-0933. Finally, Section 4.0 contains' the individual
technical resolutions to the applicable Unresolved and Generic
Safety Issues. i

After the system 80+ applicable issues were. identified, 'a -
methodology for the documentation of the technical-. resolution of
each issue was developed. Each applicable issue is comprised of
four sections: ISSUE, ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA,. RESOLUTION and' -

i

REFERENCES. The ISSUE statement section consists of a, brief
'

summary description of the safety issue. This is followed by the -
ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA section. These criteria are taken- from
NUREG-0933 in most cases, and, in the absence of a formal NRC
resolution, developed from accepted industry codes, guidelines,
standards- and/or good engineering practice. The RESOLUTION
section contains the technical resolution of the safety . issue
which is based upon the System 80+ Standard Design as described
within CESSAR-DC or other pertinent documentation as. listed in
the REFERENCES section. This four part structure for each safety i

issue is intended to establish how each safety issue is resolved
in a clear and concise manner. O

Amendment F 1

December 15, 1989
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1.0 NRC LIST OF UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUE 8 AND GENERIC
8AFETY ISSUES (USIs AND GSIq.}.

A total of 734 USIs- and GSIs are identified in: a "A- .

Prioritization of Generic Safety ~ ~ Issues" (NUREG-0933) *, . along '

with a summary of the status of each issue.: of the 734: issues,- j

386 were considered to be " resolved" on the basis that.the EPRI
Regulatory Stabilization Program, which reviewed all USIs . and
GSIs,_ determined them to be "Not-Applicable" (see NUREG-1197).-

i

The remaining 348 issues were considered to be applicable to the
design of Advanced Light - Water Reactors. Further review was
performed by Combustion Engineering, Inc. to determine the subset'.

of issues applicable to the System-80t Standard - Design ando the -
following two categories were established:

Category 1: Issues not Relevant to the System 80+ . Standard
i Design

'

An ' issue was eliminated for System 80+ Standard
Design if it met' one ' or more of the following
criteria:

. a. The issue is prioritized in - NUREG-0933 = as
DROPPED or LOW, or the issue has not yet been
prioritized.

'
b. The issue is specific to another design

(e.g., BWR, H, B&W).

c. The NRC identified the issue as resolved with
no new requirements and no references to old
requirements,

d. The NRC identified the issue as - either an -
operational, environmental, licensing, or NRC
internal' issue.

e. The. issue has been superseded by onn or more<
-

*

USIs and GSIs.

* The version of NUREG-0933 required by 10 CFR Part 52.47 ' is
that version current six months prior to application. For
the System 80+ Standard Design, the application is dated
March 30, 1989 and six months prior to this date, NUREG-0933-

through Supplement 8, June 1988, was in effect. However,

O for the System 80+ Design certification Program, NUREG-0933
through Supplement 9, April 1989, was used.

Amendment F
A-1 December 15, 1989
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O
f. The issue ' was. classified as a DROP ' issue in

the EPRI Regulatory Stabilization.-Program

.(see NUREG-1197).-

g. The: issue,was classified'as NOT. APPLICABLE _in
the EPRI ' Regulatory. Stabilization.. Program

! .(see-NUREG-1197).
|

| Category 2: Issues Relevant-to.<the system 80+ Standard Design-

The . above' categories and criteria correspond to_ = Categories 'la-
~

through ig, and Category 2 :in the composite list of . issues-
presented in this section.- In this. ' list, - USIs. are " Unresolved.-

Safety Issues" previously -identified in the- " Unresolved Safety'
~

-Issue Summary" NUREG-0606-and referenced in NUREG-0933. GSIs are
" Generic Safety . . Issues" and, i n ' s o m e _- c a s e s , they are further--

classified as ..a Licensing Issue |(GSI/LI) , - an NRC-'. Regulatory
Impact Issue (GSI/RI), or a Three Mile' Island . Iss,ue (GSI/TMI) .
As resolution of _ USIs and GSIs - progresses' through the? review -
process, the list of issues for: the System 80+. Standard Design' :!
may be-revised.

1

Table Al-1 provides a listing of 734 Unresolved. Safety Issues,and .

Generic Safety Issues.

,

e
Amendment F-

A-2 December 15,.1989
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TABLE A1-1 ,

! (Sheet 1 of 55)_

LISTING OF !

UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUES AND
GENERIC SAFETY ISSUES

'
.

t

'

ISSUE ISSUE
NUNBER ISSUE TITLE TYPE CATEGORY

:

1 FAILURES.IN GSI' la.

-AIR-MONITORING, AIR
i CLEANING, AND VENTILATION-

SYSTEMS ;"

2 FAILURE OF PROTECTIVE. GSI la .-*
"

DEVICES ON ESSENTIAL
EQUIPMENT

'

3 SETPOINT DRIFT IN GSI 2--

INSTRUMENTATION
,_

; 4 END-OF-LIFE MAINTENANCE GSI .1d
CRITERIA

5 DESIGN CHECK AND AUDIT-OF- 'GSI le
BALANCE OF' PLANT EQUIPMENT-

6 SEPARATION OF CONTROL ROD GSI lb
FROM ITS DRIVE AND-BWR
HIGH ROD WORTH EVENTS

|
<

7 FAILURES DUE TO GSI if
FLOW-INDUCED VIBRATIONS

-8 INADVERTENT ACTUATION-OF GSI le-
,

SAFETY INJECTION IN PWRS
'

9 RE-EVALUATION OF. REACTOR GSI le
COOLANT PUMP TRIP CRITERIA

10 SURVEILLANCE AND GSI lg
MAINTENANCE OF TIP
ISOLATION VALVES AND SQUIB
CHARGES

- 11 TURBINE DISC CRACKING GSI le

Amendment F-
December 15, 1989
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TABLE 11-1 (Cont'd)I

(Sheet 2 of'55)-

LISTING OF
UNRESOLVED BAFETY ISSUES AND

GENERIC BAFETY ISSUES

ISSUE IS8UE
NUMBER I88DE TITLE' TYPE. CATEGORY

12 BWR JET PUMP INTEGRITY -.GSI lb-
-

,

!

13 SMALL BREAK LOCA FROM GSI if- 1

EXTENDED OVERHEATING OF
PRESSURIZER HEATERS

14 PWR PIPE CRACKS- GSI! 2 '. j

15 RADIATION EFFECTS O'N GSI 2=

REACTOR VESSEL-SUPPORTS

16 BWR MAIN STEAM ISOLATION GSI if d
VALVE LEAKAGE CONTROL i

SYSTEMS ;

17 LOSS OF OFFSITE POWER GSI lf |

SUBSEQUENTIAL SMALL IDCA - j

18 STEAM LINE BREAK WITH- GSI le
CONSEQUENTIAL SMALL LOCA

19 SAFETY IMPLICATIONS OF GSI le
NON-SAFETY INSTRUMENT AND }
CONTROL POWER! SUPPLY. BUS -

|

20 EFFECTS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC GSI 1c
PULSE ON NUCLEAR PLANT
SYSTEMS

;

21 VIBRATION QUALIFICATION OF GSI lf
EQUIPMENT

22 INADVERTENT BORON DILUTION GSI 2
EVENTS

i

Amendment F
December 15, 1989
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TABLE 11-1 (Cont'd) )

(Sheet 3 of 55)
1
HLISTING OF

UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUES AND
GENERIC SAFETY ISSUES

Issue Issue. 1

NUMBER ISSUE-TITLE TYPE CATEGORY l

-|

23 REACTOR.COOLANTLPUMP SEAL GSI 2 )
FAILURES ]

24 AUTOMATIC EMERGENCY CORE GSI la-
'

COOLING SYSTBM SWITCH TO-
RECIRCULATION-

'

.

25 AUTOMATIC AIR HEADER DUMP GSI lb
'

ON BWR SCRAM EYSTEM

26 DIESEL GENERATOR LOADING GSI le

O PROBLEMS RELATED-TO SIS-
RESET ON LOSS OF OFFSITE
POWER

27 MANUAL VERSUS AUTOMATED GSI le -

ACTIONS

28 PRESSURIZED THERMAL SHOCK GSI le

29 BOLTING DEGRADATION OR GSI 2
FAILURES IN NUCLEAR
PLANTS

30 POTENTIAL GENERATOR GSI' if
MISSILES -- GENERATORg

L ROTOR RETAINING RING
|
L 31 NATURAL CIRCULATION GSI le

COOLDOWN

32 FLOW BLOCKAGE IN GSI le
ESSENTIAL EQUIPMENT
CAUSED BY CORBICULA

O
|

Amer.dment F
| December 15, 1989
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TABLE Al-li(Cont'd)-

(Sheet.4 of=55) ,

,

LISTING OF
UnemenOLVED a1FETY ISSUES AMD-

! GENERIC SAFETY ISSUES

ISSUE ,

ISSUE #

NUMBER ISa0E TITLE TYPE ._ CATEGORY

33' CORRECTING. ATMOSPHERIC GSI le .

|
DUMP VALVE OPENING-UPON'

! LOSS OF INTEGRATED
! CONTROL SYSTEM POWER

34 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM -GSI lf~ .

LEAK ,

35 DEGRADATION OF INTERNAL- GSI la

APPURTENANCES IN LWR'S

36 LOSS OF SERVICE WATER 'GSI '2
,

37 . STEAM GENERATOR OVERFILL GSI' le

& COMBINED PRIMARY &
. SECONDARY' BLOWDOWN

*

38 POTENTIAL RECIRCULATION GSI lb'
I

FAILURE AS A CONSEQUENCE-
OF CONTAINMENT PAINT OR-
DEBRIS ,

39 POTENTIAL FOR UNACCEPT -GSI lb

INTERACTION BETWEEN THE
CRD SYSTEM & NON-ESSENTIAL
CONTROL AIR SYSTEM (DWR) :

40 SAFETY CONCERNS GSI lb ,
~

ASSOCIATED WITH BREAKS IN
THE BWR~ SCRAM SYSTEM

41 SCRAM DISCHARGE VOLUME GSI lb
*

SYSTEMS

42 COMBINATION PRIMARY & GSI le .
.

rSECONDARY SYSTEM LOCA e.
Amendment F ,

December 15, 1989
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TABLE A1-1 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 5~of 55)-
1

LISTING OF '

UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUES AND |
GENERIC BAFETY ISSUES ~I

IS8UE ISSUE
NUMBER ISSUE TITLE- TYPE CATEGORY

43 CONTAMINATION OF GSI -1f -

INSTRUMENT' AIR LINES

44 FAILURE OF SALT WATER GSI la
COOLING

45 INOPERABILITY 0F' GSI 2,*

INSTRUMENTS DUE TO 4
EXTREME COLD WEATHER t

'46 LOSS OF 125 VDC BUp ,GSI leL() <47 THE LOSS OF OFFSITE POWER- GSI le: j

48 LCO FOR CLASS 1E VITAL- GSI 2
INSTRUMENT BUSES 1IN
OPERATING REACTORS.

49 INTERLOCKS AND LCOs FOR GSI 2 ;

REDUNDANT CLASS 1E TIE
BREAKER '

!

50 REACTOR-VESSEL LEVEL IN GSI' lb
BWRS

:

51 PROPOSED REQUIREMENTS FOR ~GSI 2 7

IMPROVING RELIABILITY OF
OPEN CYCLE SERVICE' WATER
SYSTEMS

3

52 FLOW BLOCKAGE BY BLUE GSI le
MUSSELS

53 CONSEQUENCES OF A. GSI if
POSTULATED BLOCKAGE
INCIDENT IN A BWR

,

i

Amendment F
December 15, 1989
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(Sheet-6 of 55)

LISTING OF
UNRESOLVED SAFETY 18_8UE8 AND

GENERIC S&PETY ISSUEF

ISSUE ISSUE
NUMBER ISSUE TITLE EXEE CATEGORY

54 VALVE OPERATOR RELATED GSI la-

EVENTS OCCURRING DURING- ,

'

'78, '79, 80

55 FAILURE OF CLASS 1E GSI lf
SAFETY RELATED SWITCHGEAR
CIRCUIT BREAKER TO CLOSE'
ON DEMAND

56 ABNORMAL TRANSIENT GSI le
OPERATING GUIDELINES AS - )
APPLIED TO STEAM !

GENERATOR OVERFILL EVENT

57 EFFECTS OF FIRE GSI 2
PROTECTION SYSTEM
ACTUATION ON SAFETY
RELATED EQUIPMENT

58 INADVERTENT CONTAINMENT GSI lf
FLOODING

59 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION GSI/RI ld
REQUIREMENTS FOR PLANT
SHUTDOWN

60 LAMELLAR TEARING OF RCS- GSI. le
STRUCTURAL. PARTS

61 SRV DISCHARGE LINE BREAK GSI lb
INSIDE TO WETWELL
AIRSPACE OF MARK I & III
CONTAINMENT

,

4

9
'

Amendment F
December 15, 1189
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TABLE A1-1 (Cont'd) l

(sheet 7 of 55) j
J

LISTING OF
UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUE 8 AND

GENERIC SAFETY Issues q
<

i

ISSUE IS8UE ;

NUMBER ISSUE TITLE TYPE CATEGORY ,

62 REACTOR SYSTEMS BOLTING LGSI le 1

APPLICATIONSJ

~b163 USE OF EQUIPMENT:NOT GSI
!CLASSIFIED AS ESSENTIAL

TO SAFETY IN BWR
TRANSIENT ANALYSIS

64 IDENTIFICATION OF GSI 2

PROTECTION SYSTEM
INSTRUMENT' SENSING LINES

65 PROBABILITY OF CORE MELT- GSI le
DUE TO COMPONENT COOLING
WATER SYSTEM FAILURES :

66 STEAM GENERATOR GSI 2

| REQUIREMENTS

67.2.1 STEAM GENERATOR STAFF GSI/RI ld
ACTIONS--INTEGRITY OF
STEAM GENERATOR TUBE
SLEEVES

67.3.1 STEAM GENERATOR STAFF GSI le
ACTIONS--STEAM GENERATOR

| OVERFILL -

|

67.3.2 STEAM GENERATOR STAFF GSI le
ACTION--PRESSURIZED
THERMAL SHOCK

i

67.3.3 STEAM GENERATOR STAFF GSI/LI le
~

ACTIONS -- IMPROVED
ACCIDENT MONITORING

O
Amendment F.
December 15, 1989
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TABLE 11-1_(Cont'd)-

(Sheet 8 of 55)-

LISTING OF
UNRESOLVED. SAFETY ISSUBS AND

GENERIC SAFETY ISSUES

IS8UE ISSUE
NUNBER ISBUB TITLE TYPE CATEGORY

67.3.4 STEAM GENERATOR STAFF- GSI la-

ACTIONS--REACTOR VESSEL
INVENTORY MEASUREMENT

67.4.1 STEAM. GENERATOR STAFF GSI le
ACTIONS--REACTOR' COOLANT-

PUMP TRIP

67.4.2 STEAM GENERATOR-STAFF GSI le
ACTIONS--CONTROL ROOM
DESIGN ~ REVIEW _

:

.

67.4.3 STEAM GENERATOR STAFF GSI le
ACTIONS--EMERGENCY
OPERATING PROCEDURES

67.5.1 REASSESSMENT OF STGR GSI/LI ld
DESIGN BASIS
(RADIOLOGICAL
CONSEQUENCES)

67.5.2 REEVALUATION OF SGTR GSI/LI id
DESIGN BASIS

67.5.3 STEAM GENERATOR STAFF GSI lf
ACTIONS--SECONDARY SYSTEM
ISOLATION-

67.6.0 STEAM GENERATOR STAFF GSI le
,

ACTION--ORGANIZATIONAL
RESPONSE

67.7.0 STEAM GENERATOR STAFF GSI le
ACTIONS--EDDY CURRENT
TESTS

67.8.0 STEAM GENERATOR STAFF GSI/RI id
ACTION--DENTING CRITERIA

Junendment F
-December 15, 1989
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TABLE A1-1 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 9 of 55).
$ LISTING OF .

iUNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUES AND
GENERIC SAFETY ISSUES

,.

ISSUE ISSUB- -i
*

NUMBER ISSUE' TITLE TYPE CATEGORY

67.9.0 STEAM GENERATOR STAFFo GSI le

ACTION--REACTOR COOLANT
SYSTEM PRESSURE CONTROL 4

67.10.0 STEAM GENERATOR STAFF GSI/LI .1d
ACTION--SUPPLEMENTAL
TUBE INSPECTIONS d

68 POSTULATED LOSS OF AFWS GSI le

i RESULTING FROM TURBINE
/~' DRIVEN AFW PUMP STEAM

*'
- SUPPLY-LINE BREAK

,

69 MAKE-UP NOZZLE CRACKING GSI- lb
IN B&W PLANTS

70 PORV AND LOCK VALVE GSI lb $
RELIABILITY

71 FAILURE OF-RESIN GSI la
DEMINERALIZER SYSTEMS AND
THEIR EFFECT ON PLANT
SAFETY !

72 CONTROL ROD DRIVE GUIDE GSI- la
TUBE SUPPORT PIN FAILURES

73 DETACHED THERMAL SLEEVES GSI lf

74 REACTOR COOLANT ACTIVITY GSI la |
LIMIT FOR OPERATING
REACTORS -

75 GENERIC IMPLICATIONS OF GSI 2
ATWS EVENTS AT SALEM --
OPERATIONAL QA PROGRAMS

O .

Amendment F
December 15, 1989
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TABLE A1-1 (Cont'd)

(Sheet-10 of 55)

LISTING OF
UNRESOLVED BAFETY ISSUES AND

GENERIC SAFETY ISSUES

ISSUE ISSUB
NUMBER ISSUE TITLE TYPE CATEGORY

76 INSTRUMENTATION AND- GSI la

CONTROL POWER
INTERACTIONS

77 FLOODING OF SAFETY- GSI le

EQUIPMENT. COMPARTMENTS BY
BACKFLOW

78 MONITORING OF FATIGUE GSI 1f !

TRANSIENT LIMITS FOR- h

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM .

79 UNANALYZED REACTOR VESSEL GSI 2
-

,

THERMAL STRESS-'DURING- !

NATURAL CONVECTION
COOLDOWN

80 PIPE BREAK EFFECTS ON-CRD GSI lb
HYDRAULICS IN BWR MK I & !

II CONTAINMENTS '

81 POTENTIAL' PROBLEMS WITH GSI- if I
I

LOCKED DOORS & BARRIERS
IN NUCLEAR PLANTS ;

82 BEYOND DESIGN BASES GSI 2
ACCIDENTS IN SPENT FUEL
POOLS-

83 CONTROL ROOM HABITABILITY GSI 2

84 C-E PORVS GSI la

85 RELIABILITY OF VACUUM GSI lb i
'

BREAKER INSIDE BWR
CONTAINMENTS

O
Amendment F
December 15, 1989
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TABLE A1-1'(Cont'd).

(Sheet 11 of 55).
-1

LISTING OF |l
pMRnSOLvmo SAFaTY ;SSUns AND

SENERIC SAFETY ISSUES

!.

ISSUB ISSUE
NUMBER ISSUE TITLE TYPE CATEGORY

86 LONG RANGE PLAN FOR. -GSI lb ;

DEALING WITH SSC IN BWR' |
PIPING 3

87 FAILURE OF HPCI STEAM 'GSI lb' j

LINE WITHOUT ISOLATION
(IN BWRs)-

88 EARTHQUAKE-AND EMERGENCY GSI- lg
PLANNING

( 89 STIFF PIPE CLAMPS GSI if- j

90 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS FORD GSI ig. |
ANTICIPATORY TRIPS |

t

91 MAIN CRANKSHAFT FAILURE GSI 1c |

IN TRANSAMERICA DELAVAL !
EMERGENCY DIESEL l

GENERATORS
;

92 FUEL CRUMBLING DURING- GSI la
LOCA

i

93 STEAM BINDING OF GSI 2-
AUXILIARY FEEDWATER PUMPSp

,

94 ADDITIONAL LTOP FOR LIGHT GSI 2 |

| WATER REACTORS

95 LOSS OF EFFECTIVE VOLUME GSI lb
FOR CONTAINMENT

|

|
RECIRCULATION

96 RHR SUCTION VALVE TESTING GSI lb

O 97 PWR REACTOR CAVITY GSI le
UNCONTROLLED EXPOSURE

Amendment F
L December-15, 1989
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TABLE A1-1 (Conted)-

(sheet 12-of 55).
L

LISTING OF
UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUES AND

L

GENERIC SAFETY ISSUE 8
i-

IS8UE ISSUE'
NUMBER ISSUE TITLE TYPE CATEGORY

98 CRD ACCUMULATOR CHECK 'GSI' lb.

' VALVE LEAKAGE (IN BWR'S)-

99 RCS/RHR SUCTION LINE -GSI 2

INTERLOCKS ON PWRS-
'

100 OTSG LEVEL (B&W) GSI lb

101 BWR WATER LEVEL GSI lb
REDUNDANCY ,

102 HUMAN ERROR IN EVENTS GSI le -

INVOLVING WRONG UNIT OR'

WRONG TRAIN f

103 DESIGN FOR PROBABLE GSI 2 :

MAXIMUM PRECIPITATION :

s, t

104 REDUCTION OF BORON GSI/RI- id 3
DILUTION REQUIREMENT

,

105 INTERFACING SYSTEMS LOCA- GSI 2

AT LWRS

106 PIPING AND USE OF HIGHLY GSI 2- :

COMBUSTIBLE GASES IN i;VITAL AREAS -- FIRE
PROTECTION ,

t

'
107 GENERIC IMPLICATIONS OF GSI la

MAIN TRANSFORMER FAILURES !

108 BWR SUPPRESSION POOL GSI/RI lb
'LIMITS

109 REACTOR VESSEL CLOSURE GSI lb i

FAILURE

|
'

! Amendment F
December 15, 1989
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TABLE A1-1 (Cont'd) ,

(sheet'13 of.55)-
'

LISTING OF
UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUES AND

GENERIC SAFETY ISSUE 8

l f
'

'

issue issue-

f|- NUMBER ' issue TITLE TYPE CATEGORY

110 -EQUIPMENT PROTECTION- GSI ~lb. '-

DEVICES ON ENGINEERED: j

SAFETY FEATURES ,

111 SCC OF PRESSURE BOUNDARY GSI/LI: id LI

FERRETIC STEELS IN
SELECTED. ENVIRONMENTS- t

112 WESTINGHOUSE RPS 'GSI/RI' lb. I

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCIES- ?
i-&~OUT-OF-SERVICE TIMES

113 DYNAMIC QUALIFICATION GSI le
TESTING OF LARGE ORE
HYDRAULIC SNUBBERS

114 SEISMIC INDUCED RELAY GSI le
CHATTER'

115 ENHANCEMENT OF THE GSI lb
RELIABILITY OF THE '

WESTINGHOUSE SSPS (ATWS)
'

|

116 ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT GSI la-

! 117 ALLOWABLE OUTAGE TIMES FOR- GSI la
DIVERSE SIMULTANEOUS
EQUIPMENT OUTAGES

118 TENDON' ANCHORAGE FAILURE GSI ,la !

i

119.1 PIPE RUPTURE REQUIREMENTS GSI/RI 2

| 119.2 PIPE DAMPING VALUES GSI/RI 2 .

119.3 DECOUPLING OBE FROM SSE GSI/RI 2 ,,

'

119.4 BWR PIPING MATERIALS GSI/RI lb

'Amendment Fi

December 15,.1989
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TABLE A1-1 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 14 of 55) 1

i

LISTING OF H

UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUES AND 1

9ENERIC SAFETY... ISSUES
j

:

ISSUE: ISSUE
NUMBER ISSUE TITLE TYPE GATEGORYL

.

119.5 LEAK DETECTION GSI/RIC 2 '!*

REQUIREMENTS

120 ON-LINE TESTABILITY.0F GSI la
, ,

' PROTECTION SYSTEMS

121 HYDROGEN CONTROL.FOR GSI 2 .

,

LARGE, DRY PWR ;

CONTAINMENTS

122.la COMMON' MODE FAILURE OF GSI le a

ISOLATION VALVES IN j

CLOSED POSITIONS
- ''

-

122.lb RECOVERY OF AUXILIARY GSI le
,

FEEDWATER |
i

122.lc INTERRUPTION OF AUXILIARY GSI le-

FEEDWATER FLOW

122.2 INITIATING FEED AND. BLEED GSI 2

| 122.3 PHYSICAL SECURITY SYSTEM GSI- la
! CONSTRAINTS

123 DEFICIENCY IN THE' GSI laL

REGULATIONS GOVERNING DBA
AND SINGLE FAILURE |
CRITERION - DAVIS BESSE

124 AUXILIARY FEEDWATER GSI 2 3
SYSTEM RELIABILITY

.i

125.I.1 AVAILABILITY OF THE GSI la
SHIFT TECHNICAL ADVISOR

'

125.I.2.a PORV RELIABILITY GSI le .

Amendment F
| December 15, 1989
1
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TABLE A1-1 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 15 of 55)-

IJSTING OF
UMRESOLVED SAFETY ISBUES AMD

GENERIC BAFETY ISSUBS

ISSUE ISSUE-
NUMBER ISSUE TITLE TYPE, CATEGORY__

125.I.'2.b PORV RELIABILITY GSI- le-

125.I.2.c AUTO BLOCK VALVE CICSURE GSI 'l'f '

-

4

125.I.2.d EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION GSI le '

FOR FEED & BLEED -|
ENVIRONMENT i

'

125.I.3 SPDS AVAILABILITY GSI 2 ,

. -
,

O 125.I.4 LONG TERM-ACTIONS - GSI la
DAVIS BESSE EVENT--PLANT .;
SPECIFIC SIMULATOR

.|
125.I.5 SAFETY SYSTEM TESTED IN GSI la

ALL CONDITIONS REQUIRED
BY DESIGN BASIS ANALYSIS j

125.I.6 VALVE TORQUE LIMIT AND GSI la
BYPASS SWITCH SETTINGS

125.I.7.a RECOVER FAILED EQUIPMENT GSI la

125.I.7.b REALISTIC HANDS ON GSI la
TRAINING j

125.I.8 PROCEDURES AND STAFFING GSI la
FOR REPORTING TO NRC
EMERGENCY RESPONSE CENTER

;

125.II.I.a TWO-TRAIN AFW RELIABILITY GSI la

12.II.1.b REVIEW EXISTING AFWS FOR GSI le
SINGLE FAILURE {

125.II.1.c NUREG-0737 RELIABILITY GSI la |

IMPROVEMENTS

Amendment F |
December 15,.1989: 1
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T&BLE 11-1 (Cont'd) |

(Shoot is of 55)
LISTING OF'

UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUES AMD |
iGENERIC SAFETY ISSUES

|

ISSU3 ISSUE J

NUMBER ISSUE TITLE TYPE. C&TEGORY
]

'

125.II.1.d AFW STEAM & FEED RUPTURE GSI la 3

CONTROL SYSTEM /ICS
INTERACTION IN B&W PLANTS $

125.11.2 ADEQUACY OF EXISTING GSI la !

MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS .i
'

FOR SAFETY RELATED'

SYSTEMS

125.II.3 REVIEW STEAM / FEED LINE .GSI la
BREAK SYSTEMS FOR SINGLE
FAILURE

125.II.4 OTSG DRYOUT & REFLOOD GSI lb

EFFECT (B&W)

125.II.5 THERMAL-HYDRAULIC GSI la
EFFECT-LOSS AND
RESTORATION OF FDW ON
PRIMARY SYSTEM COMPONENTS

125.II.6 REEXAMINE PRA ESTIMATE OF GSI la
CORE DAMAGE RISK FROM
LOSS OF FEEDWATER

125.II.7 REEVALUATE PROVISION TO GSI 2
AUTOMATICALLY ISOLATE
FEEDWATER FROM STEAM
GENERATOR DURING LINE
BREAK

125.11.8 REASSESS CRITERIA POR GSI la
FEED & BLEED INITIATIONi

125.11.9 ENHANCED FEED & BLEED GSI le
CAPABILITY

O
I

Amendment F
December 15,-1989
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4

(Shoot 17 of 55) |

)
LIsTime oP j

UMBESQLYED_AAFETY_1SADEB__&MD J

GENE &IC SAFETY ISSUES

l

IssDE Issue- <

MUMEEE ISSUE TITLE TYPE C&TEGORY f

125.II.10 HIERARCHY OF IMPROMPTU GSI la

OPERATOR ACTIONS |

125.II.11 RECOVERY OF MAIN GSI la

FEECMATER AS AN ,

ALTERNATIVE TO AFW ,

125.II.12 LONG-TERM GENERIC ACTIONS GSI -id

AS A RESULT OF THE
DAVIS-BESSE EVENT OF
6/9/5--ADEQUACY OF

O TRAINING REGARDING PORV ;

! OPERATION

125.II.13 OPERATOR JOB AIDS GSI la |
,

125.II.14 REMOTE OPERATION OF GSI la
,

l EQUIPMENT WHICH MUST NOW
BE OPERATED LOCALLY

126 RELIABILITY OF PWR MAIN GSI/LI ld
STEAM SAFETY VALVES

127 TESTING AND MAINTENANCE GSI la

OF MANUAL VALVES IN
SAFETY RELATED SYSTEMS

128 ELECTRICbL POWER GSI 2
RELIABILITY

129 VALVE INTERLOCKS TO GSI le
PREVENT VESSEL DRAINAGE
DURING SHUTDOWN COOLING

130 ESSENTIAL SERVICE WATER GSI 2

PUMP FAILURE AT
!MULTIPLANT SITES

Amendment F
December 15, 1989
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(sheet is of 55) 1'

l

LIsTIme Or j

!pumasoLynn sararr Issess nun
i GamamIC sarmer Issons {

|

IssUs Issos

NUMBER IssDE TITLE TYRE _ CATEGORY j
!

131 POTENTIAL SEISMIC GSI lb :

INTERACTION INVOLVING THE |
MOVABLE INCORE FLUX MAP
SYSTEM AT WESTINGHOUSE. ;

PLANTS .

132 RHR PUMPS INSIDE GSI la >

CONTAINMENT

133 t?PDATE POLICY STATEMENT GSI/LI id t

ON NUCLEAR PLANT STAFF
WORKING HOUR - ,

134 DEGREE AND EXPERIENCE GSI ld *

REQUIRED FOR SENIOR
OPERATORS

! 135 INTEGRATED STEAM GSI 2

| GENERATOR ISSUES
,

'

136 STORAGE AND USE OF LARGE GSI/LI 1d
QUANTITIES OF CRYOGENIC
COMBUSTIBLES

137 REFUELING CAVITY SEAL GSI la |

FAILURES
1

138 DEINERTING UPON DISCOVERY GSI lb
OF RCS LEAKAGE

,

139 THINNING OF CARBON STEEL GSI lb
PIPING IN LWRS |

140 FISSION PRODUCT REMOVAL GSI lb
BY CONTAINMENT SPRAYS'OR

.
POOL

i

;

i

Amendment F ;

December 15, 1989 j
i
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TABLE 11-1 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 19 of SS)

LISTING OF
UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUBS AND

GENERIC SAFETY _ ISSUES

ISSUE ISSUE
NUMBER ISBUE TITLE TYPE _ CATEGORY

141 LBLOCA WITH CONSEQUENTIAL GSI la
SGTR

142 LEAKAGE THROUGH GSI la
ELECTRICAL ISOLATORS'

143 AVAILABILITY OF CHILLED GSI la
WATER SYSTEMS

144 SCRAM WITHOUT A GSI la

TURBINE / GENERATOR TRIP

145 IMPROVE SURVEILLANCE AND GSI lb
STARTUP TESTING PROGRAMS

A-1 WATER HAMMER USI 2

| A-2 ASYMMETRIC BIDWDOWN I4 ADS USI 2
! ON RCS

A-3 WESTINGHOUSE STEAM USI lb
GENERATOR TUBE INTEGRITY

A-4 C-E STEAM GENERATOR TUBE USI 2
INTEGRITY

A-5 B&W STEAM GENERATOR TUBE USI lb
INTEGRITY

A-6 MARK I SHORT-TERM PROGRAM USI lb

A-7 MARK I LONG-TERM PROGRAM USI lb |

A-8 MARK II CONTAINMENT POOL USI lb
DYNAMIC LOADS--LONG TERM
PROGRAM

O1

|

Amendment F
December 15, 1989
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LISTING OF .

UnrnenOLVED margey 1330E3 AMD j
i

GENERIC SAFETY ISSUES

3

ISSUE ^r
ISSUE
MUMBEg ISSUE TITLE TYPE C&TEGORY

A-9 ANTICIPATED TRANSIENTS WITHOUT USI 2 :
'

,

SCRAM (ATWS)-

'

A-10 BWR FEEDWATER NOZZLE USI ib

CRACKING ,

A-11 REACTOR VESSEL MATERIAL USI lb

TOUGHNESS ,

A-12 FRACTURE TOUGHNESS OF USI 2 ,

STEAM GENERATOR & RCP
..

SUPPORTS
.,

*

A-13 SNUBBER OPERABILITY GSI 2

ASSURANCE

A-14 FLAW DETECTION GSI if

A-15 PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM GSI 2

DECONTAMINATION AND STEAM
GENERATOR CHEMICAL
CLEANING

A-16 STEAM EFFECTS ON BWR CORE GSI lb

SPRAY DISTRIBUTION t

A-17 SYSTEMS INTERACTION USI 2

A-18 PIPE RUPTURE DESIGN GSI If ;

CRITERIA

A-19 DIGITAL COMPUTER GSI id ,

'

PROTECTION SYSTEM

A-20 IMPACTS OF THE COAL FUEL GSI id ,

CYCLE

O
I

Amendment F
December 15, 1989
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| TABLE 11-1 (Cont'd)

(Sheet at of 55)

LISTING OF i

UMRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUES AMD
a MEmIC SmFmTY ISSUES 1

1

*

ISSUE ISSUE
MUMBER ISSUE fITLE TYPE.. CATEGORY :

c

A 21 MAIN STEAMLINE BREAK GSI la
'

INSIDE CONTAINMENT--
'

EVALUATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL
CONDITIONS FOR EQUIPMENT ,

'

QUALIFICATION

A-22 PWR MAIN STEAMLINE GSI if
BREAK--CORE, REACTOR
VESSEL AND CONTAINMENT

| BUILDING RESPONSE |

A-23 CONTAINMENT LEAK TESTING GSI/RI id

A-24 QUALIFICATION OF CLASS 1E USI 2 ,

SAFETY RELATED ECUIPMENT
-

,

A-25 NON-SAFETY LOADS ON CLASS GSI 2
1E POWER SOURCES ;

i

A-26 REACTOR VESSEL PRESSURE USI 2
TRANSIENT PROTECTION

,
^

\
'

A-27 RELOAD APPLICATIONS GSI/LI id ;

A-28 INCREASE IN SPENT FUEL GSI 1c;

; CAPACITY

A-29 PLANT DESIGN FOR GSI 2
REDUCTION OF .

VULNERABILITY TO SABOTAGE '

A-30 ADEQUACY OF SAFETY GSI 2|

RELATED DC POWER SUPPLIES

A-31 RHR SHUTDOWN REQUIREMENTS USI 2 ,

A-32 MISSILE EFFECTS GSI le'

Amendment F. ;

December 15, 1989 *
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ThBLE 11-1 (Cont'd)

(Sheet at of 55) 1
I

LISTIme or
UNRESOLVED SAFRTf ISSUES AND

GENERIC SAFETY ISSUES
1

ISSUE ISSUE
'

NUMBER ISSUE TITLE TYPE E dQBX
'

A-33 NEPA REVIEW OF ACCIDENT GSI */

RISKS

A-34 INSTRUMENTS FOR GSI le

MONITORING RADIATION AND ;

PROCESS VARIABLES DURING |
ACCIDENTS i

5

A-35 ADEQUACY OF OFFSITE POWER GSI 2

]SYSTEMS'

A-36 CONTROL OF HEAVY LOADS USI 2 :

NEAR SPENT FUEL
'

|

A-37 TURBINE MISSILES GSI if ,

A-38 TORNADO MISSILES GSI la

A-39 DETERMINATION OF SAFETY USI lb
; RELIEF VALVE POOL DYNAMIC
| LOADS (IN BWR'S)
:

! A-40 SEISMIC DESIGN--SHORT USI 2 ,

l TERM PROGRAM

A-41 LONG TERM SEISMIC PROGRAM GSI 1c

f A-42 PIPE CRACKS IN BOILING USI lb ;
'

' WATER REACTORS

A-43 CONTAINMENT EMERGENCY USI 2

SUMP PERFORMANCE ;

A-44 STATION BLACKOUT USI 2

A-45 SHUTDOWN DECAY HEAT USI 2

REMOVAL REQUIREMENTS ,

Amendment F
EDecember 15, 1989
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' TABLE 11-1 (Cont'd)
I < Sm..e > > o r Si r i

LISTING OF
UNEEBoLVED SAFETY ISSUES nun

GENERIC REFETY ISSUES :

!
!

ISSUE ISSUE
NUMBER ISSUE TITLE TYPE CATEGORY ;

SEISMIC QUA'IFICATION OF USI ld |A-46 s

EQUIPMENT IN OPERATING |
PLANTS

'
A-47 SAFETY IMPLICATIONS OF USI 2

i CONTROL SYSTEMS

'

A-48 HYDROGEN CONTROL, USI 2 i

MEASURES & EFFECT OF
HYDROGEN BURNS ,

() A-49 PRESSURIZED THERMAL SHOCK USI 2

B-1 ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNICAL GSI 13
SPECIFICATIONS

B-2 FORECASTING ELECTRICITY GSI lg
'

DEMANDS
:

B-3 EVEN's CATEGORIZATION GSI id f

B-4 ECCS RELIABILITY GSI le

'
B-5 DUCTILITY OF TUO-WAY GSI 2

l SLABS & SHELLS -- STEEL
CONTAINMENTS

B-6 LOAD, LOAD COMElNATIONS, GSI le
STRESS LIMITS

B-7 SECONDARY ACCIDENT GSI/LI id
CONSEQUENCE MODELING

l| B-8 LOCKING OUT OF ECCS GSI if
POWER-OPERATED VALVES

^'

;

Amendment F '

December 15, 1989 i

i
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TABLE 11-1 (conted)

(Sheet 24 of 55)
LISTING OF

UMRESOLYED SAFETY ISSUES ABD 4

GEMERIC SAFETY ISSUES i

!
i

ISSUE ISSUE i

NUMBER ISSUE TITLE T123.. C&TEGORY |

B-9 ELECTRICAL CABLE GSI 1c !
I

PENETRATIONS OF
CONTAINMENT |

B-10 BEHAVIOR OF BWR MARK III GSI lb
')
)

CONTAINMENTS 1

)

B-11 SUBCOMPARTMENT STANDARD GSI/LI id
'

PROBLEMS

B-12 CONTAINMENT COOLING GSI ic .

REQUIREMENTS (NON-LOCA)

B-13 MARVIKEN TEST DATA GSI/LI ld [
EVALUATIONS i

B-14 3TUDY OF HYDROGEN MIXING GSI le-
CAPABILITY IN CONTAINMENT i

POST-LOCA !

| B-15 CONTEMPT COMPUTER CODE GSI/LI id
MAINTENANCE

! B-16 PROTECTION AGAINST GSI le L

POSTULATED PIPING
FAILURES IN FLUID SYSTEMS 4

OUTSIDE CONTAINMENT .

I B-17 CRITERIA FOR SAFETY GSI le'

I RELATED ACTIONS-

B-18 VORTEX SUPPRESSION GSI le
REQUIREMENTS FOR
CONTAINMENT SUMPS

B-19 THERMAL-HYDRAULIC GSI 1c
STABILITY .-

.

Amendment ? ,

December 15, 1989

,
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T&BLE 11-1 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 35 of 55)
LISTIES OF

UNRESOLVED. SAFETY ISSURS AND
SEMERIC SAFETY ISSUES

ISSUE ISSUE
MUMRRE ISSUE TITLE TYPE.. CATEGORY

B-20 STANDARD PROBLEM ANALYSIS GSI/LI id

B-21 CORE PHYSICS GSI/LI ld

B-22 LWR FUEL GSI la

B-23 IJ4FBR FUEL GSI/LI id

B-24 SEISMIC QUALIFICATION OF GSI le
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL
COMPONENTS

B-25 PIPING BENCHMARK PROBLEMS GSI/LI id

B-26 STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY OF GSI 1c

|
CONTAINMENT PENETRATIONS

B-27 IMPLEMENTATION AND USE OF GSI/LI ld
SUBSECTION NF

B-28 RADIONUCLIDE/ SEDIMENT- GSI lg
TRANSPORT PROGRAM

B-29 EFFECTIVENESS OF ULTIMATE GSI/LI la
HEAT SINKS

| B-30 DESIGN BASIS FIDODS AND GSI/LI id
PROBABILITY

B-31 DAM FAILURE MODEL GSI/RI id

B-32 ICE EFFECTS ON SAFETY GSI la
RELATED WATER SUPPLIES

B-33 DOSE ASSESSMENT GSI/LI ld i

METHODOLOGY

O
Amendment F
December 15, 1989

-
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TABLE 11-1 (Contre)

<sm..t .. .e > ,

i
LIsTIme or i

pumBooLv3D sarETY IssvEs AND
GENERIC REFETY ICSUEs |

:'

!
Issue Issue j

NUMBER IsBUE TITLE TYPE. CATEGORY :
!

B-34 OCCUPATIONAL RADIATION GSI 1. h
EXPOSURE REDUCT10N j

)B-35 CONFIRMATION OF APPENDIX GSI/LI id

I MODELS FOR CALCULATIONS
*OF RELEASES OF

RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS IN j

GASEOUS A
,

t
*

B-36 DEVELOP DESIGN, TEST, GSI 2
MAINTENANCE CRITERIA FOR i

ATMOSPHERE CLEANUP SYSTEM :

AIR FILTRATION AND i

ABSORPTION UNITS..... |
!

B-37 CHEMICAL DISCNARGE TO GSI/RI ld. ;

RECEIVING WATERS (F)

| B-38 RECONNAISSANCE LEVEL GSI ig i

INVESTIGATIONS
l i

B-39 TRANSMISSION LINES GSI If )

B-40 EFFECTS OF POWER PLANT GSI lf
ENTRAINMENT ON PLANKTON

|

| B-41 IMPACT ON FISHERIES GSI lf i
I'

l B-42 SOCIOECONOMIC GSI ld

| ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

B-43 VALUE OF AERIAL GSI lg- )
PHOTOGRAPHS FOR SITE
EVALUATION

|

B-44 FORECASTS OF GENERATING GSI 1g
COSTS OF COAL AND NUCLEAR |

PLANTS

|

|
Amendment F

|
December 15,.1989 |

|
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TABLE 11-1 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 37 of 55) ,

; LISTING OF I

PMERSOLVED SAFETY ISSUES AMD .

GENERIC SAFETY ISSUES }
i

ISSUE ISSUE .

yvMEEE Issue TITLE _ TYPE CATEGORY j

B-45 NEED FOR POWER - ENERGY GSI la

CONSERVATION
,

B-46 COSTS OF ALTERNATIVES IN GSI lf
I ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGNS

,

'

B-47 INSERVICE INSPECTION GSI if
CRITERIA FOR SUPPORT OF ,

CLASS 1, 2, AND 3 AND MC
COMPONENTS

B-48 BWR CRD MECHANICAL GSI lb $() '
FAILURE (COLLET HOUSING) ;

B-49 INSERVICE INSPECTION GSI/LI id [
!CRITERIA AND CORROSION-
'

PREVENTION CRITERIA FOR
CONTAINMENTS

I

'

B-50 POST OPERATING BASIS GSI/RI id

EARTHQUAKE INSPECTION,

I
' B-51 ASSESSMENT OF INELASTIC GSI le

ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES FOR
EQUIPMENT AND COMPONENTS

|

B-52 FUEL ASSEMBLY SEISMIC AND GSI le
,

| LOCA RESPONSES

B-53 LOAD BREAK SWITCH GSI/RI 2

B-54 ICE CONDENSER GSI lb
CONTAINMENTS

B-55 IMPROVE RELIABILITY OF GSI lb
TARGET ROCK SAFETY RELIEFi () VALVE (IN BWR'S)'

Amendment F
December 15, 1909
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TABLE 11-1 (Cont'd)

(Sheet as of 55)

LISTING OF ;

UNREsOLYan aAFETY Issums.AMD ;

GENERIC SAFETY ISSUES :
a

f

ISSUE j
ISSUE
NUMBER ISSUE TITLE TYPk CATEGORY .j

fB-56 DIESEL GENERATOR 'GSI 2

RELIABILITY _|
t

B-57 STATION BLACKOUT- GSI le

B-58 PASSIVE MECHANICAL GSI 2 f
FAILURES

*

,

B-59 REVIEW OF (N-1) LOOP GSI/RI- id

OPERATION IN BWRS AND
PWRS .,

B-60 LOOSE PARTS MONITORING GSI 2

SYSTEM
'

B-61 ALIDWABLE ECCS EQUIPMENT GSI 2

OUTAGE PERIODS ,

|

B-62 REEXAMINATION OF GSI/LI id

TECHNICAL BASIS FOR
ESTABLISHING SLS AND i

LSSSS
t

B-63 ISOLATION OF LOW PRESSURE GSI 2

SYSTEM CONNECTED TO THE
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE
BOUNDARY

B-64 DECOMMISSIONING OF GSI Id
'

.

REACTORS

,

|

,

e

'
Amendment F
December 15, 1989 ;

i
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TABLE 11-1 (C.at'd)'

;.<S,... .. .f ..,
!

LISTING OF .;
UmmaSoLynn SarpTY ISSuas AND

GamamIC SAFETY ISSUES

!

ISSUE ISSUE i

NUMBER ISSUE TITLE TYPE CATEGORY

$
B-65 IODINE SPIKING GSI if

B-66 CONTROL ROOM INFILTRATION GSI 2 j
MEASUREMENTS

B-67 EFFLUENT AND PROCESS GSI le

MONITORING '
INSTRUMENTATION

B-68 PUMP OVERSPEED DURING GSI lf
,

I IDCA
,

B-69 ECC LEAKAGE GSI le
EX-CONTAINMENT

B-70 POWER GRID FREQUENCY GSI le
DEGRADATION AND EFFECT ON
PRIMARY COOLANT PUMPS

,

B-71 INCIDENT RESPONSE GSI le

B-72 DEVELOPMENT OF MODELS FOR GSI/LI ld
,

| ASSESSING RISK OF HEALTH
AND LIFE SHORTENING FROM

| URANIUM AND COAL FUEL
| CYCLE

i

B-73 MONITORING FOR EXCESSIVE GSI le

VIBRATION INSIDE THE
REACTOR VESSEL

C-1 ASSURANCE OF CONTINUOUS GSI 2

IDNG TERM CAPABILITY OF
HERMETIC SEALS ON
INSTRUMENTATION AND
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

tO
,

.

s

Amendment F
December 15, 1989
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T&BLE.11-1 (Cont'd) j

!

(Sheet 30 of 55) -;
f

LISTING OF
UNRESOLVED S&FETY ISSUES AND ;I

SENERIC S&FETY ISSUES |
'!

!

ISSUE ISSUE i

NUMBER ISSUE TITLE TYPE CATEGORY :
i

C-2 STUDY OF CONTAINMENT GSI 2 ,

'

DEPRESSURIZATION BY
!INADVERTENT SPRAY

OPERATION j

C-3 INSULATION USAGE WITHIN GSI le f

CONTAINMENT >

C-4 STATISTICAL METHODS FOR GSI/RI 2
'

ECCS ANALYSIS

h|C-5 DECAY HEAT UPDATE GSI/RI 2

C-6 LOCA HEAT SOURCES GSI/RI 2

C-7 PWR SYSTEM PIPING GSI le

'

C-8 MAIN TEAM LINE ISOLATION GSI lb
,

VALVE LEAKAGE CONTROL :

SYSTEM (IN BWR'S)
*

'

C-9 RHR HEAT EXCHANGER TUBE GSI If
FAILURES *

C-10 EFFECTIVE OPERATION OF GSI 2
CONTAINMENT SPRAYS IN A
LOCA ;

C-11 ASSESSMENT OF FAILURE AND GSI 1c
'

RELIABILITY OF PUMPS AND
VALVE r

:

C-12 PRIMARY SYSTEM VIBRATION GSI 2 |!

| ASSESSMENT
'

,

C-13 NON-RANDOM FAILURES GSI le i

!

!

Amendment F i
~

December 15, 1989 .A

!
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TABLE 11-1 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 31 of 55) .

LISTING OF r

'

UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUES AND
GENERIC SAFETY ISSUES i

;

e

ISSUE ISSUE
NUMBER ISSUE TITLE TYPE. CATEGQRI

:

C-14 STORM SURGE MODES FOR GSI/LI lf

COASTAL SITES y

C-15 NUREG REPORT FOR LIQUIDS GSI/LI 1d
TANK FAILURE ANALYSIS

C-16 ASSESSMENT OF GSI ig
AGRICULTURAL LAND IN
RELATION TO POWER PLANT
SITING AND COOLING SYSTEM
SELECTION

,

|
C-17 INTERIM ACCEPTANCE GSI ig

CRITERIA FOR
SOLIDIFICATION AGENTS FOR
RADIOACTIVE SOLID WASTE

D-1 ADVISABILITY OF A SEISMIC GSI la
SCRAM

D-2 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING GSI la
SYSTEM CAPABILITY FOR
FUTURE PLANTS

D-3 CONTROL ROD DROP ACCIDENT GSI 1c

HF 1.1 SHIFT STAFFING GSI id

HF 1.2 ENGINEERING EXPERTISE ON GSI id
SHIFT

HF 1.3 GUIDANCE ON LIMITS AND GSI id
CONDlTIONS OF SHIFT WORK

| HF 1.3.3 HUMAN FACTOR PROGRAM GSI id

PLAN--TRAINING (F)

Amendment F
December 15, 1989
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TABLE 11-1 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 33 of 55) |

LISTING OF i

UNEESOLVED SAFETY ISSUES AMD >

GEMERIC. SAFETY. ISSUES

ISSUE ISSUE 1

NUMEER ISSUE TITLE TYPE .. CATEGORY
.

HF 1.3.2 HUMAN FACTORS PROGRAM GSI_ id j
PLAN--LICENSING |

EXAMINATIONS (F) -;
,

HF 1.3.3 HUMAN FACTORS PROGRAM GSI ld ;

PLAN--PROCEDURES-OPERATING |
'

AND MAINTENANCE (F)
'

HF 1.3.4a HUMAN FACTORS PROGRAM GSI 2

PLAN - MAN MACHINE
INTERFACE - LOCAL CONTROL ,

STATIONS r

HF 1.3.4b HUMAN FACTORS PROGRAM GSI 2 ;

PLAN - MAN MACHINE ,

INTERFACE - ANNUNCIATORS :;
i

HF 1.3.4c HUMAN FACTORS PROGRAM GSI 2 ;

PLAN - MAN MACHINE :

INTERFACE - OPERATIONAL
fAIDS
!

HF 1.3.4d HUMAN FACTORS PROGRAM GSI 2 i
'

PLAN - MAN MACHINE
INTERFACE - AUTOMATION >

!AND ARTIFICIAL
| INTELLIGENCE i

!

HF 1.3.4e HUMAN FACTORS PROGRAM GSI 2 !

| PLAN - MAN MACHINE
| INTERFACE - COMPUTERS AND i

COMPUTER DISPLAYS {
P

! HF 1.3.5 HUMAN FACTORS PROGRAM GSI id j
'

PLAN--STAFFING AND
QUALIFICATIONS (F) ;

- h

'

Amendment F
December 15, 1989 1

i
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TABLE 11-1 (Cont'd)

(sheet 33 of 55) i

!

LISTING OF ;

numasoLynD smFaTY IssUns AND |

GEMERIC SAFETY Issues i
,

i
Issus Issus

MENRER IssUn TITLE TYPE CATEGORY o

|
HF 1.3.6 HUMAN FACTORS PROGRAM GSI ld

PLAN--MANAGEMENT AND |
iORGANIZATION (F)

HF 1.3.7 HUMAN FACTORS PROGRAM GSI 1d -

PLAN--HUMAN PERFORMANCE ,

(F)
,

HF 2.1 EVALUATE INDUSTRY GSI ld >

TRAINING '

( HF 2.2 EVALUATE INPO GSI id
,

ACCREDITATION

HF 2.3 REVISE SRP SECTION 13.2 GSI id

'

HF 3.1 DEVELOP JOB KNOWLEDGE GSI id
CATALOG ,

,

|

HF 3.2 DEVELOP LICENSE GSI ld :
'

EXAMINATION HANDBOOK

HF 3.3 DEVELOP CRITERIA FOR GSI ld '

NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
*

SIMULATORS

HF 3.4 EXAMINATION REQUIREMENT GSI 1d

HF 3.5 DEVELOP COMPUTERIZED EXAM GSI id |

SYSTEM

HF 4.1 INSPECTION PROCEDURE FOR GSI ld
UPGRADED EMERGENCY
OPERATING PROCEDURES

HF 4.2 PROCEDURES GENERATION GSI ld

O' PACKAGE EFFECTIVENESS
EVALUATION

Amendment F
! December 15, 1989
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TABLE 11-1 (conted) ;

|

(Sheet 34 of 55) .

l

Listine or |

VNRESQLYED.SArRTY ISSUES Nip |
enNERIc saraTY Issues

!

ISSUE ISSUE
NUMBER ISSUE TITLE 11PJ_ cATEGQRY

HF 4.3 CRITERIA FOR GSI id !
SAFETY-RELATED OPERATOR !

ACTIONS '

HF 4.4 GUIDELINES FOR' UPGRADING GSI id -

OTHER PROCEDURES ,

HF 5.1 14 CAL CONTROL STATIONS GSI 2 [
!

HF 5.2 REVIEW CRITERIA FOR HUMAN GSI 2 !
FACTORS ASPECTS OF ;

ADVANCED CONTROLS AND :

INSTRUMENTATION

HF 5.3 EVALUATION OF OPERATIONAL GSI id 1

*

AID SYSTEMS
i

HF 5.4 COMPUTERS AND COMPUTER GSI 1d i
DISPLAYS

HF 6.1 DEVELOP REGULATORY- GSI ld ;

POSITION ON MANAGEMENT |

AND ORGANIZATION

HF 6.2 REGULATORY POSITION ON GSI id
MANAGEMENT AND
ORGANIZATION AT OPERATING

,

REACTORS

HF 7.1 HUMAN ERROR DATA GSI id
,

ACQUISITION j

|
: HF 7.2 HUMAN ERROR DATA STORAGE GSI ld j

AND RETRIEVAL ,

:

HF 7.3 RELIABILITY EVALUATION GSI id !

SPECIALIST AIDS _

'

!

!

Amendment F t

December 15, 1989 :
i
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l T&BLE 11-1 (cont'd) |

(Sheet 35 of 55)
J

LISTING OF |

3335soLvaD saraTY Issoas AND j

aarsale saraTY Issoas J

l

l

|
ISSUE ISSUE
NUMBER ISSUE TITLE TYPE C&TEGORY j

s

HF 7.4 SAFETY EVENT ANALYSIS GSI ld
RESULT APPLICATIONS ,

L .

| HF 8.0 MAINTENANCE AND GSI 2
'

SURVEILLANCE PROGRAM ,

I.A.1.1 OPERATIONAL SAFETY--SHIFT GSI ig i

TECHNICAL ADVISOR
,

I.A.1.2 OPERATIONAL SAFETY--SHIFT GSI ig
SUPERVISOR ADMINISTRATIVE
DUTIES

t

I.A.1.3 OPERATIONAL SAFETY--SHIFT GSI lg
MANNING

I.A.1.4 LONG TERM UPGRADING OF GSI ig
OPERATING PERSONNEL

,

I.A.2.1 (1-3) IMMEDIATE UPGRADING GSI ig
OF OPERATOR AND SENIOR
OPERATOR TRAINING

I.A.2.2 TRAINING AND GSI id
QUALIFICATIONS OF
OPERATING PERSONNEL

I.A.2.3 ADMINISTRATION OF GSI ig
TRAINING PROGRAMS

I.A.2.4 NRR PARTICIPATION IN GSI id
INSPECTOR TRAINING

I.A.2.5 TRAINING AND GSI lg ;

QUALIFICATION OF
OPERATINGI PERSONNEL--PLANT DRILLS

Amendment F
December 15, 1989-
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T&BLE 11-1 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 36 of 55)
LISTING OF

Umm*mOLVED augTY ISSUES mfd
GENERIC SAFETY ISSUES

ISSUEISSUE
MURSER ISSUE TITLE TYPE. CATEGORY

I.A.2.6 (1) LONG TERM UPGRADING G.SI 1d
OF TRAINING
QUALIFICATIONS

I.A.2.6 (2,4,5,6) IANG-TERM GSI 19
UPGRADING OF TRAINING AND
QUALIFICATIONS

I.A.2.6 (3) OPERATOR WORKSHOPS GSI le'

I.A.2.7 ACCREDITATION OF TRAINING GSI ig

INSTITUTIONS

I.A.3.1 REVISE COPE AND CRITERIA GSI ig

FOR LICENSING EXAMS

I.A.3.2 OPERATOR LICENSING GSI lg-

PROGRAM CHANGE

I.A.3.3 REQUIREMENTS FOR OPERATOR GSI le

FITNESS

I.A.3.4 LICENSING OF ADDITIONAL GSI 19
OPERATOR PERSONNEL

| I.A.3.5 LICENSING OF GSI/LI ld

PERSONNEL--STATEMENT OF'

| UNDERSTANDING WITH INPO
AND DOE

I.A.4.1 (1-2) TRAINING SIMULATOR GSI ig

IMPROVEMENT--INITIAL

I.A.4.2 (1) TRAINING SIMULATOR GSI/TMI le

IMPROVEMENTS--LONG TERM

I.A.4.2 (2) TRAINING SIMULATOR GSI/TMI ig

IMPROVEMENTS -- 14NG TERM

Amendment F
December 15, 1989
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T&BLE 11-1 (Cont'd) |

i(Sheet 37 of 55)
|
!LISTING OF

UgkESOLVED SAFETr ISsDES AND |
ensamIc saFarr Issoas ;

t

:

ISSUE ISSUE i

pomman Issua TITLa TrFa . chTasoRY |

I.A.4.2 (3) TRAINING SIMULATOR GSI/TMI id
IMPROVEMENTS -- LONG TERM

I I.A.4.2 (4) TRAINING SIMULATOR GSI/TMI le
IMPROVEMENTS -- LONG TERM

I.A.4.3 FEASIBILITY STUDY FOR GSI/LI id'

PROCUREMENT OF TRAINING
SIMULATOR

I.A.4.4 FEASIBILITY STUDY TO GSI/LI id'

EVALUATE POTENTIAL VALUE,

OF NRC ENGINEERING
COMPUTER

I.B.1.1 (1-4) ORGANIZATION AND GSI/TMI le
MANAGEMENT - LONG TERM
IMPROVEMENTS

I.B.1.1 (5) MANAGEMENT FOR GSI ig
OPERATION--LONG-TERM
IMPROVEMENTS (F)

I.B.1.1 (6&7) ORGANIZATION AND GSI/TMI le
MANAGEMENT - LONG TERM
IMPROVEMENTS

I.B.1.2 (1-3) MANAGEMENT FOR GSI/LI 1g
OPERATIONS--EVALUATION OF
NTOL APPLICANTS

I.B.1.3 (1-3) MANAGEMENT FOR GSI/LI ld
OPERATIONS--LOSS OF
SAFETY FUNCTION

I.B.2.1 (1-7) REVISION OF IE GSI/LI id

O INSPECTION PROGRAM

Amendment F
December 15, 1989
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Listrue or |

UnassoLvan sarner Issoas anD
samstic sararY 1sSU3s ]

'
,

,

Issus ,

Issus
uvussa reson TITLa Trra_ carsooar |

I.B.2.2 RESIDENT INSPECTORS AT GSI/LI 19
OPERATING REACTORS

I.B.2.3 INSPECTIONS AT OPERATING GSI/LI Id
[iREACTORS--REGIONAL

EVALUATIONS j

I.B.2.4 OVERVIEW OF LICENSEE GSI/LI id ;

PERFORMANCE
i I

I.C.1 (1-4) SHORT TERM ACCIDENT GSI 2
!ANALYSIS AND PROCEDURES
!REVISION
I
-

I.C.2 SHIFT AND RELIEF TURNOVER GSI Ig

PROCEDURES
J

I.C.3 SHIFT SUPERVISOR GSI. ig

RESPONSIBILITIES
>

I.C.4 OPERATING GSI ig ,

PROCEDURES--CONTROL ROOM
ACCESS

I.C.5 PROCEDURES FOR FEEDBACK GSI/THI ig

OF OPERATING EXPERIENCE

I.C.6 PROCEDURE FOR GSI id
IVERIFICATION 0F CORRECT.

PERFORMANCE OF OPERATING
IACTIVITIES

I.C.7 NSSS VENDOR REVIEW OF GSI 1g
OPERATING PROCEDURES !

>

'

Amendment F
December 15, 1989
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THELE 11-1 (conted)

(Sm..e n or n>

LISTING OF
UNRESQLVED SAFETY ISSUES AND

GENERIC SAFETY ISSUES

18805 XBSUE
NUMBER ISSUE TITLE- TYPE C&TEGORY

| I.C.8 PILOT MONITORING OF GSI lg_
ELECTED EMERGENCY
PROCEDURES FOR NTOL
APPLICANTS

I.C.9 LONG TERM PIAN FOR GSI 1.
UPGRADING OF PROCEDURES

I.D.1 CONTROL ROOM DESIGN GSI/TMI ld
REVIEWS -- GUIDELINES AND
REQUIREMENTSO

I.D.2 CONTROL ROOM DESIGN GSI/TMI 2
REVIEWS -- PLANT SAFETY |

| PARAMETER DISPIAY CONSOLE
|

I.D.3 CONTROL ROOM DESIGN -- GSI/TMI 2
'

| SAFETY SYSTEM STATUS
MONITORING

I.D.4 CONTROL ROOM DESIGN GSI 2
STANDARD

I.D.5 (1) CONTROL ROOM DESIGN GSI 2
-- IMPROVED
INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH
AIARMS AND DISPIAYS

I.D.5 (2) CONTROL ROOM DESIGN GSI 2
-- IMPROVED
INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH

I.D.5 (3) CONTROL ROOM DESIGN GSI/LI 2
-- ON-LINE REACTOR
SURVEILIANCE SYSTEMS

O'

Amendment F
December 15, 1989
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TABLE 11-1 (cont'd)_

(Sheet 40 of 55) |

5LISTINS OF
I

UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUES AND
GENERIC S&FETY ISSUES j

i

ISSUE ISSUE- |
NUMBER ISSUE TITLE TYPE .. G&T39931

)[I.D.5 (4) CONTROL ROOM DESIGN GSI 2

|' -- IMPROVED
*

INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH
i

I.D.5 (5) DISTURBANCE ANALYSIS GSI/LI le ,

SYSTEMS
.

i

I.D.6 CONTROL ROOM GSI/LI ld ;

DESIGN--TECHNOLOGY ,

TRANSFER CONFERENCE

h'I.E.1 ESTABLISH OFFICE FOR GSI/LI id
ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION
OF OPERATIONAL DATA ;

;

I.E.2 PROGRAM GSI/LI id
OFFICE--OPERATIONAL DATA4

EVALUATION i

I.E.3 OPERATIONAL SAFETY DATA GSI/LI id
ANALYSIS

| I.E.4 COORDINATION OF LICENSEE, GSI/LI ld
INDUSTRY, AND REGULATORY'

PROGRAMS ;

I
I.E.5 NUCLEAR PLANT RELIABILITY GSI/LI id i

!DATA SYSTEM

I.E.6 REPORTING REQUIREMENTS GSI/LI ld f
FOR REACTOR OPERATING
EXPERIENCE :

INFORMATION FOR ANALYSIS GSI/LI id
,

I.t -

i AND DISSEMINATION OF- !

| OPERATING EXPERIENCE-- |

FOREIGN SOURCES

I
*

.

Amendment F i

December 15, 1989 ;
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TABLE 11-1 (Coated)

,
(Sheet-41 of 55)

|

| LISTING OF
UNERSOLVED SAFETY ISSUES AND

GEMERIC SAFETY ISSUESi

ISSUE ISSUE
NUMBER ISSUE TITLE TYPE CATEGORY

I.E.8 HUMAN ERROR RATE ANALYSIS GSI/LI ld

I.F.1 QUALITY ASSURANCE -- GSI 2

EXPAND QUALITY ASSURANCE
LIST FOR EQUIPMENT
IMPORTANT TO SAFETY

I.F.2 (1,4,5,7,8,10,11) QUALITY GSI/TMI la
ASSURANCE--DEVELOP MORE
DETAILED QA CRITERIA

() I.F.2 (2) QUALITY ASSURANCE -- GSI/TMI 2
DEVELOP MORE DETAILED
CRITERIA

I.F.2 (3) QUALITY ASSURANCE -- GSI/TMI 2
DEVELOP MORE DETAILED
CRITERIA

I I.F.2 (6) QUALITY ASSURANCE -- GSI 2

DEVELOP MORE DETAILED QA
CRITERIA

I.F.2 (9) QUALITY ASSURANCE -- GSI 2

DEVELOP MORE DETAILED QA
CRITERIA

I.G.1 SCOPE OF TEST GSI ig
,

PROGRAM--PREOPERATIONAL'

AND LOW POWER TESTING

I.G.2 SCOPE OF TEST PROGRAM GSI lg

II.A.1 SITING POLICY GSI 1c
REFORMULATION

() II.A.2 SITE EVALUATIONS OF GSI le

EXISTING FACILITIES
,

Amendment F
December 15, 1989
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THELE 11-1.(Cont'd) |

(Sheet 42 of 55) |

LISTING OF |
nuassman_mararrastmas_ ann i

GENERIC SAFETY IJSUES

ISSUE ISSUE
gggggg issue TITLE TYPE. CATEGORY I

II.B.1 SAFETY REVIEW GSI/TMI 2 l
'

CONSIDERATION -- REACTOR
COOLANT SYSTEM VENTS,

II.B.2 SAFETY REVIEW GSI/THI 2

CONSIDERATION -- PLANT
SHIELDING TO PROVIDE POST

'

ACCIDENT ACCESS TO VITAL
AREAS

,

II.B.3 SAFETY REVIEW GSI/TMI 2
CONSIDERATION -- POST -

ACCIDENT SAMPLING SYSTEM ->

II.B.4 SAFETY REVIEW GSI ig
CONSIDERATION--TRAINING
TO MITIGATE CORE DAMAGE

II.B.5 (1&2) BEHAVIOR OF GSI/LI ld
SEVERELY DAMAGED' FUEL &
CORE MELT

II.B.5 (3) EFFECT OF H2 BURNING GSI/LI ld
AND EXPLOSIONS ONi

CONTAINMENT STRUCTURE

II.B.6 RISK REDUCTION FOR GSI id
OPERATING REACTORS WITH '

SITES WITH HIGH
| POPULATION DENSITIES 5

! II.B.7 SAFETY REVIEW GSI id
CONSIDERATION -- ANALYSIS ,

OF HYDROGEN CONTROL

O
Amendment F ,

December 15, 1989
,
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' T&BLE 11-1 (Cont'd) !

(Sheet 43 of 55) {
LISTING OF f

UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUES AND
'

GENERIC SAFETY ISSUES ,

4

i

ISSUE ISSUE :

NUMBER ISBUE TITLE TYPE _ C&TEGORY

II.B.8 RULEMAKING PROCEEDINGS ON GSI ld {
*DEGRADED CORE

ACCIDENT-HYDROGEN RULE,
SEVERE ACCIDENT, ETC. |

II.C.1 INTERIM RELIABILITY GSI le |
EVALUATION PROGRAM

II.C.2 CONTINUATION OF INTERIM GSI 1c ;

RELIABILITY EVALUATION ,

p PROGRAM,

, ,

II.C.3 RISK ASSESSMENT--SYSTEMS GSI le ;

j INTERACTION

II.C.4 RELIABILITY ENGINEERING GSI/TMI 2 ',;
II.D.1 COOLANT SYSTEM VALVES -- GSI/THI 2

TESTING REQUIREMENTS

II.D.2 COOLANT SYSTEM GSI/TMI la
,

VALVES--RESEARCH ON TEST -'

REQUIREMENTS

II.D.3 COOLANT SYSTEM VALVES -- GSI/TMI 2 ;

; VALVE POSITION INDICATION
|

II.E.1.1 AUXILIARY FEEDWATER GSI/TMI 2
'

SYSTEM EVALUATION

II.E.1.2 AUXILIARY FEEDWATER GSI/TMI 2 ;
SYSTEM AUTOMATIC

,

INITIATION AND FLOW
INDICATION

>

I

i

.t

Amendment F
December 15, 1989
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TABLE hid (cont'd)

(Sheet 44 of 55):

LISTING OF !

UmEE8oLvED BAFETY ISSUES.,MD
GENERIC BAFETY 18802')

ISSUETSSUE
TYPE CATEGORYNUMBET, ISSUE TITLE __

II.E.1 3 UPDA*E .?TANDARD REVIEW GSI/LI 1d
PLAli ANse DEVELOP
REGULA70RY GUIDE

II.E.2.1 RELIANCE ON EMERGENCY GSI -le ,

CORE COOLING SYSTEM !

'

II.E.2.2 RESEARCH ON SMALL BREAK GSI 1c
LOCAs AND ANOMAICUS -,.

TRANSIENTS

II.E.2.3 UNCERTAINTIES IN ECCS GSI/TMI. la
PERFORMANCE PREDICTIONS.

II.E.3.1 DECAY HEAT REMOVAL -- GSI/TMI le

RELIABILITY OF POWER
SUPPLIES FOR NATURAL
CIRCULATION j

i

II.E.3.2 DECAY HEAT GSI le

REMOVAL--SYSTEMS
RELIABUJTY

II.E.3.3 COORDINATED STUDY OF- GSI le

SHUTD3WN HEAT REMOVAL
REQUIREMENTS

II.E.3.4 DECAY HEAT REMOVAL -- GSI id' j

ALTERNATE CONCEPTS i
,

RESEARCH

II.E.3.5 DECAY HEAT GSI le

REMOVAL--REGULATORY GUIDE -i

<

II.E.4.1 CONTAINMENT DESIGN -- GSI 2

DEDICATED PENETRATIONS
.

i

Amendment F !

December 15, 1989

l
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ThBLE 11-1 (Cont'd)-

(Sheet 45-of 55)

LISTING OF
UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUES AND

GENERIC SAFETY ISSUES'-

ISSUEISSUE
NUMBER ISSUE' TITLE TYPE CATEGORY

II.E.4.2 CONTAINMENT DESIGN -- GSI/TMI' 21 - d
-

ISOLATION DEPENDABILITY

II.E.4.3 CONTAINMENT: INTEGRITY GSI/TMI. id 3

CHECK

]II.E.4.4 (1-5) CONTAINMENT DESIGN GSI/TMI 2

-- PURGING

II.E..S.1 B&W DESIGN EVALUATION GSI lb (j

() II.E.5.2 B&W REACTOR TRANSIENT GSI lb
| RESPONSE TASK FORCE |

f

II.E.6.1 TEST ADEQUACY STUDY GSI id
t

L (VALVE, HANGERS, ETC.)

II.F.1 ADDITIONAL ACCIDENT GSI/TMI 2
1

MONITORING
INSTRUMENTATION

II.F.2 IDENTIFICATION AND GSI/TMI 2 i

L RECOVERY FROM CONDITIONS :|,

LEADING TO INADEQUATE
CORE COOLING

,\

II.F.3 INSTRUMENTATION FOR GS7/TMI 2

MONITORING ACCIDENT
jCONDITIONS

II.F.4 STUDY OF CONTROL AND GSI/TMI- if
PROTECTION ACTION DESIGN

..

II.F.5 CLASSIFICATION OF I & C, GSI/LI id

AND ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

O
i

Amendment F
December.15, 1989

i
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TASLE A1-1-(Cont'd)

(Sheet 46 of 55) |

LISTING OF
'UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUES AND

GENERIC SAFETY ISSUES
,

. ISSUE, ISSUE-
NUMBER ISSUE TITLE TYPE. CATEGORY ;

.fII.G.1 POWER SUPPLIES FOR GSI/TMI. 2:
PRESSURIZER RELIEF-
VALVES, BLOCK VALVES,.AND'
LEVEL. INDICATORS

'

II.H.1 MAINTAIN SAFETY.0F TMI-2 - GSI 1g ;

AND MINIMIZE - -

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

II.H.2 OBTAIN DATA ON INSIDE GSI/TMI ig-
CONDITION OF TMI
CONTAINMENT

_

.

II.H.3 . EVALUATE AND FEEDBACK GSI le
INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM
TMI

II.H.4 DETERMINE IMPACT OF TMI GSI/LI ld
,

ON SCCIOECONOMIC AND REAL
PROPERTY VALUES

|
| II.J.1.1 ESTABLISH-A PRIORITY GSI/LI id
L SYSTEM FOR CONDUCTING {
l VENDOR INSPECTIONS-
1

II.J.1.2 MODIFY EXISTING VENDOR GSI/LI id

L INSPECTION PROGRAMS
l
'

.II.J.1.3 INCREASE REGULATORY- GSI/LI id
CONTROL OVER PRESENT NON <

LICENSEES
,

II.J.1.4 ASSIGN RESIDENT GSI/LI id
INSPECTORS TO REACTOR
VENDORS AND-
ARCHITECT-ENGINEERS

|^

| I

1

Amendment F
'

December 15, 1989'
.
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TABLE.A1-1 (Cont'd) 3

(Sheet 47 of 55)'
i

LISTING OF .

UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUES AND
GENERIC BAFETY ISSUES

4

ISSUE ISSUE-
NUMBER ISSUE TITLE TYPE. CATEGORY

II.J.2.1 REORIENT CONSTRUCTION GSI/LI id
'

INSPECTION PROGRAM
L

II.J.2.2 INCREASE EMPHASIS ON' LGSI/LI ld'

INDEPENDENT MEASUREMENT;

I -IN CONSTRUCTION !
,

INSPECTION PROGRAM.

II.J.2.3 ' ASSIGN RESIDENT GSI/LI ld ,

INSPECTORS TO<ALL j
CONSTRUCTION SITES |(~S

| II.J.3.1 ORGANIZATION AND. STAFFING 'GSI le.

TO OVERSEE DESIGN AND ;

CONSTRUCTION .i

II.J.3.2 MANAGEMENT FOR DESIGN AND GSI. le (
CONSTRUCTION--ISSUE. REG. ,

GUIDE <

i
i

II.J.4.1 REVISE DEFICIENCY REPORT GSI 1d
REQUIREMENTS |

II.K.1 (1,2,4(a-c),5,7,8,10-13, GSI 1 1

'17-23) MEASURES TO ,

MITIGATE SMALL' BREAK !

LOCA'S AND FEEDWATER
ACCIDENTS--IE BULLETINS j

II.K.1 (3,4d,6,9,14-16,24-28) GSI 2

MEASURES TO
- ;

MITIGATE SMALL. BREAK
LOCA'S & LOSS OF FW
ACCIDENTS IE BULLETINS |

i

*

Amendment F
December 15, 1989

!
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TABLE A1-1 (Cont'd) j'

L (Sheet 48 of 55). .;
I

'

< LISTING OF
UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUES AND j

GENERIC SAFETY ISSUES .[

- ISSUE- ISSUE ,

NUMBER ISSUE TITLE TYPE CATEGORY |
4.

II.K.2 (1-15,18,20,21) GSI. lb
COMMISSION ORDERS ON B&W ,

PLANT TO MITIGATE ~ = .

ACCIDENTS ,

II.K.2 (16, 17, 19) COMMISSION GSI/TMI lb -

'ORDER ON B&W PLANTS TO-
MITIGATE ACCIDENTS

II.K.3 (1-4,7,9-24,26-29,32-54,56, GSI 1
i,57) FINAL

RECOMMENDATIONS OF-B&O-
TASK FORCE TO-MITIGATE ,

ACCIDENTS

II.K.3 (5,6,8,25,30,31,55) GSI/TMI 2
FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS OF
B&O TASK FORCE.TO
MITIGATE ACCIDENTS

III.A.1.1 (1-2) UPGRADE EMERGENCY ~ GSI ig 4

| PREPAREDNESS .

| III.A.1.2 (1-3) UPGRADE LICENSEE - GSI/LI 1d

) EMERGENCY SUPPORT
FACILITIES. i'

.

III.A.1.3 (1) MAINTAIN SUPPLIES OF GSI ' ig J

THYROID BLOCKING AGENT

III.A.1.3 (2) MAINTAIN SUPPLIES OF GSI lg-

THYROID BLOCKING AGENT
i

i

a

i

O
,

,

Amendment F
December 15, 1989 ;
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TABLE A1-1 (Cont'd)

(sheet 49 of 55) -

!
'

LISTING OF
! UNRESOLVED sArBTY 18 sues AND
L anMamIC sAraTY Issuns ,

IssUs. IssUs

NUMBER issue TITLE- TYPE CATEGORY
.

III.A.2.1 (1-4) AMENDMENT TO- .GSI 1d-
10 CFR 50 AND APPENDIX E :

?

III.A.2.2 DEVEIDPMENT OF. GUIDANCE- GSI ig
AND CRITERIA

III.A.3.1 (1-5) EMERGENCY GSI/LI 'id

PREPAREDNESS -- NRC ROLE'
IN RESPONDING TO-NUCLEAR' ;.

EMERGENCIES
-

l' III.A.3.2 EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS -- GSI/LI 1d'

IMPROVE OPERATIONS
CENTERS

III.A.3.3 (1-2)-EMERGENCY ' GSI/LI id
'

PREPAREDNESS --
COMMUNICATIONS

III.A.3.4 NUCLEAR DATA' LINK GSI .1d
'

III.A.3.5 EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS -- GSI/LI id
TRAINING, DRILLS & TESTS

,

.i
III.A.3.6 (1-3) EMERGENCY GSI/LI id t

PREPAREDNESS'-- NRC AND
OTHER AGENCIES

III.B.1 TRANSFER OF EMERGENCY GSI/LI ld
'

PREPAREDNESS
RESPONSIBILITIES TO FEMA

III.B.2 (1-2) IMPLEMENTATION OF GSI/LI id

| NRC'S AND FEMA'S
| RESPONSIBILITIES

,

Amendment F
December 15, 1989 I
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TABLE A1-1 (Cont'd)-

(sheet =50 of-55)

LISTING OF
vgREsoLVED SAFETY ISSUBS AND

GENERIC SAFETY ISSUES

288UE ISSUE.
NUMBER ISSUE TITLE TYPE CATEGORY

III.C.1- (1-3) PUBLIC- 1GSI/LI ' 1d
INFORMATION--PROVIDE TO
NEWS MEDIA AND PUBLIC

III.C.2 (1-2) PUBLIC GSI/LI. .1d .
INFORMATION--PROVIDE
TRAINING

i
III.D.1.1 (1) PRIMARY COOLANT GSI/TMI lf- 1

SOURCES OUTSIDE THE ;

CONTAINMENT STRUCTURE I

III.D.1.1 (2) REVIEW INFORMATION'ON:- GSI la.
PROVISIONS FOR LEAK |
DETECTION '

III.D.1.1 (3) DEVELOP PROPOSED .GSI la
SYSTEM ACCEPTANCE :

CRITERIA !

III.D.1.2 RADIOACTIVE GAS GSI/TMI -1f
MANAGEMENT a

l

III.D.1.3 (1-3) VENTILATION SYSTEM GSI/TMI lf i

AND RADIOIODINE ABSORBER
CRITERIA

III.D.1.3 (4) VENTILATION SYSTEM GSI id
AND RADIOIODINE-ABSORBER
CRITERIA ,

III.D.1.4 RADWASTE SYSTEM FEATURES GSI/TMI lf ;

TO AID IN ACCIDENT - |
!
IIII.D.2.1 (1-3) RADIOLOGICAL GSI/TMI la

MONITORING OF EFFLUENTS
'

;
. ,

.

Amendment F
December 15, 1989
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TABLE A1-1 (Contfd) |

!(Sheet 51 of 55)
.[LISTING OF

UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUES AND {
GENERIC BAFETY ISSUES

i
'

ISSUE ISSUE
NUMBER ISSUE TITLE TYPE CATEGORY l

.!
'

III.D.2.2 (1) RADIOIODINE, :GSI 1d
CARBON-14, AND TRITIUM
PATHWAY DOSE ANALYSIS

III.D.2.2 (2-4) RADIOIODINE, GSI le
CARBON-14, AND' TRITIUM. o

PATHWAY; DOSE-ANALYSIS

III.D.2.3 (1) LIQUID PATHWAY- GSI. -1c
RADIOLOGICAL CONTROL

III.D.2.3 (2) SCREENING OF SITES GSI' ic
FOR LIQUID PATHWAY:
CONSEQUENCE

III.D.2.3 (3) LIQUID PATHWAY- GSI 1c
j- INTERDICTION

:

III.D.2.3 (4) SUMMARY ASSESSMENT OF GSI 1c |

LIQUID PATHWAY
CONSEQUENCES

III.D.2.4 (1) OFFSITE DOSE GSI id
MEASUREMENTS

III.D.2.4 (2) OFFSITE DCSE GSI/LI id.
MEASUREMENTS

III.D.2.5 OFFSITE DOSE GSI/LI 1c
CALCULATIONAL MANUAL

III.D.2.6 INDEPENDENT RADIOLOGICAL GSI/LI id
MEASUREMENTS

III.D.3.1 RADIATION PROTECTION GSI 1c
PLAN

O
Amendment F f

'December 15, 1989
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'

LISTING OF .

UwouBOLVED anwETY ISSUES AND
GENERIC SAFETY ISSUES

ISSUE'ISSUE
NUMBER ISSUE TITLE TYPE CATEGORY

'

III.D.3.2 (1-4) HEALTH PHYSICS GSI/LI- Id

IMPROVEMENTS

III.D.3.3 (1-4) IN-PLANT' RADIATION GSI/TMI 2- ,

MONITORING -

r

III.D.3.4 CONTROL ROOM HABITABILITY GSI 2 c

III.D.3.5 (1-3) RADIATION WORKER GSI/LI id

EXPOSURE DATA BASE

IV.Al SEEK LEGISLATIVE ' GSI/LI id - i
_

AUTHORITY IN ENFORCEMENT
-

,PROCESS

IV.A.2 REVISE ENFORCEMENT' POLICY- GSI/LI ld
,

'

t

f IV.B.1 REVISE PRACTICES FOR 'GSI/LI id

u ISSUANCE OF INSTRUCTIONS
AND INFORMATION-TO
LICENSEES

IV.C.1 -EXTEND LESSONS LEARNED- GSI/LI' id |

FROM TMI TO-0THER NRC ]
PROGRAMS j

IV.D.1 NRC STAFF TRAINING GSI/LI - id

IV.E.1 EXPAND RESEARCH ON GSI/LI id

QUANTIFICATION 0F SAFETY j

DECISION-MAKING

IV.E.2 PLAN FOR EARLY RESOLUTION GSI/LI id

OF SAFETY ISSUES

.e
Amendment F. ,

December 15,.1989 .
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TABLE 11-1 (Conted) j

.
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LISTIN.B QZ
UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUES AND

GENERIC SAFSTY ISSUSP

ISSUE - ISSUE I
NUMBER ISSUE TITLE TYPE C&TNGORY

^

IV.E.3 PLAN FOR RESOLVING ISSUES GSI/LI id' ,

1AT THE CONSTRUCTION-
PERMIT STAGE .i

I
IV.E.4 RESOLVE GENERIC ISSUES BY GSI/LI ld

RULEMAKING

IV.E.5 ASSESS CURRENTLY GSI 1c ;
*

OPERATING PLANTS
l

| IV.F.1 INCREASE IE SCRUTINY OF. GSI/LI Id |
POWER ASCENSION TEST-

PROGRAM

IV.F.2 EVALUATE THE IMPACTS OF GSI/LI id
FINANCIAL DISINCENTIVES
TO THE SAFETY'OF NUCLEAR-

#POWER PLANTS

IV.G.1 DEVELOP A PUBLIC AGENDA GSI/LI ld
FOR RULEMAKING

IV.G.2 PERIODIC AND SYSTEMATIC GSI/LI ld
REEVALUATION OF EXISTING
RULES

IV.G.3 IMPROVE RULEMAKING GSI/LI ld '

PROCEDURES

IV.G.4 STUDY ALTERNATIVES FOR GSI/LI ld
IMPROVED RULEMAKING
PROCESS

,

IV.H.1 NRC PARTICIPATION IN THE GSI/LI 1d
!RADIATION POLICY COUNCIL

i

,

Amendment F
December 15, 1989
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TABLE A1-1 (Cont'd) -;

(Sheet 54 of 55)
'

LISTING OF
| UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUES AND

aEnEmIc saFETT Issues
|

i

ISSUE ISSUE :

l- NUMBER ISSUE TITLE TYPE. CATEGORX. j

|

V.A.1 DEVELOP NRC POLICY GSI/LI id. t

STATEMENT ON SAFETY

V.B.1 STUDY AND RECOMMEND, AS GSI/LI ld
APPROPRIATE, ELIMINATION' .'
OF'NONSAFETY
RESPONSIBILITIES

4

V.C.1 STRENGTHEN THE ROLE OF GSI/LI -id

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON
REACTOR SAFEGUARDS

.!

V.C.2 STUDY NEED FOR ADDITIONAL GSI/LI id- ;

ADVISORY COMMITTEES

V.C.3 STUDY THE NEED TO GSI/LI 1d
ESTABLISH AN. INDEPENDENT
NUCLEAR SAFETY BOARD

V.D.1 IMPROVE PUBLIC AND _GSI/LI - id-

INTERVENOR PARTICIPATION
IN THE HEARING PROCESS ;

V.D.2 STUDY GSI/LI id
CONSTRUCTION-DURING-
ADJUDICATION RULE ,,

i

V.D.3 REEXAMINE COMMISSION ROLE GSI/LI ld
IN ADJUDICATION

V.D.4 STUDY THE REFORM OF THE GSI/LI ld
|_

LICENSING PROCESS ,

V.E.1 STUDY THE NEED FOR GSI/LI id'

TMI-RELATED LEGISLATION

'i

Amendment F
| December 15, 1989
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TABLE A1-1 (Cont'd) ,

j
(Sheet 55 of 55) j

!

LISTIMG OF |
UMRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUES AMD 'J

GEMERIC SAFETY ISSUES
,

I

ISSUE ISSUE
l MUMBER ISSUE TITLE TYPE CATEGORY >

L
'' V.F.1 STUDY NRC-TOP MANAGEMENT. GSI/LI- id- 1

STRUCTURE AND PROCESS-

V.F.2 REEXAMINE ORGANIZATION- GSI/LI- ld
AND FUNCTIONS OF THE NRC

( OFFICE
.

V.F.3 REVISE DELEGATION OF GSI/LI id
AUTHORITY TO STAFF

O V.F.4 CLARIFY AND STRENGTHEN GSI/LI! 1d-
THE RESPECTIVE ROLFS OF -

CHAIRMAN, COMMISSION, AND
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR FOR-
OPERATIONS

V.F.5 AUTHORITY TO DELEGATE GSI/LI ld
EMERGENCY. RESPONSE .

FUNCTIONS TO A SINGLE '

COMMISSIONER
,

V.G.1 ACHIEVE SINGLE LOCATION, GSI/LI - 1d ?
,

; LONG-TERM
i

V.G.2 ACHIEVE SINGLE LOCATION, GSI/LI id
INTERIM

r

!

(

Amendment F
December 15, 1989 :
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2.0 LIST OP UganaOLVED ShWETY ISSUES AND'HIGE/ MEDIUM
PRIORITY GENERIC SAPETY ISSUES APPLICABLE TO THE
SYSTEM 80+ STANDARD DESIGN .j

~

Table'A2-2 of this section identifies the USIs, and Medium--and
High-priority' GSIs which are ' technically ~ relevant to the System- .i
80+ - Standard : Design,. _ consistent with 10 CFR Part 52.47. The

!process for identification of these- issues is provided in the
Joverview and in Section 1.0 of this appendix, along L with ' a-

definition of the'" Issue Types" indicated within the . list given
in this section. ,

i
i

,

i

|

:.

!

!

i,

O
"

i
'

3

.!
.

! l

!
|| |

t

. !
'

!
!

'{
l

i !

;
.j

'

i

!
i

i
;

!
,

!

<
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TABLE A2-1 ,

(Sheet 1 of-10)

LIST OP UunuBOLVED anwETY ISSUES mun HIGH/ MEDIUM ;
'

PRIORITY GgunnTC ISSUES APPLICABLE TO THE
SYSTEM.80+ STANDARD DESIGN

ISSUB ISSUE i

NUMBER ISSUE TITLE TYPE
|

3 SETPOINT DRIFT IN- GSI
INSTRUMENTATION

14 PWR PIPE CRACKS GSI

15 RADIATION EFFECTS ON REACTOR GSI
,

| VESSEL SUPPORTS- :

|

| 22 INADVERTENT BORON DILUTION GSI .

-EVENTS

23 REACTOR COOLANT PUMP SEAL GSI ;
"FAILURES

29 BOLTING DEGRADATION-OR GSI
FAILURES IN NUCLEAR PLANTS

36 LOSS OF SERVICE WATER GSI ;,

I 45 INOPERABILITY OF INSTRUMENTS GSI
l DUE TO EXTREME COLD WEATHER
| t

48 LCO FOR CLASS'lE VITAL- GSI
INSTRUMENT BUSES IN OPERATING . i

REACTORS

49 INTERLOCKS AND LCOs FOR GSI
REDUNDANT CLASS lE TIE BREAKER

,

i 51 PROPOSED' REQUIREMENTS FOR GSI
IMPROVING RELIABILITY OF OPEN
CYCLE SERVICE WATER SYSTEMS

57 EFFECTS OF FIRE PROTECTION GSI-
'

SYSTEM ACTUATION ON SAFETY
RELATED EQUIPMENT

:

Amendment.F
December 15,.1989
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TABLE A2-1-(Cont'd)- |

(Sheet 2 of 10)-
|
'

, LIST OF UMn !OLVED anwETY ISSUES un EIGH/ MEDIUM.
i

PRIORITY GENWRTC ISSUES APPLIenLE TO ram )
SYSTEM 80+ STANDARD DESIGN

1

ISSUE ;ISSUE
NUMBER ISBUE~ TITLE -TYPE

64 IDENTIFICATION-OF PROTECTION: GSI
*

' SYSTEM INSTRUMENT-SENSING.- '

LINES

66- STEAM GENERATOR: REQUIREMENTS GSI

75 GENERIC IMPLICATIONS OF ATWS' GSI
EVENTS.AT SALEM --~ OPERATIONAL
QA PROGRAMS.

79 UNANALYZED REACTOR VESSEL GSI
THERMAL STRESS- DURING. NATURAL
CONVECTION COOLDOWN

-

82 BEYOND: DESIGN BASES-ACCIDENTS- GSI
IN SPENT FUEL POOL

83 CONTROL ROOM HABITABILITY- GSI:

93 STEAM BINDING OF AUXILIARY GSI
FEEDWATER PUMPS

94 ADDITIONAL LTOP FOR LIGHT GSI ,

WATER REACTOR

99 RCS/RHR-SUCTION LINE GSI
INTERLOCKS ON PWRS

103 DESIGN FOR PROBABLE MAXIMUM GSI
PRECIPITATION

105 INTERFACING SYSTEMS LOCA AT GSI
LWRS

6

106 PIPING AND USE OF HIGHLY GSI

l< COMBUSTIBLE GASES IN VITAL
L AREAS -- FIRE PROTECTION

Amendment F
December 15, 1989
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1
'

(8heet 3 of 10)-
1

LIST OF UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUES AND HIGE/ MEDIUM >

'

PRIORITY GENERIC ISSUES APPLICAELE TO THE
ISYSTEM 80+ STANDARD DESIGN

1

IggUE ISSUE.
NUMBER ISSUE-TITLE TYPE

119.1 PIPE RUPTURE REQUIREMENTS :GSI/RI

119.2 PIPE DAMPING VALUES GSI/RI. ,

119.3 DECOUPLING OBE FROM-SSE GSI/RI

119.5 LEAK-DETECTION REQUIREMENTS GSI/RI

121 HYDROGEN CONTROL FOR LARGE, GSI
DRY.PWR CONTAINMENT

122.2 INITIATING FEED AND BLEED GSI

124 AUXILIARY FEEDWATER SYSTEM GSI
'

RELIABILITYg

|

125.I.3 SPDS AVAILABILITY GSI

125.II.7 REEVALUATE PROVISION TO GSI ,

AUTOMATICALLY: ISOLATE
,

! FEEDWATER"FROM STEAM GENERATOR
DURING1LINE BREAK-

128 ELECTRICAL POWER RELIABILITY GSI

130 ESSENTIAL SERVICE WATER PUMP GSI
FAILURES AT MULTIPLANT SITES

,

135 INTEGRATED STEAM GENERATOR GSI
ISSUE'

'

A-1 WATER HAMMER 'USI
1

A-2 ASYMMETRIC BLOWDOWN LOADS ON USI
RCS,

A-4 C-E STEAM GENERATOR TUBE USI
'

|
INTEGRITY

|

Amendment F
December 15, 1989 ,
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TABLE A2-1 (Cont'd)

.(Sheet'4 of 10)
<

LIST OF UNRESOLVED 8AFETY ISSUES AND HIGB/ MEDIUM [
*PRIORITY GENERIC ISSUES APPLICABLE TO THE

SYSTEM 80+ STANDARD DESIGN

ISSUE ISSUE
NUMBER ISSUE TITLE TYPE' ,

'

A-9 ANTICIPATED TRANSIENTS WITHOUT USI-
SCRAM (ATWS) 4

'IA'2 FRACTURE TOUGHNESS OF' STEAM USI
.

GENERATOR AND RCP SUPPORTS
,

A-13 SNUBBER OPERABILITY ASSURANCE GSI

A-15 PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM GSI-
DECONTAMINATION AND STEAM
GENERATOR CHEMICAL CLEANING

'

A-17 SYSTEMS INTERACTION USI

A-24 QUALIFICATION OF CLASS lE USI 1

SAFETY RELATED EQUIPMENT
|

A-25 NON-SAFETY LOADS-ON CLASS lE GSI
POWER SOURCES

A-26 REACTOR. VESSEL PRESSURE USI
TRANSIENT ~ PROTECTION

A-29 PLANT DESIGN.FOR REDUCTION OF GSI ,

VULNERABILITY.TO SABOTAGE

| A-30 ADEQUACY OF SAFETY RELATED DC GSI
| POWER SUPPLIES ,

A-31 RHR SHUTDOWN REQUIREMENTS USI

A-35 ADEQUACY OF OFFSITE POWER GSI
SYSTEMS

A-36 CONTROL OF HEAVY LOADS NEAR USI ,

SPENT FUEL !

A-40 SEISMIC DESIGN--SHORT TERM USI ,O: 1

J
PROGRAM

,

I

Amendment F
December.15, 1989
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TABLE _A2-1 (cont'd)
|(Sheet 5 of 10)

LIST OF UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUE 8 AND HIGB/ MEDIUM
PRIORITY GENERIC ISSUES APPLICABLE TO THE

SYSTEM 80+ STAMDARD DESIGN

t

ISSUE ISSUE
NUMBER -ISSUE TITLE TYPE

-A-43 CONTAINMENT EMERGENCYJSUMP- USI
|
' ' PERFORMANCE

i

A-44 STATION BLACKOUT USI'

;

L A-45 SHUTDOWN DECAY HEAT REMOVAL USI'
REQUIREMENTS

A-47 SAFETY IMPLICATIONS OF CONTROL USI
'

SYSTEMS

() .A-48 HYDROGEN _ CONTROL,_ MEASURES & USI i

EFFECT OF HYDROGEN BURNS

A-49 PRESSURIZED ~ THERMAL SHOCK. USI
,

B-5 DUCTILITY OF TWO-WAY SLABS & GSI
SHELLS -- STEEL CONTAINMENTS

B-36 DEVELOP DESIGN, TEST,. MAINTENANCE GSI
CRITERIA FOR ATMOSPHERE CLEANUP
SYSTEM AIR FILTRATION AND
ABSORPTION UNIT.....

B-53 LOAD BREAK SWITCH GSI/RI

B-56' DIESEL GENERATOR RELIABILITY GSI

B-58 PASSIVE MECHANICAL FAILURES GSI.

B-60 LOOSE PARTS MONITORING SYSTEM GSI

B-61 ALLOWABLE ECCS EQUIPMENT GSI
OUTAGE PERIODS

O
Amendment F
December.15,'1989
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TABLE A2-1-(Cont'd) ;

i
a

l' (Sheet 6 of.10)- .

0
t

LIST OP UM**maLVED SAFETY ISSUES AMD HIGH/ MEDIUM
l' PRIORITY asummTC ISSUES APPLIM RLE TO THE 1[
:

SYSTEM 80+ STANDARD DESIGN

h

ISSUE !

ISSUE-
MUMBER -ISSUE' TITLE- TYPE |.

r

l- B-63 ISOLATION-OF' LOW PRESSURE GSI
SYSTEMS CONNECTED TO THE
REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE ,

I BOUNDARY- .

B-66 CONTROL ROOM INFILTRATION GSI: ;

MEASUREMENTS
,

t

C-1 ASSURANCE OF CONTINUOUS LONG GSI
I

TERM CAPABILITY OF HERMETIC
SEALS ON INSTRUMENTATION AND

-

'

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

| C-2 STUDY OF CONTAINMENT- GSI-
DEPRESSURIZATION BY'
INADVERTENT' SPRAY OPERATION- 3

C-4 STATISTICAL METHOD FOR ECCS GSI/RI: ,

ANALYSIS

C-5 DECAY HEAT UPDATE GSI/RI ,

C-6 LOCA HEAT SOURCES GSI/RI

C-10 EFFECTIVE' OPERATION OF GSI
,

CONTAINMENT SPRAYS IN A LOCA

C-12 PRIMARY SYSTEM VIBRATION- GSI
'

ASSESSMENT

HF 1.3.4a HUMAN FACTORS PROGRAM PLAN - GSI
MAN MACHINE INTERFACE - LOCAL
CONTROL STATIONS 1

HF 1.3.4b HUMAN FACTORS PROGRAM PLAN - GSI
MAN MACHINE INTERFACE - I
ANNUNCIATORS

|

Amendment F
December 15, 1989
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! )TRELE 12-1 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 7 of 10)

LIST CF UumenOLVED mwETY ISSUES AMD HIGH/MEDIg[-
PRIORITY amuBRIC ISSUES APPLIckBLE TO.THE

SYSTEM 80+ STANDARD DESIGN ,,

T

ISSUEISSUB
NUMBER ISSUE TITLE TYPE

HF 1.3.4c HUMAN FACTOR PROGRAM PLAN - GSI
i

MAN-MACHINELINTERFACE -
OPERATIONAL AIDS .

t'

HF-1.3.4d HUMAN FACTORS PROGRAM PLAN - GSI ;

MAN MACHINE INTERFACE -
AUTOMATION AND ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE r

i I

i HF 1.3.4e HUMAN FACTORS PROGRAM PLAN - GSI
' MAN MACHINE INTERFACE -

COMPUTERS AND COMPUTER
DISPLAYS ,

HF 5.1 LOCAL CONTROL STATIONS GSI

:)iHF 5.2 REVIEW CRITERIA FOR HUMAN GSI
FACTORS ASPECTS OF ADVANCED
CONTROLS AND ' INSTRUMENTATION |

HF 8.0 MAINTENANCE AND SURVEILLANCE GSI j

PROGRAM
-

| I.C.1 (1-4) SHORT TERM ACCIDENT GSI .

ANALYSIS AND PROCEDURES l
REVISION

I.D.2 CONTROL ROOM DESIGN REVIEWS -- GSI/TMI
PLANT SAFETY PARAMETER DISPLAY
CONSOLE

I.D.3 CONTROL ROOM DESIGN.-- SAFETY GSI/TMI
SYSTEM STATUS MONITORING j

I.D.4 CONTROL ROOM DESIGN STANDARD GSI !

A
\_/ :

: !

! Amendment F
December-15, 1989-
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TABLE 12-1 (Cont'd)'

(Sheet 8 of 10)

LIST OF UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUES AMD RIGR/ MEDIUM
PRIORITY GENERIC ISSUES APPLICAELE TO TEE

SYSTEM 80+ STANDARD DESIGN

ISSUE ISSUE-
MUMBER ISSUB TITLE TYPE

I.D.5 (1)-CONTROL ROOM DESIGN -- GSI
IMPROVED INSTRUMENTATION
RESEARCH
ALARMS AND DISPLAY

I.D.5 (2) CONTROL ROOM DESIGN -- GSI
IMPROVED INSTRUMENTATION
RESEARCH

I.D 5 (3) CONTROL ROOM DESIGN -- GSI/LI^
ON-LINE REACTOR SURVEILLANCE :

_

SYSTEMS !

I.D.5 (4) CONTROL ROOM DESIGN -- .GSI
IMPROVED INSTRUMENTATION
RESEARCH

I.F.1 QUALITY ASSURANCE - EXPAND GSI
QUALITY ASSURANCE. LIST FOR
EQUIPMENT IMPORTANT TO SAFETY

I.F.2 (2) QUALITY ASSURANCE - ' .GSI/TMI
DEVELOP MORE DETAILED CRITERIA

I.F.2 (3) QUALITY ASSURANCE -- GSI/TMI
DEVEIAP- MORE DETAILED
CRITERIA

I.F.2 (6) QUALITY ASSURANCE -- GSI
DEVEIDP MORE DETAILED QA
CRITERIA

I.F.2 (9) QUALITY ASSURANCE -- GSI
DEVEIDP MORE DETAILED QA
CRITERIA

9
Amendment F ;

December 15, 1989 i

i
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TABLE 12-1 (Cont'd)- i

!

(Sheet 9 of'10)

LIST OP UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUES AND EIGE/ MEDIUM
PRIORITY GENERIC ISSUES APPLICABLE TO TEE f

SYSTEM 80+ STANDARD DESIGN

|

| ISSUEL ISSUE .

'I
! NUMBER ISSUE TITLE -TYPE

(
II.B.1 SAFETYJREVIEW CONSIDERATION -- GSI/TMI-

*

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM VENTS.
s

II.B.2 SAFETY REVIEW CONSIDERATION -- GSI/TMI.
PLANT SHIELDING TO PROVIDE r

POST ACCIDENT ACCESS =TO VITAL
AREAS

II.B.3 SAFETY REVIEW CONSIDERATION -- GSI/TMI
POST ACCIDENT SAMPLING. SYSTEM

() II.C.4 RELIABILITY ENGINEERING GSI/TMI

II.D.1 COOLANT SYSTEM VALVE -- GSI/TMI
TESTING REQUIREMENT :

.

II.D.3 COOLANT SYSTEM VALVES -- VALVE GSI/TMI
| POSITION INDICATION '

II.E.1.1 AUXILIARY FEEDWATER SYSTEM GSI/TMI
EVALUATION

II.E.1.2 AUXXLIARY FEEDWATER SYSTEM GSI/TMI .

AUTOMATIC INITIATION AND FLOW
INDICATION !

II.E.4.1 CONTAINMENT DESIGN -- GSI i
.

DEDICATED PENETRATIONS j
;

II.E.4.2 CONTAINMENT DESIGN -- GSI/TMI [
ISOLATION DEPENDABILITY i

II.E.4.4 (1-5) CONTAINMENT DESIGN -- GSI/TMI 1
PURGING

.

II.F.1 ADDITIONAL ACCIDENT MONITORING GSI/TMI
-Os INSTRUMENTATION -i

,

Amendment F
December.15, 1989
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TABLE A2-1 (Cont'd)-

(Sheet-10 of-10)

LIST OF'UMS*mOLVED SEPETY ISSUES un BIGE/ MEDIUM'
PRIORITY aMMERTC ISSUBS EPPLIemmLE TO Thi .

SYSTEM S0+ STAMDARD DESIGN .|
!

ISSUE.ISSUE
NUMBER ISSUE TITLE -TYPE [

II.F.2 IDENTIFICATION AND RECOVERY GSI/TMI
FROM CONDITIONS LEADING TO
INADEQUATE CORE COOLING-

-

II.F.3 INSTRUMENTATION.FOR MONITORING GSI/TMI
ACCIDENT CONDITION: i

II.G.1 POWER SUPPLIES FOR PRESSURIZER GSI/TMI
RELIEF VALVES, BLOCK VALVES,
AND LEVEL INDICATORS

II.K.1 (3,4d,6,9,14,15,16,24-28)- GSI |
MEASURES TO MITIGATE'SMALL

-

' BREAK LOCA'S & LOSS OF FW-
ACCIDENTS

~ IE BULLETINS

II.K.3 (5,6,8,25,30,31,55) FINAL GSI/TMI
RECOMMENDATIONS OF B&O TASK ,

,

FORCE TO MITIGATE. ACCIDENTS-

(
III.D.3.3 (1-4) IN-PLANT RADIATION GSI/TMI

,

L MONITORING
l

III.D.3.4 CONTROL ROOM HABITABILITY GSI

I
|

|

e
. !,

h Amendment F
| December 15, 1989
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3.0 APPLICABLE NRC USIs/GSIs CEOSS-REFERENCED IN NUREG-0933

Some of the Unresolved and Generic. Safety Issue. descriptions in
NUREG-0933' include a cross-reference to one or more other issues-
which address related concerns. Table A3-1 identifies -the
cross-references among issues relevant to the System 80t' Standard
Design.

i

,

!

i

;

.

!
o

I i
!
!

!

!
1

|
'

i

i

l |

1

O
Amendment F !

A-5 December 15, 1989 !
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TABLE A3-1 i

| |
' i(Sheet 1 of 2)

MB.C UsIs/G8Is CROSS-REFERENCED IN NUREG-0933 1

i- AND APPLI"1RLE TO THE SYSTEM 80+ STANDARD DESIGN I

|

1NRC .

-jIS8UE CROS8-REFERENCED
NUMBER. ISSUE TITLE- ISBUES _ '|

|

36 LOSS OF SERVICE WATER- A-45
j

48 LCO FOR CLASS 1E VITAL 128
INSTRUMENT BUSES IN OPERATING
REACTORS

49 INTERLOCKS AND LCO'S FOR 128
REDUNDANT CLASS 1E TIE BREAKER

66 STEAM GENERATOR REQUIREMENTS A-4

| () 79 'UNANALYZED REACTOR VESSEL A-44
THERMAL. STRESS-COOLDOWN

83 CONTROL ROOM HABITABILITY B-36

122.2 INITIATING FEED AND BLEED A-45

125.I.3 SPDS AVAILABILITY I.D.2 ;

128 ELECTRICAL POWER RELIABILITY '4 8 , 49 !

130 ESSENTIAL SERVICE WATER PUMP A-45
FAILURES AT MULTI-PLANT SITES

A-30 ADEQUACY OF SAFETY RELATED DC II.E.1.1 ;

POWER SUPPLIES
'

A-45 SHUTDOWN DECAY HEAT REMOVAL A-44 !

REQUIREMENTS

| I.D.5 (2) CONTROL ROOM DESIGN -- II.F.3
IMPROVED INSTRUMENTATION
RESEARCH

I.D.5 (4) CONTROL ROOM DESIGN -- II.F.2

O IMPROVED INSTRUMENTATION
- RESEARCH

Amendment F
December 15,-1989 .;
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TABLE 13-1 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 3 of 3)
unc USIs/G8Is OMsg.mannman IM MUREG-0933

188h APPLIN mLE TO THE SYSTEM 30+ STa mman DEgigg

NRC
188UE CROSS-REFERENCED
NUMBER ISSUB TITLE- ISSUES-

II.C.4 RELIABILITY ENGINEERING B-56

O

O:
Amendment F
December 15, 1989
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4.0 TECEMIO_ht ***0LtnEIONS FOR ipr ***^LVED AWD GENERIC i

anyETY ISSUES APPLI M mLE TO TIE SYSTEM 80+ STANDARD |
' DESIGN

This section presents the technical resolution for each safety
issue included in this submittal (64 issues). The resolutions :

for thu safety issues are listed in Table A4-1,, Resolutions for i

the reaaining applicable issues are scheduled for subsequent i

submittal. ,

Each issue is structured so as to be independent of othar safety
issues. However, there are some instances .Where issues do ;

overlap one another. Where overlap occurs, es identified in ;

NUREG-0933, it is so indicated (see also Section 3.0,

" Cross-references"). |

As discussed in the Appendix overview, each issue is composed of '

four parts: (1) a ISSUE statement section, which describes the ;

safety concern, (2) a ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA section which discusses
the applichble NRC guidance and regulations and industry codes,
standards and/or other relevant requirements, (3) a RESOLUTION ,

, section which describes the technical bases for the resolution of ?

the issue considering the Systen 80+ Standard Design, as
described within CESSAR-DC or other . relevant documentation (e.g.,

s special technical reports) and finally, (4) a REFERENCES section '

which lists the references used in the formuletion of t.he
Issue Statement, Acceptance Criteria, and Resolution sections of -

fthe issue,
i

.

!

,

,

'
,

| O
Amendment F

A-7 December 15, 1989
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TABLE 14-1 {

<Sm..s I or 83

LIST OF TECEMICAL RESOLUTIONS FOR
USIs AND GSIs APFLIC&BLE TO TER SYSTEM 80+ |

STANDNLD.. DESIGN IMCLUDED..IM..SECTION 4.0 |

.;

NRC :ISSUE
NUMBER ISSUE TITLE PAGE MO. ,

3 SETPOINT DRIFT IN INSTRUMENTATION A-9

22 INADVERTENT BORON DILUTION EVENTS -A-12

23 REACTOR COOLANT PUMP SEAL FAILURES A-14

29 BOLTING DEGRADATION OR FAILURES IN A-17
NUCLEAR PLANTS .

i

36 LOSS OF SERVICE WATER A-19 i
,

i

45 INOPERABILITY OF INSTRUMENTS A-20
DUE TO EXTREME COLD WEATHER I

48 LCO FOR CLASS 1E VITAL INSTRUMENT A-24
*

BUSES IN OPERATING REACTORS

49 INTERLOCKS AND LCOs FOR CLASS 1E A-26 4

TIE BREAKERS

51 PROPOSED REQUIREMENTS FOR IMPROVING A-28
RELIABILITY OF OPEN CYCLE SERVICE
WATER SYSTEMS

57 EFFECTS OF FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM A-31
ACTUATION ON SAFETY-RELATED EQUIPMENT

64 IDENTIFICATION OF PROTECTION A-33 '

SYSTEM INSTRUMENT SENSING LINES

66 STEAM GENERATOR REQUIREMENTS A-35

79 UNANALYZED REACTOR VESSEL THERMAL A-37
'

STRESS-COOLDOWN

O 82 BEYOND DESIGN BASES ACCIDENTS IN A-39
SPENT FUEL POOLS

!

k
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SThunman numIGM INCLUDED IM SECTION 4.0 ,

i

I

|NRC.
Issus
NUMBER ISSUE TITLE P4GE NO.,

83 CONTROL ROOM HABITABILITY A-41

93 STEAM BINDING OF AUXILIARY A-43 1

FEEDWATER PUMPS

103 DESIGN FOR PROBABLE MAXIMUM A-46

PRECIPITATION

106 PIPING AND USE OF HIGHLY COMBUSTIBLE A-48
GASES IN VITAL AREAS -- FIRE'

PROTECTION .

.

119.1 PIPE RUPTURE REQUIREMENTS A-50

119.2 PIPE DAMPING VALUES A-52

119.3 DECOUPLING OBE FROM SSE A-55

122.2 INITIATING FEED AND BLEED A-58
,

124 AUXILIARY FEEDWATER SYSTEM A-60
I RELIABILITY

a
\

125.I.3 SPDS AVAILABILITY A-62 |
'

128 ELECTRICAL POWER RELIABILITY A-64

130 ESSENTIAL SERVICE WATER PUMP A-65
FAILURES AT MULTI-PLANT SITES

A-2 ASYMMETRIC BLOWDOWN LOADS ON RCS A-67
#

A-9 ANTICIPATED TRANSIENTS WITHOUT A-69 -

SCRAM (ATWS)

A-12 FRACTURE TOUGHNESS OF STEAM A-72
GENERATOR AND RCP SUPPORTS
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'

i

NRC
ISSUE
NUMBER ISSUE TITLE PAGE NO.

_

A-13 SNUBBER OPERABILITY ASSURANCE A-74

A-25 NON-SAFETY LOADS ON CLASS 1E A-77

POWER SOURCES

A-26 REACTOR VESSEL PRESSURE TRANSIENT A-80
PROTECTION

A-29 PLANT DESIGN FOR REDUCTION OF A-84
VULNERABILITY TO SABOTAGE

A-30 ADEQUACY OF SAFETY RELATED DC A-88
POWER SUPPLIES

A-31 RHR SHUTDOWN REQUIREMENTS A-90

A-36 CONTROL OF HEAVY LOADS NEAR A-94
SPENT FUEL

A-43 CONTAINMENT EMERGENCY SUMP A-97
PERFORMANCE

A-45 SHUTDOWN DECAY HEAT REMOVAL A-101
REQUIREMENTS

A-49 PRESSURIZED THERMAL SHOCK A-103

B-60 LOOSE PARTS MONITORING SYSTEM A-106

C-4 STATISTICAL METHODS FOR ECCS A-109
ANALYSIS

C-5 DECAY HEAT UPDATE A-111

C-12 PRIMARY SYSTEM VIBRATION ASSESSMENT A-113

O,
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(Sheet 4'of 5) j

LIST OF TECNNICAL RESOLUTIONS FOR
USIs AND GSIs APPLICARLE TO TME SYSTEM 80+

SThMDARD DESIGN INCLUDED IN SECTION 4.0 ]

NRC j
ISSUE ;

NUMBER ISSUE TITLE PAGE No. .i
)

HF 1.3.4a HUMAN FACTORS PROGRAM PLAN - 'A-115 ;

LOCAL CONTROL STATIONS j

HF 1.3.4b HUMAN FACTORS PROGRAM PLAN - A-116 |

ANNUNCIATOR SYSTEMS a

'

5 HF 1.3.4c HUMAN FACTORS PROGRAM PLAN - A-117 i
'

OPERATIONAL AIDS

HF 1.3.4d HUMAN FACTORS PROGRAM PLAN - A-117
AUTOMATION AND/OR ARTIFICIAL

'

INTELLIGENCE SYSTEMS

HF 1.3.4e HUMAN FACTORS PROGRAM' PLAN - A-117 :

COMPUTERS AND COMPUTER DISPLAY |

TECHNOLOGY ,

:

HF 5.1 LOCAL CONTROL STATIONS A-120
'

i

HF 5.2 REVIEW OF CRITERIA FOR HUMAN A-121
FACTORS ASPECTS OF ADVANCED ;.

INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS
(ANNUNCIATORS) ,

I.C.1 SHORT TERM ACCIDENT ANALYSIS A-122 ,

AND PROCEDURES REVISION |

I.D.5 (2) CONTROL ROOM DESIGN -- A-124
IMPROVED INSTRUMENTATION |
RESEARCH - PLANT. STATUS AND t

POST-ACCIDENT MONITORING ;

I.D.5 (3) CONTROL ROOM DESIGN -- A-127 !

ON-LINE REACTOR SURVEILLANCE :
SYSTEMS j

|

O|
!
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LIST OF TECEMICAL RESOLUTIOMS FOR
USIs AMD PSIs APPLIchSLE TO TER SYSTEM 80+ ,

STAMDARD DESIGN INCLUDED IN SECTION 4.0 i

NRC .!
Issue |
MUMBER ISSUE TITLE PAGE MO. .

I.D.5 (4) CONTROL ROOM DESIGN -- A-130
PROCESS MONITORING
INSTRUMENTATION

II.B.1 SAFETY REVIEW CONSIDERATION -- A-133
REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM VENTS

II.B.3 SAFETY REVIEW CONSIDERATION -- A-135
POST ACCIDENT SAMPLING SYSTEM

II.C.4 RELIABILITY ENGINEERING A-138

II.D.1 COOLANT SYSTEM VALVES -- A-141
PERFORMANCE TESTING REQUIREMENTS

II.D 3 COOLANT SYSTEM VALVES -- VALVE A-143
POSITION INDICATION

II.E.1.1 AUXILIARY FEEDWATER SYSTEM A-146
EVALUATION

:

II.E.1.2 AUXILIARY FEEDWATER SYSTEM A-149
l AUTOMATIC INITIATION AND FLOW

INDICATION

II.F.2 INSTRUMENTATION FOR DETECTION A-151
OF INADEQUATE CORE COOLING

II.F.3 INSTRUMENTATION FOR MONITORING A-154
ACCIDENT CONDITIONS

II.G.1 POWER SUPPLIES FOR PRESSURIZER A-157
RELIEF VALVES, BLOCK VALVES,
AND LEVEL INDICATORS

O
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003 SBTPOINT DRIFT IN IMSTRUMENT& TION

ISSUB

Generic Safety Issue (GSI) 003 in NUREG-0933 (Reference 1),
addresses drift in safety-related instrumentation and controls
setpoints and the potential for a delay in initiation of a
safety-related system or component.

Setpoint drift can be defined as a change in the input-output
relationship of an instrument over a period of time. Setpoint-
drift can occur as a result of a number of factors including
component failure, instrumentation error and environmental.
conditions. Setpoint drift primarily affects analog
instrumentation rather than digital instrumentation (which is
less sensitive to the environmental effects of . temperature,
humidity, etc.). Safety-related instrumentation and controls
systems use setpoints as a means of determining when to initiate
a safety function. Should an unplanned change in the setpoint of
a safety-related component occur (i.e., .setpoint drift) the
actual value of the measured parameter at which a particular
action is specified to occur will be altered. This phenomenon can

- result in the delay in the initiation of a safety function.

A number of Licensee Event Reports (LER's) were reviewed by the
NRC which dealt with setpoint drift in safety-related
instrumentation and controls. Subsequently, many of these LER's
were determined to have reported setpoint drift in safety-related
instruments beyond their permissible technical specification
limits. Therefore, the NRC determined that it was necessary to
provide industry with additional guidance, Regulatory Guide 1.105
(Reference 2), which could be utilized in establishing and
maintaining safety-related instrument setpoints. In conjunction
with the NRC work, industry developed a standard, ISA S67.04-1987
(Reference 3) for safety-related instrument setpoints. This
revised standard replaces ISA S67.04-1982 endorsed by Regulatory
Guide 1.105, Revision 2.

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

The acceptance criteria for the resolution of GSI 003, are that
safety-related instrumentation' and controls systems and
components which use setpoints as a means of initiating their
safety functions shall: (1) establish and maintain the setpoints
using the guidance in Regulatory Guide 1.105, Revision 2, (with
the exception of ISA S67.04-1982) and (2) conform to the criteria
identified in ISA S67.04-1987.

Amendment F
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Specifically, a setpoint shall be established such that its
selection shall allow sufficient margin between the setpoint and
the technical specification limit to account for the expected

i

instrument drift. In particular, the setpoint selection shall ,

consider the expected environmental conditions. |

RESOLUTION j

The System 80+ Standard Design includes safety-related [
instrumentation and controls which use setpoints to begin safety
functions (See CESSAR-DC, Section 7.0). Setpoints for the safety (
related systems and components (e.g., Plant Protection System '

(PPS)] are established and maintained in accordance with the
-

guidance given in Regulatory Guide 1.105 and conform to the
criteria idsntified in ISA-S67.04-1987 '(See CESSAR-DC, Section
7.1.2.27). j

The environment considered when determining errors is the most
detrimental realistic environment calculated or postulated to -

.

-

exist up to the longest time of the required Reactor Trip or
Engineered Safety Feature Actuation. This environment may be ;

different for different events analyzed. For the setpoint ;

calculation, the accident environment error calculation for
process equipment uses the environmental conditions up to the !

longest required time of trip or actuation that results in the
largest errors, thus providing additional conservatism to the
resulting setpoints. For additional detail on safety-related
instrumentation and control setpoints see CESSAR-DC, Section
7.1.2.27. [ Note actual equipment setpoints are determined,during
plant construction, when specific equipment is purchased, and are ,

based on the safety analysis setpoints and setpoint methodology t

described in CESSAR-DC.)
' Although setpoint drift is expected to be negligible because of

digital protective systems, periodic surveillance tests designed
to detect input parameter drift and setpoint changes are
performed. In addition, automatic testing of the PPS bistable >

trip function is ?rovided and PPS trip setpoints are monitored by
the Data Processtng System as described in CESSAR-DC, Sections

*

7.2.1.1.9 and 7.7.1.8.2.I.

Setpoints which are used to initiate these plant safety functions
are established and maintained by implementing the requirements
of ISA-S67.04-1987 and therefore meet the intent of Regulatory ,

Guide 1.105, Rev 2. Since the guidance and requirements are met,
i' this issue is resolved for the Syste.m 80+ Standard Design.
|
,

O
i

|
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' 1. NUREG-0933, "A Status Report on Unresolved Sofety Issues",
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 1989.

2, Regulatory Guide 1.105, Revision 2, " Instrument Setpoints
For Safety-Related Systems", U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, February 1986.

3. Standard ISA-S67.04-1987, "Setpoints for Nuclear
Safety-Related Instrumentation Used In Nuclear Power
Plants", Instrument Society of America.4
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022: I m VERTENT BORON DILUTION EVENTS j
1

i

ISSUE

Generic Safety Issue (GSI) 022 in NUREG-0933 (Reference 1), |

addresses the possibility of core criticality during cold j

shutdown conditions because of an inadvertent boron dilution i
!

event. )

Inadvertent boron dilution events have occurred at PWR's during '

maintenance and refueling periods. If the boron in the RCS is j

suf ficiently diluted and the reactor core 'is near the beginning i

of life, there is the potential for. core criticality with all i

rods inserted (i.e., during cold shutdown conditions). |

The NRC and others performed a variety of studies of the |

consequences of an inadvertent boron dilution event. The .

conclusions of the NRC assessment along with other studies were
(1) that the consequences of an unmitigated boron dilution event,
although undesirable, are not severe enough to warrant backfit of .

additional protective features at operating plants and (2)
Standard Review Plan (SRP) Section 15.4.6 (Reference 2) is - |
adequate for plants presently undergoing license review.

r

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
'

The acceptance criterion for GSI 022 is that new plants shall
minimize the consequences of inadvertent boron dilution events by,

'

meeting the intent of SRP Section 15.4.6. Specifically, when
performing a safety analysis to evaluate the consequences of an
inadvertent boron dilution, plant designers should consider: (1) ;

design limits for maximum RCS pressure and minimum DNBR, (2)
moderate frequency events in conjunction with a single failure or
operator error and their possible effects on fuel integrity and
radiological dose calculations, (3) and time limits specified for )

each mode of plant operation, if operator action is required to
terminate an inadvertent boron dilution.

RESOLUTION

As part of the design process for the System 80+ Standard Design, ,

Safety Analyses are performed. These analyses address a variety
iof design bases events including inadvertent boron dilution- (see

CESSAR-DC, Section 15.4.6). Furthermore, these analyses consider
SRP Section 15.4.6 criteria including, design limits (e.g.,
maximum RCS pressure and minimum DNBR), a single failure in ;

conjunction with moderate frequency events, and the impact of a
single failure or operator error on fuel integrity and

y'

radiological dose calculations.!
:

Amendment F
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The safety analysis also considers the time limits required for
an operator to terminate an inadvertent boron dilution for a
particular plant mode of operation identified in SRP, Section
15.4.6. For example, indication of a boron dilution event in the
cold shutdown mode of operation is provided to the operator by
the boron dilution alarm logic within the Nuplex 80+ Advanced
Control Complex (ACC). As described in CESSAR-DC, Section
7.7.1.1.10, the boron dilution alarm logic would detect an
inadvertent boron dilution event by monitoring the . neutron flux
indications provided by the ex-core detector instrumentation
while in plant modes 3 through 6. Alarm signals are generated by
the non-safety-related discrete indication and alarm system

;

ystem (DPS) alerting the'

(DIAS) and the data processing s
operator. Reliance on the boron dilution alarm logic is credited
in the CESSAR-DC Chapter 15 Safety Analysis ao the annunciator of
the event and assures that the 15 minute and 30 minute criteria
for loss of shutdown margin are met.

The System 80+ Standard Design includes a safety analysis which
demonstrates that the consequences of an inadvertent boron
dilution during cold shutdown are minimized. Furthermore, clear
and concise indication and alarm instrumentation is provided toi

.
- an operator via the Nuplex 80+ ACC which is considered in the

| safety analysis. Therefore, the intent of SRP Section 15.4.6 is*

met and this issue is resolved for the System 80+ Standard
Design.

REFERENCES

1. NUREG-0933, "A Prioritization of Generic Safety Issues",
:

| U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 1989.

| 2. NUREG-0800, " Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safety
' Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants ", LWR Edition,

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

3. Letter to R. T. Curtis (NRC) from N. S. DeMuth ( LANL) ,
" Analyses of Unmitigated Boron Dilution Events",
November 18, 1981.

j
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023: e nCTOR N3M * F PURP S m FAILURES

ISSUE

Generic Safety Issue (GSI) 023 in NUREG-0933 (Reference 1),

addresses the high rate of Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP)- seal
failures that challenge the makeup capacity of the ECCS in PWRs
which could result in a small-break loss-of-coolant-accident
(LOCAs) and possibly result in core damage.

WASH-1400, (Reference 2) indicated -that breaks in the reactor
coolant pressure boundary having an equivalent diameter in: the
range of 0.5 to 2 inches were a significant cause of core melt.
Since then, a study has shown that - comparable- break flow rates.

have resulted from RCP seal failures at a frequency about an
order of magnitude greater than the pipe break frequency used in
WASH-1400. Thus, the overall probability of core melt due to
small-size breaks could be dominated by events such as RCP seal
failures.

While proper design and testing of the RCP shaft seal is

inportant, the most significant area of concern is the capability .

of the seals to withstand a combined loss of component cooling
water (CCW) and seal injection (SI), which could occur during
station blackout (SBO) conditions.

ACCEPThMCE. CRITERIA

The acceptance criteria for the resolution of GSI 023 are that
the plant designer should provide for greater RCP shaft seal
integrity than has been exhibited by the seal design on some
operating plants. Seal integrity can be obtained by using
improved design features, such as, better pump and shaft seal
design, and/or improved seal auxiliary support systems (component
cooling water and seal injection systems) .

The objective of improved RCP shaft seal integrity is to limit
the possibility of a small-break IOCA (which might lead to core
damage) resulting from a RCP shaft seal failure. In particular,
the susceptibility of the auxiliary systems to failure because
of a station blackout (SBO) should be addressed.

RESOLUTION

The System 80+ Standard Design minimizes the possibility of core
damage resulting from a small-break LOCA event caused by a RCP
shaft seal f ailure by assuring seal integrity. Seal integrity
is ensured by seal and support systems design which address, as
described below, susceptibility to station blackout. -

Amendment F I
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The Reactor Coolant Pump shaft seal design for System 80+ is a ,

CE-KSB design. This design employs 3 cartridge type, hydrodynamic ;

seals, including 2 equally staged seals and a third stage used as i

a vapor seal (see CESSAR-DC, Section 5.4.1.2). . With this type of j
seal arrangement, all three; seals must fail before leakage from '

the reactor coolant system will occur. In addition to the seal
design, the RCPs and integral shaft seals are factory performance i
tested. Factory testing for a variety of operating conditions

'

demonstrates that the RCP shaft seal design is satisfactory. ;

(Examples of factory test and actual operating experience will be 1

discussed later.) The RCP shaft seals are operated in
,

conjunction with two support systems,,the RCP Seal Injection'(SI) ;

and Component Cooling Water (CCW) Systems. ;

'The RCP shaft seal and supporting systems provide improved RCP
seal integrity. For example, to maintain seal injection under ;

SB0 conditions, the System 80+ Standard design incorporates an '

on-site alternate AC (AAC) power source. As described in .

CESSAR-DC Section 8.1.4.2, the installation and design of the AAC
source is in compliance with the intent of Regulatory Guide 1.155 |
(Reference 3). The AAC would be used to power the charging pumps .

which supply seal injection water to cool the RCP shaft seals. ;

In the unlikely event that AAC is not availabe and a SBO occurs,

the shaft seals are capable of limiting leakage to a maximum of 8
gpm per pump without cooling.

,

The 8 gpm per pump is based upon operating and test experience !
with hydrodynamic shaft seals used in CE designed plants. I
Earlier CE plants used seals designed by Byron Jackson (B-J) I

while the System 80 (Palo Verde) units contain CE-KSB seals. (The
System 80+ reactor coolant pump shaft seal design is the same as
for the Syste:0 80 design, i.e., CE-KSB seals.) Both the B-J and

,

CE-KSB seal designs are hydrodynamic which operate in the same '

manner, conthin similar materials and behave similarly under
abnormal conditions. The capability of the. B-J seals to
withstand SB0 conditions has been demonstrated by testing two
production seal cartridge assemblies. In both tests, seal
leakage was less than 2 gpm for an 8 hour SB0 test duration.

The capability of the CE-KSB seals has been further demonstrat3d
by the following operating event at the Palo Verdo plant. In
April 1986, Palo Verde Unit 2 RCP 2B experienced a loss of CCW
and SI for three hours. During this three hour interruption.the
pump was operated for 10 minutes before it was tripped.

This resulted in the pump seals being exposed to RCS hot standby
tempirature conditions. No loss of seal function occurred and

O' there was no measurable increase in leakage to the containment.,

Amendment F
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Following this event, the af fected. RCP was placed back into
service without inspection of the seals. The RCP was operated
for several months prior to a normal refueling and maintenance
shutdown.

Although this event time duration was shorter than the . 8-hour
coping criteria for SBO, the event was potentially more severe
than a SBO because the pump .was operated without cooling for 10
minutes prior to shutdown. This type of operation rapidly
subjects the seals to RCS temperatures as hot coolant flows
upward through the seals. Also, there is no mechanism for

rejecting the heat built up in the seals due to rubbing friction.
In addition, to the Palo Verde event, seal integrity was further
demonstrated by a 500 hour shop RCP andurance test during which
various loss of seal cooling events were tested.

The System 80+ RCP seal design is based on technology proven in
operating plants. In addition, the SI and CCW support systems for
the System 80+ Standard Design are powered by an additional - AAC
power source. This alternate AC source, under SBO conditions,
sustains electrical power to the charging pumps and component
cooling water pumps which enables the RCP seal cooling and seal
leakage to be maintained within acceptable limits. Because RCP
shaf t seal cooling and shaft seal leakage are maintained within
acceptable limits, excessive seal leakage will not occur.
Therefore, reactor core damage will not result from a loss of RCS
water inventory due to excessive seal leakage and thus, this
issue is resolved for the System 80+ Standard Design.

REFERENCES

1. NUREG-0933, "A Status Report On Unresolved Safety Issues",
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April'1989.

2. WASH-1400 (NUREG-75/014), " Reactor Safety Study, An
Assessment of Accident Risks in Commercial Nuclear Power
Plants", U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, October 1975.

3. Regulatory Guide 1.155, " Station Blackout", U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, June 1988.
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029: BOLTING DEGathATION OR FAILURE IN NUC"18 POWER PLANTS j

i
t

ISSUE t

Generic Safety Issue (GSI) 029 in NUREG-0933' (Reference 1),
addresses bolting degradation within safety-related components ;

and support structures and its impact on the integrity of the .

!reactor coolant pressure boundary.
!

The most crucial bolting applications are those constituting -an
<

integral part of the primary pressure boundary such as closure
studs and bolts on reactor vessels, reactor coolant pumps, and :

steam generators. Degradation of these bolts or studs could
result in the loss of reactor coolant. Other bolting

applications such as component support and embedment anchor bolts
or studs are essential for withstanding transient loads created
during abnormal or accident conditions.

Review of operating experience demonstrated that the

owner-operator's maintenance practices significantly affect i

bolting degradation. ,

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
;

'

The acceptance criteria for the resolution of GSI 029 are that
proven bolting designs, materials, and fabrication _ techniques

'

shall be employed. In addition, reactor coolant- pressure
boundary (RCPB) bolting shall meet the requirements of ASME Code,
Section III (Reference 2). Also, for RCPB bolting the
owner-operator shall use established industry practice in

developing maintenance, assembly, and disassembly procedures.
Furthermore for RCPB and its support bolting, inservice
inspection shall meet the requirements of ASME, Section XI

(Reference 2).
.

RESOLUTION
,

Bolting degradation of RCPB bolts is primarily an operating plant
issue since most of the degraded bolts have resulted from poor
maintenance practices. Bolting integrity is assured by the
designer through the initial specification of proven bolting
materials and installation requirements, and by the
owner-operator through the use of acceptable maintenance and
inspection practices.

|

O
,
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For the System 80+ Standard Design RCPB, only proven -materials
for the specific application and environment are employed, having i

been selected after evaluation of the potential for corrosion |

wastage and intergranular stress corrosion cracking (see
CESSAR-DC, Section 5.2.3.2.1). Also, the RCPB components and ;

their integral bolts, including the reactor vessel, steam :

; generators, reactor coolant pumps and piping are fabricated,- |

| tested, and installed in accordance with ASME Code,- Sections III j

and XI. Finally, the owner-operator must perform periodic |
'

inservice inspection in accordance with ASME Code Section XI (see
CESSAR-DC, Suction, 5.2.1.2, Table 5.2-1, and Section 5.2.4). In !

addition, for critical pressure boundary applications such as the |reactor vessel head closure, redundant seals and leak monitoring j

further assure the integrity of the RCPB. j
i

For major component support bolting applications (e.g., reactor I

vessel, steam generator, etc.), the bolts are designed and j

fabricated to ASME Section III requirements with proven materials ];

chosen for the specific application and environment (see i'

CESSAR-DC, Section 3.9.3) |

In summary, the bolting for RCPB components and supports are
selected considering their particular. application and are

,

fabricated, tested and installed in accordance with ASME Sections
III. Furthermore, the owner-operator is required to comply'with
ASME Code, Section XI for the performance of inservice
inspection. Therefore, this issue is resolved for the System 80+
Standard Design.

!REFERMCEA

1. NUREG-0933, "A Status Report on Unresolved Safety Issues,"
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 1989.

|

2. American Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and Pressure'

Vessel Code, Section III (Nuclear) and Section XI, American
.

Society of Mechanical Engineers. !

i

|

'

|

.
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036: LOSS OF SERVICE WATER

1

ISSUE ;

I
IGeneric Safety Issue (GSI) 036 in NUREG-0933 (Reference 1),

identifies the potential for the loss of both redundant trains of !

{service water caused by the failure of a non-safety system or
component. ;

Calvert Cliffs Unit 1 experienced.a loss of both redundant trains 4

of service water when the Station Service Water System (SSWS) |
became air bound as a result of the failure of a ;

non-safety-related instrument air compressor aftercooler. The
significance of this event lies in the fact that it involved two
fundamental aspects in the design of safety-related systems: -(1)
interaction between safety and non-safety-related systems and ,

components, and (2) single failure of redundant safety systems.
;

ACCEPTANCE CRETERIA

The acceptance criterion for the resolution of GSI 036 is that
the design of the SSWS shall be such that: (1) the potential for-

the loss of its safety function through system interaction with as,

non-safety-related system be minimized, and (2) the potential for'

a single failure of the SSWS shall be minimized. Specifically,
the SSWS shall be designed to meet the intent of SRP Sections,

I 9.2.1, Rev. 4, and 9.2.2, Rev. 3 (Reference 2).

RESOLUTION

Aspect number (1) of this issue is resolved by the System 80+
Standard Design because its safety-related SSWS only cools the
component cooling water heat exchangers which are also
safety-related. Hence there are no safety-to-non-safety
interfaces (see CESSAR-DC, Section 9.2.1). Aspect number (2) is
is resolved by the System 80+ Standard Design because its SSWS is
comprised of two physically separate, independent full capacity
divisions. Thus, a single failure does not impair system
effectiveness (see CESSAR-DC, Section 9.2.1.3). Since the SSWS
meets the existing requirements and NRC guidance, this issue is
resolved for the System 80+ Standard Design.

REFERENCES

1. NUREG-0933, "A Status Report on Unresolved Safety Issues",
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 1989.

! 2. NUREG-0800, " Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safety
i Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants -- LWR Edition",\

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
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045: IMOPen *ILITY OF IMATRUumuTATION i

| DUE TO RETREME COLD WEATRER ;

Issue

Generic Safety Issue (GSI) 045 in NUREG-0933 (Reference' 1),
addresses the potential for safety-related equipment instrument I

lines to become inoperable as a result of freezing or_ reaching. ,

the precipitation (i.e;, solidification) point of the sensing
fluids. |

Typical safety-related systems employ _ pressure and level sensors
which use small bore instruisntation lines. Most operating. '

plants contain safety-related equipment and systems, parts of ;

which are exposed to the ambient environment. These lines .

generally contain liquid (e.g., borated water) which is

susceptible to freezing. Where systems or components and their ,

associated instrumentation are exposed to sub-freezing ,

temperatures, heat tracing and /or inaulation is used to_ minimize-
the effects of cold temperatures.

These sensing and instrumentation lines are of concern because, ,-should they freeze, they may prevent a safety-related system or
component from performing its safety function. 'For example, an
incident occurred at a plant wherein the heat tracing system
surrounding sensing lines and level transmitters for the
Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST) failed during sub-freezing ;

weather. The failure of the heat tracing system resulted in
freezing of the sensing lines and associated level transmitters
causing a loss of all four RWST instrumentation channels, which
could have resulted in the failure of the Emergency Core Cooling
System, thus jeopardizing plant safety. |

Because of the possibility of a safety-related system failure,
the NRC issued additional guidance given in Regulatory Guide
1.151 (Reference 2), to supplement the existing guidance and i

requirements which include the Standard Review Plan (SRP) Section
7.1, 10 CFR 50, Appendix A and industry Standard ISA-67.02,
(References 3, 4 & 5, respectively). Regulatory ' Guide 1.151
specifically addresses the prevention of safety-related ,

instrument sensing line freezing and includes design issues such
as diversity, independence, monitoring and alarms. -

ACCEPTANCE. CRITERIA

The acceptance criterion for the resolution of GSI 045 is that
the fluid in safety-related equipment instrument sensing lines ,

shall be protected from freezing and maintained above -the :

precipitation point,

,

Amendment F
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The protection of safety-related equipment instrument sensing j

lines from freezing can be accomplished by providing ,
'

environmental control systems which meet the requirements of 10
CFR 50, Appendix A (GDCs) and industry standard ISA-S67.02, and.
the intent of Regulatory Guide 1.151, and SRP Sections 7.1,

(Rev. 3), 7.1 Appendix A, (Rev. 1), 7.5, (Rev. 3), and 7.7,
'

(Rev. 3).
Also, should environmental control prove to. be limited, !
alternative forms of sensing line protection such as heat tracing
and/or insulation can be used. (The use of heat tracing and/ or i

insulation is not anticipated.for the System 80+ Standard Design, '

however it is an acceptable alternative to environmental
control.),

\
RESOLUTION

The System 80+ Standard Design incorporates instrument sensing ;

lines in safety-related systems and components. All
safety-related systems and components used in the System 80+
Standard Design, including instrument sensing lines, are located

*

in a temperature controlled environment which is maintained above '

q the freezing (or precipitation) point of the contained fluid.

h Because each building has a particular set of environmentali ,

I control requirements, (e.g., slight negative pressure for the
fuel building to assure no airborne radioactive material'

leakage), it has its own ventilation system as shown in Table 1.0
-

below. Thus, different General Design Criteria (GDCs) apply to
various building ventilation designs.-In addition to meeting the
particular GDC, the guidance given in Regulatory Guide 1.151,
with respect to redundancy, diversity and monitoring and alarms
has been considered. Discussions of the specific building
ventilating systems, their design bases, including the specific
GDCs they address, are provided in CESSAR-DC, .Section 9.4.
Limiting conditions for operation for the building ventilation

| systems which provide - environmental control for the buildings
,

which house these safety-related systems require that the plant i

be placed in a safe shutdown condition should the temperatures in t

these buildings exceed specified ranges. This assures that the |
safety-related systems and components are not exposed to freezing '

or adverse conditions (see CESSAR-DC, Section 16.0). This is
consistent with the guidance given in Regulatory Guide 1.151, the
applicable SRP Sections, and the recommendations of industry
codes and standards, including ISA-S67.02.

The System 80+ Standard Design uses an IRWST which is inside the ;

containment building wherein the air temperature is maintained
between 60 and 90 degrees F (see CESSAR-DC, Section 9.4.5.1).
Furthermore, safety-related equipuant is located in the

|
containment building and other areas,.wherein the air temperature ,

is maintained above freezing or the precipitation point for
,

sensing line fluids as identified in Table 1.0.'

*

Amendment F-
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TABLE 1.0

Anticipated Temperature CESSAR-DC !

1rea ganae fDaareas iFi1 Section j
_

Control Building 73 to 78 (control room) 9.4.1.1 .
4

'

Fuel Building 50 to 105 9.4.2
Auxiliary Building 60 to 100 9.4.3.1 ,

Rad. Waste !

Building 50 to 100 .
9.4.3.1 !

Diesel Building 40 to 120 (diesels running) 9.4.4.1 |
Containment Building 60 to 120 (normal oper.) 9.4.6.1 1
Turbine Building 50 to 110 9.4.7.1 !

Station Service |
Water Pump Structure 50 to 104 9.4.8.1

i

,

In summary, instrument sensing line freezing and fluid :
precipitation for the System 80+ Standard Design is addressed ,

during plant design, by assuring that all safety-related. systems ;
'and components are enclosed in environmentally. controlled

buildings wherein the ambient air temperature is maintained above ,

that which is necessary to assure adequate protection. In
addition, the guidance identified in the applicable SRP Sections,
Regulatory Guide 1.151, and the requirements of -10 CFR 50,
Appendir.A and industry codes and standards including ISA-S67.02 ,

| are met as described above. Because the potentir.1 for freezing :i

| of or precipitation in instrument sensing lines is minimir,ed by
'

the design, and the use of insulation and/or heat tracing remains ,
,

l an acceptable alternative, should it become necessary,.this issue. r

is resolved for the System 80+ Standard Design.

REFERENCES

1. NUREG-0933, "A Status Report on Unresolved Safety Issues", ;
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 1989.

2. Regulatory Guide 1.151, " Instrument Sensing Lines" U.S.,

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, July 1983.
.

3. NUREG-0800, " Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safety
Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants -- LWR Edition",
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. !

4. 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, " General Design Criteria", Office Of i
,

The Federal Register, Nationel Archives and Records
Administration. ;

,
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5. ISA-67.02, Nuclear-Safety-Related Instrument Sensing Line
Piping and Tubing Standards for Use in Nuclear Power i

Plants", Instrument Society of America. '|
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048: LM 90m criam iE VITM, YustamtewT

BUSES IN OPERATING REACTORS ;

'
i
<

ISSUE,

Generic Safety Issue (GSI) 048 in NUREG-0933 (Reference 1), j

concerns the availability of the Class 1E, 120 VAC instrument i

buses and their associated inverters. The absence of adequate |

requirements at some operating facilities jeopardizes the ;

availability of the instrument buses and inverters to perform ;

their intended safety function, i'.e., to provide reliable power j

to safety-related systems and components. ;

A review of operating reactor technical specifications revealed'

that some operating facility technical specifications did not- !

include limiting conditions for operation (LCO's) for the Class4

1E, 120 VAC instrument buses and associated inverters. ;
;

The Class 1E, 120 VAC instrument buses and inverters provide I
power to safoty related equipment in the event of an emergency. ,

Should these buses and inverters be out-of-service for an
extended period of time, safety related components or systems may .

be unabic to perform their intended safety function. This i

represents a potential safety concern.
,

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
,

The acceptance criterion for the resolution of GSI 048 is that ;
!the design and operation of the Class 1E vital instrument buses,

inverters, and uninterruptable power supplies (UPS's) shall !

provide sufficient assurance that associated batteries,

inverters, battery chargers and regulated transformers are :

available to support safety systems operation, (i.e., there
'

should be a technical specification for the operability of all
components which make up the UPS).

Specifically, explicit requiremento shall be identified in the
form of LCO's for the Class 1E, 120 VAC instrument buses and i

associated inverters. .

RESOLUTION j

Technical Specifications are established and utilized to provide i

for the safe operation, inspection, and maintenance of e nuclear ,

facility's systems and components (see CESSAR-DC Cb;pter 16).

System 80+ Standard Design incorporatas a variety of

safety-related systems and components wh'.ch are governed by the
Standard Technical Specifications.

-

,

Amendment F >
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Among these systems and components is the onsite Power System |

which contains the Class lE, 120 VAC vital instrument buses and :

inverters (see CESSAR-DC, Chapter 8, Section 8.3). This system !
'supplies uninterruptable power for safety-related equipment and

components as described in CESSAR-DC, Section 8.3. |
The LCO of the Onsite Power System, including the Class lE vital
bus inverters and will be identified in CESSAR-DC, Chapter 16. ;

The Technical Specifications will include specific requirements :

regarding plant operational restrictions as they apply.to the 120 '

VAC vital instrument bus and inverters. Operational restrictions ;

:are provided in the Technical Specifications to assure the onsite
Power System availability and thus an uninterruptable power i

source for safety-related systems and components. Incorporated in ,

these restrictions is a periodic evaluation' of the Onsite Power
System bus condition which considers such availability items . as r

proper breaker and bus alignment, and adequate bus voltage.

In summary, the availability of the Onsite Power System,
including its integral 120 VAC vital bus and associated
inverters, is governed by the system design and the Technical f

Specifications. Since the System is designed to provide an |

uninterruptable source of power and the Technical Specifications
O assure continued availability during system operation as

'
described above, this issue - will, therefore, be closed out for

'

the System 80+ Standard Design upon satisfactory completion of
NRC review of CESSAR-DC, Chapter 16.

,

REFEREE H

1. NUREG-0933, "A Status Report on Unresolved Safety Issues",
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 1989.

,

i
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049: INTEnfMKg un Les FOR CNE 1R TIE Banarnas

ISSUE l

Generic Safety Issue (GSI) 049 in NUREG-0933, (Reference 1), j
addresses the possibility of a compromise to the maintenance of :

isolation between the 4160 Volt Class 1E buses. |

This issue is specifically concerned with the use of only one tie
breaker to electrically isolate redundant' Class 1E buses. The '1

problem with having one tie breaker separating buses is the.t |
isolation between redundant supplies.is compromised upon closure. i
due to inadvertent operator action or equipment failure. i

An additional issue was raised in NUREG-0933 concerning the use' I

of interlocks. As described in NUREG-0933, interlocks should be j

provided to prevent the unintentional connection of redundant ;

:buses or emergency sources.
!

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

'The acceptance criteria for the resolution of GSI 049 are that
the electrical systems, including the bus tie breakers shall moet
the intent of the guidance identified in Regulatory Guide 1.6 i

(Reference 2) and IEEE Standard _308 in order to meet the
requirements oi' 10 CFR 50 Appendix A (GDC 17), (Reference 3)'.

In addition, these systems shall be consistent with the ;

recommendations identified in NUREG-0933 which include:

1. Provide more than one tie breaker for each crosn-connect
between redundant Class 1E buses

2. If there is only one tie breaker between redundant buses,
' use a tie breaker only during shutdown (when absolutely >

necessary) ;

3. Physically disengage each tie breaker ar.d " rack-out"- ,

(withdraw) the breaker following each use

4. " Red Tag" the breaker enclosure to' require the breaker to be
kept open i

5. Incorporate Quality Assurance (QA) procedures to reconfirm ,

that all breakers are " racked-out" and " Red Tagged" prior to
each plant startup ;

:

l Amendment F
l A-26 December 15, 1989
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RESOLUTION

The System 80+ Standard Design as described in CESSAR-DC, Chapter ;

8.0 does not have direct manual or automatic ties between the two
Class 1E 4160 VAC power systems. Also, an shown in . CESSAR-DC
double breakers are provide to maintain independence between the
Class 1E and the Permanent Non-Safety 4160 VAC buses.

!
'

These breakers are -provided for abnormal scenarios such as
Loss-of-Offsite Power and Station Blackout when it- is necessary
to isolate the Division I & II 4160 VAC buses from the Permanent
Non-safety buses. Double breakers (normally open) are .also
provided for the 4160 VAC standby transformer which feeds each of ,

the Class 1E buses to maintain independence when they are not
being used during maintenance. No single failure can prevent
operation of the minimum number of required safety loads. See
CESSAR-DC, Sections 8.3.1.2.1, 8.3.1.2.3 and 8.3.1.2.5 for a '

discussion of compliance. Operating and Quality Assurance >

procedures governing the engagement / disengagement of the tie
breakers are the responsibility of the Owner-operator.

,

The electrical systems meet the intent of the guidelines
identified in Regulatory Guide 1.6 and IEEE Standard 308. AsO required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix A (GDC 17), the design of the|

power systems provides independence and redundancy to ensure an
available source of power to the Engineered Safety Feature
systems. Since the guidance and requirements are met, this issue
is resolved for the System 80+ Standard Design.

REFERENCES
'

1. NUREG-0933, "A Status Report on Unresolved Safety Issues",
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 1989.

2. Regulatory Guide 1.6, " Independence Between Redundant
Standby (Onsite) Power Sources and- Between Their
Distribution Systems", U S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. .

3. 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, " General Design Criteria", Office Of
The Federal Register, National Archives and Records
Administration.

O
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Generic Safety Issue (GSI) 051 in NUREG-0933 (Reference 1),

identifies the susceptibility of the Station Service Water System
(SSWS) to fouling which leads to plant shutdowns and reduced :

power operation for repairs. '

The SSWS cools the Component Cooling Water System (CCWS) through
the component cooling Water Heat Exchangers and rejects the heat i

to the ultimate heat sink during normal,' transient, and accident ;

conditions. The CCWS in turn provides cooling water to those
'

safety-related components necessary to achieve a safe reactor
shutdown, as well as to various non-safety reactor auxiliary

~ ,

components.
t

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

The acceptance criterion for_ the resolution of GSI 05 ?. is

that the design of the SSWS shall be such that the potential
for fouling of the piping and heat exchangers be minimized.
This minimization is achievable by: (1) reducing the number of

!

components which are directly cooled by the SSWS; (2) employing
site-specific corrosion-resistant materials and ' filtration .

systems which are consintent with the site water chemistry and -
treatment; (3) use of heat exchangers with an enhanced thermal ;

margin,
t

RESOLUTION ;.

The System 80+ Standard Design SSWS and CCWS are described
in CESSAR-DC, Sections 9.2.1 and 9.2.2, respectively. The SSWS is '

designed to serve one Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS), and
each NSSS on a multi-unit site will have its-own.SSWS. ,

The System 80+ Standard Design features a SSWS which cools only |

the CCWS heat exchangers. Thus the number of components and 1

amount of piping that can become fouled is minimized- (see
CESSAR-DC, Section 9.2.1.2). The CCWS is utilized as an
intermediate system between the SSWS and the safety-related and
other components being cooled (see Figure 9.2.2-1). The CCWS is
filled with demineralized water and treated with corrosion -

inhibitors. Water quality design parameters applicable to the
CCWS are given in Table 9.2.2-1. ,

'
' 9:
t

;

Amendment F'
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To minimize fouling of the CCWS heat exchangers and the SSWS 1

piping, prevent flow blockage and facilitate the maintenance of |
clean conditions, the following SSWS design features are
provided, or required:

The SSWS pump structures must be equipped with safety-grade-

traveling screens with a screen wash system. The screen mesh i

size must prevent flow blockage of the pump inlets, and
limit ingestion of biofouling, organics, and debris. (see
CESSAR-DC, Section 9.2.1.2.1.4). j

Strainers are provided at the SSWS pump discharges. The
,

-

strainers are of the automatic backwash type and are 1

designed to retain particles consistent with the fouling !

design limits of the component cooling water heat exchangers
(see CESSAR-DC, Section 9.2.1.2.1.5).

'
When required by the site-specific water chemistry and-

environmental regulations, the ultimate heat sink water must,

be chemically treated to reduce organic and non-organic
fouling, corrosion, scaling, and to keep mud and silt in ,

suspension. (see CESSAR-DC Section 9.2.5.2).

|
The CCWS heat exchangers are either of the tube and shell or-

plate and frame design, dependent upon site selection (see!

i CESSAR-DC Section 9.2.2.2.1.1). SSWS water flow is through !

the tube side of CCWS shell and tube heat exchangers and at >

a lower pressure than the CCWS to prevent contamination of,

| the CCWS by in-leakage of SSWS water. In addition, the
nominal flow conditions in CCWS heat exchanger tubes are in

'
accordance with Heat Exchanger Institute standards for power
plant heat exchangers.

'

Adequate tube pull space is provided for - periodic tube-

|
cleaning of the straight tube type CCWS heat exchangers. .

The CCWS heat exchangers have a 15 percent thermal-

performance margin to allow for potential fouling between
cleaning operations (see CESSAR-DC, Section 9.2.2.2.3.1).
The thermal performance can be verified using temporary
instrumentation at test connections provided on each heat
exchanger (see CESSAR-DC, Sections 9.2.1.5 and 9.2.2.5)..

+

Wetted surfaces of the SSWS and CCWS are of materials-

selected on a site-specific basis to be compatible with the
respective cooling water chemistries and water treatments.
The guidelines used for the selection of CCWS heat exchanger
tube and tubesheet materials are given in CESSAR-DC Section
9.2.2.2.1.1.

Amendment F
A-29 December 15, 1989'
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Sites at which ice formation of the ultimate heat sink'could. I

~

-:

occur. are to be - analyzed to show that' the function of the - !
x

ultimate heat sink will not be impaired during winter 'I
months. Where required, .the intake structures =nust' be |

provided -with .a means _ of de-icing, such as warm water- d

recirculation, to prevent flow blockage of the SSWS pump- q

inlets (see CESSAR-DC Section 9.2.5.2).
As described:above,' the-System 80+ Standard Design SSWS and.CCWS
include nany- design features. which minimize the problems that j

certain plants have . experienced with open.. cycle service ' water !

system fouling or flow blockage due to mud,-silt, ice, corrosion-
'

products or aquatic' bivalves.-.Therefore, this issue <is resolved
for the System 80+ Standard Design. ]

REFERENCES
-

,

1. NUREG-0933, "A- Status Report on .Unresolvsd -- Safety Issues",
U.S. Nuclear. Regulatory Commission, April 1989. 7
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057: EFFECTS OF FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEMS ACTUATION

OM BAFETY-REL&TED ROUIPMENT

ISSUE

Generic Saf3ty Issue (GSI) _057 in NUREG-0933 (Reference 1),
addresses the potential for safety-related equipment- to become
inoperable because -of- water spray from- the_ fire . protection
system. IE information Notice - 83-41_ (Reference 2)- identified
experiences in which actuation- of fire suppression: systems
caused damage to safety-related equipment.

ACCEPTAMCE CRITERIA
,

The acceptance criteria for the resolution of USI 057, is that-
the fire protection system be designed to preclude damaging
safety-related equipment and rendering the equipment-' inoperable.
In addition, the fire protection system shall be designed to meet
10-CFR 50 Appendix A (GDC 3) (Reference 3)t which states in part:
" Fire detection and fighting systems of appropriate. capacity and :

capability shall be provided and designed to minimize the adverse !
effects of fires on structures, systems, and components important - lO to safety. Fire fighting systems shall be designed to assure j

fthat their rupture or inadvertent operation does' not
significantly impair the safety capability of those structures, .;'
systems, and components."

'

i

RESOLUTION !

'l
The System 80+ Standard Design is designed to preclude water !

spray from the fire protection system onto safety-related i

equipment. The sprinkler systems protecting the' safety-related
equipment is of the automatic sprinkler type. Actuation of these
sprinkler systems requires the opening of the. fusible link
sprinkler heads and detection by combustible-products and/or heat
detectors. In addition, the operator has- the capability' of
isolating flow from the control room by isolating the Sub-sphere

,

Building headers or, locally by manual isolation valves.

In order to prevent damage due.to flooding, upon actuation of ;

sprinkler systems, floor drains are provided and equipment is !

located to preclude the flooding of the equipment. In addition, 1

in order to further reduce potential damage to safety-related
equipment upon actuation of sprinkler systems, equipment is
shielded and conduit ends are sealed where required based on ,

interaction reviews during detailed design and as built
walk-downs.

Amendment F
A-31 December 15, 1989
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Since the Fire Protection systems are designed to preclude ~
_;(

;

inadvertant actaution and thus minimize damage to safety-related
equipment and because these systems are designed in accordance 1

'

ith 10 CFR 50 Appendix A (GDC 3), this issue is resolved for thew
system 80+ Standard Design.

iREFERENCES
'|

1. NUREG-0933, "A Status Report on. Unresolved Safety-Issues",- :
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 1989. |

2. I E Information Notice 83-41; " Actuation of Fire Suppression
System Causing Inoperability of Safety-related Equipment";- -{'
SSINS No. 6835.

3. 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, " General Design' Criteria", Of f!.ce -- of -
the Federal Register, National- Archives and hecords
Administration.
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064: IDENTIFICATION OF PROTECTION SYSTEM INSTRUMENT

SEM8ING LINES

IMH

Generic Safety _ Issue (GSI) 064 in- NUREG-0933 (Reference 1),
addresses the establishment of guidance for the identification of
the mechanical sensing lines-which. interface with safety-related
instrumentation and controls systems.

Sensing lines are an integral part .of the _. safety-related-

(protection) systems, and are 1 essential to their- reliabler
operation. Therefore, identification of these ' lines -- facilitates.-

verification that these lines- are appropriately separated -and!
protected.

Industry has also developed a standard for . safety-related
instrument sensing . lines, ISA-S67.02-1980 (Reference - 2) , . which
includes identification criteria. As part _ of establishing . its' .|
guidance for safety-related instrument sensing lines, the NRC j
cndorsed ISA-S67.02-1980 in Regulatory Guide 1.151 (Reference 3).

hACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

The acceptance criteria for the resolution of GSI 064, are that
sensing lines which interface with safety-related-instrumentation
and controls shall be identified in accordance. with ISA-S67-02 1
-1980 and meet the intent of the guidance =provided in. Regulatory 1

Guide 1.151.

Specifically, the instrumentation sensing lines shall meet
Section 5.3 of the ISA Standard. Section 5.3, in part, states
that the instrument sensing lines related to safety-related
instrumentation will be identified and color coded. i

RESOLUTION

The System 80+ Standard Design includes safety-related- |
'instrumentation and controls which use mechanical sensing lines.

These sensing lines are identified and color coded in accordance j

with Regulatory Guide 1.151 (see CESSAR-DC Section 7.1.2.31). j
In addition, the guidance identified in Regulatory Guides - 1.151
and 1.75 is imposed as design criteria for the routing of 1E i

(safety-related) and associated cabling and sensing lines from
sensors.

Since the System 80+ safety-related instrumentation and controls

O- (including the sensing lines) meet ~the criteria given in ISA-S67.
02-1980 as invoked by the guidance given in Regulatory Guide
1.151, this issue is resolved for the System 80+ Standard Design.

Amendment F
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1. NUREG-0933, "A Status. Report on Unresolved Safety Issues",- ,

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 1989. -j
S

2. Standard ISA-S67-02-1980, " Nuclear. Safety-Related Instrument
Sensing Line Piping And-Tubing Standards For Use-In Nuclear -

Power. Plants",.- Instrument Society - of . America, February .17,
1983.

t

3. Regulatory Guide 1;151, " Instrument Sensing Lines"', U.S.
'

( Nuclear Regulatory Commission,-July 1983.
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|- 066: STRAM GENERATOR REQUIREMENTS

t
'h

1880E
"

Generic Safety Issue (GSI) 066 in NUREG-0933' (Reference 1),

addresses the . potential for and the safety: implications of ' steam-

|

generator - tube ruptures (SGTR) in PWR's. Unplanned radioactive- |
effluent releases to'the environment and loss of primary coolant
inventory as a. result of a SGTR are also addressed.

~

Plant operating experience has, demonstrated that .a number of
problems which have arisen with PWR steam- generator tubes .have
resulted in steam generator tube . degradation ? leading .to ' leaks
and/or ruptures. To date, different forms of steam generator; tube
degradation have ' been identified, including: stress ' corrosion- ,

'

cracking, wastage,- intergranular- attack, denting, erosion--
corrosion, corrosion cracking, pitting, fretting, support plate.
degradation, and mechanical wear - (e.g . , vibration fretting) as; 4
described in NUREG-0844 (Reference 2).

m

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA j

A ;

The acceptance criterion for the resolution of GSI 066-is that
'

; the secondary system including the steam. generators-and condenser
shall be: designed, manufactured, tested, inspected,-and: operated
in accordance with accepted industry codes and standards.

The steam generators shall meet the requirements of Sections III i

and XI of the ASME B&PV Code for design,' manufacture,--test, and I

inspection. Also, steam generator design shall meet the intent of
the guidance given in SRP Sections 5.4.2.1, Rev. 2 and 5.4.2.2,_

Rev. 1 (Reference 3) for steam generator materials, quality ;

assurance, inservice tube inspection, and secondary side water ,
'

chemistry.

RESOLUTION

The System 80+ Standard Design specifies a-variety of accepted -j

industry codes and standards to assure the integrity of both the
steam generators and the main condenser.

In addition, stringent secondary condensate and feedwater j
p

chemistry requirements are employed to maintain steam generator'

and condenser integrity during operation.
|

The steam generators and condensers are designed to meet accepted
industry codes and standards including the specific requirements

O of the ASME B&PV Code Sections III and XI and'the Heat Exchanger
Institute Standards as identified in CESSAR-DC Sections 5.4.2 and
10.4.2.2.

>
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CESSAR-DC, Section 5.4.2.4.1 describes the materials used for the
steam- generator tubes. = CESSAR-DC, Section . 5. 4. 2. 4 . ' describes the .;

*

materials for the~ remainder of the generator components. Steam '

generator _ test.-and inspection' criteria 1are discussed in

CESSAR-DC, Section 5.4.2.5. Also, steam generator secondary. side
water chemistry is discussed in CESSAR-DC, Section 10.3.5. . ,

In summary, the secondary system, including ~the steam generators- i
'

and condenser, meets .the,: requirements specified in accepted

industry codes- and1 standards. 'In addition, , steam generator:

materials and secondary side ' water - chemistry. neet .the intent of-
the guidance given in SRP Section15.4.2.- Therefore, this ' issue-
is resolved for the System 80+iStandard Design.

,

REFERENCE 8
-

'
.

-
.

.

. *

1. ' NUREG-0933, "A Status Report on Unresolved Safety Issues", '

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April _1989.

2.. NUREG-0844, "NRC Integrated Program for the Resolution of
Unresolved Safety Issues ' A-3, A-4, and- A-5 Regarding Steam
Generator Tube -Integrity", U. S.- Nuclear. Regulatory

j

(
Commission, September.1988. -

WJ
3. NUREG-0800, '" Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safety

|

Analysis Reports 'for Nuclear Power Plants -- LWR Edition",
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

1

4

'

O
1
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079 UM&MALYSED REACTOR YESSEL TERRMAL STRESS

DURING NATURAL CONVECTION COOLDOWM

ISSUE

Generic Safety Issue- (GSI) 079 'in NUREG-0933 (Reference 1) , -

identifies' the potential for the stresses ' in the reactor vessel
flange area . or studs to exceed- the allowable during its--design-

lifetime because of- a previouslyi unanalyzed . thermal- stress
introduced by.the nutural convection cooldown; event.

A natural convection cooldown event occurred at: the St. Lucie 1-
nuclear power generating station.- During' the course. of this
event, steam . voiding -occurred 'in the reactor . vessel head area. 1

Upon analysis, - concern was raised - over previously unanalyzed
reactor vessel thermal stresses. The - concern focused on the =
possible existence of an axial-temperature gradient of 150 to 200
degrees F in the vessel flange and studs.

The safety concern arises because- this event could produce ,

thermal stresses in the flange - area. or. in the studs that may 1

exceed the ASME B&PV, Section III Code:(Reference 2) allowabl~es j
O when added to the stresses already considered. . Moreover, the !

cycling of these temperature gradients'over.the life of=the plant i

has the potential to cause a reduction in the fatigue margin of i

the vessel.

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

The acceptance criterion for the resolution of GSI 079 is that 4

the design of the reactor pressure vessel-(including the head and
studs) shall accommodate the thermal stresses caused by a natural'
convection cooldown event. These thermal stresses,"when.added to
stresses from . events that are presently analyzed, shall not j
exceed the stress limits specified in the ASME B&PV Code, Section d
III. ,

RESOLUTION :

|Stress analyses were performed to determine the effects .of a
natural circulation cooldown event (similar to that of .the St.
Lucie occurrence) on both the St'Lucie " class" reactor vessel and
the System 80 " class" reactor vessel. The analyses concluded
that should natural circulation cooldown of the reactor coolant
system be required and should vessel head voiding subsequently
occur, the resulting thermal stresses would not cause any
thermal, hydraulic, or fatigue damage to the reactor vessel and
its integral components over their design lifetime.-

Amendment F
A-37 December ~15, 1989
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Furthermore, the system 80+ reactor; vessel,-which is designed to I
the - ASME, B&PV Code,: Section III - (see- CESSAR-DC, - Section 5. 3) , - is 1

essentially identical- to. the. System .'80 reactor ' ~ vessel.

Specifically, the vessels have the sameLmaterial composition and i

overall dimensions and are of similar. geometry (with. the-
exception of the direct. vessel injection nozzles) as described in
CESSAR-DC, Table 1.3-1, and - Figure - 3. 9-9. Because the reactor'
vessels for both " classes" of-plants are virtually the same and
since the stress analyses consider the materials, dimensions and
geometry'of the vessel,1 the analyses-performed subsequent to the:
St. Lucie 1 event apply to the System 80+ reactor vessel.

i

In summary, the addition of the dynamic, thermal. and ~ fatigue -;
_

effects- of a- natural convection ' cooldown on the System- 80+ -

'reactor vessel does- not result in the vessel .. stresses or fatigue
usage factor exceeding the allowable limits specified in the ASME_ !

-

B&PV Code, Section III. Therefore, this= issue is resolved for the
System 80+ Standard Design.

*

REFERENCES

1. NUREG-0933, "A Status Report on Unresolved Safety Issues", ,

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,-April 1989. ;

2. American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Boiler &'. Pressure
Vessel-Code, Section III (Nuclear).

-
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082: BEYOND DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENTS IN SPEMT FUEL POOLS

ISSUE

Generic Safety . Issue (GSI) 82 in NUREG-0933 (Reference' 1) .,
beyond-design-basis- accident inaddresses the. potential for a

which the water is drained out of the spent fuel. pool, allowing
the Zircaloy fuel cladding to- ignite ' and thus L release' fission 4

' products from the spent-fuel to the atmosphere. (The spent fuel'
pool is usually located outside'the primary containment.) ;

The risk of beyond-design-basis accidents- in spent . fuel-

pools was' examined in WASH-1400 (Reference 2)', when it -was-
concluded that the risk was orders of! magnitude .below those 1

involving the reactor core. The issue.-has been . re-examined
'

by the NRC because of subsequent developments: the storage. of
spent tuel at reactor sites .in high ; density racks -(instead - of-
reprocessing); and laboratory studies-indicating the possibility' .

of fire propagation between assemblies in .an ' air cooled |

| environment. The two developments together provided~ the basis
for a hypothesized-accident scenario not previously considered.|

After further NRC evaluation uit was concluded :that further
reduction in the already very low-risk from the' spent fuel pool
accident would still leave-a comparable risk due to core damage ,

accidents, and therefore, no additional requirements for the safe

j storage of spent fuel in the primary spent fuel storage pool.are
I warranted.- This resolution by-the NRC assumes-that all current

applicable requirements and guidance have been . met. The'

Regulatory Analysis for the resolution of GSI . 082 is documented '

in NUREG-1353 (Reference 3).
,

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

The acceptance criterion for the resolution of GSI-82 is that the
design of the spent fuel pool, storage racks, water cleanup.and
cooling system, and load handling equipment in the spent fuel
pool area shall meet applicable current requirements, consistent
with the guidance of the Standard Review Plan (SRP) Sections'
9.1.2 through 9.1.5 and Regulatory Guide 1.13 (References 4 and 5
respectively)._ (Acceptance-criteria for that portion of the fuel
handling system that handles heavy loads (see SRP 9.1.5), i.e.,
loads which exceed the combined weight of a fuel assembly and its
handling device, are also provided in conjunction with Unresolved'
Safety Issue (USI) A-36, " Control of Heavy Loads Near Spent
Fuel".)

Amendment F
A-39 December 15, 1989
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RESOLUTION

The System 80+-Standard Design includes'a spent fuel wat storage e

facility, together with its associated handling systems, that' i

meets the intent of Regulatory Guide 1.13 (Reference 5) and
conforms.to the relevant requirements'of GDC 2, 4, 5, 44, 45. 46. ,

61,.62 and 63 (Reference 6). .

'

The spent fuel pool and the storage racks are described in

CESSAR-DC Section 9.1.2, the spent fuel pool cooling and cleanup ~ >

'

system is described in Section 9.1. 3 , . and the fuel handling

system (which includes the equipment for. handling heavy loads) is ',
described in Section 9.1.4. (A more complete description-of how
the fuel handling system conforms to= acceptance criteria for.the: .|
handling of heavy loads is provided in the response to USI A-36.) -

bSince the acceptance criteria are met for the spent fuel storage
facility, this issue is resolved for the System 80+. Standard

Design, t

REFERENCES ,

,

,

1. NUREG-0933, "A Status Report on Unresolved Safety ' Issues",
U.S., Nuclear Regulatory-Commission, April 1989. <

|- 2. WASH-1400, " Reactor Safety Study - An Assessment of-Accident
Risk in U.S. Commercial Nuclear Power Plants", U.S.' Nuclear

|
: Regulatory Commission, October 1975.-
!

3. NUREG-1353, " Regulatory Analysis for the Resolution of
- Generic Issue 82, 'Beyond Design. Basis Accidents in Spent
Fuel Pools' " U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April

,

1989.

4. NUREG-0800, " Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safety
Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants, . LWR - Edition",

'

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

o 5. Regulatory Guide 1.13, " Design Objectives for Light-Water
Reactor Spent Fuel Storage Facilities at Nuclear Power
Stations", U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Revision 2,

'December 1981.

6. 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix A, " General Design ' Criteria for
Nuclear Power Plants", Office of the Federal Register,
National Archives and Records Administration".
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083: CONTROL RDOM EABITABILITY

188UE

Generic Safety Issue (GSI) 083 in NUREG-0933-(Reference.1), deals
with ensuring .that the control room design is adequate to
preclude the loss of control room habitability following. an
accidental release of external- airborne toxic or radioactive
material or smoke which could impair the control: room operators'
ability to safely control the reactor..

ACCEPTAMCB CRITERIA

The acceptance criterion for the resolution of GSI 83 is to
verify that the control room design is adequate to prevent the

'

loss of habitability of'the control room'during an accident. 'The !
"

design must meet the intent of the guidance given in Standard
Review Plan (SRP) Sections 6.4-Rev. 2 and 9.4.1'Rev. 2-(Reference: ;

2). The design must be in accordance with 10 CFR-50, Appendix A, i

General Design Criteria (GDC) 2, 4, 5, 19, and 60 (Reference'3). ;

RESOLUTION

The System 80+ Standard -Design main control room Habitability
'System is described in CESSAR-DC Sections 6.4 and-. 9. 4~.1 and the

design bases are given in Section' 6.4.1. The control room is'a
structure which is important to safety and as such=is designed to
withstand the effects of natural phenomena -(earthquakes,.
hurricanes, etc.) and postulated - accidents and . missiles. The j

design is, therefore, specifically in accordance with GDC 2'and 4
'

(see CESSAR-DC, Sections. 3.1.2 and 3.1.4). The System 80+
Standard Design is based on non-shared systems (see CESSAR-DC,
Section 1.2.1.3) and therefore GDC 5 is . met (see CESSAR-DC,
Section 3.1.5). The design of the control room permits safe
occupancy during abnormal conditions and meets the requirements
of GDC 19 (see CESSAR-DC, Section 3.1.15).

The control Room Ventilation and Air Conditioning Systems are
designed for uninterrupted safe occupancy of the control room
during post accident shutdown in accordance with GDC 2, 4, 5, 19-

'

and 60 (see CESSAR-DC, Section 9.4.1.1). -Fire protection for the y

control room is provided by alarm systems and portable fire 1

extinguishers (see CESSAR-DC, Section 6.4.1). The testing
requirements for the Habitability System are identified in
CESSAR-DC Sections 6.4.4 and 9.4.1.4.

O
Amendment F
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Since the control room design prevents the loss of control room
~

habitability during accident conditions, and since all of the'NRC
'

<
,

requirements and guidance are met, this issue is' resolved for.the
system 80+' Standard Design. ,

i
*

REFERENCES
,

1. NUREG-0933, "A Status Report on Unresolved Safety : Issues", !
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April-1989. $

2. NUREG-0800, " Standard Review Plan for the Review'of Safety
Analysis Reports. for Nuclear Power Plants -- LWR Edition",
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

3. 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, " General Design ' Criteria for Nuclear- ,

-Power Plants", Office Of The Federal . Register, . National
= Archives and Records Administration.
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093: STEAM BINDING OF AUIILIARY FEEDWATER PUMPS

| -

| 1 RED .

g

Generic Safety Issue (GSI) 093 in 'NUREG-0933 (Reference. 1), '

addresses. the potential for a common mode. failure of- the?
Auxiliary or Emergency Feedwater -(EFW) System resulting .from i

l steam binding of the EFW pumps caused by back leakage of. main i

feedwater through check valves. .The' EFW system is used 'to. .!I

in the event of aclossJof tprovide water to the steam generators 1
the Main Feedwater (MFW) System.--

i

The EFW system may-be isolated- from the MFW system by a check. [
"

valve or one or more isolation valves- (depending upon- the-
specific design) to preclude.-hot' main feedwater from entering.the!

EFW system. However;, operating: experience has shown that' check (
valves tend to leak, thus permitting hot main feedwater to. enter- ,

'

the EFW system. This ' hot feedwater can subsequently flash to~
steam in the EFW pumps ' and discharge lines resulting in steam
binding of the puttps.

.In addition, the EFW piping is sometimes arrangedLsuch-that'.each '

, O. EFW pump is connected through a' single check valve.(which is|used
to prevent back leakage) to piping which is commonoto .twoi or
three pumps. This arrangement creates thec potential- .for, common'
mode failures as the hot feedwater leaks-back throughithe check
valves into other EFW pump (s),

l

| Because of the NRC's concerns regarding steam binding a Generic
| Letter (GL) 88-03 (Reference 2) was issued to the industry and is
! the final resolution to this issue. The purpose of the. letter is

to implement monitoring and corrective procedures to minimize the '

likelihood of steam binding of the EFW system pumps. -One of..the <

corrective actions to be taken is the monitoring of EFW pump
discharge piping temperatures to ensure that the- fluid ,

temperatures remain at or near ambient.

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

The acceptance criteria for the resolution of GSI 093 are that
the design of the EFW system shall be such that the potential for
steam binding of the EFW pumps is minimized 'and that the EFW -
system shall meet the intent of GL 88-03.

RESOLUTION

f -- The EFW systen in the System 80+ Standard Design includes two
1 major independent "trai'.is" with each train aligned to supply its

respective steam generator.

Amendment Fi
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Each major train, which consists of two subtrains (see CESSAR-DC,
Section 10.4.9), contains:

one emergency feedwater storage tank-(EFWST),1. a motor-driven and a steam-driven pump (each with a capacity2.
of 500 GPM),

3. 'one flow control valve per subtrain,
4. one isolation valve per subtrain,

-

5. -one check valve per subtrain,
6. a cavitating Venturi, and
7. specified instrumentation.

~

The main - defense against steam binding of the EFW Pumps results - '!from the system design for normal plant operation.

Although some plant systems operate with the flow control and.the--

isolation valves open during normal plant operation, Lthe System
80+ Standard Design EFW system' isi designed - to operate with : the-
isolation valves closed. The closed isolation . valves act as - a
backup to the EFW line check valves, thus providing = redundant
isolation of the EFW System from the MFW System.- CESSAR-DC !

Section 10.4.9 states that the isolation = valve will be closed {

during normal plant operation. <When a steam generator low level _

.-;

occurs, the Emergency Feedwater ' Actuation' Signal (EFAS) starts 1

the EFW pumps (the motor and steam driven) , opens the isolation '1

valves, and assures that the feedwater L flow control valves are
open, allowing EFW flow to each steam generator..

Each EFW subtrain is separated from the other. Each subtrain has !

its own suction line from the EFWST, its ' own -discharge - line j

through the steam generator isolation valve and check valve,Eand -|

the pump crossover lines contain redundant, locked closed i

isolation valves. Thus, the potential for. common mode failure of
steam binding of all EFW pumps does not exist, should one set of

1steam generator isolation and check valves-leak.. The EFW pump
~

!suction and recirculation lines are normally open so that, should
. leakage of a steam generator isolation and check valve occur,-any
resulting steam can-be vented through the EFWST vent.

Associated instrumentation is provided for each train to assure
adequate control and monitoring of the EFW system. Temperature

indicators -(TI's) are located between the flow control and
-

,

motor-operated isolation valves (MOV's). These TI's provide 'a
direct indication of the fluid temperature and alarm on high j
fluid temperature in the EFW system downstream of the EFW pumps.

This alarm warns the operator that leakage through the steam
generator isolation valve and check valve is occurring.

_

.

Therefore, these sensors provide indication to the operator of
the potential of steam binding of the EFW pumps.

Amendment F
A-44 December 15, 1989
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In summary, the~ System' 80+ Standard Design addresses- steam .,

~ binding o f ' the ' EFW pumps -in four ways.' First, each train is j

equipped with , two normally-closed isolation valves inamely a' MOV j
and a check valve. Thus redundant isolation of the EFW system ,

from the main feedwater system and associated steam generator is-
achieved.. Second, each subtrain is~ separated'from the other such-
that a 1eak of a single set of valves does not affect all of the
pumps. Third, TI's in each EFW . pump discharge line alert the
plant operator should valve leakage be ~ present. Finally,: open g

lines permit valve leakage.to be vented through the EFWST vents.. f

i - Since the EFW System in the System 80+ Standard' Design-meets'.and-

L exceeds the intent of GL 88-03, this.-issue is-resolved for-the.
,

System 80+ Standard Design.

REFERENCES ;

1. NUREG-0933, "A Status Report on_ Unresolved Safety ~ Issues",
.U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,= April 1989.

'

,

| 2. Generic Letter 88-03, " Steam Binding:of Auxiliary Feedwater
Pumps", U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

O

|
'

!
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103t DESIGN'POR PROR1hLE m TMUM PRECIPITATION

(

ISSUE ;

Generic Safety Issue (GSI)- 103 in NUREG-0933 (Reference 1) ,- j

addresses the accepted methodology used for determining..the

design' flood ~1evel for.a particular reactor plant site. Accurate :

determination of the design flood level: for. a specific reactor.

site is necessary in' order toi ensure adequate- protection - of,

safety-related equipment against possible site flooding. ,

Reactor plant sites are designed to accommodate maximum flood
^1evel because ' flooding ' could disable - safety-related equipment.
Historically, estimating design' flood levels for specific reactor,
plant-sites has been based upontinput data.for probable maximum- i

flood (PMF) provided by the U.S._ Army Corp. of Engineers forethe--
specific site. The guidance identified | in the . Standard 1 Review-
Plan - (SRP) Sections 2.4.2, Rev. 3', and'2.'4.3, Rev. 3 -(Reference 1

2) is usod in predicting ' design flood _ levels. Furthermore,

general requirements are defined in-General Design. Criteria-(GDC)
2 (Reference'3). The SRP's state that " design basis' flood levels"
incorporate the most severe historical environmental data . with -

_

.

" sufficient margin". 'What is ~ considered to be. '" sufficient >

margin" and procedures for estimating PMF'c . are : identified . in -

,

Regulatory Guides 1.59 and 1.102, and ANSI /ANS 2.8 (References 4,
5, and 6).

AGGREI'AMGE_.GRITERIA

The acceptanco criterion for the- resolution of GSI 103 is-that-
the site chosen - for a commercial nuclear generating . f acility a

shall be designed to accommodate a maximum -expected flood - from
precipitation without jeopardizing the safe operation of the
facility, in accordance with the guidance given in SRP 2.4.2, ~$

Rev. 3 and SRP 2.4.3, Rev. 3. Also, the facility design,

including structures, systems, and components important to

safety, shall meet the criteria specified in 10 CFR 50 Appendix A
(GDC 2).

RESOLUTION

The System 80+ Standard Design- is designed- to meet the

requirements of GDC 2 as described in CESSAR-DC, Section 3.1.2.
' The System 80+ Standard Design' is based upon a set of assumed

site-related parameters. These parameters 'were selected to 1

L envelope most potential nuclear power plant sites in the United
States. A summary of the assumed- site design parameters,
including maximum flood level, is given in CESSAR-DC, Section s

2.0, Table 2.0-1.
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Detailed site characteristics-based upon. historical site specific'

environmental: data will be provided. by the site owner-operator
for any specific application. The site owner-operator-will= review
and-evaluate these characteristics to ensure compliance.with~the
enveloping assumptions'of Table-2.0-1.

Since the System: 80+ Standard . Design is designed in > accordance -
with GDC:2 for the most severe expected-environmental conditions,
including flooding, tornado, hurricane etc., and meets-the intent
of.SRP Section 2.4.2,jRev.-3,---and SRPLSection 2.4.3, Rev.-3'with
respect to-plant design,.therefore this' issue is resolved for'the

.

System 80+ Standard Design.

REFERENCES

1. NUREG-0933, "A Status Report on Unresolved Safety Issues",
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 1989.

2. NUREG-0800, " Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safety
Analysis Reports 'for Nuclear Power Plants-- LWR Edition",. ,

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory' Commission. I

. 3. 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, " General Design Criteria for Nuclear

O- Power Plants", ' Office of The Federal Register, National
.

Archives and Records Administration.

4. -Regulatory Guide 1.59, " Design Basis Floods for . Nuclear
Power Plants", U.S. Nucicar Regulatory Commission, August 1

1977. j

5. Regulatory Guide 1.102, " Flood-Protection for Nuclear Power
Plants", U.S. Nuclear-Regulatory Commission, September 1976.-

6. ANSI /ANS 2.8, " Standard for Determining Design Basis
Flooding'at Power Reactor Sites", American Nuclear Society.
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106: PIPING EMD THE USE OP-N mmDSTIBLE' GASES IM

VITAL.&REAS

ISSUE

Generic Safety Issue (GSI) _106 . 'in . NUREG-093 3 (Reference' 1),-

addresses the issue of combustible- gases- - accumulating; in
buildings containing safety-related equipment. Except' for
hydrogen, most combustible gases are -used- in limited - quantities
and for relatively.short periods of time. Hydrogen is_ stored in--

high pressure' storage. vessels'and, supplied to various systems in--
the - Auxiliary Systems Building- through small diameterapipe. . -- A -
leak - _ or break - in thi-s' pipe could. result in a combustible ; or
explosive mixture of air and hydrogen' posing a potential loss-of
safety-related equipment. j

SRP Section 9.5.1, (Reference 2)' addresses this concern for
plants under construction and new plant designs.

'

AQCEPTANCE CRITERIA

The acceptance criterion for the resolution-of USIL106, is?that ;1
'

the hydrogen and other combustible piping be designed to preclude-.
'

large releases and accumulation of combustible or explosive gases :

in buildings which enclose safety-related equipment.1.This can be ='

accomplished either' by designing piping'to preclude failure - or_
providing means to limit the amount of hydrogen Eleakage Jin: the
event of a pipe rupture. Furthermore, in iconsiderationJ of the
above, the designer shall consider the guidance described in SRP'

1Section 9.5.1.

!
RESOLUTION

a
The System 80+ Standard Design incorporates various Compressed i

Gas Systems as described in CESSAR-DC, Section ' 9. 5.10. The
compressed gas systems provide a variety of gases (e.g., hydrogen- )

and nitrogen) under pressure, for numerous ' plant- operating !

applications including welding, equipment, instrumentation,
system purging, inerting_and diluting.

The systems typically consist of high pressure gas cylinders,
pressure regulators and piping to distribute the gases _throughout
the-plant. These non-safety-related compressed gas systems are . :

designed to assure that their failure does not jeopardize the
operation of any safety-related system and/or component (see
CESSAR-DC, Section 9. 5.10.1) . Furthermore, with respect to the
hydrogen compressed gas system, the system is designed to be .

isolable and a leak detection system is included. Also,
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'

in accordance with the guidance' given ' in _ SRP Section 9.5.1, the

-piping which transports the . hydrogen within: the containment
sub-sphere is_'either sleeved, includes excess-flow shutoff valves

~

or is | designed tc, seismic Category I in _ accordance with the,
guidance given in SRP. Section 9.5.'1 for- limiting hydrogen' i

accumulation (see CESSAR-DC,.Section 9.5.10.2).
'

,

Since' the non-safety-related compressed gases ~ systems. are
designed so that their failure:will not jeopardize safety-related 3

'

equipment, . and the . hydrogen and other combustible gas piping is '

designed to. preclude'_large releases and' accumulation. ofz

combustible- or explosive gases in .' buildings which._ enclose ,

safety-related equipment, . this 1 issue .is resolved' for the ' System - i

?80+ Standard Design._

REFERENCES

1. NUREG-0933, "A ' Status Report on Unresolved Safety- Issues", *

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 1989.- 1

2. NUREG-0800, " Standard Review Plan -for thefReview of Safety;
Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power - Plants -- _ LWR' Edition",
U. .S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
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119.1: PIPIMG RUPTURE RBOUIREMENTS AMD
DECOUPLING OF BRISMIC AND LOCA LOADS

IESB

Generic Safety Issue (GSI) 119.1 in'.NUREG-0933 (Re ference . 1) , .
addresses the recommendations of the NRC Pi ping Review Committee =
(PRC) on how the NRC should modify thear. requirements ~ with
respect' .to ' design ' loads 1 on L pipes in safety-relatedisystems and'
high-energy.-lines- important to safety in-.new nuclear power
plants. With respect to postulated pipe. breaks, the scope covers
all high-energy lines..

For GSI 119.1, the PRC- recommended the utilization of |

Leak-Before-Break (LBB) technology in determining the .need to
consider the dynamic effects of pipe breaks. The " limited' scope"
rule -of General-' Design Criterion' (GDC) 14, which existed at the
time of the recommendation, allowed the -application .'of ' LBB on.

main coolant loop piping in pressurized water. reactors.-
Successful application of LBB to: a- piping system -eliminated ~ the
need to consider the dynamic effects of breaks in that. pipe. The
PRC recommended, and the NRC revised GDC 4 to define, a " broad ..

scope" approach allowing the application of LBB' to all high.
energy lines in nuclear power plants. Revisions . to Standard
Review Plan (SRP) Sections - 3.6.1 and. 3. 6. 2 .to implement - the
" broad scope" rule and to eliminate postulation of arbitrary
intermediate pipe breaks were promulgated. j

An additional PRC recommendation to decouple. SSE and pipe break
loads in the mechanical design.of components.and~their supports,
which would require a revision to SRP Section'3.9.3, has.not yet
been accepted or implemented-by the NRC.

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA (

The acceptance criterion for the resolution of GSI 119.1 is that
the piping design shall be in accordance with those ,

recommendations of the PRC which have been implemented by.the NRC ]

(GDC 4 and the Standard Review Plan revisions). SRP Section 3.6.2 ,
'

eliminates the requirement' to postulate arbitrary intermediate
breaks. In addition, SRP Section 3.6.3, which is currently in I

draft form, implements the " broad scope" rule of GDC 4- and
endorses the LBB methodology contained in NUREG-1061 Volume 3
(Reference 2).

!
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RESOLUTION -j
1

The design of the piping for the System 80+ Standard Design meets
.

GDC 4 and the guidance of the Standerd Review Plan as'follows: .1

1. As stated in CESSAR DC, Section - 3. 6. 2.1. 3, - LBB methodology !

is used to eliminate the postulation of- breaks in the ]
following System 80+ piping systems:

'

Main Coolant Loop, ;

Surge Line, |

Main Steam Line,
safety Injection Line, and'
Shutdown Cooling Line. ,

2. Postulation of arbitrary intermediate pipe ' breaks in all' )
piping systems is eliminated. Postulated break locations are. !

described in CESSAR DC, Section.3.6.2.1.4.

3. Piping, component, and component support loads from-SSE and
the pipe breaks remaining after application of LBB continue ;

to be combined in accordance with SRP 'Section 3.9.3. The
loads are combined on a square root of the -sum of the
squares basis (CESSAR .00, Section 3.9.3.1 and' Tables 3.9-10(~
through 14). The exception to this approach is -' that t

| asymmetric blowdown loads in the reactor vessel, which are
associated with small break LOCAs that remain,-are accounted
for by increasing the SSE loads by.a small,. conservative -t
factor (CESSAR DC, Section 3.9.2.5).

Loads on building components from SSE and remaining - pipe' breaks
continue to be combined on an absolute sum basis.

Because the design methodology is in accordance with current
regulations and NRC guidance, this " issue is resolved for the
System 80+ Standard Design. .;

REFERENCES

1, 1. NUREG-0933, "A Status Report 'on tJnresolved Safety Issues,"
| U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 1989.

2. NUREG-1061, Volume 3, " Evaluation of Potential for Pipe
Breaks," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, November 1984.

I
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119.2: PIPIMG m eIMG VALUES

ISSUE

Generic _ Safety Issue (GSI) 115.2 - in NUREG-0933- (Reference 1),
addresses the recommendations 'of the- NRC Piping Review: Committee
(PRC) on how the NRC should modify their requirements for the
damping values to be . used in the dynamic analysis _ of nuclear
power plant piping systems.-

Piping dynamic response would, in : general, b e ' m o r e a c c u r a t e'l y :i

predicted- if higher piping damping . values were used - than- those
identified in the current : regulatory _ guide. The .use 'of higher -

damping values results in nuclear plant piping systems having
significantly fewer snubbers and supports and an overall better
balance of design considering all piping loads._ A - significant
decrease-in the number of snubbers and supports. allows'for better
inspection of equipment and components at significantly roduced

' '

-

occupational radiological exposures,- and reduces - the . potential
for restraint to thermal expansion due to malfunctioning

snubbers.

Energy dissipation due to material and _ structural. . damping in a _-
piping system responding to an earthquake is usually approximated

-

in dynamic analysis by specifying an equivalent amount of viscous
damping. Due to a lack of understanding of the- parameters
affecting damping, lower-bound values have been-mandated-for use
in seismic design as identified in NUREG-1061';(Reference 2).

The damping values specified in. Regulatory Guide 1.61
(Reference 3) .have been used for viscous - damping for all modes
considered in either elastic response spectra or time-history
dynamic seismic analyses of Seismic Category I structures or
components. Damping values higher - than those -identified .in
Reference (3) are allowed only if documented test data is

provided to support the higher values.

The Pressure Vessel Research- Committee (PVRC) recommended an
interim position on damping values that are dependent on piping
modal frequency. The American Society of M e c h a n i c a l'' E n g i n e e r s
(ASME) incorporated the PVRC damping position (Code Case N-411)
in Section III of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code

(Reference 4).
GSI 119.2 corresponds to the PRC regulatory recommendation A-2
in NUREG-1061 to modify seismic damping values used in seismic
design.

O
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ACCEPThMCI CRITERION
,

The acceptance criterion-for the resolution-of GSI1119.2,." Piping ,'

Damping values" is:that the piping system dynamic' analysis shall
be in accordance with those recommendations of the PRC which have-

!been implemented'by the NRC, as follows:
,

1. - For response spectrum analyses, Regulatory Guide- 1.84,- ,

Revision- 24 (Reference 5), endorses .the use- of piping.

damping values f rom ' ASME Code Case: N-411 - as an alternative ,

to using values from-Regulatory' Guide-1.61. Damping' values .

~

-'in an analysis must be consistent = . from one. of these u two-
sources, a mixture from both'is not acceptable'. ,

2. The endorsement' of ASME - Code Case; N-411; damping values ~ for . r

use in response spectrum analyses is subject to limiting 7

conditions enumerated in Regulatory Guide 1.84.

3. For time history analyses, Regulatory Guide 1.84 does not
endorse the use of the code case values, and hence
Regulatory Guide 1.61 damping values should be used..

:!
RESOLUTION

The Fystem 80+ reactor' coolant system (RCS) - main loop piping L is e
'

analyzed using time history methods. Equipment and piping damping
values used for this analysis are in accordance-with Regulatory
Guide 1.61.

Design and analysis of System 80+ piping systems other-than the
RCS main loop use either time history or~ response. spectrum
analyses proce ares as appropriate. When time history. methods
are used, damping values are in accordance-with Regulatory Guide.
1.61. When response spectrum methods are,used, Regulatory Guide
1.61 values or the frequency dependent damping values specified
in Code Case N-411 are used. When Code Case N-411 damping values
are used, they are used completely and consistently for the.j

4

' piping system being analyzed, and the relevant limiting
conditions in Regulatory Guide 1.84 are complied ,with.

Since the damping values used for piping design and analysis are
in accordance with current regulatory guidance, this issue is :

resolved for the System 80+ Standard Design.
1

REFERENCE

1. NUREG-0933, "A Status Report on Unresolved Safety Issues,"
!

( U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 1989.
,

#
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4. American Society of Mechanical Engineers,- Boiler & Pressure 't
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lit.3: DECOUPLING THE OBE FROM THE SSE |

'

ISSUE

Generic Safety Issue (GSI) ' 119. 3 in NUREG-0933 (Reference 1)., i

addresses the question of - assuring- the public. safety during *

seismic events in a more- rational manner by . eliminating .the
requirement to relate;the Operating Basis Earthquake:(OBE) to the
magnitude of the Safe Shutdown Earthquake.(SSE).'

Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100 (Reference 2) requires that nuclear
power plants be designed to both the OBE and the_SSE. The-SSE is
defined as that earthquake which produces the maximum; vibratory
ground motion for which certain structures, systems, and; ,

components are designed- to remain functional. to assure: (1) the
integrity of the reactor coolant pressure : boundary, . (2) the'
capability to ' shut down the reactor and maintain' it in - a- safe

-

condition, or (3) the capability to prevent or. mitigate the
consequences of accidents which could result in unacceptable
offsite exposure.

The OBE is defined in Section III (d) of Appendix = A as . that '

O, earthquake which produces ' the vibratory ground . motion for which
those features of the nuclear power plant necessary for continued
operation without undue risk to the health and ' safety of the
public are designed to remain functional. Section V(a) .(2) in
Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100 states that the OBE shall .be
specified by the. applicanto after considering the seismology and

i geology of the region surrounding the site. .Further, it states
,

that the OBE shall be at least one-half the magnitude of the SSE.
'

The level of the OBE is, therefore, directly coupled with that of
,

the SSE.
.

Current regulations were developed assuming that the ' SSE would '
control the design in nearly all aspects and that the OBE would
serve as a separate check on those systems where continued
operation was desired at a lower level of ground motion. In
addition, seismic design for OBE accounts for certain-
safety-related factors such as fatigue and seismic anchor
movement that are not considered in the design for the SSE.
However, in practice, defining the OBE as one-half the SSE

,

together with assumed . load factors, damping considerations, |
stress levels, and source limits has caused the OBE, rather than I'

the SSE, to control the design for many systems..

GSI 119.3, which corresponds to NRC Piping Review Committee (PRC)
|

regulatory recommendation A-3 (Reference 3), addresses decoupling j

O of the OBE from the SSE on the basis that: '

Amendment F
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1. There is no technical reason for coupling; the OBE with the
SSE,

2. Designing systems to the SSE is sufficient to ensure safety, .i

3.- The OBE provides' additional margin, by specifying the level ,

at which inspections are required before continued. operation- .

'

'is permitted, and

4. Decoupling-of the OBE levels and frequencies ' from those of
the SSE will allow assurance of public ' safety to ' be placed
on a more rational. basis. -

,

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

The acceptance criteria for-the resolution of GSI 119.3 are that-
the level' of OBE be defined -in accordance with 10 . CFR 100
Appendix A, Section III(d), and - that ' the SSE be defined in 'i

accordance with Section III(c).
However, consistent with regulatory recommendation A-3..of the NRC ;

PRC for decoupling the OBE from the SSE, the magnitude-of the OBE-
need not be constrained to at least one-half the magnitude-of|the -

SSE as required by 10 CFR 100, Appendix A, Section V(a) (2) .
.,

RESOLUTION
| . ..

ASystem 80+ is designed for an SSE peak ground ' acceleration .~ of --
.

0.30g and an encompassing set of soil profiles;which envelope the '!

majority of potential nuclear power plant' . sites inc the United
States. An OBE peak ground - acceleration; of 0.10g has been .

~'

adopted for the' System 80+ Standard Design:and is based.on a best
500 years, sufficient: toestimate recurrence interval of 200 -

protect the utility investment by ensuring ' continued ~-plant
operation. Establishment of the OBE and SSE.fis such that the.SSE O

controls the seismic design for-the majority of System 80+1 plant
structures, systems,. and components. The. seismic design. of ,

safety structures, systems.and components'is in accordance with . .

Standard Review. Plan Sections 3.7.1, 3.7.2, 3.7.3 and. 3.7.4

(Reference 4).

The System 80+ design implements the NRC Piping Review
Committee's recommendation to decouple the OBE from the SSE; this |

decoupling will be reviewed . by the NRC staff as part of the l
review of CESSAR-DC. Any deviations from the requirement of-10- '

!

| CFR 100 Appendix A, Section V(a) (2) will be authorized through
| the System 80+, Design ~ Certification rulemaking or other-

appropriate means. GSI 119.3 is, therefore, resolved for the
|

' System 80+ Standard Design.
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122.2: IMITI& TING FRED-hMD-ELEE3

issue

Ger.aric Safety Issue (GSI) 122.2 in NUREG-0933 (Reference 1)
addresses the Loss of All Feedwater Event with respect to the
provision of enhanced operator training and improved
instrumentation to aid the operator in determining that the plant
has experienced a total loss of feedwater.

During routine' operation at the Davis-Besse nuclear power
generating station, a loss of all feedwater event occurred.
Subsequent to the loss of feedwater, the operators delayed
initiating feed-and-bleed to cool the core on the
presumption that auxiliary feedwater flow was imminent.

An analysis of this event revealed that in addition to the
operators' hesitancy to commence feed-and-bleed operations, the
normal control room instrum6ntation was found to be inadequate to
alert the operatori that feed-and-bleed was required.

The safety concern with GSI 122.2 is that a loss of all feedwater
coupled with a failure to diagnose and take corrective action
immediately (i.e. establish feed-and-bleed), could result in a
loss of core cooling and, therefore, jeopardize the health and
safety of the public.

ACCEPTAMCE CRITERIA

The acceptance criterion for the resolution of GSI 122.2 is that
there shall be instrumentation and displays of sufficient ;

quality, range, and reliability to enable the plant operators to
'

recognize quickly a Loss-of-All-Feedwater event and to assess
when to initiate mitigating measures such as feed-and-bleed. In
addition, emergency procedures guidelines should be provided to
aid the operators in diagnosing the event in order to accomplish
a safe plant shutdown.

RESOLUTION

The System 80+ Standard Design incorporates the Nuplex 80+
Advanced control complex (ACC) which includes the Post-Accident
Monitoring Instrumentution (PAMI). The PAMI is designed in
accordance with the intent of the guidance given in Regulatory
Guide 1.97, Rev. 3 (Reference 2) This instrumentation is
itemized in CESSAR-DC, Section 7.5.1.1.5 and Table 7.5-3 and
includes the parameters monitored, the number of sensed channels,
sensor ranges, indicated range, location, and equipment
qualification requirements. ,

Amendment F
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Examples of plant parameters monitored that are needed to
identify a Loss-of-Feedwater event are: steam generator pressure 1

and level (wide range); main and emergency feedwater flow; and )
reactor coolant pressure, temperature and degree of subcooling. i

|

The feed-and-bleed function for beyond-design-basis events is j
performed by the use of the Safety Depresnurization System (SDS) |
in conjunction with the Safety Injection System (SIS) as i

described in CESSAR-DC, Section 6.7. The PAMI also monitors and i

displays SDS and SIS parameters following initiation of {
feed-and-bleed. !

The Nuplex 80+ ACC, which both monitors normal operating and
accident conditions is designed to display the plant status to J

the operators in a clear and concise form.

The System 80+ Standard Design also incorporates a dedicated
safety-related Emergency Feedwater System, as described in
CESSAR-DC, Section 10.4.9. This system is not required for
normal operation but significantly reduces the probability of a

; Loss-of-Feedwater event occurring.

| O In addititu to the' above design features, Combustion Engineering
assists tr.a utility owner-operator by providing emergency
procedure guidelines, as contained in report CEN-152 (Reference,

3), for the preparation of procedures. This report is further'

i discussed in the response to GSI I.C.1.

Since (1) the Nuplex 80+ Advanced Control Complex incorporates
Iadequate and reliable instrumentation for-the rapid detection of

a Loss-of-Feedwater event by the plant operators and for
monitoring the subsequent actions to achieve a safe shutdown, and

,

(2), emergency procedure guidelines are provided for this event, j
this safety issue is resolved for the System 80+ Standard Design.

REFERENCES -;

I

1. NUREG-0933, "A Status Report on Unresolved Safety Issues",
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 1989.

2. Regulatory Guide 1.97, Revision 3, " Instrumentation for
Light-Water-cooled Nuclear Power Plants to Assess Plant and
Environs During and Following an Accident", May 1903.

i

3. CEN-152, Revision 3, " Emergency Procedure Guidellnes", !

Combustion Engineering, Inc.
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134: AUXILIART FERDWATER BYSTEM RELIABILITY

ISSUE

Generic Safety Issue (GSI) 124 in NUREG-0933 (Reference 1),

addresses Emergency Feedwater System reliability and availability
and its impact on mitigating core-melt frequency.

For existing plant designs, the function of the Emergency
Feedwater (ETW) system is to supply water to the secondary side
of the steam generators (SG's) during various plant evolutions
including, system fill, plant heatup, hot standby and cold
shutdown. Also, the system is designed for use subsequent to such
design basis events as loss of secondary inventory, whether this
loss is due to normal power supply failure or due to such
postulated accidents as a feedwater line break, a steam line
break, or steam generator tube rupture.

Industry has experienced failures of the EFW system including the
loss of all feedwater event at the Davis-Besse nuclear power
generating station. This event prompted an extensive review of
EFW reliability and availability by the NRC. Operating
experience, together with NRC and industry studies, indicates
that the EFW systems continue to fail at a high rate. Various
studies have also demonstrated that the EFW system continues to
play a crucial role in reducing the postulated core-melt
frequency.

Therefore, to assure a high level of EFW system = availability and
reliability, the NRC proposed a revision to SRP 10.4.9, which
stated that the unavailability for all operating plants and ,

future plants should be no more than 1 x E-4 per demand after '

accounting for: EFW support systems, common cause failures, and
operational errors. Furthermore, the NRC proposed that this
reliability goal should be demonstrated by PRA calculations
consistent with the guidance in SRP 10.4.9, Rev. 2.

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

The acceptance criterion for the resolution of GSI 124, is that t
'

the Emergency Feodwater System shall be designed so that its
unavailability is no more than 1 x E-4 per demand after
accounting for: EFW support systems, common cause failures, and ,

operational errors. Furthermore, this reliability goal should be
demonstrated by PRA calculations consistent with the guidance
provided in SRP 10.4.9, Rev. 2.

O
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1R80LUTION

The System 80+ Standard Design Emergency Feedwater System (ETW)
is designed to maintain a high level of availability and
reliability consistent with its importance as - a safety system.
The reliability and design features are described in CESSAR-DC,
Section 10.4.9, and include two independent trains with each
train aligned to supply its respective steam generator.
Each train consists oft

1. one emergency feedwater storage tank (EFWST),
,

2. one 100 percent capacity motor driven pump subtrain and one
100 percent capacity steam driven pump subtrain,

3. flow control valve,
4. isolation valve,
5. check valve,
6. a cavitating venturi, and
7. specified instrumentation.

One design feature of the EFW system which improves its
reliability is its component and piping separation and diversity.
For example, each subtrain is separated from the other and
therefore has its own discharge line through the steam generator.

1 . isolation valve and check valve. In addition, the pump crossover
lines contain redundant, locked closed, isolation valves. The
subtrain design reduces the potential for single failure and'
improves system reliability.

Because of the improved reliability of the Emergency Feedwater'
system design, the unavailability for the system was estimated /
from PPA studies to be in the range of 1 x E-4 to 1 x E-5 per
demand as described in CESSAR-DC, Section 10.4.9.1.2. Analysis
identified in CESSAR-DC, Appendix 10A, which was developed using
generic data assesses the systems ability to function on demand
and demonstrates its compliance with the above unavailability
range. Therefore, the EFW system meets the recommended
unavailability goal of 1 x E-4 per demand identified in SRP
Section 10.4.9, Rev. 2.

Since the Emergency Feedwater System meets the recommended
unavailability goal specified in SRP Section 10.4.9, Rev.2,
subsection II, paragraph Sc, this issue is resolved for the
System 80+ Standard Design.

REFERENCE 8

1. NUREG-0933, "A Status Report on Unresolved Safety Issues",
]U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 1989.
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125.I.03: SAFETY Pu m TER DISPLkY SYSTEM AVAILABILITY :

!
!

ISSUE |

Generic Safety Issue (GSI) 125.I.03 in.NUREG-0933 (Reference 1),
addresses Safety Parameter Display System (SPDS) availability and j

the reliability of the information it displays.
1

The TMI-2 accident demonstrated the need for improving.-how a

; information is relayed to the control room operators. As a |
'

result, NUREG-0737, I.D.2, (Reference 2) required the

installation of a SPDS. The - purpose of the SPDS is to improve |

how information is provided to the control room operators by
supplying them with continuous information from which the plant 1

safety status can be readily and reliably assessed.
-

However, after installation of the SPDS at operating plants, J

the Davis-Besse plant Loss-Of-Feedwater event and other operating :

plant SPDS availability surveys raised concerns regarding SPDS I

reliability and availability and its impact on plant safety. j

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

The acceptance criterion for the resolution of GSI 125.I.03 is i

that the availability of the SPDS should be such that it can ,

accomplish its intended function as described in NUREG-0737, '

I.D.2, (i.e., to provide the control room. operators with a i

continuous means of determining the plant safety status). |
:
'RESOLUTION

In the System 80+ Standard Design, SPDS functions are performed
by the Advanced Control Complex (ACC). The ACC uses an
integrated information display hierarchy to present both i

safety-related and non-safety-related plant data for use by the !
control room operators (See CESSAR-DC, Section -7.5). An ;

integrated system ensures that the operator will be familiar with ;

information displays during abnormal transients, since .the i
operator uses the same displays for both normal and abnormal j

operations. |

In the ACC, SPDS functions are implemented by three distinct !
I

information display systems regularly used by the operators the
'

; Integrated Plant Status overview (IPSO) panel, the Data
| Processing System (DPS), and the Discrete Indication and Alarm ;

system (DIAS). These display systems have been designed and' >

configured (as described in CESSAR-DC Sections 7.7.1.4, 7.7.1.5, |

and 7.7.1.7) such that the loss of any one of them does not
result in a total loss of necessary information. ';

i
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The IPSO panel receives data from both the DIAS and DPS via
different data links. The IPSO keeps operations personnel
informed about the status of the plant's critical safety
functions and success paths as described in CESSAR-DC Section
18.7.1.2. It also provides a limited set of key plant
parameters. Implementation of the IPSO panel hardware considers-
redundancy for enhanced reliability.

The DPS is configured redundantly for improved reliability. It
acquires plant data-(e.g., process variable and component status)
validates it, and executes applications programs for its display
page hierarchy. The portion which addresses SPDS requirements
includest IPSO, critical safety functions, and success ' path
monitoring to aid the operator in gathering supporting
information and problem diagnosis (see CESSAR-DC, Section
18.7.1.8.2). This is the primary means of implementing the SPDS
functions in the ACC.

Figures 7.7-16 and 7.7-17 in CESSAR-DC show the basic
configuration of the DIAS design, The DIAS employs discrete
indicators that are used to display vslidated safety and
non-safety-related plant process parameters including those
required by the SPDS functions. It uses a segmented design to i

provide a degree of hardware independence and fault resistance
between various segments. The DIAS channel P (DIAS-P) segment is
designed to be physically separate from and electrically
independent of the remaining DIAS channel N (DIAS-N) segment and
the DPS such that a single failure will not cause a loss of more
than one of the three display methods (DIAS-P, DIAS-N or DPS).

,

In summary, the SPDS functions identified in NUREG-0737, I.D.2,
are performed by IPSO, DPS, and DIAS in the Advanced Control
Complex. Each system incorporates improved design features such
as separate and redundant hardware, power supplies (including
battery backup), and system self-test features. These design '

features assure that the IPSO, DIAS, and DPS are very reliable
thus minimizing the availability concern associated with the
SPDS. Therefore, this issue is resolved for the System 80+
Standard Design.

REFERENCE 8

1. NUREG-0933, "A Status Report on Unresolved Safety Issues",
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 1989.

2. NUREG-0737, " Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements",
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, j

3. Generic Letter No. 82-33, Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737, U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
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128: ELECTRIC &L DOWER RELIABILITY

ISSUE

Generic Safety Issue (GSI) 128 in NUREG-0933 (Reference 1),

addresses the reliability of onsite electrical systems.
NUREG-0933 combined three GSI's previously individually listed
under NUREG-0737 (Reference 2) in order to provide a more
integrated approach to resolving these interrelated issues.

ACCEPT &MCB CRITERIA

The acceptance criteria for the resolution of GSI 128 are-
encompassed in other GSI'm namely 48, 49, and A-30, which are
given in NUREG-0933.

RESOLUTION

The resolution for GSI 128 is identified in the responses to
GSI's 48, 49, and A-30 which are addressed and resolved in
CESSAR-DC, Appendix A. Since GSI 128 is subsumed by these three
GSI's, this issue is resolved for the System 80+ Standard Design.

REFERENCES

1. NUREG-0933, " A Status Report On Unresolved Safety Issues",
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 1989.

2. NUREG-0737, " Clarification Of TMI Action Plan Requirements",
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, October 1980.
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130t ESSENTIAL SERVICE WATER PURP FAILURES AT

MULTI-PLhMT SITES

ISSUE

Generic Safety Issue (CSI) 130 in NUREG-0933 (Reference 1),

addresses the concern that potential core damage could occur
because of insufficient cooling water flow from the station
service water system (SSWS) for safety-related systems. and
components due to shared SSWS's at multi-plant sites.

Design of the SSWS (or service ' water system (SWS) as identified
in NUREG-0933) varies considerably among existing plants. At
some multi-unit sites,1 portions of the SSWS are shared among the
units. Multi-plant configurations for the SSWS may result in the
inability to provide needed cooling water to safety-related
systems due to the unavailability of SSWS components which can be
shared between units. Should the SSWS fail to provide adequate
cooling capability to shutdown a plant, when subject to a loss of
SSWS, a core damage accident could result.

A related safety issue, USI 051, also requires separation and
O independence of SSWSs at multi-plant sites.

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

The acceptance criterion for the resolution of GSI 130, is that
the SSWS shall not be shared between units of a multi-unit site.
Specifically, each unit shall be provided with a dedicated SSWS,:

| and shall be designed to the same requirements as a single unit.
I

RESOLUTION

The System 80+ Standard Design is a single independent plant
design; that is, all systems and components necessary for the
operation of the plant are dedicated to that particular plant.
Therefore, SSWS is designed for a single unit and does not rely
on other systems or components from other unit (s) . In addition,
the SSWS is an open cycle system consisting of 2 redundant trains
(4 SSWS pumps) and is, therefore, very reliable (see CESSAR-DC,
Section 9.2.1) . The SSWS has the capability to dissipate the
heat loads necessary for a safe reactor shutdown by rejecting
heat delivered from the safety-related component cooling water
system (CCWS). The CCWS cools safety-related components,
including those required for safe shutdown of the reactor.

Where construction of multiple plants is desirable, separation

O and independence of all systems and components including the SSWS
is maintained by the owner-operator and the architect-engineer
(see CESSAR-DC, Section 1.2.1.3). q

Amendment F
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The possibility of potential core damage from a SSWS system i

failure as a result of shared systems and. components is minimized
because of the required separation and independence both in the
plant design and in the SSWS design. Therefore, this issue is

,

resolved for the System 80+-Standard Design.

! REFERENCEE
.

| 1. NUREG-0933, "A Status Report on Unresolved dafety Issues",
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 1989. )

'
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1-02: 18YMMBTRIC BLOWDOWN LO&DS ON RR&CTOR
PRIMARY C00 LENT SYSTEMS

ISSUB

Unresolved Safety Issue (USI) A-02 in NUREG-0933 (Reference 1),
addresses asymmetric blowdown loads imposed on the reactor vessel
(RV) as a result of a design basis loss of coolant accident
(IhCA) . The resultant forces from these loads could affect
reactor vessel support integrity, thus jeopardizing plant safety.-

A break in a large reactor coolant pipe could . cause several
rapidly occurring internal and external transient loads to act
upon the reactor vessel. In the event of a postulated LOCA at the
vessel nozzle, asymmetric I4CA loading could result from forces
induced on the reactor internals by transient differential
pressures across the core barrel and by forces on the vessel due
to transient differential pressures in the_ reactor cavity.
Differential pressures, although of short duration, could place
significant loads on the reactor vessel supports, thereby
affecting their integrity.

The NRC reviewed these predicted asymmetric loadings and
developed acceptance criteria and guidelines, which have been
documented in NUREG-0609, (Reference 2). In 1987, a " broad
scope" revision of General Design Criterion 4 allowed the
Leak-Before-Break (LBB) methodology documented by the NRC in
NUREG-1061, Volume 3 (Reference 3), to be applied to all high
energy piping.

ACCEPfhMCE CRITERIA

The acceptance criterion for the resolution of USI A-02
(documented in NUREG-0609) is that the design of the reactor
primary coolant system shall demonstrate that the asymmetric
loads on the reactor vessel, internals, primary coolant loop, and
components shall not exceed the limits imposed by the applicable
codes and standards.

RESOLUTION

The 1987 " broad scope" revision of General Design Criterion 4
permits application of the LBB methodology for all high energy
pipes in nuclear power plants. The LBB methodology of NUREG-1061,
Volume 3, is endorsed by the NRC in implementing the " broad
scope" rule. The application of this methodology in the
evaluation of the System 80+ Standard Design reactor coolant.

piping is described in CESSAR-DC, Section 3. 6. 3. (see also, GSI,

- 119.1)
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Where the LBB approach cannot be applied effectively, a
determination of pipe break locations and dynamic effects is c

made. These are identified in CESSAR-DC, Section 3.6.2. The
'

criteria used to define pipe break and/or crack locations and ;

configurations are given in CESSAR-DC, Section 3.6.2.1. |
'Postulated ruptures are classified . as circumferential breaks,<

i longitudinal breaks, leakage cracks, or through wall cracks. Each i

postulated rupture is considered separately as- a single ,

postulated initiating event.

The Leak-Before-Break methodology in CESSAR-DC, Section 3.6.3, :

was used to demonstrate that the detection of flaws in pipes can
be assured before they cause - large break LOCAs and, therefore, '
the asymmetric loads. and the resultant loads on primary system
components and supports are no longer significant. Any effects <

from small-break LOCAs which cannot be' eliminated by i
'Leak-Before-Break' methodology, are accout.ted for in the faulted

condition analysis by applying a conservative factor to the .

safe-shutdown-earthquake resultant ~ loads. |

In summary, all loads are within limits imposed by industry codes ,

and standards for the primary coolant system and, therefore, this
issue is resolved for the System 80+ Standard Design. ;

REFERENCES

1. NUREG-0933, "A Status Report on Unresolved Safety Issues",
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 1989. ,

2. NUREG-0609, " Asymmetric Blowdown Loads on PWR Primary Piping
Systems", U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, November 1980.

3. NUREG-1061, Volume 3, " Evaluation of Potential for Pipe
Breaks", U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, November 1984.
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IA-09: ANTICIPATED TRAMSIENTS WITIOUT SCRAM,..fATWS)
,

ISSUE

Generic Safety Issue (GSI) A-09 in NUREG-0933 (Reference 1), i

addresses the issue of assuring that the reactor can attain safe j
shutdown after incurring an anticipated transient with a failure .t

of the Reactor Trip System (RTS). An ATWS is an expected j

operational transient (such as a loss of feedwater, loss of v

condenser _ vacuum, or loss of offsite power to the reactor) which !

I is accompanied by a failure of the RTS to shut down the reactor. |
|

'

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
-

The acceptance criterion for the resolution of GSI A-09 is that |
the reactor must be capable of reaching a safe shutdown condition |
as identified in 10 CFR 50.62 (Reference 2), after incurring an !

,

'

7anticipated transient and a RTS failure.

Specifically:
'

,

1. To meet section (c) (1) ("the mitigation requirement") of 10
| CFR 50.62, plant equipment must automatically initiate

emergency feedwater and turbine trip under conditions
indicative of an ATWS. This equipment must function
reliably and must be diverse and independent from the RTS.

2. To meet section (c) (2) ("the prevention requirement") of 10
CFR 50.62, the plant must have a scram system which is
diverse and independent from the existing RTS.

RESOLUTION

The System 80+ Standard Design contains safety and control grade
systems designed to protect the plant and mitigate- the
consequences of design basis events. These systems have the
following design features:

1. The Plant Protection System (PPS) consists of the React'r
Protection System (RPS) and the Engineered Safety Features
Actuation System (ESFAS) (see CESSAR-DC Section 7.1.1.1)-,

The PPS is designed with both redundancy and diversity to
maximize the ability to mitigate transients. However,

should an ATWS occur, the System 80+ Standard Design
includes an Alternate Protection System (APS) for

mitigation.
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2. The APS augments the RPS to address 10 CFR 50.62

requirements for the reduction in risk of ATWS and for the '

use of ATWS Mitigating Systems Actuation Circuitry (ASMAC).
,

The APS design includes ~ an Alternate ~ Reactor Trip Signal
(ARTS) and Alternate Feedwater Actuation Signal (AFAS) ' that
are separate and diverse from the PPS (CESSAR-DC, Section ,

7.7.1.1.11). The APS equipment provides diverse and )
independent mechanisms to reduce the possibility of an ATWS |

and to provide additional assurance that an ATWS event could
be mitigated. |

3. The ARTS will initiate a reactor trip when pressurizer !
pressure exceeds a predetermined value (see CESSAR-DC, Table '

7.7.1). Turbine trip signals can also initiate ARTS if the !
Reactor Power Cutback System is out of service. The ARTS i

turbine trip input is manually enabled from the main control {;

panel. i

The ARTS circuitry is diverse and independent from that of :

the RPS. The ARTS design uses a two-out-of-two logic to i

open the motor-generator output contactors, thus removing i

motive power to the Reactor Trip Switchgear System- (see- ,

CESSAR-DC, Figure 7.7-12). In addition, ARTS provides for a
turbine trip through a relay which is not part of the PPS or !

APS.

4. The AFAS will start emergency feedwater to a steam generator $
when the level in that . steam generator decreases below .a |

predetermined value (see CESSAR-DC, Table. 7.7.1). Its
circuitry is diverse from that of the RPS. Actuation of the
EFW (pumps and valves) is achieved by sending isolated AFAS ?

*

signals to the Engineered Safety Feature Component Control
System described in CESSAR-DC, Section 7.3.

I

In summary, the System 80+ Standard Design includes a control
grade APS that supplements the RPS and provides a diverse and
independent means of reactor trip. Also, the APS supplies a s

control grade AFAS which maintains a diverse and independent
method of automatically initiating emergency feedwater. Since
the APS is designed to meet 10 CFR 50.62 as identified in
CESSAR-DC Section 7.7.1.1.11, this issue is resolved for the
System 80+ Standard Design. ;

REFERENCES

1. NUREG-0933, "A Status Report on Unresolved Safety Issues", ,

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 1989.
O ,'
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2. Code Of Federal Regulations, Title 10, Part 50, Section 62,
" Requirements for Reduction of Risk From Anticipated i

Transients Without Scram (ATWS) . Events for .'
Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants", Office of the 'l

-

Federal Register National Archives and Records. !

Administration, June 26, 1984. I
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1-12: FR&cTURE TOUGEMESS OP STRAM GENERATOR

SMD REACTOR COOLEMT PURP BUPPORTS

Issue

Unresolved Safety Issue (USI) A-12 in NUREG-0933 - (Reference 1) ,
addresses minimizing the susceptibility for lamellar tearing:and
low fracture toughness of major reactor coolant system (RCS)
component supports.

During the course of licensing the North Anna Units 1 and 2, a
number of questions were raised as to the potential for lamellar
tearing (a cracking phenomenon that occurs beneath welds
involving rolled steel plate) and low fracture toughness of.-the
steam generator and reactor coolant pump (RCP) support materials.
Concerns regarding the supports at North Anna have been found to
apply to all PWR's.

With regard to lamellar tearing, the results of an extensive
literature survey conducted by Sandia, see NUREG/CR-3009
(Reference 2) and discussed by the NRC in NUREG-0577 (Reference
3) concluded that, although lamellar tearing is a common
occurrence in structural steel construction, virtually no
documentation exists describing in-service failures of nuclear
power plant supports from lamellar tearing. 'The NRC also stated
in NUREG-0577 that preliminary research conducted by EPRI
concluded that lamellar tearing is generally detected .and
corrected during construction and that a reasonable safety factor
on strength can bound experimental results governing the.lamellar
tearing phenomenon. Subsection NF of the ASME ' Code therefore,
provides for adequate toughness of reactor coolant system
supports.

ACCEPTANCB. CRITERIA 1
i

The acceptance criterion for the resolution of USI A-12 is that
the major RCS component supports must meet the requirements
specified in Subsection NF of the ASME Code (Reference 4).

RESOLUTION
i

System 80+ Standard Design Reactor Coolant Pump and Steam
Generator supports are designed in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55a
(Reference 5) which further references accepted industry codes, {

including the ASME Code.

The relevant ASTM material specifications are identified in
CESSAR-DC, Table 5.2-2.

-
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System 80+ Standard Design steam generator supports consist of a
sliding base bolted to an integrally attached conical skirt which
is mated to the steam generator (see CESSAR-DC,'Section 5.4.14.2,
Paragraph B). The steam generator also has lateral supports
which are identified in CESSAR-DC, Figure 5.4.14-3 (upper
supports). The reactor coolant pump supports are provided with
four vertical support columns, four horizontal support columns,
and two horizontal snubbers (see CESSAR-DC, Secthon 5.4.14.2,
Paragraph C).

Major component supports for the reactor coolant system are.
designed and fabricated in accordance with the ASME Code, Section
III, Subsection NF, as described in CESSAR-DC, Section 5.4.14.
Thus, " code" materials are used in the fabrication of the
supports; consequently the fracture toughness of these materials
is in accordance with code requirements. This issue is,
therefore, resolved for the System 80+ Standard Design.

REFERENCES

1. NUREG-0933, "A Status Report on Unresolved Safety Issues",
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 1989.

2. NUREG/CR-3009, " Fracture Toughness of PWR Component
Supports", U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, February
1983.

3. NUREG-0577; Revision 1, " Potential for Low Fracture
Toughness and Lamellar Tearing in PWR Steam Generator and I

Reactor Coolant Pump Supports", U. S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, October 1983.

,

4. American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Boiler &
Pressure Vessel Code, Section III (Nuclear), American-
Society of Mechanical Engineers.

5. Code of Federal Regulations, Title 10, Part 50, Section
55a, "Ccdes and Standards", Office of the Federal !

Register National Archives and Records Administration,
,

January 1, 1988. !

I
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1-13: SNUBBER OPER&BILITY ASSURANCE

ISSUB

Unresolved Safety Issue (USI) A-13 in NUREG-0933 (Reference 1),
addresses snubber selection and operability for safety related
systems and components by identifying the need=for

1) a consistent means of determining snubber operability
through standardized functional testing;

2) a set of criteria for selection and specification; and,

3) preservice and inservice inspection programs, p

Gnubbers are utilized primarily as seismic and pipe whip
restraints at operating plants. Their eafety function is to
operate as rigid supports for restraining the motion of systems
or components under dynamic load conditions such as earthquakes
and severe hydraulic transients, e.g., pipe breaks.

According to NUREG-0933, a substantial number of Licensee Event
Reports (LER's), concerning snubber operability, were issued by
utilities. A review of these LER's showed that a variety of
methods were employed to determine the operability of the
snubbers and that different types of snubbers were used for
systems with similar configurations.

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

The acceptance criterion for the resolution of USI A-13 is that
the design, specification, installation, and in-service
operability of snubbers must meet the intent of the guidance
given in SRP Section 3.9.3 (Reference 2).

Specifically, during the design of safety systems or components
for which snubbers are to be used, sufficient consideration
should be given as to their unique application, i.e., their
response to normal, upset, and faulted conditions and the effect
of these responses on the associated system and/or component.

RE8OLUTION

For the System 80+ Standard Design, snubbers are minimized by
using design optimization procedures (see CESSAR-DC, Section
3.9.3.4. However, where required, snubber supports are used as
shock arrestors for safety-related systems- and components.
Snubbers are used as structural supports during a dynamic event |

Amendment F
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such as earthquake or pipe break, but during normal operation act
as passive devices which accommodate normal expansions and )
contractions without resiststnce.

Assurance of snubber operability for the System 80+ Standard i

Design is provided by incorporating analytical, design, |

installation, in-service, and verification criteria. The elements ;

of snubber operability assurance include: ;

'1. Con.a .' 3eration of load cycles and travel that each snubber
will experience during normal plant operating conditions.

2. Verification that the thermal growth rates of the system do
not exceed the required lock-up velocity of the snubber.

3. Appropriate characterization of snubber mechanical
properties in the structural analysis of the
snubber-supported system.

4. For engineered, large bore snubbers, issuance of a design
specification to the snubber supplier, describing the
required structural- and mechanical performance of the

Os
snubber; with subsequent verification that the specified i
design and fabrication requirements were met.

5. Verification that snubbers are properly installed and
operable prior to plant. operation, through visual inspection
and through measurement of thermal movements of
snubber-supported systems during start-up tests.

6. A snubber in-service inspection and testing pregram, which
includes periodic maintenance and visual inspection,
inspection following a faulted event, a functional testing
program, and repair or replacement of snubbers failing

|
inspection or test criteria.

L In summary, during the design of safety-related systems or |

| components for which snubbers are to be used, sufficient I

i consideration is given as to their unique application, (i.e., I
' their response to normal, upset and faulted conditions and the

effect of these responses on the associated system and/or
component). Thus the design, specification,- installation, and

'in-service operability of snubbers meets the intent of SRP
Section 3.9.3 and this issue is resolved for the System 80+
Standard. Design. I
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A-25: NON-BAFETY LDADS ON CLhSS 1E

POWER SOURCES

ISBUE

Generic Safety Issue (GSI) A-25 in - NUREG-093 3 - (Reference 1),
addresses the potential safety degradation of a Class 1E power
system caused by its connection to a non-safety-related power-
source or load.

There are two approaches to assuring the reliability of the
safety-related system Class 1E power supplies for future plants.
The first approach is to restrict the connection of primarily
safety loads to Class 1E power supplies. (In previous designs,
non-safety electrical equipment was connected to Class 1E . power
supplies (i.e., the emergency diesel generators) to provide a
source of power during Loss-of-of fsite-Power (LOOP) events. ) !

The second approach is to limit the connection of
non-safety-related electrical equipment to the Class 1E power
systems and assure that when this equipment is connected to the
class 1E power system that the equipment and . the connections

.

conform to the requirements for independence, electrical
isolation, and physical separation. These requirements are
identified in IEEE Standard 384-1981 (Reference 2), and guidance
is provided in Regulatory Guide 1.75, Revision 2 (Reference- 3) .
[ Supplemental information on Class 1E safety systems may be found
in IEEE Standard 603-1980, ANSI N42.7-1972 and IEEE Standard
308-1980, (References 4, 5 and 6 respectively).)

Both industry and the NRC, through IEEE Standard: 384-1981 and
Regulatory Guide 1.75, have determined that these design
requirements provide an acceptable means of achieving an adequate i

level of reliability for the Class 1E power supplies. Therefore, )

a commensurate level of safety for the safety systems is assured.

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

The acceptance criterion for the resolution of GSI A-25 is that
the reliability and level of safety of Class 1E power sources and

!the safety systems which they supply may not be degraded by the
sharing of loads between safety-related systems and
non-safety-related systems.

Specifically, the second approach, identified in the issue
statement, shall be used in establishing an acceptable level of
reliability and safety for Class 1E power sources andO safety-related systems.

Amendment F ,
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This shall be accomplished by assuring that the interface between
'safety-related'and non-safety-related equipment on Class 1E power

; sources and safety-related systems is adequately controlled by. ,

!
meeting the independence, electrical isolation, and physical
separation requirements identified in IEEE Standard 384-1981 and :

other applicable standards, . References 2 and 4 through 6, i

respectively, taking into consideration the guidance provided in i

Regulatory Guide 1.75, Revision 2.

33soLUTroM 1

The System 80+ Standard Design incorporates the second approach j

for assuring the reliability and adequate level of safety for the j
Class 1E power sources and safety-related systems by the i

selective connection of non-safety-related equipment and strict !

control of the interface between the non-safety-related equipment I
and Class 1E power system.

IThe System 80+ Standard Design contains safety-related
instrumentation and controls and supporting systems which are i

essential for the safe operation and shutdown of the reactor.
These systems are identified in CESSAR-DC, Section 7.1.1. Each ,

safety-related system conforms to the requirements of IEEE |
Standard 384-1981 and General Design Criteria 3 and 24, and meets *

the intent of Regu?.atory Guide 1.75. Design requirements have i

been specified such that the power supply and each safety system
have the same reliability. These mtirements are described in

,

CESSAR-DC, Sections 8.1.3 and 8.1.4 =4 refer to IEEE Standard|

i 384-1981 as supplemented by Regulas. f Guide 1.75 Rev. 2.
Section 8.3.1.2.7 also addresses 4EEE Standard 279-1971

"(Reference 7) system level requirements for safety related Class
L 1E power supplies and equipment.
|

| In the System 80+ Standard Design, a separate emergency power ,

supply provides power to non-safety-related equipmant duringl
,

l "Lo0P" events. This separate power-supply, which is designated ;

the Alternate AC Source, minimizes the connection of ;

, non-safety-related equipment to Class 1E power supplies. The !
I power source reliability is thereby improved. ,

For the limited cases in which non-safety-related equipment must

| be connected to Class 1E power supplies, the System 80+ Standard i

Design adheres to the special design requirements which have beeni

adopted by the NRC. These requirements are identified in IEEE
Standard 384-1981 and promulgated in Regulatory Guide 1.75 and in
the Standard Review Plan (Reference 8). The bases for these
requirements are physical separation, electrical isolation, and ;

circuit independence. O,Since both the safety systems and their Class 1E power supplies
conform to the requirements of IEEE Standard 384-1981 and 1

Amendment F
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meet the intent of Regulatory Guide 1.75, Rev. 2, an acceptable |
level of safety exists for both the safety systems and their
Class 1E power supplies. Therefore, this issue is resolved for j
the System 80+ Standard Design.

i
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1. NUREG-0933, "A Status Report on Unresolved Safety Issues", #

,

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 1989. ,
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ISSUE
,

Unresolved Safety Issue (USI) A-26 in NUREG-0371 (Reference 1), ;
?deals with ensuring that adequate protection from Reactor Vessel-

Pressure Transients is provided.,

According to NUREG-0933 and NUREG-0244 (References 2 and 3) there :

have been, since 1972. over 30 reported events of pressure.

transients which have exceeded the pressure-temperature limits of !

i
pressurized water reactor vessels, These. limits are' identified
in the technical specifications for each vessel and are based on
the requirements of Appendix G to 10 CFR 50 (Reference 4). .The
majority of these events occurred at relatively low reactor
vessel temperatures at which the material has less toughness and o

is more susceptible to failure through brittle fracture. [
Therefore, the margin of safety to vessel failure under low
temperature conditions is reduced. The safety margin will be
further reduced by the reduction in the toughness properties of ,

the vessel caused by neutron irradiation.

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

The acceptance criterion for the resolution of USI A-26 is that
adequate measures for protection of the reactor vessel from
pressure transients shall be included in the system design.

'

Specifically, the acceptance criteria for- the overpressure
;protection system are based on meeting the intent of the relevant

guidance identified in SRP Section 5.2.2 Rev. 2 (Reference 5).
i

Specific acceptance criteria necessarf to meet the requirements
of General Design Criteria 15 and 31 in 10 CFR 50 Appendix A ,

(Reference 6) are as follows:
A. For overpressure protection during power operatJon of the

reactor, the relief valves shall be designed with sufficient
capacity to preclude actuation of safety valves during
normal operational transients.

Safety valves shall be designed with sufficient capacity to >

limit the pressure to less than 110% of the reactor coolant
pressure boundary design pressure (as specified by the ASME |

*B&PV Code in Reference 7), during the most severe abnormal
operational transient and with the reactor scrammed.

Also, sufficient margin shall be available to account for
uncertainties in the design and operation of the plant.

.

!

'
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B. The low temperature, overpressure protection (LTOP) system

shall be designed in accordance with the requirements - of
Branch Technical Position RSB 5-2 (Reference 5) . The LTOP
system shall be operable during startup and shutdown
conditions below the enable temperature.

EESOLUTION

The System 80+ Standard Design incorporates a variety of methods
to assure the integrity of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS). The
RCS is deuigned in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55a (Reference 8)
which further references the ASME - B&PV Code and other accepted
industry codes and standards. In addition, the reactor coolant
pressure boundary is defined in accordance with ANSI /ANS 51.1
(Reference 9).
Furthermore, there are a number of systems and components that
ensure the integrity of the RCS, namely:

1. Reactor Protective System

Initiates a reactor trip to protect the RCS pressure
boundary in the event of high pressurizer pressure, seeO CESGAR-DC, Section 7.2.

2. Reactor Coolant System Components

a) Primary Safety Valves

These are sized using a conservative . Design Basis
Event, namely a loss of turbine load with a delayed
reactor trip and in accordance with the ASME B&PV code
to limit the pressure boundary design pressure; see
CESSAR-DC, Section 5.2.2, Appendi' SA.

b) Large Volume Pressurizer

The RCS pressurizer has a larger volume than the System
80 pressurizer which permits a larger range of
transients and reduces the challenges to safety valves;
see CESSAR-DC, Table 5.4.10-1.

c) Steam Generator Secondary Safety Valves

These valves are conservatively sized to pass excess
steam flow to limit steam generator pressure to less ;

than 110% of steam generator design pressure during the
worst case transients; see CESSAR-DC, Section 5.2.2,

O.- Appendix SA (submitted June 1990).

|

.)
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3. Shutdown Cooling System (SCS)

This system provides for overpressure protection of-the RCS
at reduced temperatures and pressures and therefore
addresses the LTOP issue. The over-pressure protection for
the RCS is accomplished by providing a relief path through '

special LTOP relief valves incorporated in the SCS for the
RCS during heatup and cooldown. The LTOP relief valves are i

sir.ed and adjusted to the appropriate setpoint(s) to ensure j

adequate overpressure protection for the RCS at reduced
temperatures and pressures; see CESSAR-DC, Section 5.2.2.10.

System 80+ Standard Design is designed to provide adequate
overpressure protection for the RCS/ Reactor -Coolant Pressure j

Boundary by incorporating the systems and components described
above. This issue is, therefore, resolved 'for the System 80+
Standard Design. NRC closeout will - be automatic upon successful )
completion of the review of CESSAR-DC Sections 5.2.2 and Appendix-
SA.
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(Category A)", U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, November ;
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comrission, April _1989. '

3. NUREG-0244 Rev. 1, " Technical Report On Reactor Vessel
Pressure Transients", U.S. Nuclear Regulatory - Commission,
May 1978.

4. Code of Federal Regulations, Title 10, Part 50, Appendix G,
" Fracture Toughness Requirements", Office of the Federal
Register National Archives and Records Administration,. >

January 1, 1988.

5. NUREG-0800, " Standard Review Plan for the Review Of Safety
Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants-- LWR Edition",
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

6. 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, " General Design. Criteria", Office of
the Federal Register, National Archives and Records r

Administration.
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| 7. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, Article
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4
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1-29: MUCTM18 POWER Pf w f DESIGN FOR TEE RRDUCTION

OF YULMEnhaILITY TO IMDUSTRIAL SABOT &gE
i

i

+ISSUE

Generic Safety Issue (GSI) A-29 in NUREG-0933 (Reference 1), ,

addresses the susceptibility of nuclear power plants to ;

industrial sabotage, the resulting risk to plant safety, and the !
'

countermeasures to assure en acceptable level-of protection.
'consideration should be-given to sabotage during the design phase

of the plant. The goal would be to achieve an acceptable-level of
protection of a plant to industrial sabotage by emphasizing ,

design features which reduce the likelihood of the plant
incurring damage from industrial sabotage, both -internal and i

external, j

New design features (e.g., relocating emergency feedwater tanks
to protected areas, increasing the monitoring, - separation' and
independence of plant protection systems, providing additional
back-up sources of power) which provide countermeasures to .

!sabotage must be consistent with plant safety requirements..
iAf&EPTANCE CRITERIA

The acceptance criterion for the resolution of GSI A-29, is that
plants shall be designed to be resistant to the effects of ;
internal and external sabotage through prevention, deterrence, <

1

and mitigation.
,

Specifically, plant safety-related systems and_ components :
required for the safe operation and shutdown of the plant shall !

be designed for protection against and mitigation of-sabotage.

RESOLUTION ;

The System 80+ Standard Design is configured to be sabotage -i
resistant (See CESSAR-DC Chapter 13, Appendix 13A). !

This is accomplished in various ways including:

1. locating safety-related equipment in secure areas and !
controlling personnel access;

'

2. designing for separation, independence, and redundancy of
safe shutdown and support systems; ;

t
.

i 3. monitoring of equipment status continually (e.g.,
automated-testing of equipment); ,

4
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4. evaluation and improvement of safe shutdown systems to |

provide for damage control measures in the event of |
;

sabotage;
i
'

5. plant layout design to accommodate a variety of access
zoning schemes; and t

,

6. protection of design features located outside of plant
buildings and structures which are more vulnerable to ;

sabotage.

Included in the System 80+ Standard -Design are a number of '

improved design- features which enhance plant resistance to
sabotage compared to those of a more traditional design >

Redesign of the emergency feedwater system (EFW) to function-

in the event of a loss of offsite and onsite power. This
design accommodates coincident failure of a single active
mechanical or electrical component or the effects of a high
or moderate-energy pipe rupture. t

EFW storage tanks (2) which are designed so that each has a '
-

capacity to support full flow for 30 minutes, if the

O- initiating event is a main feedwater line break. The water ;

supply available is capable of maintaining the plant at hot i

standby for eight hours and then provide for an orderly
cooldown to shutdown cooling entry conditions.

'Locating the emergency feedwater storage tanks within the-

| auxiliary building where access is restricted.
1

Addressing station blackout by designing the steam-driven-

EFW components such that they are capable of providing EFW
to the steam generators coincident with a single failure.
Battery backed power is used to assure steam-driven pump i

discharge valves are open. The battery also powers the
turbine governor speed control and steam generator level

|
t indication to provide control of steam generator level.

Also, an alternate AC power source is provided as an
additional power source.

,

Providing the shutdown cooling system with containment spray-

system piping cross-connects- that permit the containment
spray pumps to supplement the shutdown cooling system should
a shutdown cooling system pump become inoperative. In
addition, each containment spray and shutdown cooling system
pump is physically separated from tha other.

| O
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Increasing the design pressure and piping schedule of the-

shutdown cooling system to 900 psia so that even if
- subjected to full RCS pressure, the pressure boundary does

not fail.:

Addition of the Safety Depressurization System (SDS) which-

permits an alternate and physically separate decay heat=

removal path (i.e. once through cooling) in the event the
_

preferred decay heat removal system is disabled.
.

Relocating the refueling water storage tank into the-

containment thus restricting access and reducing the
likelihood of sabotage.

-

Placing safety-related equipment (e.g., emergency safeguards-

components) within the containment sub-sphere, where access
is strictly controlled,,

Limiting access to the control room. The Nuplex 80+ Controli -

Complex is designed to limit access to the control room. Thei

- design reduces the number of required personnel needed in
"

the controlling workspace, yet provides direct monitoring
(visual and via the data processing CRT's) of the operator's
actions and state of the plant from adjacent supe rvisory
offices.

_

Designing the Nuplex 80+ instrumentation and controls to--

incorporate semi-automated and on-line testing features for_

' the Plant Protection System and on-line monitoring of fluid
'

and electrical systems, thus enhancing the detection of
sabotage.g

Enhancing detection of plant sabotage through improved plant-
,

_ system monitoring. The Nuplex 80+ Data Processing System
EL Design includes computer aided testing and success path

monitoring of emergency safeguards features systems which
- aid in detecting abnormal conditions and/or system
_ degradation which may result from attempted sabotage.

Designing the Nuplex 80+ instrumentation and controls to_
-

-

provide channel separation for many systems including
separate equipment rooms for each safety channel. With
adequate access control to each channel, this design

-

increases the difficulty in equipment sabotage.
--

~

In summary, the System 80+ Standard Design is highly resistant to
_

sabotage because of the design features described, which protect
-

against both internal and external sabotage. Therefore, this
-

issue is resolved for the System 80+ Standard Design.
--

=_
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1-30t ADEOUACY OP SAFETY-RELATED

DC POWER SUPPLIES

'

ISSUE

Unresolved Safety : Issue (USI) A-30 in NUREG-0933 ' (Reference .1) ,
addresses the reliability of DC power supplies used in the :
control and hctuation of safety-related components and-systems.

DC power systems in; nuclear power plants provide control:- and
motive power to a variety of safety-related equipment including
valves, instrumentation, emergency . diesel generators, and ~ many
other components. and' systems. This power is needed; _during
abnormal shutdowns and accident situations, as well as- during
normal operations. Presently, a. minimum of two divisions of DC .
power are required to supply control and motive .. power to this.
safety-related equipment; failure of one division would generally
cause a reactor scram for. this- -type of< configuration.
Furthermore, if the independence of the two divisions .is j

compromised through the failure of a bus-tie breaker to function ,

properly, then a fault in one ' division could . propagate to - the i

redundant division resulting'in a loss.of redundancy. j}

The safety significance of a loss of the two divisions is that'a- ,

'

total loss of DC power supplied to safety-related equipment could
occur thus prohibiting the equipment from performing.its intended
safety function, j-

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

The acceptance criterien for the resolution of USI A-30 is that
'

the reliability of safety-related DC power supply systems shall i

be improved.
1

Specifically, the present configuration of DC power supplies used
in current plant designs should be replaced by a. more. reliable
configuration on new plants using the following. criteria: (1) All.

;

non-safety related loads should be placed on completely separate
non-safety-related DC power systems, and (2) the safety-related !

(Class 1E) DC supplies shall be divided into four physically. and
electrically separated systems satisfying the requirement of' !

General Design Criterion 17 in'10 CFR 50 Appendix'A-(Reference 2)
for independence to reduce the probability of reactor trip in the
event of the-loss of a single safety-related DC bus.

4
3

RESOLUTION

The System 80+ Standard Design provides dedicated DC electrical -

buses for non-safety-related electrical loads and meets criterion
1 listed above, as described in CESSAR-DC, Section 8.3.2. 1

Amendment.F
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The requirement for reducing the . probability _ of_ reactor trip in
the event of a loss of a single safety-related bus (criterion: 2)
is met by the System 80+ - Standard Design, also as described in
detail in CESSAR-DC, Section 8.3.2. As shown in CESSAR-DC, Figure
8.3.2-2, the safety-related '(Class 1E) DC power supply system
consists of four separate isolated channels. The DC bus from:each
channel can be isolated- from its battery bank L and alternately
supplied from its division's DC bus. For. typical Class-1E.DC,and
AC_ instrumentation and control power supply systems, either the'
Channel A or Channel- - C ~ DC bus can. be supplied from the Division
I, also a 1E'DC bus. Similarly, either the' Channel B or Channel D
bus can be supplied - from the Division II, also a 1E DC bus.
Cross-ties.between buses, however, are isolated through two sets -j

of manually operated fusible disconnects.
'

Furthermore, _during normal operation, both. switches are
maintained- in -the open position. This. -method of = isolation'. j
satisfies the independence criterion.: of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A j

(General Design Criterion 17). Thus, in the safety-related (Class j-

1E) DC electrical- distribution- system design, the two' safety- i
divisions are-both ohvsically and electrically isolated from each

'

other and from the non-safety-related (non-Class 1E) division. I

O.
That is, for this electrical distribution configuration,' there- ,

'

are no bus cross-ties between safety-related _ and
non-safety-related buses, and therefore, a fault in one division
cannot propagate to the redundant division.

#
In summary, the safety-related (Class 1E) AC and DC -bus
configuration meets the criterion for non-safety and- '

/ safety-related load separation. -This bus configuration,
therefore, reduces the likelihood of a reactor trip (in the event '

of a loss of a single safety-related (Class 1E) DC bus), and thus
meets the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A (GDC 17).
Therefore, this issue is resolved for the System 80+ Standard
Design. ;

,
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A-31: RESIDUAL EEAT REMOYAL fRER) SEUTDOWN REQUIREMEllTS
J

' y
ISSUE

Unresolved Safety Issue '(USI) A-31 in NUREG-0933 (Reference 1)., |'

' addresses the safe shutdown of the reactor,,following an accident
or abnormal condition other. than a. Loss of _ Coolant Accident-
(IDCA) ,- from a hot standby condition - (i.e. , the. primary system is-
at or . near normal operating temperature and. pressure) to a cold
: shutdown condition.- Considerable - emphasis has been placed . on 7

'

long-term cooling which is - typically . achieved . by the residual . i

heat removal system which starts to operate : when the reactor
"

coolant pressure and temperature are.substantially lower than the
hot-standby values, ,

. - !

Even though it may genarally be considered safe to maintain a
reactor in a hot-standby condition' for a 'long:' time,< experience :
has shown that there have been abnormal occurrences that required- *

long-term cooling until the reactorc coolant system was cold
.

enough to perform inspection and repairs.- 'For this reason,.the ;

I ability to transfer heat from the reactor - to.the environment,
after a shutdown resulting .from an accident- or abnormal-

,

| occurrence, is . an important safety function. It' is essential
.

that a power plant- be able -to go Lfrom hot-standby 1 to
'

!

'

cold-shutdown conditions subsequent to any accident or: abnormal,

occurrence condition.

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA s

The acceptance criterion for the resolution of USI A-31' is that
the RHR system shall be designed so that the reactor can be

'

brought from a " Hot Standby" to a " Cold. Shutdown"-condition as
described in SRP Section 5.4.7 Rev. 3 (Reference 2).

Specifically, the RHR system shall' meet the intent of. the
following functional requirements with respect to cooldown:-

1

1. The design shall'be such that the reactor can be taken from
normal operating conditions to cold shutdown using only ]

p
safety-grade systems. These systems shall satisfy 10 CFR 50
Appendix A (Reference 3) General Design Criteria (GDC) l' i
through 5. 1

|

| 2. The system (s) shall have suitable redundancy in components
| and features, and suitable- interconnections, leak
j connection, and isolation capabilities to assure that for

i onsite electrical power system operation (assuming offsite .j
.

power is not available) the system function can be 'l

accomplished assuming a single failure. )
L.

Amendment F
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3. The system- shall be capable - of being operated from the

control room with either onsite or.offsite power available..
In demonstrating that the system can perform its function
assuming a single failure, limited L operator' action outside
of- the control- room would be considered- accep'able,_ ifc
suitably justified.

i

4. The system (s) shall be capable of bringing the reactor to a -|
cold shutdown condition,_ with either offsite'or onsite power R

available, ~ within a reasonable- periodt of ' time - following' a
shutdown, assuming the most limiting single failure.

'

In addition to the functional requirements listed above, there
are certain additional requirements for the-RHR: system including,-

pressure relief, pump protection, test and operation.

Also, there is a requirement that the emergency'feedwater. system'
shall have- sufficient inventory to permit- operation at hot
shutdown for at least. 4 hours, followed by a cooldown to the
conditions permitting operation of the RHR system. The inventory

ineeded for cooldown, shall be based on the longest: cooldown
required with either onsite. or offsite power available with an
assumed single failure.-- 1

RESOLUTION

The System 80+ Standard Design utilizes the . Shutdown Cooling
System (SCS), the Reactor Coolant ' Gas Vent System (RCGV) , . the

!

,

Safety Depressurization System (SDS), the Atmospheric Dump Valves
!(ADV), and the Emergency Feedwater Systems (EFW) as-the preferred i

means to bring the reactor plant from hot standby to a cold - !
shutdown condition within a reasonable period of time. These j
safety-related systems are normally ' operated from the control- !
room and are described in CESSAR-DC, Sections 5.4.7, 10.1, and-
10.4.9.

i

To reduce the reactor coolant system (RCS) temperature from hot a
standby to cold shutdown requires two phases. The initial phase
of cooldown is accomplished by heat rejection from the steam.
generators (SG) to the atmosphere using the ADV.

Plant pressure is normally reduced by use of the Auxiliary
Pressurizer Spray System (non-safety-related). If this. system is
not available, the pressurizer can be depressurized by venting
the pressurizer to the Drain Tank or the Incontainment Refueling a
Water Tank via the RCGV or SDS, respectively.

1

O
I
i
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After the-RCS conditions have been reduced to approximately' 350
degrees F'and 550 psia,'the SCS is-put.into operation to further-

reduce and maintain RCS _ temperature at the refueling temperature.

i

(see CESSAR-DC, Section 5.4.7.1). The SCS and-the SG atmospheric
: steam release and-EFW are used to cooldown the reactor following-
a LOCA.

Non-IDCA accidents, such as steam or feedwater line breaks, and
steam generator-tube ruptures also . are -accommodated by _ the - SCS -
(see CESSAR-DC, Section 5.4.7.1).

All of these systems are designed to meet GDC - 1 through 5 for
quality assurance, protection against natural phenomena,_. fire
protection, environmental and ' missiles, and shared systems,

structures and components ' (see CESSAR-DC, Sections 3 . 1 . 1', a n d

5.4.7.1.3 paragraphs P, D, Q, F, and M).

The SCS is highly reliable and is designed to perform.its safety
function assuming a single failure ' by incorporeting - suitable
redundancy in components- and power (see CESSAR-DC,_ Sections
5.4.7.1.2, 5.4.7.1.3 and 5.4.7.2,5). For example, the SCS is
designed with redundant components and power supplies such that
the RCS can be brought to refueling temperature (cold shutdown)
using one of two redundant SCS trains,. _

The EFW system is also highly reliable and is designed to-
function in the event of a loss of offsite and onsite._ power. The
design accommodates a coincident failure of a single active
mechanical or electrical componhnt. In addition, the EFW system
is capable of maintaining the plant in a hot ~ standby condition
for eight hours and then providing for an orderly cooldown to
shutdown conditions (see CESSAR-DC, Section 10.4.9.1.2).

In. addition to normal offsite power sources, physically and
electrically independent and redundant emergency power supply
systems are provided to power safety related - components (see
CESSAR-DC, Sections 8.1.2 and 8.2).

The shutdown cooling system is designed- to meet the intent of
of SRP Section 5.4.7, Rev. 3 with respect to providing a means to
bring the reactor plant from hot standby to cold shutdown under
all accident or abnormal occurrence conditions, as described
above. Therefore, this issue is resolved for the System 80+
Standard Design.

REFERENQF&

1. NUREG-0933, "A Status Report on Unresolved Safety Issues", ,

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 1989.
~

"
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2. NUREG-0800, " Standard Review - Plan for the- Review of Safety

Analysis Reports for Nuclear ' Power _. Plants -- LWR Edition",-'.
U.S.' Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

3. 10 CFR_50 Appendix A, " General Design Criteria _ for Nuclear ' .i
,

Power Plants", Of fice Of . The ~ Federal , Register,. National
Archives and Records Administration.
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A-36: CONTROL OF REAV1f LOADS MEAR SPENT FUEL

ISSUE

Unresolved Safety Issue (USI) A-36 / in - NUREG-0933 - (Reference 1), j'

'

addr_ esses the consequences of dropping heavy;1oads, (i.e., loads
that weigh more than the combined weight - of a fuel assembly and-
its handling' tool). on spent fuel,.-including the L potential for-

fuel damage and/or criticality.which could result in' radiological-)

releases. Also, USI A-36 addresses'the possibility of damage to
safety-related equipment which could prevent safe shutdown of the
reactor or jeopardize core decay heat removal.

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
-|

The overall acceptance- criterion for the resolution of USI A-36
is that the nuclear plant design shall- consider the effects of ,

the movement of heavy loads over spent fuel and. equipment 1
important to achieving and/or maintaining safe shutdown or= the
reactor, consistent with the guidance of the Standard Review Plan
9.1.5'(Reference 2).
Specifically, the load - handling systems are acceptable if (1)
safe load paths are defined through procedures and operator.
training so, that to the extent practical, heavy loads are ..not

.

'

carried over or near irradiated fuel or safe shutdown equipment;
(2) adequate consideration is given .to- operator : training, i

handling component design, load handling instructions, 'and l

equipment inspection to insure reliable operation of-the-handling
system; (3) mechanical stops or electrical interlocks are
incorporated to prevent movement of heavy loads over irradiated ;

fuel or in proximity to equipment associated with redundant core
shutdown paths; and (4) the load handling system conforms to the
relevant requirements of General Design Criteria (GDC) 2, 4, 5,

and 61 and References 3-7.

RESOLUTION

The System 80+ Standard Design addresses the above criteria as
follows:

1. The component (Heavy Load) handling procedure guidelines
will require the owner-operator to establish the safe load
path and perform special handling component inspections
prior to lift.

2. The ' plant operating procedure guidelines will require
appropriate operator training and crane inspections.

Amendment F
A-94 December 15, 1989
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3.. The cask handling crane lis : provided with L mechanical stops;

and electrical interlocks > to : prevent its movement near the-
. spent fuel pool after the pool contains irradiated fuel:(See
CESSAR-DC, Section.9.1.4).

'

4. The L new fuel handling' crane is provided. with mechanical
stops 'and ' electrical ~ interlocks to-' restrict: its motion
between the newL fuel shipping containerc receipt area, the- ,

!-new fuel inspection and storage . - areas, and the - new | fuel--
elevator (See CESSAR-DC,"Section 9.1.4)..

5. The spent: fuel. building is arranged so that: the spent- fuel
cask does not pass - over critical - components during- its
passage from the shipping vehicle to the cask laydown area-

(see CESSAR-DC, Sections 9.1. 4.1. 3 and 9.1. 4. 3.1) .

6. The reactor vessel head ' lift rig and the reactor- vessel-
internals lift rigs are designed in accordance with the
acceptable (stress)-factors of safety (Reference 4).

7. An analysis of a drop of the reactor vessel head onto the
reactor vessel is performed as described in CESSAR-DC ]

O Section 9.1.4.3.3, and -the results: -are -shown to- be' '

acceptable. $

8. An analysis of the upper guide structure drop on the reactor
vessel is performed to demonstrate that this event - is ;
bounded by the result of the analysis of Item (7) above. '

-

9. The load handling system is designed in accordance with the
,

relevant requirements of GDC 2, 4, 5, and 61 (See CESSAR-DC, 1,

Section 3.1 and 9.1.4) and the guidance of References 3-7. 1

!
Since the acceptance criteria for this safety issue are met, the i

issue is resolved for the System 80+ Standard Design.

REFERENCES |

1. NUREG-0933, "A Status Report on Unresolved Safety -Issues",-
U.S.-Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 1989. '

2. NUREG-0800, " Standard Review Plan for The Review Of Safety
Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants", U. S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission.

3. ANSI-N14.6, "American National Standard for Special Lifting
Devices for Shipping Containers Weighing 10,000 Pounds (4500
KG) or More for Nuclear Materials".O
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4. NUREG-0612, " Control of Heavy Loads at- Nuclear' Power
Plante", U.S.-Nuclear Regulatory-Commission.-

5. ANSI /ANS-57.2, " Design Requirements for Light Water Reactor
Spent.-Fuel Storage Facilities'at. Nuclear Power Plants".

6. . ANSI /ANS-57.1, " Design Requirements for Light Water Reactor
Fuel Handling Systems".-

7. NUREG-0554,- " Single . Failure Proof Cranes. for Nuclear PowerL i

Plants", U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
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3-43: CONTAInnT nmnCY BNP PmonnCE .. ;

ISSUE
,

"

Unresolved Safety Issue (USI) A-43 in NUREG-0933 - (Reference 1) ,
addresses the technical-' concerns raised when LOCA generated .

debris is introduced' into the containment sump, and4 the impact 1

this debris, and - the . potential for air ingesti'on have on the
containment spray system.and components. ,

The Emergency Safeguards' Systems (including Safety Injection 'and-
Containment Spray) are actuated following _ a' LOCA and, depending;
upon the severity of the event, ~ the' Containment Spray a System-
(CSS) and the Safety Injection _ System- (SIS) may be configured to. '

support long term cooling of the containment and/or reactor' core.
Long term cooling is accomplished by recirculation. of the spray . t

water recovered from the containment building by various building
drains which direct water into =the containment sump. - The -i

recirculated water mustLbe sufficiently free of debris and air so
that containment - spray pump performance is not impaired' and
long-term recirculation flow capability is not seriously

G degraded.

U
The specific concerns are:

1. Containmem. sump hydraulic performance under post--LOCA |

adverse conditions resulting in a potential vortex
formation, air ingestion and subsequent. failure of the
recirculation pumps.

2. The transport of large quantities of - LOCA-generated '

debris to the sump screen (s) .and potential for - blockage,
.

!reducing net positive suction head (NPSH) margin below that
required for the recirculation pumps to maintain long-term

'

cooling.
4

3. The capability of the CSS pumps to continue pumping 'with >

fine debris trapped in pump seals and bearings.

Adequate recirculation cooling capacity is necessary to prevent
core-melt and containment rupture following a postulated LOCA.

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

The acceptance criterion for the resolution of USI A-43,
(Reference 1) is that the containment spray and safety injection
systems (including the containment sump) must be - capable of

O performing their intended safety functions (in accordance with
the requirements of GDC 38), including long-term core and/or
containment building cooling.

Amendment F
.A-97 December 15, 1989
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The containment spray and safety injection systems <must meet the

~

3

intent of SRP Section . 6. 2. 2, Rev. 4 "Containvaent'. Heat 1 Removal;

Systems" (Reference 2), and Regulatory Guide '1.82, Rev.. 1

(Reference 3). .j

specifically, to satisfy the requirement of GDC ' 38. regarding ' the i

long-term containment spray system (CSS) and ' safety injection-

system (SIS), the containment sump (s) should be designed to ;

provide' a reliable, ;1ong-term water source for. . the. SIS and CSS '

;
recirculation pumps. Provision should be made in the containment-
design to allow. drainage of spray and saf ety injection _ waterL to a
the ' containment' sump (s) , and for recirculation of this water .[
through the containment, sprays and safety injection systems.- The .

design of the sump (s) and the protective screen assemblies . is a . *

critical element in assuring long-term recirculation .cooli'ng
capability.-

Therefore, adequate design consideration is necessary for:- ,i

a) Sump hydraulic performance to preclude vortexing and. air-
ingestion,

b) Evaluation of potential' debris generation and associated
effects including debris screen blockageiand,

c) RHR and' CSS pump performance under postulated post-LOCA !

conditions.
-

Finally, the containment sump design criteria, as ' identified in- ,

Regulatory Guide 1.82, Rev. 1, shall be. addressed. Examples-of i
,

these design criteria include:

Number, location, and geometry of the sump (s),-

Type, size, and location of debris screens, ;-

Location of containment drains,-

Containment sump effects on spray or recirculation pump. j-

NPSH, and
'

Accessibility of containment . spray system and sump (s) for-

inservice inspection.

RESOLUTION

In the System 80+ Standard Design, Engineered Safety Features :
(ESP) are incorporated to mitigate design basis events (DBE's), !
including a loss of coolant accident (LOCA).

Amendment F
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. Two principal systems used to mitigate the effects of a LOCA.are
I the safety injection system .(SIS) (see CESSAR-DC, Section 6.3),

.

L and the containment spray -- system (CSS) (see - CESSAR-DC, Section 1

| 6.5). These systems utilize an In-containment Refueling Water i

Storage Tank (IRWST) as their= source of water, which is the-I

and )equivalent of the refueling wLter storage tank (RWST)'
rcontainment sump of a pre-ALWR plant.
'

The IRWST performs additional functions beyond those of the
conventional containment' sump. The IRWST for System 80+ Standard
Design provides a single source of water for ' both -- the safety
injection and containment- spray- pumps. The'IRWST.is toroidal in'
shape and utilizes the lower section of the spherical containment'
as- its- outer' boundary. The IRWST. is enclosed ,to- prevent ;

contamination and excessive containment humidity. ;

The arrangement of the - IRWST within the System 80+ Standard
Design containment offers advantages over conventional sumps. ,

Like a sump, the IRWST is .the source of water for SIS -and CSS'
,

pumps, but the protection afforded the pumps against debris
ingestion or blockage is significantly. greater. First,. water.in
containment draining back to the IRWST must pass through a i

p vertical screen wall greater than six-(6), feet high and more than

( Q forty (40) feet long into a holdup volume of: several. thousand
cubic feet, which serves as a solids trap. From the holdup
volume, water overflows back into the IRWST. ' Finally, each
combination of SIS pump and CSS pump has its-own> connection to
the IRWST.

Long-term return of spray water from upper level elevations is
not dependent on individual floor screens and piping. Major
openings, such as hatches and stairwells, are also available to,

| return water to the screened entrance to the holdup volume. .

The IRWST also meets the intent of SRP.Section 6.2.2, Rev 4 and
Regulatory Guide 1.82, Rev. 1 with respect IRWST hydraulic

, performance; evaluation of potential debris' generation and
h associated effects, including debris screen- blockage; and'

preservation of NPSH for the SIS'and CSS pumps after an accident
~

(postulated post-IDCA conditions) . In addition, the IRWST meets
the multi-sump requirement by providing multiple pathways to the

; IRWST for containment spray and safety injection water-introduced
into the containment building. Should one drain become fouled
with debris there are other drains to collect and direct water to
the IRWST.

,

O
Amendment F
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The - IRWST has the advantage ~that during normal full power
operation 'it is possible to perform a full flow test of the
safety injection pumps and containment spray L pumps - whilo - taking
suction from the IRWST and- discharging back to' the IRWST via a
recirculation line.- . Satisfactory hydraulic performance of the
IRWST t can be verified by testing at- runout conditions on . the
pumps and minimum level in the-IRWST.

The System,80+ Standard Design Safety Ibjection System meets the
intent of Regulatory Guide 1.82, Rev. 1.(see CESSAR-DC, Section.
6.3.1.3). Thel Containment Spray System is designed to GDC 38,
(see CESSAR-DC, Section 6.5.1.3). The,IRWST is designed to meet

-the intent of-SRP S e c t i o n : 6 . 2 . 2 ,- R e v . 4: and- Regulatory Guide
1.' 8 2 , Rev. 1 (see- CESSAR-DC, -Section 6.3.2.2,_ subsection
6.3.2.2.1.). Therefore, this issue is resolved. for" the System
80+ Standard Design.

'GFERERGER

1. NUREG-0933, "A Status-- Report on : Unresolved Safety _ Issues,"
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 1989.

2. NUREG-0800, " Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safety -

Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants---LWR Edition",
~

.

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

3. Regulatory Guide 1.82, Rev. 1, " Water. Sources for Long-Term.
Recirculation-Cooling Following a Loss-of-Coolant Accident",
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, November 1985.

-
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A-45; SEUTDOWN DEC&Y HEAT REMOYAL REQUIREMENT 8
i
s

188UB

Unresolved- Safety Issue -(USI)' A-45- in NUREG-0933 .(Reference -!

1) addresses the Decay Heat -Removal (DHR) . function,_- defined j
as the ability' of a . plant - to remove residual- heat from the '

-

Reactor Coolant System after a- plant shutdown after normal 'i

operation or due to -abnormal- events _- or Loss-of-coolant 1

Accidents (IDCAs) , and- to prepare the- plant- for cold
shutdown conditions.-

3
.

In recent years tha NRC _ has vigorously- addressed"=the. issue |

o f. DHR' improvements due to: first, the. Three- Mile Island; R

accident, and second, the results of a. DHR PRA study- i
performed on six operating plants in 1987.

~

!

This comprehensive PRA DHR study concentrated on the DHR
systems and their contribution to core melt -frequencies.
This study assessed the consequences of both internal and ,

'
external initiators. - The study .found that DHR-related core

O*
damage risk is in a range between 7 x E-5 and 4 x E-4-per reactor
year with an average value of 2 x E-4. This, along with other
results (i.e. lack of system redundancies, lack of separation,
general system arrangement, _ human errors, etc. ) , suggested:that j

the resolution of this issue would need to be plant spe'cific.-
|

KCCEPTANCE CRITERIA |

After the DHR PRA study was conducted, the NRC staff |

established a goal that core damage due to failure of the !

DHR function should be less than 1 x'E-5 per reactor year as i

identified in NUREG-0933. This goal shall be demonstrated by a
Level I Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) PRA.

RESOLUTION

As part of the C-E System. 80+ Standard Design certification,
a full Level I PRA has been conducted which included an
assessment of the core damage frequency due to failure of-
thc DHR (or Shutdown ~ Cooling System) function (see
CESSAR-DC, Appendix B). The PRA determined the core damage
frequency attributable to internal initiating events such as
steam generator tube rupture and station blackout, as well |

as external events such as tornadoes and earthquakes, 'and
was performed to meet the requirements of 10 CFR 52
(Referenco 2). ]

Amendment F
A-101 December 15, 1989
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The results showed'< that- the core. damage. frequency
for failure of the SCS capability, along: with- failure of'

other systems included in- the- core damage sequences , - is
lower than- the- NRC _ requirement ' mentioned above. PRA
assumptions- are. identified in Appendix B. In- addition,.
Owner-operators . will be required to= -assure. that these
assumptions continue to. . remain valid'- for ~ their plant
specific reliability programs.

Since the PRA demonstrates the. ability- of. the ' System 80+-
Standard Design to surpass the NRC goal for SCS-related core
damage- risk, contingent upon the requirement that individual
plant owner-operators meet the assumptions of the PRA to ensure
that the PRA remains valid during operation, this safety issue is
therefore resolved for the System 80+ Standard Design.

:
i

'
REFERENCES

1. NUREG-0933, "A Status . Report on : Unresolved Safety
Issues", U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April !

1989.

2. 10 CFR 52, "Early Site Permits;- ' Standard. Design - 1
Certification; and Combined Licences for Nuclear- Power

'
.-|

Reactors", Office ~ of the Federal Register, National !
Archives and Records Administration. '

!

!
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A-46: PRE 88URIBED THERMAL SHOCK (PTS)

<

ISSUE

Unresolved Safety Issue (USI) A-49 in NUREG-0933 (Reference -- 1) ,
' addresses reactor vessel integrity under c>nditions of
pressurized: thermal shock. Reactor vessel integrity could- be
threatened by a combination of neutron- embrittlement,
overcooling, -excessive reactor vessel pressure, and a-small flaw
or crack.

As. plants accumulate service time', neutron irradiation reduces . j
the material toughness of the reactor vessel 4 The fracture j

toughness-. sensitivity of the vessel material to neutron !

embrittlement is,.in part, a function of the copper content of| .I
the vessel material (e.g., the higher the copper content of the=

'

base metal, the greater the sensitivity of the metal to neutron i

embrittlement). Decreased fracture toughness makes it more-- .

likely that a crack already present .. in the vessel inner wall' 1
'

could grow to a size that might threaten vessel integrity, should'
a combination of vessel overcooling and overpressure occur. !

ACCEPTANCE CRITERION !

The acceptance criterion for the resolution of USI A-49 is that
the requirements for pressurized thermal shock identified. in 10-
CFR 50.61 (Reference 2) shall be met. !

'i
specifically, for continued reactor operation _during the plants 1

design life, without further NRC - review, projected values of
,

limiting reference temperature at the inner vessel' _isun $ce()the
RT

for reactor beltline-materials shall remain less than a j
screening value of 270 degrees F for plates, forgings, and axial
weld materials, or_ 300 degrees F for circumferential weld

,

'

materials. j

RESOLUTION

The reactor vessel for the System 80+ Standard Design is designed
in accordance with the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,-
Section III (Reference 3) and other accepted industry codes and i

standards.
.

|
To assure an adequate safety margin for future plants, the
reactor vessel for the System- 80+ Standard Design incorporates-
proven fabrication techniques together with well characterized
steel and weld material which exhibit uniform properties and

O predictable behavior (see CESCAR-DC, Section 5.3).
,

Amendment F
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These material and fabrication techniques and- other reactor- 4

'9
| vessel' design features are described as.follows:

..

The copper content is controlled '. to assure that the' RT lPTS-

will remain acceptable over the life of-the plant. |
|

The characterization of the steel and weel materials was i-

established through industrial and . governmental . studies- '

which examined- the material properties in both the ,

| unirradiated and. the' irradiated. condition. Inservice
inspection and' material surveillance programs. are also
conducted during the service life of the vessel, further~

'

ensuring adequate vessel ^ integrity and safety margin.

Design, materials of construction, fabrication methods,--

inspection requirements, shipment and installation,

operating conditions, and winservice . surveillance are . all-
components of a program . to. assure reactor . vessel integrity'

for the plant design lifetime. A complete. description of-
the reactor vessel design is given in CESSAR-DC, Section
5.3.

,

The System 80+ Standard Design reactor vessel is fabricated;-

from ring forgings, thus eliminating vertical-welds in; the L

beltline region where neutron irradiation is= greatest. The
-

elimination of these particular welds further reduces the
possibilities of impurities in weld material which are known l

to result in an RT - approaches: the . screening.criterion of 270 degreb that-
.

1

Furthermore, the System 80+ Standard Design reactor 1 vessel i
'

-

meets the requirements of 10 CFR 50.61 as described in
'

CESSAR-DC, Section 5.2.2.11. Specifically, the' calculated
at the end of the 60-year service life is 109' degrees

RT @ ich is significantly below the. screening. criterion'ofF,
270 degrees F for plates forgings and axial weld-materials, .I
or 300 degrees F for circumferential weld materials.

Since the System 80+ reactor vessel design complies with the ASME
code and other accepted industry codes and standards, and meets

!. the requirements of 10'CFR 50.61, this issue is resolved for the
j' System 80+ Standard Design.

'

REFERENCED

1. NUREG-0933, "A Status Report on Unresolved Safety Issues", .j
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 1989. |
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2. 10 CFR 50.61, " Fracture . Toughness Requirements for.

Protection Against Pressurized Thermal- Shock Events",
Federal Register, July 23,1985.

3. American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Boiler &-Pressure
Vessel- Code, Section III (Nuclear), American Society of
Mechanical Engineers.=
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B-60t IDOS

ISSUE

Generic Safety Issue- (GSI) B-60 in NUREG-0933 (Reference 1),
addresses the use of a loose parts monitoring system to detect
debris in the reactor coolant system-(RCS) which could damage RCS
components and/or fuel. !

i

A loose part - whether it be from aniitem inadvertently left.-in 'I
the primary system during construction, refueling,-_ or. !
maintenance, or from.' component. failures - can contribute to i

further component damage and material wear by frequent impactingL
with other parts in the system. A loose part ' can potentially
create a partial core flow blockage :which_ could result .in
failure of fuel cladding. .In addition, a -loose part may increase-

the potential for control rod jamming and for accumulation of
increased levels of radioactive crud in the primary system.

The primary ?urpose of the loose part detection program is the
early detect: on of loose metallic parts in the primary system. "

Early detection can provide the time required to avoid or ~,mitigate safety-related damage to, or malfunction of, _ primary.
'

system components. Therefore, the NRC established the guidance in
Regulatory Guide 1.133, Rev. 1 (Reference 2).

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
_.

:

The acceptance criterion for the resolution of GSI B-60 is-that a
plant shall have-a loose part monitoring system which is capable -!
of early detection of loose metallic parts in the primary system.

.,

i

The system should have design features which are identified
in Regulatory Guide 1.133 and include at least two acoustic
sensors, an appropriate minimum system sensitivity and physical
separation of each channel.

'

(In addition, the system should be designed with a data
' acquisition system with both manual and automatic start-up ;

capabili'cy, an established " alert level" for loose ' parts, and !
capability for sensor channel operability testing, j

Finally, the system should be designed for expected environmental
.and seismic conditions, contain quality components, and provide
for enhanced maintainability.

O .
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RESOLUTION

The System 80+ Standard Design utilizes a Loose Parts Monitoring
System (LPMS) . to detect the presenceL of . loose parts in _ the .
reactor coolant system (see CESSAR-DC, Section 7. 7.1. 6. 3, ~also
the response to GSI C-12). The primary function of the LPMS is
to detect the presence of a loose part within the . primary
pressure boundary. The secondary function of an- LPMS.-is to
provide diagnostic information that will assist' in determining:
(1) the nature of the loose part(s) (e.g., fixed or free); '(2)
the location-of the loose part; and (3) the - characteristics of j
the loose part (e.g., size, mass, and velocity) .- In addition the
LPMS is designed to provide the operator with automatic _ and -
manual start-up capability. Furthermore, the system is designed
to meet the guidance established in Regulatory Guide 1.133, Rev.
1 (Reference 2). '

LPMS sensors are installed at the locations given in CESSAR-DC
Table 7.7-4. These locations correspond to natural collection

)regions - for loose parts in the primary system and secondary! side
of- the steam generator. The two sensors- at each . natural j
collection region and their associated cabling and amplifiers are !
physically separated.

Signals- from the sensors are routed v.ia high-temperature,- ;
low-noise cable to amplifiers. The . amplifier output is ;

transmitted to alarm units located within- the control . complex.
The alarm unit compares the peak value of the accelerometer j

output to a predetermined threshold or " alert level" and provides ;

an alarm to the control room operator via the Data Processing
System.

||
Finally, the LPMS is qualified for the expected normal
containment environment and is seismically qualified for an
operating basis earthquake. Since the LPMS is important to the -
safe operation of the plant, limiting conditions for operation-
(LCO's) will be provided to the owner-operator in CESSAR-DC

,

Chapter 16. The LCo's for the LPMS are included to ensure
accurate monitoring of the NSSS for excessive vibration and/or i

debris during plant operation.
i

Since the loose parts monitoring system meets the intent 'of
guidance given in Regulatory Guide 1.133, Rev.1 (Reference 2),
this issue will, therefore, be closed out for the System 80+ ;

Standard Design upon satisfactory completion of NRC review of !CESSAR-DC Chapter 16.
,

i

REFERENCES

1. NUREG-0933, "A Status Report on Unresolved Safety Issues",
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 1989.
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2. Regulatory Guide 1.133, Rev. 1, " Loose-Part Detection
Program for the Primary, System of Light-Water-Cooled
Reactors", U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,.May 1981'..
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C-04: STATISTICAL METEODS FOR BCCS AMALYSIS

ISSUB

Generic Safety Issue (GSI) C-04 in - NUREG-0933 . (Reference - 1) ,
addresses changes that can be made' to the' conservative
statistical method for - the Emergency Core Cooling System .(ECCS) ;-

evaluation model. "

Since 1974 the NRC requirements for performing a loss-of-coolant-
accident (LOCA) licensing analyses (ECCS. analyses) have been
specified in 10 CFR 50.46 Appendix K (Reference 2) . During the-
years since 1974, extensive research has'' been conducted on the:
various aspects of a LOCA. Because of this research, 10 CFR 50 j
now states that " ...It is now confirmed- that the methods '

.specified in Appendix K, = combined with other analysis ~ methods
currently in use, are conservative and- that. the actual !

cladding temperature would be much lower than that calculated
using Appendix K methods".

The NRC has amended 10 CFR 50.46 Appendix K to permit an
alternative ECCS analysis method'in addition to the~ conservative9 approach to ECCS analysis. This alternative consists -of a
realistic ECCS analysis plus an accounting for the uncertainty of !

the calculation in ' the adverse direction. This method should- !

produce a reduced calculated peak clad temperature and would,
i

therefore be beneficial with respect to plant operation and '

lifetime. The actual degree of benefit would, however, vary from
vendor to vendor due to design differences.

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

The acceptance criterion for the resolution of GSI C-4 is that,
the plant designer must use and meet one ~ of the two ECCS
evaluation r.ethods described in 10 CFR 50.46 (as stated above).
RESOLUTION

,

The ECCS design for the System 80+ Standard Design has been
improved. For example, the design uses direct vessel injection
and four high pressure safety-injection pumps (HPSI) pumps while
previous plants typically have cold leg injection and two HPSI
pumps. These and other design changes preserve margin for large
LOCAs and significantly improve margin for smal) LOCAs.
Therefore, the performance margin for the System 80+ Standard
Design based upon models addressing 10 CFR 50.46 Appendix K
requirements has been significantly increased.e
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In addition, the present ' ECCS : model preserves = the . conservatism
upon which fuel. design. criteria ~and operational | requirements were
based for a previous ' design. Therefore, the conservative' ECCS '

. evaluation model identified"in 10 CFR 50.46 Appendix K, which has
been . approved t by the' NRC, is used for ' ECCS analysis ' for. the. *

| System 80+ Standard Design.
i

Since the conservative ECCS evaluation model. identified in 104 CFR
50.46 Appendix K, remains valid for I4CA analysis,:and-since:this
method sis approved by-the NRC, this issue is resolved for: the
System 80+ Standard Design. ,

REFERENCES 3

1. NUREG-0933, "A Status Report) on Unresolved Safety Issues",
U.S.' Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April-.1989.

2. 10 CFR 50.46. Appendix K, "ECCS Evalua*. ion Models", Code , Of--
Federal Regulations, Office of. .the Federal Register,
National Archives and Records Administration.
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C-05: DEC&Y EEAT UPDATE -|

;

ISSUE

Generic Safety Issue (GSI) .C-05 in NUREG-0933 (Reference 1) ,
addresses the need for a designer to select.a specific decay. heat'

.

function for the nuclear power plant-IDCA analysis. There are two s

' permissible decay heat functions, . with associated uncertainties, :I
which can be.used in ECCS evaluation models. Each of these decay;
heat. functions is-a part of a particular LOCA evaluation model.-'

In 1974, the ' NRC documented in 10 CFR 50.46, Appendix K,
,

(Reference - 2). the required features . of IOCA evaluation models.. j

10 CFR 50.46, Appendix K specifies'that the. fission' product decay
heat generation function be based. on' -ANS~ Standard 5.0, -

(Proposed), (Reference 3) plus a 20% uncertainty. factor. ;

More..recently, a " Summary of Rule Changes"- (Reference 4),:

promulgated by the NRC, amended 10 CFR 50. 4 6, ' Appendix K, such ;

that ECCS analysis can be1 performed by either of two approaches.
The historic conservative approach may continue e to be used. that
specifies the ANS Standard -5.0 decay heat function,. plus2 20% !

uncertainty as a part of the: current IOCA analytical methodology.-

This approach is the same as-the treatment of decay heat in LOCA'
analyses historically performed to demonstrate compliance with.10-
CFR 50.46.

The alternative approach is to. replace the. highly conservative-
method of-10 CFR 50.46, Appendix K, by a realistic-analysis plus.
an accounting for the uncertainty of the calculation in the
adverse direction. .An acceptable function. for the realistic
fission product decay heat is provided in ANS. Standard . 5.1,
(Reference 5). The acceptability of this function has been
identified in NUREG-0933.

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
,

The acceptance criterion for the resolution of GSI C-05 is that
the plant designer shall select either the historic, conservative
approach for predictions of decay heat employing the function
described in ANS 5.0 (Proposed) or - the recent, more realistic
approach using the fission product decay heat function identified
in ANS 5.1, in order to meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50.46,

i

|
|

O I

l
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RESOLUTION

The System 80+' Standard Design addresses loss-of-coolant' (LOCA)
' events by incorporating a conservative IOCA analysis. with a

conservative system design.

With respect to conservative IDCA analysis', _the System <80+.
Standard Design meets the~ criteria of-10 CFR 50.46,.by using-the
highly. conservative fission product' decay -heat function
identified- in ANS 5.0, (Proposed), in lieu ' of the -newm andi more
realistic decay ^ heat model-described in ANS 5.1'.

In addition from a design standpoint, the Safety Injection System'-
has - been improved by- including two - additional high pressure

'

safety injection pumps (for a total of four pumps) . Because of
this upgrade, the safety Emargin :for the LOCA analysis- for? the
System 80+ Standard Design has been increased.

Because of conservative system design and analysis ' for LOCA-
events the requirements of 10 CFR 50.46 are met and-this issue 11s.
resolved for the System 80+ Standard Design.

REFERENCES

1. NUREG-0933, "A Status Report on - Unrosolved e Safety Issues",-
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 1989..

2. 10 CFR 50.46 Appendix K, "ECCS Evaluation-Models", Code.Of
the Federal Register,Federal Regulations, Office of 4

National Archives and Records Administration.

3. American Nuclear Society Standard (Proposed) ' ANS 5.0,. " Decay
Energy Release Rates . Following Shutdown of' Uranium-Fueled
Thermal Reactors", October, 1971.

4. Summary of Rule Changes, Section 50.46, Acceptance Criteria
for Emergency Core Cooling Systems for Light Water Reactors,
Federal Register, Vol. 53, No. 180, P.36000,
September 16,.1988.

5. ANSI /ANS 5.1, " Decay Heat Power In Light Water Reactors",
~

American National Standards Institute, 1979.
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C-12: PRIMARY SYSTEM VIERATION ASSESSMENT

ISSUE

Generic Safety Issue (GSI) .C-12 in NUREG-0933 (Referonce 1),
addresses the potential adverse effects of vibration ~ in . the-

Nuclear Steam Supply System - (NSSS) and the means of. monitoring
for vibration.

Concerns have been expressed about damage to primary systems And
components as -the result of excessive vibration. A major source
of vibration for the NSSS .is flow-induced vibration - (i.e. , . water
flowing through the Reactor Coolant . System (RCS)) . Flow-induced
vibration can lead to-damage to the reactor-vessel internals and,
potentially, interference with control rod movement.

The safety concern with respect to vibration is that excessive-

wear of the primary system components could lead to.the premature
failure of those components and to the subsequent releaset of
debris into the RCS where it could damage other components.(e.g.,

.

the fuel, instrumentation, control rods), or to release of
'

radioactivity (which might occur, for example, during a steam-

O generator tube rupture event).

ACCEPTANCE CRITERION
-

!

The acceptance criterion-for the resolution-of GSI C-12 is that j

[the system design shall. include an effective method for-
monitoring and controlling system and/or component vibration. .u

1

This shall include meeting the intent of guidance provided in'SRP |
Section 3.9.2, Rev. 2 (Reference 2), and Regulatory Guide 1.133
Rev. 1 (Reference 3). (See also GSI B-60 which has requirements y
for an vibration monitoring system.) ;

Specifically, the design requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A
.

(Reference 4), (GDC'S 1, 2, 4, 14 and 15) shall be met. |
Furthermore , specific acceptance criteria concerning the above

,I
GDC'S can be found in SRP Section 3.9.2, Rev 2, Section II.

RM9LUTION

The NSSS for the System 80+ Standard Design addresses the problem
of vibration in two ways. First, by consideration of vibration j
during the design phase, and, second, by monitoring vibration

,

'during plant startup and operation. Experience from.the startup 1

of the System 80 plants at Palo Verde is included in the System
80+ Standard Design. SRP Section 3.9.2, Rev. 2. and Regulatory l

Guide 1.133, Rev. 1 guidance is incorporated into the system and .

component design process (see CESSAR-DC, Chapter 3, Sections 3.1 1
and 3.9.2). |
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The GDC'S are specifically addressed in Section 3.1 of CESSAR-DC.
Items such as pre-operational vibration and dynamic effects
testing on piping, seismic qualification testing of
safety-related mechanical equipment and dynamic system analysis
methods for reactor vessel internals are considered (see
CESSAR-DC, Chapter 3, Section 3.9.2).

The System 80+ Standard Design includes a vibration and leak
monitoring system to- monitor the integrity of the NSSS
(CESSAR-DC, Section *J . 7 ) . This system is called the NSSS
Integrity Monitoring System (NIMS). NIMS consists of three
subsystems: 1) Internals Vibration Monitoring System (IVMS), 2)
Acoustic Leak Monitoring System (AIRS), and 3) Loose Parts
Monitoring System (LPMS).

!

The primary function of the IVMS is to provide data from which
changes in the motion of the reactor vessel internals can be
detected. The LPMS is designed to detect the presence of a loose
part within the reactor coolant system pressure boundary and is
designed to meet the guidance of Regulatory Guide 1.133, Rev. 1.
Further details regarding these subsystems of NIMS may be found
in CESSAR-DC, Section 7.7.1.6 and in the resolution of GSI B-60.
The ALMS is used to detect leaks from the RCS at specific

5 locations and therefore doe- .1ot Oply to this issue but is
addressed in GSI a.U.b (3;.

In summary, instrumentation necessary to monitor system and
component vibration has been considered as part of the design and
operatien of System 80+. This instrumentation meets the intent of
SRP Section 3.9.2 and Regulatory Guide 1.133, Rev. 1 and meets
the requirements of 10 CFR 50 Appendix A (GDC'S 1, 2, 4 and 14).
Therefore, this issue. is resolved for the System 80+ Standard
Design.

REFERENCE 8 t

1. NUREG-0933, "A Status Report on Unresolved Safety Issues",
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April, 1989.

2. NUREG-0A00, " Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safety
Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants-- LWR Edition",
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

3. Regulatory Guide 1.133 Rev. 1, " Loose-Part Detection Program
for the Primary System of Light-Water-Cooled Reactors", May
1981.

4. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, " General Design Criteria", Office of
the Federal Register, National Archives and Records
Administration. !
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KF 1.3.4: MAM-MhcIIME INTERFACES

ISSUE

Human Factors Issue HF 1.3.4 in NUREG-0985 (Referenco 1),.

addresses the need to appropriately configure several aspects of
the man-machine interface design to reduce the potential for
human errors during normal and off-normal operations. These
aspects aret

(a) local control' stations,

(b) annunciator systems,
(c) operational aids,
(d) automation and/or artificial intelligence' systems, and
(e) computers and computer display technology.

1 ACCEPThMCI CRITERIA

The acceptance criteria for the resolution of Human Factors Issue
HF 1.3.4 are thatt

(a) each local control station shall be designed to meet the

O intent of the guidance given in References 2, 3, 4, and 5;'

(b; annunciator systems shall be designed to incorporate the
criteria in references 2 and 3 and meet the intent of,

References 5, 6 and 7;

| (c) operational aids shall be designed to meet the intent of the

| guidance given in References 8 through 13;
t
'

(d) automatic systems are required to initiate and control all
protective actions such that the control room operator is
not required to take any action before plant conditions are
such that manual action is permitted (IEEE _ Standard 603,
Reference 14); 1

(e) computers and computer displays in the control room shall be
designed to meet the intent of References 5, 15, and 16.

RESOLUTION

The System 80+ Standard Design incorporates a NUPLEX 80+ Advanced
Control Complex (see CESSAR-DC, Chapter 18). Details of _the
NUPLEX 80+ design relevant to the resolution of HF 1.3.4 are as -)
follows:

1

O (a) All aspects of the local control stations in NUPLEX~80+ are
designed to meet the intent of the guidance given in |
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References 2, 3, 4, and 5. The man-machine interfaces "

at the local control stations are censistent with the
information presentation and control methodologies used in ;

:the NUPLEX 80+ main control room.
,

The design philosophy of the NUPLEX 80+ local control i

otations is described in CESSAR-DC, Section 18.7.1.6.2. ;

Adequate communications are provided between the local '
,

stations and the main control room as discussed in :

CESSAR-DC, Section 9.5.2. Because the actuation of local -|

i
controls is on a single component basis, indication of |
locally repositioned components is provided in the. main a

i

control room. A detailed discussion of abnormal component r

conditions which are indicated by various alarms is given in |
CESSAP-DC, Section 18.7.1.6.2.10. It should be noted that- ,

in the NUPLEX 80+ design, the ability to achieve cold *

4

shutdown during conditions - of control room evacuation is '

'

provided at the remote shutdown panel. Local control
stations are used only for maintenance and testing .

activities. Consistent information presentation and control- |

techniques reinforce desired operator performance behavior .i
and reduce the chance of error curing normal and off-normal
operation situations. O:'

I(b) The NUPLE 80+ annunciator system meets the intent of the
guidance and each of the basic functional criteria given in i

References 5 and 6. The annunelator system is described'in f
CESSAR-DC, Sections 18.7.1.1.4 and 18.7.1.5. Of major

!importance is the reduction of the stimulus overload which
can occur during major transients. This reduction has been :

'

achieved by decreasing the number of alarm displays-by using
group alarm tiles with dynamic message windows and by :

including procosaing algorithms to generate the alarms. !

Stimulus overload is further reduced by basing alarms on i

validated parameters instead. of on individual sensor i

channels. Mode and equipment status dependency are included !'
in the alarm logic to eliminate nuisance alarms. The alarms
are functionally grouped (see CESSAR-DC, Sections 18.7.3.2.3
and 18.7.3.2.4). Also incorporated into the; annunciator
system are prioritization; availability of first-out alarmt

information via the CRT's; implementation of the dark-board,

! concept; and adherance to the accepted criteria for
I labeling, location, auditory signal intensity, flash rates

and readability. The appropriate recommendations in
Reference 7 have-also been incorporated into the NUPLEX 80+
annunciator system.

O
1
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(c) The NUPLEX' 80+ man-machine interface -employs operator aids

primar.ily to - proceta data prior to presentation to the
control room operaters. The aids are integrated into the
presentation hierarchy through application programs of the
Data Processing SystGa (DPS) and the' Discrete Indication and
Alarm System (DIAS). Each of these systems conforms to the
human factors criteria givenLin CESSAR-DC, Section 18.7.1.1.
Conformance of NUPLEX 80+ to References 12 and 13 is
described in CESSAR-DC, Sections 7.5.1.1.5, 7.5.2.5, and >

7.1.2.21. f

The following operator aids are provided as part of the
NUPLEX 80+ man-machine interface (with the corresponding
CESSAR-DC Sections indicated):

(1) Signal reduction and. validation 18.7.1,4 and-
,

18.7.3.2.1.6,
(2) Integrated Process Status overview (IPSD) - 18.7.1.2,
(3) Alarm handling - 18.7.1'.5 and 16.7.2.3,
(4) Critical function monitoring - 18.7.1.8.2 and 7.7.1.10,
(5) Success path monitoring - 18.7.1.8.2,
(6) Core limit monitoring - 7.7.1.8.1, and
(7) Computer aided surveillance testing - 7.7.1.8.2.M.

(d) The control automation of safety systems in .NUPLEX 80+
conforms to the requirements of Reference 14, that is, the
automatic systems are designed to initiate and control all
protective actions such that the control room operator is
not required to take any action before plant conditions are
such that manual action is permitted (see CESSAR-DC, Section
7.1.2.13). The level of control automation for other
systems is determined by the functional allocation of the
task analysis which is described in CESSAR-DC, Section 18.5.
NUPLEX 80+ controls for safe shutdown systems are discussed
in CESSAR-DC, Sections 7.4.1 and 7.4.2. The human factors
related to the Engineered' Safety Features Actuation Systems
and to automatic controls are discussed in CESSLR-DC,
Sections 18.7.1.6 and 18.7.1.6.2.6, whersin. the
acceptability of the automatic controls for safety and
non-safety systems is demonstrated. Automation in process
control systems and non-safety component controls are
discussed in CESSAR-DC, Sections 7.7.1.1 and 7.7. 3. 2. The
Megawatt Demand Setter is discussed in CESSAR-DC, Sections
7.7.1.1.3 and 7.7.1.2.3. .NUPLEX 80+ employs no artificial
intelligence systems.

(e) The philosophy of information presentation and the !
employmont of computer technology in phnt operations are

~

O discussed in CESSAR-DC, Section 18.7. NOPLEX 80+ utilizes
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the computer's ability to process raw data and to manipulate
and arrange information to- support efficient data access by
the operator.. Process information is made available in a
logically - structured hierarchical format which -is based on;

; the results of functional task analysis. This format is !
~

designed to support monitoring, diagnostics and control
tasks.,

The Integrated Process Status- Overview (IPS0) is a ;

dynamically updated computer display which presents ;

information to the. operator to enable assessment of the .j

overall plant procesa performance. IPSO has been found to !

-improve operator performance during transients based upon
validation experiments ' conducted- at the Halden Reactor .i
Project. NUPLEX 80+ meets-the intent of the human factors i

,

criteria identified in References 15 and 16. j
i

Since all the acceptance criteria have been met, the man-machine ;

interface issue is resolved for the System 80+ Standard Design.. !

l
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Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants to Assess Plant'and
Environs Conditions During and Following an Accident", U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, May 1983.

13. Regulatory Guide 1.47, " Bypassed and Inoperable Status
Indication fer Nuclear Power Plant Safety Systems", U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, May 1973.

14. IEEE Standard-603, "IEEE Standard Criteria for Safety
Systems for Nuclear Power Generating Stations", 1980.

15. EPRI NP-3701, " Computer-Generated Display System
Guidelines", Volumes 1 & 2, September 1984.

16. NUREG/CR-4221, " Human Engineering Guidelines for the
Evaluation and Assessnent of Video Display Units", U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, July 1985.
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MF 5.1 LOCAL CONTROL STATIONS

ISSUE

Generic Safety Issue (GSI) HF 5.1 in NUREG-0933 (Reference ' 1) ,
addresses additional NRC guidance for the design of local control
stations.

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

The acceptance criteria for the resolution of GSI HF 5.1 are,
encompassed in GSI HF 1.3.4.

RESOLUTION

The resolution for GSI HF 5.1 is identified in GSI HF 1.3.4 and
is addressed and resolved in this Appendix.

Since GSI HF 5.1 is subsumed by the above GSI, this issue is
resolved for the System 80+ Standard Design.

REFERENCES

1. NUREG-0933, _ "A Status Report on Unresolved Safety Issues",
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 1989.

!

!
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ISSUE

Generic Safety Issue (GSI) HF 5.2 in NUREG-0933 (Reference 1),
addresses additional NRC guidance for the design of advanced
instrumentation and controls, in particular with respect to plant
annunciators.

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

The acceptance criteria for the resolution of GSI HF 5.2 are
encompassed in GSI HF 1.3.4.

RESOLUTION

The resolution for GSI HF 5.2 is included in the resolution for
GSI HF 1.3.4 contained in this Appendix.

Since GSI HF 5.2 is subsumed by the above GSI, this issue is
resolved for the System 80+ Standard Design.

REFERENCE 8

1. NUREG-0933, "A Status Report On Unresolved Safety Issues",
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 1989.

|

I
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|

|
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Issue

Generic Safety Issue (GSI) I.C.1 in NUREG-0933 (Reference 1) ,
addresses the need for improvement in the quality of operational
information provided - to plant operat.ons and staff personnc). in
order to enhance normal plant operation and the prevention - and
mitigation of plant trans: ents or accidents.

Following the Three Mile Island Unit 2 (TMI-2) accident, new
guidance was established to improve the quality of operational
information for dealing-with emergency events. The objective of
the guidance identified in NUREG-0737 and supplemented by' Generic
Letter 82-33- (References 2 and 3), is to improve the quality ' of
procedures to provide greater assurance that operator and staff
actions are technically correct, by making them - explicit and
easily understood for normal, transient and accident conditions.
The overall content, wording, and format of procedures 'that
affect plant operation, administration, maintenance, testing and
surveillance are to be evaluated by the NRC in accordance with
NUREG-0737 and Generic Letter 82-33. .

ACCEPTANCE CRITEMA

The acceptance criteria for the resolution of GSI I.C.1, is that
the intent of the guidance identified in NUREG-0737, as
supplemented by Generic Letter 82-33, shall be met.

Specifically, the guidance is divided into four parts. Parts.1, 2
and 3 involve analyses and preparation of guidelines for the
preparation of emergency operating procedures for small break
LOCAs, recognition and prevention of impending core uncovery, and
operation of a plant in natural-circulation.

The fourth part of this guidance addresses NRC. review of
procedures, guidelines, and the supporting analyses of various
transients. Thus, item 4 is not applicable to the plant designer
or the owner-operator.

RESOLUTION

The owner-operator of a nuclear power generating facility using a
System 80+ Standard Design must meet the intent of NUREG-0737,
Supplement 1, as supplemented by Generic Letter 82-33, by
establishing emergency procedures which address the evaluation
and development of procedures for transients and accidents.

Amendment F
A-122 December 15,-1989
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Specifically, parts 1, 2, & 3 listed in the ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
section above are to be mat.

The ultimate responsibility for meeting-NUREG-0737, Supplement 1
and Generic Letter GL 82-33, remains with the utility
owner-operator. CombusMon Engineering, however, assists the
owner-operator in establisidng these procedures .and training the
plant operators and sta fi' by providing Emergency Procedure
Guidelines as contained in report CEN-152 (See Reference 4),

Specifically, Section 1.3 of CEN-152. addresses the guidance and
respoases to NUREG-0737, including loss of instrumentation,
multiple and consequential failures, adequacy of core cooling,
operator errors during long-term cooling, and optimal recovery
guidelines for other plant accidents.

$ Combustion Engineering provides analyses and guidance (CEN-152)
to assist the owner-operator in meeting the guidance of
NUREG-0737, Supplement 1 and Generic Letter GL 82-33. Therefore,
this issue is resolved for the System 80+ Standard Design.

REFERENCE 8

1. NUREG-0933, "A Status Report on Unresolved Safety Issues",
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 1989.

2. NUREG-0737, " Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements,"
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, February 1983.

3. Generic Letter 82-33, " Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737 - Require-
ments for Emergency Response Capahility". U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commir.sion, December 1982.

4. CEN-152, " Emergency Procedure Guidelines", Combut *,. ion
Engineering, Inc.

O
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PLhMT ST&TUS AND POST-&CCIDBMT MDMITORING

ISSUE

\ Generic Safety Issue (GSI) I.D.5 (2) in NUREG-0933 (Reference 1),
addresses the need to improve the operators' ability to prevent,
diagnose and properly respond to accidents.

This issue was originally identified in the TMI Action. Plan
(Reference 2) and resulted in the establishment of new NRC
requirements. Guidance for addressing the issue is proviG,4d in
Regulatory Guide 1.47 (Reference 3) which provides an acceptable
method for implementing the requirements of IEEE 279-1971 and
10 CFR 50, Appendix B (Criterion XIV) with respect to the bypass
or inoperable status of safety systems, and Regulatory Guide 1.97
(Reference 4) W ich defines an acceptable method for implementing
NRC requirements to' provide instrumentation and to monitor plant
variables and systems during and following an accident.

ACCEPThMCI CRITERIA

The acceptance criteria for the resolution of GSI I.D.5 (2) are
contained int

.

1. Regulatory Guide 1.47 for emergency safeguards features

(ESP) status monitoring. Automatic bypassed or
inoperable status indication at the system iwrel is

recommended for the plant protection system, safety
systems actuated or controlled by- the . protection system
and their auxiliary and supporting systems. These
indications should be provided in the control room and
should have manual input capability.

!

2. Regulatory Guide 1.97 for post-accident monitoring ,

instrumentation. This Regulatory Guide identifies
criteria for design and qualification of the
instrumentation divided into three categories, designated
1, 2 and 3, which provide a graded approach to
requirements based on the importance to safety of the
variable being monitored. Criteria exist for equipment
qualification, redundancy, power sources, channel
availability, qualiti assurance, display and recording, f

range, equipment identification, interfaces, servicing,
testing and calibration, human factors and direct
measurement. The actual variables to be monitored for a
pressurized water reactor are tabulated in the guide by
vype and the instrumentation design and qualification
re.quirement category (1, 2 or 3) is identified for each
varlable.

Amendment F
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RESOLUTION >

The System 80+ Standard Design provides bypassed or inoperable
.

|
status indication for the Reactor Protective System (RPS), |
Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS), the systems ;

they control and their auxiliaries or support systems. The' '

method of conformance is summarized in 2ESSAR-DC Saction -

-

7.1.2.21, and is consistent with the guidance of Regulatory Guide !

1.47. Additional information regarding RPS operating bypasses '

,

and trip channel bypasses is provided in CESSAR-DC Section *

7.2,1.1.5. The monitoring of inoperable status of ESF compoN.:1ts ,

and ESFAS bypasses is described in CESSAR-DC Section 7.3.1.1.1.
The status of bypasses is indicated in the control room on the

,

Plant Protection System (PPS) operator's module and on *

appropriate alarms in the Data Processing System (DPS) and
Discrete Indication and Alarm System (DIAS). Inoperability of :

ESF systems is indicated at the Safety Monitoring Panel on a :
dedicated ESF Monitoring Section and through the DPS. Manual
entry capability exists for entry of uninstrumented conditions
that affect the availability or performance of . a safety 'syrtem
(e.g., manual valve status, maintenance activities). This is '

fully described in CESSAR-DC Section 18.7.1.8.2.

| System 80+ provides Post-Accident Monitoring Instrumentation
(PAMI) in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.97. Indication is ;
provided in the control room by three methods. A dedicated
DIAS-channel P provides continuous display of Category 1i

parameters (i.e., variables that require lastrumentation with
.

Category 1 design and qualification) on the Safety Monitoring
Panel. In addition, DIAS-channel N displays Categories 1, 2 and
3 parameters on the control room panels for both normal and
post-accident operator use. These indicators val % .Le normal
parameter outputs against the PAMI channels to allow .wperators to
use familiar information displays during accident situations. i

Both DIAS N and P equipment are seismically qualified and
isolated from each other. The third method of obtaining
post-accident information is through the DPS cathode-ray tubes
(CRTs), which provide all Regulatory Guide 1.97 parameters. More
details and a list of PAMI parameters are provided in CESSAR-DC
Section 7.5.1.1.5 on System 80+ post-accident monitoring.

,.

CESSAR-DC Section 18.7.1.8 discusses the- integration oft

safety-related information, including PAMI parameters, into the i
control room fo:c optimum human performance.

The System 80+ Control Room meets the guidance identified in *

Regulatory Guides 1.47 and 1.97 for improved plant status
indication and post-accident ronitoring instrumentation as '

. described above. Therefore, this issue is resolved for the
system 80+ Standard Design. >

|
'
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1. NUREG-0933, "A Status Report on Unresolved Safety Issues",
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 1989.

2. NUREG-0660, "NRC Action Plan Developed as a Result of the
'IdI-2 Accident", U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
May 1980. -

3. Regulatory Guide 1.47, " Bypassed and .Inoperab.te Status
Indication for Nuclear Power Plant Safety Systems", U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, May 1973.

4. Regulatory Guide 1.97, Rev.3, " Instrumentation l'or Light
Water Cooled Nuclear Power Plants to Assess Plant Environs
conditions During and Following an Accident", U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, May 1983.
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Assus

Generic Safety Issue (GSI) I.D.5 (3) in NUREG-0933 (Reference 1),_
addresses the benefit to plant safety and operations .of
continuous on-line automated surveillance systems.

Continuous on-line surveillance systems which. automatically
monitor reactors can benefit -plant operations and safety by
providing diagnostic information which can predict anomalous

,

behavior and thus be used to maintain safe conditions.

Various methods of on-line reactor surveillance hhva been used,
including neutron noise monitoring in boiling water reactors
(BWRs) to detect internals vibration, and pressure noise
surveillance at TMI-2 to monitor primary loop degasification.
On-line surveillance data has been used in thn assessment of
loose thermal shields.

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

Continuous on-line surveillance of the Nuclear Steam Supply
System (NSSS) involves a number of areas for which acceptance
criteria are separately definedt

(1) Vibration monitoring of reactor internals,
(2) Reactor coolant pressure boundary leakage detection, and
(3) Loose parts monitoring.

|The acceptance criteria for the resolution of GSI I.D.5 (3) for '

internals vibratien monitoring are provided in ANSI /ASME
OM-5-1981, (Reference 2) . This standard provides non-mandatory
recommendations on the use of ex-core neutron detector signals
for monitoring of core barrel axial preload loss. This standard
also documents a program containing baseline, surveillance and
diagnostic phases and provides recommendations for data
acquisition frequency and analysis.

The acceptance criteria for leak monitoring are provided by
Regulatory Guide 1.45 (Reference 3). This guide documents
acceptable methods for leakage separation, leakage detection,
detector sensitivity and response time, signal calibration- and
seismic qualification of pressure boundary leakage detection
systems. It also defines the regulatory position for acceptable I

.

design of these systems.
,

Amendment F
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The acceptance criteria for loose parts monitoring (loose part
detection in the primary system of LWRs) are provided by
Regulatory Guide 1.133 (Reference 4). This Regulatory Guide
provides guidelines on system characteristics . such as
sensitivity, channel separation, data acquisition, and seismic
and environmental conditions for operability. It also identifies
alert levels, data acquisition modes, safety analysis reports and
technical specifications pertaining to a loose parts monitoring
system.

RESOLUTION

The System 80+ Standard Design incorporates a NSSS Ir.tegrity
Monitoring System, which is a system that-detects deterioration
of the NSSS pressure boundary. A description of this system is
documented in CESSAR-DC, Section 7.7.1. 6. The system has three
subsystems: the Internals Vibration Monitoring System (IVMS),
the Acoustic Leak Monitorin; System (ALhS), and the Loose Parts
Monitoring System (LPMS).

The IVMS is a monitoring system which generates data allowing
detection of the motion of reactor internalc. It uses linear
summed detector signals from each of the ex-core' neutron flux
channels. The IVMS also has the capability to perform the
analyses recommended by ANSI /ASME OM-5-1981. The system
function, theory of operation and description are provided in
CESSAR-DC, Section 7.7.1.6.1. [A related generic safety issue
(GSI C-12) also addresses the IVMS.)
The ALMS detects leaks at specific locations or within specific
components in the primary coolant system. This - system uses
accelerometers to detect the presence' of a primary leak. The
system follows, in part, the guidance identified in Regulatory
Guide 1.45, as discussed in CESSAR-DC, Section 7.1. 2.20. The
system functions, theory of operation and description are given
in CESSAR-DC, Section 7.7.1.6.2. Other _ leak detection methods
employed in the System 80+ Standard Design are discussed in
CESSAR-DC, Section 5.2.5.

The LPMS detects the presence of loose parts within the primary
pressure boundary and provides diagnostic information relating to
detected loose parts. The system is designed consistent with
guidance provided in Regulatory Guide 1.133 (Reference 4). The
LPMS function, theory of operation, and system description are
provided in CESSAR-DC, Section 7.7.1.6.3. (A related generic
safety issue (GSI B-60) also addresses the LPMS.)'

O '

i
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In summary, the NSSS Integrity Monitoring . System as described i

above meets the guidance of the applicable Regulatory Guides and j

the requirements of the applicable codes and standards. Thus, |

this issue is resolved for the System 80+ Standard Design. ,

;

REFERENCES

1. NUREG-0933, "A. Status Report on Unresolved Safety Issues",
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 1985. i

,

2. ANSI /ASME OM-5, " Inservice Monitoring of Core Support borrel ,

Axial Preload in Pressurized Water Reactors", November l'.'81. {

3. Regulatory Guide 1.45, " Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary ;

Leakage Detection Systems", U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, May 1973. ,

,

4. Regulatory Guide 1.133, Rev. 1, " Loose Part Detection ,

'

Program for the Primary System of Light-Water Cooled
'Reactors", U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, May 1981.
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L L i j.'\ t IMP 3tOVED CONTMOL ROOM INSTRUNNMTATION -

f,ItOCESS NOMITORING INSTRUMENTATION !
1

ISSUE
.

Generic Safety Issue (GSI) I.D.5 (4) in NUREG-0933 (Reference 1), a

addresses the benefit to plant safety and operations of improved i

measurement of certain reactor parameters (e.g., reactor vessel
water. level and relief valve flow), and parameters - outside of
their normal operating range.-

A need to improve process monitoring instrumentation was I

identified because of the TMI-2 Accident. This need resulted in
the development of r.ew and improved monitoring systems such as j

inadequate core cooling instrumentation, . extended range
post-accident monitoring of certain reactor parameters, reactor i
level monitoring systems and, monitoring. systems for the '

detection of primary pressure boundary leakage,
b

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

The acceptance criteria for the resolution of GSI I.D.5 ( A), - for
improving process instrumentation.are provided by NUREG-D660 and
NUREG-0737 (References 2 & 3, respectively). Item II.F.2 of
NUREG-0737 provides guidance for the design of instrumentation
for detection of inadequate core cooling (ICC). Item II.D.3 of
NUREG-0737 provides guidance on direct indication of relief and
safety valve position. |

The acceptance criteria for the extended range sensors are
provided by Regulatory Guide 1.97 (Reference 4) in a tabulation
of acceptable ranges for post-accident monitoring instrumentation

| (PAMI).
1
i RESOLUTION

l
! The System 80+ Standard Design incorporates improved process
| monitoring instrumentation which includes ICC monitoring
[ instrumentation. The design, which meets the intent of
'

NUREG-0737 Item II.F.2, monitors ICC conditions through a
'

combination of resistance temperature detectors (RTDs),
'

pressurizer pressure sensors, and reactor vessel level monitors
that use integral heated junction thermocouples (HJTCs) and core
exit thermocouples. Sensor information is processed through
algorithms to indicate loss of subcooling, occurrence of

isaturation and achievement of subcooling conditions following
core recovery. The reactor vessel level monitors indicate

G:
1
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decreasing liquid inventory in the reactor vessel and
the core exit thermocouples indicate steam temperatures
associated with ICC conditions.

ICC monitoring information is provided to the operator through
the Discrete Indication and Alarm System (DIAS) Channel N and the
Data Processing System (DPS) displays in the main control room. . -

A complete description of the inadequate core cooling monitoring i

Sections 7.5.1.1.7 andinstrumentation is;provided in CESSAR-DC,
7.7.1.1.0.

Extended range sensors have also been incorporated into the '
System 80+ Standard Deslgn for post-accident monitoring. The
ranges of instrumentation provided- are consistent with the ,

guidance given in Regulatory Guide 1.97. CESSAR-DC,
Section 7.5.1.1.5 describes the post-accident monitoring
instrumentation provided, and Table 7.5-3 lists the PAMI channels

,

and their ranges. Analysis of the post-accident monitoring ;

' instrumentation is given in CESSAR-DC, Section 7.5.2.4. >

'
Monitoring of reactor coolant system (RCS) safety valve leakaga
is provided by in-line RTDs upstream of the safety valve header. !

Positive indication of safety valve leakage consistent with the (O guidance of NUREG-0737 Item II.D.3 is provided by the Acoustic *

,

Leak Monitoring System (ALMS) through accelerometers mounted
downstream of each valve. Control room alarms are actuated if '

valves are not fully closed. Monitoring of safety valves is
discussed in CESSAR-DC, Section 5.2.5.1.2.1. t

The process monitoring design includes instrumentation for the -

,

detection of inadequate core cooling, reactor vessel level
monitoring, extended range sensors for post-accident monitoring
and monitoring of safety valve leakage. The design is consistent-
with the guidance given in NUREG-0660, NUREG-0737, and Regulatory
Guide 1.97, and ,therefore, this issue is resolved for the System
80+ Standard Design.

REFERENCES

1. NUREG-0933, "A Status Report on Unresolved Safety Issues",
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 1989. '

2. NUREG-0660, "NRC Action Plan Developed as a Result of the *

TMI .* Accident", U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
May 15,80.

3. NUREG-0737, " Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements",
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, November 1980.
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Nuclear Power Plants to Assess Plant and Environs conditions
During and Following an Accident", U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
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ISSUE

Generic Safety Issue (GSI) II.B.1 in NUREG-0933 (Reference 1), I

addresses the requirements in 10 . . CFR 50 and NUREG-0737 i

(References 2 and 3, respectively) to install reactor coolant
'

system (RCS) and reactor vessel high point vents.

After the TMI ' accident the NRC determined that there was a need
; for vents in the high points of the reactor coolant system and |

#

i reactor vessel. The purpose of these vents is to release-
non-condensible gases from the RCS which may inhibit core cooling
during natural circulation. Since the vents are part of the
reactor coolant pressure boundary, the design of.the vents must j

conform to the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. ]
.

IIn addition, the NRC determined that the vents should not cause
an unacceptable increase in the probability of a loss-of-coolant *

accident (LOCA), should not challenge containment integrity, and
should be designed with suf ficient redundancy to assure a low s

probability of inadvertent or irreversible actuation.
'

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

The acceptance criterion for the resolution of GSI II.B.1 is that
plants shall install reactor coolant systeu and reactor vessel '
high point vent systems. These systen, shall meet the
requirements of 10 CFR 50.34 ( f) (2) (vi) , 3,0 CFR 50,' Appendix A, ,

and the intent of guidance identified in NUREG-0737. In addition,
the system (s) , shall meet the applicable codes and standards for
the RCS pressure boundary.

Specifically, the RCS and reactor vessel vent systems shall
incorporate such design features as high point venting of.the RCS
and reactor vessel, remote control room operation, positive valve
indication (located in the control room) and environmentally and
seismically qualified equipment. Also, the vents should not

'
cause an unacceptable increase in the probability of a LOCA,
should not challenge containment integrity, and should be
designed with suf ficient redundancy to assure a low probability ,

of inadvertent or irreversible actuation.
.

;RESOLUTION

The System 80+ Standard Design includes a Safety Depressurization -

System (SDS) which performs the Reactor Coolant Gas Vent (RCGV)
O function to meet the above requirements.

.F
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The RCGV function provides a safety-related means of venting
remotely from the control room, non-condensible gases from the
reactor vessel upper head and the pressurizer steam space durir g

-

post-accident conditions (see CESSAR-DC, Section 6.7.1.2.1).
Positive indication of vent isolation valve position is displayed
in the control room (see CESSAR-DC, Section 7.5, Table 7.5-2).

The RCGV function design assures that the vents will not cause an
unacceptable increase in the probability of a loss-of-coolant
accident and should not challenge containment integrity. This is
accomplished by the installation of a flow restricting orifice in t

the vent line which limits flow to less than that of one charging '

pump (see CESSAR-DC, Section 6.7.1.2.3). In addition, the
possibility of inadvertent actuation is minimized because the i

operator must manually actuate the vent valves from the control
room. A complete description . of the operation of the RCGV
function of the SDS is identified in CESSAR-DC,~Section 6.7.2.1.1. F

Finally, the RCGV function design is seismically and
environmentally qualified for the expected conditions as
described in CESSAR-DC, Section 6.7.1.2.1. Also, the RCGV
function design complies with the codes and standards which apply
to a system that is part of the reactor coolant pressure :

'

boundary.

'

In summary, the RCGV function of the SDS fulfills the applicable
requirements of 10 CFR 50, the guidance identified in NUREG-0737,
and the applicable industry codes and standards. Therefore, this
issue is resolved for the System 80+ Standard Design.

REFERENCES
'

1. NUREG-0933, "A Status Report on Unresolved Safety Issues",
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 1989, i

2. 10 CFR 50, Code of Federal Regulations, Office of the .

Federal Register, %tional Archives and Records
Administration.

3. NUREG 0737, " Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements", |
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. *
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II.B.38. POST-ACCIDENT BAMPLING SYSTEM

ISSUE

Generic Safety Issue (GSI) II.B.3 in NUREG-0933 (Reference 1),
addresses the TMI requirements of 10 CPR 50.34 (f) and guidance
identified in NUREG-0737 (References 2 and 3, respectively).
Basically, plants must install a post-accident sampling system to
sample reactor coolant and containment atmosphere.

After the Three Mile Island accident the NRC determined there was
a need for improved post-accident reactor coolant and containment
atmosphere sampling. This determination was made because the TMI
accident demonstrated that existing sampling system designs were
inadequate for post-accident conditions (e.g., insufficient
instrumentation and -instrument ranges, inadequate plant
shielding, difficulty in obtaining and processing samples) . The
purpose of the improved post-accident sampling requirements is to
ensure the provision of a remote, rapid, and safe means to obtain
potentially highly radioactive samples of both the reactor
coolant and containment atmosphere after an accident. These
samples might then be used to assist plant operators in assessing
the degree of core damage, and determining the level of.

contamination in the containment.

NRC guidance was established in NUREG-0737 to assist nuclear
power plant licensees in developing improved post-accident
sampling capabilities for reactor coolant and containment
atmosphere.

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

The acceptance criterion for the resolution of GSI II.B.3 is that
plants shall modify present reactor coolant and containment

,

'

atmosphere sampling systems or install new systems to satisfy the
,

applicable post-accident requirements of 10 CFR 50.34(f) and i
implement the guidance identified in NUREG-0737.

The reactor coolant and containment atmosphere sampling systems
used for post-accident sampling conditions shall permit sampling
of the reactor coolant and containment atmosphere without
personnel exceeding their individual dose limits. The systems
shall permit analyses for radioactive- noble gases, iodine,
cesium and nonvolatile isotopes, and also boron and chlorides.

RESOLUTION

The System 80+ Standard Design includes the Process Sampling
System (see CESSAR-DC, Section 9.3.2) which is designed to

Amendment F
A-135 December 15, 1989
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collect representative samples of liquids and gases in various
process systems and deliver them to sample stations for chemical -

,

and radiological analyses.
,

The system permits sampling during reactor operation, cooldown, ;

and post-accident conditions without requiring access to - the !

containment. Remote samples can be taken . of fluids in high. *

radiation areas without requiring access to these areas, thus ,

ipermitting personnel to remain within .their radiation expcAure
limits. The sampling system performs no safety function (See i

|CESSAR-DC, Section 9.3.2.1).
'

The Process Sampling System design meets the performance criteria
described below and further discussed in CESSAR-DC, Section ;

9.3.2.1.1:
/

The design meets the intent of guidance in Section II.B.3 of |-

NUREG-0737 and in applicable sections of Regulatory Guide i
1.97. ;

IThe design integrates both normal and accident sampling-

functions, enhancing operator system familiarity and
shortening sample times.

Periodic functional testing capability is provided to assure !-

system availability and operator familiarity during an ,

accident.

The design permits liquid and gaseous _ sample dilution.--

Collection and dilution of post-accident samples are '

-
'

performed remotely to the maximum extent feasible.

Grab samples are used for laboratory analyses and on-line-

monitors are used for trends. ;

Remotely operated valves are powered by assured supplies and-

have reset features to permit operation after containment
isolation. In addition, valves located in a potential
post-accident environment are environmentally qualified .to
assure operability.

Two different, non-class 1E, power sources (one from each-

Permanent 9on-Safety-Related , Bus X or - Y) are available for
post-accident sampling. During a loss of offsite power, an
alternate power supply is available to meet the 3 hour ,

|
recommen!ttion of NUREG-0737 for post-accident sampling and
analysis.

O.
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The boron sampling system is available in the event of fire..-

In addition, chemical and radiochemical analyses are performed to
determine' boron concesntration, fission ' and corrosion product .

activity, crud concentration, dissolved gas and corrosion product .

'concentrations, chloride concentrations, coolant ph, conductivity
of the reactor coolant, and noncondensible gas concentration- in
the pressurizer.

.

The configuration of the sampling system is such that, under
post-accident conditions, samples of containment liquids and the *

containment atmosphere are transported to a convenient location
for remote grab sampling. (See CESSAR-DC Section 9.3.2.2.1).

In summary, the Process Sampling System fulfills the applicable
requirements- of 10 CFR 50.34 (f) and meets the guidance
identified in NUREG-0737. Therefore, this issue is resolved for
the System 80+ Standard Design.

REFERENCES

1. NUREG-0933, "A Status Report on Unresolved Safety Issues",
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 1989.

2. 10 CFR 50, Office of the Federal Register, National Archives
and Records Administration.

i

| 3. NUREG 0737, " Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requiremsnts",
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
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II.C.48 RELIABILITY EMOIMBERING

ISSUE

Generic Safety Issue (GSI) II.C.4 in NUREG-0933_ (Reference 1) ,
addresses the need for a designer and owner-operator developed
reliability program which can evaluate plant safety and
reliability.

Industry, (including plant designers and owner-operators) and the
NRC are concerned about designing and operating nuclear power
plants safely and reliably. Before the advent of - Probabilistic
Risk Assessment (PRA) it was difficult to systematically assess
plant safety and reliability. Therefore, both industry and-
regulators consider PRA, as part of a comprehensive reliabilityJ
program, to be desirable for future plants. The NRC has placed an
emphasis on PRA for future plants by including it in the
Standardization Rule (10 CFR 52).

Plant designers employ a PRA for new plants to identify
contributors to severe accident risk, and the accident sequences
which are significant. The industry goals for new plant; designs-

'

include a core damage frequency no greater than 1.0 x E-5 per-
year. PRA also provides an analytical tool for evaluating the
impact of design modifications on core damage probability and the
overall risk to the health and safety of the public. The PRA'
determines expected system and component availabilities. The
plant designer's PRA is a useful tool that can be used by the
owner-operator as a basis for a reliability program.

According to NUREG-0933, a reliability program generally includes
activities such as determining system availabilities, identifying
high component failure rates, determining the causes for
component failures, and identifying possible corrective actions.

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

The acceptance criterion for the resolution of GSI II.C.4, is
that plant designers or owner-operators shall perform a PRA.
Consistent with the Standardization Rule (10 CFR 52), the
assumptions and results of the PRA must be appropriately
addressed in an owner-operator reliability program which
incorporates such features as determining system availabilities,
identifying high component failure rates, determining basic
causes for component failures, and identifying possible
corrective actions.

O
,

Amendment F
A-138 December 15,-1989
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RESOLUTION ,

i

As shown in CESSAR-DC, Appcndix B, a PRA has been performed for
the System 80+ Standard Design and meets the mean core damage {
frequency goal of less than 1.0 x E-5 events per year as stated ,

in the Licensing Review Basis Document (LRB) (Reference 2).
'|

The System 80+ Standard Design PRA has two primary purposes. The ;

first purpose, is to identify the dominant contributors to severe '

accident risk. The second purpose is to provide an analytical
tool for evaluating the impact of design modifications on core :

damage probability and the overall risk to the health and safety
of the public. This information is then used as input to the ;

owner-operator reliability assurance program. -

In particular, the determination of core damage frequency
attributable to internal events (e.g., LOCAs and Loss of offsite .

Power) used the standard small-event-tree /large-fault-tree ;

methodology, with full fault tree linking used for.the solution '

of core damage event sequences. External events such as
tornadoes and earthquakes are also addressed in the PRA. The
evaluation of the containment performance employed methodologies

i consistent with NUREG-1150 (Reference 3). The determination of
public risk was based on a calculation of the radiological dose
at one-half mile from the plant using bounding site
characteristics supplied by EPRI. The methodology employed was
consistent with the methodology described in NUREG-2300
(Reference 4). The results of this PRA show that the System 80+
Standard Design plant meets the industry goal of a mean severe
core damage frequency of less than 1.0 x E-5 per reactor year and
a mean frequency for occurrence of doses greater than 25 REM
beyond one-half mile radius from the reactor of less than 1.0 x
E-6 events per reactor year.

I PRA assumptions are identified in CESSAR-DC, Appendix B and the
owner-operators are required to assure that these assumptions
continue to remain valid for their (plant specific) reliability
programs. However, the collection and evaluation of operating

'

data for a plant reliability program are the responsibility of
the owner-operator.

In summary, a PRA has been performed for the System 80+ Standard *

Design (see CESSAR-DC, Appendix B) and meets the requirements of
the Standardization Rule, (10 CFR 52). Requiring the
owner-operator to meet the assumptions of the PRA assures that
the PRA remains valid during plant operation. Therefore, this
issue is resolved for the System 80+ Standard Design.

O .

.

*
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II.D.it PERFORM &MCE TESTING OF..FWR SAFETY &ND RELIEF YALVES |
;
l

ISSUE

!Generic Safety Issue (GSI) II.D.1 in NUREG-0933 (Reference 1),
addresses the guidance identified in NUREG-0737 (Reference 2) for ;

qualification testing to be performed on- the block, relief, and ;,

safety valves of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS). ;

'
After the TMI accident, the NRC determined that there was.a.need
for performance testing of the RCS block, relief, and safety j
valves. This determination was made because the TMI accident
demonstrated that these RCS valves may not operate as expected. |
The NRC established new guidance in' NUREG-0737 which addresses

'

the qualification testing of these valves. Qualification testing :
of these valves includes testing based upon both normal and !
accident conditions. ,

;

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA |
#

The acceptance criterion for the resolution of GSI II.D.1 is that
the qualification testing for the RCS block, relief, and safety '

; valves must be performed in accordance with the guidance
'

identified in NUREG-0737 and with ASME B&PV code, Section III.
The performance testing shall include both normal and off-normal

,

| (accident) conditions. . Furthermore , the accident conditions
shall be established using the applicable design basis events, 3

including Anticipated Transients Without scram (ATWS).
.

RESOLUTION

The System 80+ Standard Design utilizes the pressurizer safety
valves to protect the RCS from overpressurization as required by .

the ASME B&PV code, Section III (see CESSAR-DC, Section
'

5.4.13.4.1).

The inlet and outlet portions of the valves are hydrostatically 1

tested with water at the appropriate pressures required by the
,

applicable section of the ASME code. Set pressure and seat )leakhge tests are performed with steam using a pro-rated spring. '

Final set pressure tests are conducted using the final design
springs with either high pressure steam or low pressure steam and Ian assist device.

Tests performed prior to shipment test seat leakage use the final
1

design springs and either hot air or hot nitrogen. Valve
adjustment is made to a valve ring setting combination to provide

1

Amendment F q
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stable. valve operation using the EPRI Safety Valve Test Program
results documented in CEN-227 (Reference '' 3) . This valve' test
program'was based' upon ~ the guidance established in ' NUREG-0737.
The System 80+ Standard Design-does not use power., operated-relief
valves (PORV's) and the requirements and guidance regarding these
valves; do not therefore apply. ( As' described - in_ CESSAR-DC,
Section 6.7,. the System 80+ Standard Design includes
safety-related-- isolation valves,. manually . actuated from the
control _ room, to provide depressurization capability.]

NUREG-0737 specifies that applicable- design _ basis events
including ATWS are to oe considered - in develt. ping -performance
testing- conditions. The System- 80+ Standard Design employs an
independent and diverse - control-grade reactor trip and turbine -
trip specifically designed to address the prevention of . ATWS
events (see CESSAR-DC, Section 7.7.1.1.11). This Alternate
Protection System (APS) augments the Reactor Protective System.
for ATWS (see USI A-09 for the resolution - to '- ATWS) . :.The APS
includes an Alternate Reactor Trip Signal- (ARTS) which is
separate and diverse' from the Plant Protection System. _The ARTS
equipment provides a simple, yet diverse-' mechanism to
significantly decrease the possibility - of - an ATWS.-- Therefore,
there are no special relief valves for the mitigation of ATWS and
the corresponding test requirements for GSI II.D.1 do'not apply

.

-

to the System 80+ Standard Design.

Since the testing for pressurizer safety valves conforms - to the
guidance given in NUREG-0737 and since testing - requirements on
PORV, associated block valves, and ATWS events do.not= apply, this
issue is resolved for the System 80+ Standard Design.

BRERRENCES

1. NUREG-0933, "A Status Report on Unresolved Safety Issues",
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April.1989'.

L NUREG-0737, " Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements",
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, October 1980.

3. CEN-227, " Summary Report on the- Operability of Pressurizer
Safety Relief valves in CE Designed Plants", Combustion
Engineering, Inc, December 1982.-

4. Regulatory Guido 1.97, Rev. 3, " Instrumentation -For
Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants To Assess Plant And
Environs Conditions During And Following An Accident",_U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, May 1983.
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II.D.St DIRECT INDICATION.0F RELIEF AND SAFETY VALVE POSITION
i

|' ;
i ISSUM

Generic' Safety ' Issue (GSI) II D.3 in NUREG-0933 (Reference' 1) ,
l - addresses the guidance -identified in NUREG-0737: (Raference' 2)- for ' -1

the provision of a positive indication in the control room of-
relief and/or safety -valve positionr or a reliable--indication of ;
flow in'the associated discharge piping.

,

After - the Three Mile Island Uniti 2 (TMI)- accident,- the NRC
determined that there was a need for direct in611 cation of relief
and safety- valve position in:- the control room. This1 |
determination was made . because the .TMI accident demonstrated. '

that, during -an accident, these valves may: note operate as :
expected.and that the-. safety and relief' valve instrumentation may
fail to provide -the . operator :with sufficient. information;
concerning the status of these ' valves. 'Therefore, the NRC3 i
established new guidance in NUREG-0737 which addresses the

! installation of improved safety and _ relief valve . indication in-

I the control room -to enhance the operator's ability to diagnose a -
safety and relief valve failure and/or incorrect position.

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

The acceptance criterion.for the resolution of GSI II.D.3 is that -

the plant design shall include safety and relief valve indication,
in accordance with the guidance given in NUREG-0737. This
indication shall have the.following design features:

~

Unambiguous safety and relief va3: 3 indication' shall be-

provided to the control room operator;
7

Valve position should be indicated within ' the' control room-

and should be alarmed;

Valve position indication can he either. safety or-

control grade. If it is control grade, it must belpowered
from a reliable (e.g., battery-backed) instrument bus (see
Regulatory Guide 1.97 (Reference 3));

Valve position indication should- be seismically qualified-

consistent with the component or system to which it is
attached;

The valve position indication shall be qualified for the j-

,A appropriate operating environment which includes the. i

Q expected normal containment environment and an operating. I>

Basis Earthquake; and !

Mendment F
A-143 December 15, 1989
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The valve position indication .shall be human-factors- ,-

!

| engineered.

RESOLUTION

The System 80+ Standard Design incorporates four primary safety-
|

valves - (see CESSAR-DC, Section 5.4.1. 3) . Valve discharge is :
headered and routed to the In-Containment. Refueling Water Storage-

'

Tank. These valves are monitored by . three methods which _ . are - |

|. described in CE$SAR-DC, Sections 5.2.5.1.2.1:- ,

I First, positive indication of; ' safety valve position is--
'

supplied in the control room by the Acoustic. LeakageI

Monitoring-System (ALMS).

Second, each safety valve is monitored for seat leakage-by--

an in-line - Resistance Temperature . Detector' (RTD) whichi is ~ f

located upstream of.the header for the-safety valves.

;Third, safety valve leakage is indirectly monitored from the.-

safety grade pressurizer pressure and level instrumentation ,

system also located in the control room..-

.

The ALMS.is part of.the.NSSG.Iategrity Monitoring-System?and[is-
~~

:

described in CESSAR-DC,' Sections ' 7. 7.1. 6.1 and'- 7. 7.1. 6. 2. The

|
function of the ALMS is to; detect a leak at specific locations or2

within specific components --in the primary system - including the
primary safety valves. Tne ALMS provides Lthe control-' room
operatm ith a direct and unambiguous method of determining the-
position (open or closed) of the pressurizer safety valves as
required by NUREG-0737.

'
The ALMS is composed of sensors (accelerometers).'which are

i
installed on the pressurizer safety _ valve. discharge lines. (one

'
per safety valve) . Signals from the. sensor area 1are: routed to
the in-containment , amplifiers. The' amplifier- output .is '

subsequently directed to the control room. -Within the alarm
instrumentation, the signal is compared to a threshold value
obtained during startup testing. -

Alarms are provided as part of ' the " human engineered" ' control- '

complex (see CESSAR-DC, Chapter 18)'and are included in the plant .

'computer annunciator systems. After passing through- the alarm
unit, the amplified accelerometer signals are- multiplexed, ,

filtered, digitized, and transmitted to a computer for further
analyses. The computer raintains date storage, performs ;

| comparisons, develops trende, and performs analyses to enhance
the signal characteristics. -

-!,

|

Amendment F-
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.The ALMS is qualified for.the ' expected . normal containment
environment and is seismically qualified for an- operating . Basis-
Earthquake. Finally, as identified within Regulatory Guide 1.97,,
- the AIMS is supplied - with power from non-vital buses X-or Y.
These buses are Very reliable - since they - use . batteries as a.

4

backup power. source.

In summary, by providing a direct method' for monitoring safety'-

valve position, the -- ALMS implements the guidance identified - in-
NUREG-0737. Therefore, this issue-is resolved for the System 80+ j
Standard Design.

REFERENCES

l '. NUREC-0933, "A Status Report on Unresolved Safety Issues",
,U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,-April 1989. <

2. NUREG-0737, " Clarification of TMI. Action Plan Requirements",- :

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, June,''1985.
_

.

3. Regulatory Guide 1.97, Rev. 3, " Instrumentation: for -Light
Water Cooled Nuclear Power Plants to Assess Plant Environs <

Conditions During and Following an Accident", May 1983. !
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Generic Safety Issue (GSI) II . E .1.1. in ~ ' NUREG-09 3 3 (Referenceq1),
addresses the TMI-relaced requirement (10 -CFR- 50. 34 ( f) (1) , . ;

Reference -2] that all operating , plants and -plants .under
,

construction re-evaluate.- their emergency .feedwater (EFW) system L !

designs with respect to reliability and availability.
'

|<

After the Three Mile Island | Unit 2' accident'the NRC reviewedLthe !
auxiliary feodwater system for o availability and reliability of;
components and decay heat removal capability. In particular, the
EFW system was' scrutinized with -regard to the potential for---

failure under a variety of~ loss of main feedwater conditions. The ;

safety concern was that a total loss of fee r Aer, i.e., loss of
both main ud emergency - feedwater, could result in loss of; core
cooling. The NRC requested operating plants and plants- under- p

construction to review both the reliability and the capability;of- '

the EFW system to perform its intended safety functior ;.e., core I

decay heat removal. The-evaluation by the plants.was ~.1Lled into
three parts as discussed below.

Part one consisted of a limited PRA to determine the potential-
for EFW system failure under various loss-of-main-feedwater
transient conditions, with particular -emphasis being placed on i

-

determining potential failures from human errors,-common causes,
'

single-point vulnerabilities,'and test and maintenance outages.
This ' evaluation applies to operating plants and plants under
construction and' not to advanced or future- plants. Part two was
composed of a deterministic review of the EFW system using the

~

acceptance criteria of SRP Section 10.4.9 and the associated
Branch Technical Position (BTP) ASB 10-1. Part three required a
re-evaluation of the decay heat removal capability. of the EFW q
system with respect to EFW system flowrate. Parts.two and-three
apply to advanced or future plants.

R
iACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

The acceptance criterion for the resolution of GSI II.E.1.1 is
that plants using emergency feedwater systems shall meet the
intent of the guidance identified in SRP Section 10.4.9. and BTP .i
ASB 10-1 and thus meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50 Appendix A

'

(General Design Criteria (GDC)) and 10 CFR 50.34 (f) (1) .

Specifically, the EFW system shall meet the requirements of GDCs
2, 4, 5, 19, 34, 44, 45 and 46 with respect to a variety of
design criteria. .

Amendment F
A-146 December 15, 1989:
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These design criteria- include: the capability of the system. to
withstand the effacts of earthquakes and missiles;' shared systems-
and components; prompt shutdown of - the reactor from the control
room; system decay heat heat removal- capacity considering a _ main
feedwater line break; redundancy; reliability; in-service
inspection; and functional testing.

RESOLUTION

The System 80+ . Standard Design incorporates an Emergency-
-Feedwater (EFW) System to provide a reliable - and independent
safety-related means of supplying- secondary-side, iquality=
feedwater to the steam generator (s) for . removal of heat and
prevention of reactor core uncovery during - emergency! phases of
plant : operation. The EFW system is a dedicated safety-related-
system which is not used during normal plant operation (see
CESSAR-DC, Section 10.4.9).

The EFW system consists of two ceparate mechanical- trains each
aligned to supply its respective steam generator. Each train
consists of a dedicated safety grade storage tank, two EFW pumps

|
(one electric driven and one steam driven), a cavitating venturi i

to limit the maximum flow to a faulted steam generator, and the

O1 associated valves and instrumentation (see CESSAR-DC, Section
.

10.4.9.2.1).

Consistent with its importance to plant safety, the system has
design features which meet the requirements of the_ GDCs
identified in the Acceptance Criteria and SRP Section 10.4.9

'

(including BTP ASB 10-1). For example, the EFW system design !

includes: EFW components that are located in Seismic Category I
structures which protect them from the effects of external

,

missiles; essential components that are designed to account for !
the environmental effects of flooding, missiles and earthquakes !

(components and piping necessary to perform the EFW system safety ,

function are designed to Seismic Category I . requirements as
described in CESSAR-DC, Section 3.7); and manual or automatic
(EFAS er APS) initiation from the control room. CESSAR-DC, i

Section 10.4.9.1.2 provides a comprehensive discussion of the - I

EFW system design criteria which fully address the GDCs- !

identified in SRP Section 10.4.9. Also, functional and-inservice
testing are identified in CESSAR-DC, Section 10.4.9.4.

Emergency Feedwater System reliability is addressed by GSI 124.
3

The response to GSI 124 demonstrates-that the System 80+ Standard '

Design EFW system fulfills the requirements of component and
system reliability. A complete description of the PRA for the
System 80+ Standard Design, including the EFW system reliability i

ar;alysis is given in Appendix 10A of CESSAR-DC.
|

Amendment F
A-147 December 15, 1989
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Finally, the EFW system is designed to provide decay heat removal-
capability for 8 hours at hot standby and.then support an' orderly
cooldown to shutdown' cooling system entry, even if the-initiating-
ovent is a main feedwater line ; break - (sea ' CESSAR-DC, Section-

'

10.4.9.3).
Since - the guidance identified in NUREG-0737: and SRP Section
10.4.9 (including .BTP A3B 10-1) is considered- and -the

requiremer.ts of 10 CFR 50.34 (f) (1) and.10 CFR'50,: Appendix A are
fulfilled, this issue is ' resolved . for the : System 80+ Standard
Design.

.

REFERENCES
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II.E.1.2 AUEILIARY FERDWATER AUTOMATIC _IMITIATION

AND FLOW INDICATION

ISSUE

Generic Safety Issue (GSI) II.E.1.2 in NUREG-0933-(Re'ference:1),-

addresses the - TMI requirement for-~ plants to install- a
control-grade- system - for automatic- initiation of ; the auxiliary
feedwater ( AFW)-- system.- This requirement can be achievedi by
meetines the; criteria identified in 'IEEE Standard s279-1971-
(Reference 2) , - (e.g. , timely system initiation, single . failure
criterion, equipment-qualification).

-!

- Af ter the Three Mile ' Island Unit 2 accident, the NRC -reviewed: A
auxiliary feedwater system designs. with rerpect to timely j

Iinitiation, as' described in 10 CFR 50* Appendix - A, . (GDC - 20) ,,

(Reference 3). Upon completion of the review, the NRC determined:
that new guidance identified in NUREG-0737, (Reference 4): was

~

necessary in order to assure : a timely start of the AFW system
after a design basis event (e.g., loss of main' feedwater) .- Among-

~

this new guidance was automatic system initiation, environmental-

O and seismic equipment qualification, and single -failure
criterion.

An NRC review of IEEE-Standard 279, established that the--criteria
for Class 1E or safety-related electrical equipment: ' described-
therein, are acceptable for the resolution of'this safetyLissue.

ACCEPTANCR_ CRITERIA

The acceptance criterion for the resolution of GSI II.E.1.2, are !

that plants employing -auxiliary: feedwater systems shall meet the ;

requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A,-(GDC 20) by implementing ;

the guidance identified in NUREG-0737 and the design requirements- i

of IEEE Standard 279-1971 (References 3 & 4, respectively). .- ,

1

'
Specifically, the auxiliary feedwater system shall incorporate1

such design features as automatic system initiation, protection-
from single failure, and environmental and seismic equipment '|
qualification.

BEf'. , TION

The System 80+ Standard Design utilizes a dedicated energency
feedwater (EFW) system. to provide an independent safety-related
means of supplying secondary-side quality ' feedwater to t.he steam
generator (s) for removal of heat during emergency phases of plant
operation. The EFW system has no operating functions for normal..

plant operation. (See'CESSAR-DC Section 10.4.9).
!
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In addition, ~ the emergency._ feedwater system -instrumentation 'and-

~

controls are part of the engineered = safety feature (ESF) . systems
and are subject to the design bases-in CESSAR-DC Sections 7.3 and
10.4.9. These design basep' address the applicable GDC identified'
in 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, including.GDC 20.

The -EFW system .is actuated- automatically' by an. ' emergency
feedwater actuation' signal (EFAS) from- the ESF actuation system-
or by: the auxiliary - protection'. system L (described in CESSAR-DC
Section 7.7) . In addition' to this automatic feature, the EFWS
can ' be- manually - initiated as described in- CESSAR-DC Section q
10,4.9. i

. .
.

.
'l

The ESF actuation system is composed-of-redundant trains A, B,-C,
and D. The instrumentation and controlsL of each train are-
physically and electrically separate and independent. The ESF

,

actuation system can sustain the loss of an entire train and u

still provide its required protective action. Specific ESF
design criteria are addressed for environmental and : seismic-
equipment qualification, single nilure criterion, and minimum -
equipment and system response times.

,

In summary, the emergency feedwater system, includinc its
'

integral instrumentation and controls, fulfills the applicable
requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A by meeting the guidance
identified in-NUREG-0737 and the design criteria in.IEEE 27 9 -1971 ~.
Therefore, this issue is resolved for the~ System 80+ - Standard '
Design, i

REFERENCES
i*

1. NUREG-0933, "A Status Report on Unresolved Safety Issues",
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 1989.

2. IEEE Standard 279-1971, " Criteria for Protection Systems for
Nuclear Power Generating Stations", The Institute of
Electronic and Electrical Engineers.

3. 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, " General Design Criteria", Office of'
. )

the Federal Register, National Archives and Records- )
Administration. t

4. NUREG 0737, " Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements",
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. ;
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II.F.2: INSTRUMENTATION FOR DETECTION OF

IMADBOURTE CORE COOLING

ISSUE

Gencric Safety Issue (GSI) II.F.2 in NUREG-0933 - (Reference' 1)",
addresses -the need for plants to install- improved: accident
monitoring -instr mentation for the detection of inadequate core
cooling.

The TMI accident, identified a need for . improved | accident-
nonitoring instrumentation because _ at the- start of an accident,-
it may be difficult for the opitator to immediately evaluate what- )accident has occurred and, therefore, to determine- the: i
appropriate response.

j

a!Plant instrumentation is required to provide indication to the
control- room operators of' certain plant variables during 4

accidents. This accident monitoring instrumentation _is necessary |:

to provide information required to persit the operator to take '|
pre-planned manual actions to accomplish safe shutdown of ' the
reactor; determine whether the reactor- trip. engineered

' - safety-feature systems, and manually initiated safety-relt.ted-
systems are performing their intended functions-(i.e., reactivity
control, core cooling, maintaining containment integrity) ; and - 1

provide information to the operators that will enable 1 them to |
determine -the potential for causing a gross breachz of the i

barriers to radioactivity release (i.e., fuel cladding,_ reactor ;

coolant pressure boundary, and containment) and-to determine if a i

gross breach of a barrier has occurred, j

The NRC established guidance for improved accident monitoring .~)instrumentation in NUREG-0737 and in Regulatory Guide 1.97, Rev.
3 (References 2 and 3, respectively). The purpose of the guidance
is to assist owner-operators and designers in developing _ improved-

4accident monitoring instrumentation. As with previous accident-
'

monitoring instrumentation, these improved and/or '_ new systems j
must meet the applicable GDC's identified in 10.CFR 50, Appendix !

A (Reference 4). 4

ACCEPTAMs;I_CELTERIA - i

f The acceptance criterion for the resolution of GSI II.F.2, is
that plants shall modify present accident monitoring
instrumentation and/or provide new accident monitoring
instrumentation that meets the intent of NUREG-0737. In
addition, this new and/or improved instrumentation shall meet'the

- requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, (GDC's 13, 19, 64) and
implement the guidance identified in Regulatory Guide 1.97, Rev.
3 (as related to inadequate core cooling).

Amendment F
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Specifically, . the accident monitoring instrumentation- shall be. ,

designed such that the-operator will_be provided with sufficient
information during accident situations to take pre-planned manual
actions, and- to - determine 'whether. safety systems are operating
properly. In addition, the _ instrumentation will . also _ provide
sufficient data so that the operator can evaluate the ' potential-
for core uncovery, and gross breach - of protectiveL barriers,
including the resultant release- of radioactivity to the l

environment.

RESOLUTION

The System 80+ Standard . Design . utilizes the Nuplex 80+ Control 1-

Roor that is designed in accordance with the applicable General- !

Design Criteria (GDC) identified' in 10 CFR 50, Appendix A;
(including GDC's 13, 19, 64) ,(See CESSAR-DC, Section 3. 0) .- The q

Nuplex 80+ Control Room employs an integrated <information display-
'

hierarchy to present both safety-related and non-safety-related i

plant data for monitoring and control- by. the operator (See
CESSAR-DC, Section 7.5.1). All information .is integrated, (in-
accordance with Regulatom Guide 1. 97_) such that the same
instrumentation used for accident monitoring is also used for'
normal plant operation. If an accident-scenario develops, this >

integration allows = the operators to diagnose and monitor the i
event using instruments with which they are the most ' familiar. -

,

The Nuplex 80+ information systems also include automatic signal 1 |
validation, through cross-chant 11 data comparison, prior to data~

presentation or alarm generation. This comparison ensures that i

the process information displayed to the operator is correct. |

Multiple diverse systems are utilized to process and display the j
data to ensure that information processing errors are detected-

,

and alarmed. This integrated information display hierarchy is
composed of the following major elements: Integrated Process ,

Status Oterview (IPSO) Panel, Discrete Indication. and Alarm
System (DIAS), Data Processing System - (DPS) , Component Control
System (CCS) and operator displays. A further description of
these systems can be found in CESSAR-DC, Section 7.5.

I

The Inadequate Core Cooling (ICC) monitoring instrumentation ~ is j

part of the Nuplex 80+ Control Room and is designed to meet the
'

;

intent of the guidance identified in NUREG-0737. The ICC
instrumentation and displays provide sufficient information to
permit the operator to evaluat a the potential for core uncovery,
and gross breach of protectiw barriers, including the resultant
release of radioactivity to the environment. The ICC :

instrumentation is described in detail in CESSAR-DC, Section
7.5.1.1.7 and consists of the following sensor package:
resistance temperature detectors (RTD's), pressurizer pressure

O
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sensors, and a' reactor vessel : level monitcring system (RVLMS)
employing heated junction thermocouples (HJTC) and core exit-'
thermocouples.

The signals from the RTD's,- unheated thermocouples. in the HJTC
system, and pressure sensors are combined to indicate the loss of
sub-cooling, occurrence of saturation and achievement' of- a
sub-cooled condition following core-recovery.

The reactor vessel level monitors provide information to ' the
operator on-the liquid level inventory in the reactor pressure
vessel regions above the fuel alignment . plate. The core exit

.

thermocouples monitor the: increasing steam- .terperatures a
associe.ted with ICC and the -decreasing steam temperatures !

associated with recovery - from ICC. Details of the ICC sensor
design and signal processing can be found in CESSAR-DC, Sections
7.5.1.1.7.1 and 7.5.1.1.7.2, respectively.

The Igc parameters are incorporated into. the data -processing
system' (DPS) Critical Function Monitoring . (CFM). displays and
alarm logic which are described in detail- in CESSAR-DC Section,
7.5.1.1.7.3.3.

The System 80+ Standard Nuplex 80+ Control Room displays both !
'

safety and non-safety related plant information and includes data
'

used for the detection of inadequate core cooling. The'Nuplex ;

80+ Control ' Room is designed in accordance with the applicable - j

codes, standards and regulations, (10 CFR 50, - Appendix A) and |

meets the intent of Regulatory Guide 1.97, .Rev. 3, and ;

NUREG-0737, as previously described. Therefore, this issue is
'

resolved for the System 80+ Standard Design. ;

LEFERENCE8

1. NUREG-0933, "A Status Report on Unresolved Safety Issues", |
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 1989. |

2. NUREG 0737, " Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements",
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. ,

3. Regulatory Guide 1.97, Rev. 3, " Instrumentation 'For
Light-Water-cooled Nuclear Power Plants To Assess Plant And
Environs Conditions During And Following An Accident", U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, May 1983.

4. 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, " General Design Criteria", Office of
the Federal Register, National Archives and Records
Adininistration.
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II.F.3p INSTRUMMMTR_F01_MOMITORING_ACCIDERT_CORDITIONS

10292 -- |

Generic Safety. Issue II.F.3 in. NUREG-0933 -(Reference 1) ', .
addresses the adequacy and availability of" instrumentation which
monitors plant variables and : systems' during and fo13 owing: . an
accident. ' Prior to the Three. Mile Island (TMI) Accident , nuclear,
power generating stations were' equipped with accident monitoring- !
instrumentation using;tha guidance identified in Regulatory Guide 1
1.97, Rev. 1 (Reference 2) and ANSI /ANS 4.5 (Reference 3).-

After the TMI- accident, several' concerns' .- were ' identified

rejarding the availability and adequacy of instrumentation J to
monitor - plant' variables and systems during and =following 'an q

accident (see NUREG 0737 (Reference a 4 )') . Regulatory Guide 1.97 i

was revised -(under Revision 3)' (Reference 5) to incorporate -new !
.

instrumentation as a result of the TMI experience. !
!

Regulatory Guide 1.97, Rev.3 de scribes ~ a' method .wh'ich is
acceptable to the NRC for complying with the requirements; to -
provide instrumentation to monitor plant variables -.and : systems -

-

4

during and following an accident. ANS1/ANS .4.5x delineates: the' -

;

criteria for determining tha variables to be monitored by : the -
~

control room operator during the course of an accident.and-during
the long-term stable shutdown phase following an accident. j

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

The acceptance criterion for the resol'ution of.GSI II.F.3 is that I

there shall be instrumentation of sufficient quantity, range,- 1

availability and reliability to permit adequate ' monitoring of
plant variables and systems during and following an accident. !

Specifically, the instrumentation shall conform to the guidance
given in Regulatory Guide 1.97, Rev. 3 and ANSI /ANS 4'.5 and !

should provide sufficient information to the operator for (1)
taking pre-planned manual actions to accomplish -safe plant
shutdown; (2) determining . whether the ; reactor trip,
engineered-safety-feature systems, and manually initiated
safety-related systems are performing their- intended safety-
functions (i.e., reactivity control, core cooling, maintaining.
RCS integrity and containment integrity);- (3) determining the |
potential for causing a gross breach - of the barriers: ~to ;
radioactivity release (i.e., fuel cladding, reactor- coolant
pressure boundary, and containment) .and determining if a gross
breach has cccurred.

-

,
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RESOLUTION

The' System 80+ Standard Design incorporates the Nuplex 80+
Advanced Control Complex (ACC) which includes - the Post-Accident
Monitoring Instrumentation (PAMI). The- PAMI is designed in
accordance with the intent of : the guidance given in Equiatory

_

Guide 1.97, Rev. 3. This instrumentation" is_ itemized- in- j
CESSAR-DC, Section 7.5.1.1.5 trad Table = 7.5-3L which includes the A
parameters monitored, the number of sensed : channels, sensor- I-

ranges, indicated rangc , - location, and- associat1d Regulatory ]Guide 1.97 category. Examples of plant parameters monitored are |
RCS pressure, primary ' safety valve position, primary _ coolant I

temperature, containment pressure,-and site radiation.
_

,

The Nuplex 80+ ACC includes the Main' control Room (MCR) . The MCR - idesign integrates the Safety Parameter - Display System (SPDS). |function and the PAMI using : three methods. The fi::st method of'.
iintegration uses the Discrete Indication and Alarm System- (DIAS) i

* Channel-P processors and displays which are dedicated .to
continuously monitor and display Category 1 parameters such as
RCS pressure, containment pressure, and- reactor vessel coolant
level within the MCR on the Safety Monitoring - panel. The second *

integration method includes DIAS Channel-N_ displays which are
E - integrated into the MCR for display of Category 1 and 2 PAMI

parameters during both normal operations and accident. conditions.
These' displays include such parameters as core exit temperature, {

,

emergency feedwater storage tank level, safety injection tank I

level, and . plant radiation -level. (DIAS Channel-N is isolated {from the DIAS Channel-P displays). The third integration method ;

employs the Data Processing System (DPS) which utilizes CRT
displays to provide indicativn for all Category 1,2 ~and 3 1
parameters including main feedwater flow, -emergency diesel
generator status, and RCS radiation level (these CRT displays are
isolated from DIAS Channels P and N). This system also provides 1

integrated displays for Critical Safety Functions, Inadequate
Core Cooling, and other safety related plant parameters, s

These instrumentation and information systems, when evaluated ]together, provide sufficient information to permit the - operator
to: (1) take pre-planned manual actfons to accomplish safe-plant
shutdown; (2) determine whether the reactor - trip, engineered-
safety-feature systems, and manually initiated safety systems

.

important to safety are performing their intended safety 1
functions; and (3) determine the potential for a gross breach of
the barriers to radioactivity release and to determine if a' gross
breach has occurred. Rince these instrumentation and information i

systems meet the intent of Regulatory Guide 1.97, Rev. 3,.and
ANSI /ANS-4.5, this issue is resolved for the System 80+ StandardO Design.

Amendment F
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II.G.it POWER SUPPLIES POR PRESSURIERR RELIEF YALVES, , j

.BLOCR VALVES AMD LEVEL INDIC&TIONS
.;

|- ISSUE <
l

:

L Generic Safety Issue = (GSI) II .G.1 ' in NUREG-0737 (Reference 1 ) , -- ,
'

addresses the reliability of the emergency -power source which is
,

- used for.the~ pressurizer-relief (PORVs) 1 and- block valves : and for~
(- the pressurizer levelnindication in the event-of loss-of-offsite

|powec.
-

4

The TMI accident demonstrated the need for reliable pressurizer-
equipment . (e.g. , the ability ' to open or close the PORVsv as
necessary). .Moreover, power supplies used. to provide ' power 1 for
the pressurizer PORVs, block valves and-~ level indication may-not
have been- qualified to

present _ identified regarding the. stringent- post-accident.
requirements. Several concerns ~ were
adequacy of the power- supplies for : the pressurizer. equipment'

; - particularly with respect to the loss-of-offsite power event (see-
~

NUREG-0737). NUREG-0737 identifies 4 new guidance to assure,
adequate power for the pressurizer equipment consistent 1with the
requirements of 10 CFR 50 Appendix ~A, (Reference 2) (GDCs 10,-14, tO 15, 17 and 20).

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
,

The acceptance criterion for the resolution of . GSI! II .G.1- is
that, in the event of a loss-of-offsite power, the~ above

4

pressurizer equipment shall be supplied with uninterrupted
~

electrical power consistent with-the guidance given in=NUREG-0737 '

and the requirements of 10 CFR 50 Appendix A'(GDCs 10, 14, 15, 17
and 20).

RESOLUTION
,

l' The System 80+ Standard Design incorporhtes pressurizer equipment--
| that is different from current operating plant designs. For' ;

example, the Safety Depressurization System - (SDS) performs rapid-'

venting and depressurization.of the Reactor Coolanc' System (RCS)
when the Auxiliary Spray System is not available (see CESSAR-DC,
Section 6.7.1.1 for a description - of the SDS). Reliable
pressurizer level indication is provided in the Nuplex 80+

| Advanced Cwerol Complex consistent with the guidance given in
,

'

' NUREG-0737. |

|

The System 80+ Standard Design uses'the Post Accident. Monitoring .

|Instrumentation (PAMI) and the SDS to monitor and mitigato 2O variety of beyond design basis events (see CESSAR-DC, Sections 1

6.7 and 7.5).
,
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The eqdpment- may - be used during postulated- accidents - (or. during-

beyoM Aesign basis events) to perform a rapid -depressurization
of._the RCS or- to perform feed-and-bleed operations. Since this

'

equipment- ~is designatedL " safety-related", the systems- and-
components including the pressurizer level indication and | the i

'

safety _ depressurization valves are ~ qualified to L meet L expected - j

post-accident conditions. .In:accordance with.the safety-related
design requirements, the valves can:be: supplied from.an emergency
onsite power source in the event of a loss-of-offsite. power. The
pressurizer fluid level indication and' SDS instrumentation ' are
part of the PAMI and:are identified'(see CESSAR-DC, Section.7.5,
Table 7.5-3). .'The sensors and displays'are capable:of. operating-

independently' of offsite ' power = for PA*1I (see: CESSAR-DC, Section
7.5.2.5).

- 1

In summary, the safety-related SDS' and PAMI are . powered from -!

emergency onsite power and' can; sustain a total _ loss of offsite'-

power -(among other design - basis levents) and . ren.ain functional. q

Therefore, since the intent of the guidance- given in: NUREG-0737 ;

has been met and thus the requirements of 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, j
this issue is resolved for the. System 80+ Standard Design. '

.-

REFERENCES

1. NUREG-0737,'" Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements",
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,_ October 1980.

2. 10 CFR- 50 Appendix A, " General . Design Criteria for.
Commercial . Nuclear Power Plants", Office of. the Federal'
Register,' National Archives and Records Administration._ i
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RO Reactor Operator
RPS Reactor Protection System
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LIST OF ACRONYMS (Cont'd)

APPENDIE B- .

RWST' . Refueling Water Storage TankL
SCS Shutdown Cooling-System
SG Steam Generator
SGTR Steam Generator Tube Rupture i

SI Safety Injection
SIAS Safety Injection Actuation Signal
SIT ' Safety Injection Tank

- SPS Supplementary Protection System
SRO Senior Reactor Operator
SRP Standard Review-Plan '

STA Shift Technical Advisor.
TBS Turbine Bypass System
VDC Volts - Direct Current

og
i

L

!

l

1

J

L

1

4

'4.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION l

1
-1.1 PURPOSE

III
One of the requirements of 10 CFR Part 52 is . that an

I

application' for design- certification must contain- a1 design
specific Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA). This ' Appendix
documents the results of the probabilistic risk assessment ' for
the System 80+ Standard Plant Design.

The System 80+ Standard Design PRA has three primary- purposes.
| The first purpose is . to identifys the dominant. contributors : to-,

severe accident risk. The - second purpose is to provide. an. >

analytical tool for evaluating the' impact of design modifications
on core damage probability and the overall risk _to the health and
safety of the public. The final purpose is to calculate the core
damage frequency and large release frequency for the System 80+' ;

Standard Design.
>

1.2 SCOPE
'

The System 80+ Probabilistic Risk Assessment. is a - Level III PRA-
!- for the System 80+ Standard' Plant Design as described in |

'''

\ CESSAR-DC. This PRA addresses -both internal- and external
initiators of accident sequences which ' lead to core damage.

iBounding plant site characteristics were used for the evaluation
of external events such as seismic and tornado strike events and

1-. for evaluating public risk.

1.3 SUMMARY OF RESULTS i

The System 80+ Standard Design. evolved ~from the System 80 via the
incorporation of design' enhancements to improve the operation and .

~'

safety of the plant. The most significant advances from System.80
to System 80+ are in the design of the engineered safety.
features. Four-train systems | are provided for. safety injection, i

emergency feedwater and integrated shutdown cooling. and
! containment spray. A dedicated safety depressurization system ,

provides feed-and-bleed capability. -An alternate AC' power-source|

helps cope with loss of. power events. In addition, a' larger f

pressurizer and larger steam generators provide - a' slower, more
manageable response to accidents. As shown on Table'Bl.3-1, the
combined design improvements of System 80+ have decreased the
likelihood of a severe accident attributable to internal

across-the-board improvements for every internal initiator. . withinitiators by more than two orders 'of magnitude
The

design has progressed to the point that very low probability
initiators such as " Vessel Rupture" represent an appreciable-

O fraction of the residual risk.
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TABLE B1.3-1 ,

t

QQMPARISON OF SEVERE ACCIDENT FREQUENCIES |

, r

severe Recident Frecuengy }
Initiatina Rvent SYSTEM 80+ 8YSTEM 80

:

Large Loss-Of-Coolant-Accident' 6.12E-8 1.57E-6:
'

.?

Medium Loss-Of-Coolant-Accident 1.16E-7. 3.59E-6-

Small Loss-Of-Coolant-Accident 4.31E-8 9.41E-6;

Large Secondary Side Break 2.74E-10 9.04E-7

Steam Generator Tube Rupture 1.38E-7' 1.05E-5-

Transients 2.30E-8 1.17E-5

I-Loss of Feedwater Flow 5.84E-9 .N/S

(I- Other Transients 4.64E-9 N/S .

Loss of Component Cooling 1.25E-8 N/A
[ Water

Loss of 4.16 KV Vital Bus 2.75E-11 N/S i

,

Loss of 125 VDC Vital Bus 2.61E-12 N/S

Loss Of Offsite Power (LOOP) 9.14E-8 3.78E-5
including Station Blackout with
Battery Depletion

-Anticipated Transient Without 1.97E-7 4.79E-6
Scram (ATWS) ,

Interfacing System LOCA 3.01E-9 4.48E-9:

Vessel Rupture 1.OOE-7 -1.OOE-7

TOTAL: 7.73E-7 8.14E-5-

h) NOTES: N/A means Not Applicable,
N/S means Not Calculated Separately. 4

,
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2.0 METHODOLOGY

This PRA was performed in two_ phases. In the first phase, event.
'

tree models were developed for ' the System 80g faulttree-

'These models were used to estimate the baseline coredesign .

damage frequency for'a generic plant with a System 80 NSSS and go-
,

t

identity the dominant core damage contributors. [ System 80 ,

described in CESSAR-F and approv the NRC(FDA-2), was the
starting point for .the Systen - 80+g by

-

[
,

PRA.) The second phase was'

an interactive process- in which the system fault tree models

! developed in phase 1 were modified to reflect proposed system
design.. changes and enhancements. .The' revised- models were
evaluated to determine the impact. of the design changes on core

-

damage frequency and dominant core damage - contributors. This
information was fed back to the system designers for-
consideration in the design process. At the conclusion - of the
design process, the PRA evaluation models represented ~the final-
System 80+ Standard Plant design. The analysis was then extended-
to a full level III PRA.

;

Standard methodologies were used in this analysis. The level I-
'

| (core damnge frequency) portion of the analysis is. equivalent to

{ thebaselineprobabilgticsafetyanalysis (PSA) described in thePSA Procedures Guide and the methodologies employed in this.

analysis are consistent, within the -scope and intent of this
with methodologies outlined in the PSA Proceduresanalyg,and methodologies described in the PRA ' Procedures

Guide (4)i
Guide The methodologies used in this PRA comply with the1. .

recommendations of the "PRA Key Assumptions and Groundrules" in-

Appendix (Sp to chapter 1 of the EPRI ALWR Requirements
Document The small event tree /large ' fault tree approach was -

.

used for the evaluation of core' damage frequency. The external
events analyses were performed by an. independent contractor under
the Advanced Reactor Severe Accident Program (ARSAP). The
external event evaluation methodology is summarized in Section ,

2. 6, and the results are presented and discussed in Section 4.

The methodologies used for the level II (source term) g lysis
wereconsistentwiththemethodologiesusedinNUREGg50 the,

methodologies described in the PRA Procedures Guide and those
s recommended in the EPRI ALWR Requirementsmethodolyg

Document The level III analyses (consequences) also used
methodologies c g istent with those described in the PRA

Document g thodologies recommended in the EPRIProcedures Guide and the
Figure B2.0-1 shows the majorALWR Requirements .

tasks in this analysis. The following sections describe these
tanks and associated methodology in greater detail.

|
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2.1 PLANT FAMILIARIBATION

This first major task in.this analysis was plant familiarization. -

The objective of this task is to collect the information ;

necessary for identification of appropriate -initiating events,
~

determination of the success criteria for the systems required to [
'

prevent or mitigate the transients and accidents . (the front . lina-
systems)- and to identify the dependence between the front line
systems and the support systems which are required for proper
functioning of the front line systems. This= task was'primarily
an information gathering task..

The information collected in this task included design |
!

information, operational information and . _ information .on plant'
responses to transiente. -The design information for the systems !

within the scope of the System 80+ Standard Plant design is |

contained in the appropriate sections- of. CESSAR-DC. The; System
80+ Standard Plant design includes the standard NSSS systems, the j

front-line safety systems and the BOP and support systems.- |

W rovided theThe transient analyses-in Chapter 15 of CESSAR-F p
basic information on plant responses to accidents and transients. !

iThis information was supplemented with _ discussions- with safety.

analysts and licensed operators and:with information contained in5
,

.

'

the report, "Deprgurization and Decay Heat Removal - Response-
to NRC Questions [9,10)and its associated supplements pertinent to-
System 80 plants Operator actions during plant transients j.

wereevalggydandestablishedbasedonC-E'sEmergency' ProcedureGuideline and discussions with licensed operators at C-E'and
,

at the Arizona Nuclear Power Project. Surveillance requirements-

and operability definit g were derived from C-E's Standard
~

,

Technical Specifications and, wheremorespecificdetai}1yps '

needed, from the Palo Verde Technical Specifications i

Maintenance information, where needed, was ' based on common
industry practices.

Reifhff6,13,f*kE,18,tygy(14) several other pub g ed PRAThe ,

guide,
NUREG-1150g IDCOR IPE Proceduresstudies

were also reviewed as part _ ofNUREG-1335 and
the plant familiarization task. .The objectives of these reviews. ,

was to provide a broad overview of areas-to be addressed in this ;

analysis and to identify potential problem areas.

2.2 ACCIDENT SEOUENCE DEFINITION

The second major task in this analysis was the accident sequence
definition. The objective of this task was to qualitatively
identify those accident sequences which lead to severe core

Amendment F
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damage. This was accomplished using event' tree analysis. Event a

tree analysis . involves defining a set o2 initiating events ' and . i

constructing a set of system . event trees which : relate plant ;

L system _ responses to each defined initiating . event.- Each' system |
L event tree -represents a' distinct- set of system accident .

|
sequences, each of which consists' of an initiating event and a |

|
combination of various system successes and failures that-lead to j

an - identifiable plant state. Procedures for develogng system
'

'

i ' event trees are described in the PRA Procedures Guide .-

|| For this analysis, the small event tree /large fault tree approach
L was used. In this approach, only the front .line systems which !

respond to mitigate an accident or transient are addressed on the
!

' event tree. The impact of the support systems is addressed,

within the fault tree models for the front line. systems. -|

The first step in defining the' accident sequences was to select
the initial set of initiating events to .be addressed in the

'

analysis. (Note: initial selection of initiating event is {

considered to be part(3gf the plant familiarization task in the -;
PSA Procedures Guide ). .A Master Logic Diagram (MLD) was

'

constructed to guide the selection and grouping of the initiating
! events. An MLD is essentially a top level fault - tree in which :

i the general conditions which= could- lead to the top level event !-

are deductively determined. For this analysis, the top event on ;
'

the MLD was defined to be -"of fsite release". The - bottom level .
elements on the MLD- established the initial groupings 1 of ~ >

initiating event; types to be considered.

!The next step was to develop an initial list of event initiators.

First, the lists of suggested 4pvent. initiators extragdwere

the IPE Methodology Manualg{and the lists of event : initiatorsGuidefrom the PRA Procedures G the PSA Procedures , ,,

i

and final initiatgg event groups weTI57xtracted- from thegvert| g ,

thf8 i n PRA ,.the Oconee PRA andCliffs IREP Study ,

the Arkansas IREP Study These lists of event initiators- )

were then condensed into a single list. This list was then .

reviewed to determine if any event initiators could be eliminated- |
.

as not applicable because of plant design features, or if event ;
|

initiators- had to be added to the list because ' of new design ,|
features. Events initiated by failures in the support systems ,

were of particular interest because of the potential impact on
the responding safety systems. The support system designs were ,

evaluated to determine if there were potential failures of the
support system or one of its trains that could lead to a reactor .

!

| trip (i.e., initiate a transient) and at the same time, disable a
portion of one or more of the responding safety systems. If so,
the failure of that support system was considered to be a special

i
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| initiator and was kept distinct from' the other transient
initiators. The event initiators were then grouped into initial

initiating event classes based on the bottom events on tye MLD,
kl5 1 h ' ,19'2h"the transient grouping in Chapter 15 CF

initiating events analyzed in the other PRAs ,

and the special initiators as described above.

An iterative process was then used to select the final set of
initiating events and to define the event sequences. First, an

4

initial draft of an event tree was developed for each of the
initial initiating event classes based on plant-system responses>

to the specific type of initiator.- These event trees were- then
compared and where the system responses with respect to',

preventing core damage were the same or. equivalent, the classes
L were combined. The event trees were then briefly evaluated for i

the individual initiators within the class. If the system i'

responses to the specific initiator were-not covered by the class |

event tree, the initiator was either -transferred to an event
class.for which the system responses were appropriate, or a new j

event class was created and a new draft event tree was developed. 1
! This process was repeated until a set of initiating event classes

were defined that included . all the initiators in the original
list and the event tree for each event class covered the-system-

( responses for each initiator. The final event trees were then
.

prepared and the description and success criteria - were defined- |
: for each element. on the event trees. In general, the! success

criteria for the event tree elements were based on the system ;

performa g used for the Chapter 15 and Chapter 6 analyses in
CESSAR-F For. elements not addressed in the Chapter 15 and.

criteria . werpg'g,spp)Chapter 6 analyses, success on otheri

transient analyses for equivalent plants and the 1

judgement of the transient analysts with confirmatory:

g y sient analyses using. codes such as( therm g ydraulie t
| CENTS or MAAP as appropriate.
l

i The set of initiating events and the event tree structure for
,

each initiating event also evolved as the plant system designs
evolved. As design changes were made, the set of initiating
events was reviewed to determine if -there were any changes
(additions or deletions) and the event trees were reviewed to
determine if any changes were needed due to changes in system '

,

responses or responding systems. The event tree structure also
changed to reflect the truncation of sequences with very low
probabilities. The PRA was used as a design evaluation tool.
Thus, the event trees were quantified at several times to
evaluate the impact of major design evolutions. These
quantifications reflected the following major design change i

i groups:

i

I
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IJ. Incorporation of the front line system design enhancements. !

B.- Incorporation of component cooling water system changes.

C. Incorporation of the electrical distribution system design ,

I
changes.

At each quantification step,-low frequency sequences were. tagged'
for -truncation. These sequences were deleted only after i

determining that they'were not_. impacted-by other design changes.
The event trees presented-in Section7 3 represent the final System
80+ design.

.. ,

All transients require reactor trip -for reactivity- control; ;

Failure of reactor trip leads to an Anticipated Transient;Without |

Scram (ATWS). Because of the~special nature of this type of an' -

event, ATWS was treated as .a separate initiating - event with a ,

'

specific event tree. Thus, failure of reactivity control was-not'
included in the transient-event trees.

i

2.3 SYSTEM MODELING

Each system event tree, as described in Section 2.2, represents-a -

distinct set of system accident sequences, each of which consists i

of an initiating event and a combination of variousi system j
successes and failures that lead to an identifiable plant state. '

Quantification of the system accident ' sequences. requires |

knowledge of the failure probability or probability of occurrence |
for each element of the system-accident sequence. The initiating i

event frequency and the probability of failure for a system j
accident sequence. element involving the failure of a single i

component can be quantified directly from ,the. appropriate - raw- i

data using methods described ~ in Reference ~ 4. _However, if the I

system accident sequence element represents a; specific failure I

modo for a system or subsystem, a fault tree model of the system !
Ior subsystem must be constructed and quantified to obtain the

desired failure probability. Construction of the fault tree
requires a complete definition of the functionalfrequirements for- j

the system, given the initiating event to which it~is responding, i

and the physical layout of.the system. The system fault tree is )
a graphic model of the various parallel and serial combinations d

of component fglures that would resuH in the postulated system
failure mode The symbols used in constructing the. fault
tree models are presented and defined in Figure B2.3-1.

The evaluation of each fault tree yields both qualitative- and |
quantitative information. The qualitative information consists ,

of the "cutsets" of the model. The cutsets are the various
,

Amendment F
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combinations of component failures that result in the top-event,
i.e.,-the failure of the system. The cutsets ' form the basis ' of u

the quantitative. evaluation which yields the failure probability' {
for the system accident sequence element of concern. !

The quantitative evaluation of tho' fault trees. ; yields several-
numerical.-measures of a systems failure probability, two of which-
are typically employed in -the event tree quantification, i.e.,

'the unavailability and-unreliability.- The unavailability is the
probability that a - system will; not respond ?when demanded. ;This

value is used when the system accident sequence element;

or action w is~ performed
of- a y previ. hichrepresents- a system function

ously opened safety-quickly, such as the reseating ,

valve, or if the element representsaa'particular condition, such '

as-offsite power unavailable at turbine. trip. The~_unreliability
is the probability that a system will fail (at-least once).during-
a given required operating period. This valueris typically.used'
when the system accident sequence element specifies 'a L required
operating period for a system, such as auxiliary feedwater system
fails to deliver feedwater for four hours.. The unreliability'is
usually added to the unavailability when t h e .' s y s t e m accident
sequence element represents the failure of-a standby system to
actuate and then run for a specified period-of: time. ,

Two types of-human failures are typically included in; fault tree
analyses. They are " pre-existing maintenance = -errors" 'and ,

failures of the operator to respond _to- various demands.
_

Pre-existing maintenance errors are undetected errors committed
since-the last periodic test of a standby system.;'An' example of

'

this type of error is the failure .to reopen a : mini-flow valve
which was closed for maintenance. A failure of the_ operator'to ,

respond includes the failure of the -operator to; perform; a
required function at all or to perform it correctly. An example
of this type of error is the failure of the operat'or.to:back-up
the automatic actuation of a safety system.

For this PRA, failure of the operator to ' respond to Various
demands where there was a time const was .- quantified : using
the Human Cognitive Reliability Modelg The human cognitive
reliability model is a set of time dependent functions -which
describe the probability of a crew response.in performing a task.
The human cognitive reliability model permits the analyst . to
predict the cognitive reliability associated with a non-response i

for a given task or series of related tasks, once the dominant
type of cognitive processing (skill-based, rule-based or
knowledge-based), the median response time for the task or tasks

*

under nominal conditions and performance shaping factors such as
stress levels or environment are identified. The inherent time
dependence in this model made it ideal for evaluating operator

Amendment F
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responses during a transient. The failure probability for- ,

was g antified using the ~ ;" pre-existing . maintenance errors"
The Handbook ofHandbook of Human Reliability Analysis

Human' Reliability analysis _ is ._an extension of the. human.

reliability analysis g hodology developed for ~ WASH 14 00, _- the -
Reactor Safety Study and is intended to provide methods, t

models and estimated human error probabilities to enable analysts ,

to make quantitative or qualitative assessments of the occurrence 4

of human errors that affect the- availability or: operational
.

reliability of engineered safety systems- and components. The +

emphasis is on tasks-- addressed in the . Reactor _ Safety Study; j

calibration, maintenance and selected control room. tasks related
to engineered- safety features availability. It -is the best
available source for evaluating human performance with respect to -{
maintenance, calibration, testing and other tasks performed
during normal plant operation. However, its time dependent model
is not as thorough and explicit as that provided by the human
cognitive reliability model.

For this PRA, the small event tree /large fault' tree approach was
selected. The event trees developed for this PRA address the
response of the front line systems, that is, those systems
directly involved in mitigating the various initiating events. ,

The support systems, basically the electrical distribution and
component cooling water systems, were fully modelled within each

'

of the front line system models., As discussed in Section 2.2,
failure of the support systems have the potential for initiating
a transient and, simultaneously, disabling a portion of one or-
more front-line safety systems. Separate front-line safety
system fault tree models were prepared for evaluating the event
trees for these special initiators. These special front-line
safety system fault tree models reflected the specific impact of
the initiator on the safety system and other support systems.
For example, loss of one division of component cooling water
would result in an equipment protection reactor trip. It would

| also result in loss of cooling for one diesel generator, one
motor-driven emergency feedwater pump, two high pressure

| injection pumps, one containment spray pump and one shutdown
cooling pump. Therefore, for the initiator, " Loss of one CCW/SW
Train", the front-line safety system models were modified to show
that the above equipment was not available to respond to the
transient.

O
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Or Gate . Output event occurs if one or - ,

more of the input events occurs-
-i

^
,

I
i

And Gate Output event occurs if all of the . l
input events occur.

1

Basic Event ' Basic Fault event requiring no
further development.

o o "

Developed Event An event which is described by a i

fault tree model developed inde-
pendently. Typically a set of com-
ponents in series which can 4

always be treated as a unit.
|

|

Transfer In Used as a method of convenient-
ly segmenting the tree for draft-

'

ing purposes and to avoid

[\ duplication of portions of the
tree indicates continuation to
other portions of the tree.

Amendment F-
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2. 4- DATA ASSESSMENT ,

Reliability data is needed for the quantification of the system j
fault trees and the system accident sequences which result' in
severe core damage. The data needed for this quantification
includes:

A. Initiating event frequencies. !

B. Component failure-rates (demand and time-dependent). f
:

C. Component repair times and maintenance. frequencies.

D. Common cause failure rates.

E. Human failure probabilities.

I F. Special event probabilities (e.g., restoration of offsite-
' power).

G. Error factors for the items above.
Generic reliability data was used this analysis per the

. O guidance in-the PSA Procedures Guide The primary source ' of.

I data used in this PRA was the "PRA' Key Assumptions -and
Groundrules" (KAG) documenk5{AppendixAtoChapter1oftheEPRI
ALWR Requirements Document ). Other industry-accepted generic
data sources were used, as needed,-to supplement the data in.-the
KAG.

were extracted from theThe basic initiatiny3jevent frequenciyggy
EPRI NP-2230 and the. NREP - GenericProce g Guide| PSA ,

Base The initiating gt frequencies, presented in' Data 1 and the Calvert-Cliffs;IREP
Report g RA( 5)the Zi the Oconee PRA,

were also used as guidelines. The appropriate basic
,

initiating event frequencies were used'to calculate the needed i

initiating event class frequencies.
1
! The basic component failure = rate data and associated- error

factors was extracted from the KAG, which contains a compilation
of generic failure rate data from other nuc1 This
data g supplemented witgta from WASH 1400 g sources., the g Data.
Base IEEE Std. 500 and the NPRDS data base , as

,

needed. Component maintenance frequencies and repair times were
calcu d using the procedures outlined in the PSA Procedure
Guide

Common cause failures of components were explicitly modeled in
i the system fault trees. The common cause failures were

calculated using equivalent Beta factors. The appropriate common
:
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L cause failure rate factors were taken directly from -the KAG or

were quantified using a process equivalent to that i'
'

i data extracted from other data
outlinef 33 h4, N'36,@,3 D ,thas appropriate.sources

As discussed in .Section 2.3, two . types ' of. human failure;

pre-existing maintenance errors and failure of the operator to
perform various actions during a transient; were modeled-in this
analysis.- Pre-existing maintenance . errors were evaluated i using _-

in the Handbook of ' Human Reliabilitymet g describedthe
and the operator responses during an event y e:Analysis ,

modeled using the Human cognitive Reliability Model .

Quantification data was pr ily extracted from the Handbook-of
Human Reliability Analysis

The methods and data used for quantifying the probability . ' of
special events (e.g., the restoration of.offsite power'within a
given time period) were dependent on the-specific event.

I

2.5 ACCIDENT SEOUENCE QUANTIFICATION

The basic objective of accident sequence quantification is to
generate the-core damage cutsets and calculate the core damage ,

frequency due to internal events for the system 80+ plant. The i

total core damage frequency, due to internal events, is the sum
of the . frequencies of the system level accident sequence:
frequencies for those accident sequences - which result in core
damage. As described -in Section 2.2, the system level accident
sequences leading to core damage were identified using event tree
analysis. Each system level accident sequence consists ' of an
initiating event and one or more ' additional elements, each

! representing either a front line system failure or a special
event such as failure to restore offsite power within a given
time or the most reactive rod sticking out of the ~ core following
a reactor trip.

The core damage frequencies for the system level accident
sequences were determined using a six step process.. The first
step was to calculate the frequencies for the initiating events !

. and the special events and to represent these elements as single
( event fault trees (an OR gate with a single input) . . The second
I step in the process was to evaluate the front-line~ safety system
l fault tree models to generate the system cutsets - and calculate-

the system unavailability both for the base case and for all
applicable special cases. (See Section 2.4 for a discussion of
spec g cases.) The beta draft version of the IRRAS 2.0 computer

was used to build and evaluate all fault tree modelscodei

needed for this analysis.

|
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The next step was to generate the initial core. damage cutsets for, .i
sach sequence leading to core damage. This was-done using full j

1fault tree linking to combine the system.cutsets-for each element
in the sequence. This process also yielded an initial point: 1

estimate of the core damage frequency attributable to each . core !
damage sequence. The beta draft version of IRRAS 2.0 was also- R

used for the sequence evaluations. ,

,

The fourth step in the accident sequence quantification was the r

recovery analysis.- For core damage sequences with a-core. damage
frequency point estimate of less than 1. 0E-12, - the recovery
analysis consisted'of reviewing.the core damage sequence-cutsets'
to identify and remove all nonsense , cutsets. (e.g. a . cutset .

,

'

containing a . demand failure and a run f ailure . for the same
component is a nonsense cutset.) A full recovery analysis was .
performed for each core damage sequence -with a. core. damage-

frequency contribution point estimate of greater than '1. 0E-12.

First, the sequence cutsets were reviewed to identify and' remove
all nonsense cutsets. Next, each remaining core damage cutset :

in the sequence was evaluated to determine if there were any ,

appropriate recovery actions. The types of recovery actions that
I

| were considered included:

A. Recovery of offsite power.

]
B. Aligning the standby AC source to a vital 4.16KV bus.

4

W
| C. Operator actions to realign a system in order to byoass a

failed component.
,

D. Operator actions to align an alternate system to perform a
safety function. '

E. Operator actions to start a system that failed to start
automatically as required.

! F. Operator actions to open manual isolation in a discharge
path or to close manual diversion (bypass) valves.

,
G. Repair of failed components where deemed appropriate. -

:
The evaluation of the recovery actions included an assessment of
the time needed to perform the recovery action and the time .

available to perform the recovery action. When one or more
recovery actions were deemed appropriate and effective for the
fault represented by the cutset ' and that there _ was sufficient j

'time to identify the need for and to perform the recovery

g action (s), a recovery action element for each appropriate

,g recovery action was added to the cutset. Each recovery action
element represented failure to perform the indicated recovery ;

action.
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When the recovery analysis was completed for a given sequence, ;

the sequence was requantified and an uncertainty analysis was |

performed. When the recovery analyses for all tsequences for a |
!given initiating event were completed, all of the cutsets for all

of.the sequences were combined into a single cutset file with all
duplicate and non-minimal cutsets removed. This " initiating i

! event sequence" was quantified and an uncertainty analysis ;

performed. The result was the mean core damage frequency 1

contribution for the initiating event and the associated
uncertainty measures.

*

When the recovery analysis and requantification was completed for
all sequences, all core damage cutsets for all sequences for all,

initiating events were combined in a single cutset file which was'

then requantified as a single model and an uncertainty analirsis i

was performed. This unified model was used to identify the t

dominant core damage cutsets regardless of initiating event and +

to evaluate component importance measures taking all initiating
j events into account. !

$

2.6 EITERNAL EVENTS ANALYSIS

External events are typically defined as those events that result
I in a plant perturbation / transient, but are not initiated by the

plant systems. The definition of external events has evolved
over time. Many external events, such as earthquakes and. severe !

storms are truly external to the plent. Other events typically ';

included in the external event class, such as a fire in
electrical cabling or flooding from a ruptured pipe, actually
occur inside the plant. Some of these external events-not only

'

initiate a plant transient, they also introduce complications
which may negate mitigation features and/or cause additional
common cause failures. '

Past PRAs which have addressed external events (15,16,20,40)
identified potential plant vulnerabilities to these events which
were found to make significant contributions to overall public ,

risk. Therefore, external events were addressed as part of the
System 80+ PRA. The external events evaluation was performed in
two stages. The first stage was a qualitative evaluation of the
external events to determine which events would require detailed
quantitative evaluation. The second stage was the quantitative
evaluation for those events identified in the first stage.

The external events qualitative evaluation involved the following|

four steps:

were identified by reviewing pastA. Exte{gSf16, % N7 ,
'

g nd PRA guidance documents such as the gPRAs
and the PRA: Fundamentals document ;Procedures guide

prepared by BNL.
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! B. Events with similar plant effects and consequences wore |

grouped together.

C. Criteria were established to determine which external events
were insignificant risk contributors and thus could be
excluded from detailed quantitative evaluation. The

iscreening criteria were based on design requirements yt
forth in the EPRI ALWR Utility Requirements document ),

generally accepted regulatory pr g ces as documented in the
NRC Standard Review Plan (SRP) considerations, siting
considerations and frequency of occurrence. ;

| D. Each external event identified in step 2 above was than .|
evaluated against the screening criteria established in step ('

|
3 to determine whether detailed quantitative analysis was ,

needed. This evaluation also considered the insights gained
PRAs for present generation powerh5,#iY,N,40gf

ts

:i

| Based on the qualitative screening, only two external events,
I tornado strikes and earthquakes, were selected for detailed i

quantitative analysis. The primary impact of a tornado strike is' '

an extended, non-recoverable loss of offsite power. Therefore,

O the tornado strike analysis used the standard event tree / fault
tree analysis methodology described in Sections 2.2, 2.3, and '

2.5. Evaluation of the impact of earthquakes on public risk '

requires special methodology. The seismic evaluation methodology
and results are described .tr. detail in Section 4. ,

2.7 CONTAIMMENT RESPONSE ANALYSIS

(LATER)

2.8 CONSEQUENCE ANALYSIS
,

(LATER)

>

O .

.
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Appendix A to Chapter 1 of the g I Advanced Light Water Reactor f
Utility Requirements Document contains a set of key |

!assumptions and groundrules for performing a Probabilistic Risk
Assessment for an advanced light water reactor. The groundrules >

used for the System 80+ PRA are: |

A. Only events with potential for core damage were addressed.
t

B. Only initiating events that occur at nominal full power were
considered.

C. Where needed, realistic, best-estimate assumptions were used
when evaluating plant responses to an initiating event.

6

D. Core damage was assumed to have occurred if the collapsed
level in the reactor had decreased such that the active,F orfuel

in the core was uncovered and a temperature of 2200 -

higher was reached in any node of the core as defined in a
best-estimate thermal-hydraulic calculation. ,

E. The analysis mission time for all sequences was 24 hours,
and the success criteria were: >

i

1. The plant was in cold shutdown with the Shutdown
Cooling system in operation, or

; 2. The plant was in stable hot shutdown with decay heat
j removal via the secondary side, or

3. The plant was stable with hot and cold leg ,

recirculation and recirculation cooling established
,

(for LOCAs), or

4. The plant was stable with feed and bleed cooling in
progress and IRWST cooling established.- ,

.

F. Generic failure rates and initiating event frequencies were |
used for quantification. ,

G. Preliminary analyses indicated that sequences involving
failure of secondary side heat removal due to failure to
remove steam did not contribute significantly to core damage
frequency so steam removal is not explicitly modeled.

H. Offsite consequences were calculated using meteorological
and demographic data for a reference site.

O ;,

,
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2.10 DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTER CODES

| 2.10.1 IRRAS

and Risk Analysis System (IRRAS) iIntegrag) ReliabilityThe
2.0 is an integrated PRA software package thatVersion

provides the user with the ability to create and evaluate fault 3
'

trees and event trees using a personal-computer. IRRAS includes
functions for graphical fault tree construction, fault tree i

cutset generation and quantification, -fault tree uncertainty +

analysis and fault tree importance analysis. IRRAS also

provides tools for event tree analysis including- accident
sequence definition, accident sequence cutset generation via
fault tree linking, quantification of the accident sequence

,

cutsets and uncertainty analysis for the accident sequences.

IRRAS was used for constructing the fault trees for this analysis i;

and for evaluating and quantifying the fault trees and the core :
damage accident sequences.

2.10.2 CESAM |

CESAM(43) C version of the SAMPLE code used in the ReactorO, ,

safety Study is designed to perform uncertainty analysis on,

any generalized function equation. The required input consists
of a FORTRAN function subroutine to describe the function of ,

interest, specification of the type of distributions to be used i

in modeling the variables of the function and the parameters used
to define the distributions for each variable. Monte Carlo
simulation is performed by sampling the variable distributions
and evaluating the function numerous-times. These trials define
the distribution of the function. CESAM provides various

| descriptions of this distribution.

In this analysis, CESAM was used to calculate initiating event
frequencies, special event frequencies and modular / lumped
component failure rates.

CESAM is written in FORTRAN IV and runs on an IBM PC or
equivalent.

2.10.3 CENTS

Comb g on Engineering's Nuclear Transient Simulator (CENTS) i

code is an interactive computer code for simulation of the
Nuclear Steam Supply System and related systems. It calculates

,

! the transient behavior of a PWR for normal and abnormal
conditions including accidents. It is an adaptation of design

( codes to provide PWR simulation capabilities. It is based on

Amendment F ,
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detailed first-principles models for single and two-phase fluids.
The use of nonequilibrium, nonhomogenous models allows

representation of a full range of fluid conditions, including

forced circulation, natural circulation and coolant voiding.
The code provides a comprehensive set of interactions between the
analyst, the reactor control systems and the reactor. This

allows simulation of multiple failures and the effects of

operator actions, including mistakes.
CENTS models most of the nuclear steam supply system and related
systems. Core power is computed using point kinetics. Boiling
curves for convection and pool boiling are used in the multi-node
core heat transfer model. Primary and secondary

thermal-hydraulic behavior is calculated with detailed. multi-node
and flowpath models. The main control systems for reactivity,

j level, pressure, and steam flow are simulated. Related balance
of plant systems for single-phase fluid are represented.
The CENTS simalation models use detailed design and performance
data to simulate plant responses to transients. Plant-specific
design and performance data are provided via a plant parameter
database for each specific plant modeled. The data for these
parameter databases are extracted from the plant specific input
data decks for C-E's design and safety analysis codes.

I For this analysis, CENTS was used to estimate the response of
System 80+ to ATWS transients.

2.10.4 MAAP-DOE

The Modular Accident Analysis Program (MAAP)I N is a computer
code which simulates light water reactor system and containment
response to severe accident events. It was prepared as a part of
the Industry Degraded Core Rulemaking (IDCOR) program to

investigate the physical phenomena which might occur in the event
of a serious light water reactor (LWR) accident leading to core

failure, possible
MAAP-DOE gd, which is !

damage, possible react.or pressure vessel
containment failure and depressurization.
a modified version of MAAP, includes models for all the important '

phenomena which might occur in a serious LWR accident.
,

For both PWRs and BWRs, MAAP-DOE can predict the progression of !

hypothetical accident sequences from a set of initiating events
to either a safe, stable, coolable state or to containment i

failure and depressurization. MAAP treats a wide spectrum of
'

I phenomena including steam formation, core heatup, cladding i

oxidation and hydrogen evolution, vessel failure, corium-concrete !

interaction, ignition of combustible gases, and fluid (corium and .|
water) entrainment by high velocity gases. MAAP models all of

Amendment F !
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the important engineered safety systems such as safety injection,
emergency feedwater, containment sprays, and fan coolers, and
power operated relief valves (as appropriate). In addition,
MAAP-DOE allows operator interventions and incorporates these in
a very flexible manner, permitting the user to model operator
behavior in a general way. The. user models the operator by
specifying a set of variable values and/or events which are the
operator intervention conditions. There is a 'large set of
actions the operator can take in response to the intervention
conditions.

MAAP-DOE is written in FORTRAN 77 and runs on a DEC microVAX.

2.10.5 CRAC2

I14)As part of the Reactor Safety Study the Calculation of,

Reactor Accident Consequences (CRAC) was developed to estimate
the public consequencep4g3Jeleases of radioactive material to
the atmosphere. CRAC2 is a revised and enhanced version
of the CRAC code.

The CRAC2 code consists of a set of mathematical and statistical
. models which calculate the movement and deposition of radioactive

O. material released from containment and evaluates the effects of i

the deposited material on the public and the environment. The ;

types of consequences calculated by CRAC2 include early and I
continuing somatic effects, late somatic effects, genetic effects j
and economic impacts. CRAC2 can also produce as output the
distribution of doses as a . function of time and distance from
the containment. The data which must be supplied to CRAC2
include a description of the radioactive material released (the
source term) and the meteorological conditions to be considered
and a definition of various site characteristics such as
population densities and land uses.

CRAC2 is written in FORTRAN 4 and is available in versions for
use on either an IBM or CDC mainframe computer. C-E has also set
up CRAC2 to run on an IBM PC.

l

I

O i
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3.0 ACCIDENT SEQUENCE DETERKIM&TIO5

3.1 EYBMT AM& LYSIS

3.1.1 LkRGB LOCA

The large 14CA event tree, Event Tree 1 (Figure B3.1.1-1),
applies to all breaches of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
ingide-containment with an effective break area greater than 0.50
ft . This includes the design basis accident, a double ended
guillotine RCS pipe break, as well as any breach of the reactor
vessel itself which is within the capability of the Safety
Injection System (SIS) to maintain RCS inventory control and RCS
heat removal such that severe core damage does not occur.

Large LOCA is a severe event in which blowdown of the RCS occurs
within a very short period of time; from seconds to a few
minutes. The safety injection tanks refill the reactor vessel
lower plenum and downcomer, and the safety injection pumps
restore and maintain water in the reactor vessel. Because of
rapid depressurization, the nuclear reaction is quickly shutdown
due to voiding in the core region. A reactor trip is not
required for.this sequence.

After the reflood, the suberiticality is assured by the boron in
the injected water. Decay heat is removed through the break.
Long term removal of the decay heat from within containment is
provided by the Containment Spray System and Component Cooling
Water System. Reactor coolant discharged through the break will
drain to the holdup sump and then into the In-containment
Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST). The containment spray
pumps pump water from the IRWST through the containment spray
heat exchangers, where it is cooled by the Component Cooling <

Water System, and then back to the IRWST. Core inventory is '

replenished from the IRWST by the safety injection pumps.

|The following sections describe the individual elements of the
Large LOCA event tree.

|

3.1.1.1 Event Tree 1 Elements

3.1.1.1.1 Large LOCA Initiators

A Large LOCA event tree is initiated by a random Reactor Coolagt
System break with an effective break area greater than 0.50 ft .
For reactor vessel breaks of this size to be included in this
class of initiators, its location must be within the capabilities
of the Safety Injection System. Large LOCAs which create a
direct path outside containment are treated as a separate type of
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event (Interfacing System LOCA). IhCAs arising as a consequence
of another type of event are evaluated within the context of that
event.

3.1.1.1.3 Safety Injection Tank Injection

The Safety Injection Tanks (SITS) provide the initial injection
of borated water needed to cool the core following a Large LOCA.
The SIT isolation valve (s) receive confirmatory open signal on
Safety Injection Actuation Signal (SIAS). There are four SITS,

i one per Reactor Coolant System direct vessel injection (DVI)
line.

Thermal / hydraulic analysis indicates that water injected from two
SITS will be sufficient to provide initial core cooling.

Therefore, the success criterion for SIT injection is that two of
the four SITS inject into the reactor vessel.

'

3.1.1.1.3 safety Injection System Injection

Safety Injection System (SIS) provides coolant inventory control
following flooding by the SITS for Large IOCA. The SIS is

actuated by the Engineered Safety Features Actuation System
(ESFAS) on a SIAS, which is generated on low pressurizer pressure
or high containment pressure. The SIS consists of four separate
and redundant trains. Each train consists of a motor-driven
pump, safety injection isolation and other valves, and piping.

The success criterion for the SIS during the initial SIS
injection phase is that flow from two of the four SIS trains must
be delivered to the reactor vessel from the In-containment
Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST). Following the initial

blowdown and recovery phases for large cold leg breaks,

simultaneous hot leg and direct vessel injection must be
established to provide a circulation flow through the core to
prevent boric acid crystallization. Based on the Post-LOCA long
term cooling analysis presented in Section 6.3.3.4 of CESSAR-DC,
it is estimated that hot leg injection should be initiated within
2-4 hours to prevent boric acid crystallization. There are two
hot leg injection paths. Hot leg injection is established by
manually opening the hot leg injection valves from the control
room. For this analysis, it is conservatively assumed that hot

'leg injection is required for both cold and hot leg breaks.
The success criterion for hot leg injection is that the hot leg
injection valves in one of the two hot leg injection paths be *

opened and sufficient flow be delivered from the associated |'
safety injection pump to an intact RCS hot leg.

!

!
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The safety injection failure is, therefore, defined to be three
of the four SIS trains not available during the initial phase of
safety injection or both hot leg injection paths unavailable
during hot leg injection phase.

The IRWST provides the source of borated water (~ 4400 PPM)
required for safety injection and containment spray following a
Large LOCA event. The IRWST is a large toroidal steel tank
utilizing the lower section of the spherical containment as its
outer boundary and has a cylindrical inner boundary. The IRWST
contains sufficient borated water to meet all post-accident
safety injection (SI) and containment spray (CS) pump operation
requirements.' The IRWST has four suction lines that supply flow
to four SI pumps. Two of the lines also supply to the CS pumps
and shutdown cooling system (SCS) pumps.

3.1.1.1.4 containment spray cooling

Shortly after the postulated large LOCA, the Containment Spray
System (CSS) is actuated by the containment Spray Actuation
Signal (CSAS) on high-high containment pressure. The CSS reduces
temperature and pressure in the containment and, subsequently,
removes heat from the RCS. This is achieved by circulating the

O IRWST inventory through the containment-spray heat exchangers and
back into the containmant via the spray headers. The CSS
consists of two separate, redundant divisions or trains. Each
train consists of a pump, heat exchanger, spray header, and
associated valves and instrumentation. In addition, there is a
provision to align the SCS pump from the associated SCS train to
the containment spray heat exchanger if the containment spray
pump in that train is unavailable.

The success criterion for the containment spray cooling is that
one CS pump provide flow from the IRWST through its heat
exchanger to the containment spray header. If the CS pump in a
train is unavailable, SCS pump associated with that train may be
used as backup.

If the heat is not removed from the containment containment,

temperature and pressure increase, possibly resulting in a breach
of the containment integrity. At this point, coolant will flash
through the break in the containment and the CS pumps may
cavitate. Even if the SI pumps have been tripped and are
restarted, core damage may occur because the combined RCS and
IRWST inventory would be depleted. Thermal / hydraulic analysis
indicates that, for a Large LOCA without containment spray
cooling, the containment failure would not occur until after 41
hours from the event occurrence.
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3.1.1 3 Maior Dependencies j

The following functional dependencias are important for Event'

Tree 1:

A. If the IRWST is unavailable, safety. injection and ;

containment spray cooling would fail because there is no*

source of cooling water.
:

B. If SIAS fails, there is no actuation signal for SIS
equipment. Hence, safety injection would fail. ,

.

;

C. If CSAS fails, there is no actuation signal for CSS

equipment. Hence, containment spray cooling would fail. '

.

3.1.1.3 Maior Recovery hetions

The following major recovery actions were addressed in the
recovery analysis for the Large 14CA Event Sequences

2

A. In early stages of the postulated Large LOCA, no recovery!

actions are possible because of rapid event progression. i

However, for the sequences wherein the power to the SIS
pumps has been lost due to loss of offsite power and'

subsequent operating failure of the diesel generators, power
to these pumps may be restored by either aligning the
standby alternate power source or restoring the offsite
power. This is possible in the later stages of the
postulated accident because sufficient time is available to
take the actions. Accordingly, power to the SIS pumps was
restored in the hot leg injection phase and CSS pump in the
later stages of the accident. SCS pump can be ' used for
containment cooling if the containment spray pump is

| unavailable. This requires starting the SCS pump and
I aligning valves such that the SCS pump discharge is aligned
i to the containment spray heat exchanger.

i B. Since there is more than sufficient time available in the

| later stages of a Large LOCA accident, for the sequence
; involving Containment Spray System failures, general

recovery of components outside the containment was creditedI

in the analysis.

3.1.1.4 Core Danace 8eauence Ouantification
,

The core damage frequency contribution for the Large LOCA
sequences are given in Table B3.1.1-1.
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TABLE B3.1.1-1 ,

CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY CONTRIBUTIONS FOR [
LARGE LOSS OF C0OLANT ACCIDENT (LLOCA) !

CORE DAMARE SE00ENCES

:

Core Damage Frequency :
'

Contr' butioni

'
Sequence
Number . Seeuence Nean/ Year X :

'

2 Large LOCA)(SIT OK1(Injection OK) 7.757E-9 5.93
Containment Spray ;CS) FAILS) :

'

3 (Large LOCA)(SIT OK)(Injection FAILS) 3.951E-8 5.22 |
(CS OK) |

i4 (Large LOCA)(SIT FAILS) 4.ll3E 14 N/A

!

O|

|
1

-

i

i

4

;

.

i

i

1O
|
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3.1.2 MEDIUM LOCA I

The Medium LOCA event tree, Event Tree 2 (Figure B3.1.2-1), |
applies to all Reactor Coolant System (RCS) ruptures inside !

containgent which have an effective brgak area from approximately ,

0.50 ft down to approximately 0.05 ft '

The Medium LOCA category encompasses a spectrum of break sizes
sufficient for decay heat removal via the break so that secondary
side heat removal is not required for mitigating the temperature
transient, and the RCS inventory control is provided- by the ,

safety injection pumps such that the safety injection tanks are
not required. The systems required for-response to a Medium LOCA
include the Safety Injection System (SIS), the Mntainment Spray
System (CSS), and the Engineered Safety Feature. 'ctuation System |.

(ESFAS). The safety injection pumps are required for initial
injection of borated water and hot leg injection during the'long '

term cooling phase. After the core is re-covered, long term
cooling is initiated. For this analysis, it was assumed that
shutdown cooling conditions cannot be established for Medium '

LOCAs. Therefore, large break LOCA procedures are used and
simultaneous hot and direct vessel injection is used to cool the .

core and control boric acid concentration in the system. Long
O term removal of the decay heat from within containment is| '

provided by the containment Spray Systom and Component Cooling
Water System. Reactor coolant discharged through the break will
drain to the holdup sump and then into the IRWST. The
containment spray pumps pump water from the IRWST through the
containment spray heat exchangers, where it is cooled by the 2

'Component Cooling Water System, and then back to the IRWST. Core
inventory is replenished by the safety injection pumps.

To facilitate the definition and evaluation of the Plant Damage
States (PDS) for the containment response analysis (Level 2
analysis), the Medium I.CCA event tree was split into two separate
event trees based on the estimated in-vessel pressure at the time
of onset of core damage. In-vessel pressure is a parameter used
for estimating the potential for Direct Containment Heating (DCH)
in the Level 2 analysis. The MLOCA1 category includes Medium
LOCAs for which the in-vessel pressure is estimated to - be less
than 400 psia at the time of onset of core damage. The MLOCA2
category includes those Medium LOCAs for which the in-vessel
pressure is greater than or equal to 400 psia but less than 1200
psia at the onset of core damage.

,

The following paragraphs describe the individual elements of this
event tree.

O
Amendment F
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3.1.2.1 Event Tree 2 El ats

3.1.2.1.1 Medium LOCA Initiators j

The Medium IOCA event tree is initiated by a randon RCS break .i
i

wi}h an effective break area if. the range of approximately 0.50
ft to approximately 0.05 ft Medium IACAs . which create a !

idirect path outside containment are treated as a separate' type of
|event (Interfacing System IDCA) .
!

3.1.3.1.2 Safety Injection System Injection :

The primary function of Safety Injection System (SIS) is to- [
inject borated water into the RCS to . provide core inventory .

control. The SIS is actuated by a Safety Injection Actuation ,'

Signal (SIAS) on low pressurizer pressure or high containment ,

|pressure.
|

There are four SIS trains and success is defined as one safety i

injection pump injecting water into the reactor vessel via its ;

!train from the IRWST. i

Following a period of direct vessel injection after a Medium
LOCA, simultaneous hot leg and direct vessel injection must be f
established to provide a circulation flow through the core to i

prevent boric acid crystallization. Based on the Post-LOCA long :

term cooling analysis presented in Section 6.3.3.4 of CESSAR-DC, !

it is estimated that hot leg injection should be initiated within |
2-4 hours to prevent boric acid crystallization. There are two i

hot leg injection paths. Hot leg injection is established by {
manually opening the hot leg injection valves from the control .;

room. For this analysis, it is conservatively assumed that hot i

leg injection is required for both cold and hot leg breaks. .

The success criterion for hot leg injection is that the hot leg i

injection valves in one of the two hot leg injection paths be |
opened and sufficient flow be delivered from the associated i

safety injection pump to an intact RCS hot leg.

The safety injection failure is, therefore, defined to be four of !

the four SIS trains not available during the initial phase of (
safety injection or both hot leg injection paths unavailable ;
during hot leg injection phase. ,

i

In-containment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST) supplies !

borated water to the SIS. f
!

| O!
l !
l-
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3.1.2.1.3 Containment Spray Coeling

Shortly after the postulated medium IhCA, the containment spray
System (CSS) is actuated by the Containment Spray Actuation
Signal (CSAS) on high-high containment pressure. Containment
Spray System reduces temperature and pressure in the containment
and, subsequently, removes heat from t.he RCS. This ic achieved
by circulating the'IRWST inventory through the containment spray
heat exchangers and back into the containment via the spray
headers.

The success criteria for containment spray cooling is that one
CSS pump provide flow from the IRWST through its containment
spray heat exchanger to the containment spray header. If the CS3
pump is unavailable, SCS pump may be used as backup.

The IRWST provides the water supply for the Containment Spray
System.

3.1.2.2 Maior Dependencies

The following functional dependencies are important for Event
Tree 2:

A. If the IRWST is unavailable, safety injection and
containment spray cooling would fail because there is no
source of cooling water.

B. If SIAS fails, there is no actuation signal for SIS
equipment. Hence, safety injection would fail.

C. If CSAS fails, there is no actuation signal for CSS
equipment. Hence, containment spray cooling would fail.

3.1.2.3 Maior Recovery Actions
!

The following major recovery actions were addressed in the
recovery analysis for the Medium I4CA Event Sequences:

A. For the sequences wherein the power to the pumps has been
lost due to loss of offsite power and subsequent operating
failure of the diesel generators, power to the pumps may be
restored by either aligning the standby alternate power
source or restoring the offsite power. Accordingly, power
to the SIS pumps was restored in the hot leg injection phase
and CSS pump. SCS pump can be used for containment cooling
if the CSS pump is unavailable. This requires starting the
SCS pump and aligning valves such that the SCS pump
discharge is aligned to the containment spray heat:

-

exchanger.

Amendment F
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B. Since there is more tdan sufficient time available in the

later stages of a Medium IDCA accident, for the sequence
involving Containment Spray system failures, general

recovery of. components outside the containment was-

|
credited in the analysis.

3.1.2.4 core Damage sequence Quantification
o

The core damage frequency contribution for the Medium IOCA1 and
Medium IDCA2 sequences are given in Tables B3.1.2-1 and B3.1.2-2.,

.;
.

,

,

:

O

!

i

1

e

i
,

i

|

:

O-
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TABLE B3.1.1-l'

$0RE DAMAGE FRE00plCY CONTRIBUTIONS FOR +

NEDIUM LOS3 0F C00LAK' ACCIDENT 1 (NLOCA1) i

CORE DAMAR: SE00ENCES :

Core Damage Frequency.

Contribution ,

Sequence
m-%r Seeuence- Nean/ Year .JRE_ !

2 Medium LOCA1)(Injection OK) 7.173E-9 5.75 t

Containment Spray (CS) FAILS) e

'

3 (MediumLOCAl)(InjectionFAILS) 4.266E 8 5.62
; (CSOK) ::

j ,

O !

1
t

:

'

.

|

|

3

|

.

,

;

,

LO
1
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TABLE R3.1.2-2 i

; .\

| !

CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY CONTRIBUTIONS FOR .|
: NEDILB1 L0$$ OF COOLANT ACCIDENT 2 fMLOCA2) ,f

| CORE DAMARE SEQUENCES

|

| I

| Core Damage Frequency
. Contr' bution
! Sequence ',
!- Number Senuance Mean/ Year fJLE

f

(MediumLOCA2)(InjectionDK))
2 7.713E-9 5.75 .

i

(Containment Spray (CS) FAILS '

.

(Medium LOCA2)(Injection FAILS) 4.266E-8 5.623

(CS OK)
;;

;

!

O!

1

!

!

|

O
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3.1.3 SMALL LOCA

The Small IhCA event tree, Event Tree 3 (Figure B3.1.3-1),
applies to all Reactor Coolant System (RCS) ruptures inside

an effective break area less thancontainment which hgve
approximately 0.05 ft .

The Small LOCA category encompasses a spectrum of break sizes
which require secondary side heat removal to remove decay heat
and safety injection for RCS inventory control. Simultaneous hot
leg and direct vessel injection is not required for boric acid
flushing during the long term cooling phase. A reactor trip is
required for reactivity control but the failure to trip the
reactor results in an Anticipated Transient Without scram (ATWS),
which is covered later in the section.
The systems which may respond to a small LOCA are the safety
Injection System, Emergency Feedwater System, some means of
secondary steam removal, the Shutdown Cooling System, the Safety
Depressurization System, and some means of containnent heat
removal.

The following paragraphs describe the individual elements of this
event tree.

3.1.3.1 Event Tree 3 Elements

3.1.3.1.1 small LOCA Initiators

The Small LOCA event tree is initiated by a randon RCS byeak with
an effective break area less than approximately 0.05 ft . Small
LOCAs which create a direct path outside containment are treated |
as a separate type of event (Interfacing System LOCA). LOCAs

'

arising as a consequence of another type of event are evaluated
within the context of that event.

3.1.3.1,1 Safety Injection System Injection

The Safety Injection System (SIS) injects borated water into the
RCS if a break occurs in the RCS boundary to control reactor
coolant inventory. The SIS gets its actuation signal from the
Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS) and the
In-Containment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST) supplies
water to the safety injection pumps.

There are four SIS trains and success is defined as one of the
four safety injection pumps injecting water into the reactor
vessel from the IRWST via its train.

Amendment F
B-29 December 15, 1989
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If the SIS fails to deliver flow to the RCS following a small !
LOCA, the Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) can be actuated to inject i

water for reactor coolant inventory control. Sufficient time is ;

available to remove heat via. both steam generators using
Aggressive Secondary Cooldown. This results in reduction of the
RCS pressure to a point at which the Shutdown Cooling System can ,

be placed in service. This is described in the following '

sections. ,

3.1.3.1.3 Aggressive secondary Cooldown
i

For Small LOCAs with a failure'of the SIS, the Shutdown Cooling ,

System can be used to provide injection for the RCS inventory
control if the primary system can be depressurized below the SCS :
pump shutoff head before the core is uncovered and core damage
begins. Depressurization of the primary system is achieved by ,

aggressively cooling the primary syg,9,1ging the secondary
system. Analyses for System 80 plants have shown that if ;

the aggressive cooldown is initiated within approximately 15
minutes of the small LOCA, the Shutdown Cooling System can
successfully provide RCS inventory control.

,

Aggressive Secondary Cooldown is performed by. delivering the
emergency feedwater to both steam generators and removing steam -

from the steam generators using one of two Atmospheric Dump
Valves (ADVs) on each generator.

The success criteria for Aggressive Secondary Cooldown are that
each Emergency Feedwater System (EFWS) train must deliver the
flow of one of its two pumps to its associated steam generator
from its Emergency Feedwater Storage Tank (EFWST) ,- one ADV on ,

each steam generator must be available to remove steam, and all
four safety injection tanks inject water into the RCS during the
primary side depressurization. -

The main feedwater or the startup feedwater may be used for
Aggressive Secondary Cooldown. However, it is not credited in
the analysis. ,

e

3.1.3.1.4 shutdown Cooling system Injection

For Small LOCAs with a failure of the SIS, the Shutdown Cooling
System can be used to provide injection for the RCS inventory 4

control if the primary system can be depressurized below the SCS
pump shutoff head before the core is uncovered and core damage

'

ibegins. Depressurization of the primary system is achieved by
aggressively cooling the primary syg,9,3ging the secondary i

system. Analyses for System 80 plants have shown that if
the aggressive cooldown is initiated within approximately 15

,

i minutes of the small LOCA, the Shutdown Cooling System can i

successfully provide RCS inventory control. *

Amendment F
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To establish SCS injection following a successful aggressive !

cooldown, the SCS pumps must be manually aligned to the IRWST, i

the suction and discharge valves must be opened and the pumps
must be manually started.

The success criteria for SCS injection, given a successful
depressurization via an aggressive cooldown, are that the i

Shutdown Cooling System must be properly aligned to deliver flow,
'

and water must be delivered from the IRWST to the RCS using one
| of the two SCS pumps.

3.1.3.1.5 Deliver Feedwater >

,

Following a small IOCA event, main feedwater will ramp down and
the Startup Feedwater System will automatically be actuated on
low steam generator level to provide decay heat removal from the
RCS.

The success criteria for this element are that the Startup ;

Feedwater System must be actuated by the Process Component 6

Contr)1 System and feedwater must be delivered from the
Condensate Storage Tank (CST) to a steam generator by the Startup
Feedwater pump. -

O If for any reason, the Startup Feedwater System is unavailable,
the Emergency Feedwater System (EFWS) may be used to supply ;

'

feedwater. The EFWS is automatically actuated by the ESFAS. It
can also be manually actuated from the control room.

The success criteria for the EFWS are that it must be actuated *

and emergency feedwater must be delivered from the EFWST to a
steam generator by one of the two EFWS pumps associated with that .

steam generator. {,

,

3.1.3.1.6 Long-Tern Decay Meat Removal

Decay heat must be continually removed from-the RCS following the
| initial response to the transient. For the purpose of this

analysis, it is assumed that the plant will always be brought to
cold shutdown following a transient if it is at all possible.

!

Thus, during the initial response to the transient, the plant
would normally be brought down to shutdown cooling entry '

conditions using secondary side heat removal. This. can be
accomplished in about 6 to 8 hours.

.

The Shutdown Cooling System, which is the preferred means, is
then used for long-term decey heat removal. If the Shutdown '

Cooling System is not available, secondary side heat removal must

Amendment F
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be maintained for long-term decay heat removal by maintaining ||

emergency feedwater flow. In this case, the CST must be aligned i

!

l to provide additional inventory to the EFWS once the EFWSTs empty i

j (nominally between 16 to 20 hours after the initiation of the i

l event).
Following successful establishment of long-term decay heat |

I

removal, emergency feedwater is normally shut down after the
steam generators are filled to appropriate levels. If the

Shutdown Cooling System later fails during long-term decay heat
removal, secondary side heat removal can be. re-established by-

'

restarting the EFWS. Operator has at least one hour to :

re-establish emergency feedwater flow because of the low decay
heat levels and the inventory in the steam generators.

i The success criteria for this element are that the SCS or the i

EFWS must be available for the mission time of 24 hours and the
CST must be properly aligned to provide additional inventory to

^

the EFWS.

3.1.3.1.7 safety Depressurisation (Bleed)

If the long-term decay heat removal fails via either the Shutdown ;

Cooling System or the secondary heat removal using the EFWS,
'

decay heat removal can still be provided by the safety injection ;

and safety depressurization (Feed and Bleed).
t

If the bleed is initiated on an indication of the RCS !

repressurization and before steam generator dryout, 1 safety ,

injection pump and 1 Safety Depressurization valve will be
capable of maintaining core coolability and, .thus, core
integrity. Therefore, the success criterion for this element is I

that one Safety Depressurization valve path must be available in
conjuction with one safety injection pump.

3.1.3.1.8 Cooling the In-containment Refueling Water
Storage Tank

If secondary side heat removal is not available following a small
LOCA, feed and bleed cooling of the RCS is used to remove decay |
heat from the core and transfer it to the In-containment (

Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST). The energy must then .be

transferred outside of containment. If the energy is not removed

from the containment, containment temperature and pressure
increase, possibly resulting in a breach of the containment'

integrity. At this point, coolant will flash through the break |
in the containment and the SI pumps may cavitate. Even if the SI i

pumps trip and can be restarted, core damage may occur because

9:
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the combined RCS and IRWST inventory would be depleted. )
Thermal / hydraulic analysis indicates that without containment !

'

cooling to remove the energy, containment failure would occur j

approximately 41 hours after the event occurrence. :
i

',The Containment Spray System (CSS) is used to cool the IRWST and
Containment. The CS pumps circulate the IRWST inventory through
the CS heat exchangers, where the decay heat. energy is

transferred to the Component Cooling Water System, and then back i

to the IRWST. The CSS would be actuated on high-high containment !

pressure, or it could be manually actuated. The CSS consists.of '

two separate, redundant divisions or trains. Each train consists
of a pump, heat exchanger, spray header, and associated' valves i

and instrumentation. In addition, there is a provision to align '

the SCS pump from the associated SCS train to the containment
spray heat exchanger if the containment spray pump in that train ;

is unavailable. The success criteria for this element are that at -

least one CS pump deliver flow from the IRWST .through its
containment spray heat exchanger to the containment spray header ;

and that the decay heat energy be transferred to the Component
Cooling Water System. If the CS headers are not available, the
CSS can be aligned to discharge directly to the IRWST. If the CS !
pump in one train is not available, the SCS pump associated with

O that train may be used as a backup. .

3.1.3.2 Maior Dependencies

IThe following major dependencies are important for Event Tree 3:

A. If the IRWST is unavailable, there is no inventory available
for SIS and SCS injection. In addition, the IRWST must be
successfully cooled to prevent containment damage.

B. If emergency or startup feedwater is unavailable, there is
no success path for secondary heat removal and, therefore,
decay heat removal. In addition, insufficient inventory
from the EFWST and/or the CST would result in failure of the
EFWS. 6

C. If SIS injection fails and Aggressive Secondary Cooldown
cannot be performed successfully, the Shutdown Cooling
System can not be used to provide RCS heat removal and there ,

is no success path available to remove heat.
,

3.1.3.3 ggior Recovery Actions

The following major recovery actions were addressed in the
recovery analysis for the Small LOCA Event Sequences:

,

C '

;

r
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A; For a Small LOCA accident, sequences which involve systems ,

failures due to a loss of 125 VDC bus, breakers were
manually racked in.

'

B. In the later stages of a Small IDCA accident, for the
sequetaces wherein the power to the pumps has been lost due
to loss of offsite power and subsequent operating failure of i

the diesel generators, power to the pumps may be restored by |

either aligning the standby alternate power source or |

restoring the offsite power. Accordingly, power to the SIS i

pumps, RHR pumps and motor-driven EPWS pumps was restored. '

3.1.3.4 core n===ne soeuence cuantification

The core damage frequency contribution for the Small LOCA
sequences are given in Table B3.1.3-1.

|

1

.

L

s

!

,

,

:

|
t

O
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TABLE B3.1.3-1

CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY CONTRIBUTIONS FOR
$NALL LOS$ OF COOLANT ACCIDENT ($LOCA)

CORE DAMARE SE00ENCE$ |
t

.

Core Damane Frequency
Contr' bution

sequence !

Number Secuence Mean/ Year _ IRE _ >

3 Small LOCA)(Injection OK)(EFW OK) 6.482E-14 N/A
Long-Term Decay Heat Removal FAILS)
Bleed OK)(FAIL _to Cool IRWST)

4 (Small LOCA)(Injection OK)(EFW OK) 2.414E-13 19.23
'(Long Term Decay Heat Removal FAILS)

(BleedFAILS)

6 (Small LOCA)(Injection OK)(Feedwater 1.305E-13 18.86 :

FAILS)(Bleed OK)(FAIL to Cool IRWST)

7 (Small LOCA)(Injection OK)(Feedwater 4.444E-12 11.69
FAILS)(Bleed FAILS) ,

9 (Small LOCA)(Injection FAILS) 4.839E-15 N/A
-

(AggressiveCooldownOK)
(SCS Injection OK)(Long-Term Decay
Heat Removal FAILS)

,

10 (Small LOCA)(Injection FAILS) 2.129E-10 6.41
(AggressiveCooldownOK)
(SCS Injection FAILS)

11 (Small LOCA)(Injection FAILS) 4.343E-8 11.22 ;

(Aggressive Cooldown FAILS)

I

|
'

i

,

1

A

O
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3.1.4 STEAM. GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURE 4

The steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) event tree, Event Tree 4 z

(Figure B3.1.4-1), applies to the rupture of.one or more tubes in
one steam generator causing' primary coolant to leak to. the
secondary system. Credible tube failures range in severity from ;

leak rate's of a few to several hundred gallons per minute for the
guillotine rupture- of several tubes. The event chosen as
representative of this range is -the complete severance of a-

single' tube, resulting in a leakage: rate of. about 400 gpm at.
normal ~RCS and secondary-system conditions. This choice was'made
on'the basis that less than complete failure will'resultiin;much
smaller leak rates, generally within the : capacity' of. the normal- :
makeup system, and a fairly normal shutdown . can take . place.

'

Multiple-tube failures, on the other hand, were not explicitly-
addressed because ' they are much less likely and because the .
success criteria for systems called. upon to respond: are

.

substantially the same as those for the failure of a single tube. t

3.1.4.1 Normal Transient Procression !

A steam generator tube rupture event begins as a breach of the
O primary coolant barrier between the RCS and the secondary side of
! the steam generator. Primary system pressure (nominally 2250

psia) is initially much greater than the' steam generator ,

pressures (nominally 1000 psia), so reactor coolant flows from '

the primary into the secondary side of the affected- steam
generator. In response to this loss of reactor- coolant,
pressurizer level decreases at.a rate which is-dependent upon'the
size and/or number of ruptured tubes. : Primary system . pressure '

'

also decreases as the steam bubble in the pressurizer- expands.
Normally, charging flow will automatically increa'se and
pressurizer heaters will be energized in an effort to stabilize
pressurizer pressure and level. However, if the-leakage exceeds
the capacity of the Chemical and Volume control System, reactor
coolant inventory will continue to decrease and eventually lead
to an. automatic reactor trip.

Following a reactor trip, core power rapidly decreases to decay
heat levels, steam flow to the turbine is terminated, and' the
Turbine Bypass System actuates to dump steam to the condenser to
establish no-load coolant temperatures in the primary system.
Following turbine trip but prior to the opening of the bypass
valves, secondary pressure may momentarily spike high enough to
lift the first Main Steam Safety Valve (MSSV) on each steam
generator. If the Turbine Bypass System (TBS) is unavailable,
the MSSVs would lift to relieve steam generator pressure. The

q Feedwater Control System throttles main feedwater flow. in

Q response to the reduced steam flow. If main feedwater flow is

:
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interrupted, the EFWS would be automatically actuated on ' low -
steam _ generator level, or it _could 'be manually actuated. :p

Eventually, manual action is required to control _ emergency (or
main) feedwater flow to maintain proper level.in the intact steam- :

generator. If, at' this point,, the Turbine- Bypass System were
unavailable, the operator would open one ADV on . each : steam j

'

generator to initiate plant:cooldown. ,

1

Following the reactor trip, . RCS pressure decreases more - rapidly
as the energy transfer to the. secondary - system . shrinks- the i

reactor coolant and the tube rupture -flow depletes. the primary .1

inventory. This results-in an SIAS on : low pressurizer ~ pressure ,

shortly after'the reactor. trip. On SIAS, two of the-four Reactor -

= Pumps (RCPs) (in' opposite loops) would :be manually .

Coolant
tripped.- If RCP operating limits were not met,.the. remaining two
RCPs would also be tripped.- (Two: of the four RCPs would be
rer. tarted if and when restart criteria were met.) .

Following reactor | trip, initiation of plant cool'down and ' safety.
injection, the operators would identify and isolate the steam
generator with the' tube rupture. The operator actions involved-
include closing the ' appropriate -Main , Steam Isolation Valve

(MSIV) , ADV and Main Feedwater Isolation Valve ' (MFIV) . Steam

generator blowdown, vents, drains, exhausts and bleadoffs would
also be isolated.

!
'

Operator must also act to . stabilize the RCS,- initiate cooldown-
and depressurize the RCS to a pressure at or slightly>above the

~

'

pressure in the affected steam generator to terminate- ~(or
minimize) the leak. flow to the affected - generator. (Note: RCS

'

| kept slightly above affected generator to prevent reverse flow
| and potential dilution of the RCS.) The RCS is cooled down by-

'

secondary heat removal via the unaffected steam generator.

Feedwater flow is provided by the Main Feedwater System, the.

Startup Feedwater System, or the Emergency ~ Feedwater System and
j steam is removed by the TBS (preferred) or the ADVs. . Pressurizer
L Spray System or the Reactor Coolant Gas Vent System (RCGVS) is;

used for RCS pressure control and depressurization. .. Safety <

Depressurization (or - Bleed) valves may be used to - affect L the >
depressurization if the pressurizer spray or' the RCGVS is not
available. No credit is taken for'the auxiliary spray in the' ,

analysis. 1

When the pressurizer level and hot leg subcooling are recovered, .

'

the operator would throttle the safety injection flow to prevent
repressurizing the RCS and increasing 'the leak rate to the
secondary system.

O
,
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Following . isolation of the affected steam generator, its level :

will contir.m to increase as long as there is .a non-zero leak
rete.- To prevent overfilling the af fected. steam generator, -it.
may be necessary to occasionally drain the steam generator via

'

the blowdown system, or, if the blowdown system is unavailable,.
by dumping steam to the condenser if the Turbine Bypass System is 4

availabic -r to the atmosphere using the ADVs if the Turbine- ;

Bypass System is unavailable. i

With the RCS stabilized and the affected generator -isolated, the ,

RCS will be cooled down and depressurized to shutdown - cooling- i

entry conditions.. The Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) ~ would be
aligned and started and'the plant.would be taken to cold shutdown i

'

for repair.. During- the cooldown to shutdown cooling entry.
conditions, the IRWST and Condensate Storage Tank - (CST) levels
must be-monitored to ensure adequate inventory for the cooldown.-

3.1.4.2 Accident Proaression wi,t,h coincident LOOP

If a Loss Of Offsite Power (LOOP) occurs-coincident with the tube
'

,

rupture, system behavior will be slightly - dif ferent, but ' the r
recovery actions will be similar, albeit .using different
equipment. With offsite power unavailable, the Turbine Bypass

O System and the Main Feedwater System will be unavailable due to|-
i loss of condenser vacuum on loss of the circulation water pumps. :

| Thus, secondary side cooldown is achieved using the Emergency
Feedwater System and the ADVs. 'Also, with the TBS unavailable,

,

|
the MSSV's will lift to handle initial steam flow following

,

: turbine trip. The Steam Generator Blowdown System will be
| unavailable, so level in the affected generator will be
l controlled using the ADVs. All RCPs will trip on loss of offsite

| power, so the pressurizer sprays will be unavailable. .Thus, some
I other system must be used for depressurization.. In addition,
| with the RCPs not running, the RCS will be in natural circulation
I so hot leg temperatures will lag cold leg and steam generator

temperatures and the upper head region will be inactive. These-
effects result in a slower cooldown and an increased chance ~ of

; voiding in the upper head region. However, cooldown, RCS
inventory control and RCS pressure control can be maintained with
available equipment.

.

3.1.4.3 Event Tree 4 Elements

3.1.4.3.1 Steam Generator Tube Rupture Initiators

Steam generator tube ruptures include the failure of one or more
steam generator tubes in one or both steam generators such that
the total leak flow rate exceeds-the capacity of the charging
system.

,
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3.1.4.3.2 -Safety Injection System Injection

The primary function of Safety . Injection' System - (SIS) . -is to:
'

inject borated water into the RCS to provide reactor coolant-

inventory control. The SIS;is actuated by the Engineered ~ Safety .

Features Actuation System (ESFAS) on a' Safety Injection Actuation
4Signal'(SIAS) on low pressurizer pressure.

There are four SIS pumps and success is defined as one of these. i

four SIS pumps .njecting water- into__ the RCS from. the
In-Containment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST).

If SIS fails to deliver flow to the RCS- following a SGTR' event,
Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) can be actuated to inject water-for
reactor coolant inventory control. Sufficient time is available j

to remove heat via -both steam generators using Aggressive < j

Secondary Cooldown. This results- in reduction of -the RCSS j
pressure to a point at which the Shutdown Cooling System can'be i

placed in service. This is described in the following sections. - !

3.1.4.3.3 Aggressive Secondary cooldown

For a SGTR with a failure of'the SIS, the Shutdown Cooling-System
can be used to provide injection for the RCS inventory control-if;

_

the primary system can be depressurized below ,the SCS pump
shutoff head before the core is uncovered and core damage begins, i

Depressurization of the ' primary system is achieved ' by-
aggressively cooling the primary syg,y,1gying the secondary
system. Analyses for. System 80 plants have shown that if 1
the aggressive cooldown is initiated within approximately 15 i

'

minutes of the SGTR, the Shutdown Cooling System can successfully
provide RCS inventory control.

Aggressive Secondary Cooldown is performed by delivering the
emergency feedwater to both steam generators and removing steam
from the steam generators using one of two Atmospheric Dump
Valves (ADVs) on each generator.

The success criteria for Aggressive Secondary- Cooldown are that
each Emergency Feedwater System train must deliver the flow of ,

Ione of its two pumps to its associated steam generator from its
Emergency Feedwater Storage Tank (EFWST), and one ADV on each
steam generator must be available to remove steam.

The main feedwater or the startup feedwater may be used for
Aggressive Secondary Cooldown. However, it is not credited in
the analysis.

O
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3.1.4.3.4 Shutdown Cooling System Injection

For a SGTR with a failure of the SIS, the Shutdown-Cooling System
can be used to provide injection for the ItCS inventory control if :

the primary system can be depressurized below the SCS pump :

shutoff head before the-core is uncovered and core' damage begins. :

Depressurization of the primary system is achieved by: -- !

aggressively cooling the primary- syg,ep,ygping the secondary 4
syctem.- Analyses for System 80 plants have shown that if-
the aggressive cooldown is initiated within approximately 15
minutes of the SGTR, the' Shutdown-Cooling System can.successfully.
provide RCS inventory control.

To - establish SCS injection following a successful aggressive-
cooldown, the SCS pumps must be-manually aligned to the IRWST,
the suction and discharge valves must be opened and~ the - pumps
must be manually started..

The success criteria for SCS injection,-'given a successful
depressurization via an aggressive cooldown, are that- the
Shutdown Cooling System must be properly aligned to deliver flow,
and water must be delivered from the'IRWST to the RCS using one 3
of the two SCS pumps.

3.1.4.3.5 Deliver Feedwater |

Following a SGTR event, main feedwater will ~ ramp down and the
Startup Feedwater System will automatically ' be actuated on low
steam generator level to provide decay heat removal from the-RCS.

The success criteria for this element are that the Startup
Feedwater System must be actuated by the Process Component
Control System and feedwater must be delivered from the
condensate Storage Tank (CST) to the intact steam generator by
the Startup Feedwater pump.

If for any reason, the Startup Feedwater System is unavailable,
the ~ Emergency Feedwater System (EFWS) may be used to supply
feedwater. The EFWS is automatically actuated by the ESFAS. It.
can also be manually actuated from the control room.

The turbine-driven pump in the EFWS train associated with the
ruptured steam generator is assumed to be unavailable because
steam supply to drive the pump turbine is conservatively assumed
to be isolated. However, since the cross-connect between the two ,

EFWS trains is credited in the analysis,-the motor-driven pump in !

the affected train can be used.- In this case, the operator has
to align the motor-driven pump in the affected train to the

Ot intact steam generator by opening appropriate manual valves. The

..
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source of the feedwater for this motor-driven pump will be the
Emergency Feedwater Storage Tank (EFWST) associated with the
affected train. Hence, the success- criteria for the EFWS are-
that it must- be actuated and--emergency feedwater must be;

delivered .to the intact steam generator _ by one of _ the three - ,

unaffected EFWS pumps from the associated EFWST. |

3.1'.4.3.6 RCS Pressure Control

To minimize the leakage from primary to - secondary- during the
plant cooldown, RCS . pressure must be- maintained at- or near the
pressure in the ruptured steam generator. :If pressure control-:is |
not established, the IRWST inventory will - be -lost -through - the
ruptured tube. Pressure- -control -must_ be- established _in
sufficient time to permit bringing the plant to cold shutdown-
conditions and- stopping the. leak ' before the inventory f in the
IRWST is. depleted. The two actions _ involved,.in establishing RCS
pressure control are throttling 1the safety- injection pumps _ once 4

pressurizer level and RCS subcooling have been re-established, L)
and starting pressurizer spray flow. If-two RCPs are running, 1

the Pressurizer Spray System- may be used. If the RCPs are not ,

running, either the RCGVS or the Bleed System valves can be_used. :
The auxiliary spray is not credited in the analysis. .j

The success criteria for the RCS Pressure Control are- that SIS-
flow must be throttled and the - pressurizer spray flow must be
established. If the pressurizer spray is. unavailable, either the i

RCGVS or the Bleed System must be available. . ;

3.1.4.3.7 Long-Term Decay Beat Removal

Decay heat must be continually removed from the RCS following the
initial response to the transient. For the purpose of. this
analysis, it is assumed that the plant will always be-brought to
cold shutdown following a transient if it is at all possible.
Thus, during the initial response to the transient, the plant
would normally be brought down to residual heat removal entry
conditions using secondary side heat removal. This can be
accomplished in about 6 to 8 hours.

The Shutdown Cooling System, which is the preferred means, is
then used for long-term decay heat removal. If the Shutdown
Cooling System is not available, secondary side heat removal must
be maintained for long-term decay heat removal by maintaining
emergency feedwater flow. In this case, the CST must be aligned
to provide additional inventory to the EFWS once the EFWSTs empty
(nominally between 16 to 20 hours after the initiation of the
event). O
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Following successful. establishment: of long-term decay heat

removal, emergency feedwater is normally shut down after the
- steam - generators are filled to appropriate ~' levels. If| the >

Shutdown Cooling System later fails during long-term-decay heat
removal, secondary side heat - removal can be . re-established' by
restarting the- EFWS, Operator ~has at least-|one hour 'to
re-establish emergency feedwater because : of -the low decay heat.

levels and the inventory in the steam generators.

The success criteria for this: element are that the SCS - or the
| EFWS must be available for the mission time' of 24 hours and the ,

! CST must be properly aligned to provide additional inventory .to -
s

the EFWS.

3.1.4.3.8 Unisolable Leak in Ruptured Steam. Generator
.

If an unisolable path exists from the ruptured steam generator to
the atmosphere, the ruptured ' generator could be at. or near

I
atmospheric pressure. Thus, the differential pressure between-

'

L the RCS and the ruptured generator will remain .high with the
attendant high leak rate between the RCS and the ruptured steam
generator. The RCS pressure would - have to . be decreased to s

atmospheric pressure to-terminate the. leak prior to depletion of
O the available inventory. This would- be accomplished by cooling +

'and depressurizing the RCS to residual heat removal' conditions
using the unaffected steam generator and .the pressurizer spray.

| The SCS would then.be used to cool and depressurize~the. plant to
! atmospheric pressure and less than. 212'F. On natural- i

'

circulation, other means of depressurization would be -used to
bring the plant to SCS entry conditions. <

The success criterion for this element is that there is no -

Iunisolable path from the ruptured generator to the atmosphere.

The potential failure paths for this element are: j

A. One or more MSSVs are stuck open, or a

B. One or both ADVs are stuck open. !

The mechanisms for achieving one of the above two conditions are:

A. TBVs fail to open on reactor trip,

MSSVs open on both generators,
'

One or more MSSVs on the ruptured generator fail to reseat.
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B; . Isolated ruptured generator begins'to fill,.

Steam Generator Blowdown System unavailable,

ADVs on the ruptured generator unavailable,

The ruptured-generator fills,

MSSVs on the ruptured generator lift,

MSSV-fails to reseat.

C. ADVs on both generators opened for initial cooldown,
i

ADV on the' ruptured generator = fails to close. |

D. Isolated ruptured generator begins to fill,. ,

!

Steam ~ Generator Blowdown System unavailable,

operator opens ADV on the ruptured generator,
!

ADV fails to close. .i

3.1.4.3.9 Maintain Secondary-Heat Removal-(MSHR)' -

If the feedwater is available but the RCS pressure control fails, ]
the plant may be maintained in a stable condition via continued i

"secondary heat removal.
,

The success criteria for this element are that the emergency
feedwater must be delivered from the Emergency Feedwater Storage i

Tank (EFWST) to the intact steam generator and - the additional i

water inventory must be provided by the CST if the EFWST empties
at between 16 and 20 hours following the event. 1

3.1.4.3.10 Safety Depressurisation (Bleed).

If the long-term decay heat removal fails via either the Shutdown i

Cooling System or the secondary heat . removal using the EFWS, i
'

decay heat removal can still be provided by the safety injection
and safety depressurization (Feed and Bleed).

If the bleed is initiated at lifting of the Primary Safety Valves
(PSVs), 1 SIS pump and 1 Safety Depressurization valve will be
capable of maintaining core coolability and, thus, core !

integrity. Therefore, the success criterion for this element is
that one Safety Depressurization valve path must be available in ;

conjuction with one SIS pump.
.

!
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3.1.4.3.11- Safety Injection (Feed)-

If the long-term decay heat removal. fails via either the Shutdown
Cooling System or the secondary heat removal using the EFWS,

;

| decay heat removal can still be provided. by the safety _ injection'- ,

l and safety- depressurization (Feed- and Bleed). Safety injection- |
(or Feed) provides cooling water to remove decay heat.I

If the bleed is initiated at lifting of the Primary Safety Valves +

L (PSVs), 1 SIS pump. and 1 Safety Depressurization valve will - be
| capable of maintaining core. coolability _ and, thus,; core ;

integrity. Therefore, the success _ criteria for.this element are
that one SIS pump must deliver . water from - the IRWST to the RCS ;

and one Safety Depressurization valve path must be available.- !

3.1.4.3.12 Cooling the In-containment Refueling Water i
Storage Tank

If secondary side heat removal is not available following a SGTR,
feed and bleed cooling of the RCS is used- to remove decay heat
from the core and transfer it to the In-containment . Refueling
Water Storage Tank (IRWST). The energy must then be transferred
outside of containment. If,the energy. is not removed from the

( containment, containment temperature and pressure increase, -

| possibly resulting in a breach of the containment integrity.- At
3

' this point, coolant will flash through the break in the
containment and the SI pumps may cavitate. Even if the'SI pumps- .

| trip and can be restarted, core damage may occur because the
combined RCS and IRWST inventory would _ be depleted. ,

Thermal / hydraulic analysis indicates that without containment-
cooling to remove the energy, containment failure would occur
approximately 41 hours after the event occurrence.

The Containment Spray System-(CSS) is used to cool the.IRWST and
Containment. The CS pumps circulate the IRWST inventory through-
the CS heat exchangers, where the decay heat energy is
transferred to the Component Cooling Water _ System, and-then back

. to the IRWST. The CSS would be actuated on high-high containment i
I pressure, or it could be manually. actuated. The CSS consists-of

two separate, redundant divisions or trains. .Each-train consists
of a pump, heat exchanger, spray header, and associated valves
and instrumentation. In addition, there is a provision _to align
the SCS pump from the associated SCS . train to the containment
spray heat exchanger if the containment spray pump in that_ train
is unavailable. The success criteria for this element are that-
at least one CS pump deliver flow from the IRWST. through its,

! containment spray heat exchanger to the containment spray header
and that the decay heat energy be transferred to the Component,

OG
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Cooling Water System. If the CS headers are not available, .the
CSS can be aligned to discharge directly to the IRWST. If the CS

pump in one train is not available,'the SCS pump associated with
that train may be used as a backup.

3.1.4.4 Maior Dependencies

The following functional dependencies are displayed on - Event
Tree 4:

A. If Safety Injection System (SIS) is not- available- and-

Aggressive Secondary Cooldown cannot be performed, there is
insufficient time to stabilize- the' plant before core

uncovery occurs.

B. If the SIS fails, both steam generators must be used for
secondary heat-removal in order to depressurize the primary
system to establish residual heat removal entry conditions.-
In other words, Aggressive Secondary Cooldown is required to
establish. residual heat removal entry conditions.-

C. If the RCS is depressurized for SCS injection due to the
unavailability of the SIS, pressurizer spray is not needed
for RCS pressure control because RCS pressure and
temperature will be within residual heat. removal entry. '

conditions limits. (Note: during the cooldown some voiding
may occur but the core will remain covered.)-

D. If emergency feedwater is not availitble or the' Long-Term
Decay Heat Removal fails via the Shutdown Cooling System, no
success path for decay heat removal is available, therefore,
the Safety Depressurization (Bleed) must be used to remove
heat from the RCS.

E. When Safety Injection and Safety Depressurization are used,
the IRWST must be available and successfully cooled to'
prevent containment damage.

F. If there is an unisolable leak to - atmosphere from the
ruptured generator, secondary heat removal must be
maintained to prevent core uncovery.

3.1.4.5 Maior Recovery Actions

The following major recovery actions were addressed in the
recovery analysis for the steam generator tube rupture sequences.

A. For a SGTR event, sequences which involve systems failures
due to a loss of 125 VDC bus, breakers were manually racked
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B. In - the later stages of a SGTR event, for the sequences

wherein the power to the pumps-has been lost due to loss of
offsite power and subsequent operating failure of_the diesel
generators, power to the pumps may be restored by either
aligning the standby alternate power source-or restoring the
offsite power. Accordingly, - power to the SIS - pumps, SCS
pumps and motor-driven EFWS pumps was restored.-

3.1.4.6 core' Damage Beauence Ouantifination

The core damage frequency contribution for the SGTR sequences are-
given in Table B3.1.4-1.

I

|

1

i

.- j

i

l
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TABLE B3.1.4-1-

CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY CONTRIBUTIONS FOR i

STEAM GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURE fSGTR) |

CORE DAMAGE SE00ENCES I
s

Core Damage Frequency
ContrLbution

Sequence
>=her secuence Mean/ Year IRL

3 (SGTR)(Injection-OK)(Feedwaterto 9.639E-15, -N/A
Intact SG OK)(RCS Pressure Control
OK)(Long-Term Decay Heat Removal
FAILS)(Bleed OK)(FAIL to Cool IRWST)

4 (SGTR)(Injection OK)(Feedwater to 3.568E-14- 14.11' .

Intact SG OK)(RCS Pressure Control '

OK)(Long-Term Decay Heat Removal
!

FAILS)(BleedFAILS)-
,

| 6 (SGTR)(Injection OK)(Feedwater to < 1.0E-16 N/A
Intact SG OK)(RCS Pressure Control.

FAILS)(FAIL to Maintain Secondary
Heat Removal)

,

7 (SGTR)(InjectionOK)(Feedwaterto- 7.018E-9 11.08
Intact SG OK)(RCS Pressure Control . r

FAILS) (Unisolable Leak in Ruptured n
SG)

9 (SGTR)(InjectionOK)(FAILtoDeliver 3.460E-12 11.80
Feedwater to Intact SG)(Bleed OK)
(FAIL to Cool-IRWST)

10 (SGTR)(Injection OK)(FAIL to Deliver 2.262E-11 8.63
Feedwater to Intact SG)(Bleed FAILS)

12 (SGTR)(Injection FAILS)(Aggressive- 4.065E-10 5.91
Cooldown OK)(SCS Injection FAILS)

13 (SGTR)(InjectionFAILS)(Aggressive 7.300E-8 10.61
Cooldown FAILS) .

,

O
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3.1.5 LARGE SECONDARY SIDE-BREARS

The Large Secondary Side Break (LSSB) event tree, Event Tree 5
(Figure B3.1. 5-1) , - describes the sequence of events f o r _. l a r g e
secondary side , lina breaks both inside and outside ;of

q

containment. Large secondary, side steam line breaks are- +

characterized as cooldown events due' to increased steam flow:
rate, which causes excessive energy removal _from. the steam
generators and the Reactor Coolant System (RCS). This results in
a decrease in_~ temperature and' pressure in both the RCS' and the-

'

steam generat' ors. The cooldown~ causes an increase- in core
reactivity due to the negative moderator and Doppler- reactivity
coefficients. Licensing analyses for.large secondary' side. breaks
assume that the most reactive rod ' is stuck out of the. core in s

order to evaluate the potential for a return to power. In the'

event of a large steam line break for a System 80+ NSSS at end of
cycle with most reactive rod stuck out of the core and low boron
concentration, there is a potential for return to power.
Therefore, boron injection would be required under- these
conditions to control core- reactivity .and preserve core

; integrity.
1
'

p Detection of the cooldown is accomplished by the pressurizer and :

% steam generator low pressure alarms, by the high reactor power
alarm and by the low steam generator water' level alarm. Reactor
trip as a consequence of a secondary line break is provided by :
one of several available reactor trip signals.

'

.

The depressurization of the affected steam generator results in
the actuation of a main steam isolation signal (MSIS). This :

closes the MSIVs, isolating the . unaffected steam generator from' 4

blowdown and closes the main feedwater isolation valves (MFIVs),
terminating main feedwater flow to both steam generators. After

.

the reduction of steam and feed flow, the level in the intact i

steam generator falls below the emergency feedwater actuation
signal setpoint. The Engineered Safety Features Actuation
System (ESFAS) causes emergency _feedwater flow to be initiated to-
the intact steam generetor. The pressurizer pressure decreases
to the point where a safety injection actuation signal (SIAS) is
generated. The introducticn of safety' injection boron upon SIAS
causes core reactivity to decrease. The operator, via the
appropriate emergency procedures, may initiate plant cooldown by
manual control of the Atmospheric Dump Valves (ADVs), or, in the
event that offsite power is available and the break location is
not between the MSIVs and the turbine stop valves, by using the
MSIV bypass valves associated with the unaffected steam generator
and the turbine bypass valves, any time after the affected steam

( generator empties.

: i
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For a large feedwater line break downstream - of the MFIVs, the
transient progression is similar to that described above after
-the initial heatup due to reduced feedwater flow. The transient
progression for a feedwater line break upstream of the MFIVs-
would be equivalent to a loss of main feedwater flow. This. type
of event .is covered by _ the transient event tree -(see section
3.1.6).
For the purposes of this analysis, the location. of the break,.
inside containment or outside containment, is not considered to
be important because plant and operator responses with respect.to
core melt prevention will be similar. The primary difforences
-relate to containment effects, -availability of containment'-
safeguards systems and potential release paths. ,

3.1.5.1 Event Tree 5 Elements
i

3.1.5.1.1 Large Secondary side Break Initiators

Large secondary side breaks include large main steam line piping ;

breaks up to and . including double-ended guillotine -breaks,
spurious openings of multiple MSSVs, ADVs or TBVs ' and - main
feedwater line piping breaks. Piping breaks.inside or outside of -

containment are covered by this category. The spurious opening
of an MSSV, ADV or TBV and small steam line, feedwater-line or i

blowdown line breaks are not covered in this category. They are
covered in the "Other Transients" category (see Section 3.1.7).

3.1.5.1.2 Safety Injection System Injection .

:
I

During an LSSB event, the reactor coolant will rapidly cool and
contract (resulting in a pressure decrease). .-The Safety
Injection System (SIS) will be automatically actuated on low
pressurizer pressure by the Engineered Safety Features Actuation
System (ESFAS) and will inject borated water to provide
additional negative reactivity in the short term.

There are four SIS pumps and the success of the SIS is defined as
two of these four SIS pumps injecting water into the'RCS from the
In-containment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST).

3.1.5.1.3 Deliver Baergency Feedwater

Following a large secondary side break event, emergency feedwater
must be supplied to the unaffected steam generator in order to
remove decay heat from the RCS. Emergency feedwater is
automatically actuated by the ESFAS. It can also be manually
actuated from the control room.

Amendment F
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The success criterion for this element is that emergency.
feedwater flow must be delivered from the Emergency Feedwater
Storage Tank (EFWST) by ' one of two Emergency Feedwater (EFW)
System pumps associated with the unaffected steam . generator to
that steam generator. >

3.1.5.1.4 Long-Tera Decay Beat Removal

Decay heat must be continually removed from the RCS following the-L

| initial response to the transient. For the purpose of this
' analysis, it-is assumed that the plant will always be brought to'
j cold . shutdown following a: transient if it ic at all possible.

Thus,- during the initial response to the transient, t h e :- p l a n t
would normally be brought down to shutdown cooling. entry
conditions using secondary side- heat removal. This can be
accomplished in about 6 to 8 hours.

The. shutdown Cooling System (SCS), which is the preferred means,
is then used for~1ong-term decay heat removal. =If the Shutdown-
Cooling System is not available, secondary side heat removal must
be maintained for long-term decay heat removal by maintaining
emergency feedwater flow. In this case, the Condensate Storage
Tank (CST) must be aligned to provide additional inventory to the

O EFWS once the emergency feedwater storage tank ompty (nominally ~
between 16 to 20 hours after the initiation of the event).
Following successful establishment of long-term decay- heat
removal, emergency feedwater is normally- shut down after the
steam generator is filled to appropriate levels. If the Shutdown.
Cooling System later fails during long-term decay heat removal, f
secondary side heat removal can be re-established by restarting
the EFWS. Operator has at least one hour to re-establish
emergency feedwater flow because of the. low decay heat levels and
the inventory in the steam generator.

The success criteria for this element are that the SCS or the
, - EFWS must be available for the mission time of 24 hours and the !
| CST must be properly aligned to provide additional- inventory to

the EFWS.

3.1.5.1.5 Safety Depressurisation (Bleed)

| If the long-term decay heat removal fails via either the Shutdown
Cooling System or the secondary heat removal using the EFWS,
decay heat removal can still be provided by the safety injection
and safety depressurization (Feed and Bleed).

O
1

|
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If the bleed is initiated at lifting of the Primary Safety Valves. i

(PSVs) ,- 1 SIS pump and 1- Safety Depressurization valve will be-
capable of maintaining core coolability and, thus, core

integrity. Therefore, the. success criterion for this element is- 1
that one Safety Depressurization valve path must be available in
conjuction with one SIS pump.

t
3.1.5.1.6 Safety Injection (Feed)

If the long-term decay' heat removal fails via eitherathe Shutdown
Cooling System or the secondary heat removal using- the EFWS,
decay heat removal can still be provided by the safety injection
and safety depressurization (Feed and Bleed) .- Safety injection
(or Feed) provides cooling water to remove decay heat.
If the bleed is initiated at lifting of.the-Primary Safety.. Valves
(PSVs), 1 SIS pump and 1 S'tfety- Depressurization valve will be
capable of maintaining core coolability 'and,- thus, core
integrity. Therefore, the success criteria for this element are-
that one SIS pump must dell *?er water from the- IRWST to the RCS
and one Safety Depressurization valve path must be available.- t

,

3.1.5.1.7 Cooling the In-containment Refueling Water
storage Tank

If secondary side heat removal is not available following a LSSB
event, feed and bleed cooling of the.RCS is used to remove decayr

heat from the core and transfer it to the In-containmentI

!- Refueling Water Storage Tank . (IRWST) . - The energy must .then be
transferred outside of containment. If the energy is-not removed.
from the containment, containment temperature and pressure

#

increase, possibly resulting in a breach of the containment
integrity. At this point, coolant will - flash through the . break
in the containment and the SI pumps may cavitate. Even if the SI
pumps trip and can be restarted, core damage may occur because
the combined RCS and IRWST inventory would be -depleted.
Thermal / hydraulic analysis indicates that without containment
cooling to remove the energy, containment failure would occur
approximately 41 hours after the event occurrence. ;

| The Containment Spray System (CSS) is used to cool the'IRWST and
Containment. The CS pumps circulate the IRWST inventory through
the CS heat exchangers, where the decay heat energy is

transferred to the Component Cooling Water System, and then back
to the IRWST. The CSS would be actuated on high-high containment
pressure, or it could be manually actuated. The CSS consists of
two separato, redundant divisions or trains. Each train consists
of a pump, heat exchanger, spray header, and associated valves

O
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and instrumentation. In addition, there is a provision to align

|_ the SCS pump from the associated SCS train _ to the containment ;

L spray heat exchanger if the containment spray-pump _in that train I

! is unavailable. l

The success criteria for this element ~ are that at least one CS |

pump deliver flow from the IRWST through its containment spray
heat exchanger to the containment spray header and that the decay
heat energy be transferred to the Component Cooling Water System. .

,

If the CS - headers are ' not available, the - CSS can be aligned to '

discharge directly to the IRWST. If the CS pump in one train is
not available, the SCS pump associated with that train may. be
used as a backup.

3.1.5.2 Maior Denendencies

The following functional dependencies are displayed on Event Tree !

5:

i

A. If emergency feedwater is not available or the Long-Term
Decay Heat Removal fails, no success. path for decay heat;

removal is available and, therefore,-Safety Depressurization
(Bleed) must be used-to remove heat from the RCS.4 -

'

When Safety Injection and Safety Depressurization (Feed and'B.'
'

Bleed) is used, the IRWST must be available and successfully.
cooled to prevent containntent damage.,

3.1.5.3 Maior Recovery Actions

The following major recovery actions were ~ ddressed in' thea
recovery analysis for the large secondary break sequences:

A. In case - of failure to deliver emergency feedwater, the
startup feedwater pump can be manually started and aligna i
to deliver the feedwater flow. However, this action is not
credited in the analysis.

'

B. In the later stages of an LSSB event, for the sequences
wherein the power to the pumps has been lost due to loss of
offsite power and subsequent operating failure of the diesel
generators, power to the pumps may be restored by either
aligning the standby alternate power source or restoring the
offsite power. Accordingly,- power to the ' SIS pumps and
motor-driven EFWS pumps was restored.

3.1.5.4 Core Damace Secuence Ouantification

The core damage frequency contribution for the LSSB sequences are
given in Table B3.1.5-1.
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TABLE B3.1.5-1.

(Sheet 1of2)

CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY CONTRIBUTIONS FOR
'

-LARGE SEC0BARY SIDE BREAK fLSSB)
CORE DAMAGE SEQUENCES

Core Damano Frequency '
Contr' bution

j

Sequence
Number Senuance: Noan/Yeat ._ERf_

3 (LSSB)(Injection OK)(Emergen y FW OK) 3.874E-14 N/A
(Long-Term Decay Heat Removal FAILS)

; (Feed & Bleed OK)(FAIL to Cool IRWST)

4 (LSSB)(Injection OK)(Emergency FW OK) 5.222E-15- N/A
(Long-Term Decay Heat Removal FAILS)

,

(Bleed OK)(Feed FAILS). : |

5 (LSSB)(Injection OK)(Emergency FW OK) 1.455E-13 19.25 ; i

(Long-Term Decay Heat Removal FAILS) !

(Bleed FAILS) {
'

7 (LSSB)(Injection OK)(FAIL to Deliver. 2.795E-ll- 20.19
Emergency FW to Unaffected SG)'
(Long-Term Decay Heat Removal- FAILS) !

(Feed & Bleed OK)(FAIL to Cool IRWST)

8 (LSSB)(InjectionOK)(FAILtoDeliver 4.562E-12 14.33
Emergency FW to Unaffected SG)
(Bleed OK)(Feed FAILS)

9 (LSSB)(Injection OK)(FAIL to Deliver 1.796E-10 19.71
Emergency FW to Unaffected SG)
(Bleed FAILS)

12 (LSSB)(E0C Stuck Rod)(Injection OK) < 1.0E-16' N/A i
(EFW to Unaffected SG OK)(Long-Term !..

Decay Heat Removal FAILS)(Bleed OK) !
(FAIL- to Cool IRWST) ,

13 (LSSB)(E0C Stuck Rod)(Injection OK) < l.0E-16 N/A'
(EFW to Unaffected SG OK)(Long-Term
Decay Heat Removal FAILS)(Bleed fails)

O
;
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TABLEB3.1.5-1.(Cont'd)

(Sheet 2 of 2)-

CORE DAMAGE FRE0UENCY CONTRIBUTIONS FOR
LARGE SEC0 WARY SIDE BREAK fLS$8) .

CORE DAMAGE SE00ENCES j

l

Core Damage Frequency
contr' bution

Sequence l
Number Secuence Nean/ Year . ELE _

15 LSSB)(EOC Stuck Rod)(Injection OK) 4.635E-15 N/A -

FAIL to Deliver EFW to Unaffected SG)
Bleed OK)(FAIL to Cool. IRWST)

16 LSSB)(EOCStuckRod)(InjectionOK) .l.494E-14 N/A
'

FAIL to Deliver EFW to Unaffected SG)
Bleed FAILS)

17 (LSSB(E00 Stuck' Rod)(Injection 2.066E-11 16.78 .

FAILS

t

.

|'

L

..)

| ~
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3.1.6 TRANSIENTS LOSS OF FEEDWATER

Loss of Feedwater, Event Tree 6 (Figure B3.1.6-1), are those

non-LOCA/non-accident events in which a -process parameter

perturbation leads to a' reactor trip. The normal progression,for *

a transient and the associated responses are as follows:-
,

A. Transient occurs. .

B. Reactor trips'(Reactivity Control).

C. Emergency feedwater is actuated on low-low steam generator
level.

D. Turbine bypass ~ valves or atmospheric dump valves open to
remove steam.

E. Plant is stabilized in hot standby conditions.-

As previously discussed, the transient event =. category includes-'

all events which do not involve a LOCA (primary side break) or a
large' secondary side break and for which the basic plant response1

is as described above. Because of significant differences in-.

'

plant responses, Loss Of offsite Power (LOOP) transients (and
transients with a similar response) and Anticipated' Transients
Without SCRAM (ATWS) are not included in this category. j

,

i

j 3.1.6.1 Event Tree 6 Elements
+

i

3.1.6.1.1 Transient Initiators

Transient Initiators include all non-LOCA, non-secondary side
break initiators for which the basic plant response is a reactor
trip with RCS heat removal satisfied by - delivery of emergency
feedwater and steam removal via the turbine bypass valves or
atmospheric dump valves. These initiators include full or

partial loss of main feedwater. It is assumed that the startup

feedwater also becomes unavailable. Other -non-LOCA,

non-secondary side break initiators, such as Turbine or generator
protective trips, spurious single MSIV enclosures, CEA drops,

spurious manual or automatic SCRAMS, RCS flow reductions other
than 4 pump loss of flow events, and RCS parameter-perturbations ;

leading to a trip, are discussed in the next section (See Section
3.1.7). This event category does not include loss of offsite-
power events, ATWS events, consequential LOCA events or large }

secondary side breaks. |

O
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3.1.6.1.2 Deliver Energency Feedwater

Following a loss of feedwater flow event, emergency feedwater
must be supplied to the steam generators in order to remove decay
heat from the RCS. Emergency feedwater is automatically actuated,
by the Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS). It'
can also be manually actuated from the control room.

,

The- success criterion for this element is that emergency-
feedwater flow must be delivered from one of the two Emergency- :

Feedwater (EFW) System pumps to its associated steam generator. !

3.1.6.1.3 Long-Tern Decay Beat Removal

Decay heat must be continually removed-from the RCS following the
initial response to the transient. For the purpose of this r

analysis, it is assumed that the plant will always be brought to
cold shutdown following a transient if it is at all possible.
Thus, during the -initial response to- the transient, the plant
would normally be brought down to shutdown cooling entry
conditions using secondary side heat removal. . This can be
accomplished in about 6 to 8-hours.

The Shutdown Cooling System (SCS), which is the preferred means,
is then used for long-term decay heat removal. If-the Shutdown
Cooling System'is not available, secondary-side heat removal must
be maintained for long-term decay heat removal by maintaining-
emergency feedwater flow. In this case, the-Condensate Storage-
Tank (CST) must be aligned to provide additional inventory to the

-

EFWS once the emergency feedwater storage tank empty (nominally
between 16 to 20 hours after the initiation of the event).
Following successful establishment of long-term decay heat
removal, emergency feedwater is normally shut down after the
steam generators are filled to appropriate - levels. If the
Shutdown Cooling System later fails during long-term decay heat- |
removal, secondary side heat removal can be re-established-.by
restarting the EFWS. Operator has at ~least one hour- to
re-establish emergency feedwater flow because of the low decay
heat levels and the inventory in the steam generators.

The success criteria for this element are that the SCS or the
EFWS must be available for the mission time of 24 hours and the
CST must be properly aligned to provide additional inventory to
the EFWS.

1

i' !
|

O
I
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3.1.6.1.4' safety Depressurisation (Bleed)

If the long-term decay heat removal' fails via either the Shutdown
Cooling System or the secondary heat removal using the EFWS,
decay heat removal can still'' be provided by the safety injection
and safety depressurization (Feed and. Bleed)'.

If the bleed is initiated at lifting of the Primary Safety Valves
(PSVs), 1 SIS pump and 1 Safety Depressurization valve- will be,
capable of maintaining. core coolability and, thus, core
integrity. Therefore, the success criterion for this element is
that one Safety Depressurization valve path must be available in !

conjuction with one SIS pump.

3.1.6.1.5 safety Injection'(Feed) :j

If the long-term decay heat removal fails via either.the Shutdown
Cooling System or the secondary heat removal using the EFWS, i

decay heat removal can still be provided by the safety injection i

and safety depressurization (Feed and Bleed).. Safety injection
(or Feed) provides cooling water to' remove decay heat.

If the bleed is initiated at : lifting of the Primary Safety ValvesO ,

(PSVs), 1 SIS pump and 1 Safety Depressurization valve- will be
capable of maintaining core coolability and, thus, core
integrity. Therefore, the success criteria for this element are
that one SIS pump must be available in conjuction with one Safety
Depressurization valve path and water supply from the IRWST must i

be available to that SIS pump.

3.1.6.1.6 Cooling the In-containment Refueling Water
Storage Tank

If secondary side heat removal is not available following a LOFW
event, feed and bleed cooling of'the RCS is used to remove decay j
heat from the core and transfer it to- the In-containment
Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST). The energy must then be ;

transferred outside of containment. If the energy is;not removed j'
from the containment, containment temperature -and -pressure
increase, possibly resulting in a breach 'of the containment

.

integrity. At this point, coolant will flash through the break i

in the containment and the SI pumps may cavitate. Even if the SI j

pumps trip and can be restarted, core damage may occur because
the combined RCS and IRWST inventory would be depleted.
Thermal / hydraulic analysis indicates that without containment
cooling to remove the energy, containment failure would occur
approximately 41 hours after the event occurrence.

The containment Spray System (CSS) is used to cool the IRWST and j
Containment. The CS pumps circulate the'IRWST inventory through

Amendment F
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the CS heat exchangers, where the- decay heat energy is ,

'transferred to the component Cooling. Water System,-and then back-
to the'IRWST. The CSS would be actuated on high-high. containment
pressure, or it could be manually actuated. The CSS consists.of '

-

two separate,-redundant divisions or trains. Each train consists- .'
of a pump, heat exchanger, spray . header, and associated valves
and instrumentation.. In addition, there is a provision to align 1

'

the SCS pump fromEthe associated SCS train to the containment
spray heat-exchanger if the containment spray. pump in-that train' 1

is unavailable. ;

The success criteria for this element are that at least one CS -

pump deliver flow from the IRWST through- its L containment spray
heat exchanger to the containment spray _ header and that the decay ,

heat energy be transferred-to the Component Cooling-Water System.
If the CS headers are not available,-the CSS can_be aligned to
discharge directly to the IRWST. If the CS pump in~one train is

,

t

not available, the SCS pump associated with _that train may be- -

used as a backup.

*

3.1.6.2 Maior Dependencias

The following functional dependencies are important for- Event
Tren 6;

,

A. If emergency feedwater is not available or the Long-Term L a
'

Decay Heat- Removal . fails, no success path for decay heat
removal is available and, therefore,. Safety Depressurization
(Bleed) must be used to remove heat-from the RCS. ,

i

B. When Safety Injection and Safety Depressurization (Feed._and ,

Bleed) is used, the IRWST must.be available.and successfully
cooled for the Feed and Bleed to succeed.

,

3.1.6.3 Maior Recovery Actions .

The following major recovery actions were addressed in the
recovery analysis for the loss of feedwater flow sequences: 1

A. For a loss of feedwater event, sequences which involve
systems failures due to a loss of 125 VDC bus, breakers can
be manually racked in.

B. In the later stages of a loss of feedwater event, for the
nequences wherein the power to the pumps has been lost due
to loss of offsite power and-subsequent operating-failure of
the diesel generators, power to the pumps may be restored by

9-
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either aligning the standby alternate _ power- source. or
restoring the offsite power. Accordingly, power-to~the SIS-
pumps and motor-driven EFWS pumps.was .estored.-

3.1.6.4 core Damace Beauence Onimatification

The core damage frequency' contribution for the LOFW sequences are
given in Table B3.1.6-1.

O

O
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TABLE B3.1.6-1

CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY CONTRI UTIONS FOR
L0$$ OF FEEDWATER FLOW LOFW)

CORE DAMARE SE00 ENC;$ -

,

Core Damage Frequency [
contr< bution i

Sequence !
t Number seauence Mean/ Year .lRE_ j

3 LOFW)(EmergencyFeedWater[EFW)OK) 8.322E-12 13.03 !
Long-Term Decay Hest Removal FAILS) :

Feed & Bleed OK)(FAIL to Cool IRWST)-

4 (LOFW)(Emergency Feed Water :EFW) OK) 1.025E-12 10.70
(Long-Term Decay Heat Removal FAILS)
(Bleed OK)(Feed FAILS)'

5 LOFW)(Emergency Feed Water (EFW) OK). 3.0lGE Il 13.58 !
Long-Term Decay Heat Removal FAILS) t

Bleed FAILS)

7 (LOFW)(FAIL to Deliver Emergency FW) 1.021E-9 11.39 i

(Feed & Bleed OK)(FAIL to Cool IRWST)

8 (LOFW)(FAIL to Deliver Emergency FW) 1.348E-10 8.45
(BleedOK)(FeedFAILS) ;

9 (LOFW)(FAIL to Deliver Emergency FW) 5.517E-9 8.23
(BleedFAILS)

i

i

r

.

O '
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3.1.7 OTRER TRANSIENTS

Other Transients, Event Tree 7 (Figure B3.1.7-1), are those
non-IDCA/non-accident events in which a process parameter
perturbation leads to a reactor trip. The normal progression for
a transient and the associated responses are as follows:

A. Transient occurs.

B. Reactor trips (Reactivity Control).

C. Feedwater ramps back to 5% and startup feedwater or
emergency feedwater is actuated.

D. Turbine bypass valves or atmospheric dump valves open to
remove steam.

E. Plant is stabilized in hot standby conditions.

As previously discussed, this transient event category includes
all events which do not involve a LOCA (primary side break) or a
large secondary side break and for which the basic plant response
is as described above. Beccuse of significant differences in

O. plant responses, Loss of Offsite Power (LOOP) transients (and
transients with a similar response) and Anticipated Transients
Without SCRAM (ATWS) are not included in this category.

3.1.7.1 Event Tree 7 Elements

3.1.7.1.1 Transient Initiators

Transient Initiators include all non-LOCA, non-secondary side
break initiators for which the basic plant response is a reactor
trip with RCS heat removal satisfied by delivery of main, startup
or emergency feedwater and steam removal via the turbine bypass
valves or atmospheric dump valves. These initiators include
turbine or generator protective trips, spurious single MSIV
enclosures, CEA drops, spurious manual or automatic SCRAMS, RCS
flow reductions other than 4 pump loss of flow events, and RCS
parameter perturbations leading to a trip.

The loss of feedwater flow transients, which are part of this
category, were discussed in the previous section (See Section
3.1.6). This event category does not include ICOP events, ATWS
events, consequential IOCA events or large secondary side breaks.

3.1.7.1.2 Deliver Feedwater Flow

Following a transient, which is not caused by a loss of main
feedwater, main feedwater will ramp down and the Startup

Amendment F
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Feedwater System will automatically be actuated on low steam
generator level to provide decay heat removal from the RCS.

The success criteria for this element are that the Startup ;

Feedwater System must be actuated by the Process Component
Control System and feedwater must be delivered from the

'

Condensate Storage Tank (CST) to a steam generator by the Startup
Feedwater pump.

,

If for any reason, the Startup Feedwater System is unavailable,
the Emergency Feedwater System (EPWS) may be used to supply ;

feedwater. The EFWS is automatically actuated by the Engineered j

Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS). It can also be '

manually actuated from the control room.

The success criteria for the EFWS are that it must be actuated
and emergency feedwater must be delivered from the Emergency
Feedwater Storage Tank (ETWST) to a steam generator by one of the
two EFWS pumps associated with that steam generator, t

i 3.1.7.1.3 Long-Term Decay Meat Removal
,

Decay heat must be continually removed from the RCS following the I

initial response to the transient. For the purpose of this
analysis, it is assumed that the plant will always be brought to
cold shutdown following a transient if it is at all possible.
Thus, during the initial response to the transient, the plant
would normally be brought down to shutdown cooling entry .

#conditions using secondary side heat removal. This can be
accomplished in about 6 to 8 hours. >

The Shutdown Cooling System (SCS), which is the preferred means,
is then used for long-term decay heat removal. If the Shutdown
Cooling System is not available, secondary side heat removal must
be maintained for long-term decay heat removal by maintaining
emergency feedwater flow. In this case, the Condensate Storage
Tank (CST) must be aligned to provide additional inventory to the
EFWS once the emergency feedwater storage tank empty (nominally
between 16 to 20 hours after the initiation of the event).

,

Following successful establishment of long-term decay heat
removal, emergency feedwater is normally shut down after the

*

steam generators are filled to appropriate levels. If the
Shutdown Cooling System later fails during long-term decay heat
removal, secondary side heat removal can be re-established by
restarting the EFWS. Operator has at least one hour to
re-establish emergency feedwater flow because of the low decay
heat levels and the inventory in the steam generators,

e

'
,

Amendment F ,
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The success criteria for this element are that the SCS or the i

!

EFWS must be available for the mission time of 24 hours and the
CST must be properly aligned to provide additional inventory to
the EFWS. i

I
3.1.7.1.4 safety Depressurisation (Bleed)

i

|
If the long-term decay heat removal fails via either the Shutdown

i
Cooling System or the secondary heat removal using the EFWS,
decay heat removal can still be provided by the safety injectionI

and safety depressurization (Feed and Bleed).
If the bleed is initiated at lifting of the Priniary Safety Valves
(PSVs), 1 SIS pump and 1 Safety Depressurization valve will be,

i

capable of maintaining core coolability and, thus, core

integrity. Therefore, the success criterion for this element is
that one Safety Depressurization valve- path must be available in
conjuction with one SIS pump.

i

3.1.7.1.5 Safety Injection (Feed)

If the long-term decay heat removal fails via either the Shutdown -

Cooling System or the secondary heat removal sing the EFWS, decay
O heat removal can still be provided by the safety injection and -

safety depressurization (Feed and Bleed) . Safety injection (or
Feed) provides cooling water to remove decay heat. |

If the bleed is initiated at lifting of the Primary Safety Valves
(PSVs), 1 SIS pump and 1 Safety Depressurization valve will be '

capable of maintaining core coolability and, thun, core
'

integrity. Therefore, the success criteria for this element are
that one SIS pump must deliver water from the IRWST to the RCS
and one Safety Depressurization valve path must be available.

3.1.7.1.6 Cooling the In-containment Refueling Water
Storage Tank

i

If secondary side heat removal is not available following an
#

other Transient event, feed and bleed cooling of the RCS is used
to remove decay heat from the core and transfer it to the
In-containment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST). The energy
must then be transferred outside of containment. If the energy
is not removed from the containment, containment temperature and
pressure increase, possibly resulting in a breach of the
containment integrity. At this point, coolant will flash through
the break in the containment and the SI pumps may cavitate. Even ,

if the SI pumps trip and can be restarted, core damage may occur
because the combined RCS and IRWST inventory would be depleted.

Amendment F
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Thermal / hydraulic analysis indicates that without containment
cooling to remove the energy, containttent failure would occur -

approximately 41 hours after the event occurrence.

The Containment Spray System (CSS) is used to cool the IRWST and i
!Containment. The CS pumps circulate the IRWST inventory through

the CS heat exchangers, where the decay heat energy. is
transferred to the Component Cooling Water System, and then back i

to the IRWST. The CSS would be actuated on high-high containment ;

pressure, or it could be manually actuated. The CSS consists of
two separate, redundant divisions or trains. Each train consists !

of a pump, heat exchanger, spray header, and associated valves !

and instrumentation. In addition, there is a provision to align +

the SCS pump from the associated SCS train to the containment -

spray heat exchanger if the containment spray pump in that train
is unavailable.

P

The success criteria for this element are that at least one CS
pump deliver flow from the IRWST through its containment spray
heat exchanger to the containment spray header and that the decay
heat energy be transferred to the Component Cooling Water System.
If the CS headers are not available, the CSS can be aligned to
discharge directly to the IRWST. If the CS pump in one train is
not available, the SCS pump associated with that train may be
used as a backup.

3.1.7.2 Maior Dependencies

The following functional dependencies are important for Event
Tree 7:

A. If emergency feedwater is not available, no success path for
steam removal is available, therefore, the Safety
Depressurization (Bleed) must be used to remove heat from
the RCS.

B. When Feed and Bleed are used, the IRWST must be available
and successfully cooled for the Feed and Bleed process to-
succeed.

3.1.7.3 Rajor Recovery Actions

The following major recovery actions were addressed in the
recovery analysis for the transients discussed above.

A. For Other Transients, sequences which involve systems
failures due to a loss of 125 VDC bus, breakers can be i

manually racked in. j

I

|
1 Amendment F 1
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B. In the later stages of the . transients, for the sequences |
'

wherein the power to the pumps has been lost due to loss of i

offsite power and subsequent operating failure of-the diesel I

generators, power to the pumps may be restored by either |
aligning the standby alternate power source or restoring the f
offsite power. Accordingly, power to the SIS pumps and -

motor-driven EFWS pumps was restored.

3.1.7.4 core n===Se secruance cuantification .

:

The cora damage frequency contribution for the other Transients
sequences are given in Table B3.1.7-1. r

r

!

!

O
->

.

4

O
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TABLE B3.1.7-1
'

CORE DANALE FR 00EE Y CONTRI UTIONS FOR
O' 'HER 'RANS ENTS 70 'H)

G0KJea m : sto m a j

|
Core Damage Frequency !

Contr' bution I

Sequence i
Number Secuence Nean/ Year .RE i

'

3 (TOTH)(Feedwater OK)(Long-Term Decay 3.767E-12 25.24 -

Heat Removal FAILS)(Feed & Bleed OK) 1

(Fall to Cool IRWST)

4 (TOTH)(Feedwater OK)(Long Term Decay 2.123E-13 26.04 .

Heat Removal FAILS)(Bleed OK) |
(Feed FAILS)

'

,

5 (TOTH)(FeedwaterOK)(Long-TermDecay 6.765E-12 30.04 i

Heat Removal FAILS) (Bleed FAILS) 6

O ''

7 (10TH)<FA>L te Deiiver reedwater) 1.is4t-10 >>.11
(Feed & Bleed OK)(FAIL to Cool IRWST)

,

,

8 (TOTH)(FAlltoDeliverfeedwater) 8.487E-Il 16.83 '
;

(Bleed OK)(Feed FAILS)

9 (TOTH)(Fall to Deliver Feedwater) 4.416E 9 7.83
(Bleed FAILS)

,

e

l

l

O
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3.1.8 LOSS OF OFFSITE POWER AND STATION BLhCROUT j
l

The Loss of offsite Power event, Event Tree 8 (Figure B3.1.8-1), j
covers all events initiated by a loss of grid power of any '

duration from the high voltage distribution lines serving the i

station. The Loss of offsite Power event considered in the
analysis is an event which requires actuation of the emergency |

power source when both switchyards are lost, and the ;

turbine / generator does not run back and maintain hotel loads. -

Moreover, if the loss of offsite power is accompanied by failure
'

of the station diesel generators (DGs), a station blackout is ;

said to have occurred. Because of the unique ef fects of these ;

two events on the plant, they are discussed separately.

3.1.4.1 Moraal Event Progression [

A Loss of offsite Power event, which requires actuation of the
emergency power source under the conditions described above, will
result in a loss of forced reactor coolant flow due to
simultaneous loss of electrical power to all four reactor coolant i

pumps (RCPs), a loss of condenser vacuum and loss of main
feedwater due to the loss of power to the circulating water

| pumps, a turbine trip with fast closure of the turbine stop
valves due to loss of load, and a start signal to the emergency 7

i diesel generators due to low voltage on the 4.16 KV vital buras.
Due to the loss of condenser vacuum, the steam Bypass Control :

j System (SBCS) and the turbine bypass valves are also unavailable.
.

The loss of forced coolant flow following loss of power to the
RCPs leads to a reactor trip on low DNBR. The loss of secondary ,

heat sink due to the loss of main feedwater in conjunction with
the unavailability of the SBCS soon results in a reduction in RCS
heat removal. Both primary and secondary pressure will increase.
The primary and secondary safety valves will lift to control :

primary and secoridary pressure respectively. Concurrently, steam
generator level will be decreasing due to void collapse, and
emergency feedwater will be actuated on a low steam generator
level. Secondary heat removal via the emergency feedwater and

,

the secondary safety valves is thus re-established and primary :
pressure and temperature will begin to decrease. At this time-

'

the Atmospheric Dump Valves (ADVs) can be opened to continue
cooling and depressurizing the RCS to shutdown cooling entry
conditions.

When offsite power is lost, the diesel generators will receive a
start signal. The diesel generators will start and load the
Engineered Safety Features (ESP) buses. The ESF buses provide
power to the Safety Injection System (SIS) pumps and

O
Amendment F
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motor-operated valves, the Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) pumps :

and motor-operated valves, the Emergency Feedwater (EFW) System
motor-driven pumps and motor-operated valves, the component i

Cooling Water (CCW) System and Station-Service Water (SSW) System
pumps, and associated motor-operated valves. ,

With the diesel generators available, the SIS pumps can be i

started and used to provide RCS inventory makeup and for boron ;

addition to provide core reactivity control. Once the plant has '

been steamed down to residual heat removal conditions using the
EFWS and ADVs, Long-Term Decay Heat Removal (using the SCS) can ,

be initiated to bring the plant down to cold shutdown conditions.

Failure of a primary safety valve (PSV) to reseat following the
initial pressure spike would result in a small IOCA and the ,

,

required system responses are equivalent to those discussed in
~

Section 3.1.3 (with offsite power unavailable),
f

'
Failure of the emergency feedwater would result in failure of
secondary heat removal and, thus, RCS heat removal because no i

other secondary heat sink is available. Therefore, soms other
means of heat removal must be established in order to prevent

'

core damage. The emergency or onsite power sources can be used
to power the safety Injection System and safety Depressurization -

'System to provide the Feed and Bleed process for RCS heat removal
in event the emergency feedwater is unavailable.

,

3.1.8.2 Loss of offsite Power Event Tree

3.1.8.2.1 Event Tree 8 Elements

3.1.8.2.1.1 Loss of offsite Power Initiators

Loss Of Offsite Power events include all events initiated by a
loss of grid power such that actuation of the emergency power
sources is required. The System 80+ design includes a main
switchyard for incoming and outgoing electric power and a
separate and independent backup switchyard which is tied to the
grid at some distance from the main switchyard. In addition, the
System 80+ turbine generator system and associated buses are
designed to run back to and maintain hotel load on a loss of
grid. Thus, loss of offsite power such that actuation of the
emergency power source is required will occur only if both
switchyards are lost and the turbine / generator does not run back
and maintain hotel loads. Loss of grid may be caused be external ,

ievents such as storms, fires, floods or earthquakes, equipment
failures within the grid system or site switch yard or by human
error.- Loss of the internal AC distribution system may be caused
by equipment failures or human error.

Amendment F |
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The loss of offsite power event class specifically includes
success of at least one diesel generator. !

3.1.8.3.1.2 Primary safety Valve Resent j

The initial loss of secondary heat sink following the loss of
offsite power will result in the primary system pressure i
increase. The Primary Safety Valves (PSVs) will most probably .

open. Failure of a PSV to ressat after the primary side pressure !
'

decreases will result in a - small Loss-Of-Coolant-Accident (LOCA) !'

with offsite power unavailable. This is considered to be a small- |
LOCA initiator for quantification of Small 14CA frequencies. |

The success criterion for this element is that four of four
primary safety valves must ressat.

3.1.s.2.1.3 safety Injection system Injection {
Following the reactor trip during a Loss of Offsite Power event, !
RCS pressure will increase and the PSVs will lift. If any of the ;
PSVs fail to reseat, coolant will be- lost through the stuck-open
PSV. Consequently, the reactor coolant will rapidly cool and |

O contract (resulting in a pressure decrease). The Safety
Injection System (SIS) will be automatically actuated on low
pressurizer pressure and will inject borated water to provide
additional negative reactivity in the short term. When offsite *

power is lost, the preferred source of power is lost. The safety
equipment loads on the 4.16 KV buses will be shed and the diesel
generators will receive a start signal.- After the diesel -

generators have started and reached operating speed, they will be
loaded to the 4.16 KV Class 1E buses. The buses will provide
power to the Safety Injection System (SIS) pumps. Power to the
motor-operated valves will be supplied at a lower power level,
such as 480V motor control center (Mcc).
There are four SIS pumps and the success of the SIS is defined as
one SIS pump injecting water into the RCS from the In-containment
Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST).

3.1.8.2.1.4 Deliver Energency Feedwater
,

Following a Loss of Offsite Power, emergency feedwater must be
supplied to the steam generators in order to remove decay heat
from the RCS. The Emergency Feedwater System will be
automatically actuated on a low steam generator level by the
ESFAS. It can also be manually actuated from the control room.

O :
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When offsite power is lost, the preferred source of power is -,

lost. The safety equipment loads on the 4.16 KV buses will be i

shed and the diesel generators will receive a start signal. i

After the diesel generators have started and reached operating |

speed, they will be loaded on the 4.16 KV Class lE buses. The i

buses will provide power to the motor-driven EFWS pumps. ,

I

The success criterion. for this element is that emergency
feedwater must be delivered by one Emergency Feedwater System ;

turbine-driven pump to its respective steam generator from the |

Emergency Feedwater Storage Tank (EFWST). However, with the |'
presumed success of at least one diesel generator for this event,
the use of the motor-driven emergency feedwater pump powered from '

!
that diesel generator is not precluded.

3.1.8.2.1.5 Long-Tern Decay Meat Removal ;

Decay heat must be continually removed from the RCS following the ,

initial response to the transient. For the purpose of this
analysis, it is assumed that the plant will always be brought to
cold shutdown following a transient if it is ut all possible.
Thus, during the initini response to the transient, the plant ,

would normally be brought down to shutdown cooling entry ,

conditions using secondary side heat removal. This can be >

;accomplished in about 6 to 8 hours.

The Shutdown Cooling System (SCS), which is the preferred means,
is then used for long-term decay heat removal. If the Shutdown
Cooling System is not available, secondary side heat removal must
be maintained for long-term decay heat removal by maintaining

'

omergency feedwater flow. In this case, the Condensate Storage
Tank (CST) must be aligned to provide additional inventory to the
EFWS once the emergency feedwater storage tank empty (nominally i

between 16 to 20 hours after the initiation of the event).
.

Following successful establishment of long-term decay heat
removal, emergency feedwater is normally shut down after the
steam generators are filled to appropriate levels. If the 4

Shutdown Cooling System later fails during long-term decay heat -

removal, secondary side heat removal can be re-established by
restarting the EFWS. Operator has at least one hour to ,

re-establish emergency feedwater flow because of the low decay ;
,

heat levels and the inventory in the generators.
-

.

| The success criteria for this element are that the SCS or the'

EFWS must be available for the mission time of 24 hours and the )
CST must be properly aligned to provide additional inventory to

'

the EFWS. 9 :,
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3.1.s.2.1.6 safety Depressurisation (31eed) ;-

If the long-term decay heat removal fails via either the Shutdown .

ICooling System or the secondary heat removal using - the ETWS,
decay heat removal can still be provided by the safety injection ,

and safety depressurization (Feed and Bleed). ;

IIf the bleed is initiated at lifting of the Primary Safety Valves
(PSVs), 1 SIS pump and 1 Safety Depressurization valve will be |
capable of maintaining core coolability- and, thus, core i

integrity. Therefore, the success criterion for this element is :

I that one safety Depressurization valve path must be available in ,

conjuction with one SIS pump.
,

3.1.8.2.1.7 Safety Injection (Feed)
,

If the long> term decay heat removal fails via either the Shutdown :

Cooling System or the secondary heat removal using the EFWS, !
decay heat removal can still be provided by the safety injection ,

,

and safety depressurization (Feed and Bleed) . Safety injection ,'
(or Feed) provides cooling water to remove decay heat.

If the bleed is initiated at lifting of the Primary Safety Valves,

( (PSVs), 1 SIS pump and 1 Safety Depressurization valve will be
capable of maintaining core coolability and, thus, core !

integrity. Therefore, the success criteria for this element are
that one SIS pump must deliver water from the IRWST to the RCS
and one Safety Depressurization valve path must be available.

3.1.8.2.1.8 Cooling the In-containment Refueling Water
storage Tank

If secondary side heat removal is not available following a Lo0P
event, feed and bleed cooling of the RCS is used to remove decay
heat from the core and transfer it to the In-containment
Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST). The energy must then be

',

transferred outside of containment. If the energy is not removed
from the containment, containment temperature and pressure
increase, possibly resulting in a breach of the containment
integrity. At this point, coolant will flash through the break
in the containment and the SI pumps may cavitate. Even if the SI
pumps trip and can be restarted, core damage may occur because-
the combined RCS and IRWST inventory would be depleted.

*

Thermal / hydraulic analysis indicates that without containment
cooling to remove the energy, containment failure would occur
approximately 41 hours after the event occurrence.

O
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The Containment Spray System (CSS) is used to cool the IRWST and
containment. The CS pumps circulate the IRWST inventory through
the CS heat exchangers, where the decay heat energy is
transferred to the Component Cooling Water System, and then back ,

to the IRWST. The CSS would be actuated on high-high containment ,'pressure, or it could be manually actuated. The CSS consists of
two separate, redundant divisions or trains. Each train consists i

of a pump, heat exchanger, spray header, and associated valves ;

and instrumentation. In addition, there is a provision to align
'

'

the SCS pump f rom the associated SCS train to . the containment
spray heat exchanger if the containment spray pump in that train ,

is unavailable. !

IThe success criteria for this element are that at least one CS
pump deliver flow from the IRWST through its-containment spray
heat exchanger to the containment spray header and that the decay'

1

heat energy be transferred to the Component Cooling Water System. .

'If the CS headers are not available, the CSS can be aligned to
discharge directly to the IRWST. If the CS pump in one train is
not available, the SCS pump associated with that train may be
used as a backup. ;

3.1.8.3 Maior Dependencies

'
The following functional dependencies are important for Event

i Treo 8:

',
A. If emergency feedwater is not available, no success path for

steam removal is available, therefore, Bleed must be used to
remove heat from the RCS.

B. When Safety Injection and Safety Depressurization aro used,
the IRWST must be- available and successfully cooled to
prevent containment failure.

C. If the PSV fails to reseat, the event is treated as a small
LOCA with offsite power unavailable.

3.1.8.4 Maior Recovery Actions

The following major recovery actions were addressed in the
recovery analysis for the transients discussed above.

A. In the later stages of the IDOP transient, power to the
pumps may be restored by either aligning the standby
alternate power source or restoring the offsite power.
Accordingly, power to the SIS pumps and motor-driven
EFWS pumps wen restored.

I.
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3.1.8.5 Core Damage Sequence Quantificatio4 {

The core damage frequency contribution for the Loss of Offsite i
Power sequences are given in Table B3.1.8-1. !

i

3.1.8.6 station Blackout Event Proaression !
r

If both the diesel generators fail to start following the loss of '

offsite power, the resulting transient is a station blackout and
it must be mitigated, at least initially, by alternate standby AC -

power source or AC independent equipment. Alternate standby !

power source will probably include a gas turbine, which is sized |

to handle permanent non-safety loads and one train (or division)
of all safety loads. Failure to start and load alternate standby |
AC powar or failure to restore offsito power within 10 hours
would result in a Station Blackout event with the batteries being !

completely depleted. This fault tree is shown in Figure i*

B3.1.8-2. >
>

Failure of the diesel generators results in the Safety Injection,
Residual Heat Removal, Component Cooling Water, and Station
Service Water Systems being not available for RCS heat removal or [
cooling the RCp seals.

The turbine-driven emergency feedwater pump is required to supply ,

emergency feedwater to the steam generator, and secondary steam
must be removed via the Main Steam Safety Valves (MSSVs) or the

| Atmospheric Dump Valves (ADVs).
1

The initial progression of the transient woe.1d be similar to the
,

| standard loss of offsite power, with lifting of the primary and ;

I secondary safety valves, emergency feedwater being delivered to ,

'
the steam generators to restore RCS heat removal and the
atmospheric dump valves being opened for secondary steam removal.
The ADVs receive control power from the vital DC buses and
batteries and use nitrogen for opening (instrument air is '

unavailable). The batteries can supply rated load for
approximately eight (8) hours, and, therefore, lacking any other
problems, initial plant cooldown can proceed for about eight
hours without restoration of AC power. At this time, without AC
power, the ADVs would become inoperable, secondary pressure would '

increase to the secondary safety valve setpoint and the primary
side temperature and pressure would increase until the heat '

transfer from the RCS to the steam generators was in equilibrium
with the heat removed from the steam generators via the safety
valves. The plant would remain stable in this configuration
until AC power is restored or the EFWS becomes inoperable due to

n loss of control power as a result of battery depletion. Core
, V damage would follow in approximately two hours unless water flow
| to the steam generators is re-established.

>
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With loss of all station AC power (Station Blackout), RCP aeal 'j
lost. has postulated in theircooling water will be

'

Blackout g NRCthat under these conditions, .Ievaluation of Station
the seals will begin to degrade and gross seal leakage on the !

order of several hundred gpm may occur. The CEgontends that !
this is not credible for pumps used in C-E plants -

If the turbine-driven emergency feedwater pumps fail to start and
deliver feedwater to the steam generators, seconde.ry steam j
removal through the secondary safety valves (or atmospheric dump -

valves) will continue until the steam generators boil dry at i

approximately 38 minutes. Primary pressura will rapidly rise and
the primary safety valves will open. Core uncovery and, thus, i

4 core damage will occur at approximately 2 hours unless power is ;

restored and energency feedwater flow is established within
'

approximately two hours.
>

3.1.s.6.1 station Blackout Fault Tree Elements |
!4

A station blackout is initiated by a loss of offsite power .

coupled with the concurrent failure of both diesel generators. !

(See Section 3 .1. 8 . 2 .1.1 for definition of loss of offsite power
initiators). If the alternate standby AC power cannot be &,
established or offsite power cannot be restored within 10 hours, W ;

station blackout with complete depletion of batteries would occur ';

resulting in core damage. :
!

Fault tree elements in Figure B3.1.8-2 are used to quantify the
frequency of occurrence for the Station Blackout event.

3.1.8.6.2 Major Dependencies

The following functional dependencies are applicable for the
Station Blackout

A. If power is not restored within 2 hour following battery
; depletion, core melt will occur due to-loss of emergency

feedwater.
,

l 3.1.8.6.3 Major Recovery Actions I
t

The following major recovery actions were addressed in the 1

recovery analysis for station blackout:
.

|

A. Restoration of AC power within 10 hours.

B. Starting and loading one of the two diesel generators.

1 0
1,

i
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TABLE R3.1.8 1

CORE BAMAGE FR M 10cY CGf'RLBUTIONS FOR
LOS$ OF 0 71 TE POWtl t LLOOP)

CORE WNBE SE0133

Core Dama!)e Frequency
contr' bution

12:ssrae Mean/ Year .JAE_

3 LOOP)(Injection OK)(Emergency FW OK) 2.440E-Il 9.23
Long-Term Decay Heat Removal FAILS)
Feed & Bleed OK)(FAIL to Cool IRWST)

4 (LOOP)(EmergencyFWOK)(Longterm < l.0E-16 N/A-
Decay Heat Removal FAILS)(Bleed OK)
(FeedFAILS)

5 LOOP)(Injection OK)(Emergency FW OK) 3.881E-Il 14.89
Long Term Decay Heat Removal FAILS)
BleedFAILS)

7 (LOOP)(Injection OK)(FAIL to Deliver 6.692E-12 13.28
Emergency FW)(Feed & Bleed OK)
(FAIL to Cool IRWST)

8 (LOOP)(Fall to Deliver Emergency FW) < l.0E-16 N/A
(BleedOK)(FeedFAILS)

9 (LOOP)(Injectior;OK)(FAlltoDeliver 1.683E-11 10.03
EmergencyFW)(BleedFAILS)

11 (LOOP)(Fall to Resent PSV :PSV LOCA]) 2.139E-9 12.71
(Injection OK)(Fall to Cool IRWST)

12 (LOOP)(FAIL to Resent PSV [PSV LOCA]) 8.570E-S 9.02
(Injection FAILS)

O
I
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3.1.9 LOSS OF COMPONENT COOLING WATER

The loss of one component cooling water division event tree,
Event Tree 9 (Figure B3.1.9-1), is a transient in which a process
parameter perturbation leads to a reactor trip. The normal
progression for this transient and the associated responses are
as follows:

,

,

A. Transient occurs.

B. Reactor trips (Reactivity Control).

| C. Feedwater ramps back to 5% and startup feedwater or
emergency feedwater is actuated.,

D. Turbine bypass valves or atmospheric dump valves open to
remove steam.

!

I E. Plant is stabilized in hot standby conditions.

Loss of Component Cooling Water (CCW) flow from one division is
characterized by loss of cooling water to Reactor Coolant Pump,

; (RCP) seal. The loss of heat removal from the RCPs may damage,

\ the pumps if they keep running. Hence, the operator will
'

| manually trip the RCPs to prevent damage to the pumps. The Loss
of CCW flow from one division also results-in the loss of cooling
water to motor-driven pumps and heat exchangers in one train of4

i several safety-related as well as non-safety-related systems,
i The affected systems, beside the RCPs, include Essential Chiller,
1 Fuel Pool heat exchanger, Diesel Generator cooling heat
'

exchanger, Containment spray (CS) heat exchanger and Shutdown
cooling System (SCS) heat exchanger. The safety-related
components also include motor-driven pumps in the Emergency
Feedwater (EFW) System, Safety Injection System (SIS), CSS, and
Shutdown Cooling System. The non-safety-related components
include the Charging pumps and other miscellaneous components.

3.1.9.1 Event Tree 9 Elements

3.1.9.1.1 Transient Initiators

Loss of one CCW division may be initiated by any failure in the
associated Station Service Water (SSW) division or both CCW loops
in that division. Loss of SSW division would result in loss of
heat removal from the CCW division which would, in turn, result
in loss of cooling load on that CCW division.

O
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3.1.9.1.3 uv.,r..dwat., 1
I

Following a loss of one component Cooling Water division event, |
'

main feedwater will ramp down and the Startup Feedwater System<

will automatically be actuated on low steam generator level to
provide decay heat removal from the RCS.

It is assumed that the cooling water to the startup feedwater J

pump is supplied fron'the unaffected CCW division and, therefore, |
the Startup Feedwater System is not impacted by the transient. ]

Therefore, the success criteria for this element are that the i

Startup Feedwater System must be actuated by the Process |

Component Control System and feedwater must be delivered from the'

Condensate Storage Tank (CST) to a steam generator by the Startup i

Feedwater pump.

If for any reason, the Startup Feedwater System is unavailable, ;

the Emergency Feedwater System (EFWS) may be used to supply
feedwater. The EFWS is automatically actuated by the Engineered
Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS). It can also be'

manually actuated from the control room.

A loss of component cooling water division results in loss of
cooling for the motor-driven pump in that division (or train) and
that pump becomes unavailable. Therefore, the success criteria
for the EFWS are that it must be actuated and emergency feedwater s

must be delivered from the Emergency Feedwater Storage Tank
(EFWST) by one of the two EFWS pumps in the unaffected train to -

its associated steam generator or by the turbine-driven EFWS pump >

in the affected train to the steam generator associated with that
train from its respective EFWST.

3.1.9.1.3 Long-Tern Decay Heat Removal

Decay heat must be continually removed from the RCS following the
initial response to the transient. For the -purpose of this
analysis, it is assumed that the plant will always be brought to
cold shutdown following a transient if it le at all possible.,

! Thus, during the initial response to the transient, the plant
would normally be brought down to shutdown cooling entry
conditions using secondary side heat removal. This can be

! accomplished in about 6 to 8 hours.
!

The Shutdown Cooling System (SCS), which-is the preferred means,
is then used for long-term decay heat removal. If the Shutdown
Cooling System is not available, secondary side heat removal must
be maintained for long-term decay heat removal by maintaining
emergency feedwater flow. In this case, the Condensate storage
Tank (CST) must be aligned to provide additional inventory to the
EFWS once the emergency feedwater storage tank empty (nominally
between 16 to 20 hours after the initiation of the event).

Amendment F
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Following successful establishment of long-term decay- heat j

removal, emergency feedwater is normally shut down after the !

steam generators are filled to appropriate levels. If the |
Shutdown Cooling System later fails during long-term decay heat I

removal, secondary side heat removal can be re-establir.hed by
restarting the EFWS. Operator' has at least one hour to |

re-establish emergency feedwater flow because of the low decay
heat levels and the inventory in the steam generators.

The success criteria for this element - are that the SCS or the.
tETWS must be available for the mission time of 24 hours and the

CST must be properly aligned to provide additional inventory to |
the EFWS. '

3.1.9.1.4 safety Depressurisation (Bleed) -

'

If the long-term decay heat removal fails via either the Shutdown
Cooling System or the secondary heat removal using the EFWS,<

decay heat removal can still be provided by the safety injection |
'

and safety depressurization (Feed and Bleed). '

If the bleed is initiated at lifting of the Primary Safety Valves
(PSVs), 1 SIS pump and 1 Safety Depressurization valve will be'

capable of maintaining core coolability and, thus, core
integrity. Therefore, the success criterion for this element is .

that one Safety Depressurization valve path must be available in
'

conjuction with one SIS pump.

3.1.9.1.5 safety Injection (Feed)

If the long-term decay heat removal fails via either the Shutdown
Cooling System or the secondary heat removal using the EFWS,
decay heat removal can still be provided by the safety injection
and safety depressurization (Feed and Bleed). Safety injection
(or Feed) provides cooling water to remove decay heat.

If the bleed is initiated at lifting of the Primary Safety. Valves
(PSVs), 1 SIS pump and 1 Safety Depressurization valve will be
capable of maintaining core coolability and, thus, core
integrity. Because of the loss of one component cooling water
division, two of the SIS pumps will not be available. Therefore,
the success criteria for this element are that one of the two
unaffected SIS pumps must deliver water from the IRWST and one
Safety Depressurization valve path must be available to that SIS
pump.

|

O
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cooling the In-oontainment Refueling Water3.1.9.1.5
storage Tank ii

!

If secondary side heat removal is not available following a Loss ;

of Component Cooling Water division, feed and bleed cooling of. 'i
the RCS is used to remove decay heat from the core and transfer '

it to the In-containment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST). !

The energy must then be transferred outside of containment. If
the energy is not removed from the containment, containment
temperature and pressure increase, possibly resulting in a breach :

of the containment integrity. At this point, coolant will flash
through the break in the containment and the SI pumps may )

cavitate. Even if the-SI pumps trip and can be restarted, core
damage may occur because the combined RCS and IRWST inventory

.

would be depleted. -Thermal / hydraulic analysis indicates that
'

without containment cooling to remove the energy, containment
failure would occur approximately 41 hours after the event
occurrence. ;

The Containment Spray System (CSS) is used to cool the IRWST and
containment. The CS pumps circulate the IRWST inventory through

| the CS heat exchangers, where the decay heat energy is

j transferred to the component cooling Water System, and then back
to the IRWST. The CSS would be actuated on high-high containment ,

pressure, or it could be manually actuated. The CSS consists of -

two separate, redundant divisions or trains. Each train consists
i of a pump, heat exchanger, spray header, and associated valves '

and instrumentation. In addition, there is a provision to align i
i

| the SCS pump from the associated SCS train to the containment
spray heat exchanger if the containment spray pump in that train

,

is unavailable.

The success criteria for this element are that the unaffected CS
pump deliver flow from the- IRWST through its containment spray
heat exchanger to the containment spray header and ihat the decay
heat energy be transferred to the component Cooling Water System. *

If the CS header is not available, the CSS can be aligned to
discharge directly to the IRWST. If the CS pump in unaffected
train is not available, the SCS pump associated with that train
may be used as a backup.

3.1.9.2 Maior Dependencies

The following functional dependencies are important for Event
Tree 9:

A. If feedwater is not available, no success path for steam
'

.

removal is available, therefore, the Safety Depressurization
'

(Bleed) must be used to remove heat from the RCS.

Amendment F
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B. When Safety Injection and Safety Depressurization are used,
the IRWST must be available and cuccessfully cooled to
prevent containment failure. '

3.1.9.3 Maior Recovery hetions

The following major recovery actions were addressed in the
recovery analysis for the transients discussed above.

A. In the later stages of the transients, for the sequences
wherein the power to the pumps has been lost due to loss of '

offsite power and subsequent operating failure of the diesel
'

generator, power to the pumps may be restored by either
aligning the standby alternate AC power source or restoring
the offsite power. Accordingly, power to the unaffected SIS
pumps, SCS pump and motor-driven EFWS pump was restored.

B. For the system unavailability that had resulted from failure
to open discharge manual valve (s) located outside the
containment, the recovery action to open the valve (s) was-

credited in the analysis provided sufficient time is
available and the recovery action does not cause any
other failure.

3.1.9.4 core Danaae secruence cuantification

The core damage frequency contribution for the Loss of one
component cooling Water Division sequences are - given in Table
B3.1.9-1.

,

,

\

!

O
-
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TABLE B3.1.9-1

,

!

CORE DAMAGE FRE00ENCY CONTRIBUTIONS FOR ;

LOSS 0F CORP 0NENT C00LINB WATER DIV 2f8) fCCWB)
CORE DAMARE SEQUENCES

Core Damage Frequency, l
Contr' bution

4
Sequence
>=%r secuence Mean/ Year fg_,

3 (CCWB)(Eme ency FW OK)(Long-Term 2.591E-9 10.41'
Decay Heat emoval FAILS)(Feed & 2

Bleed OK)(FAIL to Cool IRWST) ',

4 (CCWB)(Emergency FW OK)(Long-Term 2.226E-10 9.77
'

Decay Heat Removal FAILS)(Bleed OK)
(Feed,;{ AILS)

p
5 -(CCWB)(Emergency FW OK)(Long-Term 2.748E-9 11.30 ,

Decay Heat Removal FAILS)(Bleed
FAILS)

7 (CCWB)(I G L to Deliver Emergency FW) 8.703E-10 11.47
(Feed & Bleed OK)(FAIL to. Cool IRWST)

~

t

s

8 (CCWB)(FAIL to Deliver Emergency FW)- 1.427E-10 12.20'
(Bleed OK)(Feed FAILS)

9 (CCWB)(Fall to Deliver Emergency FW) 3.670E-9 11.57
(Bleed FAILS)

!

!

O 1

;
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3.1.10 Loss OF 125 VDC VITAL BUS

The loss of- one 125 VDC vital bus event tree, Event Tree 10
(Figure B3.1.10-1) , is a transient in which a process parameter ;

,

i perturbation leads to a reactor trip. The normal progression for !

|- this transient and the associated responses are as follows:
|

| A. Transient occurs.
,

B. Reactor trips (Reactivity Control).

C. Feedwater ramps back- to 5% and startup feedwater -or
emergency feedwater is actuated. ;

D. Turbine bypass valves . or atmospheric dump valves open to
, remove steam.
!

iE. Plant is stabilized in hot standby conditions.

Loss of one-125 VDC vital bus is characterized by loss'of power '

supply to the components, such as valves, on that bus. The. loss
I of 125 VDC vital bus would cause the main steam isolation valve

(MSIV) to close resulting in an increase in steam generator ;

O. pressure and,, consequently, an increase in pressurizer pressure. . !

A reactor trip would occur on high pressurizer pressure.

I3.1.10.1 Event Tree 10 Elements
!

3.1.10.1.1 Transient Initiatoru

Transient- Initiators include any failure of the '125 VDC bus or
its intimately connected. components. The' loss of'125 VDC-vital
bus would affect the . valves powered from the bus and partially
impact the control circuitries for the pumps since it is one' of
the two control power sources. The affected systems and-valves,
which are considered in .the - analysis, include the Emergency
Feedwater System, Safety Injection System (SIS), Shutdown. Cooling
System (SCS), Containment Spray System (CSS), Component Cooling
Water / Station Service Water System, Bleed (Safety
Depressurization) valves, and, Atmospheric Dump Valves.

3.1.10.1.2 Deliver Feedwater

'Following a loss of one 125VDC vital bus event, main feedwater
will ramp down and the Startup Feedwater System will
automatically be actuated on low steam generator level to provide
decay heat removal from the RCS.

'O
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The- success criteria for this' element are that the Startup
Feedwater System. must be actuated by the Process component
Control System and feedwater must' be. delivered- from -the
Condensate Storage Tank-(CST) to a steam generator-by-the Startup
Feedwater pump.

If_for any reason, the Startup Feedwater System is _ unavailable,
the Emergency Feedwater System (EFWS) -may be used to- supply
feedwater. The EFWS is automatically actuated by the Engineered
Safety Features- Actuation System: (ESFAS). It -can also- be
manually actuated from the control room.

The loss of a 125 VDC vital bus results in ' loss of = redundant
control power to the motor-driven pump - and dc-powered valve on
that bus. This loss of redundant control power does not disable'
the motor-driven pump.- Also, since the dc- powered valve is
normally open, its availability is not ' impacted by the loss of-
redundant power source. Hence, the success- criteria for this-
element are - that the EFWS must be actuated and the emergency
feedwater must be delivered from the-Emergency'Feedwater Storage
Tank (EFWST) by one of the two EFWS pumps to its associated ~^ '

generator.

3.1.10.1.3 Long-Term Decay Heat Removal

Decay heat must be continually removed from_the RCS following cne
initial resyrnse to the transient. For the purpose of this
analysis, it is assumed that the plant will always be brought to
cold shutdown following a transient if it is at all possible.
Thus, during the initial response to the . transient,- the plant
would normally be brought down to shutdown cooling entry
conditions using secondary side heat removal. This can be
accomplished in about 6 to 8 hours.

The Shutdown Cooling System (SCS), which is the preferred means,
is then used for long-term decay heat removal. If the Shutdown
Cooling System is not available, secondary side heat removal must
be maintained for long-term - decay heat removal by . maintaining
emergency feedwater flow. In this case, the Condensate Storage
Tank (CST) must be aligned to provide additional inventory to.the
EFWS once the emergency feedwater storage tank empty (nominally-
between 16 to 20 hours after the initiation of the event).
Following successful establishment of long-term decay heat
removal, emergency feedwater is normally shut down after the
steam generators are filled to appropriate levels. If the
Shutdown Cooling System later fails during long-term decay heat
removal, secondary side heat removal can be re-established by

O
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restarting 'the EFWS. Operator has at least one hour to
re-establish emergency feedwater flow because of the low decay ;;

L
heat levels and the inventory in the steam generator. |

The success criteria for this element are that the SCS or the
'IEFWS must be available- for the mission time of 24 hours and the.-

| CST must be properly aligned to provide additional inventory to
| the EFWS.

,

3.1.10.1.4 safety Depressurisation (Bleed)- !

! If the long-term decay heat removal fails via either the Shutdown
*

Cooling System or the secondary. heat removal using: the EFWS,
decay heat removal can still be provided by the safety injection ,,

and safety depressurization (Feed and Bleed).

If the bleed is initiated at. lifting of the" Primary Safety Valves-
! (PSVs), 1 SIS pump and 1 Safety Depressurization valve will be
i capable of maintaining core coolability and, thus, core

integrity. Since one Bleed path becomes unavailable due to' loss
of 125 VDC vital bus, the success criterion for this element is
that unaffected Safety Depressurization valve path must be
available in conjunction with one SIS pump.

I 3.1.10.1.5 Safety Injection (Feed)
'

If the long-term decay heat removal fails via either the Shutdown
cooling- System or the secondary heat removal using the EFWS,
decay heat removal can still be provided by the safety injection
and safety depressurization ~(Feed and Bleed). Safety injection
(or Feed) provides cooling water to remove decay heat.

,

If the bleed is initiated at lifting of the Primary Safety Valves
(PSVs), 1 SIS pump and 1 Safety Depressurization valve will be
capable of maintaining core coolability and,- thus,. core ,

integrity. Therefore, the success criteria for-this element are-

that one unaffected SIS pump must deliver water from the IRWST to!

the RCS and the unaffected Safety Depressurization valve path -|
must be available. "

:

3.1.10.1.6 Cooling the In-containment Refueling Water
Storage Tank -

!

If secondary side heat removal is not available following a Loss
of 125 VDC vital bus, feed and bleed cooling of-the RCS is-used,

| to remove decay heat from the core and transfer it to the
In-containment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST) . The energy
must then be transferred outside of containment. If the energy
is not removed from the containment, containment temperature and
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pressure increase, possibly resulting in a breach of the
containment integrity. At this point,-coolant will' flash.through ;

the break in the containment and the SI pumps may cavitate. Even
if the SI pumps trip and can be- restarted, core _ damage may occur'
because the combined RCS and IRWST inventory' would: be depleted.
Thermal / hydraulic analysis indicates thati - without containment-
cooling to remove - the energy, containment failure. would occur,
approximately 41 hours after-the eventzoccurrence.

The Containment Spray System- (CSS) is used.to. cool the.IRWST'and'
'

containment. The CS pumps circulate the IRWST-. inventory..through
the CS heat- exchangers, where the decay heat energy is

transferred to the Component cooling Water System, and then back
to the IRWST. The CSS would be actuated'on high-high containment
pressure, or it could be manually. actuated. The CSS consists of
two separate, redundant divisions ~ or: trains. Each train consists
of a pump, heat exchanger, spray: header, and associated valves
and instrumentation. In addition,~there is a provision to align
the SCS ' pump from the associated- SCS. train: .to the containment
spray heat exchanger if the containment spray pump-in that; train-
is unavailable.

The success- criteria for this element are that at'least one CS .

,

( pump deliver flow from the' IRWST through its containment spray
heat exchanger to the containment spray header and that the decay

~

| heat energy be transferred to the component Cooling Water System.
If the CS headers are not available,: the CSS can-be aligned,to
discharge directly to the IRWST. If the CS pump in one trainvis
not available, the SCS pump associated with that train may be
used as a backup.

3.1.10.2 Maior Dependencies <

L The following functional dependencies are important for Event
j Tree 10:

A. If feedwater is not available, no success path for steam
removal is available, therefore, the Safety Depressurization

(Bleed) must be used to remove heat from the RCS. ;
,

L

B. When Safety Injection and Safety Depressurization are used,
the IRWST must be available and successfully cooled to ,

prevent containment damage.
:
I

3.1.10.3 Maior Recovery Actions

'

The following major recovery actions- were addressed in the

recovery analysis for the transients discussed above. ,
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A. For -sequences which involve J systems failures due to a ' loss ,

L of 125 VDC bus, if it is possible, breakers were manually .t
racked into restore power to the components on the bus. ;

B.- In the later stages of the - transients, for the sequences
wherein.the power to the pumps'has been lost'due to_-loss of

:

|
offsite power.and' subsequent operating failure of the diesel
generators, _ power to the pumps may be restored by.' either >

aligning the standby alternate power. source or restering the !

offsite power. . Accordingly, power to the SIS pumps, SCS
pumps and motor-driven EFWS pumps wes_ restored. ;

3.1.10.4 core D===ce'secuence cuantification

The core damage frequency contribution for the Loss of 125 - VDC-

-

vital Bus' sequences are given in Table B3.1.10-1.

.

O :

Y

'

P

,-

O
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TABLE 3.1.10-1

CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY CONTRIBUTIONS FOR
LOSS OF 125 VDC VITAL BUS B (125VB)

CORE DAMAGE SEQUENCES

I

Core Damage Frequency
contribution

Sequence-
Number Secuence Mean/ Year . IRE._

3 (125VB)(FeedwaterOK)(Long-TermDecay < 1.0E-16 N/A
Heat Removal FAILS)(Feed & Bleed OK)
(FAIL to Cool IRWST)

4 (125VB)(FeedwaterOK)(Long-TermDecay < l.0E-16 N/A
Heat' Removal FAILS)(Bleed 0K) 1

(Feed FAILS)
I

5 (125VB)(Feedwater OK)(Long-Term Decay 1.605E-14 11.52- |
Heat Removal FAILS)(Bleed FAILS) -|

7 (125VB)(FAIL to Deliver Feedwater) 7.446E-14 16.32
(Feed & Bleed OK)(FAIL to Cool IRWST) !

1|8 (125VB)(FAIL to Deliver Feedwater) 2.780E-14 ~17.64
(Bleed OK)(Feed FAILS)

9 (125VB)(FAIL to Deliver Feedwater) 2.746E-12 6.95
(BleedFAILS)

'l

i

!

i

O
|
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3.1.11 LOSS OF 4.16 KV VITAL BUS

Loss of 4.16 KV vital bus, Event Tree 11 (Figure B3.1.11-1), is a
non-IDCA/non-accident ; transient in which a- process parameter
. perturbation leads to a. reactor trip. The normal-progression for -

a transient and the associated responses are as follows:

A. Transient occurs.
;

B. Ractor trips (Reactivity Control). |
,

!C. Fedwater ramps back to 5% and startup feedwater or emergency.
feedwater is actuated.

D. Turbine bypass valves or atmospheric dump' valves open ' to
remove steam.

E. Plant is stabilized in hot standby conditions.
..

3.1.11.1 Event Tree 11 Elements i

Loss of 4.16 KV vital bus is characterized loss of power to the
Component Cooling ' Water / Station Service Water System . pumps on4

,
'

that ~ bus- and subsequent loss of - cooling water to the Reactor
Coolant Pump (RCP) seal. The loss of heat removal-from the RCPs
may cause damage-to the pumps. -Hence, the operator will manually
trip the RCPs to prevent damage-to the pumps.- The loss of 4.16KV-

, vital bus also results in loss of power to the - main feedwater
circulating pumps, two safety injection pumps, the motor-driven
emergency feedwater pump, the Shutdown Cooling System pump, and
the containment spray pump on that bus.- The-. impact of Loss of
4.16 KV vital bus event is similar - to that of the Loss of
Component Cooling Water flow event. The Loss.of'CCW flow event
and its impact on various systems were described in previous
section (see Section 3.1.9).
3.1.11.1.1 Transient Initiators

Loss of 4.16 KV vital bus results from a failure of the bus or
its intimately connected components. The impact of Loss of-4.16
KV vital bus event is similar to that of the Loss of Component
Cooling Water flow event.

3.1.11.1.2 Deliver Feedwater

Following a loss of 4.16KV vital bus event, main.feedwater.will
ramp down and the Startup Feedwater System will automatically'be

O actuated on low steam generator level to provide decay heat
removal from the RCS. -
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-Since the power'to the startup - feedwater pump is supplied from
the non-safety (non-Class 1E) ' 4.16 KV bus, the Startup _ Feedwater - ,

'
S y s t e m -- i s - n o t - impacted by - the transient. Hence', the . success
criteria for this element ara that the Startup Feedwater System j

must be actuated by the Process _ Component Control System and - '

feedwater must be - - deliverod from the Condensate . Storage Tank !

(CST) to one' steam generator by the startup feedwater pump.

If for any reason, the Startup Feedwater System is unavailable, ,

the Emergency Feedwater System- (EFWS) may be used to supply ,

'

feedwater. The EFWS is automatically actuated by the Engineered
Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS). It can also. be- ,

manually. actuated from the control room.
The success, criteria for' the ' EFWS are that it must be actuated ,

and emergency feedwater must be deliveredL from' the Emergency
Feedwater Storage Tank (EFWST) by one of the two EFWS : pumps in
the unaffected train to the associated steam generator'or by the
turbine-driven EFWS pump in the- affected train. to the. steam
generator associated with that train from its respective EFWST.

*

3.1.11.1.3 Long-Term Decay Heat Removal

Decay heat must be continually removed-from the RCS following the i

initial response to the transient. For the purpose of this
analysis, it is assumed that the plant will always be brought:-to
cold shutdown following a transient if it: is at - all possible.
Thus, during the initial response to the transient, the: ' plant

'

would normally be brought down to shutdown cooling- entry
conditions using secondary side- heat removal.- This can- be
accomplished in about 6 to 8 hours..

|

The Shutdown Cooling System (SCS), which is the preferred means,
L is then used for long-term decay heat removal. If the Shutdown,

~

Cooling System is not available, secondary side heat removal must
; be maintained for long-term decay heat removal by maintaining

emergency feedwater flow. In this case, the CST must be aligned
to provide additional inventory to the EFWS once the emergency-
feedwater storage tank empty (nominally batween 16 to 20 hours
after the initiation of the event). ,

Following successful establishment of long-term decay heat

removal, emergency feedwater is normally shut down after the
| steam generators are filled to appropriate levels. If .the

Shutdown Cooling System later fails during long-term decay heat
removal, secondary side heat removal can be re-established by
restarting the EFWS. Operator has at least one hour to

re-establish emergency feedwater flow because of the low decay
heat levels and the inventory in the steam generators.
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The success' criteria for this element are that the SCS : or the
EFWS must be available for the mission time of 24 hours and the-
CST must be properly aligned to provide additional inventory to

.

the EFWS. 1

3.1.11.1.4' Safety Depressurisation (Bleed)

If the long-term decay heat removal fails via either the Shutdown
Cooling System or the secondary heat removal using the EFWS,
decay heat removal can still be provided by the safety injection
and safety depressurization (Feed and Bleed).

,

If the bleed is initiated at lifting of the Primary Safety Valves
(PSVs), 1 SIS pump and 1 Safety Depressurization valve will be j
capable of maintaining core coolability' and, thus, core i

integrity. Therefore, the success criterion for this element is
that one Safety Depressurization valve path must be available in
conjunction with one unaffected SIS pump.

1

3.1.11.1.5 Safety Injection (Feed)
'

If the long-term decay heat removal fnils_via either the Shutdown
y

Cooling System or the - secondary heat removal using the EFWS, ''

. decay heat removal can still be provided by the safety-injection
and safety depressurization -(Feed and Bleed). Safety injection
(or Feed) provides cooling water to remove decay heat.

If the bleed is initiated at lifting of the Primary Safety' Valves
_

(PSVs), 1 SIS pump and 1 Safety Depressurization valve will be
capable of maintaining core coolability' and, thus, core- I

integrity. Since the loss of 4.16 KV bus results in loss of two
SIS pumps, the success criteria for this element are that one of
the two unaffected SIS pumps must deliver water-from the IRWST to
the RCS and one Safety Depressurization valve ~ path must be
available.

j

3.1.11.1.6 Cooling the In~ containment Refueling Water :
Storage Tank |

If secondary side heat removal is not available following a Loss !
of 4.16 KV vital bus, feed and bleed cooling of the RCS is used

,

to remove decay heat from the core and transfer it to the
|In-containment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST). The energy

must then be transferred outside of containment. If the energy
is not removed from the containment, containment temperature and
pressure increase, possibly resulting in a breach of the
containment integrity. At this point, coolant will flash through
the break in the containment and the SI pumps may cavitate. EvenO if the SI pumps trip and can be restarted, core damage may occur
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because the combined RCS and IRWST inventory would be, depleted.
Thermal / hydraulic. analysis indicates, that without containment ;

cooling to remove ' the energy, containment failure would occur j'
'

approximately.41 hours after the event occurrence.
The containment spray System (CSS) - is used; to cool- thel IRWST and'' t

containment. The CS pumps _ circulate the IRWST inventory through
the CS heat exchangers,_ where the decay . heat- energy :is
transferred-to the component Cooling Water. System, and then back
to the.IRWST. The CSS would be. actuated on high-high containment
pressure, or it could be manually actuated. The. CSS-consists of- '

two separate, redundant divisions or' trains. Each train consists t

of a pump, heat exchanger, spray header, and associated valves
and instrumentation. In addition, there is a provision ~to align

' the SCS pump from the associated ' SCS - train to the containment
spray heat exchanger if the containment spray' pump in that train'-
is unavailable.

The success criteria for this element'are that at least one CS
pump deliver flow from the IRWST through its containment spray
heat' exchanger to the containment spray header and that the' decay
heat energy be transferred to the_ Component Cooling Water System.-
If the CS headers are not available, the CSS : can be aligned to
discharge directly to the IRWST. If the CS pump in'one' train is ;

not available, the SCS pump - associated with that train may be
used as a backup.

3.1.11.2 Maior Dependencies

The following functional dependencies are important for Event
Tree 11:

| A. If emergency feedwater is not available, no success path for
steam removal is available, therefore, the Safety'

Depressurization (Bleed) must be used to remove heat from
the RCS. ;

B. When Safety Injection and Safety Depressurization are'used,-
the IRWST must- be available. and successfully cooled to
prevent containment damage.

3.1.11.3 Maior Recovery Actions
|

The following major recovery actions were addressed in the

recovery analysis for the transients discussed above.

A. In the later stages of the transients, for the sequences
wherein the power to the pumps has been lost due to loss of
offsite power and subsequent operating failure of the diesel

,

i
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generators, power to the pumps may . be ' restored by either;
aligning the standby alternate power source or restoring the-
of fsite power. Accordingly,- power to the unaffected -. SIS' ,

pumps, SCS pump and motor-driven EFWS pump was restored. - !

3.1.11.4 Core Danace Secuence'Ouantification ,

The core damage. frequency . contribution for the Loss of 4.16 ~ KV
vital bus sequences are given in Table B3.1.11-1.

i
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TABLE 3.1.11-1-

c

!
CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY CONTRIBUTIONS FOR

:LOSS OF 4.16 KV VITAL BUS B (416KB)
CORE DAMAGE SEQUENCES ;,

Core Damage Frequency _
,

Contr' bution
Sequence
Number- Seouence' Nean/ Year __ERE_

3 (416KB)(Feedwater OK)(Long-Term Decay < ~ l ~. 0E- 16 - N/A
Heat Removal FAILS)(Feed &. Bleed OK)
(FAIL to Cool IRWST) ;

4 (416KB)(Feedwater OK)(Long-Term Decay. < 1.0E-16- N/A
Heat Removal FAILS)(Bleed OK) ,

'l

(Feed FAILS)-

5 (416KB)(Feedwater OK)(Long-Term Decay 8.603E-13 11.53
. Heat Removal FAILS)(Bleed FAILS)
I O

V 7 (416KB)(FAIL to Deliver Feedwater)' 8.298E-13 12;41

(Feed & Bleed OK)(FAIL ~ to Cool IRWST)

8 (416KB)(FAIL to Deliver Feedwater) 1.977E-Il 31'.14
(Bleed OK)(Feed FAILS)

9 (416KB)(FAIL to Deliver Feedwater) 3.999E-12 8.51 ,

(Bleed FAILS)
:

i

|

|

A
V
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3.1.12 ANTICIPATED TRAN8IENT8 WITHOUT SCRAM {

3.1.12.1 ATW8 Descriptio.3

Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS) is not an-initiating
event, but rather is a faulted response to an event . requiring r

control element essemblies (CEAs) insertion 'for- reactivity.
control. However, pecause of the significant impact that an ATWS *

has on plant responses, it is included as a separate initiating |

; event. class. The initiating event' is defined to- be- the
toccurrence 'of a transient requiring reactor trip for reactivity.
", control . coupled with failure-. of. a trip to occur' due to either

mechanical failure of the CEAs to insert or the failure of both .

the Reactor Protection System (RPS) and the Alternate. Protection
System (APS) to generate a trip signal. Because ATWS is included '

as a separate event, failure to . trip was not addressed in the
event tree for the other transient initiating event ~ clasers.

,

L

i The ATWS is potentially a severe event in which the Reactor
Coolant System goes through a pressure excursion due to a

,

| mismatch between the core heat generation' rate and the Reactor
Sy energy removal capability.- AlthoughCoolant 50.62ggy defines. a

'

prescriptive solution for the ATWS
O$

10 CFR
scenario in terms of prevention and mitigation, the I g cess,

criteria for the event is given in NUREG-0460, Volume 3 and'

can be summarized as follows:
i
' .

For the Reactor Coolant System- (RCS) ' pressures calculated,-

the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary and
the functionability of valves needed for long term cooling
shall be demonstrated.

The calculated radiological conseg0ggesshallbewithin-the
-

guidelines set forth in 10 CFR 10

The reactor fuel rods shall be- shown to withstand the-

internal and external transient pressure so as to maintain a
long term coolable geometry.

The peak fuel enthalpy of the hottest fuel pellet shall not- -

result in significant fuel melting.

The probability of departure from nucleate boiling for the-

hot rod shall be shown to be low.

The maximum cladding temperature and the extent of the-

Zr-H,0 reaction shall be determined and shown not to result
A in sIgnificant cladding degradation.

V
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For the limiting ' ATWS scenario, the criteria relating to the i

pressure boundary integrity and functionability of the valvesi l

required for long term cooling are of primary interest. The ''

concern is that if the peak' pressure in g RCS exceeds Level C 1
'

stress limits (approximately 3200 psia) a - breach of the-,

primary coolant pressure boundary will occur and that the Safety
Injection System- check' valves will be jammed closed. .This would .;

result in a LOCA with noiRCS makeup available.

The course of an ATWS event is primarily dictated .by a
macroscopic energy balance on the Reactor Coolant System.- Energy ;

generated in the core and deposited in the coolant can be removed-
by various means; they are: the ~ steam generators, tha primary -
safety relief valves, and RCS , leakage. Changes in- the RCS
pressure and temperature are produced.as a result of-an. imbalance-
between-the rates of energy deposition into and. removal from the *

reactor coolant. All ATWS consequences are determined directly
by the core power transient and the power imbalance transient.
The- relative consequences of ATWS events'are thus' determined-by
the relative magnitude of those plant parameters which govern
these transients.

The' energy generation within the core during the period of peak
RCS pressure and maximum potential for clad damage is determined -

,

by the relative magnitude of Doppler and ' moderator temperature
reactivity feedback. A power imbalance which produces .an
increase in moderator temperature and pressure coupled with a
negative moderator temperature coefficient: also produces a
negative reactivity feedback which tends to reduce.the core power-
and hence reduces the core power- imbalance. During - an 1 ATWS
event, primary coolant temperature increases. Since'the. assumed

! moderator temperature coefficient in o the core is negative, the
j temperature increase results in an insertion of negative ,

'

[- reactivity which reduces the core power. The moderator
'

temperature coefficient will become more negative over the core .

cycle. Therefore, as the cycle progresses, the consequences of
an ATWS event would become less severe, in that the core power
reduction via moderator feedback will be greater,. thus reducing-
the imbalance between the core heat generation rate and the RCS
heat removal capability. .

Since RCS peak pressure and associated system stresses are the
primary concerns during an ATWS, it has been determined by
analysis that the complete loss of feedwater event with failure
of turbine trip is the limiting at-power peak pressure event..

L
The loss of normal feedwater flow could result from a malfunction'

in the feedwater/ condensate system or its control system. This

O
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malfunction can be caused by a closure of all feedwater control
valves, trip of all condensate pumps, or. trip of all main
feedwater pumps.

The loss of normal feedwater causes a' reduction in feedwater. flow
to the steam generators when operating at power.- This produces a
reduction in- the water inventory in the . steam generators.
Consequently, the secondary' system can no longer remove the heat
that is generated in' the reactor core. Due to the ' assumed
failure of the CEAs to insert on reactor trip, the core power
remains at or near 100% of the initial level during the early
part of the transient. The heat buildup in the primary system is c

indicated by rising RCS temperature' and- pressure, and by
'

increasing pressurizer- water level due- to the insurge of
expanding-reactor coolant. . The initiation of the ATWS event may
be identified by means of the failure of CEA insertion. on the
reactor trip -signal, sharp- increases in RCS pressure and >

temperature, and a rise in steam generator pressure. .The heat-
capacity of the primary and secondary coolant inventories, the
discharge capability of the RCS and steam generator Safety and
Atmospheric Dump Valves, and the action of the Emergency
Feedwater System, Steam Bypass Control System,'and the Chemical
and Volume control System all combine to provide the heat removal

\ capability to limit the consequences of the reactor power
generated during this incident.

Realistic best estimate thermohydraulic c.nalyses of a total Loss '

of Feedwager without Turbine _{Ap/'T ,
rip or Scram were run for MTCs of

-0.50x10 Ap/*F and -0.30x10 The' ~ peak vessel pressures'
| generated in these analyses were 3189 psia Nr an_gTC of

4
-0.30x10 Ap/*F, and 2873 psia for an MTC of -0.50x10 Ap/ 'F. -

Therefore, since total Loss of Main Feed-water Flow without
Turbine Trip is the limiting ATWS, an ATWS_ event will not exceed
Level C stress limits for MTCs of -0.30x10 4Ap/*F'or less.-

Figure B3.1.12-1 presents the core damage event tree for. ATWS.
The following subsections describe the individual elements on
this event tree.

3.1.12.2 ATWS Event Tree Elements

3.1.12.2.1 ATWS Initiators

ATWS is defined to be an anticipated operational occurrence
coupled with failure to insert negative reactivity via the CEAs. *

ATWS initiators, for this study, are defined to be all transients
which tend to produce RCS pressure transients. These' include Loss

|O
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of- Feedwater events,. Other -Transients- (turbineL trips, _MSIV.
closures and loss of RCS flow events) ,. Loss of . Component _ Cooling

,

Water, Loss of 125 VDC vital bus, and Loss of,4.16 KV vital bus..
'

:

3.1.12.2.2 Adverse Moderator Temperature coefficient :(MTC)-

iThis element is defined-to bc'that the MTC.is.such that a. severe;
ATWS will = produce- peak RCS pressures --in excess of _ the : Level C
stress limits (approximately ~3200 -psia). C-E,4 best: estimate = ;

analyses have shown that for_ an MTC . of -0.30x10 Ap/*F, an;ATWS
initiated by a total loss of _ main feedwater without = turbine : trip . ,

results in peak pressures of less than 3200 psia.-

3.1.12.2.3 Primary Safety Valve-(PSV)fStuck Open

one of the consequences of an ATWS is the'high RCS pressure;- The1
primary safety valves. (PSVs) will .: lift to; relieve : peak | RCS -

*

pressure. Following ' lifting of the PSVs, RCS pressure would.
decrease below the lifting pressure of the .~PSVs and the ' PSVs
should close. However, if any - PSV fails ' to reseat, . reactor.
coolant will be leak out of the stuck _open PSV. This leakLis
equivalent to a medium Loss Of Coolant Accident (LOCA) . : Hence, .
safety injection will be required to-control the RCS-inventory as ;
well-as supply the necessary boron for reactivity control. |

3.1.12.2.4 consequential-steam ~ Generator Tube
Rupture (SGTR)

In the event of an ATWS, reactor coolant at higher than nominal
RCS pressure is circulated inside of theJ steam generator tubes
whereas feedwater at lower pressure is circulated - outside . the
tubes. Therefore, if any degradation of the tube (s) exists,
there is a potential for a rupture in the steam' generator tube.

l This steam generator tube rupture is -identified- as a
Consequential SGTR on the ATWS event tree.

i.

3.1.12.2.5 Deliver Emergency Feedwater

Following the ATWS transient (with a presumed consequential loss
of main feedwater), emergency feedwater must be supplied to the
steam generator in order to remove decay heat from- the RCS.
Emergency feedwater is automatically actuated by the Engineered
Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS). It -can also be ,

manually actuated from the control room. '

If a consequent SGTR has occurred following an ATWS, emergency
feedwater must then be supplied to the intact steam generator >for
removing the RCS heat.

i
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- best estimate- analyses have- shown- that for MTCs of |C-E
-0.30x10 4Ap/*F or less, one emergency.feedwater pump can deliver-
sufficient flow to maintain RCS pressure peaks below' 3200 psia,
even with a total loss of main feedwater. Therefore, the success
criterion for this element is thatLemergency feedwater flow must
be: delivered from one of- the two EFWS trains to its- respective

-

steam generator.

3.1.12.2.6 Deliver Boron via Charging Pump

Following an ATWS, the RCS -pressure remains high enough so that
the Safety Injection System (SIS) cannot be.put in operationeto-
deliver' borated water to the RCS for the reactor coolant
inventory and-reactivity control. In this case, charging pump (s) ,

-

may be used to provide boron for reactivity, control and, thus, ;

prevent core damage.

One charging pump will deliver sufficient boron to stabilize the
plant. Therefore, the success criterion for-this element is that
one charging pump must deliver boron to the RCS.

3.1.12.2.7 Safety Depressurisation
,

If boron delivery via the charging pump fails, reactivity control-
| and reactor coolant inventory control would have to be provided

using the SIS. However, before-the= SIS-can be put in operation,
the RCS. pressure must be reduced to that below~ SIS pump shutoff
head. This is accomplished by using-the Safety Depressurization

| or Bleed System.
I

If the bleed is'initisted at lifting of the Primary Safety Valves
(PSVs), one safety depressurization valve will be capable of
reducing the RCS pressure to the point where the ' SIS can be
actuated.

Safety Depressurization System is also used in the Feed and. Bleed
process to remove decay heat for long term cooling if the
Long-Term Decay Heat Removal process via either the Shutdown
Cooling System or the secondary heat removal using the EFWS fails
in maintaining the core coolable.

Therefore, the success criterion for this element is that one
,

safety d6'pressuritation valve path must be available.
'

3.1.12.2.8 Safety Injection
"

If boron delivery via the charging pump fails, reactivity control,

G and RCS inventory control would have to be provided using - the

V SIS. Once the RCS pressure is reduced to that below SIS pump
shutoff head using the Safety Depressurization System, the SIS
can be put in operation.

Amendment F
B-95 December 15, 1989
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If the bleed'is initiated at lifting of the Primary Safety Valves
(PSVs), one SIS pump is capable of providing sufficient borated
water to the' RCS for- RCS inventory control and reactivity
control. '

Safety Injection System is also used L in- the Feed 'and Bleed I

process to remove decay heat for long term cooling -if the-
Long-Term Decay Heat Removal process via either the Shutdown
Cooling System or the secondary heat removal using-the EFWS fails
in maintaining the core coolable. Therefore, the success
criterion for this element is.that one SIS pump must-be available--- |
to deliver borated water to the RCS. j
3.1.12 2.9 RCS-Pressure control-

If a consequent SGTR happens following,an ATWS, leakage from the
primary side to the secondarv side occurs. To minimize the
leakage from primary to seconday during the plant cooldown,;RCS-
pressure must be maintained at or. near the pressure _ in the
ruptured steam generator. 'If the RCS - pressure control is _ not
established, the IRWST' inventory will be lost _through- the
ruptured tube. RCS pressure control must be established in
sufficient time to permit- bringing the -plant to - cold shutdown i
conditions and stopping the leak before the inventory in- the
IRWST is depleted. The two actions involved in establishing RCS
pressure control are throttling the safety injection pumps once
pressurizer level and RCS subcooling 'have been re-established,
and starting pressurizer spray - flow. If two RCPs are running,
the Pressurizer Spray System may be used. .If the: RCPs are not
running, either the RCGVS or the Bleed System valves,can be used. d
The auxiliary spray is not credited in the analysis.

The success criteria for the RCS Pressure Control are that SIS
flow must be throttled and the pressurizer spray flow -must be
established. If the pressurizer spray is unavailable, either the
RCGVS or the Bleed System must be available.

3.1.12.2.10 Long-Term Decay Beat-Removal

Decay heat must be continually removed from the RCS following the
initial response to the transient. For the purpose of this
analysis, it is assumed that the plant will always be brought to
cold shutdown following a transient if it is at all possible.
Thus, during the initial response to the transient, the plant
would normally be brought down to shutdown cooling entry
conditions using secondary side heat removal. This can be
accomplished in about 6 to 8 hours.

O
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The Shutdown Cooling System (SCS), which is the preferred means, ,

is then used for long-term decay heat . removal. If the Shutdown
Cooling System is not available, secondanp side heat removal must *

i

i be maintained for long-term _ decay - heat removal by maintaining ,

l emergency feedwater. flow. In this case, ' the condensate ' Storage
Tank (CST) must be aligned to provide additional inventory to the
EFWS once the emergency feedwater ' storage tank empty (nominally
between.16 to 20 hours after the initiation of the event).
Following successful establishment of -long-term decay heat

I removal, emergency feedwater is normally shut down. af ter - the
'

,

l
,

steam generators are filled to' appropriate levels. If_ Phe
Shutdown Cooling System later fails during- long-term decay t mt <

| removal, secondary side heat removal can be; re-established by
restarting the EFWS. Operator has at least one hour to
re-establish emergency feedwater flow because of the' low decay
heat levels and the-inventory in the-steam generators.

! If a consequential SGTR has occurred following an'ATWS, emergency
feedwater must-be supplied to the intact steam generator for the
long-term decay heat removal.

g The success criteria for this element ~ are that the SCS or' the
I EFWS must be available for the mission time of 24 hours and the'

CST must be properly aligned to provide additional inventory to
the EFWS.

t

i 3.1.12.2.11 Unisolable Leak in the Ruptured Generator

If an unisolable path exists from the ruptured steam generator to
the atmosphere, the ruptured generator could be at or near -

atmospheric pressure.

Thus, the differential pressure between the RCS and the ruptured
generator will remain high with the attendant high leak rate
between the RCS and the ruptured steam generator. The RCS
pressure would have to be decreased to atmospheric pressure to
terminate the leak prior to depletion of the available inventory.
This would be be accomplished - by cooling and depressurizing the
RCS to residual heat removal conditions using the intact steam
generator and the pressurizer spray. The Shutdown Cooling System
would then be used to cool and depressurize the plant to,

! atmospheric pressure and less than 212*F. On natural
circulation, other means of depressurization would be- used to
bring the plant to shutdown cooling entry conditions.

The success criterion for this element is that there is no
unisolable path from the ruptured generator to the atmosphere.
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The potential' failure -paths for this element are:-

A. One or more MSSVs are stuck open, or ]
'|

B. One or both ADVs are stuck open. j
~

.|

The mechanisms for achieving one of the above two conditions:are:~ i

A. TBVs fail to'open on reactor trip,
MSSVs open on both generators, ,

One or more MSSVs on the ruptured generator fail to reseat. J
-

~ '

B. Isolated ruptured generator begins to fill,
Steam Generator Blowdown System unavailable,
ADVs on the. ruptured generator unavailable,

-{Ruptured generator. fills,
_ *MSSVs on the ruptured generator lift,

MSSV fails to reseat.

C. ADVs on both generators opened fo'r initial cooldown,.
ADV on-the ruptured generator: fails to close.

D. Isolated ruptured generator begins to fill, -

Steam Generator Blowdown System unavailable,_
' "

Operator opens ADV on the ruptured generator,
ADV fails to close.

3.1.12.2.12 Maintain Secondary Heat Removal- (MSHR)

If the feedwater is available but the RCS pressure. control fails,.
the plant may be maintained in a stable condition via continued
-secondary heat removal. This- is accomplished by providing
emergency-feedwater to the intact steam generator.

Therefore, the success criteria for this element are that the \

emergency feedwater- be available and the' additional' water-
inventory must be provided by the CST if the emergency feedwater
storage tank empties -at between 16 and 20 hours following the-
event.

3.1.12.2.13 Cooling the In-containment Refueling Water
Storage Tank

If cecondary side heat removal is not available following an
ATWS, feed and bleed cooling of the RCS is used-to remove decay
heat from the core and transfer it to the In-containment
Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST). The energy must then be
transferred outside of containment. If the energy is not removed

.

from the containment, containment temperature and pressure

increase, possibly resulting in a breach of the containment
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integrity. At this point, coolant will flash through the break !
in the containment and the SI pumps may cavitate. Even if the SI

,

pumps trip and can be- restarted, core' damage may occur because ;

the combined RCS and IRWST '.. inventory would- be depleted.
'

Thermal / hydraulic analysis indicates that 'without containment
cooling to remove - the energy, containment failure would . occur
approfimately 41 hours after the event occurrence.

,

'The Containment Spray System'(CSS) is used to cool the-IRWST and
Containment. The CS pumps circulate the IRWST inventory through '

.the CS heat exchangers, where the- decay- heat energy .is ;
| transferred to the Component Cooling. Water System, and then back- '

'

to the IRWST. The CSS would be actuated on high-high. containment.
pressure, or it could be manually actuated. The CSS consists of
two separate, redundant divisions or trains. .Each. train consists- 1

of a pump, heat exchanger, spray header, and associated valves-
-

'
.

and instrumentation. In addition, therecis a provision to align
the SCS pump from the associated SCS train to' the containment'

. ,

spray heat exchanger if the containment spray pumplin that train i
is unavailable.

;

The success criteria for this element are-that at least-one CS
pump deliver flow from the. IRWST through. its containment spray,

. heat exchanger to the containment spray header and that the decay
heat energy be transferred to the Component Cooling Water, System.

| If the CS headers are not available, the CSS can he' aligned to
discharge directly to the IRWST. .If'the CS pump in~one train is
not available, the SCS pump associated with that . train . may be
used as a backup.

3.1.12.3 Maior DeDendencies

| The following functional dependencies are important for Event
Tree 12:

i

| A. All sequences not involving failure to . scram are not
addressed in this event tree.

B. Failure to scram coupled with an ' adverse MTC is assumed to
result in peak pressures exceeding Level C stress limits.
This is assumed to cause a LOCA and at the same time with
safety injection disabled, leads directly to core damage.

C. If the primary safety valves following an ATWS lift and any
PSV fails to reseat, the RCS inventory'would continue to be
discharged into the containment. If the safety injection
(feed) is not available to replenish the lost inventory, the
core would become uncovered and lead to core damage.O
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D. Failure of charging pump coupled.with failure of either.the !

safety depressurization or'the safety injection is presumed m

to result in core- damage due to insufficient negative 1

-reactivity. The EFWS would not be able to remove sufficient ;

energy. The steam generators .' would; dry out. 'The primary '

pressure would_ rapidly increase and' .the primary safety <

|
valves would lift again. If safety injection (feed) 'in 7not

,

*

available and PSVs continue to discharge inventory to
'

containment,-the.RCS inventory will be depleted and the core
'

would become uncovered.

E. If emergency feedwater is L not availocle or the Long-Term h
Decay Heat Removal fails, no success' path for; decay heat. j
removal is available, therefore, the Safety Depressurization '

(Bleed) must be used to-remove heat from the RCS. 1

F. When Safety Injection and Safety Depressurization1 are: used, i

the IRWST must be available: and successfully cooled to
prevent containment failure'.

,

G. If there is an unisolable leak..to % tmosphere. from the
ruptured steam generator, secondary heInt reLioval must be;

maintained to prevent core uncovery.,
,

3.1.12.4 Maior Recovery Actions ;
1

The following major recovery actions were addressed- in the ,

recovery analysis.for the ATWS sequences.

l A. In the later stages of an ATWS, for the sequences wherein
the power to the pumps has been lost due to loss ~of offsite
power and subsequent operating failure of the diesel
generators, power to the pumps may be restored by either
aligning the standby alternate power source or restoring.the
offsite power. Accordingly, power to the SIS pumps, SCS
pumps and motor-driven EFWS pumps was restored.

.

3.1.12.5 Core Damace Secuence Ouantification '

The core damage frequency contribution for the ATWS sequences are
given in Table B3.1.12-1.

O
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TABLE 3.1.12-1

(Sheet 1of2)
CORE DAMAGE FREcutE Y W NTR X IONS FOR

ANTICIPATED TRANSIEN 'Wf MDLT 'SGRAM fATWS)

CARLQ8Bal000utuct:i

Core Damage Frequency
Contr' bution

Sequence
*=her Senuance ll3At1/ Year lat._

,

3 (ATWS)(Emergency FW OK)(Boron < l.0E-16 N/A
Delivery to RCS OK)(Long-Term Decay
Heat Removal FAILS)(Feed & Bleed OK)4

(FAIL to Cool IRWST)

4 (ATWS)(Emergency FW OK)(Boron < 1.0E-16 N/A
Delivery to RCS OK)(Long-Term Decay
Heat Removal FAILS)(Bleed OK)
(Feed FAILS)

S (ATWS)(Emergency FW OK)(Boron 4.202E-16 N/A
Delivery to RCS OK)(Long-Term Decay
Heat Removal FAILS)(Bleed FAILS)-

7 (ATWS)(Emergency (W OK)(Fall to 1.005E-9 16,91

Deliver Boron to RCS)(Feed &
Bleed OK)(FAIL to Cool IRWST)

8 (ATWS)(EmergencyFWOK)(FAllto 1.019E-10 11.91
Deliver Boron to RCS)(Bleed OK)
(FeedFAILS)

9 (ATWS)(Emergency FW OK)(FAIL to 3.278E 9 12.87
Deliver Boron to RCS)(Bleed FAILS)

10 (ATWS)(Fall to Deliver Emergency FW) 3.341E-11 10.90

13 (ATWS)(Consequent SGTR)(Emergency FW < l.0E-16 N/A
to Intact SG OK)(Injection OK)(RCS
Pressure Control OK)(Long-Term Decay
Heat Removal [1 SG) FAILS)(Bleed OK)
(FAIL to Cool IRWST)

14 (ATWS)(Consequent SGTR)(Emergency FW < l.0E-16 N/A

O- to Intact SG OK)(Injection OK)(RCS
Pressure Control OK)(Long-Term Decay
Heat Removal FAILS) (Bleed FAILS)
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TABLE 3.1.12-1(Cont'd) !

($heet2of2)
.

'

COM PARAGE FRE00 YC RJBUTIONS FOR
AMTICIPATED TRANSI WI $$ RAM (ATWS) j

CORE DAMAtt $E00ENCES )
!

Core Damane Frequency
contr' bution

Sequence
; mi=%r Seeuence Mean/ Year IRE _
,

16 (ATWS)(Consequent SGTR)(Emergency FW < l.0E-16 N/A
to Intact SG OK (Injection OK)(RCS :

Pressure Contro FAILS)(FAILto
Maintain Secondary Heat Removal (FAIL,

to Deliver Ei..ergency FW to Intact SG t

for Long-Term Decay Heat Removal)) *

17 (ATWS)(Consequent SGTR)(Emergency FW 8.262E-12 11.41 l
to Intact SG OK)(Injection OK)(RCS &_,

I Pressure Control FAILS)(Unisolable W
Leak in Ruptured SG) '

18 (ATWS)(Consequent SGTR)(Emergency FW 1.025E-9 7.23'

to Intact SG OK)(Injection FAILS)

| 20 (ATWS)(ConsequentSGTR)(FAllto 1.787E 13 12.78
DeliverEmergencyFWtoIntactSG)'

Injection OK)(Bleed OK)
FAIL to Cool IRWST)

! '
21 (ATWS)(ConsequentSGTR)(FAILto 8,039E-13 12.23

| Deliver Emergency FW to Intact SG)
(Injection OK)(Bleed FAILS)

22 (ATWS)(ConsequentSGTR)(FAILto 6.056E-13 9.84
Deliver Emergency FW to Intact SG) '

(Injection FAILS)

24 (ATWS)(FAIL to Reseat PSV (PSV LOCA)) 4.409E-10 13.26
,

(Fall To Cool IRWST) ,

25 (ATWS)(FAIL to Reseat PSV [PSV LOCA)) 5.418E-11 9.26
(Injection FAILS)

h,26 (ATWS)(Adverse MTC) 1.668E-7 5.66
:
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3.1.13 INTERFACING SYSTEM LOCA

An Interfacing System Loss-Of-Coolant-Accident (IDCA) is a loss
of primary coolant outside containment via a system which
interfaces with the Reactor ccolant System (RCS) and for which
the pressure boundary is extended outside the containment. The
Interfacing System IOCA is presumed to result from exposing low
pressure piping of the interfacing system to_ full primary system
pressure due to failure of multiple precsure barriers. The
initial plant response to an Interfacing System IOCA is the same
as the response to an equivrGent sized 10CA inside containment.
However, the initial RCS iuventory and consequential makeup
inventory is being discharged outside the containment and is not
returned to the In-containment Refueling Water Storage Tank
(IRWST). When the IRWST inventory is depleted the Safety
Injection System pumps will have no source to provide makeup to
the RCS. The core will become uncovered and core damage may
occur. By definition, an Interfacing System LOCA will lead to
core melt and the mitigating systems need not be evaluated. An
Interfacing System LOCA will provide a path, which bypasses the
containment, for the release of radioact:.ve materials.

Systems which interface with the RCS include the Safety Injection
. System (SIS), the Shutdown Cooling System (SCS), the Chemical and.

Volume Control System (CVCS), and the Sampling System. The lines
of the Sampling System are not considered to be potential paths
for Interfacing System LOCAs. These line are generally small
enough so that the lost coolant resulting from a break can be
replaced by the charging pumps. Except for the Sampling System,
potential paths for Interfacing System 14CAs are identified in
Table B3.1.13-1. As shown in the table, the majority of these
potential paths are considered to be non-credible because of one
or more of the following reasons:

The system piping is designed to accommodate relatively higho
pressures (>2000 psig),

o Charging pumps can makeup lost inventory and allow plant ;

cooldown,

o Breax is assumed to occur inside the containment, or
o Flow path contains normally open valves which can be closed

to isolate the break,

l
After the non-credible paths for Interfacing System LOCAs are |

eliminated, the remaining four are considered as potential paths |

and are further evaluated. For this study the four potential

O paths, as shown in Table B3.1.13-1, for Interfacing System LOCAs
4
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are the two suction lines of the Shutdown Cooling System and'the i

two corresponding return lines. Figures B3.1.13-1 and B3.1.13-2
provide simplified schematics of the piping and valve arrangement !

for the paths, respectively. |

The following subsections - discuss the modeling of Interfacing ,

System LOCAs via the two types of valve configurations in the
Shutdown Cooling System suction and return lines. The approach
used to determine the frequency of Interfacing System LOCAs
involves deriving the probability of the valves failing !
simultaneously.in some time interval (0,t). This probability is ;

then used to derive the failure rate (or occurrence frequency) of ,

the scenario. Since the time interval (0,t) occurs randomly, an i

average occurrence frequency is derived based on the maximum ,

exposure time for which any one of the valves may fail. Maximum i

exposure time is assumed to be the refueling interval. The
,

derivation of the average occurrence frequency is discussed in
more detail in Sections 3.1.13.1 and 3.1.13.2. Estimation of the

'

total frequency of Interfacing System LOCAs for System 80+ is
presented in Section 3.1.13.3.

t

| 3.1.13.1 Interfacina system LOCA via SCS Return Lines
'

Figure B3.1.13-1 shows that each of the two shutdown Cooling
system return lines is connected to a separate direct vessel )
injection line. Each potential path via the Shutdown Cooling'

,

| System return line contains two direct vessel injection check
- valves inside the containment and a check valve in the Shutdown I

Cooling System return line. The check valve in the Shutdown
Cooling System line is located outside the containment. Whereas i

the piping from the reactor vessel to the check valve in the
*

Shutdown Cooling System return line is designed to withstand high
pressures, the piping upstream of the check valve in the Shutdown
Cooling System return line is not. Therefore, a class break is
assume to occur upstream of this check valve if the piping is
exposed to high RCS pressure. Low pressure piping of the
Shutdown Cooling System return line will be ecposed to high
pressure if all three check valves in series fail. During normal
operation, only the direct vessel injection check valve closest
to the RCS is exposed to RCS pressure and temperature. The other ,

check valves are exposed to significantly lower temperatures and
pressures. The second check valve in series will be exposed to
RCS temperature and pressure only if the first check valve fails.

| Similarly, the third check valve will be exposed to RCS
,

temperature and pressure only if the first and second check i

valves fail. Because the check valves are operating in different'

environment, common cause failure of the check valves is not 3

considered.

.

.e
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The different ways in which check valve failures can occur are as ;

follows: -

,

A. First check valve fails, the second check valve fails, and ,

then the third check valve fails. :
i

! B. First check valve fails , the third check valve fails, and |
'

then tba second check valve fails.|

C. Second check valve f ails, the first check valve fails, and
then the third check valve fails. ;

>

D. Second check valve fails, the third check valve fails, and i

then the first check valve fails. -;
i
'

E. Third check valve fails, the first check valve fails, and
then the second check valve fails. i

F. Third check valve fails, the second check valve fails, and i
then the first check valve fails.

According to the technical specifications, the check valves i

O closest to the RCS are verified to have reseated after each .

V refueling or prior to returning to power following each cold
shutdown. No such requirement is placed on the second check
valves or the check valves in the Shutdown Cooling System return

.

'

lines. If the first check valve fails, the pressure in the -

piping between the first and second check valves will increase to
RCS operating pressure. As soon as the pressure increases to a ;

certain setpoint, the pressure indicator in this section of
piping will annunciate in the control room. The operator is
expected to respond to the alarm and high pressure indication by
determining whether or not the back flow through the check valve
is within the limits of the technical specifications. If the '

back flow exceeds the limits of the technical specifications, the
operator is required to shutdown the plant within the next thirty

| (30) hours. Therefore, the second check valve may be exposed to
| RCS operating pressure for no more than thirty hours. It can ,

also be argued that simultaneous failures of the first and second
check valves will exposed the third check valve (check valve in
the SCS line) to no more than thirty hours.

Failure of the first check valve is detectable and corrective
action (plant shutdown) can be taken provided one of the
remaining two valves in series continues to isolate the RCS from
the low pressure piping of the SCS, Under such conditions a
maximum exposure time of 30 hours is assumed for the affected
scenarios of check valve failures. Of the six scenarios

4 identified four have exposure time of 30 hours. The maximum
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i

exposure time for the other two is the refueling interval. I

Because the 30 hour exposure time is much smaller than the i

8refueling interval, scenarios with maximum exposure time of 30 i
hours are considered to be negligible contributors to the i
frequency of Interfacing System IOCAs. ;

For this study, only scenarios D and F are considered.

The probability of simultaneous failures of three check valves in
time interval (0,t) can be expressed as the product of the
individual failure probabilities. For exam >.le, the probability -

of scenario D (Q231) can be expressed as ,

t t t t t !

0231 " A dt' f A dt" f A dt"' + q3 f A dt' f A dt" (3-1)
'

2 3 y 2 y
O t' t" O t' '

,

i

t t t i

A dt' f A dt" + q2 3 IA dt'+9 9 l3 y2
0 t' O :

!

A A A 2,9 2 1 21 2 3 3+ 3 2
t 499A tt t,

32l
.

A similar expression for the probability of scenario F ist [

t t t t t 4

dt" f A dt"' + q2 I A dt' f A dt" (3-2) !Q321 " [ A dt' f A y 3 y3 2
O t' t" O t'

t t t

+ q3 fA dv f A dt" + q3q2 l
A dt'

l2
0 t' O

2,9AA A A 32
2 + q3q31 2 3 3+ 2 1

t A tt t,
y2

|

L
1

where, Q231 = the probability of the second check fails '

followed by the third and then.the first i

O
,
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Q321 = the probability of the third check valve fails-

followed by the second and then the first

failure rate of the first check valveA =y

failure rate of the second check valveA =
2

failure rate of the third check valveA =
3

q2 Probability that the second ' check valve fails to"

reseat

q3 - probability that the third check valve fails to
reseat

In equations (3-1) and (3-2), the probabilities are exponentially
distributed and first order terms are used.

As shown, there are four terms in equation (3-1). The first term
represents the condition where all three valves fail due to
excessive leakage. For example, the second check valve fails
which is then followed by failures of the third and first check

O.
valves, respectively. The second term represents the condition
where all three valves fail due to excessive leakage of the
second check valve, failure of the third check valve to rescat,
and excessive leakage of the first check valve. The third term
represents the condition where all three valves fail due to
failure of the second check valve to resent and excessive leakage
of the third and first check valves, respectively. The fourth
term represents the condition where all three valves fail due to
f ailure of the second and third check valves to reseat and then
excessive leakage of the first check valve. For each of the
terms in equation (3-1), failure of the first check valve is the
last event to cccur. The ef fects of failure of the second and
third check valves are not noticeable until the first check valve
fails.

There are also four terms in equation (3-2) wh ch are similar to
those in equation (3-1), except that the indices for check valves
2 and 3 are reversed to indicate the order in which these valves
fail.

The total failure probability, Q Q is used toQ
cReck v$kNe +conM,uration.

=

derive the failure rate of the The
failure rate is given as:

Acs " I 1 c
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Since Q << 1, the above expression reduces to jc

c, = h O (3-4) fA c
!

g23 + 2q2 1 3 + 2q3 1 2 + 2q2 3 l f
A A AA 9A=A AA t

I

Since the time t' is arbitrary, an average failure rate is :

required. The average is taken over the maximum exposure time, ;

T, and is given as:

t
<A ** AA dt (3-5)cs cs0 ;

1 2 3 3 + q2 1 3A T + q3 2 1AT+2q23lA A 9AT,

3

-

,

For the case where the failure rates and demand failure -!
probabilities of the check valves are approximately the same, as ,

assumed in this study, the above expression reduces to:
,

'

3
c 2 + 2q A T + 2q A (3-6]<x >, T c c

cs 3

3.1.13.2 Interfacina Systen LOCA via SCS Suction Lines

The SCS suction lines, as shown in Figure B3.1.13-2, each have
two motor- operated valves in series inside the containment and a
pair of motor-operated valves in parallel outside the i

containment. These valves are closed during power operations.
;

.
When closed, the valves inside the containment provide redundant .

| isolation for the low pressure piping of the Shutdown cooling I

System from RCS pressure. There is also a relief valve which
discharges to the IRWST. This relief valve is located between
the containment wall and the second motor-operated valve in
series (the first motor-operated valve interfaces witn the RCS) .
The relief valve has enough flow capacity to mitigate low
temperature over-pressure events. The pressure setpoint.of the
relief valve is lower than-the design pressure of the RCS piping
and is approximately the same as the design pressure of the ,

Shutdown Cooling System piping.

O;
5
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The Shutdown Cooling System piping from the RCS up to and
including the third motor-operated valve is rated for full RCS
pressure. The piping downstream of the third motor operated
valve is designed to operate at pressures much lower than the
RCS. Failure of the three motor-operated valves in series will
expose the low pressure piping of the Shutdown Cooling System to
RCS pressure. For this study, a class break is assumed to occur
in the section of piping downstream of the third motor-operated
valve.

During startup operations the motor-operated valves inside the
containment are closed and are verified to be closed when RCS
pressure reaches a certain limit. If either or both valves are
not closed startup operations are suspended until the valves are
closed. The motor-operated valves outside the containment are
also verified to be closed during startup operations. Because
the motor-operated valves are required to be closed and are
verified to be closed, no demand failures (i.e. valve not closed
and indicate close) are included in the calculation of the-

frequency for Interfacing System LOCAs. Failure of both valves
inside the containment while the third valve outside the
containment is closed will cause the relief valve to open and
discharge to the IRWST. Such failures are considered detectable

.

due to the increased level in the IRWST and appropriate operator
actions will be taken to mitigate the event. However, failure of
the motor-operated valves inside the containment and failure of
the relief valve to open followed by failure of the
motor-operated valve outside the containment vill exposed the low
pressure piping of the SCS to RCS pressure.

There are six scenarios, which involve failure of motor-operated
valves, that contribute to the frequency of Interfacing System
I4CAs, These scenarios are as follows (the first motor-operated
valve interfaces with the RCS):
A. First motor-operated valve fails, second motor-operated

valve fails, and third motor-operated valve fails.

B. First motor-operated valve fails, third motor-operated valve
fails, and second motor-operated valve fails.

C. Second motor-operated valve fails, first motor-operated
valve fails, and third motor-operated valve fails.

D. Second motor-operated valve fails, third motor-operated
valve fails, and first motor-operated valve fails.

E. Third motor-operated valve fails, first motor-operated valve

O fails, and second motor-operated valve fails.

|
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F. Third motor-operated valve fails, second motor-operated
valve fails, and first motor-operated valve fails.

1

As previously mentioned, the above scenarios do not include _j
demar.d faults because the valves are verified to be closed during 1

each startup operation. . Double ' f ailures of the motor-operated :

valves inside the containment prior to failure of the valve
outside the containment are detectable due to the opening of the >

relief valve and discharge of reactor coolant to the IRWST. As- I

listed above, there are two such scenarios. In order for these
scenarios to contribute to the frequency of Interfacing System i

LOCAs, failure of the relief valve to open (1.0E-04 per demand) ,

must be considered. When failure of.the relief valve to open is :

considered the contributions of the affected scenarios to ~ the i
*frequency of Interfacing System IOCAs are small and can be

neglected.
.

Neglecting scenarios which take credit for the relief valve, the ,

probability of failure for each of the remaining four. scenarios, '

in time t, can be written as follows:

t t t

fA dU A dt" A dtus [34)~
132 mi , m3 ,, m2

al m3 m2 3
t,

6 e

i

t t t
A d A dt" A dt"' (3-8)231 " m2 , m3 mi

>

m2 m3 al 3
t

6 |'
,

t

t t t !

f,ml " A d t"' (3-9)312 " m3 m2n

,

m3 mi m2 3
t,

i

t t t

[3-10)A "

321 " m3 , m2 ml
,

u

i
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m3 m2 al 3
t,

6

where,

P = the probability of the first motor-operated valve132 (MOV) fails an? the third MOV fails given that the-

first failed anu the second MOV fails given that the
first and third failed.

P = the probability of the second MOV fails and the.231 third MOV fails given that the second failed and the-
first MOV fails given that the second and third
failed.

P = the probability of the third Mov fails and the first312 MOV fails given that the third failed and the second
MOV fails given that the third and first failed.

P = the probability of the third MOV fails and thep 321 second MOV fails given that the third failed and the
first fails given that tho' third and second failed.

A,3 = failure rate of the first MOV

A = failure rate of the second MOVm2

A,3 = failure rate of the third MOV

In equations (3-7) through (3-10), it is assumed that the
probabilities are exponentially distributed and first order terms
are used.

The total failure probability, Q P P is
used to derive the failure rale = P} 2 3 +e $Uc+r Poka+teg 24,, yy,o th
configuration. The failure rate is given as:

ms " I 3 II~O 3 I3~113A
l m,

O
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Since Q,<< 1, the above expression reduces to:

(3-12)A,, = { Q,
I

2 i

= 2 A ,y m2 m3t jA A

i

Since the time t is arbitrary an average failure rate is !

required. The average is taken over the maximum exposure time,
T, and is given ast ,

i

T
<A # " A dt {3-13) )

ms ms
o

mi m2^m3 T
"

,

'
For the case where all motor-operated valve failure rates are
approximately the same, as assumed in this study, the above !

expression reduces tot
<

2<A,,>=fA T (3-14]

3.1.13.3 Interfacina System LOCA Freguancy

Equations (3-6) and (3-14) are used, along with appropriate e

failure data to estimate the total frequency of Interfacing
System LOCAs for the Standard System 80+ Design. For this study,

is is assumed that the failure rates for all check valves shown
in Figure B3.1.13-1 are the same. Also, the failure rates for
all motor-operated valves shown in Figure B3.1.13-2 are the same.
These failure rates obtained from Appendix A of the EPRI
Requirements Documentgqe They are as follows

*

.

A. Internal leakage of at MOV

Mean = 2.72E-4/ year
Variance = 1.50E-14
Median = 6.66E-5/ year
Error Factor = 15.8

B. Internal leakage of a check valve

| Mean = 2.01E-3/ year ,

Variance = 3.00E-13
-

.
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Median = 7.80E-4/ year
Error Factor = 9.6 ;

I
c. Check valve fails to resent :

'

Mean = 6.60E-4/ demand
Variance = 2.50E-7 e

i '

Median = 5.20E-4/ demand
Error Factor = 3.0 ;

Figures B3.1.13-1 and B3.1.13-2 show that for each potential i

Interf acing System IDCA paths, three - valve failures must occur :
before the low pressure piping of the SCS is exposed to RCS !

pressure. Since the ultimate pressure ' of the Shutdown Cooling
System piping is greater than- normal RCS pressure, the '

probability of a pipe break in the SCS when exposed to the full ,

.RCS pressure is less'than 1. For this study, a value of 0.1 is
used for the SCS pipe break probability. i

,

|There are two SCS lines, as shown in Figure B3.1.13-1.
Therefore, the following expression is used to estimate the
frequency of Interfacing System LOCA via these lines:

F(ISL) y = 2 <Ag,> xP [3-15)b
'

3

=2 ( T + 2q A +2qfAc) * b !c

Where, F (ISL) , is the frequency of Interfacing System LOCA via
the SCS returfn lines, P is the conditional probability of pipeb
break in the Shutdown Cooling . System, and where the other
variables are previously defined.

As shown in Figure B3.1.13-2, there are. four paths for
Interfacing System I4CA via the SCS suction lines. Therefore,
the following expression is used to estimate the frequency of
Interfacing System LOCA via these lines.

F(ISL)2 " 4 #A # *E
ms b (3-16)

(fA T) xp2=4 ,

'

O
'
,
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is the frequency of Interfacing System LOCA via

F(ISL)$ ion
Where,

suc lines and where the other variables arethe SCS
previously defined.

CESAM was use to estimate the total frequency of Interfacing
System IOCA by summing equations (3-15) and (3-16) and
substituting appropriate failure rates and an value of 1.5 years
for T in these equations. The results aret

Mean = 3.01E-09/ year
Variance = 2.25E-16
Median = 5.02E-10/ year
Error Tactor = 18.5

i

O
.

|

)

O
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POTENTIAL PATHS FDR INTERFAtlNG RYSTEN L0taa i

!
t

CtllAR DC REASON FOR

Ret lWfERFACE Lik[.311t DIARRAM BYPAlt CTMT ELIN!kAfl0N

SCS SUCTION LINE LOOP 1 16 INCH FIGUWE 6.3.2 18 Yts N/A SCs -

$UCTION LINT LOOP 2 16 INCH FIGURt 6.3.2 18 YtB N/A SC$ r

ktTURN LINE LOOP 1 10 INCH FIGURE 6.3.2*18 Yts N/A SCs ,

'
RETURN LINE LOOP 2 10 INCH FIGUtt 6.3.!*18 Ytt N/A S!l
DIRECT YtlltL INJECil0N LOOP 1 10 INCH FIGURE 6.3.2*18 YtB 1 $18 ,

DIRECT VES$tL INJECTION LOOP 2 10 INCH FIGURE 6.3.2 iB Yts i sls ;

DIRECT Vtt$tL INJECTION LOOP 3 10 INCH FIGURE 6.3.2+1B fit 1 SIS *

*

DIRECT VES$tL INJtcil0N LOOP 4 10 INCH FIGURE 6.3.2 18 YES 1 515
'

HOT INJECTION LOOP 1' 3 INCH FIGURE 6.3.2+1B YES 1 $15
HOT INJECTION LOOP 2 3 INCH FIGUtt 6.3.2 1B Yt3 1 $1T
1 DRAIN / FILL LlWE 2 INCH FIGURE 6.3.2*18 YES 1 Sif ,

2 DRAIN / FILL LINE 2 INCH FIGURE 6.3.2*18 Ytl 1 Sif
3 DRAIN / FILL LINE 2 INCH FIGURE 6.3.2+1B Ytt i Sif

4 DPAIN/ FILL LINE 2 INCH FIGURE 6.3.2 18 YES 1 $1T *

1 RElltF LINE 2 INCH FIGURE 6.3.2*18 NO 3 Sif
2 Rttitt LINE 2 INCH FIGURE 6.3.2*18 No 3 SIT !

3 RttitF LINE 2 INCH FIGutt 6.3.2+1B No 3 sif

4 RELIEF LINE 2 INCH FIGURE 6.3.2 1B NO .3 CVCS
LtTDOWN LINE 2 INCH FIGURE 9.3.4 1 NO 4 RCP ,

Bit! DOFF LINT 3/4 INCH FIGURE 9.3.4 1 NO 1,2 RCP
1 SEAL INJECTION LINE 1% INCH FIGURE 9.3.4 1 NO 1,4 RCP
2 $tAL INJECTION LINE 1% INCH FIGURE 9.3.4*1 NO 1,4 RCP
3 $EAL INJECTION LINE in INCH FIGURE 9.3.4 1 NO 1,4 RCP
4 stAL INJECTION LINE 1% INCH FIGURE 9.3.4 1 NO 1,4
RfACTOR HOT LEC DRAIN LINE 2 INCH FIGURE 9.3.4 1 N0 3

'

* REASONS t

1 HICH PRES $URE PIPING (DESIGN PRESSURE > 2,000 PSIC) INSIDE AND OUTSIDE CONTAINMENT

WITH 180LAfl0N VALVES.

2 CHARGING PUNPS CAN MAKtUP LOST INVENTORY AND ALLOW PLANT C00LOOWW.
i

3 FOR POSTULAft0 CLAS$ BREAK LOCAfl0W, THE CONTAlWMENT 18 WOT BYPAS$tD.

A FLOW PATH CONTAlW$ NORHALLY OPlu VALYts WHICH CAN BE CLO$tD TO ISOLATE THE BREAK.

,
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3.1.14 VESSEL RUPTURE

Vessel rupture is defined as any breach of primary pressure
boundary where the loss of primary coolant exceeds the capacity
of the Safety Injection System (SIS). Vessel ruptures include
catastrophic failure of the vessel shell, the vessel nozzles, the
vessel head, or a simultaneous rupture of two or more large
primary coolant pipes. Vessel rupture accidents lead directly to
core damage because, by definition, the SIS cannot. deliver
sufficient inventory to maintain RCS inventory control or RCS
heat removal.

WASH 1400g originally evaluated for the Reactor SafetyVessel rupture
and has traditionally been included inStudy, ,

subsequent PRAs. Because the mean core damage frequency for this
event (2.7E-7/yr) was generally much lower than the core damage
frequency for other sequences, there was generally little if any
additional analysis of this event.- In 1985, Westinghouse
re-evaluated the vessel rupture g quency in conjunction with the
PRA for their advanced PWR They believed that the.

occurrence frequency for this event should be reduced. However,
they discovered that there was not enough operating experience to

O- directly demonstrate a lower frequency and that other evaluation
techniques were not adequate to justify any significant reduction
in the occurrence frequency for vessel rupture. However, based
on the contention that materials technology and vessel
fabrication techniques had significantly improved, they used a
mean occurrence frequency of 1.0E-7/ year with an error factor of
10 for their analysis. With similar justification, the
occurrence frequency of 1.0E-7 with an error factor of 10 was
used in the PRA for System 80+, With the enhancements in plant
design with respect to safety, the core damage frequency
associated with vessel rupture is no longer significantly lower
than that calculated for the other core damage sequences. This
should not be interpreted as a design weakness. Vessel rupture
is still considered to be an unlikely event.

O
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s.: SUMMARY OF CORE DMAGE FREQUENCY FOR INTERMAL EVENTS \
r

Based on the analysis performed, the estimated mean core damage ,

frequency attributable to internal events for the System 80+
plant is 7.73E-7 per year including recovery.

',

Table B3.2-1 presents the core damage frequency contributions by
initiating events. The dominant initiating events are
Anticipated Transients Without Scram [25.49%), Steam Generator i

'

Tube Rupture (17.80%), Loss of Offsite Power combined with
Station Blackout with Battery Depletion (11.82%)- and Vessel
Rupture [12.94%). j

The (total) mean core damage frequency was derived by combining
all the internal initiating events and performing the uncertainty |<

analysis for the total contribution. The percent contribution :

for each initiating events were derived by running the importance
measure analysis on the (total) combined event.

.
The relative importance of individual components can be

| represented by their Fussell-Vesley Importance Measure. The
Fussell-Vesley Importance Measure for a given component is

O determined by summing the probability of all cutsets in which i

that component appeared and dividing by the total probability of i

all of the cutsets. Table B3.2-2 presents the Fussell-Vesley *

Importance measure for the most components contributing to the
core damage frequency.

The top fifty component faults involve nineteen (19) independent
demand and operating faults, fifteen (15) common cause failures,
and sixteen (16) operator errors. The operator actions that were i

addressed include pre-existing maintenance errors, operator
actions to backup an automatic safety system actuation, manual
actions specified in the procedures and operator recovery
actions. Quantification of the operator error rates was found to .

be highly dependent upon the assumptions made about the the time
available to perform an action, the skill and training of the
operators and the availability of procedures.

.

7

i
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CORE t'_"_^" FREnULEY CONTRIBUTION BY INITIATING EVENT j

i

Core Damage
Frequency Error Percent

Initiatine Event -(Nean/ Year) Factor Of Total .

Large Loss-Of-Coolant-Accident (LLOCA) 6.12E-8 5.63 7.91 j
Medium Loss-Of-Coolant Accident (MLOCA1) 5.79E-8 5.36 7.50 ,

MediumLoss-Of-CoolantAccident(MLOCA2) 5.79E 8 5.36 7.50 |
'

Small loss-Of Coolant-Accident (SLOCA) 4.31E-8 10.73 5.58

LargeSecondarySideBreak(LSSB) 2.74E-10 14.58 0.03

Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR) 1.38E-7 9.71 17.80 i

Loss of Feedwater Flow (LOFW) 5.84E-9 7.53 0.76

OtherTransients(TOTH) 4.64E-9 6.88 0.60^

Loss Of Offsite Power (LOOP) including 9.14E-8 8.23 11.82
' Station Blackout with Battery Depletion

Loss of Component Cooling Water (CCW) Div 21 1.25E-8 8.00 1.61

Loss of 4.16 Kv Bus 2.75E-11 9.82 <0.01 .

Loss of 125 VDC Vital Bus 2.61E-12 6.23 <0.01 i

L Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS) 1.97E-7 6.44 25.49 ,

! Interfacing System LOCA 3.01E-9 18.50 0.44 |
Vessel Rupture 1.00E-7 10.00 12.94

TOTAL: 7.73E-7 10$.00

1

:

;
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COMPONENT COMPONFNT DESCRIPT!DW .IMPORTANCE

000AGRCLG OPERATOR FAILS TO PERFORM AGGRES$1VE C00 LING 1.73E*1.
HPMXA4 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 4 OUT OF 4 SI PUMP 8.95E 2
EDGAINDD DIESEL GENERATOR A DEMAND INDEPENDENT FAULTS 8.61E*2
EDGBINDD DIESEL GENERATOR B DEMAND INDEPENDENT FAULTS 8.39E*2
HPMXA3 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 2 OR MORE $1 PUMPS 5.29E 2
CCtCVR F AILURE OF GENERAL REC 0 VERT OF CONTAINNENT 'C00 LING 5.03E 2
FS$0$1AS OPERATOR FAILS TO GENERATE SIAS 4.19E*2
FS$X$IAS CDMMON LAUSE FAILURE OF SAFETT INJECTION ACTUAfl0N SIGNAL 4.19E 2
HPMXA1 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 3 OR 4 $1 PUMPS 3.86E 2
HVMXD2 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 2 0F 2 HOT LEG INJECTION VALVES 3.69E 2
EDDXDG COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF DIESEL GENERATORS 3.62E 2
RCVR$8AC FAILURE TO START AND LOAD STANDST AC POWER 2.30E*2
HVMXC1 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 3 OR 4 DVI MOTOR VALVES -2.24E*2
HVMAGS1312 HOT LEG INJECTION MOTOR VALVE $1 312 GROUP FAILS TO OPEN 2.08E 2
HVMAGS1313 HOT LEG INJECTION MOTOR VALVE $1 313 GROUP FAILS TO OPEN 2.08E 2
HVMAGS1412 HOT LEG INJECTION MOTOR VALVE $1 412 GROUP FAILS 10 OPEN 2.08E*2
HVMAGSI413 HOT LEG INJECTION MOTOR VALVE $1*413 GROUP FAILS TO OPEN 2.08E 2
VSX0FBL OPERATOR FAILS 10 INITIATE FEED / BLEED SYSTEM 2.01E 2
RCVRPWR09 FAILURE TO RESTORE OFFSITE POWER IN 9 HOUR 1.87E*2
GVMXA2 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF CTMT ISOLAfl0N VALVES $1 144/$1 244 1.84E 2
HVMXC4 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 4 OUT OF 4 DVI MOTOR VALVES 1.53E 2
HPMJGSIP301 SI PUMP $1 P301 GROUP FAILS TO START 1.51E*2-
HPMJCSIP401 $1 PUMP Sl*P401 GROUP FAILS 10 START 1.51E 2
HPMOHPSI OPERATOR FAILS TO THROTTLE $1 PUMP IN A GIVEN TIME 1.03E 2
CVMAMV123 CCW/CS HEAT EXCHANGER ISOLAfl0N MOV MV 123 FAILS TO OPEN 8.88E 3
GSX0lRWST OPERATOR FAILS 10 INITIATE COOLING OF THE IRWST 8.81E 3
DVPBADVS ADVs ON RUPTURED SG 2 FAILS TO RECLOSE 8.78E*3
APTX EFP12 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF TURBINE DRIVEN EFW PUMPS EFWP101/103 8.51E 3
GVMAGS1244 CTMT SPRAT MOTOR VALVE $1 244 FAILS TO OPEN 8.26E 3
CVMAMV223 CCW/CS HEAT EXCHANGER ISOLAtl0N MOV MV 223 FAILS TO OPEN 8.26E 3
ELBX125C1E COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF CLASS 1*E 125 VDC BUSES 7.58E 3
ATCONSCDST OPERATOR FAILS 10 AllGN NON SAFETT CONDENSATE S0JRCE 7.51E 3
GVMACS1144 CTMT SPRAT MOTOR VALVE $1 144 FAILS TO OPEN 7.41E 3
RCVRMAWBKR FAILURE TO MANUALLY RACKIN EQUIPMENT BREAKERS 7.06E 3
UPX0 BORON OPERATOR FAILS TO INITIATE BORON DEllVERT 10 THE RCS 6.23E 3
EBATillNDU BATTERT 11 UNAVAILABLE 6.23E 3 I

FSXONITEMP OPERATOR FAILS TO GENERATE (CS) HIGN TEMP. ACTUATION SICWAL 5.89E 3 |
SXX HITEMP COMMON CAUSE F AILURE OF CS HIGH TEMPERATURE ACTUAfl0N $1GNAL 5.89E*3

Amendment F
December 15, 1989
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5.88E 3FS$0CSAS OPERATOR F AILS TO GENERATE C$AS.
.

5.88E*3FS$XCSAS COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF CONTIANNENT $ PRAY ACTUAfl0N $1GNAL

HVM0$l304 MOTOR VALVE $l.304 NOT OPEN DUE TO PRE EXISTING [RROR 4.56E*3 ;

EBAfflNDU BATTERY I UNAVAILABLE 4.53t 3 [
HtXOHCLEG OPERATOR FAILS TO INITI ATE NOT LEG OPERAfl0N 4.44E 3 '

APMX*EFP22 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF MOTOR * DRIVEN EFW PUMPS EFWP 102/104 4.20E*3- -- ;

FSE0EFAS OPERATOR FAILS 10 GENERATE EMERGENCY FW ACTUAfl0N SIGNAL 4.05t*3 :

FSERAPS NO (ET A$) ACTUAfl0N $1GNAL FROM ALTERNATE PROTECTION $YSTEN 4.05E 3 i

FSEX*EFAS COMMON CAU$E FAILURE OF EMERGENCY FEEDWATER ACTUATION $1GNAL 4.05E*3 f
MVM0$1404 MOTOR VALVE $1 404 NOT OPEN DUE 10 PRE * EXISTING ERROR 3.61E 3 ;

'

HPMK$1P301 $1 PUMP $1*P301 FAILS TO OPERATE 3.28[ 3
HPMK$1P4D1 $1 PUMP SI P401 FAILS TO OPERATE 3.27E*3

~

.

RCVRPWR01 FAILURE TO RECOVER OFFSITE POWER IN 1 HOUR 3.24E*3 i

AEFW1A2DVINDD FAILURE OF THE DISTRIBUfl0N VALVES IN EFW SYS SUBTRAIN A2 2.79E*3 - '
.

AEFP1011NDD FAILURE OF EFW SYSTEM TURBINE DRIVEN PUMP EFWP 101 TO START 2.56E*3

GHRVC5HX1 CTMT SPRAY HEAT EXCHANGER 1 UNAVAILABLE DUE TO MAINTENANCE 2.40E*3 !

AEFP1031NDD FAILURE OF EFW SYSTEM TURBINE DRIVEN PUNP EFWP 103 10 START 2.38E 3 i
'

AEFP1021NDD F AILURE OF EFW SYSTEM MOTOR * DRIVEN PUMP EFWPa102 TO START 2.32E*3

HVMXC3 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 2 OR MORE DVI MOTOR lt0LAfl0N VALVES 2.28E 3

CVMAMV124 CCW/SC$ HE AT EXCHANGEk ISOL Afl0N MOV MV*124 FAILS 10 OPEN 1.86E*3

JVMAG$l127 SCS MOTOR VALVE $1 127 FAILS 10 OPEN 1.86E*3

I HVMOS1204 MOTOR VALVE $1204 NOT OPEN DUE TO PRE * EXISTING ERROR 1.51E*3

| DVSDADVS OPERATOR FAILS 10 RECLost THE ADVs 1.49E*3

CPMX CCWP44 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF ALL FOUR (4) CCW PUMPS (T0 START) 1.25E*3

CPMX*E$WSP44 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF ALL FOUR (4) ESWS PUMPS (T0 START) 1.25E 3

CVNOV234 235 CCW MANUAL VALVES v.234/235 FOR St PUMP 2 N.O. DUE TO M.E. 1.24E*3

CVNOV236 237 CCW MANUAL VALVES V*236/237 FOR $1 PUMP 4 N.O. DUE 10 M.E. 1.24E*3 ;

APMKEFP102 EFW $YSTEM MOTOR DRIVEN PUNP EFWP 102 FAILS 10 OPERATE 1.21E 3 '

HVMOS1104 M010R VALVE $1 104 NOT OPEN DUE TO PRE * EXISTING ERROR 1.10E*3

JVMAG$1120 SCS MOTOR VALVE $1 120 FAILS TO OPEN 1.00E 3- r

JVMAGSl121 SCS MOTOR VALVE $1 121 FAILS 10 OPEN 1.00E 3

JVMAG$l122 SCS MOTOR VALVE $1 122 FAILS TO OPEN 1.00E 3 ?

JVMAGS!129 SCS MOTOR VALVE $1 129 F AILS TO OPEN 1.00E*3 ;
,

AVMX*EF282 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF SG ISO VALVE SET 2B (EF 102/EF 103) 9.14E*4 }

GNRXA2 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 2 CS HEAT EXCHANGERS 8.80E 4 ;

EDGBINDO DIESEL GENERATOR B OPERATING INDEPENDENT FAULTS 8.75E 4

AVCAEF214 N0NSAFETY CONDEN$ ATE $0URCE CHECK VALVE EF 214 FAILS TO OPEN 8.66E*4

AVNAEF215 NON* SAFETY SOURCE 150. MANUAL VALVE EF 215 CAN NOT BE OPENED 8.66E*4 |
*

J EDGAINDO DIESEL GENERATOR A OPCRATING INDEPENDENT FAULTS 8.26E 4

RCVRPWR12 F AILURE TO RECOVER OFFSITE POWER IN 12 HOURS 7.56E*4 ;

Amendment F
December 15, 1989 '
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HVMXA2 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 2 SET A IRWST MOTOR VALVES 7.39E*4
UVMBCH501 VCT DISCHARGE MOTOR *0PERATED VALVE CH 501 FAILS TO CLOSE 6.12E*4
HVCAll314 HDT LEG INJECTION CHECK VALVE $1 314 FAILS TO OPEN 5.26E*4
HVCASl315 HOT LEG INJECTION CHECK VALVE SI 315 FAILS TO OPEN 5.26E*4
HVCAtt317 CHECK VALVE $1 317 FAILS TO OPEN 5.26E 4
HVCAtl414 HOT LEG INJECil0N CHECK VALVE $1*414 FAILS TO OPEN 5.26E*4
HVCAS1415 HOT LEG INJECTION CHECK VALVE $1 415 FAILS TO OPEN 5.26t*4
HVCAS1417 CHECK VALVE $1 417 FAILS TO OPEN 5.26E=4
HVWDS1305 MANUAL VALVE $1*305 NOT OPEN DUE TO MAINTENANCE ERROR 5.26t*4
HVN0$l405 MANUAL VALVE $1 405 NOT OPEN DUE TO MAINTENANCE ERROR 5.26E*4
JHRVRHRNX1 SCS HEAT EXCHANGER SCSHX1 UNAVAILABLE DUE TO MAINTENANCE 4.86E*4
CVCAlli41 CTMT SPRAY CHECK VALVE S1 141 FAILS 40 OPEN 4.84E*4
GVNOS1140 CS MANUAL VALVE $1=140 NOT OPEN DUE TO MAINTENANCE ERROR 4.84E*4
MSX0STFW OPERATOR FAILS TO ACTUATE STARTUP FEEDWATER SYSTEM 4.47E 4
AEFWTB2DVINDD FAILURE OF THE DISTRIBUTION VALVES IN EFW SYS SUBTRAIN B2 4.29E*4
EBGPTT LOSS OF GRID ON TURBINE TRIP (FROM NUREG 4550) 4.04t*4
VVMXA1 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF BLEED VALVES FBL 101/FBL*201 3.86t*4
YvMXB1 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF BLEED VALVES FBL*102/FBL*202 3.86E*4
FSXRP104 FAILURE OF INTERLOCK P 104 3.84E*4
FSXRP106 FAILURE OF INTERLOCK P 106 3.84E*4
AEFWTA1DVlWDD FAILURE OF THE DISTRIBUTION VALVES IN EFW SYSTEM SUBTRAlW Ai 3.34E 4
GVCASI151 IRWST RETURN LINE CHECK VALVE SI 151 FAILS TO OPEN 2.73E*4
GVMost150 1RWST RETURN LlWE MOTOR VALVE $1*150 NOT OPEN DUE TO MAINT. 2.7E3 4
GVNOS1240 CS MANUAL VALVE SI 240 NOT OPEN DUE TO MAINTENANCE ERROR 2.69E*4
GVCAS1241 CTMT SPRAY CHECK VALVE $1 241 FAILS 10 OPEN 2.69E*4
EL5X416ESF COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 4.16 KV ESF BUSES 2.52E 4
OVCASl245 CTNT SPRAY CHECK VALVE SI 245 FAILS TO OPEN 2.39E*4
HPMXA2 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 2 SET A St PUMPS 2.34E 4
RCVRMANVLV FAILURE TO OPEN MANUAL DISCHARGE VALVE 2.29E 4
ASSAiDVINDD FAILURE OF STEAM SUPPLY DISTRIB. VALVES IN EFW SUBTRAIN A1 2.28E 4
AS$81DVINDD FAILURE OF STEAM SUPPLY DISTRIB. VALVES IN EFW SUBRRAIN 81 2.17E*4
GYCAll145 CTMT SPRAY CHECK VALVE SI 145 FAILS 10 OPEN 2.11E 4
AEFWTB1DVINDD FAILURE OF THE DISTRIBUTION VALVE IN EFW SYSTEM SUBTRAIN B1 2.09E*4
HVN0$1306 MANUAL VALVE $1 306 NOT OPEN DUE TO MAINTENANCE ERROR 2.01E 4
HVN0$1406 MANUAL VALVE Sl*406 NOT OPEN DUE TO MAINTENANCE ERROR 2.01E*4
CVNOV126 CCW MANUAL INLET VALVE V*126 FOR CS HX1 W.0. DUE TO M.E. 1.97E 4

'

CVNOV226 CCW MANUAL INLET VALVE V 226 FOR CS MX2 N.0. DUE TO M.E. 1.79E 4
GVNOCS$42 FLOW DIVERTED VI A MISPOSITIONED VALVE CS*542 1.79E*4
ELMXMCCit COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 480 V CLASS 1*E MCCs 1.68E*4
MvMASTFWV001 STARTUP FEEDWATER SYSTEM MOV STFWV 001 F AILS 10 OPEN 1.56E*4

Amendment F |
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MVMASTFWV002 STARTUP FEEDWATER SYSTEM MOV STFWV 002 FAILS TO OPEN 1.56t*4 .|
CVNOC5543 FLOW DIVERTED VIA MISPOSIT10NED VALVE CS*543 1.51E*4 )
HVMXC2 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF SET C Dvl M010R ISOLATION VALVES 1.47E*4 +

MSTFWP1011NDD FAILURE of STARTUP FEEDWATER PUMP STFWP.101 To START 1.45E*4 i

RCVRPWR04 FAILURE 10 REC 0VER OFFSITE POWER IN 4 HOUR 1.42E*4

DVS0$G1ADV OPERATOR FAILS TO OPEN ADVs ON STEAM GENERATOR 1 1.40E 4

DV80SG2ADV OPERATOR FAILS TO OPEN ADVs ON STEAM GENERATOR 2 1.39E 4

GHRCC5HX1 DEFECTIVE SHUTDOWN OF CTNT SPRAY HEAT EXCHANGER 1 1.26E 4
VVMACFBL*01 FEED & BLEED MOTOR OPERATED VALVE FBL 101 GROUP FAILS 10 OPEN 1.26E*4

*

VVMAGFBL102 FEED & BLEED MOTOR OPERATED YALVE FBL*iO2 GROUP FAILS TO OPEN 1.26E 4
VVMAGFBL201 FEED & BLEED MOTOR OFERATED VALVE FBL 201 GROUP FAILS 10 OPEN 1.26Ec4 )

VVMAGFBL202 FEED & BLEED MOTOR OPERATED VALVE FBL*202 GROUP FAILS TO OPEN 1.26E*4

ECIXFB COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF INVERTERS FOR BLEED VALVES. 1.20E 4-
AEFP104|NDD FAILURE OF EFW SYSTEM HOTOR DRIVEN PUMP EFWP 104 10 START 1.17E*4

JVMXD2 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF HX TRHOTTLE VALVES $1 127/81 227 1.15E 4 ;

JVMXE2 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF SCS MOTOR VALVES St*129/Sl*229 1.15E 4 ?

EBGPSGC SPURIOUS GRID COLLAPSE 1.10E 4 '

CHRCCSHX2 DEFECTIVE SHUTDOWN OF CTNT SPRAY HEAT EXCHANGER 2 1.07E 4
AVSX EF2A2 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF SG 150 VALVE SET 2A (EF 100/EF*iO1) 1.03E*4- ,

*

DVPX*ADV4 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 4 ATMOSPHERIC DUMP VALVES (ADVs) 9.79E 5
AVSX S$62 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF $$ ISO VALVE SET 6 (EF 108/EF 109) 8.23E 5
DVRBMS$V MAIN STEAM SAFETY VALVES (HS$Vs) Fall 10 RESEAT 7.27E 5 i

ALCSFPMINDO LOSS OF SUCTION FLOW 10 MOTOR DRIVEN EFW PUMPS 6.98E 5
HVMXA1 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 3 OR 4 3RWST M010R VALVES 6.56E*5

HVMACS1307 MOTOR VALVE SI 307 GROUP FAILS TO OPEN 6.19E 5

HVCAS1103 CHECK VALVE S1 103 FAILS TO OPEN- 6.17E*5 !

HVCAS1108 CHECK VALVE SI 108 FAILS TO OPEN 6.17E*5 r

ELCCINDO 480 V LC C OPERATING INDEPENDENT FAULTS 5.80E 5

AVCAEF206 EFW PUMP CHECK VALVE EF 206 FAILS TO OPEN 5.67E 5
AVNDEF226 OPERATOR FAILS TO CLOSE EFW SYS RECIRCULATION BYPASS VALVES 5.67E 5
CYNOV138 143 CCW MANUAL VALVES V*138/143 FOR SCS PUMP 1 N.O. DUE TO M.E. 5.67E 5

ELCDINDO 480 V LC D OPERATING INDEPENDENT FAULTS 5.21E 5 ,

i

CvkOV125 CCW MANUAL INLET VALVE V 125 FOR SCS HX1 N.O.' DUE TO M.E. 5.13E 5
GVNACS543 CS PATH MANUAL VALVE CS 543 CAN NOT BE OPENED 4.53E 5 |

APMK!FP104 EFW SYSTEM MOTOR * DRIVEN PUMP EFWP 104 FAILS TO OPERATE 4.34E 5
,

GVNOSI242 CS MANUAL VALVE $1 242 NOT OPEN DUE TO MAINTENANCE ERROR 3.91E 5

GYNDSl243 CS MANUAL VALVE $1243 NOT OPEN DUE TO MAINTENANCE ERROR 3.91E 5 -

,

NVMXA3 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 2 OR MORE IR$WT M010R VALVES 3.85E 5
,

i

CPMXA2 COMM0W CAUSE FAILURE OF 2 CONTAlNMENT SPRAY PUMPS 3.34E 5

JPMXA2 . COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 2 SCS PUMPS 3.34E 5 ]

Amendment'F I
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'

ITRNAINDO IA COMPRESED AIR TRAIN A OPERATING INDEPENDENT FAULTS 3.18E 5

GVCAll251 IRWST RETURN LINE CNECK VALVE Sl*251 FAILS TO OPEN
.

2.97E*5 g

GVNos|250 IRWST RETURN LINE MOTOR VALVE $1 250 NOT OPEN DUE TO MAINT. 2.970 5- ;

HVMAGS1107 MOTOR VALVE $1*107 GROUP FAILS TO OPEN 2.65E*5 1

*

JVCAtl130 SCS CHECK VALVE $1 130 FAILS TO OPEN 2.64E 5 ,

JVNOSD757 FLOW DIVERTED YlA MISP0$lT10NED' VALVE SD*757 2.64t*5 I

UPMXBAMP COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF BORIC ACID MAKEUP PUMPS (2) 2.31E 5 i

ALCSFPflNDO LOSS OF SUCTION FLOW TO TURBINE DRIVEN EFW PUMP 2.20E 5
!CLGWTR LOSS OF COOLING WATER 2.25E * 5 -

GVND$l142 CS MANUAL VALVE $1 142 NOT OPEN DUE TO MAINTENANCE ERROR 2.0$E 5
'

GVN081143 CS MANUAL VALVE $1 143 NOT OPEN DUE 10 MAINTENANCE ERROR 2.05E *5 -

f WVMXA4 COMMON CAUSE FAILUQE OF 4 OUT OF 4 1RWST MOTOR VALVES' 1.88t*5
EMCCilNDO 480 V MCC C1 OPERATING INDEPENDENT FAULTS 1.79E*5
EMCD11NDO 480 V MCC D1 OPERATING INDEPENDENT FAULTS 1.78E*5
ITRNBINDO lA COMPRESSED AIR TRAIN 8 OPERATING INDEPENDENT FAULTS 1.65E 5
FSXXINT COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF SCS INTERLOCKS 1.64t*5
ITRNBINDD lA COMPRESSED AIR TRAIN 8 DEMAND INDEPENDENT FAULTS 1.52E*5
UVCACM177 CMG PUMPS SUCTION LINE CHECK VALVE CH 177 FAILS TO OPEN 1.44E 5
UVNOCH161 6 FILTER PATH VALVES CN*161/CH 166 NOT OPEN DUE TO MAINT. [RROR 1.44E 5 .Ii

A00EFW OPERATOR FAILS TO RE START EFW PUMP / SYSTEM 1.19E*5
EDGCCFO DIESEL GENERATOR OPERATING COMMON CAUSE FAULTS 1.13E*3

,

JHRCRHRHX1 DEFELTIVE SCS HEAT EXCHANGER SCSHX1 1.08t*5
|
|

ELCX11ND0 480 V LC X1 OPERATING INDEPENDENT FAULTS 1.07E 5
JVN081126 SCS MANUAL VALVE $! 126 NOT OPEN DUE TO MAINTENANCE ERROR 9.44E 6
JVNOS1128 SCS hANUAL VALVE St 128 NOT OPEN DU{ TO MAINTENANCE ERROR 9.44E 6
APTKEFP101 EFW SYSTEM TURBINE * DRIVEN PUMP EFWP 101 FAILS TO OPERATE 5.86E*6
APTKEFP103 EFW SYSTEM TURBINE DRIVEN PUMP EFWP 103 FAILS TO OPERATE 5.86E 6 L

AVNDEF227 OPERATOR FAILS TO CLOSE EFW PUMP RECIRCULAfl0N BYPASS VALVES 4.67E 6 -

AVCAEF207 EFW PUMP CHECK VALVE EF*207 FAILS TO OPEN 4.67E 6
CVNov238 243 CCW MANUAL VALVES V 238/243 FOR EFW PUMP 2 N.O. DUE TO M.E. 4.67E 6 t

DVDOCONTIVS OPERATOR FAILS TO RE OPEN CONTAlWMENT ISOLAfl0N VALVES 4.67E*6 f
ECIFFBL101 FAILURE OF INVERTER FOR BLEED YALVE FBL101 4.48E 6
(CIPFBL102 FAILURE OF INVERTER FOR BLEED VALVE FBL102 4.4BE-6

j ECIPFBL201 FAILURE OF INVERTER FOR BLEED VALVE FBL201 4.4BE 6
ECIPFBL202 FAILURE OF INVERTER FOR BLEED VALVE FBL202 4.48E*6
KVDX TBV8 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF TURBINE BYPASS VALVES (TBys) 4.0$E 6 i

O DVPX ADV2 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 2 ATMOSPMERIC DUMP VALVES (ADVs) 3.30E*6
KlEPSVCD CONDENSER PRESSURE SWITCH FAILS 2.63E 6 [
KIEPIBCS LOSS OF TURBINE BYPASS VALVE CONTROL SYSTEM 2.63E*6
AVCAEF204 EFW PUMP CHECK YALVE EF=204 FAILS TO OPEN 2.61E 6 f

'
Amendment F
December 15, 1989
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AVCAEF205 EFW PUMP CMECK VALVE EF 205 FAILS-TO OPEN: 2.61E 6 -

'

AVNDEH'r* , OPERATOR FAILS-TO CLOSE EFW PUMP. RECIRCULATION SYPASS VALVES- 2.61E 6'
-AVN0 Ell?! OPERATOR FAILS TO CLOSE EFW PUMP RECIRCULATION BTPASS VALVES' 2.61E 6;

,

.IIACCFD (NSTRUMENT. AIR OPERATING COMMON CAUSE FAULTS 2.34E 6: ;

IIAINDO INSTRUMENT AIR-OPERATING INDEPENDENT FAULTS -2.05E 6 .j-

~JVMMA2 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF SCS SUCT10N VALVES S!*120/SI 220 2.03E 6'
JVMhd ' COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF CTMT ISOLATION VALVES Sl*121/Sl*221 2.03E 6- 1

JVMMC2 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF CTMT ISOLATION VALVES SI 122/SI 222 2.03E 6
'

JVMAGS1220 SCS MOTOR VALVE $1 220 FAILE TO OPEN 1.80E 6.
JVMAGS1221 SCS MOTOR VALVE SI 221 FAILS TO OPEN 1.80E 6
JVMAGS1222 SCS MOT 0't VALVE SI-222 FAILS TO OPEN 1.80E 6 7

JVMAGS!227 SCS MOTOR VALVE Sl*227- FAILS TO OPEN 1.80E*6 ;.--
_

'

JVMAGS1229 SCS MOTOR VALVE SI 229 FAILS TO OPEN 1.80E 6.
_ '

CVMAMV224 CCW/SCS HEAT EXCHANGER ISOLATION MOV MV 224 FAILS TO OPEN 1.80E 6
ELCAINDO 480 V LC A OPERATING INDEPENDENT FAULTS '3.70E 7'. _.

EMCA2tNDO 480 V MCC A2 OPERATING INDEPENEDENT FAULTS 1.26E 7'
EMCC21NDO 480 V MCC C2 OPERATING INDEPENDENT FAULTS 1.26E 7

-

<

.-

L
r

I
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